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Progress in Telecommunications and Networking is fostering the development of 
high-speed and ubiquitous networks, both wired and wireless, characterized by an 
unprecedented degree of transport capacity and flexibility. At the same time, 
laboratory equipment for measurement and experimental evaluation of devices and 
systems is available, with a wide range of sophistication and complexity. Activities 
such as distance learning, performance monitoring and testing may now receive a 
support capable of making them truly distributed and highly cooperative. 

Yet another aspect strictly related with the increased cooperation and coordination 
of distributed laboratory equipment is that of Grid computing. Some of the main 
characteristics of a Grid structure, namely, distributed and coordinated resource 
usage, standardized middleware and quality of service delivery, play a very important 
role in the interconnection of measurement devices of various kinds. On the other 
hand, the extension of the Grid platforms beyond the computing world to such 
environments poses new challenges in dealing with aspects such as real-time 
constraints. 

The visualization of experiment results and the introduction of the usage of 
laboratory equipment in distance learning brings other components to this already 
complex picture, namely, those related to multimedia and immersive 
communications, virtual and augmented reality. 

Based on the recent developments in these multidisciplinary fields, research effort 
is being dedicated worldwide to the investigation of the main issues related to the 
sustainable realization of tele-laboratories, where real and virtual instrumentation can 
be shared and used in a collaborative environment. Such issues are related, but not 
limited to, multimedia communications and networking, sensor networks, Grid 
technology, Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning and control, network management, 
measurement instrumentation and methodology, architecture of measurement 
systems. 

This book is dedicated to highlighting some state-of-the-art research aspects in 
this multi-faceted scenario. All papers in the book were presented at the 2005 
Tyrrhenian Workshop on Digital Communications. The workshop, besides being a 
forum of discussion among internationally known experts in the various related fields, 
represented also the closing event of the CNIT (the Italian National Consortium for 



Telecommunications) project "Technological Network for Telecommunication 
Measurement Instrumentation", funded by the Italian Ministry of Education, 
University and Research (MIUR), in the framework of the European Union (EU). The 
additional equipment acquired by the CNIT National Laboratory for Multimedia 
Communications in Naples, Italy, within this project, set the basis for the participation 
in two other currently active ones, namely, GRIDCC (Grid-Enabled Remote 
Instrumentation with Distributed Control and Computation), funded by the EU, within 
the 6th Framework Program, and CRIMSON (Cooperative Remote Measurement 
Systems Over Networks), also funded by MIUR. Quite a few researchers operating in 
these projects took part in the Workshop. 

According to the structure of the Workshop, the book is organized in six chapters. 
Chapter I, Technologies for Real-Time Interactive Multimedia Communications, 

addresses issues regarding content presentation and interaction over the network, 
resource allocation and scalability. 

Chapter 11, Monitoring, Management and Configuration of Networks and 
Networking Devices, is dedicated to measurements over network traffic and router 
performance, both in terms of tools and experimental analysis. 

Chapter 111, Data Acquisition and Aggregation in Sensor Networks, touches the 
aspects related with data acquisition, particularly from wireless sensors, with respect 
to processing, detection, routing, energy consumption, and the construction of test 
beds. 

Chapter IV, Grid Structures for Distributed Cooperative Laboratories, opens a 
window on the Grid computing world and investigates its relation with the 
management of instrumentation and measurement devices. Here the major issues are 
the architecture of the collaborative environment, the presence of real-time aspects, 
and the allocation of resources. 

Chapter V, Architectures and Techniques for Tele-Measurements, deals with the 
essence of the measurement systems and methodologies needed to realize truly 
distributed laboratory spaces. Besides the methodological aspects, the specific 
environment of telecommunications is addressed, regarding the management of both 
physical layer and networking distributed measurement platforms. 

Chapter VI, Virtual Immersive Communications and Distance Learning, is 
devoted to context-awareness and to the construction of virtual and immersive 
environments. Most of the material in this chapter comes from the results of two 
national CNIT projects, namely, VICOM (Virtual Immersive Communications) and 
Teledoc2. 

Overall, the book addresses complementary and strictly related aspects of a highly 
multidisciplinary framework, which characterizes the status and the evolution of 
distributed cooperative laboratories. As such, it can be viewed as a source of reference 
for those interested in this challenging field. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel approach on a joint team collaboration 
system. It combines two fields of applications that have been developed 
separately in the past: collaborative virtual environments and video-based tele- 
conferencing. For this purpose technologies from both areas have been 
integrated to a common test platform. After a specific description of the initial 
technology branches, the paper mainly focuses on the conceptual work for 
merging them to a novel virtual team user environment. 

Keywords. Immersive tele-collaboration, immersive telecommunication, 
synchronous team collaboration, video conferencing 

1 Introduction 

The migration of immersive media to telecommunication continues to advance and to 
become cheaper through digital representation. The ability to evoke a state of "being 
there" and/or of "being immersed" will no longer remain the domain of the flight 
simulators, CAVE systems, cyberspace applications, theme parks or IMAX theatres. 
It will arise in offices, venues and homes and it has the potential to enhance the 
workflow of management, training, manufacturing and marketing in general. First 
steps in this direction could already been observed in two application areas during the 
last few years. 
On one hand, today's high-end videoconferencing systems offer tele-presence 
capabilities to achieve most natural communication conditions. Thanks to this 
evolution video conferencing is going to become more and more attractive for various 
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lines of business and it will definitively benefit from the advent of tele-immersion in 
the same manner therefore. 
On other hand, the market of synchronous team collaboration systems is growing 
drastically to satisfy demands of increasing competition in costs, innovation, 
productivity and development cycles. In addition, emerging tele-immersion systems, 
like collaborative virtual environments, will provide further improvements including 
intuitive interaction and communication capabilities. 
This paper aims at the enormous potential of merging these two technologies. 
Especially the embedding of video conferencing functionalities into shared virtual 
environments paves the road for a new era in telecommunications. It combines two 
fields of applications that have been developed separately in the past: the VR-based 
functionality of shared applications and the realism of video-conferencing. 
Therefore Fraunhofer Institute for Telecom-municationsIHeinrich Hertz-Institut 
(HHI) and France Telecom Research & Development (FTR&D) have initiated a joint 
research activity with the objective to integrate technologies from both areas into a 
new test platform for immersive tele-collaboration. This work is based on two 
systems that have been developed separately so far at the two institutions: the 
immersive videoconference system im.point (HHI) and the synchronous team 
collaboration software Spin3D (FTR&D). After a specific description of im.point and 
Spin3D in section 2 and 3, respectively, section 4 will focus on the conceptual work 
for merging these technologies to a novel virtual team user environment. 

2 Immersive Meeting Point (im.point) 

As shown in Fig. 1, the im.point represents a semi-immersive videoconferencing 
system that follows the concept of a round table conversation. The idea is to place 
suitable video reproductions of all participants at predefined positions in a shared 
virtual environment (SVE). For a typical three-party conference these positions are 
located at the corners of an equilateral triangle enclosing the round table. 
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Fig. 1. Multi-party conference system im.point 

Thanks to this configuration, it can be ensured that each conferee sees his 
interlocutors under an individual viewpoint [I]. As a consequence, those 
communication modalities that are particularly important for multi-party conferences, 
such as eye-contact, gaze, postures, gestures or directive sound, can be reproduced 
under right 3D geometry. Moreover, at each side the virtual scene is rendered from 
the local user's viewpoint to enhance the illusion of a seamless transition between 
real and virtual world across the screen. To enforce this effect, elements in the real 
room like the table are mirrored and virtual objects are aligned with their real 
counterparts. Thus, participants get the impression of sitting around a common table 
as they know it from a real conference situation. 
One main objective of the im.point development was to bridge the gap between 
research systems on one hand, which usually need expensive hardware and are 
dedicated to a particular academic topic, and com-mercial products on other hand, 
which still do not meet the requirements of human-centered communication system, 
especially not in the case of multi-party applications. 
For this purpose the im.point is based on a modular and extendable system 
architecture. In its basic version two cameras are placed as near as possible to the 
head of the remote participants which results in small but acceptable lack of eye 
contact. The difference between viewing direction and camera axis is less than 10 
degrees. Non-verbal communication cues that contain directive information (who is 
pointing on what, who is looking in which direction, etc.) are supported to the 
greatest possible extent. This especially holds for the active line of sight (two 
conferees have direct eye-contact) as well as for the passive line of sight (a third 
conferee observes when two others have eye-contact). 
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To reduce the remaining lack of eye contact, the basic version can also be extended 
towards a 3D version. In this case, two cameras are used on each display side. Hence, 
disparities can be estimated from each camera pair. This 3D information is used to 
reconstruct the view of a virtual camera that is exactly located at the current line of 
sight between two related partners. 
Fig. 2 shows the general system architecture of the im.point system. The basic 
modules are grey-shaded, additional modules of the 3D version are not shaded. All 
modules are entirely implemented in software and run on standard PCs. No special 
hardware is needed. Each terminal consists of a server and a client. 
At the server all captured videos are first segmented to separate the person's 
silhouette from the background. This allows a seamless integration of the video 
objects into the virtual scene. In the 3D extension a "video plus dep th  representation 
format is generated by rectification, disparity analysis and 3D view combining [2]. 

. - 

i Segmentation . -. . - . . ..... 

I 
""." ". 

I 

i Disparity Anabsis - --~--c Obiecls 
I 1D View Combmmg 

Sewer 

Fig. 2. Architecture of im.point system 

Either the shaped video objects (basic version) or the "video plus depth" objects (3D 
version) are then encoded and transmitted using the MPEG-4 multimedia standard. 
The client decodes the incoming videos from the remote participants. In the 3D 
extension the additionally transmitted depth information is used for calculating the 
virtual view. The resulting videos are then integrated into the virtual scene using 
BIFS (Binary Format for Scenes) of MPEG-4. 

3 Synchronous CVE-Platform Spin3D 

FTR&D, in collaboration with INRIA Futurs, carries out studies on design and 
realization of a collaborative platform called Spin3D based on a 3D collaborative 
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virtual environment (CVE) approach [3]. The aim of this work is to allow strong 
synchronous collaboration around virtual objects to a small group of users. 

3.1 Interface and Interaction design 

The first main objective is to design a user friendly 3D interface that privileges the 
easiness of use, the collaborative task interactions, and the quality of the 
communication between the participants. 

1 

Fig. 3. The "meeting room" metaphor 

Usually, collaboration is effective when only a small amount of persons are actively 
working together on a small number of objects, the inter-actors being situated in a 
common place, usually around a table, or at least inside a unique room. Moreover, in 
order to get a better understanding of the performed tasks, each user needs to be 
constantly aware of any object transformation, and thus no manipulation must be 
hidden. Based on those observations, the visual interface of the Spin-3D platform is 
built on a "meeting room7' metaphor (Fig. 3), within which all virtual objects and 
users are displayed: a central table is a manipulation area on which the users put the 
objects they want to interact with at a given time; a rotative band around a table is a 
place holder for all the objects needed for a given task; finally, few virtual tools, set 
down on the table, allow users to manipulate or modify virtual objects. The 
mechanisms of the Spin3D interface can be changed using a MVC concept (Model- 
View-Controller). 
Within the interface, the support of telepresence is enhanced by synthetic 3D avatars, 
which are realistic representation of remote users in terms of texture, morphology and 
animation [4]. The non-verbal part of the communication between users is 
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represented through these avatars by analysis of the user inputs (eg. interaction 
actions, voice, video-tracking). Technologies such as facial animation, inverse 
kinematics, and acoustic spatial localization have been implemented for this purpose. 
The user interacts with objects thanks to a bi-manual interaction mechanism: a first 
input device is used for designation/selection of objects in the interface, whereas a 
second input device is used for manipulation of objects (3D rotations and 
translations). To ease the 3D interaction and the understanding of the collaborative 
activity ("who is doing what"), the interface provides feedbacks (such as bounding 
boxes, shadows, or object ownership with color changes). 

3.2 Technical platform 

The second main objective is to develop a technical platform supporting the 
management of collaborative applications running on standard PC connected to the 
Internet through common access-points (e.g. xDSL). 
The 3D visualization core of the collaborative platform is built around an extended 
VRML97 browser integrating extensions in terms of interaction (3D interaction and 
feedbacks) and sharing of objects [ 5 ] .  In order to display various (i.e. non-VRML97) 
3D formats (medical data, CAD models, etc.), the capabilities of the Spin3D 
visualization core can be extended by using plug-ins. 
The Spin3D platform provides the underlying communication layers required for 
collaborative activities namely the replication of shared 3D objects amongst all 
workstations using a server-less architecture thus reducing the latency in the 
interaction. For group communication and state synchronization of replicated objects, 
the Spin3D communication layer [6] is based on CORBA using an enhanced 
protocol, inspired from the OMG standard called "MIOP", and an enhanced 
multimedia streaming service, inspired from another OMG standard called "AIV 
Streams service". The communication layer is kept independent of the underlying 
transport layer (multicast IP or IP bridge emulating multicast) in order to run the 
collaborative platform on various kinds of networks. 

4 Joint Team Collaboration System 

A comparison between Spin3D and im.point shows a lot of similarities with respect to 
the "meeting room" metaphor. Both systems use the concept of a shared virtual table 
as the connecting element between the real and the virtual world. However, Spin3D is 
more focused on a 3D CVE-based application allowing a strong interaction with 3D 
virtual objects where avatars represent the non-verbal part of the communication at an 
abstract level but with a limited amount of realism. In contrast, the im.point provides 
a high amount of realism and represents non-verbal communication cues in highest 
video quality, but it is limited in the use of joint application tools. Thus, to benefit 
from both system approaches, it seems to be straight-forward to combine them to a 
novel joint team collaboration system based on the concept of a shared virtual table. 
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Fig. 4. Screen shot of joint team collaboration 

As shown by the screen shot in Fig. 4, the im.point system runs in the foreground to 
display the virtual meeting room including the distant participants. The virtual 
Spin3D tools for manipulating or modifying shared objects are integrated into the 
im.point scene and placed on the conference table. As in Spin3D, these tools can be 
used through a bi-manual interaction mechanism, either for selecting or for 
manipulating objects. 
The Spin3D application runs in the background and the results of joint interaction are 
depicted at a virtual screen additionally integrated in the im.point scene. Thus, as 
soon as a user selects a Spin3D tool and enters the active area of the virtual screen, he 
can use all functionalities of the Spin3D application. In addition, the user can zoom in 
to see details of the Spin3D visualization, and he can zoom out again to discuss the 
results with the distant partners in the im.point conference mode. 
Both systems, im.point and Spin3D are connected using a custom protocol which 
allows a rapid integration of both approaches without affecting the original systems 
too much. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper concentrates on the description of an immersive tele-collaborative tool 
based on a pragmatic approach combining two separately developed application 
platforms (immersive videoconference im.point for the telepresence support and 
synchronous CVE-software Spin3D for the 3D interaction on shared virtual objects). 
To this end, the first common implementation step will focus on an ad-hoc, easy to 
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develop prototyping system mixing im.point and Spin3D for testing purposes and will 
a be start for more ambitious studies on an ideal solution, that is a mixed reality 
system where a local user can intuitively interact with the virtual 3D objects and the 
remote users can observe that in a transparent manner through a high quality support 
of the telepresence. 
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Abstract. Recently, centrally controlled information distribution systems 
are rapidly emerging to decentralized structures. This tendency can be 
observed in software distribution applications using BitTorrent or infor- 
mation sharing platforms based on distributed hash table structures like 
Chord or Kademlia. To ensure that the emerging platforms will func- 
tion properly with a growing number of users and services the issue of 
scalability turned into one of the hottest research topics. 
Traditionally, the term scalability often restricts to the functional scal- 
ability, which describes the scalability in terms of the system size. In 
this regard the basic structure is stationary, i.e. it does not fluctuate fre- 
quently. However, when the stochastic behavior of system components, 
the network structure, and user applications has to be taken into account, 
the stochastic scalability has to be investigated in the context of perfor- 
mance evaluation. In this paper we discuss the stochastic scalability of 
information sharing platforms. We give a classification of current infor- 
mation sharing platforms and define the terms functional and stochastic 
scalability in detail. A distributed phone book based on a Chord ring 
will be discussed as an example to motivate other areas of application 
and to show the potential of the evaluation of stochastic scalability. 

Keywords: Information Sharing, Information Mediation, P2P, Stochastic Scalability, 
Performance Analysis 

1 Information Mediation and Platforms 

The scale of distributed systems has significantly changed with the growing size of the 
Internet in the last decade. Distributed applications have to serve thousands to millions 
of customers in parallel. Due to stochastic user behavior, the number of customers and 
their world wide locations, as well as the dynamic of current network architecture, such 
as overlay networks in file-sharing platforms, the underlying network structure and the 
usage can considerably change on different time scales. Together with the enormous 
growth of the size and the complexity of such systems, the need for information sharing 
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platforms became immanently important. To guarantee the functionality of the system, 
investigations concerning the scalability of the application have to be carried out early 
during the conception and the dimensioning phases of the service deployment. 

Concerning the architecture of information sharing platforms some current trends 
can be observed: 

- Transition to busin,ess cases: Content distribution platforms and information shar- 
ing systems gain importance in the context of booming peer-to-peer (P2P) file shar- 
ing systems (e.g. Kaaza, eDonkey, ...). These applications are being transformed 
from a disruptive technology with rather gray-scale content (e.g. music downloads) 
to thoroughly designed business cases (e.g. distributed directory services, ...). 

- Information mediation: In general, these systems can be categorized as informa- 
tion mediation platforms. The main task is similar to a telecommunication system: 
to efficiently mediate information from information providers to information con- 
sumers. Thus, the main trend is to move away from client-server based data centers 
or server farms to Internet oriented information storage and distribution services. 

- Distributed dynamic architecture: Recently, centrally controlled information dis- 
tribution systems are rapidly emerging to decentralized structures, which are usually 
implemented on a web-based platform. Examples are software distribution using 
BitTorrent or information sharing platforms based on distributed hash table struc- 
tures like Chord [12] or Kademlia [9]. The structures of these systems are highly 
dynamic: during the system runtime, customers or network nodes can join or leave 
the system without notice. The system has to be designed to survive such so called 
"churns" with minimal service degradation. 

Information Push 
Information 

Information 

Information 

Fig. 1. Overview of a self-organizing information mediator 

As illustrated in Figure I most of recent distributed information sharing platforms 
[5] are characterized by three main components: The information provider, the self- 
organizing mediator and the information consumer or seeker: 
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- Information providing site: Information providers mediate data and resources 
using the information distribution plane. The information can be the varying profile 
of users in a distributed phone book embedded in a Voice-over-IP (VoIP) application. 
The profile contains the nickname of the user, his current IP-address, charging 
information, etc. 

- Information mediation plane: The self-organizing information mediator itself can 
be used to store the information in a reliable and consistent way to distribute the 
data to the information consumer at a later point in time. Thus, the mediator has 
two basic (control) functions, the mediation of resources and the coordination of the 
resource access and exchange. It must control, schedule and conduct the exchange 
of resources in a scalable and efficient way. The information mediation plane is 
often referred to as "overlay network", like in P2P systems. In our VoIP example 
above, the information mediation plane can be built by a number of mediation nodes, 
which are connected using a Kademlia structure or a Chord ring. Due to the use of 
hash functions, the location of a profile, which is a search object for the information 
consumer, is well defined. Mediation nodes can be embedded in the system and are 
thus identical to customers. 

- Information consuming site: The information consumer must be able to search 
and locate a resource at any given time. In a running environment a participant can 
be both information provider and information consumer at the same time. In the 
VoIP example a calling subscriber searching for the current location of a nickname 
is an information consumer. Using the search algorithm he can find out in which 
mediation node the information is stored. 

The advantage of the described architecture is its bandwidth efficiency in the dis- 
tribution of information. It autonomically enables fast access, resilience and scalability. 
However, so far there are no guarantees for security or data consistency and complete- 
ness. 

In the traditional client-server architecture the server has the role of the information 
mediator. Current information sharing platforms, however, tend to rely on P2P overlay 
networks or mediation planes. The P2P paradigm reflects a highly distributed and adap- 
tive application architecture. P2P systems solve two basic functions resource mediation, 
i.e. search for and location of resources, as well as resource exchange. The underlying 
P2P algorithms are highly efficient, scalable, and robust. 

As illustrated in Figure 2, a P2P network builds a virtual overlay topology on top 
of an already existing IP network, like e.g. the Internet itself. These P2P overlays are 
increasingly used as a self-organizing and scalable information mediator. The first wave 
of P2P systems (N 1999), Napster being the most popular representative, relied on direct 
peer-to-peer communication and central index servers. The second wave, including P2P 
applications like KaZaA (2000-2002) made use of supernodes and introduced unique 
file IDS using a hash function. The current wave (2003-), enables fast and scalable 
resource discovery using distributed hash tables. The corresponding P2P protocols are 
suitable to serve as the information mediator in an information sharing platform. 

However, due to their highly distributed application architecture those P2P systems 
are too complex for large scale emulation. Even simulations on packet level proved to be 
rather intractable. To better understand the dynamics of such systems one has to approach 
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Mediation node 

I~lforrnation provider or seeker 

Fig. 2. A P2P overlay network used as information mediator 

the problem on different levels of detail. While a detailed simulation can give valuable 
insights about the fundamental functionalities [7], a mathematical analysis of the main 
aspects of the problem often helps to investigate the scalability of the system itself [2, 
131. Due to the numerous stochastic processes involved in such highly distributed multi- 
user applications it is crucial to study not only the functional but also the stochastic 
scalability of the systems. In the following sections we define and further motivate the 
need for the evaluation of the stochastic scalability. Our goal is to better understand the 
dynamics of large scale information sharing platforms such as P2P systems. If we want 
to build reliable large scale information sharing platforms based on P2P mechanisms we 
need to master the complexity of such systems. Investigating the stochastic scalability, 
we will be able to get those systems under control and achieve carrier grade availability 
systems in a resource-efficient but also simple manner. 

In this paper we refer to properties of the scalability of a system as stochastic 
scalability. One of this properties could be, to stay in our VoIP example, the quantile 
value, i.e. the time bound of search delays when we expect 99% (or even 99,99%) of 
searches to remain below this limit. Measures considering stochastic scalability can be 
used, e.g. to define and enforce Service Level Agreements (SLA) in communication 
systems and applications. 

Traditionally, the term scalability often restricts to the functional scalability, which 
describes the scalability in terms of the system size, where the basic underlying applica- 
tion scenario and network structure are rather fixed or change only in a long-term time 
scale. More precisely, the question was: if a service or a solution, i.e. with a network 
carrying a target application, works properly for ten customers, will they also func- 
tion accordingly for one thousand or for one million customers, following the potential 
growth of the market? 
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If the mid-term and shot-term stochastic behavior of system components and user 
applications has to be taken into account, the stochastic scalability has to be investigated 
in the context of classical performance evaluation. One possible question is: If a platform 
works properly (SLA is complied) in an environment with a network latency coefficient 
of variation CT = 0.5, will it also support the same number of customers in a higher 
variation network with CT = 2? This is crucial to ensure the network resilience in 
overload cases. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the 
evolution of existing P2P-based information sharing platforms. Definitions of functional 
and stochastic scalability can be found in Section 3. A P2P-based VoIP solution is given 
as an example for the evaluation of the stochastic scalability of P2P-based information 
sharing platforms in Section 4. Section 5 finally summarizes and concludes the paper. 

2 Evolution of P2P-based Information Sharing Platforms 

2.1 The Traditional Client-Server Model 

The client-server paradigm was the most prevalent model for information mediation in 
classical networks. It can be described as a service-oriented request-response protocol. A 
central server host runs a server process and provides access to a specific service such as 
web content or a centralized index. The client runs the corresponding client process and 
accesses the service offered by the central server host. Well known examples include but 
are not limited to protocols such as http or ftp. In the traditional client-server architecture 
the server had the role of the information mediator. It has become one of the central 
ideas of computer networks but severely suffers from two major drawbacks that come 
along with a centralized mediator: 

- It represents a single point of failure. Once the central service provider, the server, 
fails, the offered service will be disrupted and no longer available to the customers, 
i.e. to the clients. The same problem could, e.g., be caused by a distributed denial 
of service attack which is targeted at a specific service. That is, the functionality of 
an entire business solution depends on the functionality of a single central unit. 

- It hardly scales. The number of hosts that can be served at the same time is mainly 
restricted by two important properties of the central server: Its processing power 
and its available bandwidth. The latter is especially crucial in connection with 
the distribution of large files, such as software updates or multimedia content. The 
processing power of the central server might e.g. be the limiting factor when offering 
web services. 

A new wave of highly distributed information mediation platforms emerged to cope 
with these problems and to provide reliable and scalable access to electronic information 
stored in a computer network. The distributed architecture of such platforms enables 
the offered service to be still available even if parts of the system crash or fail. The 
peer-to-peer paradigm plays an important role in this context and will be discussed in 
the next section. 
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2.2 P2P-based Information Sharing Platforms 

A peer-to-peer (P2P) network can be described as a group of entities denoted as peers, 
with a common interest, that build a self-organizing overlay network on top of a mixture 
of already existing networks. That is, P2P is about the networked cooperation among 
equals. The main task is the discovery and sharing of pooled and exchangeable resources. 
An ever increasing number of companies discover the advantages of decentralized P2P 
networks. Skype [ I  I] ,  a P2P-based telephone directory, e.g., already attracts millions of 
users every day. P2P algorithms are also used to overcome the problems of distributed 
network management 131. Due to the highly distributed application architecture compa- 
nies using P2P mechanisms are no longer dependent on a single central unit nor do they 
have to invest in server farms to guarantee the scalability of their systems. Together with 
those new P2P systems, however, new challenges arise as well. In a business environ- 
ment, they have to be able to guarantee efficient and, most important, scalable business 
solutions. 

There are different P2P approaches trying to create information sharing platforms 
supporting tens and up to millions of entities to provide a highly scalable mediation 
platform. Those systems are designed to be highly dynamic, robust and resilient. In 
the ideal case any peer can be removed without resulting in any loss of service. P2P 

Seeker 
Unstructured P2P-Network (Gnutella) Structured P2P-Network (Chord) 

Fig. 3. Unstructured and structured P2P  overlay topologies 

mechanisms can roughly be divided into two main classes, those that build structured 
and those that build unstructured overlay topologies. Figure 3 gives a visual comparison 
between the two classes. Unstructured P2P networks, like e.g. Gnutella 161, build an 
arbitrary overlay topology. Peers are randomly connected to each other resulting in 
a fully decentralized use of the overlay network paradigm. There are no dedicated 
peers that store specific information. That is, resources are located at arbitrary peers. 
To cope with this indetermination of the desired information, searches in unstructured 
P2P networks are performed using an expanding ring principle. A peer searching for 
information simply floods the query to all its neighbors in the overlay network, who in 
turn forward the query to all of their overlay neighbors until the desired information is 
eventually found. To keep the involved overhead traffic within reasonable limits a Time 
To Live (TTL) counter is associated with the query. The TTL is decreased on every 
hop, while query packets with a TTL of zero are simply discarded. It is easy to see, that 
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such unstructured overlay topologies suffer from two main drawbacks. First, there is 
no guarantee that a search returns a positive result even if the searched information is 
stored on a large number of peers. Second and even more important, unstructured P2P 
mechanisms do not scale to a large number of information consumers. 

Index Media tor 

Hvbrid P2P-Network (eDonkev) I 

Fig. 4. Hybrid P2P overlay topologies 

Structured overlay topologies on the other hand build a network structure, which 
specifies communication relationship among the participating peers. The resource medi- 
ation can then take advantage of the structure in the overlay. Local information of a peer 
is sufficient to globally search for information and find resources in an efficient way. 
In difference to unstructured networks the search and routing processes are scalable, 
deterministic and always return positive results if the resource is available in the overlay. 
The predefined overlay structure, which in a generic way specifies the communication 
relationship among the peers, is usually realized using a distributed hash table (DHT). 
The best known DHT algorithm is Chord [I21 which arranges the participating peers 
on a ring topology. The position on this ring is chosen according to the hash value of a 
unique attribute of each peer. The basic idea is that each peers has a good knowledge 
about its overlay neighbors, i.e. its predecessors and successors on the Chord ring, while 
only maintaining a few connections to more distant peers. This way the mediation of 
the information stored in the distributed network can be done using only O(log,(n)) 
messages to other peers, where n is the current size of the overlay network. 

Besides the (un)structured topologies there are different hybrid overlay mechanisms, 
which partly use a structured control or rely on distributed index servers. The eDonkey 
overlay [4] is a classical example of a hybrid P2P network shown in the left part of 
Figure 4. While the information exchange is realized using direct P2P communication, 
the signaling and resource location relies on central index servers, which reflect the 
functionality of a classic server farm. There are also some more exotic overlay topologies 
serving a special purpose. BitTorrent, shown in the right part of Figure 4, e.g., is used for 
the rapid distribution of one single file. The underlying mechanism slices the information 
into small parts and uses multiple source download to mediate the information as fast 
as possible. The meta-information has to be stored on a central unit like a web server 
and a centralized tracker takes control of the coordination of the download process. The 
mediation of the file itself is done by distributed information transfer. 
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The size of the system and the behavior of the customers significantly affect the 
performance and the functionality of all above mentioned topologies. While the number 
of peers in the overlay topology interferes with the logic of the system, the stochastic 
and dynamic behavior of the user pushes the system to its limits and might even cause 
it to fail entirely. These procedures can be associated with stochastic and functional 
scalability which will be discussed in the next section. 

3 Functional and Stochastic Scalability 

Today, scalability is the most important performance measure a carrier grade system 
has to withstand. It indicates whether a system is going to work on a large scale or not. 
In general, the question scalability asks, is: If a solution works for 10 customers, does 
it also work for hundreds, thousands, or even millions of customers? So far, scalability 
mainly referred to the mere size of a system. Most studies were intended to determine if 
a system at hand does work for growing customer clusters. We summarize this kind of 
analysis under the term functional scalability. It tells us whether the fundamental logic 
of a solution is scalable. 

The mere size of a system, however, is not the only factor in terms of scalability 
a running application has to cope with. There are more and more system parameters 
having a stochastic character. Consider, e.g., the stochastic behavior of customers. There 
are numerous different random variables describing values like the inter-arrival time, 
the mean on-line time, and the query rate of customers of large scale systems. In P2P 
networks this stochastic behavior is defined as the autonomy of the participating peers, 
i.e., the peers may join or leave the system arbitrarily. This leads to the requirement 
to evaluate P2P algorithms with respect to the stochastic on-line behavior, which is 
summarized under the term "churn" [lo]. This unpredictable stochastic behavior of 
the end user results in a highly dynamic evolution of the P2P network and thus has 
a significant impact on the functionality of the system [8]. The customer, however, is 
not the only variable introducing probabilistic properties into the system. A running 
system also faces stochastic network loads, probabilistic variations in traffic volumes 
and random transmission delays, to name just a few. Thus, in order to provide stochastic 
scalability, P2P networks with resilience requirements have to be able to survive in case 
of stochastic breakdowns. Stochastic scalability can be analyzed combining methods 
and techniques of both probability theory and performance analysis. 

Figure 5 visualizes the difference between functional and stochastic scalability. The 
functional scalability verifies whether the interworking logic is extendable to larger 
crowds of customers. It mathematically analyzes whether the functionality of a system, 
like the search delay in the indicated Chord ring, also works for a large number of 
customers. Stochastic scalability on the other hand tries to verify whether a system can 
sustain the stochastic behavior of its components. It investigates whether a system can 
cope with the non-deterministic arrival, departure and query times of the participating 
customers. In respect of our Chord ring example stochastic scalability comprises the 
question whether a system, which can sustain minor churn rates, also works under 
extreme high chum rates? That is, we want to know how long the average customer has 
to stay on-line in order to guarantee the functionality of the running system. 
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Fig. 5. On the definition of stochastic scalability 

In the end a successful system most be scalable in both a functional and a stochastic 
way. Without functional scalability a system will collapse under its own size, without 
stochastic scalability a system will collapse under the random variations of its compo- 
nents. 

4 An Example of Stochastic Scalability 

Due to the increased bandwidth of the end user there is a growing demand for the 
mediation of information especially in multimedia applications. In this context, more 
and more companies are using P2P mechanisms to realize their business solutions. 
Such P2P systems are, e.g., used for content distribution, as index servers or even for 
distributed network monitoring. At the moment the most predominant structured P2P 
architecture in the research community is the ring based Chord algorithm. While its main 
functionality is to store and retrieve key-value pairs, it can be used for a broad variety 
of applications. In this section we will have a closer look at the stochastic scalability of 
Chord when used as a distributed phone book for voice-over-IP (VoIP) telephony. After 
a short description of IP telephony in general, we will explain how to use a P2P network 
in this context, define the problem areas, and show how to approach a performance 
analysis of the stochastic scalability of such a system. 
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4.1 P2P IP Telephony 

Traditionally, telephony was the domain of large telecommunication carriers. Tele- 
phone calls were made from on telephone set to another telephone set using hardware 
and switching centers provided by the telecommunication carriers. With the introduc- 
tion of broadband Internet, if not before, new possibilities to make voice calls arose. 
With applications like Microsoft Netmeeting, VoIP calls from computer to computer 
using headsets became possible. Not until recently, the first companies discovered the 
advantages of the packet switched Internet over the old public switched telephone net- 
work (PSTN). Companies like Net2Phone offer ways to make calls from the Internet to 
regular telephone sets. Other companies like Sipgate even introduce the possibility to 
place calls from a regular telephone line to an Internet user. 

Calling 
P2P VoIP 

Called 

PSTN 

Fig. 6. Different approaches to transmit voice from the caller to the callee 

The different ways of making telephone calls between PSTN and Internet users 
are summarized in Figure 6. Even so direct calls between Internet users are realized 
transmitting datagrams over IP networks, they still rely on a central unit, which is in 
charge of phone book lookups. In the meanwhile, however, highly distributed P2P-based 
VoIP solutions emerge, which do no longer rely on any central unit. The phone book 
is now realized in a distributed way, using a P2P-based information sharing platform. 
The most prominent example of a P2P-based VoIP telephony application is Skype. It 
offers free calls between Internet users, cheap calls from the Internet into the PSTN 
using the SkypeOut service and even calls from the PSTN to the Internet using the 
SkypeIn service. The advantages of a P2P-based VoIP solution are obvious. They are 
highly scalable, do not need any concentrated processing power, nor do they suffer from 
a single point of failure. In addition they are very inexpensive for the end user. 

From a technical point of view, the main difference between a central and a P2P- 
based VoIP solution can be found in the call setup. In a P2P-based solution, the P2P 
overlay network is used to realize a distributed phone book, which in this case represents 
the information mediator. If a VoIP customer wants to publish his personal phone book 
entry, he becomes an information provider and stores his contact information in the 
mediation plane. When another VoIP customer wants to call this client at a later point in 
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Fig. 7. Call setup using a Chord based information mediator 

time, he takes the role of an information seeker and retrieves the corresponding contact 
information from the information mediator. So far, however, P2P-based IP telephony 
solutions come without guarantees for data consistency and security in the information 
plane. Furthermore, they involve signaling and information exchange overhead to main- 
tain a consistent view of the stored resources. If a telecommunication carrier intends 
to build a large scale, P2P-based application, it must meet higher demands than a best 
effort service. The reachability of the customers has to be guaranteed. In this case, the 
functional scalability of the system alone does not suffice, since it only guarantees the 
scalability in terms of system size. The telecommunication operator, however, wants to 
be able to guarantee a certain quality of service. It should, e.g., be guaranteed that 99.99 
percent of all call setups can be completed within a certain time limit. This, however, 
highly depends on a number of stochastic processes. The network transmission delay, 
e.g., can be regarded as a random variable. To be able to make any quality of service 
statements one needs to know the entire distribution function of the call setup delay. In 
the following example we show how to prove the stochastic scalability of the search 
delay in a Chord-based information sharing platform, calculating the quantiles of the 
search delay in such a system. 

4.2 Performance Analysis of a VoIP Platform 

In this section we show how to analyze the stochastic scalability of a Chord-based 
information sharing platform. The results can be used to realize a phone book for a 
P2P-based VoIP application. In particular, we analyze the time needed to complete a 
search in a Chord-based P2P system. Since the physical path delay strongly influences 
the performance of searches in such P2P systems, the stochastic impact of network delay 
variation is taken into consideration. The following random variables describe some of 
the stochastic processes, which are involved in a search for resources: 

TN:  describes the delay of a query packet, which is transferred from one peer to another 
peer 
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TA: represents the time needed to transmit the answer from the peer (having the answer) 
back to the originator 

T: describes the total search duration 
X: indicates how many times a query has to be forwarded until it reaches the peer 

having the answer. X will be denoted as the peer distance 
H: number of overlay hops needed to complete a search, i.e. the number of forwards 

of the query plus one hop for the transmission of the answer 
n: size of the Chord-based P2P system 

The search process is visualized in Figure 8. The peers connected by the blue lines 
build the P2P overlay network according to the Chord algorithm. In the example peer 
A is searching for information stored on peer B. Peer A sends a query, which will 
recursively be forwarded until it finally reaches peer B. Each of the X overlay hops can 
be described by the random variable TN. 

Fig. 8. Model of the search in a P2P net- Fig. 9. The model applied to Chord 
work 

Figure 9 shows the extended model of the search applied to the Chord algorithm. In 
this example the peer with idp = 1 issues some queries for other peers. According to 
the Chord algorithm peers 2,3,5, and 9 can be reached using only X = 1 overlay hop. 
Furthermore, it takes X = 2 overlay hops to reach peers 4, 6 , 7 ,  10, 11, 13. Extending 
this model, we are able to calculate the number of hops needed to reach a peer, that 
answers a specific query. We are thus able to derive the probability pi = P(X = i) that 
the searched peer is exactly i hops away from the searching peer. The detailed analysis 
can be found in [I]. 

Knowing the peer distance distribution X, we derive the length in hops of the path a 
particular search-query takes through the overlay network. Together with the probability 
pi, that a search takes the corresponding path through the overlay, we can then compute 
the entire distribution of the search delay as a function of the stochastic network delay 
characteristics. 

The phase diagram of the search delay is depicted in Figure 10. A particular path i 
is chosen with probability pi where phase i consists of i network transmissions TN to 
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Fig. 10. Phase diagram for the information pull in a call setup 

forward the query to the closest known finger and one network transmission TA to send 
the answer back to the searching peer as illustrated in Figure 8. By means of the phase 
diagram, the generating function and the Laplace-Transform respectively can be derived 
to cope with the case of discrete-time or continuous-time network transfer delay: 

and the Laplace-Transform 

k 

@ ( s )  = Po + C pi . @A ( s )  . @N ( s )  . 
i= l 

The mean and the coefficient of variation of the search delay are such: 

and 

Other than the functional scalability the telecommunication carrier is now especially 
interested in the stochastic scalability of the system. In this context, the stochastic 
component with the most significant impact on the search delay is the variation of the 
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one-hop delay TN.  This variation can be expressed by the corresponding coefficient 
of variation CT,. TO analyze the stochastic scalability, we set the network size and the 
mean of the one-hop delay to a fixed value and concentrate on the coefficient of variation 
of the one-hop delay CT, as a parameter. That is, instead of the size of the system the 
stochastic influence of the search delay increases. In Figure 11 we analyze the impact 
the stochastic variation of the network delay has on the search delay. We depict the 
entire inverse search delay distribution for different values of CT, 

Fig. 11. Distribution of the search delay for different values of CT, 

Note, that the search delay increases for larger values of c ~ ,  . The values P(T > t )  
on the y-axis indicate how many percent of all searches will take longer than the 
corresponding time on the x-axis. Accordingly, 1 - P(T > t )  percent of all lookups 
will take less time than the corresponding value on the x-axis. As indicated by the dotted 
lines, the value 10V3 on the y-axis, e.g., indicates that 99.9 percent of all phone book 
searches t&e less than roughly 18 overlay hops in the case of CT, = 0.5 and about 40 
hops in the case of CT, = 2. Note, that since the results are independent of the mean 
value of the one-hop delay the values on the x-axis are normalized by E[TN]. That is, 
in the case of E[TN] = 50ms, e.g., 18 hops correspond to 900ms. In this scenario, it 
would therefore take 99.9 percent of all costumers less than 900ms to find their VoIP 
communication partner given that CT, = 0.5. 

In a real business case, however, the operator of the system needs to assure both the 
functional and the stochastic scalability at the same time. In particular, he wants to know 
a search delay bound, which will be met by say 99.99 percent of all queries issued in the 
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system independent of the current size of the system. Due to the mathematic analysis 
of the underlying stochastic processes it is possible to prove the functional and the 
stochastic scalability of the search delay. Figure 12 depicts the quantiles of the search 
delay T again normalized by E [TN] . 

Chord size n 

Fig. 12. Different quantiles for the search delay in a distributed phone book 

Next to the mean delay, which shows the functional scalability, different quantiles 
for the search delay are taken as a parameter. The curve with the 99%-quantile, e.g., 
indicates that 99 percent of search durations lie below that curve. For a peer population 
of, e.g., n = 3000 in 99 percent of all cases the search delay is less then roughly 15 
times the average network latency. It can be seen that the curves indicate stochastic 
bounds of the search delay. This canbbe used for dimensioning purposes, e.g. to know 
the quality of service in a search process with real-time constraints like looking at a 
phone directory, taking into account the patience of the users. Compared to the mean 
of the search delay the quantiles of the search delay are on a significantly higher level. 
Still the search delay scales in an analogous manner for the search delay quantiles. The 
above example shows the importance of stochastic scalability in the network planning 
process of a telecommunication carrier. Needless to say, that a comprehensive study of 
the stochastic scalability of a real system is more complex than the above example. The 
stochastic chum behavior of the participating peers, e.g., also has a great influence on 
the functionality of a running system. The more frequently customers enter and leave 
the system, the harder it is to maintain a stable overlay structure and the more timeouts 
will occur during a search process. 
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5 Conclusion 

In this paper we gave a brief introduction to existing information sharing platforms. 
In particular, we provided a simple classification as well as a short description of P2P 
mechanisms. Current P2P algorithms are thought to be scalable and robust enough to 
serve as mediation platforms for highly distributed applications like VoIP solutions 
without any central unit. However, we showed that in this context the term scalability 
requires a more exact definition. 

In addition to functional scalability, we introduced the stochastic scalability for 
the performance evaluation of large scale telecommunication systems. It regards the 
probabilistic behavior of system influence factors, like the average on-line time of a 
user or the variation of the network transmission delay. Using an example, we further 
motivated the need to consider stochastic scalability in the performance evaluation 
of current information sharing platforms. Stochastic influences play a decisive role in 
today's telecommunication systems and will also be one of the crucial factors in solutions 
of the next generation. 
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Abstract. The interest in creating multimedia support for remote learning is 
increasing explosively, thanks to the development of a variety of multimedia 
software packages for slide presentation, on the one hand, and the spread of the 
Internet in schools, Universities, research laboratories and the majority of 
student houses, on the other hand. However, most of the e-learning platforms 
used today are merely off-line. In other words, they consist of a multimedia site 
where teachers and students can exchange information and didactic material 
through file transfer and e-mail, or where the teacher can propose evaluation 
tests to the students. At the same time many videoconference hardware and 
software platforms have been deployed to support audiolvideo communications 
between two or more users. However. their main target is videoconference 
applications, and they are not suitable for teaching enviruonments. The target of 
this paper is to provide an overview of the main aspects related to the 
development of multimedia e-learning tools which allow on-line remote 
learning, the main characteristic of which is close real-time interaction between 
teachers and students, and between students themselves. The authors conclude 
the paper by describing a relevant experience, the VIP-Teach tool, developed 
according to the principles illustrated in the paper. 

Keywords. E-learning, Multimedia communications, multipoint-to-multipoint 
interaction, multicast, adaptive QoS. 

1 Introduction 

Distance education technologies have expanded at  a n  extremely rapid rate in  the last 
decade. The term e-learning has been applied by many different researchers to a great 
variety of programs, providers, audiences, and media [I]. Its hallmarks are  the 
separation of teacher and learner in space and/or time [2 ] ,  the volitional control of 
learning by the student rather than the distant instructor [3], and noncontiguous 
communication between student and teacher, mediated by print or some form of 
technology [4][5]. Remote learners have a wide variety of reasons for pursuing 
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learning at a distance: constraints of time, distance, and finances, the opportunity to 
take courses or hear outside speakers who would otherwise be unavailable, and the 
ability to come into contact with other students from different social, cultural, 
economic, and experiential backgrounds [6]. As a result, they gain not only new 
knowledge but also new social skills, including the ability to communicate and 
collaborate with widely dispersed colleagues and peers whom they may never have 
seen. 

Although the instructional needs of students are often considered as the only focus 
of e-learning programs, technology is an integral part of distance education and must 
be carefully taken into consideration if it is to be successful. In fact, technology for 
the deployment of distance learning systems must meet the important target of a 
caring, concerned teacher who is confident, experienced, at ease with the equipment, 
uses the media creatively, and maintains a high level of interactivity with the students 
[9]. This is the main factor for successful distance learning. We find a rich history as 
each form of instructional media evolved from print, to instructional television, to 
current interactive technologies. The earliest form of distance learning took place 
through correspondence courses in Europe, and evolved to audiolvideo-supported 
distance learning thanks to the application of radio and broadcast television. However, 
the major drawback of those means for instruction was the lack of a 2-way 
communication channel between teacher and student. In the last few years the interest 
in creating multimedia support for remote learning has increased explosively thanks 
to the development of a variety of multimedia software packages for slide 
presentation, on the one hand, and the spread of the Internet in schools, Universities, 
research laboratories and the majority of student houses, on the other hand. As 
increasingly sophisticated interactive communications technologies became available, 
they were adopted by distance educators. Currently, the most popular media are 
computer-based communications including electronic mail (E-mail), bulletin board 
systems (BBSs), and the World Wide Web (WWW), supported by Zway audio 
telephone-based audio-conferencing, or 1-way video broadcasting. 

However, most of the e-learning platforms used today are merely non-real-time. 
Successful distance education systems should, however, involve interactivity between 
teachers and students, between students and the learning environment, and between 
students themselves, as well as active learning in the classroom. McNabb [7] noted 
that, though students felt that the accessibility of distance learning courses far 
outweighs the lack of dialogue, there is still a considerable lack of dialogue in 
telecourses when compared to face-to-face classes. Millbank [8] studied the 
effectiveness of a mix of audio plus video in corporate training. When he introduced 
real-time interactivity, the retention rate of the trainees was raised from about 20 
percent (using ordinary classroom methods) to about 75 percent. 

The target of this paper is to give an overview of the main problems in realizing a 
multicast real-time e-learning platform, and to discuss some possible solutions. 

More specifically, Section 2 considers audiolvideo communication aspects of e- 
learning. Section 3 considers data communication protocol to guarantee the data 
reliability. Section 4 reports a relevant experience, the VIP-Teach tool, developed 
according to the principles illustrated in this paper. Finally, the authors conclude the 
paper in Section 5. 
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2 Audio-video communications 

Real time audiolvideo communications are a fundamental means to obtain an 
interactive e-learning platform supporting virtual classroom services. Unfortunately, 
real time media have strong delay and loss requirements, so at present expensive 
network connections providing QoS guarantees are used to support them. This 
discourages the deployment of e-learning and for this reason new transmission 
paradigms are necessary in order to work over any communications network, and in 
particular over networks characterized by variable connection bandwidths, for 
example the current Internet or wireless networks. Adaptive multimedia systems 
therefore represent a challenging paradigm in this field. In this perspective, two 
important features have to be considered: 

1. Bandwidth monitoring 
2. Output Rate adaptation 

These features are the building blocks of a system where the audiolvideo encoders 
adapt their coding parameters to the available network resources while the minimal 
QoS is maintained. 

2.1 Bandwidth monitoring 

The first problem regards the monitoring of network bandwidth. This is a well-known 
and still open issue in telecommunications network research. The target is to achieve 
an estimation of the network bandwidth according to end-to-end measurements, with 
no knowledge of any internal characteristics of the network. Great effort has been 
devoted to this problem in the literature. Work in this context is mainly based on what 
are called TCP-friendly algorithms [27][28]. Although these algorithms were first 
proposed with the target of achieving UDP-based flows behaving like TCP, they were 
then introduced and modified as bandwidth monitors. However, their use presents the 
following main problems: 

1 they increase the available bandwidth according to TCP principles, that is, 
they mainly react to the occurrence of loss, whereas real-time media are 
mainly delay sensitive. 

2 they provide too variable a bandwidth estimation to be actually used for 
multimedia traffic; 

3 they have not been defined in multipoint scenarios. 
In this section we show how the TFRC algorithm can be modified to cope with 

these problems. 
The TFRC protocol is defined in [27]; it implements an equation-based algorithm 

to calculate the available network bandwidth by using loss and delay information. 
More specifically, the available bandwidth is calculated according to the following 

equation: 
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(a) available bandwidth 

(b) Loss event rate (c) Round-trip time 
Fig. 1 Network parameter comparison when eq. 1 and eq 2 are used, respectively. 

where s is the packet size, RTT is the round-trip time, p is the steady-state loss- 
event rate, and t,, is the TCP retransmit timeout value. 

In order to make TFRC more sensitive to an increase in RTT we exploit the fact 
that, due to the drop tail policy implemented in the IP routers, RTT increases faster 
than loss probability. So, as the loss probability p is the denominator in eq. 1, 
replacing p with RTT results in a smoothing of the available bandwidth. By using the 
formula: 

we achieve the network parameter shape shown in Fig 1. In Fig. l(a) we compare 
the available bandwidth achieved by using the original TFRC and the formula we 
introduce in this paper (named TFRC-DS in the figure) when a TFRC source 
estimates the available bandwidth on an ISDN access loaded by VBR traffic; 
likewise, in Figs. l(b) and l(c) we show a comparison between the measured RTT 
and loss in the same conditions. 
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In order to avoid excessive bandwidth variations, the bandwidth estimated by eq. 3 
is then smoothed with an exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) filter 
defined as follows: 

Where a€ [0,1] is the weighting parameter, T(n) is the n-th sample of the 

bandwidth estimated by the TFRC, and Ts(n - 1) is the (n -1) -th sample of the 

smoothed bandwidth. Usually the choice of the parameter a value differs according to 
whether the monitoring algorithm determines a bandwidth increase or decrease, that 
is, higher a values are taken when the measured bandwidth decreases than when it 
increases. 

The TFRC protocol was defined in a unicast environment. In this case the TFRC 
congestion control mechanism is distributed over three main protocol entities: the TX 
and RX entities in the sender part, and the PR entity in the receiver part. 

The main target of the PR entity is to send feedback to the RX entity every time it 
receives a packet, in order to echo the sequence number from the most recent data 
packet. This will allow the RX to calculate the round-trip time and send it back to the 
PR entity. Another important target of the PR entity is to calculate the loss event rate. 
Every time the PR entity receives feedback, it uses the control equation in (1) to 
calculate a new value for the allowed sending rate and send it to the sender part. 

E-learning systems are deployed in a multicast [9] or multipoint environment. To 
cope with the above problems, we have defined a new bandwidth monitoring 
algorithm, named Multicast TCP-Friendly Rate Control (MTFRC) by extending the 
TFRC protocol. The sender computes an N - 1 step cycle where it calculates the RTT 
of one of the N-1 receivers and sends it to all the receivers at each step (multicast). 
When a receiver has to measure the available bandwidth in a multicast/multipoint 
session, the MTFRC on the receiving end computes the available bandwidth over the 
point-to-point path between it and the sender by using the following in the TFRC 
equation 

1. the measured RTT, when the sender part sends an MTFRC packet which 
contains the RTT indication referring to it; 

2. the RTT estimated according to the following formula in the remaining N-2 
steps, that is, when it receives an MTFRC packet which contains the RTT 
indication referring to another receiver: 

estRTT = 1astMeasuredRTT + Sender- Receicer- Jitter+ (4) 

In the above formula the SenderReceiver-Jitter is computed by the receiver as 
(A, -A,)  where A, is the difference between the local time on receipt of the packet 
and the time stamp in the received packet which contains the measured RTTreferring 
to it (see step I), and A, is the difference between the local time on receipt of the 
packet and the time stamp in the received packet which contains the measured RTT 
referring to it (see step 2). 
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As regards the estimated jitter between the receiver and the sender 
(estsender-ReceivecJitter), the receiver uses the averaged value of the RTT jitter, 
which the sender calculates as before at the sender side, and sends it together with the 
measured RTT. 

As an example, Figure 2 shows the error introduced by MTWC when 40 users 
participate in a multipoint session. 

In order to compute the available bandwidth over the multipoint session, 

Fig. 2 Comparison of the actual RTT and estimated RTT. 

the minimum bandwidth value computed over the point-to-point paths is usually 
taken. However, this may result in too strong a bandwidth decrease if a bottleneck in 
the network affects one of the point-to-point connections; for this reason, hierarchical 
coding schemes have to be used, where the lower-level coding corresponds to the 
minimum measured available bandwidth. In any case, MTFRC does not take into 
account computed bandwidth values lower than a given threshold corresponding to 
the minimal QoS required. 

2.2 Output Rate adaptation 

The second important feature for audiolvideo communications in this context regards 
rate adaptation according to the suggestion provided by the bandwidth monitoring 
process defined in the previous section. In this case, MTFRC feeds back the run-time 
computed available bandwidth to the upper-layer application so that it can adapt the 
encoding parameters used accordingly. For example, when MPEG video encoding is 
used, the application can exploit this information to reconfigure its quantizer scale 
andlor frame rate parameters with the purpose of matching the available bandwidth on 
the network. Let us stress that in this case the target we have to pursue is twofold: on 
the one hand, the output bit rate has to follow the bandwidth available in the network; 
on the other, it has to respect user requirements in terms of encoding quality and, in 
particular, it should protect the quality of the movie being encoded from oscillations 
due to rapid variations in the network bandwidth. With this in mind, the system we 
propose is shown in Fig. 3, where the three main component blocks of the system are 
represented: the MTFRC, the Network bandwidth smoother and the Rate/Quality 
MPEG video source (RQ-source), whose functions will be described in the following 
subsections. 

The Network bandwidth smoother receives the available network bandwidth 
estimated by the MTFRC, TM,,(tn), and has the aim of eliminating the high 
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frequencies of this process. This is achieved by filtering the process by means of a 
low-pass filter with an Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) as in eq. 3. 

DATA 

MTFRC 

Fig. 3 : RatdQuality controlled MPEG video transmission system. 

I I 
L (0 

Finally, the output of the Network bandwidth smoother is obtained as a continuous 

time step function derived from fs ( t n )  as follows: 

pkt 

In this way the process T,N ( t )  represents the available bandwidth calculated by the 
MTFRC, and its variations can be regulated by the parameter a! . 

The Rate/Quality MPEG video source (RQ-source) is an MPEG video source 
whose emission rate is controlled through a timely choice of both the quantizer scale 
for each macroblock to be encoded and the frame rate, in such a way as to respect the 
network bandwidth calculated by the MTFRC block, and to keep the encoding quality 
as stable as possible. Quantizer scale variation only provides a fine tuning. Of course, 
given that frame rate variations are more disturbing for receivers, the system only has 
to apply frame rate variations when situations really require this drastic solution. A 
scheme of the RQ-source is represented in Fig. 4. 

The video flow produced by the Video capture card is then passed to the Rate 
controller. The Rate controller has the task of modifying encoding parameters with 
the aim of adapting the output bit rate of the source to the available network 
bandwidth calculated by the MTFRC. It comprises two blocks: the PSNR controller 
and the FR-controller. At the beginning of the generic GoP h, the PSNR controller 
receives the budget of bits to be used in encoding the starting GoP. This budget is 
calculated as the difference between the budget derived by the Sampler output, and 
the amount of redundancy imposed by the Redundancy controller. 

At the beginning of each GoP, the Sampler samples the smoothed network 
bandwidth provided by the Smoother. 

v 
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Fig. 4 RQ-source scheme. 

This value is used to calculate the budget of a GoP by multiplying by N / F  , which 
represents the number of GoPs per second. The PSNR controller calculates the qsp q 
very similarly to the TM-5, using the encoding mode of the frame being encoded, and 
the activity of the previous frame, received by the Stat-monitor. The only difference 
with respect to the TM-5 lies in the fact that the PSNR controller used here is 
memoryless, in order to be more reactive to network bandwidth behavior. The Frame- 
Rate controller (FR-controller) modifies the encoding frame rate when quantizer 
scale variations are not enough to follow the available bandwidth. It applies an 
algorithm which uses the value of the sampled bit rate, ~ ! ? ) ( h ) ,  received by the 
Sampler, and the average values of the MINIMUM size of frames I, P and B, that is, 
when they are encoded with a qsp q of q =31; let these values be I,, , P, ,  , and B,, , 
respectively. They are received by the Stat-monitor. 

The FR-controller calculates the frame rate as follows: 

where A represents the expected minimum size of the GoP. If we indicate the 
number of frames in one GoP encoded with encoding modes P and B as N ,  and N ,  , 
respectively, we have: 

I , ,+N;P , ,+NB.B , ,+R,  
A =  (7) 

~~y (h) 

The FR-controller checks whether to update the frame rate at the beginning of each 
GoP. The decision to update the frame rate is taken as follows: the FR-controller 
decreases the frame rate by 1 fps if some residue is present in the Transmission buffer 
(i.e. MTFRC was not able to transmit all the information generated by the video 

source in the previous GoP) and the estimated frame rate, p ,  is less than the current 
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frame rate, F , by a value greater than a given threshold, oDecr . On the other hand, the 
FR-controller increases the frame rate by 1 fps if no residue is present in the 
Transmission buffer, and the estimated frame rate, k , is greater than the current 
frame rate, F , by a value greater than another given threshold, o , ~ ~ .  

3 Data Communication 

E-learning services have to provide reliable data transfer in order to support services 
such as slide shows, chat sessions, file transfer or application sharing. Unfortunately, 
UDP is generally used to support data transfer in a multicast environment, so reliable 
delivery is still missing in today's networks [lo]-[26]. For this reason, we propose a 
novel protocol named Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (RMTP), which provides 
a reliable service for a multicast session where UDP is used. 

RMTP can be implemented in two different modes: 
1 fully distributed 
2 centralized 

The former is suitable for multicast data transfer applications, such as file transfer 
or messaging; the latter is suitable for any multicast concurrent data sharing 
applications. RMTP in the centralized mode, however, supports multicast data 
transfer application as well; for this reason, only the RMTP centralized mode protocol 
will be described. 

In the centralized mode, a participant in an RMTP session must be identified as 
responsible for managing concurrent handling of the shared data; we will refer to this 
user as the server. The other users are referred to as clients. 

All clients joining an RMTP session open a point-to-point TCP connection with the 
server. A client that requires a reliable multicast data transport service transmits this 
information to the server through the TCP connection. Then, the server puts the 
information into RMTP packets, and transmits them to all other clients using IP 
multicast facilities. All RMTP packets sent by the server have a sequence number; 
therefore concurrent operations that the participating clients require on the shared data 
via RMTP, if any, are serialized by the server according to a FIFO discipline. Upon 
detecting one or several missing packets, a client sends the server a NAK using the 
TCP connection. The NAK contains information about the packets that have been lost 
so far. The server sends the lost packets to the client using the TCP connection. 

The server periodically schedules the transmission of an ACK-REQUEST 
message containing the sequence number of the last packet transmitted to each client 
through the TCP connection. A client receiving such a message is expected to answer 
with a STATUS message which contains information about all the lost packets. In this 
way the server can update the list of packets that have been lost and can remove from 
a local memory the copy of packets that have been received by all clients. 

If a multicast data transfer application with no concurrent data sharing is to be 
deployed, the distributed mode RMTP protocol can easily be implemented by 
assuming that each participant starting multicast data transfer takes the role of the 
server for that data transfer session. ' 
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4 An e-learning tool implementation: VIP-Teach 

In this section we will analyze the performance of the MPEG 2 video transmission 
system described in Section 2, considering the following two Internet scenarios: 

SCENARIO 1: source and receiver are both in the same Ethernet LAN; this 
scenario will be analyzed in Section 4.1; 
SCENARIO 2: source and receiver are connected to each other through the 
Internet; the video source belongs to the University of Catania Campus, and has 
high-band ATM access with 155 Mbitslsec, while the video receiver is connected 
to its Internet Service Provider (ISP) through ADSL access; this will be analyzed 
in Section 4.2; 

In order to compare the two different cases correctly, we captured the same 6- 
minute scene. In our analysis we used the six-frame GoP structure IPPPPP. The video 
sources used are equipped with an INTEL Pentium IV 1000 MHz processor, 256 MB 
of RAM, and a Pinnacle PC-TV capture card working with the PAL Video standard 

and a capture rate of F =25 fps. 
The operating system is Windows 2000 with DirectX 8.0 installed above. In all 

cases we considered a capture resolution of 320x240. 

4.1 SCENARIO 1: LAN connection 

In this section we perform two different performance analyses, both on the same 
scenario, where source and destination are connected to each other through an 
Ethernet local area network (LAN) with the configuration shown in Fig. 5, where the 
video stream generated by the video source is disturbed by the presence of 
background traffic generated by a traffic generator, and sent to a traffic recipient. 

Fig. 5 LAN scenario. 

The first analysis is a transient analysis obtained by varying the bandwidth of the 
background traffic as shown in Fig. 6(a). Fig. 6(b) shows a comparison between the 
rate processes at the input and output of the MPEG encoder. 

Given that the input rate process T,?(h) is the number of bits to be used in one 

GoP, we define the process T;$'(h) similarly by averaging the number of bits per 

frame over all the frames belonging to the same GoP h. In this figure we can observe 
that in the first period corresponding to the first two background traffic values, the 
available bandwidth is so high that the video source does not use all of it, although it 
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Fig. 6 Transient analysis in SCENARIO 1. 

(b) Comparison of the MPEG encoder input 
and the output bit rate 

(d) Frame rate measured 

(0 Sizes of frames corrupted on arrival at 
destination but recovered by the FEC 

is working at maximum quality. When the background traffic increases, both the 
available bandwidth estimated by the MTFRC and the bandwidth used by the video 
source decrease, and the latter fits the former well. Only when the background traffic 
reaches 9.5 Mbitls is the available network bandwidth too low for the video source 
which, although at the lowest quality, is not able to respectT,G"P((h) . When at the 
instant t=423 s the background traffic is reduced to 5 Mbitls and then turned off, both 
the available bandwidth estimated by MTFRC and that used by the video source 
increase again as at the beginning of this experiment. 
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(a) MPEG encoder bit rate vs. Background (b) PSNR measured vs. Background traffic 
bandwidth traffic bandwidth 
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(c) Frame rate measured vs. Background (d) Percentage of packets of corrupted 
traffic bandwidth frames vs. Background traffic bandwidth 

Fig. 7 Steady-state analysis in SCENARIO 1. 

Figs. 6(c), 6(d) and 6(e) provide three elements representing the quality perceived 
at destination: the encoding PSNR, the encoding frame rate and the percentage of 
packets of corrupted frames not recoverd by the FEC. From these figures we can note 
that the frame rate remains almost constant in the range between 15 and 19 fps up to 
the instant t=276 s, when the source is able to follow the bandwidth decrease by 
changing the encoding PSNR. When, after the instant t=276 s, encoding PSNR 
variations are no longer sufficient, the FR-controller decreases the frame rate to 
values ranging around 6 fps. When the available bandwidth increases again, both the 
encoding PSNR and the frame rate increase return to the maximum values of the 
beginning of this experiment. As regards the percentage of packets of corrupted 
frames not recovered by the FEC shown in Fig. 6(e), we can note that we have losses 
of packets after 30 s, when the background traffic generator is turned on at 5 Mbitls. 

Fig. 6(f) presents the sizes of frames recovered by the FEC. In this figure we can 
appreciate the presence of FEC encoding which, in this scenario and in the presence 
of a large amount of background traffic, allows a very large number of frames to be 
recovered. 

The second performance analysis regards the calculation of steady-state parameters 
against background traffic bandwidth. Figs. 7(a), 7(b), 7(c) and 7(d) show the average 
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values of the process T,"$(h) , the encoding PSNR, the frame rate and the percentage 
of corrupted frames not recoverd by the FEC, respectively. From Fig. 7(a) we can 
observe that the average video source output rate is not very sensitive to background 
traffic bandwidth variations as long as this bandwidth remains less than 4 Mbit/s. 
Then the average output rate rapidly decreases with futher background traffic 
increases. From Figs. 7(b), 7(c) we can observe that, as already discussed, low 
background traffic bandwidth values (ranging in the interval between 4 Mbit/s and 7.5 
Mbit/s) cause no change in the frame rate, but only encoding PSNR degradation. With 
higher background traffic bandwidth values it is the frame rate variation which allows 
the source to adapt the available bandwidth. 

In addition, let us note that, with the same high background traffic values, not only 
does the average frame rate rapidly degrade, but also more than 10% of the frames 
received at destination are corrupted and not recovered by the FEC, as we can see 
from Fig. 7(d). 

4.2 SCENARIO 2: ADSL Internet access 

In this section we present the results obtained when source and receiver are connected 
to each other through the Internet, as shown in Fig. 8; the video source belongs to the 
University of Catania Campus, and has highband ATM access with 155 Mbitsls, 
while the video receiver is connected to its Internet Service Provider (ISP) through 
ADSL access; - 

Wdeo 
mmxWer 

Fig. 8 ADSL scenario. 

Fig. 9(a) shows a comparison between the rate processes at the input and output of 
the MPEG encoder, T , r (h )  and Tzc(h), respectively. Figs. 9(b), 9(c) and 9(d) 
represent the quality perceived at destination, in terms of the encoding PSNR, the 
encoding frame rate and the percentage of packets of corrupted frames not recovered 
by the FEC. 

From Fig. 9(a) we can observe that the video source output rate follows the 
available bandwidth process estimated by the MTFRC very well. Let us note that in 
the periods when MPEG violates the estimated available bandwidth, the video source 
reacts by reducing the frame rate, as can be seen in Fig. 9(c) (see for example the 
frame rate decrease at the instant t=62.3 s, corresponding to the violation period 
between the instants 54 and 79 seconds, or the frame rate decrease at the instant 
t=173 s, corresponding to the violation period between the instants 170 and 209 
seconds). In any case, we can observe that the frame rate remains almost constant in 
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time, while network bandwidth variations are compensated for by varying the 
encoding PSNR. 
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(d) Percentage of packets of corrupted 

(e) Sizes of frames corrupted on arrival at destination but recovered by the FEC 

Fig. 9 Transient analysis in SCENARIO 2. 

Finally, Fig. 9(e) presents the sizes of frames recovered by the FEC. As in Scenario 
1, we can appreciate the presence of FEC encoding, which allows a very high number 
of frames to be recovered. 
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper we have provided an overview of the main aspects related to the 
development of multimedia e-learning tools which allow on-line remote learning, the 
main characteristic of which is close real-time interaction between teachers and 
students, and between students themselves. 
Unfortunately, real time media have strong delay and loss requirements, so expensive 
network connections providing QoS guarantees are currently used to support them. In 
this paper a novel solution named Adaptive Multimedia System has been illustrated; 
moreover, its implementation in a real service scenario has been presented and the 
main performance indexes measured have been outlined. 

The proposed solution consists of: 
- A congestion control protocol (MTFRC): the objective of the protocol is to make 

the application TCP-friendly, i.e., the average transmission rate must not exceed the 
transmission rate of hypothetic TCP flows between each of the senders and each of 
the destinations. 

- An error control protocol (RMTP): the objective of this protocol is to guarantee 
the level of data reliability required by any specific application. 

The specific service scenario introduced to demonstrate the feasibility of both 
MTFRC and RMTP is a videoconference where the speaker transmits an audiolvideo 
stream, and a number of multicast data applications, such as multicast file transfer, 
multicast messaging and slide sharing, are available to support herlhis talk. 

Moreover, this service scenario has allowed us to demonstrate how the MTFRC 
protocol can be successfully used to support any adaptive-rate real-time multimedia 
applications over not guaranteed bandwidth networks such as best-effort Internet or 
wireless networks. 
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Abstract. The Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) has been recently 
proposed by the 802.11e working group in order to provide real-time 
services in Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). HCF is made of , 

a contention-based channel access, known as Enhanced Distributed Co- 
ordination Access (EDCA), and of a HCF Controlled Channel Access 
(HCCA), which requires a centralized controller, called Hybrid Coordi- 
nator (HC). This paper proposes two feedback-based bandwidth alloca- 
tion algorithms exploiting HCCA for dynamically assigning the WLAN 
channel bandwidth to mobile stations hosting real-time traffic streams. 
Proposed algorithms, which have been referred to as Feedback Based 
Dynamic Scheduler (FBDS) and Proportional Integral (PI)-FBDS, have 
been designed using classic discrete-time feedback control theory. Simu- 
lation results, obtained using the ns-2 simulator, have shown that, unlike 
the simple scheduler proposed by the 802.11e working group, both FBDS 
and PI-FBDS provide a real-time service regardless of the network load. 
Moreover, when the PI-FBDS is used, the best trade-off between one-way 
packet delays and network utilization is achieved. 

Keywords: Quality of service, Wireless LAN, Dynamic bandwidth allocation, 
Feedback control. 

1 Introduction 

Although 802.11 Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) [I] are nowadays very 
broadly diffused, 802.11 Medium Access Control (MAC) is not well suited for 
providing real-time services [2]. Recently, to overcome this limitation, the 802.11e 
working group has proposed: the Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF), which 
is an enhanced access method; a Call Admission Control (CAC) algorithm; spe- 
cific signaling messages for service request and Quality of Service (QoS) level 
negotiation; four Access Categories (ACs) with different priorities to  map QoS 
users' requirements [3]. 

The HCF is made of a contention-based channel access, known as the En- 
hanced Distributed Coordination Access (EDCA), and of a HCF Controlled 
Channel Access (HCCA), which requires a centralized controller, called the Hy- 
brid Coordinator (HC), which is generally located at the access point. EDCA 
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operates as the basic DCF access method [I], but using different contention pa- 
rameters per AC. In this way, a service differentiation among ACs is statistically 
pursued . EDCA parameters have to be properly set to provide prioritization 
of ACs. Tuning them in order to meet specific QoS needs is a current research 
topic [2]. In particular, regarding the goal of providing delay guarantees, sev- 
eral papers have pointed out that the EDCA can provide a real-time service to 
highest priority flows, but it starves flows with lower priority, especially at high 
network load [4,5]. For that purpose, adaptive algorithms that dynamically tune 
EDCA parameters have been recently proposed in [2,6]; however, the effective- 
ness of these heuristic schemes have been proved only using simulations and no 
theoretical bounds on their performance in a general scenario has been derived. 

On the other hand, with the HCCA, the HC is responsible for assigning the 
right to transmit at nodes hosting applications with QoS requirements, i.e., to 
perform dynamic bandwidth allocation within the WLAN. However, the 802.11e 
draft does not specify an effective bandwidth allocation algorithm for providing 
the QoS required by real-time flows; it only suggests a simple scheduler that 
uses static values declared by data sources for providing a Constant Bit Rate 
(CBR) service. As a consequence, this scheduler is not well suited for bursty 
media flows [7]. An adaptive version of the simple scheduler, which is based 
on the Delay-Earliest Due-Date algorithm, has been proposed in [7]. However, 
this scheduler does not exploit any feedback information from mobile stations, 
but implements a trial and error procedure to discover the optimal amount 
of resources to assign to each AC. The Fair Scheduling scheme proposed in 
[8] allocates the WLAN channel bandwidth to wireless nodes in order to fully 
deplete transmit queues, which are estimated by taking into account the delayed 
feedbacks from the wireless nodes. 

This paper proposes two feedback-based bandwidth allocation algorithms 
exploiting HCCA. Proposed algorithms, which have been referred to as Feedback 
Based Dynamic Scheduler (FBDS) and Proportional Integral (PI)-FBDS, have 
been designed using classic discrete-time feedback control theory. Simulation 
results, obtained using the ns-2 simulator [9], have shown that, unlike the simple 
scheduler proposed by the 802.11e working group, both FBDS and PI-FBDS 
provide a real-time service regardless of the network load. Moreover, when the 
PI-FBDS is used, the best trade-off between one-way packet delays and network 
utilization is achieved. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of 
the HCCA method; in Section 3 FBDS and PI-FBDS algorithms are proposed; 
Section 4 shows simulation results; finally, the last Section draws the conclusions. 

2 Overview of the HCCA Method 

The core of the 802.11e proposal is the HCF, which is responsible for assigning 
TXOPs (Transmission Opportunities) to each AC in order to satisfy its QoS 
needs. TXOP is defined as the time interval during which a station has the right 
to transmit and is characterized by a starting time and a maximum duration. 
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The contiguous time during which TXOPs are granted to the same station with 
QoS capabilities (i.e., a QoS station, QSTA) is called Service Period (SP). The 
interval TsI between two successive SPs is called Service Interval 131. 

HCCA method combines some EDCA characteristics with some features of 
the Point Coordination Function (PCF) scheme, which is an optional contention- 
free access method defined by the 802.11 standard [I]. The time is divided into 
repeated periods, called SuperFrames (SFs). Each superframe starts with a bea- 
con frame after which, for legacy purpose, there could be a contention free period 
(CFP) for PCF access. The remaining part of the superframe forms the Con- 
tention Period (CP), during which QSTAs contend to access the radio channel 
using the EDCA mechanism (see Fig. 1). During the CP  or the CFP, the HC can 

Fig. 1. Scheme of a superframe using the HCF controlled access method. 

start a Contention Access Phase (CAP). During the CAP, only QSTAs, polled 
and granted with the QoS CF-Poll frame, are allowed to transmit during their 
TXOPs. Thus, the HC implements a prioritized medium access control. 

The number of CAPS and their locations in each superframe are chosen by 
the HC in order to satisfy QoS needs of each station. Moreover, at least one 
CP  interval, long enough to transmit a data frame with the maximum size at 
the minimum rate, must be contained in each superframe; this CP interval can 
be used for management tasks, such as associations of new stations, new traffic 
negotiations, and so on. CAP length cannot exceed the value of the system 
variable dotllCAPLimit, which is advertised by the HC in the Beacon frame 
when each superframe starts [3]. 

The simple scheduler designed in the draft [3] states that the TXOPi assigned 
to the ith queue should be computed as follows: 

where, with respect to  the it" queue, Li is the nominal size of MAC Service 
Data Units (MSDUs); Ci is the rate at which the data are transmitted over 
the WLAN; O is the protocol overhead; M is the maximum MSDU size; and 
N~ = [yl , where pi is the Mean Data Rate associated with the queue and 

TsI is the Service Interval. 
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According to IEEE 802.11e specifications, each QSTA can feed back queue 
length of each AC to the HC in the frames' headers. As will be shown in this 
paper, this information can be fruitfully exploited to design novel HCCA-based 
dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithms using feedback control theory [lo]. 

2.1 QoS signalling 

In the 802.11e proposal [3] each Traffic Stream (TS), i.e., a data flow with QoS 
needs, is described by a Daf ic  SPECzfication (TSPEC), which indicates the 
main characteristics of the stream [3]. Specific signalling has been introduced 
to manage new TS requests and QoS provisioning. In particular, when a new 
TS has to be started, the QSTA issues a setup phase by generating a message, 
which is known as Mac Layer Management Entity (MLME)-ADDTS request and 
contains the TSPEC of the stream. 

This request message is sent to the HC which decides whether to admit the 
stream with the specified TSPEC, or to refuse it, or to not admit it suggesting 
an alternative TSPEC. The decision of the HC is transmitted with the ADDTS 
response message. 

The QSTA receives this management frame and sends a MLME-ADDTS 
confirm message specifying whether the HC response meets its needs or not; if 
not, the whole process can be repeated [3]. 

2.2 Call Admission Control 

In a IEEE 802.11 network the HC is used as admission control unit. Since the QoS 
facility supports two access mechanisms, there are two distinct admission control 
schemes: one for the contention-based access and the other for the controlled- 
access. Herein, we will focus on the latter mechanism. Details regarding the 
contention-based admission control can be found in [3]. 

Let m be the number of admitted flows. When in the presence of a new TS 
admission request, the admission control unit in the HC calculates the TXOP 
duration needed by the stream (TXOPm+l) as imposed by the simple scheduler 
(see Eq. (1)). The stream is admitted if the following inequality is satisfied: 

where T indicates the superframe duration, and TCp is the time during which 
EDCA is used for frame transmission in the superframe. 

3 FBDS and PI-FBDS Algorithms 

In this section, FBDS and PI-FBDS algorithms will be designed using feedback- 
based control theory. We will assume that both algorithms, running at  the HC, 
allocate the WLAN channel bandwidth to wireless stations hosting real-time 
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applications, using HCCA functionalities. These allow the HC to assign TXOPs 
to ACs by taking into account their specific time constraints and transmission 
queue levels [5]. 

We will refer to a WLAN system made of an Access Point and a set of quality 
of service enabled mobile stations (QSTAs). Each QSTA has up to 4 queues, one 
for each AC in the 802.11e proposal. 

Let TCA be the time interval between two successive CAPS (see Fig. 1). Every 
time interval TCA, assumed constant, the HC has to allocate the bandwidth that 
will drain each queue during the next CAP. We assume that at the beginning 
of each CAP, the HC is aware of all the queue levels qi, i = 1, .  . . , M at the 
beginning of the previous CAP, where M is the total number of traffic queues 
in the WLAN system. 

The following discrete time linear model describes the dynamics of the ith 
queue: 

where, with respect to the ith queue, qi(n) 2 0 is the queue level at the beginning 
of the nth CAP; ui(n) 5 0 is the average depletion rate (i.e., the bandwidth 
assigned to drain the queue); di(n) = dt(n) - dcP(n) is the difference between 
d{(n) 2 0, which is the average input rate at the queue during the nth TCA 
interval, and dcP(n) 2 0, which is the amount of data transmitted by the queue 
during the nth TCA interval, using EDCA, divided by TCA. 

The signal di(n) is unpredictable since it depends on the behavior of the 
source that feeds the ith queue and on the number of packets transmitted using 
EDCA. Thus, from a control theoretic perspective, di(n) can be modelled as a 
disturbance. Without loss of generality, the following piece-wise constant model 
for the disturbance di(n) can be assumed [ l l ] :  

where l (n)  is the unitary step function, doj E IR, and t j  is a time lag. 
Due to the assumption (4), the linearity of the system (3), and the superpo- 

sition principle that holds for linear systems, we will design the feedback control 
law by considering a step disturbance: di(n) = do . l(n).  

3.1 The closed loop control scheme 

Our goal is to design a control law that drives the queuing delay ri, experienced 
by each frame going through the ith queue, to a desired target value 7: that 
represents the QoS requirement of the AC associated to the queue. 

This is a worst case assumption, in fact, queue levels are fed back using frame headers 
as described in Sec. 2; as a consequence, if the ith queue length has been fed at the 
beginning of the previous CAP, then the feedback signal might be delayed up to TCA 
seconds. 
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We will consider the closed loop control system shown in Fig. 2, where the 
set point qT has been set equal to 0,  i. e., we would ideally obtain empty queues. 
Regarding the controller transfer function Gi(z) ,  we will focus the attention on 
two possible kinds of controller: a proportional (P) controller, obtained by setting 
Gi(z)  = kpi, and a proportional and integral (PI) controller, obtained as Gi(z)  = 

Z 
kp, (1  + - . - . The corresponding bandwidth allocation algorithms will 

z - 1 TId 
be referred to as Feedback Based Dynamic Scheduler (FBDS), and PI-FBDS. 

Using a proportional controller. 

By considering the control scheme in Fig. 2 where Gi(z)  = kp, it is straightfor- 
ward to compute the 2-transform of qi(n) and ui(n): 

with Di ( z )  = 2 [di (n ) ]  . 

Fig. 2. Closed-loop control scheme based on HCCA. 

From Eqs. ( 5 )  the system poles are zp = I*-; 2 thus, the system is 
asymptotically stable if and only if lzpl < 1, that is: 

To investigate the steady-state behaviour of the control system, we apply the 
final value theorem to Eqs. (5).By considering that the 2-transform of the step 
function di ( n )  = do . 1 ( n )  is Di ( 2 )  = do . 5, the following results turn out: 

ui (+m) = lim ui(n) = lim ( z  - l )Ui(z)  = -do; qi (+m) = dolkpi, 
n-++co z+1 

which implies that the steady state queueing delay is: 

~i(+m)  = I Q ~ ( + w ) / u ~ ( + w ) ~  = l /kpi .  (7) 

It is worth to note that q(+m) > '0 even if q,T = 0, which means that the 
proportional controller is not able to fully reject the step disturbance do . l (n ) .  
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From Eq. (7), it turns out that the following inequality has to be satisfied in 
order to achieve a steady-state delay smaller than I-?: 

By considering inequalities (6) and (8),the TCA parameter has to fulfill the 
following constraint: 

TCA < , min r?. 
2=1..M 

From these results we conclude that, when a proportional controller is used, 

[: ' [. We will s e t  kpi = I/?:, i.e., the gain kpi can vary in the range T ,  

at its lowest admissible value. This choice allows, for a given feedback queue 
level qi(n), the lowest bandwidth assignment ensuring bounded delays, so that, 
a cautios usage of the WLAN channel bandwidth is achieved. 

Using a PI controller. 

Similarly to the case of the proportional controller, by considering Fig. 2 where 

and qr = 0, after a little algebra, the following 

2-transforms of qi(n) and ui(n) can be obtained: 

By applying the Jury criterion [lo], the system in Fig. 2 is asymptotically 
stable if the following inequalities are satisfied: 

Also in this case, to investigate the steady-state behaviour of the control 
system, we apply the final value theorem to Eq. (lo), thus obtaining: qi(+oo) = 0, 
which implies that the steady state queuing delay is zero. 

This result is due to the integral action of the controller, which is able to fully 
reject the step disturbance at steady state. In this way, the parameter set of the 
PI  regulator is only subject to the stability constraints (12). As a consequence 
we have more degrees of freedom in the choice of Ic,, and TI, with respect to the 
case of the proportional controller. 

When the PI controller is used, it might happen that the depletion rate 
computed by the controlled lui(n + 1)1 is larger than qi(n)/TcA, which is the 
amount of bandwidth required to fully deplete the ith queue during the (n+ l) th 
CAP. This assignement would obviously waste WLAN resources. To overcome 
this drawback, we will employ the following shortcut: 
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where, taking into account that ui < 0, the term -qi(n)/Tc~ is the depletion 
rate needed to fully empty the queue. 

The rationale of eq. (13) is to correct the bandwidth allocation that would 
be performed by the PI regulator by not allowing a bandwidth assignment larger 
than the one than would fully deplete the ith queue. 

3.2 TXOP assignment 

We have seen in Sec. 2 that, every time interval T C ~ ,  the HC allocates TXOPs 
to mobile stations in order to meet the QoS constraints. Herein, we shows how 
to transform the bandwidth ui into a TXOPi assignment. In particular, if the 
ith queue is drained at rate Ci, the following relation holds: 

where TXOPi(n) is the TXOP assigned to the ith queue during the nth CAP 
and 0 is the protocol time overhead. The extra quota of TXOP due to the 
overhead 0 depends on the number of MSDUs corresponding to the amount of 
data lui(n). TC~l  to be transmitted. 0 could be estimated by assuming that all 
MSDUs have the same nominal size specified into the TSPEC. Moreover, when 
lui(lc).TCAl does not correspond to a multiple of MSDUs, the TXOP assignment 
will be rounded in excess in order to guarantee a queuing delay equal or smaller 
than the target value T , .  

3.3 Channel saturation 

The above bandwidth allocation algorithm is based on the implicit assump- 
tion that the sum of the TXOPs assigned to each traffic stream is smaller 
than the maximum CAP duration, which is defined by the system variable 
dot1lCAPLimit; this value can be violated when the network is saturated. In 
order to avoid heavy channel saturations, we will adopt a CAC scheme obtained 
by improving the one proposed by the 802.11e working group. However, since 
transient overloads cannot be avoided due to the burstiness of the multimedia 
flows, when for a given no we have that: xzl TXOPi(nO) > dotllCAPLimit, 
each computed TXOPi(n0) is decreased by an amount ATXOPi(no), so that 
the following capacity constraints is satisfied: 

In particular, the generic amount ATXOPi(no) is evaluated as a fraction of 
the total amount A = zl TXOPi(no) - dotllCAPLimit, as follows: 

TXOPi (n)Ci 
ATXOPi (n) = A. x:, ITXOP,(n)C,I 
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Notice that Eq. (16) provides a dTXOPi(no), which is proportional to 
TXOPi(no)Ci; in this way, connections transmitting at low rates are not too 
much penalized. 

3.4 Call Admission Control 

When the number of multimedia flows sharing the WLAN increases, the channel 
saturates and delay bounds cannot be guaranteed [6]. Under these conditions, a 
Call Admission Control scheme is required to provide QoS. Herein, we describe 
the proposed CAC scheme, which exploits the 802.11e CAC proposal (see Sec. 

2). 
In particular, starting from the TXOPs allocated to the active traffic streams 

in each CAP, a new flow request is admitted if 

where m is the number of admitted flows, T is the superframe duration, and 
TCP is the time used by EDCA during the superframe. 

Notice that the proposed CAC scheme given by eq. (17) has been obtained 
from the CAC suggested in the draft (see sec. 2.2), by replacing the constant 
TXOPs used by the simple scheduler with the time-varying ones allocated by 
the proposed bandwidth allocation algorithms. In this way, our suggested CAC 
takes into account the bandwidth actually used by the flows and not just the 
sum of the average source rates declared in the TSPECs. 

4 Performance Evaluation 

In order to assert the validity of the proposed bandwidth allocation algorithms 
in realistic scenarios, computer simulations involving voice, video and FTP data 
transfers have been run. We have used the ns-2 simulator [9] considering a sce- 
nario where a 802.11a wireless channel with data rate of 54Mbps is shared by a 
mix of 3a voice flows encoded with the G.729 standard [12], a MPEG-4 encoded 
video flows [13], a H.263 video flows [14], and a FTP best effort flows. Each 
flow is hosted by a wireless node. Therefore, in such a scenario the traffic load 
is directly related to the parameter a. 

For video flows, we have used traffic traces available from the video trace 
library [15]. For voice flows, we have modeled the G.729 sources using Markov 
ON/OFF sources [16]. The ON period is exponentially distributed with mean 3 
s and the OFF period has a truncated exponential pdf with an upper limit of 
6.9 s and an average value of 3 s [17]. During the ON period, the source sends 
packets of 20 bytes every 20 ms (i.e., the source data rate is 8 kbps and we are 
considering two G.729 frames combined into one packet [18]). By considering 
the overheads of the RTP/UDP/IP protocol stack, during the ON periods the 
total rate over the wireless channel becomes 24 kbps. During the OFF period the 
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rate is approximated by zero assuming the presence of a Voice Activity Detector 
(VAD) . 

During CAPs, stations access the channel with HCCA method, otherwise 
they use EDCA. In simulations, EDCA parameters have been set as suggested 
in [3]. 

The target delay 7: has been set equal to 30 ms for the voice flow and 40 ms 
for the video flows. According to the 802.11 standard, in our ns-2 implementation 
the T C ~  is expressed in Time Unit (TU), which is equal to 1024 ps [I]; we assume 
a TCA of 29 TU in order to satisfy inequality (9). The value of the system variable 
dotl1CAPlimit has been set in order to allow the transmission of at least 10 
MSDUs of maximum size using EDCA, between two successive CAPs. 

When FBDS is used, the proportional gain Ic,, is set equal to 117: (see 
Sec. 2). With the PI-FBDS scheme, we consider the following parameter sets: 
(hi = 22s-l,TIi = lo), (Ic,, = 18s-',~1, = 7), and (Ic,, = 14s-',T1, = 4). 

The main characteristics of the considered multimedia flows are summarized 
in Table 1. 

Table 1. Main features of the considered multimedia flows. 

Qpe  of flow 1 Nominal (Maximum)l Mean ( ~ a x i m u m ) l  Inactivity 

Before starting data transmission, a multimedia source has to set up a new 
Traffic Stream as specified in Sec. 2.1. If the reply to the admission message 
for the new stream is not received within a ATo timeout interval, the request 
is repeated up to a maximum number of times, NAdm; in our simulations, we 
have chosen NAdm = 10 and ATo = 1.5 s. If after the NAdm admission tries no 
reply is received back, then the request is considered lost and a new admission 
procedure is initiated after an exponential distributed random time Adefe,. with 
average value equal to 1 min. The duration of video flows is deterministic and 
equal to 10 min, whereas voice flows durations are exponentially distributed with 
average value of 120 s. When a multimedia flow terminates, a new stream of the 
same type is generated after an exponentially distributed random time, with 
an average value equal to 1 min. Each terminated flow is withdrawn from the 
polling list by the HC after that no more packets from that flow are received for 
a time equal to the Inactivity Interval reported in Table 1. Each simulation lasts 
1 hour. 

In the sequel, we will first compare the performances of the PI-FBDS, the 
FBDS, and the Simple scheduler, then, we will investigate the impact of the 
parameters of the PI-FBDS (i.e., Ic,, and TI,) on the WLAN behavior. 

MPEG-4 
H.263 VBR 
G.729 VAD 

MSDU Size [Byte] 
1536 (2304) 
1536 (2304) 
60 (60) 

Data Rate [Byte] 
770 (3300) 
450 (3400) 
12 (24) 

Interval [s] 
3 
3 
10 
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Tab. 2 reports the ratio of admitted flows for various values of the network 
load parameter a! when PI-FBDS or FBDS or the simple scheduler are used. By 
looking at this table, it is straightforward to note that FBDS admits the smallest 
ratio of flows. On the other hand, almost all the flows are admitted when either 
the PI-FBDS or the Simple scheduler are used. The reason is that the Simple 
scheduler allocates TXOPs by taking into account only the declared average 
source rates, which can be much smaller than the actual source rates; so that, 
the CAC test realized with eq. (2) is always satisfied. When FBDS or PI-FBDS 
are used, the CAC test given by eq. (17) takes into account the actual load. 
The substantial difference between FBDS and PI-FBDS is that, as discussed in 
Sec. 2, the PI  regulator gives the opportunity to choice its parameter set in a 
broader space of values with respect to the case of a proportional controller. In 
other words, we can select the parameter set of the PI  regulator to filter out 
high frequency components of the traffic load better than in the case of the 
P regulator. As a consequence, PI-FBDS allows the CAC test of eq. (17) to 
consider only the low frequency components of the network load, and to admit 
a larger number of flows. In other words, PI-FBDS is able to smooth the peaks 
of the traffic load better than FBDS. As a consequence, when PI-FBDS is used 
the probability that a new starting flow finds a fully occupied wireless channel 
is smaller. 

Table 2. ~at ios 'of  admitted flows. 

At this point, due to the smaller number of admitted traffic streams, we 
would expect lower one-way packet delays when FBDS is employed with respect 
to the one-way packet delay values obtained with the Simple scheduler or PI- 
FBDS. This is shown in Figs. 3,4, and 5 where the average one-way packet delays 
experienced by, respectively, the MPEG, H.263, and G.729 flows are reported. 
By looking at  those figures, we can note that FBDS obtains the smallest delays 
due the smallest quota of admitted flows. The surprising result is that, with 
high load (i.e., a! = 12) although the Simple scheduler and PI-FBDS allow 
almost the same ratio of admitted flows, delays obtained with PI-FBDS are 
one order of magnitude smaller than those obtained with the Simple scheduler. 
The latter observation highlights that if the scheduling strategy works fine, i.e., 
the network resources are carefully administered, a good trade-off between the 
number of admitted flows and the one-way packet delay can be achieved, also 
with high load. 

Table 3 reports the average and peak superframe utilization in HCCA mode. 
It shows that the Simple scheduler requires the highest average quota of WLAN 

a 
5 
10 
12 

PI-FBDS (kPi  = 14sP1,  TI^ = 4) 
100% 
100% 
99% 

FBDS 
100% 
89% 
59% 

Simple Scheduler 
100% 
100% 
100% 
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lo 1 p i E Z z i 7  
OFBDS PI Ko=l4  TI=^ 

5 I0 12 
Load parameter - a  - 

Fig. 3. Average one-way packet delay of the MPEG4 flows. 

5 10 12 
Load oarameter - a - 

Fig. 4. Average one-way packet delay of the H.263 flows. 

- - - 

OFBDS PI Kp=14 T1=4 

5 10 12 
Load parameter - a - 

Fig. 5. Average one-way packet delay of the G.729 flows 
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resources. In fact, it does not adapt the quota of allocated resources to the 
actual load because it provides a CBR service. For the same reason, the peak 
superframe utilizations achieved by the Simple scheduler for a = 10 and a = 12, 
i.e., at high traffic load, are smaller than those provided by FBDS and PI-FBDS. 
This result clearly highlights that the proposed control schemes enable a more 
proper usage of the bandwidth and allows the bandwidth requirements of the 
real-time flows to be tracked. 

Table 3. Average (Peak) Superframe usage in HCCA mode. 

Table 4 reports the overall goodput achieved by the FTP flows, measured as 
the total amount of data received by FTP receivers over the simulation duration. 
It shows that FTP flows get the bandwidth left unused by the real-time flows. 
In fact, when FBDS is used, FTP flows get the highest goodput because, with 
FBDS, the smallest quota of real-time flows is admitted (see Tabs. 2 and 3). 

a 

5 
10 
12 

Table 4. Overall goodput of the FTP flows (Mbps). 

PI-FBDS (Ic,, = 1 4 K 1 ,  TI, = 4) 

6.82(26)% 
15.15(84)% 
29.85(81)% 

In order to investigate the influence of the parameters kp, and TI< on system 
performance with PI-FBDS, we have considered the following parameter sets: 
(kpi  = l4s-', TI, = 4), (kpi = I~s- ' ,   TI^ = 7) and (lc,, = 22s-', TI, = 10). 
Tab. 5 shows the ratios of admitted flows obtained for various values of the load 
parameter a. The first observation that turns out by looking at  these results 

a 

5 
10 
12 

Table 5. Ratios of admitted flows using PI-FBDS with various parameter sets. 

FBDS 

6.95(31)% 
15.22(82)% 
17.66(80)% 

Simple Scheduler 
25.62(32.42)% 
52.4(62.58)% 

63.75(74.98)% 

PI-FBDS (Ic,, = 14s-l ,  TI, = 4) 

4.57 
4.32 
2.47 

FBDS 

4.58 
4.38 
4.09 

Simple Scheduler 

4.57 
4.27 
2.32 
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is that,  for increasing values of the two parameters, the ratio of admitted flows 
diminishes. This is due to the fact that as Kpi and Tri increase, the PI-FBDS 
becomes similar to FBDS. In fact, for increasing values of TIi, the integral action 
becomes less important, whereas, for increasing values of Kpi, the control-loop 
becomes faster. 

Obviously, the one-way packet delays experienced by the flows diminish when 
the number of admitted streams decreases; this result is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, 
where the one way packet delays experienced by, respectively, the MPEG and 
G.729 flows are reported. Similar results, not shown here due to lack of space, 
have been obtained fot the H.263 flows. 

5 10 12 
Load parameter - a - 

Fig. 6. Average one-way packet delay of the MPEG4 flows when using PI-FBDS with 
various parameter sets. 

5 10 12 

Load panmeter - a - 

Fig. 7. Average one-way packet delay of the G.729 flows when using PI-FBDS with 
various parameter sets. 
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Tab. 6 reports the average and peak superframe utilization in HCCA mode 
using PI-FBDS with various parameter sets. Obviously, average and peak super- 
frame usages follow the behaviour of the ratio of admitted flows (see Tab. 5 ) .  
Finally, Table 7 reports the overall goodput achieved by the FTP flows. Also in 

Table 6. Average (Peak) Superframe using PI-FBDS with various parameter sets. 

this case, FTP flows get the highest goodput when the quota of real-time flows 
admitted is the smallest, i. e. for Ic,, = 22s-I and Tri = 4 (see Tab. 5 ) .  

Table 7. Overall goodput of FTP flows (Mbps) using PI-FBDS with various parameter 
sets. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper a HCCA-based control theoretic framework for addressing the first 
hop bandwidth allocation issue using the 802.11e MAC has been proposed. This 
framework has been used to design two dynamic bandwidth allocation algo- 
rithms, which have been referred to as FBDS and PI-FBDS. Simulation results 
obtained using the ns-2 simulator have shown that, unlike the simple scheduler 
proposed by the 802.11e WG, both FBDS and PI-FBDS ensure bounded de- 
lays also at high network loads. Moreover, when the PI-FBDS is used, the best 
trade-off between one-way packet delays and network utilization is achieved. 
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Abstract. An immersive audio environment for videoconferencing or vir- 
tual reality applications is presented. The proposed system allows the 
spatialisation of 3D sound fields around listener positioned in front of 
a screen (PC or TV monitor) with headphones or only two loudspeak- 
ers in front of him. Furthermore, the presented application is real-time 
customizable on the basis of the particular listener anthropometry. The 
source sound can be a real audio signal captured at the remote side 
of a videoconference system by a microphone or a synthetic one. The 
loudspeaker signals are derived by the knowledge of the spatial coordi- 
nate of the speaker at the remote end of a videoconference session and 
a subsequent appropriate filtering of the audio streams with head re- 
lated transfer functions (HRTFs). Virtual sources can be positioned in 
azimuth, in elevation and in distance, too. However, the reproduction 
area around the listener and the possible source space are restricted to a 
defined area. Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm implementation into 
a commercial videoconference system demonstrates an high quality of 
the audio rendering performance. A special Visual C++ development 
tool has been established to carry out system parameters optimization. 

Keywords:Immersive audio rendering, Teleconference, Virtual Reality, Head 
Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs). 

1 Introduction 

There is currently a great deal of interest in designing systems that can faithfully 
reproduce (or create) a full three dimensional auditory scene. These immersive 
audio systems can be used for applications such as videoconference, distance 
learning, virtual reality, home entertainment, displays for the visually impaired 
and pilot warning systems. Here, we propose signal audio processing that per- 
tains to the acquisition and subsequent rendering of 3D sound fields over two 
loudspeakers or headphones. The proposed system is suitable for distance learn- 
ing equally for virtual reality applications. In the first case, on the acquisition 
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side, we have already developed a system of spatial filtering able to achieve steer- 
ing in a given direction so localizing the active speaker and tracking the local 
television cameral .~he achieved spatial focusing in the direction of interest is a 
necessary element in immersive audio acquisition systems for teleconference. In 
fact, we need to transmit the acquired spatial information of the audio source 
at the opposite side of the teleconference connection (Fig. 1). Any application 
we consider, teleconference or virtual reality, the knowledge of real or synthetic 
source coordinates is required. On the rendering side, 3D audio signal processing 
methods are described that allow rendering of virtual sources around the listener 
using only two loudspeakers or headphones. 

Talkers 
Transmitter side 

Receiver side 

Azimuth and Elevation 1 angles rereption 

Fig. 1. A simple scheme of the proposed system for teleconference application 

The basis of 3D audio is to control the acoustic signals at the receiving side 
and thereby reproduce the signals that the listeners would have received in the 
real audio environment that is being simulated. The way to do this is to  deliver 
appropriate binaural signals through headphones or loudspeakers. Different 3D 
spatialization strategies are feasible. These strategies depend on whether the 

The active speaker localization tool is implemented in practice on Aethra Telecouni- 
cazioni S.p.A. videoconference commercial systems. 
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sound field is reproduced at the ears of the listeners (called transaural systems). 
Transaural systems can be realized by either using headphones or loudspeakers. 
In the transaural approach, human sound-source localization is based on the 
estimation of frequency-dependent differences in intensity and time of arrival at 
both ears for source localization in the horizontal (azimuth) plane. In the median 
plane time differences are constant. Localization is based on spectral filtering by 
the outer ear. The reflection and diffraction of sound waves from the head, torso, 
shoulders and pinnae, combined with resonances caused by the ear canal, form 
the physical basis for the head-related transfer function (HRTF) [I]. This system 
can be modelled as linear and time-invariant, and it is fully characterized by the 
HRTF in the frequency domain. Immersive audio rendering systems are based 
on digital implementation of such head-related transfer functions. The spectral 
information provided by the HRTF can be used to implement a set of filters that 
can process non-directional (monaural) sound to simulate a real HRTF. In prin- 
ciple, it is necessary the measurement of HRTF for each sound source direction 
and for each listeners. In fact, the magnitude and phase of these head-related 
transfer functions vary significantly not only for each sound direction, but also 
from person to person. Our attempt is focused on achieving good localization 
performance using HRTF derived through measurements realized at high spatial 
resolution over a set of more than 40 listeners plus a KEMAR mannequin with 
variable anthropometry [2]. Here, we have focused our discussion on delivering 
immersive audio through headphones or a pair of loudspeaker for two reasons: 
there is a large installed desktop computer with two loudspeakers on either side 
of the monitor and this loudspeakers configuration is widely used in videoconfer- 
ence systems too. At the same time, headphone is often an add-on component in 
both applications. While with headphones it is possible to deliver the appropri- 
ate sound field to each ear, with loudspeakers the drawback of unwanted channel 
crosstalk has to be reduced. This crosstalk arises because each loudspeaker sends 
sound to the same side ear, as well as undesired sound to the opposite site ear. 
A significant amount of methods have been proposed in literature to address 
crosstalk cancellation. This phenomenon will not be considered in this paper 
because widely treated in literature [3]. Regarding the distortion due to discrete 
early reflections, we have practically detected that in a typical desktop environ- 
ment (two loudspeakers placed on either side of a video or a computer monitor 
and listener close to the loudspeakers) the direct sound is dominant with respect 
to the room reflection effects. These conclusions are supported by a test-bed of 
the audio rendering system over a videoconference environment. 

2 Theory overview 

Locating sound in 3D is a complex process for the human aural system. Even if 
it is not completely understood, the process is mainly based on the recognition 
of interaural arrive time differences (ITDs) and interaural intensity differences 
(IIDs) [4,5]. When not directly received from the front or from the back sounds 
do not arrive at both ears at the same time but with an interaural time difference 
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as depicted in Fig. 2. Typically ITD ranges from 0 ms (direct frontlback sound) 
to about 0.522 ms (sound received from straight left or right). The human brain 
is able to detect 3D sounds location in real-time for ITD value within a few 
psecs. 

Sound source 

/ / To right ear 

Listener 

Fig. 2. Interaural arrive-Time Difference (ITD) 

A simple approximated model to calculate ITD is presented by Kuhn [6]: 

3" sin 0 at low frequencies 
I T D  - 

sin 0 at low frequencies (1) 

where a is the radius of the sphere used to  model the head, c is the sound speed, 
and 0 is the angle between the median plane and a ray passing from the centre of 
the head through the source position. The transition between the two frequency 
regions is located around 1 kHz. When sound travels from a source to a listeners 
ear it receives reflections a t  the human body such as head, shoulder, and outer 
ear. Those reflections and attenuations results in interaural intensity differences 
(IIDs) as outlined in Fig. 3. 

An expression similar to (1) may be obtained for the IIDs, but they generally 
have more complicated variations with frequency. Because the influence of human 
anthropometry (the shapes of head, shoulders and outer ear) and its variability 
across listeners, simple approximation for the IID is not applicable. Furthermore, 
IID would be negligible for frequency below approximately 1 kHz because the 
wavelength is similar or larger than the distance between the listener ears. The 
combination of the two cues, ITD at high frequency and IID at low frequency, 
is known as the Rayleighs "duplex" theory of localization. Even if this theory is 
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Sound source 

' I  To right ear 

+ lntensity to 
right ear 

Intensity to 
left ear + 

Listener 

Fig. 3. Interaural Intensity Difference (IID) 

still actual, and widely used in audio signal processing research, it is not able to 
entirely describe the human hearing system. The  modelling based on ITD and 
IID fails into the so called cones of confusion. In fact, a locus of points exists 
for which ITD and IID measurements are constant. This surface is similar to a 
cone with axis collinear with interaural axis (Fig. 4). Each point over the cone of 
confusion is characterized by the same ITD and IID values so the duplex theory 
is not able to describe the overall human hearing phenomenon. 

The previous model has to be integrated with the introduction of an ap- 
propriate acoustic transfer function taking into account the sound transmission 
from the source to the eardrum of the listener [7]. It is well known that the 
physical effects of the diffraction of sound waves by the human torso, shoulders, 
head and pinnae modify the spectrum of the sound that reaches the listener 
eardrums. Therefore, IIDs are often modelled by a set of so called Head-Related 
Transfer Functions (HRTFs) which not only vary in a complex way with az- 
imuth, elevation, range, and frequency, but also vary significantly from listener 
to listener. Naturally, due to the symmetry of the listener head the HRTFs apply 
for both ears. The information in the HRTF is also contained in the temporal 
behaviour of the equivalent Head Related Impulse Response (HRIR). In real 
time synthesis, if the sound source moves relative to the head, the HRIR must 
be modified accordingly. This is typically done by computationally expensive in- 
terpolation. To produce convincing 3D effects, the HRTF or its equivalent HRIR 
must be measured for each condition, which is inconvenient and limits applica- 
tions. Furthermore, serious perceptual distortion can occur when one listens to 
sound spatialized with a non-individualized HRTF. 
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Fig. 4. Cone of confusion 

3 The proposed approach 

To realize HRTF there are two major ways: measurements and model approaches. 
Although the determination of individualized HRTF can addressed in a lot of 
ways, we adopted the first strategy making use of a public domain database 
collected by CIPIC labs. This database collects head related transfer functions 
measured at high spatial resolution for 45 subjects (including KEMAR man- 
nequin with two different ears conformation). Because sound source location is 
specified by the interaural polar coordinates (the azimuth angle 8 and the eleva- 
tion angle 4)  this is the reference system used in this work. The azimuth angle 
8 is the angle between the vector to the sound source and the vertical median 
plane and varies from -7r/2 (left) and + ~ / 2  (right). The elevation angle Q, is the 
angle of the horizontal plane with the projection of the source into the median 
plane and, starting directly below the subject, varies from -n/2 and + 3 ~ / 2 .  The 
CIPIC measures involved subjects seated at the center of a hoop and their head 
aligned with interaural coordinates axes. Practically, the system is modelled by 
means of HRTFs (HRIRs) with a set of digital FIR filters whose coefficients are 
derived from the previous described measures. For a given number N of coeffi- 
cients (taps), a FIR filter is defined as 

where UT is the filter output at  time T, vi are the input values from previous time 
i, and hi are the intensity of signal vi at time i (i. e. the filter taps). We consider 
FIR filters with N=200 because the available CIPIC database dimension. This 
is, at the same time, an adequate compromise between acceptable run-time and 
approximation of the acoustic system. Fig. 5 shows the logical structure of CIPIC 
database: to evaluate filter coefficients we need the azimuth and elevation source 
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coordinates to extract tap values. This structure is replicated for each subject 
involved in the CIPIC measurements and can be used to process values of signal 
u at the time T. The individual HRTF is so selected from database with respect 
to received sound direction. 

Position 

Elevation 
Index le 
(from 1 to 

'\A 

1; 
Number of Taps N (200) (from 1 to 25) 

Fig. 5. Logical structure of CIPIC database 

The involved parameters are evaluated by finite step measures: elevations 
were uniformly sampled in 360°/64= 5.625" (from -45" to +230.625"), while 
azimuth values were sampled at -80°, -65", -55", from -45" to 45" with a 
step of 5", and 55", 65", 80". Fig. 6 describes the correspondence between a 
real spatial position captured by the remote camera and the discrete coordinate 
values we need to extract the right filter. 

An azimuth range control is required, because an out of range angle is rea- 
sonable but there is not a corresponding coefficient in the database. Similarly, 
we have to determine elevation index from elevation angle. This procedure gives 
a sequence of elevation and azimuth coefficients. The elevation set belongs to the 
range from 1 to 25, while the azimuth set goes from 1 to 50. 

4 Simulation and Listening Tests 

To simulate and evaluate the three dimensional synthesized sound field a Simulink 
version of the described system has been developed. The off-line test procedure 
is summarized in the simple block diagram in Fig. 7. 

This tool provides the loading of a monaural sound (in Wave format) among 
a set stored reference sounds and the choice of the azimuth and elevation source 
coordinates into the ranges [-90°, 90'1 and [-45", 90'1 respectively. The acqui- 
sition of HRIR from CIPIC database and the conversion of coordinates (8,4) in 
index (I,, I,) gives the right filter taps for each channel (left and right). The 
binaural signal is then synthesized as a convolution of the input signal with 
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Angles conversion 
into right range 

I Yes 

le and la 

A 
I 

Error generation 

Fig. 6. Angle conversion 

.( I 

Head Related Impulse Response functions before its reproduction over a pair of 
loudspeaker. To establish a performance baseline, in an initial task the produced 
binaural sounds were listeners by each subject, so that a correct match with 
pseudo-individualized HRIR functions was possible. The Simulink block scheme 
is depicted in Fig. 8. 

Azimuth conversion 
in index la 

Once calibration was completed, several tests were performed to validate the 
localization model. In particular we are interested in verifying if fast variations 
in filter taps, due to sound source movement, could causes any distortion in re- 
constructed sounds. In systems like to videoconference there could be more than 
one active talker, or one talker can quickly move through the room. For this 
reason each stimulus was generated varying randomly the associated angular 
coordinates (0,4) and in a second time keeping constant a coordinate value and 
varying the other one. The coordinate changes occurred every 0.9 s: in real sys- 
tems the remote camera tracking mechanism is characterized by a prearranged 
latency time to avoid unwanted training dues to noise or impulsive sounds. In 
our tests since the loudspeakers are placed in front of the listener only sources in 
front of the listener can be reproduced faithfully. However the position of sources 
can vary in azimuth, elevation and distance. The size of the reproduction area 
is restricted to a region around the listener depending on the distance between 
the two loudspeakers and that between the loudspeakers and the listener. Before 

b Elevation conversion 
in index le 
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Fig. 7. Off-line filtering block diagram 

End 

A 
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implementing the corresponding C++ code in a real time application, a special 
Visual C++ development tool has been established to preset system optimal 
parameters and to  evaluate the effect produced to listener by three dimensional 
sound synthesis. The features of this tool provide the simulation of 3D wave 
propagation at the output of the loudspekers after HRTFs filtering. Fig. 9 shows 
the visual interface of the application tool we have developed. Its extensive pos- 
sibilities for graphical evaluation can be used to examine the simulated system 
performance and to simplify the synthesis phase. The window shows the time and 
frequency responses (HRTFs, HRIRs, ITD) for a selected listener subject (and 
for each ear) as a function of source location. It  is possible to choose among dif- 
ferent subjects whose anthropometric characteristics are collected in the CIPIC 
database. Moreover we can change sampling frequency, spectral resolution in 
FFT calculation and spectral smoothing (related to the graphic representation 
of the data). We can also select among four playing mode called: Play move, 
Play click, Play audio and Play cone of confusion. In the first mode the tool, 
after a file wave acquisition, simulates the movement of the virtual source along 
a straight line in the frontal plane from left to right with $=cost. The Play click 

Angles acquisition Sound file playing 

A 

v 
Sound file loading Sound file filtering 

A 
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Data initialization Filter taps loading 
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Fig. 8. Simulink implementation 

mode produces three white noise bursts (100% amplitude modulation, f=30 Hz) 
at time difference of 150 ms each other. These sources are virtually set in the 
same azimuth angle 0, but in three different elevation angles 4. The Play audio 
mode allows the variation of all the input parameters. The last mode elaborates 
a sound source moving through all the allowed elevation position belonging to 
the cone of confusion. After choosing right parameters and desired playing mode 
the application gives several outputs: IDT as function of the source tilt; HRIRs, 
HRTFs as functions of time and frequency. The grey-scale images at the left 
side of Fig. 9 refer to HRTFs and HRIRs functions for all 50 allowed elevation 
values with a fixed tilt value (indicated by the vertical dashed line). The inter- 
section among the two straight lines in the HRIRs representations is function of 
the azimuth value: therefore a simple observation of the two plots gives us the 
interaural delay. 

These graphical representation gives some ideas of the HRTF and ITD vari- 
ability for a single subject and the range of variability among subjects. Obviously 
it is also possible to  play the synthesized binaural sounds. We observed that the 
effect of an immersive audio rendering is obtained if the listener is in a right 
position, that is listener must be in the middle between loudspeakers, obviously 
there are no problem using headphones. Another important issues is relative the 
area of audio rendering. Desired effects are given only for determinates move- 
ment of talkers, for example well not have the effect of a sound source behind 
listener. Finally the system was implemented on a distributed videoconference 
system, utilizing Aethra SpA standard commercial equipments, to test-real time 
performances (Fig. 10). Listening sessions with sound source moving a t  the re- 
mote side of a videoconference session showed that the system resulted in a 
good sound quality and localization, very similar to the sound perceived in a 
real environment. 
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Fig. 9. Visual C++ interface of the developed tool 

Fig. 10. Experimental set-up at the opposite side of videoconference connection 
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5 Conclusion 

An audio interface for desktop and videoconference applications has been pre- 
sented. The system should provide the user of screen application to immerse 
into a 3D audio environment using headphone or pair of loudspeaker. We also 
demonstrated that our approach can be taken for pre-processing sound in inter- 
active 3D environments. The theoretical model approach is based on the filtering 
of the sound streams with head-related transfer functions (HRTFs). Based on 
this theoretical analysis we have shown that in common-use loudspeaker geom- 
etry and distance between listeners and loudspeakers, the spatial sound pattern 
of the original sound is sufficiently preserved in the reproduced sound. Finally, 
we have implemented a real-time version of this system and tested it in several 
videoconference sessions: informal listening tests indicated that the spatialization 
achieved offers very good 3D audio rendering sense through a very simple and 
low expensive system. Nevertheless, the quality of the spatial sound reproduc- 
tion could be improved by adding crosstalk cancellation systems and informal 
listening tests must be replaced by a much better psychoacoustic localization 
test. However, we believe that the proposed system is promising for real-time 
synthesis of 3D sounds and the developed simulator is a very useful toolkit. 
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Abstract. In the last decade, there has been an explosive growth in mobile 
computing technology and obviously an increase demand for platforms with 
multimedia application support. The desire to be connected "any-time, any- 
where, and any-way" has led to an increasing array of heterogeneous systems, 
multimedia applications, devices, and service providers. In response to this 
issue, quality of service (QoS) is designed to hide low-level application 
variation and provide necessary service guarantees. In this contribution, 
motivation and bperating gidelines for QoS assessment in real-time interactive 
multimedia communications are discussed and investigated. In particular, we 
consider the end-to-end service quality methodologies proposing a QoS 
evaluation techniaue bv means of an unconventional use of fragile - 
watermarking. Thus, by knowing the end-to-end QoS, it is possible to adopt 
optimal pricing strategies in terms of the QoS profiling for all the active users 
involved in the communication. 

Keywords. End-to-End Quality of Service (QoS), QoS profiling and pricing, 
multimedia communication, wireless/mobile networks, digital watermarking 

1 Introduction 

In recent years there has been an explosive growth in mobile computing technology 
and obviously an increase demand for platforms with multimedia application support. 
Progress in Telecommunications and Networking is fostering the development of 
high-speed and ubiquitous networks, both wired and wireless (i.e. heterogeneous 
configurations), characterized by an unprecedented degree of transport capacity and 
flexibility. The desire to be connected "any-time, any-where, and any-way" has led to 
an increasing array of heterogeneous systems, multimedia applications, devices, and 
service providers (see fig. 1). According to [I], this heterogeneity is unlikely to 
disappear in the foreseeable fbture for two reasons: one is that the variety of 
application requirements makes it difficult to find a single optimal and universal 
solution; the other is that in their eagerness to capture the market, competing 
organizations are releasing proprietary systems. As a result, the key to the success of 
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next-generation mobile communications systems is the ability to provide seamless 
interactive real-time multimedia services in such a heterogeneous environment [2]- 
P I .  

However, to provide users with satisfactory services, ubiquitous connectivity and 
corresponding best effort services are not enough. In such a wireless network 
environment, application performance could easily deteriorate for various reasons, 
and this performance fluctuation could be widespread. In response to this issue, 
quality of service (QoS) is designed to hide low-level application variation and 
provide necessary service guarantees. Dynamic QoS reconfiguration constitutes an 
important constraint that is yet to be addressed for the real-time interactive 
multimedia communications of 3GPP [4]-[lo]. High-speed real-time multimedia 
applications such as Videoconferencing and HDTV have already become popular in 
many end-user communities. Developing better network protocols and systems that 
support such applications requires a sound understanding of the voice and'video 
traffic characteristics and factors that ultimately affect end-user perception of 
audiovisual quality. Recently, there are a number of researches concerned with QoS 
guarantee for media data flow on the transport and network levels using QoS oriented 
protocols focusing on the end-to-end QoS control functions and mechanisms in 
accordance with different user's environment [I 11. 

In this contribution, motivation and operating guidelines for QoS assessment in 
real-time interactive multimedia communications are discussed and investigated. In 
particular, we consider the end-to-end service quality methodologies proposing a QoS 
evaluation technique by means of an unconventional use of fragile watermarking 
[12]-[15]. Thus, by knowing the end-to-end QoS, it is possible to adopt optimal 
pricing strategies in terms of the QoS profiling for all the active users involved in the 
communication [16]. The work is organized as follows. Section 2 describes both the 
requirements and the operating targets of the QoS assessment in real-time multimedia 
communications. The signal-processing algorithm used for the QoS evaluation is 
depicted in Section 3, while simulation results are shown and discussed in Section 4. 
Finally, the conclusions of the work are briefly summarized in Section 5. 

2 QoS Requirements in Real-Time Multimedia Communications 

The problem of 'matching' the application to the network is often described as a 
'quality of service' (QoS) problem [17]. The problem is twofold: there is the QoS 
required by the multimedia application, which relates to visual quality perceived by 
the user, and the QoS reachable by the transmission channel and the network, which 
depends on the physical link's capabilities [12]. The key parameters for QoS 
requirements about transmission are the mean bit rate and the variation of the bit rate 
[17]. The mean rate depends on the compression algorithm as well as the 
characteristics of the source video (such as frame size, number of bits per sample, 
frame rate, amount of motion, etc.). Many video coding techniques include a certain 
degree of compression tuning that bound of the mean rate after encoding. However, 
the achievable mean compressed bit rate is actually limited for a given source (with a 
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particular frame size and frame rate). Real-time video is sensitive to delay by nature. 
The QoS requirements in terms of delay depend on whether video is transmitted one 
way (e.g. broadcast video, streaming video, playback from a storage device) or two 
ways (e.g. video conferencing) [17]. The original temporal relationships between 
frames have to be preserved in simplex (one-way) video transmission because any 
associated media that is 'linked' to the video frames should remain synchronized, but 
a certain degree of congruent delay is admitted. The most common example is 
accompanying audio, where a loss of synchronization of more than about 0.1 s can be 
obvious to the viewer [17]. Duplex (two-way) video transmission has the above 
constraints (constant delay in each direction, synchronization between related media) 
plus the obligation that the total delay from acquisition to display must be low 
enough. A 'rule of thumb' for video conferencing is to keep the total delay less than 
0.4 s [17]. If the delay is longer than this, video-conversation appears like non- 
natural. Interactive applications also have a requirement of low delay. In such a case, 
an eventual too long delay between the user's action and the corresponding effect on 
the video source makes the application unresponsive. Moreover, in case of 
multimedia teleconference service, for example, users not only use real-time media 
services such as voice and video but also stored media services for their 
communication and media presentation simultaneously. Therefore, the system must 
process stored media and real-time media at the same time. In order to provide the 
stored multimedia information to users, the system must not only integrate both 
continuous media such as audio, video and discrete media such as still image, 
graphics and text, but also perform end-to-end QoS functions and different media 
processing fimctions inherit to each media data [ l  11. 

Therefore, real-time QoS management represents an important requirement during 
real-time interactive multimedia communications. The aim of QoS management is to 
adapt to changing conditions during runtime and to maintain committed QoS levels or 
to react upon changes in these levels. This contribution proposes a novel procedure to 
evaluate the QoS of a communication link. In practice, the receiving mobile station is 
able to verify whether the negotiated quality level has been actually maintained by the 
effective link or not. In such a case, the operator can lower the user's fare and bustle 
about in order to guaranty an improved service level by modifying the operating 
settings of the communication link. The blind operating system at the receiver of a 
communication link needs to decide in order to match the negotiated quality level and 
the effectively provided one. If the user had requested a secure (high-level) 
transmission, he has to be accordingly charged for the relative fare. Otherwise, the 
connection can be low-priced, even becoming free of charge. Moreover, like 
discussed in [13], it can be observed that in real-time interactive multimedia 
communication systems requiring error control, such as video telephony and 
streaming, a number of consequences follow a poor quality decision from the mobile 
station: first, the bit rate (and the video resolution) transmitted by the base station is 
lowered in a few seconds (by a higher spreading factor in the UMTS systems); 
second, if the mobile station declares a null quality, the link is broken down by the 
operator; third, frequent declarations of poor or null quality will be a reason for the 
operator's admission call manager to refuse the access for hrther calls of the same 
user for a given time period, i.e. until the mobile station moves into a region with 
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higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). These should avoid fraudulent declarations of bad 
quality from the mobile station in order to transmit free of charge. In fact, the result of 
possibly false declarations on the QoS is to suddenly cut the communication in a few 
seconds, assuming the risk of no. admission for further calls. Thus, by knowing the 
end-to-end QoS, it is possible to adopt optimal pricing strategies in terms of the QoS 
profiling for all the active users involved in the communication. In the next Section, 
the signal-processing algorithm for the QoS evaluation is described and we show how 
it is effectively possible to blindly estimate the quality of a transmission system 
(including the coder quality) without affecting the quality of the video- 
communications. 

Fig. 1. Multimedia Communications: the desire to be connected "any-time, any-where, and 
any-way" has led to an increasing array of heterogeneous systems, multimedia applications, 

devices, and service providers. 

3 Digital Watermarking for Real-Time QoS Assessment 

The rational behind the approach is that the alterations suffered by the watermark 
are likely to be suffered by the data, since they follow the same communication link. 
Therefore, the watermark degradation can be used to evaluate the alterations endured 
by the data. At the receiving side, the watermark is extracted and compared with its 
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original counterpart. Spatial spread-spectrum techniques perform the watermarking 
embedding. In practice, the watermark (narrow band low energy signal) is spread 
over the image (larger bandwidth signal) so that the watermark energy contribution 
for each host frequency bins is negligible, which makes the watermark near 
imperceptible. Following the same methodological approach of [13], a set of 
uncorrelated pseudo-random noise (PN) matrices (one per each frame and known to 
the receiver) is multiplied by the reference watermark (one for all the transmission 

session and known to the receiver): wjs) [k, , k2 ] = w[k, , k2 1 .  pi [k, , k 2 ] ,  where 

w [ k , ,  k2]  is the original watermark, pi [k, ,  k2 ] the PN matrices and wf) [k, ,  k2 ] 
the spread version of the watermark to be embedded in the i-th frame. The embedding 
is performed in the DCT domain according to the following: 

where Fi[kl, k2] = DCT(f;[kl, k2]) is the DCT transform of the i-th frame; S is the 
region of middle-high frequencies of the image in the DCT domain, while a is a 
scaling factor that determines the watermark strength and ~i(")[k,, k2] is the DCT of 
the i-th watermarked frame. In the following, the value a = 0.04 has been always 
used. The i-th watermarked frame is then obtained by performing the IDCT transform 
of ~i(")[k~,  k2], finally the whole sequence is coded and then transmitted through a 
noisy channel, like shown in the principle scheme of figure 2. 

The receiver implements video decoding as well as watermark detection. In fact, at 
the same time after decoding of the video stream, a matched filter extracts the 
(known) watermark from the DCT of each n-th received I-frame of the sequence. The 
estimated watermark is matched to the reference one (despread with the known PN 
matrix). The matched filter is tuned to the particular embedding procedure, so that it 
can be matched to the randomly spread watermark only. It is assumed that the 
receiver knows the initial spatial application point of the mark in the DCT domain. 
The Quality of Service is evaluated by comparing the extracted watermark with 
respect to the original one. In particular, its mean-square-error (MSE) is evaluated as 
an index of the effective degradation of the provided QoS. A possible index of the 
degradation is simply obtained by calculating the mean of the error energy: 

where w, [k, ,  k2 ] and Gn [k, , k2 ] , represent the original watermark, the extract 
watermark respectively, and n = I..M is the current frame index. Another video 
quality measure usually used for QoS assessment is the peak signal-to-noise ratio 
(PSNR) defined as the ratio between peak signal and root mean square (rms) noise 
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observed between the original video and the watermarked video, where RMSE is the 
square root of the mean square error previously defined: 

PSNR = 20 log,, - ( I Z E )  

In particular, such QoS indexes can be usefblly employed for a number of different 
purposes in wireless multimedia communication networks such as: control feedback 
to the sending user on the effective quality of the link; detailed information to the 
operator for billing purposes and diagnostic information to the operator about the 
communication link status [12]. 

Origina termarked 
Video Video 

Watermark 

PN matrix 

Fig. 2. Principle scheme of the watermark embedding process in the DCT domain. 

4 Simulation Results 

From the operating viewpoint, we are interested in the actual video over a given 
communication link determined by the (booked) maximum bit rate. In other words, 
the target quality is fixed by the negotiated channel capacity, while the actual quality 
depends also on the symbol errors introduced in the received data stream by the 
physical link, due to background noise as well as multi-path channel and interference 
effects. Such transmission errors are modeled as a random Poisson process, 
characterized by a parametric probability of symbol error (proportional to the bit error 
rate). Then, the actual quality needs to be detected by an in-service quality assessment 
measure, such as the tracing watermarking technique here discussed. For this 
purpose, a number of simulations have been carried out: the first simulations regard 
still images coded at different compression rates (i.e. at different qualities). In all the 
subsequent simulations the scaling factor regarding the watermark intensity, a, has 
been set equal to 0.04. Increasing this value, the mark becomes more evident and a 
visual degradation of the image (or video) occurs. On the contrary, by diminishing its 
value, the mark can be easily removed by the coder and/or channel's errors. 
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Therefore, in the application scenario of our simulation trials, the scaling factor a has 
been chosen in such a way to compromise between the two aforementioned 
requirements. 

Figure 3 reports here the PSNR of the watermarked image "Lena" (fig. 3a) JPEG 
coded at different qualities (Q = 100 is the best quality) while fig. 3b shows the MSE 
of both the image and the watermark versus the bit error rate of a simulated link for 
several (target) bit-rates. Regarding the video-sequences, several simulations have 
been made to detect the sensitivity of digital watermark to two different degradation 
sources: the noisy channel affects the video quality and the co-decoder itself affects 
the perceived image quality. To evaluate the sensibility of the method to the 
degradations due only to the channel, tests have been performed with different values 
of BER using the same coder quality. In particular, figure 4a shows the mean square 
error of the decoded QCIF (176x144 pixels) "Akyio" video and the extracted 
watermark versus the bit error rate of the channel, using a MPEG-2 coder at 100 
kbit/s. Figure 4b shows the MSE of the "News" video using a MPEG-4 coder at 100 
kbit/s. The above trials confirm that the watermark error is roughly proportional to 
the coding quality, which conversely depends on the available channel capacity. The 
presented approach allows one to blindly estimate the QoS provided by a 
coderlchannel system without affecting the quality of the video-communications. 

Moreover, the proposed technique can be usefully employed for a number of 
different purposes in real-time interactive multimedia communications such as: 
control feedback to the sending user on the effective quality of the link; detailed 
information to the operator for billing purposes and diagnostic information to the 
operator about the communication link status. In fact, in a real-world system, for 
example, the estimated quality of the received video can also be used by the service 
provider as a feedback information for billing purposes. This raises questions on the 
security of the system and it is worth pointing out that in order to prevent a fraudulent 
user to obtain any benefit from any false declaration about the QoS of the supplied 
service, a possible approach is briefly specified as follows. In real-time interactive 
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video communications, let us consider the situation when the mobile station declares 
a received quality lower than the provided one. 

This would imply that the channel is not suited for the current bit rate for the given 
BER, and therefore, the bit rate emitted by the base station is lowered in a few 
seconds. Whether the MS declares a null quality, the operator interrupts the call. 
Moreover, frequent declarations of poor or null quality is a valid reason for the 
admission call manager to refuse the access to further calls of the same user, at least 
until the MS has moved to a region with less noise or interference. As a consequence, 
the result of possibly false declarations on the QoS is to lower the bit rate or to cut the 
communication link in a few seconds, thus preventing any fraudulent action. In 
conclusion, The experimental results that have been presented confirm the hypothesis 
that the watermark alterations can be used to evaluate the video degradation amount . 

and the transfer quality. 

BER 

Fig. 3. Watermark MSE and video sequence MSE (normalized to 1) versus the BER: for the 
sequence "Akyio" MPEG-2 coded at 100 Kb/s (a) and for the sequence "News" MPEG-4 

coded at 100 Kb/s (b). 

5 Conclusions 

In this contribution, motivation and operating guidelines for quality of service 
assessment in new generation wireless video communications have been discussed 
and investigated. More specifically, real-time interactive multimedia communications, 
in which dynamic quality of service (QoS) reconfiguration constitutes an important 
constraint, have been analyzed. In these environments, the aim of QoS management 
and reconfiguration is to adapt to changing conditions during runtime and to maintain 
committed QoS levels or to react upon changes in these levels. This work focuses on 
the evaluation of a QoS index in order to realize a control feedback to the sending 
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user on the effective quality of  the link, to  realize optimal strategies for QoS 
provisioning and control. In particular, we have considered the end-to-end service 
quality methodologies proposing a QoS evaluation technique by means of an 
unconventional use o f  fragile watermarking. W e  blindly estimate the quality o f  a 
transmission system (including the coder quality) without affecting the quality o f  the 
video-communications using a tracing watermarking approach for QoS assessment. 
Thus, by knowing the end-to-end QoS, it is possible to  adopt optimal pricing 
strategies in terms o f  the QoS profiling for all the active users involved in the 
communication. 
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Abstract. Recent work on hot-potato routing [I] has uncovered that large tran- 
sit ASS can be sensitive to hot-potato disruptions. Designing a robust network is 
felt as overly important by transit providers as paths crossed by the traffic have 
both to be optimal and reliable. However, equipment failures and maintenance 
make this robustness non-trivial to achieve. To help understanding the robustness 
of large networks to internal failures, [2] proposed metrics aimed at capturing the 
sensitivity of ASS to internal failures. In this paper, we discuss the strengths and 
weaknesses of this approach to understand the robustness of the control plane 
of large networks, having carried this analysis on a large tier-1 ISP and smaller 
transit ASS. We argue that this sensitivity model is mainly useful for intradomain 
topology design, not for the design the whole routing plane of an AS. We claim 
that additional effort is required to understand the propagation of BGP routes 
inside large ASS. Complex iBGP structures, in particular route-reflection hierar- 
chies [3], affect route diversity and optimality but it an unclear way. 

Keywords: network design, sensitivity analysis, control and data planes, BGP, IGP. 

1 Introduction 

Designing robust networks is a complex problem. Network design consists of multi- 
ple, sometimes contradictory objectives. This problem has been fairly discussed in the 
literature, in particular [4,5]. Examples of desirable objectives during network design 
are minimizing the latency, dimensioning the links so as to accommodate the traffic 
demand without creating congestion, adding redundancy so that rerouting is possible in 
case of link or router failure and, finally, the network must be designed at the minimum 
cost. Recent papers have shown that large transit networks might be sensitive to internal 
failures. In [I], Teixeira et al. have shown that a large ISP network might be sensitive 
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to hot-potato disruptions. [6] extended the results of [I] by showing that a large tier-1 
network can undergo significant traffic shifts due to changes in the routing. To measure 
the sensitivity of a network to hot-potato disruptions, [2] has proposed a set of metrics 
that capture the sensitivity of both the control and the data planes to internal failures 
inside a network. 

To understand why internal failures are critical in a large transit AS, it is necessary 
to understand how routing in a large AS works. Routing in an Autonomous System 
(AS) today relies on two different routing protocols. Inside an AS, the intradomain 
routing protocol (OSPF [7] or ISIS [8]) computes the shortest-path between any pair 
of routers inside the AS. Between ASS, the interdomain routing protocol (BGP [9]) is 
used to exchange reachability information. Based on both the BGP routes advertised by 
neighboring ASS and the internal shortest paths available to reach an exit point inside 
the network, BGP computes for each destination prefix the "best route" to reach this 
prefix. For this, BGP relies on a "decision process" [lo] to choose its a single route 
called the "best route among several available ones. The "best route" can change for 
two reasons. Either the set of BGP routes available has changed, or the reachability of 
the next-hop of the route has changed due to a change in the IGP. In the first case, it is 
either because some routes were withdrawn by BGP itself, or that some BGP peering 
with a neighbor was lost by the router. In the second case, any change in the internal 
topology (links, nodes, weights) might trigger a change in the shortest path to reach 
the next hop of a BGP route. In this paper we consider only the changes that consist 
of the failure of a single node or link inside the AS, not routing changes related to the 
reachability of BGP prefixes. 

Our experience with the metrics proposed in [2] provided insight into the sensitivity 
of the network to internal failures. However, having used this sensitivity analysis on a 
large tier-1 network also revealed weaknesses of this model to understand the routing 
plane of transit ASS. We discuss further work required to help operators to understand 
the control plane of their network, particularly the behavior of iBGP. 

Section 2 first presents the methodology to model an AS. Section 3 then introduces 
the sensitivity model to internal failures. Section 4 discusses the limitations of the model 
for realistic iBGP structures and Section 5 concludes and discusses further work in the 
area. 

2 Methodology 

In this section, we describe our approach to build snapshots of real ISP networks. The 
main point of our relatively heavy methodology is to make the model as easy as possible 
to match with the context of real transit ASS. We do not make assumptions on the 
internal graph of the iBGP sessions, even though in the case of GEANT there is a iBGP 
full-mesh between all border routers. Most large transit ASS do rely on route-reflection, 
hence putting assumptions on the sensitivity model restricts its applicability. The route 
solver on which we rely, C-BGP [ l l ] ,  has no restriction on the structure of the iBGP 
sessions inside an AS. C-BGP has been designed to help the evaluation of changes to 
the design of the BGP routing inside an AS [12]. Changes to the routing policies of an 
AS, or the internal configuration of its iBGP sessions is easy with C-BGP. 
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In this section we describe the methodology we use to model a transit AS. A more 
detailed discussion on how to model an AS with C-BGP can be found in [12]. We ex- 
plain in this section how we build snapshots of the routing and traffic matrix of large 
ASS. The main steps of our methodology consist in producing snapshots of the rout- 
ing inside a transit AS, consider that this view of the routing is valid for the whole bin 
between two time intervals, and based on the routing snapshot and the traffic statistics 
available to build a traffic demand for the considered time bin. Building more precise 
views of the routing and traffic matrices is possible by using small enough time inter- 
vals. 

2.1 Related work 

The most closely related works from the literature are [I31 and [14]. The aim of [I31 
was to provide the networking industry with a software system to support traffic mea- 
surement and network modeling. This tool is able to model the intradomain routing 
and study the implications of local traffic changes, configuration and routing. [13] does 
not model the interdomain routing protocol though. [14] proposed a BGP emulator that 
computes the outcome of the BGP route selection process for each router in a single 
AS. This tool does not model the flow of the BGP routes inside the AS, hence it does 
not reproduce the route filtering process occurring within an AS. Finally, [12] discusses 
the problem of modeling the routing of an autonomous system and presents an open- 
source route solver aimed at allowing the study of networks with a large number of 
BGP routers. 

2.2 Modeling the routing of an AS with C-BGP 

To build snapshots of the routing inside a transit AS, we rely in this paper on C-BGP 
[I I]. C-BGP is an open-source routing solver aimed at reproducing precisely BGP and 
making possible the modelling of networks containing a large number of BGP routers. 
The reason for choosing C-BGP instead of simply gathering BGP RIBS is that we aim 
at providing a tool that allows a network operator to build "what-if" scenarios, for in- 
stance by changing its topology or routing policies, and investigating their impact on 
the sensitivity of their network [12]. By relying on C-BGP, one can relatively simply 
change the internal network topology, the configuration of the routers, or even filter the 
set of BGP routes available inside the network. 

To model a transit network with C-BGP, we use the following steps. These steps 
reflect the typical way we see how modeling the routing of an AS would be done, even 
though on particular network instances these steps might have to be slightly changed, 
depending on the available routing data. First, we infer the topology of the network 
based on its ISIS data. We create the internal POP-level topology and for each time bin, 
we read all the routing messages received during the time bin and inject them into C- 
BGP. For ISIS, we apply all link state packets (LSPs) so that both the reachability and 
the IGP weights at the end of the time bin are consistent with them. Note that replaying 
the events at their exact time is useless in C-BGP as the simulator is not even-driven, i.e. 
it only propagates the routing messages and lets BGP converge inside the BGP router. 
When only a single solution towards which the real BGP converges, C-BGP will find 
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computed routes I 

for each router I 
towards each prefix I 

Fig. 1. C-BGP routing solver 

the same solution. However, when several distinct solutions exist in the real BGP [ 1 5 ] ,  
then it is unclear how C-BGP will behave. Sometimes is will converge towards of the 
the solutions, sometimes it will never converge. The model used by C-BGP provides 
scalability since it prevents from having to care with the computationally consuming 
state machines and timers of the real routing protocols. 

We first inject the static topology of the transit network into C-BGP. This topology 
contains the routers, links, and IGP weights of the links. The shortest IGP paths inside 
each AS are computed at each router and BGP sessions are established between the 
routers. The ISIS data of the two networks up to the beginning of the actual time the 
simulation is supposed to start are then read and the LSPs converted into changes of the 
C-BGP topology. The IGP changes are injected into C-BGP and the shortest paths are 
recomputed at all routers. 

For BGP, we restrict the set of prefixes to those largest ones, in a similar way to 
[16,13,17]. We infer by parsing the BGP RIBS where in the network the prefixes are 
announced by external peers. Depending on whether the transit AS relies on "next-hop- 
self" in its routers or not, the visibility of the eBGP routes might be different inside the 
iBGP sessions of the AS. It is important to understand that relying on BGP messages 
collected through iBGP sessions as often done in the literature implies that one does not 
know neither all the messages advertised by the peer routers of the network (eBGP), nor 
the full diversity of the BGP routes known by the routers. With the current data available 
today, one can only infer the state of the best routes of some router at some point in time 
given that it takes some time for messages to propagate inside iBGP. While this might 
be acceptable in some situations, not having the same set of routes as is available inside 
the BGP routers implies that simulating the failure of a router inside the network that 
is used as egress point by another router cannot be accurately simulated since the latter 
router will choose another best BGP route that one does not know based on the available 
BGP routing data. 

3 Network sensitivity to internal failures 

In this section and the following, we describe the main points of our version of the 
model proposed in [2 ] .  A more detailed presentation of this model can be found in [ l a ] .  
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Let G = (V, E ,  w)  be a graph, V the set of its vertices, E the set of its edges, 
w the weights of its edges. A graph transformation S is a function S : (V, E ,  w) -+ 

(V' ,  El, w') that deletesladds a vertex or an edge from G. In this paper we consider 
only the graph transformations 6 that consist in removing a single vertex or edge from 
the graph. In practice, an AS may want to consider more complex failures corresponding 
to failures that are occur together for instance, or to consider only the failures that have 
actually occurred in the network for the last few weeks or months. For consistency with 
[2], we denote the set of graph transformations of some class (router or link failures) 
by AG. The new graph obtained after applying the graph transformation S on the graph 
G is denoted by d(G). In this paper, we restricted the set of graph transformations as 
well as the definition of a graph compared to [2], as we do not consider the impact of 
changes in the IGP cost. Changes to the IGP cost occur rarely in real networks. 

To perform the sensitivity analysis to graph transformations, one must first find 
out for each router how graph transformations impact the egress point it uses towards 
some destination prefix p. The set of considered prefixes is denoted by P. The BGP 
decision process dp(v,p) is a function that takes as input the BGP routes known by 
router v to reach prefix p, and returns the egress point corresponding to the best BGP 
route. The region index set RIS of a vertex v records this egress point of the best 
route for each ingress router v and destination prefix p, given the state of the graph G: 
RIS(G, v ,  P )  = dp(v, P I .  

We introduced the state of the graph G in the region index set to capture the fact that 
changing the graph might change the best routes of the routers. In AS that consist of a 
full-mesh of iBGP sessions, the impact of a node or router failure on the best route used 
by a particular router is straightforward to find out. Removing a node or link changes the 
shortest paths to reach the egress points. Simulating the decision process of the router 
is enough to predict the best route after the graph transformation. In more complex 
networks on the other hand, the failure of a link or node not only changes the shortest 
paths towards the egress points, but new routes might also be advertised in replacement 
of a previously known route. In such a case, the BGP convergence inside the AS must 
be replayed to know the exact outcome of the BGP decision process. 

The next step towards a sensitivity model is to compute for each graph transforma- 
tion 6 (link or router deletion), whether a router v will change its egress point towards 
destination prefix p. For each graph transformation 6, we recompute the all pairs short- 
est path between all routers after having applied 6, and record for each router v whether 
it has changed the egress point for its best BGP route towards prefix p. We denote 
the new graph after the graph transformation S as S(G). As BGP advertisements are 
made on a per-prefix basis, the best route for each (v,p) pair has to be recomputed for 
each graph transformation. It is the purpose of the region shiftfunction H to record the 
changes in the egress point corresponding to the best BGP route of any (v ,  p) pair, after 
a graph transformation S: 

1, if RIS(G, v ,  P )  # RIS(d(G), v ,  P )  
0, otherwise 

The region shift function H is the building block for the metrics that will capture the 
sensitivity of the network to the graph transformations. 
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To summarize how sensitive a router might be to a set of graph transformations, the 
node sensitivity 7 computes the average region shiftfinction over all graph transforma- 
tions of a given class (link or node failures), for each individual prefix p: 

where Pr(6)  denotes the probability of the graph transformation 6. Note that we assume 
that all graph transformations within a class (router or link failures) are equally likely, 
i.e. Pr(6)  = &, 'd6 E AG, which is reasonable unless one provides a model for link 
and node failures. Further summarization can be done by averaging the vertex sensitivity 
over all vertices of the graph, for each class of graph transformation. This gives the 
average vertex sensitivity 6: 

The node sensitivity is a router-centric concept that performs an average over all 
possible graph transformations, measuring how much a router will change its egress 
point for its best routes after the graph transformations on average. Another viewpoint 
is to look at each individual graph transformation 6 and measure how it impacts all 
routers of the graph. The impact of a graph transformation 0 is computed as the average 
over vertices of the region shift function: 

The average impact of a graph transformation 6 summarizes the information provided 
by the impact by averaging it over all graph transformations of a given class: 

4 Discussion 

Our use of the sensitivity model sketched in section 3 on different networks has shown 
the interest and limitations of this model. The first thing to be noted is that the model is 
very "hot-potato centric". For networks that do not have a complex iBGP structure (no 
route-reflection), the model reveals the critical links and routers [18]. That is, the model 
captures the sensitivity due to the concentration of many internal paths that will change 
after a graph transformation. However, using the model for complex transit networks 
using route-reflection is more tricky. Contrary to the case of an AS with an iBGP full- 
mesh, route-reflection introduces opacity into the selection of the best BGP route by 
a router. In the case of an iBGP full-mesh, each ingress router, i.e. a router that is not 
itself an exit point inside the AS for the considered destination prefix, chooses as its 
best route the one that is the "best" one among all the routes advertised by the external 
peers of the AS. If the routing policies applied inside the AS are consistent among all 
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internal routers, then for each ingress router there exists only one best BGP route that 
will be chosen by this router, and the choice of this route will not depend on the best 
route choice of the other routers of the AS. In the case of route-reflection, the best route 
chosen by a router depends on the best route choice of the route reflectors on the BGP 
routes propagation path inside the AS. 

When an iBGP full-mesh is used, it is relatively straightforward to predict the out- 
come of an internal change on the best route choice performed by BGP. Among several 
alternative routes having the same quality for BGP', the cost of the IGP path to reach the 
exit point inside the AS will be used to decide which BGP route will be considered as 
best. Hence in an iBGP full mesh, there is a direct relationship between the IGP shortest 
paths and the best route choice made by BGP. For instance, Figure 2 shows the internal 
topology of a simple transit AS relying on an iBGP full-mesh. Inside the iBGP, BGP 
routers only propagate to other iBGP peers routes they did not receive from an iBGP 
peer. We do not show all the iBGP sessions on Figure 2, but all routers have an iBGP 
session with every other router of the topology. We also consider a single destination 
prefix p. The transit AS has three ingress routers i l ,  i2, and i3, two egress routers el  
and e2, and a router located in the middle of the topology. All routers run both the IGP 
and BGP as in most ASS. The arrows on Figure 2 provide the choice of the best route 
by BGP towards p at each router of the AS. On Figure 2, two eBGP routes are learned 
to reach prefix p, one through egress router e l  and another through egress router e2. 
With an iBGP full-mesh, i l  and i2 will use the BGP route learned through e l ,  while i3 
will use the BGP route learned through e2, both due to the IGP cost rule of the decision 
process. Each router hence relies for its best BGP route the smallest IGP cost path to 
exit the network. 

Now suppose that our AS relies on route-reflection [3] as shown on Figure 3. The 
sole difference between Figure 2 and Figure 3 in terms of the routing configuration 
concerns the iBGP sessions. With route-reflection, all BGP routers are not directly con- 
nected anymore by an iBGP session, but all border routers are clients of the route- 
reflector RR. In this case, each routers knows the routes it learned from eBGP sessions, 
and a single route advertised by RR. The issue with route-reflection is that the best route 
chosen by RR depends on its own IGP cost to reach the exit point inside the AS, not 
the one of its clients. RR will choose as its best BGP route the one learned through e l  
since its IGP cost is smaller than the one through e2. In that case, i l ,  22 and 23 will all 
choose as their best route to reach p the route advertised by RR, and thus will use e l  as 
their exit point towards p. The IGP cost of the best route chosen by i3 is not optimal in 
terms of the IGP cost anymore compared to the iBGP full-mesh. Here we used a simple 
situation with a single route-reflector. In practice, large transit ASS can rely on a hierar- 
chy of route-reflectors. Route-reflection trades-off the number of iBGP sessions inside 
the AS with a drastic reduction in the diversity of the routes known by the routers, and 
by a potentially suboptimal IGP cost of the best routes chosen by the routers. 

A route reflector today chooses for all its clients routers a single best BGP route. 
The impact of this choice on the client routers is that the latter's will be sensitive to 
the graph transformations that affect the path of this best route chosen by their route 
reflector. Depending on how these client routers are located inside the AS, a particular 

' Same value of local-pref, AS path length, MED, and route origin type. 
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Fig. 2. Example topology with iBGP full-mesh. 

subgraph of the AS will be used by the clients to reach the egress point of the BGP 
route advertised by the route reflector. 

The implication for the network sensitivity is that the impact of the graph transfor- 
mations and the node sensitivity will depend very much on how route-reflectors redis- 
tribute the routes they learn to their clients, and which routes they consider as best. If 
each route reflector was to compute for each of its client the latter would have selected 
in the case of an iBGP full-mesh and redistribute this route on a per-client basis as pro- 
posed in [ I  91, then the sensitivity of the network in the two cases would be the same. 
However, if route reflectors are left to redistribute their best route without respect to 
how their clients would have chosen their best route in the iBGP full-mesh, then it is 
difficult to foresee how this will change the paths used to carry the traffic inside the 
AS since it depends both on the placement of the route reflectors, the interconnection 
structure of the iBGP sessions, the diversity of the BGP routes learned from peer ASS, 
and wherefrom the external routes are learned. 

Our experience with a large tier-1 network have shown that the results of the sen- 
sitivity analysis between the actual network configuration and an iBGP full mesh are 
quantitatively much different but qualitatively very alike. However, understanding why 
differences in the sensitivity arise when the iBGP structure is changed is not answered 
by the sensitivity model of [2]. For that, one must first understand what filtering is 
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Fig. 3. Example topology with route reflection. 

performed by a given iBGP structure compared to the iBGP full mesh. The reason to 
compare with an iBGP full mesh is that the best route visibility is achieved by the full 
mesh, while introducing route reflection reduces the diversity of the routes that can be 
chosen by the BGP routers inside the AS. 

5 Conclusions and further work 

In this paper we have presented our version of the sensitivity model to internal failures 
based on the work of [2]. We sketched our methodology to study the sensitivity of an 
AS based on this model and discussed the limitations of this model to provide insight 
into the behavior of the control plane of large transit ASS due to the presence of route 
reflectors. 

The obvious further work we see is to study the actual impact of route reflection 
on the diversity and sensitivity of the routers inside a large transit AS. We are currently 
investigating this problem on a large tier-1 network. The lack of study in the literature 
concerning the actual impact of route reflection on the diversity and the filtering of the 
routes inside an AS indicates that our current understanding of iBGP is still very poor. 
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We feel that a proper understanding of iBGP is particularly important for  the design of 
robust networks. 
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Abstract. CoMo (Continuous Monitoring) is a passive monitoring sys- 
tem. CoMo has been designed to be the basic building block of an open 
network monitoring infrastructure that would allow researchers and net- 
work operators to easily process and share network traffic statistics over 
multiple sites. This paper identifies the challenges that lie ahead in the 
deployment of such an open infrastructure. These main challenges are: 
(1) the system must allow any arbitrary traffic metric to be extracted 
from the packet streams, (2) it must provide privacy and security guar- 
antees to the owner of the monitored link, the network users and the 
CoMo users, and (3) it must be robust to anomalous traffic patterns or 
traffic query loads. We describe the high-level architecture of CoMo and, 
in greater detail, the resource management, query processing and secu- 
rity aspects. 

Keywords: Network measurements and monitoring. 

1 Introduction 

Despite the great interest of recent years in measurement based Internet research, 
the number and the variety of data sets and network monitoring viewpoints re- 
mains unacceptably small. Several players in the network measurement area, 
like CAIDA [2], NLANR [18], Routeviews [23], RIPE [21], Internet2 [13] and, 
recently, GEANT [9] have provided data sets with various degrees of accuracy 
and completeness. Some large commercial ISPs also deploy private infrastruc- 
tures and share limited information with the rest of the research community [6, 
81. Other network operators (e.g., corporate networks, stub ISPs, Universities) 
instead tend to lack a measurement infrastructure or, in case they do have one, 
do not share any data or even report the existence of such infrastructure. 

This situation constitutes a major obstacle for network researchers. It ham- 
pers the ability to  validate the results over a wide and diverse range of datasets. 
It makes it difficult to  generalize results and identify the presence of traffic char- 
acteristics that are invariant and common to all networks. For example, it is 
difficult to quantify the magnitude of a denial of service attack or a worm infec- 
tion, to  evaluate the relevance of network pathologies such as in-network packet 
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duplication and reordering, or to simply identify the dominant applications in 
the Internet. 

So far, several barriers have limited the ability of researchers to deploy and 
share large number of network datasets: 

- The cost of the monitoring infrastructure that should be present on a large 
set of links with speeds varying from the few Mbps of small organizations 
up to the lOGbps of ISPs' networks. 

- The lack of software tools for managing a passive monitoring infrastructure. 
Today, monitoring systems use ad-hoc tools that are not appropriate for 
large infrastructures. For example, they tend to provide poor and inefficient 
query interfaces. 

- The lack of a standard open interface to access the monitoring system. Al- 
though, several efforts exist to provide a single packet trace format (e.g., 
tcpdump/libpcap [22], IETF IPFIX working group [14]), no standard exists 
to access high speed network monitoring devices. 

- The difficulty in controlling the access to the data avoiding to disclose private 
information about network users or organizations. 

We have designed CoMo, an open software platform for passive monitoring of 
network links. CoMo has been designed to be flexible, scalable, and to run on 
commodity hardware. With CoMo, we intend to lower the barriers described 
above and encourage the deployment of a large scale monitoring infrastructure. 
We believe this effort constitutes a necessary first step towards a better under- 
standing of network protocols and traffic. For example, the extensible nature of 
CoMo allows early deployment of novel methods for traffic analysis, anomaly 
diagnosis or network performance evaluation. 

The rest of the paper describes the challenges posed by the design of the 
CoMo platform, its resulting architecture, and some specific aspects of CoMo 
such as the query engine, resource management and security. 

2 Challenges 

The design of a system such as CoMo is driven by the trade-off between openness 
and resilience. The system should be open enough to allow authorized users to 
compute allowed metrics on the observed traffic. At the same time, it should 
allow link owners to specify constraints on how the collected data can be used. 
Finally, the system should be robust to abuses by unauthorized users, and have 
a predictable and graceful performance degradation in periods when it cannot 
sustain the incoming packet rate, We can summarize the system requirements 
as follows: 

Openness. The users should be able to customize the system and the software 
platform to their specific needs and deployment environment. For example, a user 
interested in intrusion detection or performance analysis may only need limited 
storage; on the other hand, an ISP's network operator interested in post-mortem 
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analysis might require to store and retrieve a large and detailed packet-level or 
flow-level information. 

The metrics also need to be dynamically configurable in order to address 
a large range of applications such as network trouble-shooting, anomaly and 
intrusion detection, SLA computation, etc. In addition, the system should allow 
users to easily interact and interface with it in order to start or stop some metric 
computation or to run a query on the collected datasets. 

Resilience. This requirement is often orthogonal to the previous one. First and 
most important, the system should be able to monitor and analyze the traffic 
in any load condition, and in particular in the presence of unexpected traffic 
anomalies that may overload the system resources. The system should control 
its resources carefully. For example, the computation of one metric should not 
monopolize the use of resources, starving other crucial system tasks (e.g., packet 
trace collection). The owner of the system needs to be able to control the access 
to the system. Various type of users will want to access a monitoring system, 
including malicious ones. Because of its exporting capabilities, a system can 
impact the network it measures. Different request will be processed with different 
priorities. The system should also make sure it does not compute the same metric 
twice for two different users or applications. 

2.1 Design Challenges 

Given the requirements described above, we identify four main design challenges: 

Ease of deployment. The success of the CoMo infrastructure will be a function 
of how simple it is for user to access the infrastructure, specify and implement 
traffic metrics and analysis methods, query the data from the system. As we will 
point out in Section 3, many of the design decisions are driven by the need to 
trade architecture simplicity for efficiency and performance. 

Query interface. Designing a query interface with the constraints defined in the 
requirement section poses two problems: (i) how to express the query; (ii) how 
to run the query without explicit built-in support into the system. Expressing 
a query may be particularly hard given that the system is supposed to be used 
by a large range of users, defining new traffic metrics and analysis methods. 
It is unlikely that all metrics will be specified well enough to be translated in 
a standard query language; metrics may require new constructs that are not 
present in the original query language. However, the system should still allow 
custom-built queries to run. We will address this problem in Section 4. 

Resource Management. Opening the system to a potentially large number 
of users requires a very careful resource management, i.e. CPU, memory, I/O 
bandwidth or storage space. Indeed, allowing users to compute any metric on the 
traffic stream may result in analysis that are particularly computing intensive, 
and in a large amount of data to be exported. Therefore, the system needs to 
define strict policies for analysis metrics and needs to be able to enforce them 
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and possibly to adapt based on the load of the system. We will address the 
problem of resource management in Section 5. 

Security issues. CoMo users will have different rights on the system depend- 
ing also on the system environment. For example, a network operator may be 
allowed to inspect the entire packet payload in order to spot viruses or worms, 
while a generic user may only be able to access the packet header (probably 
anonymized). A second security aspect is related to the vulnerability of the 
monitoring system. CoMo systems contain confidential information. They can 
also export large amounts of traffic and impact the network where they are in- 
stalled. An attacker may also target directly the CoMo system by preventing 
users to access the system or by corrupting the collected data. In Section 6 we 
will describe the threat model for CoMo and propose initial solutions. 

3 Architecture 

This section presents a high-level description of the architecture and an overview 
of the major design choices. We call data any measurement related information. 
Data include original packets captured on the monitored links, as well as statis- 
tics computed on the packets and other representations of the original packet 
trace such as flow records. 

3.1 High level architecture 

The system is made of two principal components. The core processes control the 
data path through the CoMo system, including packet capture, export, storage, 
query management and resource control. The plug-in modules are responsible for 
various transformations of the data. 

The data flow across the CoMo system is illustrated in Figure 1. The white 
boxes indicate plug-in modules while gray boxes represent the core processes. On 
one side, CoMo collects packets (or subsets of packets) on the monitored link. 
These packets are processed by a succession of core processes and end stored 
onto hard disks. On the other side, data are retrieved from the hard disk on 
user request (by the way of queries adidressed to a CoMo system). Before being 
exported to users, those data go through an additional processing step. 

As explained earlier, the modules execute specific tasks on data. The core 
processes are responsible for the "management" operations, common to all mod- 
ules (e.g., packet capture and filtering, data storage). The following tasks also 
fall under the responsibility of the core component: (i) resource management, 
i.e., deciding which plug-in modules are loaded and running, (ii) policy manage- 
ment to manage the access privileges of the modules, (iii) on-demand requests 
handling to schedule and respond to user queries, and finally (iv) exception 
handling to manage the situation of traffic anomalies and the possible graceful 
degradation of system performance. 

The modules take data on one side and deliver user-defined traffic metrics or 
processed measurement data on the other side. One of the challenges identified 
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Fig. 1. Data flow in the CoMo system 

in Section I1 is to keep modules very simple. All complex functions should be 
implemented within the core component. This strict division of labor allows us 
to optimize the core component1, while the modules can run sub-optimally and 
can be implemented independently by any CoMo user. 

3.2 The core processes 

The core processes are in charge of data movement operations (i.e., from the 
packet capture card to memory and to the disk array). Moving data in a PC 
is the most expensive task given memory, bus and disk bandwidth limitations. 
Therefore, in order to guarantee an efficient use of the resources, it is better to 
maintain a centralized control of the data path. However, one of the goal of the 
architecture is to allow the deployment of CoMo as a cluster using dedicated 
hardware systems (such as network processors) for high performance monitoring 
nodes. 

Communication between core processes is governed by a unidirectional mes- 
sage passing system to enable the partition of functionality over a cluster. 

In a single system, a CoMo node uses shared memory and Unix sockets for 
the signaling channel. The use of processes instead of threads is justified by the 
need of high portability of the software over different operating systems. 

Two basic guidelines have driven the assignment of the functionalities among 
the various processes. First, functionalities with stringent real-time requirements 
(e.g., packet capture or disk access) are confined within a single process (capture 
and storage, respectively). The resources assigned to  these processes must be able 
to deal with worst case scenarios. Other processes instead operate in a best-effort 
manner (e.g., query and supervisor) or with less stringent time requirements 
(e.g., export). Second, each hardware device is assigned to a single process. For 
example, the capture process is in charge of the network sniffer, while storage 
controls the disk array. 

The CoMo code is open source and we aim to build an open community of developers 
in charge of the core components. 
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Another important feature of our architecture is the decoupling between 
real-time tasks and user driven tasks. This is visualized by the vertical lines in 
Figure 1. This decoupling allows us to control more efficiently the resources in 
CoMo and to avoid that a sudden increase in traffic starves query processing, 
and vice-versa. 

We now describe the five main processes that compose the core of CoMo: 

- The capture process is responsible for the packet capture, filtering, sampling 
and maintaining per-module state information; 

- The export process allows long term analysis of the traffic and provides access 
to additional networking information (e.g., routing tables); 

- The storage process schedules and manages the accesses to the disks; 
- The query process receives user requests, applies the query on the traffic (or 

reads the pre-computed results) and returns the results; 
- The supervisor process is responsible for handling exceptions (e.g., process 

failures) and to decide whether to load, start or stop plug-in modules de- 
pending on the available resources or on the current access policies. 

The capture process receives packets from the network card (that could be a 
standard NIC card accessed via the Berkeley Packet Filter [16], or using dedi- 
cated hardware such an Endace DAG card [7]). The packets are passed through 
a filter that identifies which modules are interested in processing the packets. 
Then the capture process communicates with the modules to have them process 
the packets and update their own data structures. Note that those data struc- 
ture may also be maintained by the capture process in order to keep the module 
simple. 

Periodically, capture polls the data structures updated by the modules and 
sends its content to the export process. These data structures are then ready to 
be processed again by the modules. As explained earlier, this way, we decouple 
real-time requirements of the capture process that deals with incoming packets 
at line rate from storage and user oriented tasks. Flushing out the data structure 
periodically also allows capture to maintain limited state information and thus 
reduce the cost of insertion, update and deletion of the information stored by 
the modules. 

The export process mimics the behavior of capture with the difference that 
export handles state information rather than incoming packets. Therefore, export 
communicates with the modules to decide how to handle the state information. 
A module can request export to store the information and/or to maintain ad- 
ditional, long term information. Indeed, as opposed to capture, export does not 
flush periodically its data. Instead, it needs to be instructed by the module to 
get rid of any data. 

The storage process takes care of storing export data to the hard disk. The 
storage process is data agnostic and treats all data blocks equally2. It can thus 

A viable alternative is to allow storage to filter some of the data blocks as early as 
possible to reduce data movement and processing, following an approach similar to 
Diamond [12]. 
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focus on an appropriate scheduling of disk accesses and on managing disk space. 
The storage process understands only two type of requests: "store" requests from 
export and "load" requests from query. 

The query process manages users' requests, and if access is granted to the 
user, it gets the relevant data from disk via the storage process and returns the 
query results to  the user. If the requested data is not available on disk, the query 
process can (i) perform the analysis on the packet trace stored on the disk (if 
the request refers to a period in the past) or (ii) request the initialization of a 
new module by the supervisor process to  perform the query computation on the 
incoming packet stream. 

Finally, the supervisor monitors the other processes and decides which mod- 
ules can run based on the available resources, access policies and priorities. The 
supervisor communicates with all the other processes to share information about 
the overall state of the system. 

3.3 Plug-in Modules 

The traffic metrics and statistics are computed within a set of plug-in modules. 
The modules can be seen as a pair filter:function, where the filter specifies the 
packets on which the function should be performed. For example, if the traffic 
metric is "compute the number of packets destined to port 8OV, then the filter 
would be set to capture only packets with destination port number 80, while the 
function would just increment a counter per packet. Note that all modules do 
not necessarily compute statistics. Modules can simply transform the incoming 
traffic, like for example transform a set of packets in a flow record. 

The core processes are responsible for running the packet filters and com- 
municate with the modules using a set of callback functions. Actually there are 
several sets of callback functions, one for each of the core processes (represented 
by the three columns of white boxes in Figure 1). Going back to the previous 
example, the capture process will use a callback (update()) to let the mod- 
ule increment the counter. Then the export process will use a different callback 
( s to re ( ) )  to move the counter value to the disk. Also, export could use another 
callback to  allow the module to apply, for example, a low pass filter on the 
counter values. The Query process will then use a different callback ( l o a d o )  to 
retrieve the counter value from disk. 

It is important to observer that the core processes are agnostic to the state 
that each module computes. Core processes just provide the packets to the mod- 
ule and take care of scheduling, policing and resource management tasks. 

4 Querying Network Data 

The query engine is the CoMo gateway to the rest of the world. The main 
function of queries is to request CoMo to export data. The range of data to  be 
exported can vary significantly, from raw packet sequences to aggregated traffic 
statistics. 
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The processing of a query can be divided in three steps: (i) validate and 
authorize the query (as well as its origin), (ii) find and/or process the data and, 
finally, (iii) send the data back to the requester. 

The amount of data stored on a CoMo system can be very large (in the 
order of 1TB on current prototypes). It is thus desirable to reduce the amount 
of processing needed to answer a query to a minimum. This is, indeed, the 
main purpose of the CoMo modules: pre-compute data to minimize the cost of 
processing incoming queries. 

In CoMo we identify three types of queries: 

- Triggers defined in the system configuration together with the relevant mod- 
ule. This kind of query will appear in the form ' send-to <IP  address> : <port> ' 
and follow a push information model, i.e. as the module computes the metric 
on the traffic stream, data is sent to the specified IP  address to trigger new 
computation or an alert. 

- On-demand queries explicitly specify the relevant module. This could happen 
in two ways: indicating the name of the module in the query itself or sending 
directly the module source code. The query would then have to indicate the 
packet filter to be applied to the packet stream and the time window of 
interest. The response consist in the output of the module. On reception 
of this query, the CoMo system has to authenticate the module and the 
requester, and then figure out if the same module has already been installed. 
If the same module has been running during the time of interest, then this 
query revert to a static query. Otherwise, it requires the module to run on 
the stored packet-level trace3 with an obvious impact on the query response 
time. 

- Ad-hoc queries have no explicit module defined. These queries are written in 
a specific query language and code for the modules is generated on the fly. 
A similar approach is followed in systems like Aurora [3], TelegraphCQ [4], 
Gigascope [6] or IrisNet [lo]. The caveat of this kind of approach is that it 
cannot always exploit existing modules that have been running on the packet 
stream. One solution is to have each module generate a common represen- 
tation of the data it has computed so that the query process can compare 
the received query with all the modules to find a module that is computing 
a super-set of the response. One common representation could be a packet 
stream that all modules are designed to interpret correctly. Therefore, each 
module could include routines to "regenerate" a packet stream that resem- 
bles the one originally monitored. If the partial information contained in this 
regenerated stream is sufficient for the new query then it can run without 
any modification. 

One of the big challenges of the system is to manage queries both in terms of 
computing resources and data transfers. Processing a query should not jeopardize 

Note that every CoMo system is supposed to keep a packet-level trace at all times. 
The duration of the packet trace will depend on the available storage space and the 
link speed. 
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the ability of the system to collect the packet-level trace without losses. Thus, 
it is important for the system to predict the usage of resources of a query before 
scheduling it to  run. This can be easily done for trigger queries (the module is 
known in advance to the system), while it is more challenging for other type of 
queries. 

Moreover, the system should take into account the priority of queries and 
that of all the other modules in the system that are pre-processing data for 
future queries. Indeed, some queries might be urgent (e.g., real-time security 
related information) and it might be appropriate not to delay the computation 
of the query (at the cost of other CoMo tasks). 

Finally, it is most probable that multiple CoMo systems will be present in a 
network. Consequently, more than one system may be needed to answer a query 
or multiple systems may coordinate to identify the most appropriate subset 
of them over which to run the query. For example, a system could be more 
appropriate than others depending on the relevance of the monitored traffic for 
the query, (e.g., when tracking a denial of service attack) or the current system 
load. Moreover, some of these systems will have data to export, some will not. 
Therefore, an additional challenge is to design a query management system that 
minimizes the search and export cost in the context of distributed queries. For 
this specific challenge, we will also investigate innovative solutions for query 
management, proposed in the context of sensor networks [l, 15, ?]. 

5 Resource Management 

Managing system resources (i.e. CPU, hard disk, memory) in CoMo is ch&lleng- 
ing because of two conflicting system requirements. On the one hand, the system 
should be open to users to add plug-in modules for new traffic metrics and to 
query the system. On the other hand, the system needs to be always available, 
guarantee a minimum performance level and compute accurately the metrics 
that are of interest at a given time. 

We divide the major causes of resource consumption in three categories: 
traffic characteristics, measurement modules, and queries. In the following we 
will address each of them separately. 

Traffic characteristics. Resource utilization depends heavily on the incoming 
traffic, affecting both the core processes, which have per-packet processing costs, 
and the modules, whose consumption of storage, CPU cycles and (indirectly) 
disk I/O usage varies depeding on traffic characteristics and the type of metrics 
computed. 

For example, a module could be idle for long periods of time and then have 
a burst of activity when packets hit its filter, possibly resulting in turn in large 
amounts of data to be stored to  disk. A module computing flow statistic would 
become very memory-greedy in case of DoS attack. The amount of computations 
per packet will often depend on the packet content, e.g. in the case of IDS'S. 
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Modules. Apart from the fixed per-packet processing costs, which only depend 
on the input traffic flows, most of the resource utilization costs depend on the 
activity of the modules. To control the resources used by modules, we impose a 
number of constraints on their operation: 

- Modules can be started and stopped at any time. Modules are prioritized 
based on resource consumption and managed accordingly. We also rely on 
the fact that most module can be run off-line at a later time on the packet 
trace. 

- Modules have access to  a limited set of system calls. They cannot allocate 
memory dynamically and have no direct access to any I/O device. This allows 
us to maintain the control over the resource usage within the core processes 
and, a t  the same time, it keeps the module's source code simple. 

- Modules do not communicate with each other. Modules are independent. 
They do not share any information with other modules. This constraint sim- 
plifies resource management, although it introduces redundancies. For exam- 
ple, one module cannot pass pre-processed information to another module. 
This way, different modules might perform the same computations on the 
same packets. 

These three module requirements allow the CoMo system to regulate the amount 
of computing resources used at a given time. However, the decision on whether 
to start or stop a module depends on two parameters: (i) the measured resource 
usage of the module and (ii) the relevance of the metric computed by the module. 
The optimization of the sets of modules run at a given time is also a challenging 
issue. It is very difficult to estimate the resource usage (that depends on incoming 
traffic) and the relevance of a given metric can also vary significantly over time. 

Queries. Queries can come a t  anytime and cause resource consumption for au- 
thentication, module insertion or removal, data processing. The query engine 
will have to manage the impact of the query processing on the system resources 
and active modules. The main issue with queries is that they should have higher 
priority than existing modules. A query indicate that a user exists and is waiting 
for results, while modules are just pre-computing queries based on the assump 
tion that some users will be interested. On the other hand, in presence of a large 
number of queries, running them at high priority may force the CoMo system 
to be a simple packet collector, reducing the usefulness of the modules. 

5.1 Resource control options 

As described above, the prediction of resource utilization is almost impossible 
given the different factors that affect it. Therefore, we have no other option than 
accurately measuring resource utilization and timely react to overload situations. 
We need to identify what "knobs" can be turned to control resource utilization. 

In CoMo, resource management is threshold-based. The resource usage of a 
CoMo system is monitored continuously in term of CPU cycles, memory usage 
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and disk bandwidth. If the usage exceeds the pre-defined high-threshold, the fol- 
lowing actions can be taken: (i) sample the incoming traffic for certain modules; 
(ii) stop some modules; (iii) block incoming queries. 

The specific action to be taken should depend on the module priorities. As we 
said earlier, most modules can be delayed and run at a later time on the stored 
packet trace. The priority of a module should depend on the requested response 
time of the potential query that needs the data computed by the module. For 
example, a module computing a metric for anomaly detection should have high 
priority given that a query for anomalies requires in general a very short response 
time. 

The module priority should then adapt to the query currently running on 
the system as well as on the historical queries that the system has received. 
At configuration time, the system administrator will define a static priority for 
each module that will then vary depending on how often the data processed by 
a module are actually read. 

6 Security Issues 

There is no doubt that the greatest challenge in providing an open monitoring 
service to users consists in enforcing access policies and safeguarding the privacy 
of network users. 

One static policy applied to all systems is not enough given the large number 
of different uses that we envision for the monitoring infrastructure. For example, 
the network operator that owns the monitored link may have complete access to 
the traffic, including the payload. Other users should instead only be allowed to 
view the packet header or even just an anonymized versions of it. Finally, some 
queries could be limited to a subset of the users in order to avoid a constant 
overload of the system or to increase network traffic (e.g., all queries that require 
large data transfers). Hence, a rich and descriptive policy language is needed. The 
policy should define which modules can be plugged into the system, which users 
can plug modules in, and which users can post queries to the system together 
with the type of queries they can post. 

6.1 Access policies 

The only access points to the system for users is the plug-in interface where new 
modules are added and the query interface. However, note that a query always 
results in a module being plugged into the system. Therefore, in the rest of this 
section we will consider only the case of a user requesting to plug in a module. 

The module is described by the two components fi1ter:function. It is possible 
to assign access request levels to each component. These access requests levels 
indicate the privilege level at which the module has to run (and that has to 
match the user access privileges). For example, a filter that specifies "anonymized 
packet headers" will have the lowest access request level, while a filter that desires 
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to have access to "not anonymized packet payloads" will be marked with the 
highest access request level. 

Assigning access requests level for the functions of the modules is a much 
harder problem. It requires a deep understanding of what the module is comput- 
ing and storing to disk. The solution that is often adopted is to allow the function 
to perform any computation but to restrict significantly the filter. NLANR, for 
example, provides only anonymized packet header traces but does not impose 
any condition on what user do with the traces [18]. Unfortunately, this approach 
is not appropriate in general. For example, worm signature detection requires 
full inspection of the packet stream although the state information it maintains 
(worm traffic) has little relevance and would certainly have a low access request 
level. 

The approach followed by CoMo is to allow to  load on the system only 
"signed" modules, for which the original developer can be authenticated. Then 
the module's function will inherit the developer privileges. User access privileges 
will initially depend on the CoMo system itself: (i) public access system will 
allow any user to plug-in modules and query the system; (ii) restricted system 
where only a subset of the users are allowed to plug-in new modules and the 
rest of the users can only perform queries on metrics for which a module already 
exists; (iii) private access, where only a subset of users can plug-in modules and 
query the system. In the future, we envision that each user will have individual 
privilege levels that will decide whether a fi1ter:function pair is allowed to run 
on CoMo. 

6.2 Infrastructure Attacks 

So far, we have only addressed the security of the data. We now discuss the pos- 
sible attacks on the monitoring infrastructure. We consider two types of attacks: 

Denial of service attacks. Attacks in this class may come in the form of 
a module that uses a disproportionate amount of resources or that corrupts 
the data owned by other modules. The former type of attacks could be dealt 
directly with the resource manager and the use of "module black list" to forbid 
a module to run again in the system. Also, the use of a sandbox or of signed 
modules may help in avoiding this class of attacks and finding out a module's 
real "intentions". In fact, because modules process incoming traffic, on which 
we have little if any control, even a perfectly legal module could be driven into 
consuming large amount of resources in response to certain input patterns. In 
general this problem is dealt with by the generic resource control mechanisms 
discussed in Section 5. 

The second class of attacks (data corruption) is harder to defend against. 
One first immediate solution is to provide memory isolation between modules. 
This can be achieved running modules as separate processes or moving some of 
the CoMo functionalities in the kernel. This introduces some overhead on the 
system but would guarantee that two modules will not interfere with each other. 
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Attack on the access policies. This class of attacks include attacks on the 
user privileges or on the access request level of a filter or function. For example, 
one can envision an attack on the packet anonymization scheme that would allow 
a user with low privileges to run a filter with high access level. An attack on the 
anonymization scheme could consist in sending carefully-crafted packets to the 
system and use a module that captures the anonymized version of those packets 
in an attempt to break the anonymization scheme [24]. 

7 Related Work 

The list of software and techniques for active monitoring and network perfor- 
mance metrics computation is long. NIMI [20] is the pioneer in the deployment 
of active monitoring infrastructures, while CAIDA [2] has made available a large 
set of tools for active monitoring. 

The area of passive monitoring is much less rich than active monitoring, 
mostly because of the deployment constraints of passive monitoring systems 
(i.e. active monitoring systems can be deployed at the edge of networks, when 
passive monitors must be deployed inside networks). The first generation of 
passive measurement equipment has been designed to collect packet headers 
at line speed on an on-demand basis. This generation of monitoring systems 
is best illustrated by the OC3MON [18], Sprint's IPMON [8] or NProbe [17] 
experience. Pandora [I91 allows to specify monitoring components and this way 
provides greater flexibility in specifying the monitoring task. However, it differs 
from our approach in that it enforces a strict dependency among components 
and does not allow to dynamically load/unload some components. 

Routers also embed monitoring software such as for example Cisco's Net- 
flow [5]. Netflow collects flow level statistics on router line cards. Given the se- 
vere power and space constraints on routers, Netflow cannot store large amount 
of records but it exports all the information it capture to an external collector. 
This forces network operators to apply aggressive packet sampling (in the order 
of 0.1%) to  reduce the data transfer rate from the routers. 

Recently, the database community has approached the problem of Inter- 
net measurements. Several solutions have been proposed that deploy stream 
databases techniques. AT&T's Gigascope [6] is an example of a stream database 
that is dedicated to network monitoring. The system support a subset of SQL 
but it is proprietary and no measurement data is made publicly available. Other 
systems such as Telegraph [4] or PIER [ll], IrisNet [lo], Aurora [3] address the 
problem of continuous and distributed queries and as such are very relevant to 
CoMo. 

8 Conclusion 

We have presented the architecture of an open system for passive network mon- 
itoring. We have justified the design choices and indicated the three main open 
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issues that  are crucial for the  success of the  monitoring infrastructure: query 
engine, resource management and security of the  system. 

There is a number of other issues that  have not been addressed in this paper 
but are currently under investigation: (i) coordination of multiple CoMo system 
t o  respond t o  a query or balance the computation load; (ii) optimal placement 
of CoMo system as well as modules to  guarantee visibility on the  traffic even in 
presence of network failures or re-routing events; (iii) use of sampling for reduc- 
ing the  load on the system in a controlled fashion; (iv) how t o  port the current 
architecture t o  other hardware systems, such as routers or network processors. 
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Abstract. Passive measurements have recently received large attention 
from the scientific community as a mean, not only for traffic characteri- 
zation, but also to infer critical protocol behaviors and network working 
conditions. In this paper we focus on passive measurements of TCP traf- 
fic, main component of nowadays traffic. In particular, we propose a 
heuristic technique for the classification of the anomalies that may occur 
during the lifetime of a connection. Since TCP is a closed-loop proto- 
col that infers network conditions and reacts accordingly by means of 
losses, the possibility of carefully distinguishing the causes of anomalies 
in TCP traffic is very appealing and may be instrumental to the deep 
understanding of TCP behavior in real environments and the protocol 
engineering. 

Keywords: Internet Traffic Measurements, TCP Protocol, Computer Networks. 

1 Introduction 

In the last ten years, the interest in data collection, measurement and analysis 
to  characterize Internet traffic behavior increased steadily. Indeed, by acknowl- 
edging the failure of traditional modeling paradigms, the research community 
focused on the analysis of the traffic characteristics with the twofold objective of 
understanding the dynamics of traffic and its impact on the network elements, 
and of finding simple, yet satisfactory, models, like the Erlang teletraffic theory in 
telephone networks, for designing and planning packet-switched data networks. 

The task of measuring Internet traffic is particularly difficult for a number of 
reasons. First, traffic analysis is made very hard by the strong correlations both 
in space and time due to  the closed-loop behavior of TCP, the TCP/IP client- 
server communication paradigm, and the fact that the highly variable quality 
provided to the end user influences the user behavior. Second, the complexity 
of the involved protocols, and of TCP in particular, is such that a number of 
phenomena can be studied only if a deep knowledge of the protocol details is 

* This work was founded by the European Community "euroNG1" Network of Excel- 
lence. 
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exploited. And, finally, some of the traffic dynamics can be understood only if 
the forward and backward directions of flows are jointly analyzed. 

From what mentioned above, it is clear that, since TCP plays a central role 
in the generation of Internet traffic, measurement tools should be equipped with 
modules for the analysis of TCP traffic, which do not neglect the occurrence of 
all those anomalies that strongly influence TCP behavior. In this context, the 
objective of this paper is to propose a new heuristic classification technique of 
anomalies that may occur during the lifetime of a TCP connection. In [I] a simple 
but efficient classification algorithm for out-of-sequence TCP segments is pre- 
sented. The classification proposed in this paper is a modification and extension 
of that classification which allows the identification of a number of phenomena 
which were not previously considered, such as unneeded retransmissions and flow 
control mechanisms. 

The proposed classification technique is applied to a set of real traces collected 
at our institution. The results show that a number of interesting phenomena can 
be observed through the proposed classification, such as the impact of the use 
of TCP SACK on the occurrence of unnecessary retransmissions, the relative 
small impact of the daily variation of the load on the occurrence of anomalies, 
the quite large amount of network reordering. 

2 Methodology 

The methodology adopted in this paper is a modification and extension of the 
one proposed for the first time in [I], in which authors proposed a simple but 
efficient classification algorithm for out-of-sequence packets in TCP connections 
and presented measurement results within the Sprint IP backbone. Similarly 
to what proposed by them, we adopt a passive measurement technique rather 
than using active probe traffic. The classification in [I] identifies out-of-sequence 
events due to i) necessary or unnecessary segment retransmissions by the TCP 
sender, ii) network duplicates, or iii) network reordering. Building over the same 
idea, we complete the classification by distinguishing other possible causes of 
out-of-sequence or duplicate packets. In particular, we also focus on the cause 
that triggered the segment retransmission by the sender. We analyze packet 
traces which record packets in both directions of a TCP connection: both data 
segments and ACKs are recorded. 

Figure 1 sketches the evolution of a TCP connection: connection setup, data 
transfer, and connection tear down phases are highlighted. The measurement 
point (sniffer) is located in some point in the path between the Client and the 
Server. Both the IP layer and TCP layer overhead are observed by the sniffer, so 
that the TCP sender status can be tracked. A TCP connection starts when the 
first SYN from the client is observed, and terminates after either the tear-down 
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sniffer 

Fig. 1. Evolution of a TCP connection and the RTT estimation process. 

sequence (the FIN/ACK or RST messages), or when no segment is observed for 
an amount of time larger then a given threshold l. 

By tracking the segment trace of a connection in both directions2, the sniffer 
correlates the sequence number of TCP data segments to the ACK number of 
backward receiver acknowledgments and classifies the segments as, 

- In-sequence: if the sender initial sequence number of the current segment 
corresponds to the expected one; 

- Duplicate: if the data carried by the segment have already been observed 
before; 

- Out-of-sequence: if the sender initial sequence number is not the expected 
one, and the data carried by the segment have never been observed before. 

The last two classifications refer to an anomaly during the data transfer, that can 
have been caused by several reasons. We propose a fine heuristic classification of 
the anomalies. The classification has been implemented in [6,7], and then used 
to analyze collected data. During the decision process that is followed to classify 
anomalies, several variables are used: 

RTT,i, Minimum RTT: is the estimated minimum RTT observed since the 
flow started; 

Given that a tear-down sequence of a flow under analysis is never observed, a timer 
is needed to avoid memory starvation; the timer is set to 15 minutes, which is 
sufficiently large according to the findings in [2]. 
In case only one direction of traffic is observed by the sniffer, the heuristic will not 
be applicable. 
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Fig. 2. Decision process of the classification of anomalous segments. 

no 

R T  Recovery Time: is the difference between the time the current anomalous 
segment has been observed and the time the segment with the largest se- 
quence number has been seen; 

AT Inverted-packet gap: is the difference between the observation time of the 
current anomalous segment and the previously received one; 

RTO Retransmission Timeout: is estimated sender retransmission timer value 
(in seconds) according to [3] as RTO = max(1, E[RTT] + 4std(RTT)); 

DupAck Number of DupAcks: is the number of duplicate ACKs observed on the 
reverse path. 

I I 

Following the flow diagram of Figure 2, we describe the classification heuris- 
tic. Given an anomalous segment, the process starts by checking if the segment 
has already been seen by comparing the TCP sequence number of the current 
segment with the one carried by segments observed so far. Thus, the segment can 
be classified as either duplicate or out-of-sequence. In the first case (left branch 
of the decision process), the IP  identifier field of the current packet is compared 
with the same field of the original copy of the packet. If they are the same, then 
the packet is classified as Network Duplicate (Net. Dup.). Network duplicates 
may stem from malfunctioning apparatuses, routing loops, mis-configured net- 
works (e.g., Ethernet LANs with diameter larger than the collision domain size), 
or, finally, by unnecessary retransmissions at the link layer (e.g., when a MAC 
layer ACK is lost in a Wireless LAN forcing the sender to retransmit the frame). 
Compared with the decision process adopted in [I], we classify as duplicate seg- 
ments all those duplicate packets with the same IP  identifier, regardless of the 
A T  value. Indeed, there is no reason to exclude that a network duplicate may 
be observed at any time, and there is no relation between the RTT and the time 
a network can produce some duplicate packets. 
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When the IP identifiers are different, the TCP sender may have performed 
a retransmission. If all the bytes carried by the segment have already been ac- 
knowledged, then the receiver has already received the segment, and therefore 
this is an unneeded retransmission. The flow control mechanism adopted by 
TCP uses false unneeded retransmissions to perform window probing, i.e., to 
force the receiver to immediately send an ACK so as to probe if the receiver 
window RWND (which was announced to be zero on a previous ACK) is now 
larger than zero. Therefore we classify as Flow Control (FC) retransmissions 
the retransmitted segments for which the following three conditions hold: i) the 
sequence number is equal to the expected sequence number decreased by one, 
ii) the segment size is of zero length, and iii) the last announced RWND in the 
ACK flow was equal to zero. This is a new possible cause of unneeded retrans- 
missions which was previously neglected in [I]. 

If the anomaly is not classified as flow control, then it must be an unnecessary 
retransmission, which could have been triggered because of either a Retransmis- 
sion Timer (RTO) has fired, or the fast retransmit mechanism has been triggered, 
i.e., three or more duplicate ACKs have been received for the segment before the 
retransmitted one. We identify three situations: i) if the recovery time is larger 
than the retransmission timer (RT > RTO) the segment is classified as an Un- 
needed Retransmission by RTO (Un. RTO); ii) if 3 duplicate ACKs have 
been observed, the segment is classified as an Unneeded Retransmission by 
Fast Retransmit (Un. FR); iii) otherwise, if none of the previous conditions 
holds, we do not know how to classify this segment, and therefore we label it 
as Unknown (Unk.). Unneeded retransmissions may be due to a misbehaving 
sender, a wrong estimation of the RTO at the sender, or, finally, to ACKs lost 
on the reverse path. However, distinguishing among these causes is impossible 
by means of passive measurements. 

Let us now consider the case of segments that have already been seen but 
have not been ACKed yet. This is possibly the case of a retransmission following 
a packet loss. Given the recovery mechanism adopted by TCP, a retransmis- 
sion can occur only after at least a RTT, since duplicate ACKs have to traverse 
the reverse path and trigger the Fast Retransmit mechanism. Therefore, if the 
recovery time is smaller than RTTmi,, the anomalous segment can only be clas- 
sified as Unknown3. Otherwise, it can either be a Retransmission by Fast 
Retransmit (FR) or Retransmission by RTO (RTO); the classification be- 
ing based on the same criteria adopted previously for unneeded retransmissions. 
Retransmissions of already observed segments may be due to i) data segments 
lost on the path from the measurement point to the receiver, and to ii) ACK 
segments delayed or lost before the measurement point. 

Consider now the right branch of the decision process, which refers to out-of- 
sequence anomalous segments. In this case, the classification criterion is simpler. 
Indeed, out-of-sequence segments can be due to either the retransmission of 

In [I] the authors use the average RTT. However, being each RTT possibly different 
than the average RTT (and in particular smaller), we believe that using the average 
RTT forces a larger amount of misclassification. 
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lost segments, or to network reordering. Again, since retransmissions can only 
occur if the recovery time RT is larger than RTTmi,, by double checking the 
number of observed duplicate ACKs and by comparing the recovery time with 
the estimated RTO, we can distinguish retransmissions triggered by RTO, by 
FR or we can classify the segment as an unknown anomaly. On the contrary, if 
RT is smaller than RTTmin, then a Network Reordering (Reord) is identified 
if the inverted-packet gap is smaller than RTTmin. Network reordering can be 
due to either load balancing on parallel paths, or to route changes, or to parallel 
switching architectures which do not ensure in-sequence delivery of packets [4]. 

2.1 Dealing with wrong estimates 

The classification algorithm uses some thresholds whose values must be esti- 
mated from the packet trace itself, which may not be very accurate or even valid 
when classifying the anomalous event. Indeed, all the measurements related to 
the RTT estimation are particularly critical, since they are used to determine 
the RTTmin and the RTO estimation. RTT measurement is updated during the 
flow evolution according to the moving average estimator standardized in 131. 
Given a new measurement m of the RTT, we update the estimate of the average 
RTT by mean of a low pass filter E[RTT],,, = (1 - a)E [RTT],ld + a m where 
a (0 < a < 1) is equal to 118. 

Since the measurement point is not co-located at the transmitter, nor at 
the receiver, the measure of RTT is not available. Therefore, in order to get 
an estimate of the RTT values, we build over the original proposal of [I]. In 
particular, denote by RTT(s, d) the Half path RTT sample, which represents the 
delay at the measurement point between an observed data segment flowing from 
the transmitter, or source, to the receiver, or destination, and the corresponding 
ACK on the reverse path, and denote by RTT(d, s) the delay between the ACK 
and the following segment, as shown in Figure 1. From the measurement of 
RTT(s, d) and RTT(d, s) it is possible to derive an estimate of the total round 
trip time RTT, 

RTT = RTT(s, d) + RTT(d, s) 

The estimation of the average RTT is not biased, given the linearity of the 
expectation operators. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the average RTT by, 

E[RTT] = E[RTT(s, d)] + E[RTT(d, s)] 

Moreover, the standard deviation of the connection's RTT, std(RTT) can be 
estimated following the same approach, given that RTT(s, d) and RTT(d, s) are 
independent measurements, which usually holds. 

Finally, given E[RTT] and std(RTT), it is possible to estimate the sender 
retransmission timer as in [3]: 

RTO = E[RTT] + 4std(RTT) 

For what concerns the estimation of minimum RTT, RTTmin, we have 

RTT,i, = min(RTT (s, d)) + min(RTT(d, s)) 
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In general, this estimator gives a conservative estimation of the real minimum 
RTT, as RTTmi, 5 min(RTT) holds. This leads to a conservative classification 
algorithm, which increases the number of anomalies classified as unknown, rather 
than risking some misclassifications. 

2.2 Handling Particular Cases 

No RTT Sample Classification. There are some cases in which the RTT 
measurement is not available, but an anomalous event is detected. This happens 
in particular at the startup of a TCP connection, as no valid RTT samples may 
be available at the very beginning of the connection. Since most of TCP flows are 
very short [7], these events are quite frequent and cannot be neglected. Moreover, 
the choice of the initial values of RTO and RTTmin results to be critical, and 
inappropriate estimations of these variables may lead to wrong classifications. 
We adopt the following approach: 

- if no valid RTT samples have been collected, the heuristic uses RTO = 3s 
and RTTmin = 5ms as default values 

- the RTO estimation is forced to assume values larger or equal to Is,  accord- 
ing to [3] 

- the RTTmin estimation is forced to be larger than lms  

Batch Classification. Given that TCP can transmit more than one segment 
per RTT, it may happen that more than one anomalous segments are detected 
back-to-back. This occurs, for example, when the TCP sender adopts the SACK 
extension and retransmits more than one segment per RTT, or, when packets 
belonging to the same window on a path in which packets are reordered, arrive 
with "strange" patterns difficult to be identified. In such cases, the measurement 
of R T  and AT may be wrong and lead to incorrect classifications. We therefore 
implement a filter in the classification heuristic that correlates the classifica- 
tion of the current anomaly with the classification of the previous segment. In 
particular, if the current recovery time RT is smaller than E[RTT] (suggesting 
that the segment is belonging to the same window as the previous one) and the 
previous segment was not classified as in sequence, we then classify the current 
anomalous segment as the previous one. 

For example, consider a simultaneous SACK retransmission of two segments 
triggered by a Fast Retransmit. The first retransmitted segment is correctly 
classified given that three duplicate ACKs have been observed on the reverse 
path, and the RT is larger than RTTmin. However, the second retransmitted 
segment cannot be correctly classified, given that no duplicate ACK has ever 
been observed, and R T  < RTT. By explicitly considering the classification of the 
first segment, it is possible to correctly identify this segment as a retransmission 
triggered by Fast Retransmit. 
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3 Measurement Results 

Our measurements have been gathered from the external Internet edge link of 
our institution. Our campus network behaves like an Internet stub, because the 
access router is the sole gate to the external network. Our institution counts more 
than 7,000 hosts, whose great majority is constituted by clients. Some servers are 
regularly accessed from outside as well. We collected all packets flowing into the 
access link that connects the campus border router to the GARR network [5] ,  the 
nation-wide ISP for research and educational centers. We measured for several 
months during several time periods and gathered the most interesting statistics 
related to the anomalous traffic. We present only a subset of results, and in 
particular: 

- from the 6th to the 7th of February 2001. The bandwidth of the access link 
was 14 Mbit/s; 

- from the 29th of April to the 5th of May 2004. The bandwidth of the access 
link was 28 Mbit/s. 

3.1 Impact of RTTmi, and RTO 

We first lead a set of measurements to double-check the impact of the choices 
described in Sec 2.1. In particular, we are interested in the impact of the mea- 
surement of RTTmin and RTO. The first one is involved on the classification of 
the network reordering anomalies that may occur when identifying two out-of- 
sequence segments separated by a time gap smaller than RTTmin. Figure 3 (a) 
plots Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the ratio between the inverted 
packet gap AT and the value of the RTTmin considering only TCP anomalies 
classified as network reordering. Measurements referring to 2004 are reported, 
and similar results are obtained considering the 2001 dataset. The CDF clearly 
shows that AT is much smaller than the RTTmin. This suggests that the initial 
choice- of RTTmin is appropriate, and the conservative estimation of RTTmin 
does not affect the classification. 

Figure 3 (b), reports part of the CDF of the ratio between the actual Recov- 
ery Time RT and the corresponding estimation of the RTO when considering 
anomalous events classified as retransmissions by RTO. Also in this case we re- 
port results referring to the 2004 dataset. The CDF shows that RT > RTO 
holds, which is a clear indication that the estimation of the RTO is not critical. 
Moreover, it can be noted that about 50% of the cases have a recovery time 
which is more than 5 times larger than the estimated RTO. This apparently 
counterintuitive result is due to the RTO back-off mechanism implemented in 
TCP but not considered by the heuristic which doubles the RTO value at  every 
retransmission of the same segment. Not considering the back-off mechanism 
during the classification lead to a robust and conservative approach. 
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Fig. 3. (a) CDF of the ratio between the inverted packet gap AT and RTT,i,. (b)CDF 
of the ratio between the recovery time RT and the actual estimation of the RTO. 
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3.2 Aggregate Results 
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In the following we report results obtained by running the classification heuristic 
over the two datasets we selected and by measuring the average number of 
occurred anomalies during the whole time period. The objective is twofold. First, 
we quantify the different causes that generated anomalous segment delivery; 
second, we double check the heuristic classification. Indeed, it is impossible to 
test the validity of the classification algorithm, given that the real causes of the 
anomaly are unknown. We therefore run the classification over real traces, and 
try to underline some expected and intuitive results that confirm the validity of 

0.6 - 

the heuristic design. 
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Fig. 4. Classification of anomalous events: incoming traffic on the left , outgoing traffic 
on the right. 

Figure 4 reports the percentage of identified anomalous events during the 
2004 period over the total amount of observed segments. Left plot refers to in- 
coming traffic, i.e., traffic whose destination host is inside our campus LAN; right, 
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plot reports measurements on outgoing traffic, i.e., traffic whose destination host 
is outside our campus LAN. Each bar in the plot explicitly underlines the im- 
pact of the batch classification and of the lack of RTT samples, as described in 
Section 2.1: solid black blocks report the anomalies classified by a normal classi- 
fication, while dark pattern blocks report the impact of the batch classification, 
and, finally, light pattern blocks report the classification obtained when no RTT 
sample was available, i.e., at the very beginning of each flow. 

Considering the incoming anomalies classification (left plot), we observe that 
there is a large dominance of retransmissions due to RTO expiration and re- 
ordering. Fast Retransmit occurs only for a very small portion of the total re- 
transmissions. This is related to the characteristics of today data traffic, which 
is mainly composed of very small file transfers that cannot trigger Fast Retrans- 
mit. This effect is further stressed by the fact that our campus LAN traffic is 
mainly made of web browsing applications, whose (short) HTTP requests travel 
on the outgoing directions. 

A small percentage of unnecessary retransmissions is also present. A rather 
large percentage of anomalies that could not be classified but unknown is col- 
lected. Inspecting further, we observed that for most of them the recovery time is 
smaller than the estimated RTO (therefore missing the retransmission by RTO 
classification), but larger than the RTTmi, (therefore missing the reordering 
classification) and the number of duplicate ACKs is smaller than 3 (therefore 
missing the retransmission by FR classification). We suspect that they may be 
due to either i) transmitters that trigger the Fast Retransmit with just 1 or 2 
duplicate ACKs, or ii) servers with aggressive RTO estimation that triggers the 
retransmission earlier than the RTO estimation at the measurement point. Given 
the conservative approach that guided the classification heuristic, we prefer to 
classify them as unknown rather than misclassifying them. 

For what concerns the impact of the batch classification and of the lack 
of a valid RTT sample, observe that the first is evenly distributed among all 
classification cases, while the latter one has a large impact on the identification 
of retransmissions by RTO. This is due to the lack of valid RTT samples at the 
very beginning of the TCP connection, when the sender can only detect packet 
losses by RTO. 

When considering the outgoing anomalies (right plot), the heuristic correctly 
identifies the anomalies, and neither Network Reordering nor Duplicates are 
identified. Indeed, this is quite obvious given that our institution LAN is a 
switched Ethernet LAN. In this network, IP packets can be duplicated or re- 
ordered only in case of malfunctioning. This confirms the validity and robustness 
of the classification heuristic we developed. 

Considering the average percentage of total anomalies identified,, we have 
that about 4% and 8% of incoming and outgoing traffic respectively is affected 
by an anomaly. We will see in the next section that the average values is not 
representative at  all, given the non-stationaries of the anomalies. 

Finally, in order to double check the validity of our heuristic, we split the 
flow into three different classes based on their segment length. Short flows (also 
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Fig. 5. Classification of anomalous events for different flow length; incoming traffic for 
2004 measurements. 

called mice in the literature) have payload size (in segments) no longer than 5 
segments. Long flows (the so called elephants) have payload size (in segments) 
larger than 20 segments, and the middle length flows payload size is larger than 5 
segments, but shorter or equal to 20 segments. Figure 5 reports the classification 
of the anomalous events split among the three different classes. Incoming segment 
classification is considered for the 2004 time period. Solid black refers to short 
flows, dark gray pattern refers to middle flows, and light gray pattern refers to 
long flows. For the sake of clarity, we omit the further batch or no rtt  sample 
classification. 

As expected, retransmissions due to RTO expiration are distributed among 
all flows, while retransmissions due to Fast Recovery are only triggered for long 
flows. This is intuitive, as already said, because of the limit in triggering Fast 
Retransmit by short flows. The majority of packet reordering affects long flows, 
for which the chance to suffer from a reordering is much larger. Neglecting the 
network duplicates, flow control and unnecessary retransmissions as they are 
very marginal, we observe that the anomalies classified as unknown are largely 
related to  short flows. Indeed, this is an hint that the E[RTT] estimation is 
affected by a larger error for short flows, while long flows have the chance to 
get a better estimation of the RTT and therefore to  better classify the anomaly. 
This confirms the intuition that the unknown classification is related to possible 
different estimation of the RTO a t  the transmitter and at the measurement 
point. 

Results relatively to outgoing flows and to the 2001 dataset are very similar 
and therefore not reported here. 

3.3 Behavior in Time 

We report in this section the results of the occurrence of anomalies in time. 
Again, we omit the sub-classification due to batch or no RTT samples for the 
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Fig. 6. Classification of anomalous events versus time: incoming traffic on the left, 
outgoing traffic on the right for 2004 measurements. 

sake of clarity. Figures 6 and 7 depict the time evolution of the volume (in per- 
centage, normalized on the total flowed traffic in each direction) of anomalous 
measured segments classified by the proposed heuristic. Measurements aggregate 
anomalies over an interval of time equal to 15 minutes. The detailed classifica- 
tion is outlined in colored slices whose size is proportional to the percentage 
of that particular event. Top plot refers to the incoming traffic; bottom plot 
reports measurements considering outgoing traffic. Figure 6 refers to the three 
days evolution of such traffic continuously monitored and classified during the 
2004 period, while, similarly, Figure 7 refers to the two day long subset of mea- 
surements in 2001. 

Apart from the network outage that is evident, the first unambiguous results 
is that TCP anomalies are highly non stationary over several time scales. There 
are some peaks of very significant magnitude that reach 10% during 2004 and 
15% during 2001. Considering the incoming segments, Retransmissions by RTO, 
Network Reordering and Unknowns are the largest part of the anomalies, while 
TCP Flow control seldom kicks in, and negligible Unnecessary Retransmissions 
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are identified. Surprisingly, the typical night and day effect, which is commonly 
present on the total traffic volume (and is valid also in the considered link), 
is not anymore visible when considering T C P  anomalies. Notice also that the 
last two measurement days are weekend-days. In particular, the Labour Day is 
celebrated on Sunday the 1st of May in Italy. Therefore the link load during that 
weekend was particular low. Nonetheless, the RTO fraction is almost equal to 
the one observed during busy hours of weekdays. Only the Network Reordering 
seems to disappear. This hints to a weak correlation between link load and T C P  
anomalies. 

Considering the outgoing traffic (bottom plots of Figure 6 and 7), observe 
that the heuristic correctly identifies the anomalies as retransmission by RTO. 
Given that hosts in our campus LAN are mainly clients of T C P  connections, the 
outgoing flow size is very short, and therefore in case of a packet loss, the only 
way to recover is to fire the RTO 

10 , , . . , . . , . , . . , . . , . ,  
NetDuo FC Un.FR Un.RT0 Unk 

Fig. 7. Classification of anomalous events versus time: incoming traffic on the top, 
outgoing traffic on the bottom for 2001 measurements. 
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If we compare 2004 and 2001 incoming time plots, it can be noted that 
after three years the number of Unnecessary Retransmissions almost disappears. 
This fact is explained by the vast popularity of TCP SACK flows that were 
only the 21% of total flows during 2001 while it increased to 90% of total flows 
during 2004. At the same time, a reduction of the fraction of TCP anomalies is 
noticeable comparing 2001 and 2004 measurements. This could be related to the 
corresponding increase in the access link capacity, which doubled in 2004. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a heuristic technique for the classification of TCP 
anomalies. The classification identifies seven possible causes of anomalies and 
extends previous techniques already proposed in the literature. We were also 
able to quantify the quality of our classification by studying the sensitivity of 
our approach in estimating the RTT which strongly influences the proposed 
methodology which gathers every flow state information from passive measure- 
ments and the quantitative analysis show its effectiveness in the identification 
procedure. 

The technique was implemented and tested on the external Internet link of 
our institution and allowed the observation of a number of interesting phenomena 
such as the impact of the use of TCP SACK on the occurrence of unnecessary 
retransmissions, the relative small impact of the daily variation of the load on the 
occurrence of anomalies, the quite large amount of network reordering anomalies. 
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Abstract. Traffic generation is essential in the processes of testing and 
developing new network elements, such as equipment, protocols and ap- 
plications, regarding both the production and research area. Tradition- 
ally, two approaches have been followed for this purpose: the first is based 
on software applications that can be executed on inexpensive Personal 
Computers, while the second relies on dedicated hardware. Obviously, 
performance in the latter case (in terms of sustainable rates, precision in 
delays and jitters) outclasses that in the former, but also the costs usually 
grow of some order of magnitude. In this paper we describe a software IP 
traffic generator based on a hardware architecture specialized for packet 
processing (known as Network Processor), which we have developed and 
tested. Our approach is positioned between the two different philoso- 
phies listed above: it has a software (and then flexible) implementation 
running on a specific hardware only slightly more expensive than PCs. 

Keywords: I P  traffic generation, Network Processors, Network performance 
evaluation. 

1 Introduction 

The current Internet is characterized by a continuous and fast evolution, in terms 
of ,amount and kind of traffic, network equipment and protocols. Heterogeneous 
equipment, protocols and applications (also referred to as "network elements"), 
high transmission rates in most of Internet branches and the need of fast de- 
velopment (to quickly fulfil new services' requirements and to reduce time to 
market) are at present the most critical issues in Internet growth. In this con- 
text, every network element should be carefully tested before being used in real 
networks: an error in a device or a protocol could easily result in technical prob- 
lems (e.g., packet losses, connection interruptions, degradation in performance) 
and it could lead to  significative economic damage in production environments. 

Many of the tests on a new network element require the ability to  generate 
synthetic traffic off-line; such traffic should be sufficiently complex, fast (high- 
rates) and, in a,word, realistic to  cover a good deal of operating conditions. Thus, 
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the possibility to create realistic network traffic streams is very useful today, and 
it is essential to reduce development times and bugs in new network elements. 
Moreover, the availability of good synthetic traffic sources helps researchers in 
understanding network dynamics and in designing suitable modifications and 
improvements in current protocols and equipment. 

The generation of traffic streams is a quite "simple" task in simulated en- 
vironments; on the contrary, the generation of real traffic on a testbed setup 
involves some critical issues related to precision, scalability and costs. Until now, 
two antithetical approaches have been traditionally followed for network traffic 
generation. The first one is based on software applications that do not require 
specific hardware, but can be executed on general purpose machines, such as 
inexpensive Personal Computers (PC). The second one is based on the develop- 
ment of specialized hardware. 

The characteristics and functionalities of software tools can be very sophisti- 
cated but, a t  the same time, they can maintain a high flexibility level and (often) 
offer an open source approach: in other words, they are modifiable and adaptable 
to the specific requirements of the experiments to carry out. The main drawback 
of this approach is the architecture of the PC, which limits the precision and the 
maximum reachable performance; this is a heavy limitation today, with Internet 
traffic that increases continuously and network equipment that must manage a 
huge amount of traffic (from Gigabits to Terabits per second). 

' 

Several techniques can be used in PC-based network traffic generation, de- 
pending on the final goal. Quite often, it is useful to generate only a single stream 
of IP packets, characterized by the inter-arrival time between two consecutive 
packets; this stream can be used to test network equipment such as routers and 
switches with standard performance analyses, as those defined in RFC 2544 [I] 
and 2889 [2]. Examples of applications oriented to this type of generation are 
Iperf [3] and Netperf [4]. These two tools generate IP packets by starting from 
a fixed structure and by varying some fields (e.g., the source and destination 
addresses, the TOS, etc.); more advanced applications are able to keep into ac- 
count also the behaviour of the transport protocols, by representing the traffic 
generation as a set of file transfers over TCP or UDP (see, for example, Har- 
poon [5]). All these tools do not care about packet contents; however, when the 
element under test is an application (such as a Web server or a DNS), this is 
not acceptable. Thus, other tools have been designed with this goal, for example 
WebPolygraph [6]. One common drawback of the above cited software tools is 
that each of them can generate only a specific type of traffic stream, which is 
not representative of the heterogeneous traffic flowing on a generic Internet link. 
Software such as Tcpreplay and Flowreplay [7] log the traffic on some links and 
then generate identical streams, by possibly changing some parameters in the 
IP packets. Unfortunately, in this case, the traffic streams are always the same 
and the registration of long sequences of traffic requires large amounts of fast 
memory. 

The second approach, namely the custom hardware devices, is the most pop- 
ular solution in the industrial environment. Suitable architectures have been 
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designed (often by using also standard components) to minimize delays and jit- 
ters introduced in packet generation; here all the functionalities are implemented 
"near" the hardware, without the intermediation of a general purpose operating 
system (that may be present at a higher level to facilitate the configuration and 
the control of the instrument and the management of the statistical data). The 
development of such equipment is usually very expensive, based on proprietary 
solutions and carried out for professional and intensive use only. Thus, the fi- 
nal result is that the tools are configurable, but not modifiable or customizable, 
and very expensive. All these elements, together with the high final cost of each 
device, make this kind of tools not much attractive, especially for academic re- 
searchers or small labs. Examples of such products are Caldera Technologies 
LANforge-FIRE [8], CISCO IOS NetFlow [9], Anritsu MDlB' l  A IP/Ethernet 
Analyser [lo] and SmartBits AX/4UU [ l l ] .  

Starting from these considerations, we have decided to build an open source 
traffic generator that could be situated in the middle between the existent ap- 
proaches: it should be flexible and powerful enough to  be useful in most of the 
practical situations, but less expensive than professional equipment. To real- 
ize all these objectives we need to work near the hardware, but we also need 
to implement all the functionalities in software, to reduce development costs 
and make customization effective. Among different technologies we have taken 
into account, we found our ideal solution in the Network Processors: these are 
devices conceived for fast packet processing, often with the high degree of flex- 
ibility needed for implementing the desired algorithms; moreover their cost is 
lower than custom hardware devices. 

Several Network Processor architectures are available from different man- 
ufacturers [12]; we have found the Intel IXP2400 to be the best compromise 
between computation power and flexibility. Moreover, this chip is available on 
an evaluation board, the Radisys ENP-2611, which represents the cheapest way 
to access this kind of Network Processors. Until now, we know only another 
similar approach to the problem of traffic generation [13], but it implements a 
very simple structure, which is unable to generate realistic traffic. In this work 
we describe a structure for a high-speed IP/Ethernet traffic generator based on 
the Intel IXP2400 Network Processor that we have developed and tested. The 
requirements of this device are to be able to transmit more than 1 Gbps of traf- 
fic (to saturate all the Gigabit Ethernet lines of the ENP-2611) and to generate 
multiple traffic streams simultaneously, each of them with different statistical 
characteristics and header contents. Our aim is to model the more representa- 
tive traffic classes in the Internet, such as real-time and Best Effort; moreover, 
we would like to have the chance to manage Quality of Service (by using the 
TOS field). 

In the following, after briefly describing the IXP2400 architecture, we focus 
on two main issues. The first concerns the question if the Network Processor can 
be effectively utilized for traffic generation: the IXP2400 has been designed for 
packet processing, not explicitly for packet generation, and we were not sure that 
it can saturate the Gigabit interfaces, as we would like for a high-performance 
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tool. The second issue regards the design of an application framework that ex- 
ploits the Network Processor architecture to build a flexible tool for traffic gen- 
eration. We have named such framework PktGen and, as will described in detail 
later, it consists of several applications running on different processors of the 
IXP2400. PktGen is very simple to use, as it provides a comfortable user graph- 
ical web interface; moreover, it can also be modified without much effort, as it 
is mostly written in C. Preliminary tests have been carried out to demonstrate 
the correcteness and the performance of such tool. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives a brief overview 
of the Intel IXP2400, whereas the successive Sect. 3 explains how the Network 
Processor architecture is used to build a packet generator. Section 4 describes 
PktGen in details by analysing all its components, whereas in Sect. 5 we re- 
port some performance tests about PktGen and a comparison with UDPGen, a 
well-known software PC-based traffic generator. Finally, in Sect. 6 we give our 
conclusions and we report some ideas for future work. 

2 The IXP2400 Architecture 

Figure 1 shows the main components of the Intel IXP2400 architecture and the 
relationships among them. The IXP2400, as some other Network Processors, 
provides several processing units, different kinds of memory, a standard inter- 
face towards MAC components and some utility functions (e.g. hash and CRC 
calculation). The "intelligence" resides in the processing units, which can use 
the other peripherals though several internal buses. 

For what concerns processing, the IXP is equipped with two kinds of micro- 
processors which play very different roles in the overall architecture: one XScale 
CPU and eight MicroEngines. The XScale is a generic RISC 32-bit processor, 
compatible with the ARM V5 architecture, but without the floating point unit. 
This processor is mainly used to control the overall system and to process net- 
work control packets (such as ICMP and routing messages). Due to its com- 
patibility with the industry based standards (ARM), it is possible to use on it 
both the Linux and VxWorlcs [14] (derived from Windows) Operating Systems 
(0s);  this is a great advantages as many existent applications and libraries can 
be compiled and used on this processor (greatly decreasing development time 
and increasing efficiency). For what concerns Linux, two different distributions 
are available at  the moment: Montavista [15,16], based on a 2.4.18 kernel, and 
Fedora [l7], with a more recent 2.6.9 kernel. 

Accordingly to our aim of building an open-source tool, we have opted for 
Linux 0 s ;  in particular we have chosen the Montavista distribution, which was 
already available at the beginning of the project (Fedora has been released only 
recently). This choice enables us to develop software for this processor in stan- 
dard C or C++ languages. 

The other processing units of the IXP are the Microengines (ME). They 
are minimal RISC processors with a reduced set of instructions (about 50), 
optimized for packet processing; they provide logical and arithmetic operations 
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Fig. 1. The IXP architecture. 

on bits, bytes and dwords but not the division nor the floating point functions. 
The MEs have access to all the shared units (SRAM, DRAM, MSF, etc.) and 
they are used along the fast data path for packet processing; they can be used 
in different ways (e.g., in parallel or sequentially) to create the framework that 
best fits the computational needs of network equipment. 

No operating system is required on the ME, thus no software scheduler is 
available for multi-threaded programming. A simple round robin criterion is used 
to execute more threads (up to 8) on a ME; the programmer has the burden to 
write the code for each thread in a way that periodically releases the control of 
the ME to the other ones. Internally, each ME is equipped with specific registers 
for at most 8 hardware contexts (corresponding to the threads) and a shared low 
latency memory; moreover, some dedicated units are available for specific tasks 
(CRC computation and pseudo-random number generation). 
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ME programming can be made by assembler language or by microc; the 
latter has the same instruction set as C plus some non-standard extensions, 
and it makes the learning of the language itself and the programming of the 
MicroEngines simpler and faster. 

The IXP2400 can use three types of memories: scratchpad, SRAM and DRAM. 
The scratchpad has the lowest latency time, it is integrated into the IXP2400 
chip itself, but it is only 16 KB in size. The main feature of this memory is the 
support for 16 FIFO queues with automatic get and put operations, very useful 
to create transmission requests for a transmission driver. 

The SRAM and the DRAM are not physically placed internally to the IXP- 
2400, but the NP chip provides only the controllers. The SRAM has a lower 
latency than the DRAM, but its controller supports up to 64 MB against 1 GB 
of the DRAM one. DRAM is usually used for storing the packets, while SRAM 
is reserved for the packet metadata, that are smaller but need to be accessed 
more frequently than packets themselves. 

The last notable component is the Media Switch Fabric (MSF), that is 
an interface to transfer packets to/from the external MAC devices. Inside the 
IXP2400, the MSF can access directly the DRAM, resulting in high performance 
in storinglretrieving packets, while the external interface can be configured to 
operate in the UTOPIA, POS-PHY, SPI3 or CSIX modalities. 

Finally, we can mention the hash unit, the PC1 unit (used to provide a 
communication interface towards a standard external PC1 bus) and the Control 
and status register Access Proxy (CAP), for the management of the registers 
used in the inter-process communication. 

In our environment the IXP2400 is mounted on a Radisys ENP-2611 devel- 
opment board, that includes three optical Gigabit Ethernet ports (for fast-path 
data plane traffic), SRAM e DRAM sockets, a PC1 connector (to access the 
IXP2400 SRAM and DRAM modules) and a further FastEthernet port for "di- 
rect" communications with the XScale processor. 

A more detailed knowledge of the architectures of the IXP2400 and the 
Radisys development board is useless for the purpose of the paper. On the con- 
trary, it is interesting to analyse how a standard packet processing phase takes 
place in the fast-path of the Network Processor. 

Figure 2 shows a standard fast-path structure: packets are received from one 
Ethernet interface by a RX driver, passed to the Microengines (and eventually 
to the XScale) for the required processing and finally delivered to the TX driver 
for transmission over the physical line. The events that occur inside the Network 
Processor during this path crossing are the following: 

1. A packet is received from the physical interface and delivered to the MSF. 
2. The MSF buffers the packet and it notifies the RX driver, running on a 

MicroEngine. 
3. The RX driver commands the MSF to transfer the buffered packet in the 

DRAM; then it creates a metadata structure for that packet, which is in- 
serted in the SRAM. An identificator of the packet is put in a specific ring 
queue of the scratchpad, for successive processing. 
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Fig. 2. A standard IXP2400 fast-path. 

4. A Microengine thread gets the packet identificators (queued from the RX 
driver) and starts the packet processing phase. The operations that occur on 
the packet are application-specific and they may range from a simple routing 
between ports to more advanced features, such as firewalling, nutting, etc; 
these operations can be carried out by a single thread or by multiple threads 
(each of them should perform a simple task), and sometime by the XScale. 
The latter is usually involved very rarely (e.g., it processes the routing update 
packet exchanged between routers or the control information directed to the 
Network Processor), as the presence of an operating system enables more 
complex operations, but results in slower execution times. During this phase 
the data are stored in the SRAM and both the packet data and metadata 
could be modified; finally the packet identifier is inserted in a ring queue for 
transmission (again in the scratchpad memory). 

5. The transmission driver continuously checks the transmission ring queue, 
looking for new identifiers of the packets to be transmitted; each time it 
finds a new identifier, it gets the metadata from the SRAM and it instructs 
the MSF for transmission. 

6. The MSF gets the packet from the DRAM and transfers it to the physical 
interface for the transmission. 

3 Traffic Generation 

In order to generate network traffic, the very basic tasks that we need to real- 
ize are the creation and transmission of the packets. The first issue to solve is 
the choice of where to locate the functions for creating and then transmitting 
the packets; in particular the two alternatives are the Xscale processor, which 
offers developers a well known environment and programming language, or the 
Microengines, faster for this task but less easily programmable. 

In this context we have carried out several tests, in which the same algorithm 
(which transmits the same 601 bytes sized packet for a given number of times) 
has been implemented as: 

The actual packet size is 64 bytes, but the last 4 bytes are the CRC computed and 
appended by the PM3386 MAC device located on the Radisys board. 
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Table 1. Comparative results for different generation methods. 

I Generation method l ~ v e r a ~ e  pps3rate 1 

ll?rom Microengine 1 842 ~ P P S  I 

From XScale - kernel mode 

From XScale - user mode 

1. a kernel space application running on XScale, which has been developed by 
using the Resource Manager2 library; 

468 kpps 

658 kpps 

2. a user space application running on XScale, which uses the "mmaped" mem- 
ory to access hardware features; 

3. a microcode application running on a Microengine. 

In the first and second case the algorithm has been implemented as C code 
and compiled by using the available GCC compiler with all the optimizations 
enabled. The effort required to  develop a kernel module is greater then that 
required to build a user space application. However, given the availability of 
the Resource Manager library, the overall readability of code results enhanced 
with respect to the direct mapped memory usage in the user space application. 
On the other hand the Resource Manager library is specifically engineered for 
control plane tasks, thus it is not optimized to handle the transmission of packets 
efficiently. 

For the third approach we have chosen to implement the algorithm in microC 
language, which is certainly easier than microengine assembly, while it preserves 
the same potential strength. In this case we were faced with a new programming 
model and payed extra time to get a base skill for it. Indeed, the results (Table 
1) were not fulfilling the expectations and the attempts to tune the code did not 
give effective performance gains. 

The main difference between generation from XScale (in both ways) and 
from Microengines is that in the first case we write a packet in DRAM for each 
transmission, while in the second case we always use the packets already present 
in the DRAM: actually, the high latency times of this kind of memory prevent 
the XScale code to keep up with higher packet generation rates. 

For our purpose, it is more important to send similar packets at high rates 
rather than sending potentially completely different packets at low rates. Thus, 
we choose to have a set of packets (in the simplest case only one) always present 
in memory and to use Microengines to transmit each time one of the available 
packets. With this approach we can reach the maximum physical rate for a single 
port: 1.488 kpps, which for a packet size of 64 bytes is equivalent to  1 Gbps. 

Resource Manager is part of Intel IXA Portability Framework; although the IXA is 
not supported by the Radisys ENP-2611, in this case we succeeded in using part of 
it for our code. 
Packets per second 
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Obviously, transmitting the same packet can be of limited interest (especially 
for what regards header field contents, such as the source/destination addresses 
and the TOS); moreover, to store a great number of packets differing only for 
a few fields (or some combination of them) is not a clever solution. Thus, we 
introduced the concept of packet template to indicate a common structure of 
packet with a few fields that can be assigned dynamically at each transmission 
(according to some rules or some predefined sets of values), while the others have 
a fixed value. 

We can make the concept of packet template clearer with an example. S u p  
pose we want to generate a stream of UDP packets. Now suppose that we assign 
a fixed value to the source IP address and leave the destination IP  address un- 
specified, since we have a list of possible destination addresses. Without the 
template mechanism we would create a duplicate of the same packet for each 
destination IP address; instead, with the template mechanism, only one packet 
is buffered and the list of possible destination IP addresses has to be passed to 
the packet generator software. The same software, at run time, will put one of 
those addresses in the packet's destination IP address field. In this way, a lot of 
memory has been saved and can be used for other packet templates. 

The great benefit of this model is that we can reach the highest transmission 
rate while preserving all the flexibility required for a network traffic generator. 
The disadvantage is that all packet templates need to be available in memory 
before the generation can start. 

This implies that the available physical memory represents an upper bound 
to the number of usable packet templates, but this is not a great issue, since the 
size of DRAM memory is large enough to store an amount of packet templates 
adequate for the characterization of many different traffic streams (the actual 
number of packets depends on their size). 

4 The PktGen Framework 

The IXP2400 architecture is well suited to be used to create a network traffic 
generator framework, including both a packet generator engine and a flexible 
and intuitive configuration interface. We have realized a software tool including 
three main components (see Fig. 3): 

- the packet generator, an application written in microC and running on the 
MicroEngines, whose main task is the generation of packets with predefined 
statistical characteristics; using multiple instances of the application it is 
possible to simultaneously generate a set of traffic streams with homogeneous 
or heterogeneous characteristics; 

- the PktGen core controller, an application running on the XScale, with the 
goal to initialize and control the packet generators on the MEs, including 
the packet templates to be used; 

- a graphical interface, HTML based and accessible by a standard web browser, 
used to easily configure the packet generator parameters. 
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Fig. 3. Software architecture of PktGen. 

At present PktGen is able to generate two kinds of traffic, which we consider 
very significant in testing IP-devices; they can be identified as Constant Bit Rate 
(CBR) and Best Eflort (BE) or bursty streams. 

For the BE streams we use a bursty model in which packets are generated in 
random-sized bursts with random inter-arrival times. The statistics of the two 
random variables can be modified quite simply, by passing the related proba- 
bility density functions to PktGen; in our tests, we have used an exponential 
density function for both the inter-arrival times and the burst sizes. We think to 
introduce more kinds of traffic in the future; the structure of PktGen is flexible 
enough to perform this task in a simple and quick manner. 

The Packet Generator 

The packet generator is a microC code compiled to run on a single MicroEngine 
in 4-threads mode. This means that actually there are 4 instances of packet 
generators concurrently executing on the same MicroEngine. Multiple instances 
of packet generators can run on more MicroEngines without conflicting with 
one another; in our configuration 5 MicroEngines are reserved for the packet 
generation task, thus we are free to simultaneously use up to 20 packet stream 
generators. Indeed, up to 7 MicroEngines can be used for packet generators; one 
ME must be reserved to the TX driver. 

This PktGen component has been engineered to efficiently handle the gen- 
eration of packets for both CBR and BE traffic models. Independently of the 
traffic model, the packet generator provides a setup and an operational interface 
controlled by the core component. The references to packet templates are for- 
warded to the packet generator through the setup interface, while the operational 
interface is used to control the generator state (running, stopped). 

The two main tasks of the packet generators are the insertion of the variable 
fields in packet templates and the generation of random variables for statistical 
traffic characterization (inter-arrival times and burst sizes). At present, we have 
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chosen to work with 4 variable fields in the packet template: Source and Destina- 
tion IP addresses, TOS value and Total Length. Indeed, there is a fifth dynamic 
field, the Header Checksum, but it is defined indirectly by the values of the other 
fields. Moreover, each of the four instances running on the same MicroEngine is 
able to store up to 160 packet template references: thus, we can obtain a great 
number of packet patterns that can differ, for example, for payload contents 
(protocol type and data). 

To enable statistical traffic characterization, a hardware uniform pseudo- 
random number generator is used in conjunction with a set of off-line samples 
for an arbitrary probability distribution function (that are evaluated by the core 
controller at setup time, as explained in the following) to dynamically generate 
values for a given probability density function. 

The Core Controller 

The core controller component of PktGen running on the XScale processor is 
built in C language. As shown in Fig. 3, this component is located on top of the 
software stack that starts from the Linux kernel. The two major sub-components 
are the ME Controller and Random Number Services. The former allows the Pkt- 
Gen Core Controller to start, stop and setup packet generators, by encapsulating 
all the hardware details (features coming from kernel modules as ME Hardware 
Abstraction Library, PM3386 and SPI-3 device drivers) and by interfacing with 
the user space libraries provided with the IXP2400 (libixp and libenp2611, see 
Fig. 3). The latter is dedicated to handle all the mathematics involved in com- 
puting the samples for a given probability density function that are passed to 
packet generators and used at run time to give a'statistical characterization to 
each traffic stream. 

The flexibility of changing the probability density function is one of the main 
features of PktGen; however, the lack of a floating point unit and the scarceness 
of memory make the random number generation one of the most critical issues of 
the entire framework. For this reason a few more words on this topic are needed. 

By using the graphical interface the user can specify the analytical formula 
of any desired density function; the core controller can compute the distribution 
function (by means of the libmatheval [18] and gs14 [19] libraries) used to find a 
set of values with the inversion method 1201. Such values are first converted into 
an integer representation (despite the lack of the floating point unit the XScale 
can work with this kind of numbers by means of software libraries, but the MEs 
cannot) and then passed to the packet generator that randomly picks up one of 
them with a uniform distribution. 

The set of values representative of the desired probability density function 
must be stored in the SRAM memory, because the latency of the DRAM is too 
high. Unfortunately, the SRAM on the Radisys board is only 8 MB; thus we 
cannot store a great number of probability samples; the user can choose to use 
256 or 64K samples (corresponding to one or two byte per sample). 

Gnu Scientific Library 
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Fig. 4. Testbed 1: Measuring the maximum performance of PktGen. 

Clearly, the integer conversion and the use of a limited number of samples (up 
to 64K) introduce a precision loss in the final traffic statistical characterization; 
we are still investigating the effects on the traffic generation and looking for 
techniques to minimize the errors introduced. 

The Graphical Interface 

A simple, yet powerful, WEB-based interface is provided to facilitate the use 
of PktGen. This interface allows the user to create a different configuration for 
each desired traffic profile, to save the configuration for later reuse and to run 
simulations. 

To ensure fast code development and maintenability we have used the Abyss 
HTTP server to provide the graphical interface, while to conform to standard 
file formats used by many existent tools we have adopted an XML coding of the 
configuration files. 

5 Results 

The main result of our activity is PktGen itself: it is a proof that our initial 
objectives were feasible and we succeeded in achieving them. As a matter of 
fact, we were able to fully saturate all the three Gigabit interfaces of the Radisys 
board. 

Nonetheless, we are interested in a thorough evaluation of the performance 
of our tool, expecially for what concerns precision in generation (conformance of 
packet flows to the statistical description); most of these tests are planned for 
the immediate future, but some of them have been already carried out and can 
give an idea of the potentialities of the framework. 

The main difficulties we have met concern our lack of a measurement powerful 
enough testing our generator. The PC architecture cannot sustain the packet rate 
from PktGen and thus no software tools can be used as meters; indeed, we would 
need hardware devices that are currently out of the project's budget. 

Thus, we have carried on only a few simple measurements on PktGen per- 
formance, and to do this we have written a simple packet meter in microC to 
run it on one MicroEngine. This tool can measure the mean packet rate for any 
kind of traffic and the jitter for CBR traffic only. 
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Fig. 5. Testbed 2: Comparison with generation from UDPGen. 

Time [ s ]  Time [s] 

(a) Measured generation rate over (b) Delay variations (jitters) at 
60 s. peak rate. 

Fig. 6. Maximum performance of PktGen. 

Our measurement tests have been devoted to two main issues: the first was 
to evaluate the PktGen maximum performance (see Fig. 4), and the second was 
to compare PktGen with a software tool running on a high-end PC (Fig. 5). 

The PktGen maximum performance has been evaluated by means of the 
testbed shown in Fig. 4, where PktGen runs on one Network Processor and the 
other is used as the meter. In the worst case of minimum packet size (64 bytes), 
as reported in Fig. 6, we were able to generate a maximum Constant Bit Rate 
traffic of 1488.096 kpps, corresponding to 1 Gbps, with a high level of precision: 
the maximum measured jitter is below 2% of packet delay interarrival time in 
the CBR stream. 

In the second testbed, we compared PktGen with a well-known software tool, 
namely UDPGen. The latter is used to transmit UDP packets and thus is quite 
similar to our application, which, however, works at the IP  layer. We can see 
from Fig. 7 how PktGen overcomes UDPGen in terms of precision for what 
concerns both mean rate and jitter. Again, tests have been carried out for CBR 
traffic in the worst case of 64 byte packet size. Finally, it is worth noting that 
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Theoretical rate [kpps] Theoretical rate [kpps] 

(a) Error of measured rate vs de- (b) Jitter at different desired rates. 
sired rate. 

Fig. 7. Comparison between PktGen (running on the Network Processor) and UDPGen 
(running on a high-end PC) with Constant Bit Rate traffic. 

this analysis is limited to a maximum mean rate of 814 kpps, because this is 
the peak rate obtainable with UDPGen (whereas PktGen can reach about 1488 
kpps) 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have shown that high-performance traffic generation with a Network Pro- 
cessor (in particular with the Intel IXP2400) is possible. 

The main result of our activity, namely PktGen, is an open source framework 
written mostly in C and is easily customizable by everyone; also the microcode 
used in the MicroEngines is quite intuitive and simple to learn. PktGen is also 
able to fully saturate the three Gigabit interfaces of the development board (the 
ENP-2611), reaching a maximum aggregate packet generation rate of about 4464 
kpps (3 Gbps). 

We can therefore conclude that our aim is completely achieved: we have 
demonstrated how it is possible to build an open source, customizable, high- 
speed and precise packet generator without specific hardware; the cost is less 
expensive than that of a professional device (the Radisys ENP-2611 costs about 
$ 5000). 

We consider this only a first important step in this field: in fact, we think 
that more work has to be done in this direction. 

First of all we have planned to extend the PktGen functionalities to include 
also a packet meter, able to collect detailed and precise information on network 
traffic streams (mean rate, jitter, packet classification, etc.); this is necessary to 
have a counterpart to the generator, with the same noteworthy characteristics 
(open source, low cost, high performance and precision). 
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The second important goal is t o  port PktGen t o  a more performing architec- 
ture, for example t o  the  IXP 2800, in order to  realize a more and more powerful 
traffic generator. 

Other minor evolutions are foreseen, such as the introduction of additional 
traffic shapes in PktGen, the  comparison with professional devices and its uti- 
lization in our research activities on Quality of Service, high-speed networks, 
and Open Router architecture [21]. 
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Abstract. Nowadays, networking equipment is realized by using decentralized 
architectures that often include special-purpose hardware elements. The latter 
considerably improve the performance on one hand, while on the other they 
limit the level of flexibility. Indeed, it is very difficult both to have access to 
details about internal operations and to perform any kind of interventions more 
complex than a configuration of parameters. Sometimes, the "experimental" 
nature of the Internet and its diffusion in many contexts suggest a different 
approach. This type of need is more evident inside the scientific community, 
which often encounters many difficulties in realizing experiments. Recent 
technological advances give a good chance to do something really effective in 
the field of open Internet equipment, also called Open Routers (ORs). The main 
target approached in this paper is to extend the evaluation of the OR forwarding 
performance proposed in [I], by analyzing the influence of the control plane 
functionalities. 

Keywords. Open Router, Linux kernel, IP forwarding performance 

1 Introduction 

During the past 20 years, Internet equipment has radically changed many times, to 
meet the increasing quantity and the complexity of new functionalities [2]. Nowadays, 
current high-end IP nodes belong to the 3'd generation, and are designed to reach very 
high performance levels, by effectively supporting high forwarding speeds (e.g., 10 
Gbps). With this purpose, these devices are usually characterized by decentralized 
architectures that often include custom hardware components, like ASIC or FPGA 
circuits. On one hand, the dedicated hardware elements improve the performance 
considerably, while, on the other hand, they limit the level of flexibility. Moreover, 
with respects to this commercial equipment, it is very difficult both to have access to 
internal details and to perform any kind of interventions that would require more 
complex operations than those involved by a configuration of parameters: in this case, 
the "closure" to external modifications is a clear attempt to protect the industrial 
investment. 
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In many contexts the "experimental" nature of the Internet and its diffusion suggest a 
different approach. This type of need is more evident within the scientific community, 
which often finds many difficulties in realizing experiments, test-beds and trials for 
the evaluation of new functionalities, protocols and control mechanisms. But also the 
market frequently asks for a more open and flexible approach, like that suggested by 
the Open Source philosophy for software. This is especially true in those situations 
where the network functions must be inserted in products, whose main aim is not 
limited to realizing basic network operations. 
As outlined in [ l ]  and in [3] (that report some of the most interesting results obtained 
in the EURO project [4]), the recent technology advances give a good chance to do 
something really effective in the field of open Internet devices, sometimes called 
Open Routers (ORs) or Software Routers. This possibility comes, for what concerns 
the software, from the Open Source Operating Systems (OSs), like Linux and 
FreeBSD (which have sophisticated and complete networking capabilities), and for 
what concerns the hardware from the COTSIPC components (whose performance is 
always increasing, while their costs are decreasing). The attractiveness of the OR 
solution can be summarized in multi-vendor availability, low-cost and continuous 
updatelevolution of the basic parts, as assumed by Moore's law. 
The main target approached in this paper is to extend the evaluation of the OR 
forwarding performance proposed in [I], by analyzing the influence of the control 
plane functionalities. In fact, we have to outline that in a PC-based OR, unlike in 
much industrial dedicated equipment, the data and the control plane have to share the 
computational resources of the CPU(s) in the system. Thus, our main objective is to 
study and to analyze, both with external (throughput) and internal (profiling) 
measurement tools, if and how the presence of heavy control operations may affect 
the performance level of the IP forwarding process. 
The paper is organized as in the following. The next Section describes the architecture 
of the open node for what concerns both hardware and s o h a r e  structure. Section I11 
reports the parameter tuning operations realized on the OR to obtain the maximum 
performance. Section IV describes the external and internal performance evaluation 
tools used in the tests, while Sections V reports the numerical results of all the most 
relevant experiments. The conclusions and future activities are in Section VI. 

2 Open Router Architecture 

To define the OR reference architecture, we have established some main criteria and 
we have used them to a priori select a set of basic elements. The objective has been to 
obtain a high-end node base structure, able to support top performance with respect to 
IP packet forwarding and control plane elaborations. The decision process, the criteria 
and the final selection results are described in some detail in the following, separately 
for hardware and software elements. 

2.a Hardware Architecture 
The PC architecture is a general-purpose one and it is not specifically optimized for 
network operations. This means that, in principle, it cannot reach the same 
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performance level of custom high-end network equipment, which generally uses 
dedicated HW elements to handle and to parallelize the most critical operations. This 
characteristic has more impact on the data plane performance, where custom devices 
usually utilize dedicated ASIC, FPGA, Network Processor and specific internal bus, 
to provide a high level of parallelism in the packet processing and exchange. On the 
other hand, COTS hardware can guarantee two very important features as the 
cheapness and the fast and continuous evolution of many of its components. 
Moreover, the performance gap might be not so large and anyway more than justified 
by the cost difference. 
The PC internal data path uses a centralized I10 structure composed by: the I10 bus, 
the memory channel (both used by DMA to transfer data from network interfaces to 
RAM and vice versa) and the Front Side Bus (FSB) (used by the CPU with the 
memory channel to access to the RAM during the packet elaboration). It is evident 
that the bandwidth of these busses and the PC computational capacity are the two 
most critical hardware elements involved in the determination of the maximum 
performance in terms of both peak passing bandwidth (in Mbps) and maximum 
number of forwarded packets per second. 
For example, a full duplex Gigabit Ethernet Interface makes immediately inadequate 
the traditional PC1 bus (32 bits with a frequency of 33 MHz). With these high-speed 
interfaces we need at least one of the two newest evolutions of this standard, namely 
PCI-X and PCI-Express, which can assure the needed overall bandwidth to handle the 
traffic of several Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. So, the selection criteria have been very 
fast internal busses and a dual CPU 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the packet path in 
hardware architecture. 

system 

Fig. 2. Scheme of the Supermicro X5DL8- 
GG main board. 

With this goal, we have chosen the Supermicro X5DL8-GG main board, mounting a 
Serverworks GC-LE chipset, whose structure is shown in Fig. 2. This chipset can 
support a dual-Xeon system with a dual memory channel and a PCI-X bus at 133 
MHz, with 64 parallel bits. The Xeon processor has the Pentium 4 core that allows 
multiprocessor configurations and Hyper-Threading (HT) capability enabled. It 
derives from the Intel NetBurst architecture and it is one of the most suitable 32 bit 
processors for high-end server architectures, thanks to its large L2lL3 cache size. In 
our tests we used a Xeon version with 2.4 GHz clock and 5 12 KB sized cache. The 
memory bandwidth, supported by this chipset, matches the system bus speed, but the 
most important point is that the memory is 2-way interleaved, which assures high 
performance and low average access latencies. The bus that connects the North 
Bridge to the PC1 bridges, namely IMB, has more bandwidth (more than 25 Gbps) 
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than the maximum combined bandwidth of the two PCI-X busses (16 Gbps) on each 
110 bridge. 
Network interfaces are another critical element in the system, as they can heavily 
condition the PC Router performance. As reported in [5 ] ,  the network adapters on the 
market have different levels of maximum performance and a different configurability. 
In this respect, we have selected the Intel PRO 1000 XT Server network interfaces, 
which are equipped with a PCI-X controller, supporting the 133 MHz frequency and 
also a wide configuration range for many parameters, like, for example, transmission 
and receive buffer lengths, maximum interrupt rates and other important features [6]. 

2.b Software Architecture 
The software architecture of an OR has to provide many different functionalities: 
from the ones directly involved in the packet forwarding process to the ones needed 
for control functionalities, dynamic configuration and monitoring. In particular, we 
have chosen to study and to analyze a Linux based OR framework, as it is one of the 
open source OSs that have a large and sophisticated kernel-integrated network 
support, it is equipped with numerous GNU software applications. and it has been 
selected in the last years as framework for a large part of networking research 
projects. 
Moreover, we have also decided not to take into account some software architectures, 
extremely customized to the network usage (e.g., Click [7], [a]): even if they often 
provide higher performance with respect to the "standard" frameworks, they often 
result compatible with few hardware components and standard software tools. For 
example, Click provides (by replacing the standard network kernel) a very fast 
forwarding mechanism [9], which is realized by polling the network interfaces, but it 
needs particular drivers (not yet available for many network adapters), and it is not 
fully compatible with many well-known network control applications (e.g., 
ZebraIQuagga). 
For what concerns the Linux OR architecture, as outlined in [I] and in [3], while all 
the forwarding functions are realized inside the Linux kernel, the large part of the 
control and monitoring operations is running as daemons/applications in user mode. 
Thus, we have to outline that, unlike most of the commercial network equipment, the 
forwarding functionalities and the control ones have to share the CPUs in the system. 
In fact, especially the high-end commercial network equipment provides separated 
computational resources for these processes: the forwarding is managed by a 
switching fabric, which is a switching matrix, often realized with ad hoc hardware 
elements (ASICs, FPGAs and Network Processors), while all the control 
functionalities are executed by one ore more separated processors. 
Let us now go into the details of the Linux OR architecture: as shown in Fig. 3 and 
previously sketched, the control plane functionalities run in the user space, while the 
forwarding process is entirely realized inside the kernel. 
In particular, the networking code of the kernel is composed by a chain of three main 
modules, namely receiving API (RxAPI), IP Processing, transmission API (TxAPI), 
which manage respectively the reception of packets from the network interfaces, their 
IP layer elaboration and their transmission to the network devices. Moreover, the first 
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of these modules, the RxAPI, has experienced many structural and refining 
developments, as it is a very critical element for performance optimization. 
The NAP1 (New API) [lo] is the latest version of RxAPI architecture, it is available 
from the 2.4.22 kernel, and it has been explicitly created to increase the system 
scalability, as it can handle network interface requests with an interrupt moderation 
mechanism that allows to adaptively switch from a classical interrupt management of 
the network interfaces to a polling one. 

4 7~:; -:\ WRouUng \\ ,/' Processing 
lncomlng / / outcoming 

Traffic Traffic 

Fig. 3. Software architecture of a Linux-based OR. 

Another important element of the kernel integrated forwarding architecture is the 
memory management. All the kernel code is structured with a zero-copy statement 
[lo]: to avoid unnecessary and onerous memory transfer operations of packets, they 
are left to reside in the memory locations used by the DMA-engines of ingress 
network interfaces, and each operation on the packets is performed by using a sort of 
pointer to the packet and to its key fields, called descriptor or sk-bufJ: These 
descriptors are effectively composed by pointers to the different fields of the headers 
contained in the associated packets. 
Moreover, the sk-buff data structure allows to realize all the buffers used by the 
networking layers, as it provides the general buffering and flow control facilities 
needed by network protocols. A descriptor is immediately allocated and associated to 
each received packet in the sub-IP layer, it is used in every subsequent networking 
operation, and finally de-allocated when the network interface signals the successful 
transmission. 
The network code of the newest versions of the Linux kernel allows managing the 
forwarding process with Symmetric MultiProcessing (SMP) configurations. In fact, 
starting from version 2.0 on, the networking architecture of the Linux kernel has been 
developed by using a thread-based structure. Moreover, the kernel (>2.4.26) allows 
statically associating the elaboration of all the packets, which have to be transmitted 
or which have been received by a network interface, to a single CPU. This is a 
feasible solution to reduce concurrency effects, like cache contentions/invalidates due 
to locks, counters and ring buffer access, which can heavily decrease the average 
useful CPU cycles. By the way, as shown in [I], when the forwarding process 
involves two network interfaces associated to different CPUs, the packet descriptors, 
after that the routing decision has been taken and the egress interface selected, have to 
change the associated CPU, and the concurrency effects decrease the useful CPU 
cycles and give raise to a heavy performance reduction. Thus, in some particular cases 
(e.g., when it is quite likely that packets cross interfaces associated to different 
CPUs), increasing the number of CPUs may even decrease the overall forwarding 
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performance. For these reasons, to maximize the forwarding performance, it is 
reasonable to bind the network interfaces that exchange high amounts of packets 
among them to a single CPU. 
Moreover, for what concerns the control plane, it is very difficult to populate a list of 
control functionalities that have to be probably activated in the OR. In fact, except the 
classical IP routing protocols, it is reasonable to suppose that the control plane 
functionalities to activate on a router mostly depend on the whole network scenario. 
For example, it is quite difficult to fix how many and what kind of functionalities and 
of mechanisms (e.g., Flow Access Control, Dynamic Bandwidth Allocator, and so on) 
an OR has to activate to effectively support the QoS. 
As to the control plane, it is reasonable to suppose that the OR has to support different 
types of functionalities: from the implementations of classical routing protocols (RIP, 
OSPF, BGP, etc.), which are often used by applying well-known tools like Zebra 
[ l l ] ,  Quagga [12] and Xorp [13][14], to the ones related to monitoring modules and 
to QoS management applications (e.g., bandwidth allocations and flow access 
control). The support to all these hnctionalities may result in a quite high number of 
processes, every so often scheduled and activated, which as a whole may represent a 
non-negligible computational load for the OR. 
Note that our main objective is not to evaluate the performance of the control plane, 
whose functionalities and performance analysis require both a heavy effort and the 
usage of sophisticated tools, to emulate large and complex network environments, but 
to analyze how its presence may influence the forwarding performance. For these 
reasons, in our tests we have decided to not take explicitly into account the real OR 
control plane applications, but to use a set of dummy processes to emulate them by 
performing a reasonable set of operations (i.e., integer and floating point calculations, 
memory allocations, disk writing, etc.). Thus, we have decided to use a very "CPU 
hungry" set of always active dummy control processes that can give us a reasonable 
idea of the OR performance in a worst case. 

3 Performance tuning 

As shown in Section V and reported in [I], the computational capacity power appears 
to be the only real bottleneck in the packet forwarding process of our OR architecture. 
In this context, "computational power" means both the software architecture 
efficiency and the characteristics of some hardware components, like the CPUs, the 
North Bridge chipset and the RAM banks. In fact, while for medium-large sized 
datagrams the OR achieves the full Gigabitls capacity, the maximum throughput is 
limited to only about 400K packets per second in the presence of an ingress flow 
composed by 64 byte-sized datagrams, with a standard 2.5 version of the Linux 
kernel. 
To maximize the forwarding performance, a reduction of the computational 
complexity of the OR software architecture is clearly needed. Thus, in this respect, we 
have performed the tuning of some driver and kernel parameters and introduced some 
interesting architectural refinements. 
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For what concerns the driver parameter tuning, we have to take into account that 
many recent network adapters [6] allow to change the ring buffer dimension and the 
maximum interrupt rates. Both these parameters have a great influence on the NAPI 
performance. In this respect, [lo] shows that the interrupt rate of network adapters 
should not be limited in NAPI kernels and that ring buffers should be large to prevent 
the packet drops in the presence of bursty traffic. Note that, as a too large ring buffer 
may causes high packet latencies, we have chosen to set the ring buffer sizes to the 
minimum value that permits to achieve a good performance level. 
For what concerns the kernel parameters, we have decided to over-dimension all the 
internal buffers (e.g., IP layer and egress buffers), to avoid useless internal drops of 
already processed packets. Another important parameter to tune is the quota value 
that fixes, in the NAPI mechanism, the number of packets that each device can 
elaborate at every polling cycle. 
It is also possible to act on some specific 2.5 kernel parameters, by adapting them to 
the specific networking usage: for example, the profiling results in [I] show that the 
kernel scheduler operations employ about 4-5% of the overall quantity of 
computational resources uselessly. To avoid this CPU time waste, the OS scheduler 
clock frequency should be decreased: by reducing its value to 100 Hz, the forwarding 
rate improves of about 20K packets per second. 
The rationalization of memory management is another important aspect: as 
highlighted in the profiling results of Section V, a considerable part of the available 
resources is used in the allocation and de-allocation of packet descriptors (memory 
management functions). Reference [16] proposes a patch that allows to recycle the 
descriptors of the successfblly sent packets: the basic idea is to save CPU resources 
during the receive NAPI operations, by reusing the packet descriptors inside the 
completion queue. The use of this patch can again improve the performance. 
Summarizing, our optimized NAPI 2.5.75 kernel image includes the descriptor 
recycling patch and the 5.1.13-kl version of el000 driver, and it has been configured 
with the following optimized values: 

I) the Rx and Tx ring buffers have been set to 5 12 descriptors; 
11) the Rx interrupt generation has not been limited; 
1II)the egress buffer size for all the adapters has been dimensioned equal to 20,000 

descriptors; 
1V)the NAPI quota parameter has been set to 23 descriptors; 
V) the scheduler clock frequency has been fixed to 100 Hz. 

4 Testbed and measurement tools 

The OR performance can be analyzed by using both internal and external 
measurement methods. The external measures can be performed by using both 
hardware and software tools, which are outside the OR, and which usually provide 
global performance indexes, such as, for the forwarding process, the throughput or the 
maximum delay. Internal measures are obtained by using specific software tools 
(called profilers) placed inside the OR, which are able to trace the percentage of CPU 
utilization for each software modules running on the node. 
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Internal measurements are very useful for the identification of the architecture 
bottlenecks. The problem is that many of these tools require a relevant computational 
effort that perturbs the system performance, and that makes the results not 
meaningful. In this respect, their correct selection is a strategic point. We have 
verified with many different tests that one of the best tools is Oprofile [17], an open 
source code that realizes a continuous monitoring of system dynamics with a frequent 
and quite regular sampling of CPU hardware registers. Oprofile allows evaluating, in 
a very effective and deep way, the CPU utilization of each software application and 
each single kernellapplication function running in the system with a very low 
com~utational overhead. 
For what concerns the external measurements, to test the forwarding performance we 
have chosen an open source software-benchmarking code running on PC. More in 
particular, since all the well-known and commonly used traffic generation 
applications (like NetPerf [18] or Rude&Crude [19]) do not achieve the scalability 
level needed to generate and to measure high packet rates, we have used a kernel level 
tool. It allows a high performance level, much higher than the classical kind of 
software generators and-measurers. The latter are simpler and they work nearer to the 
hardware, but obviously they have a lower flexibility level. Most of the kernel level 
benchmarking codes are based on the same idea: the creation in the reserved kernel - 
space of one or more packet patterns, and their recycle for multiple transmissions. 
Among the different ones available, (we can cite Kernel Generator [20], UDPGen 
[21]) we have chosen to use the Click environment with some generation and 
measurement modules [lo]. 
Thus, by using the previously cited tools, we have defined a testbed composed by the 
OR itself and some other PCs dedicated to traffic generation and measurement. As 
shown in Fig. 4, we have also used a 3Com Office Connect Gigabit Switch to 
aggregate the traffic generated by 3 PCs on one or more router interfaces and 1 PC to 
measure the output traffic. 

Ooen Router 

Traff~c Measurer 

Traffic generators 

Fig. 4. Scheme of the testbed used for the OR performance evaluation. 

5 Numerical Results 

In this section, some of the numerical results that were obtained are shown. In 
particular, we have decided to report the performance evaluation results in terms of 
external and internal measurements for both a single processor and an SMP OR 
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software architecture. We have performed several tests for each selected OR 
configuration, with and without the activation of the control plane dummy processes, 
by increasing the traffic offered load. Since, as outlined in [I], the computational 
capacity is the main bottleneck of the OR architecture, we have chosen to perform all 
the tests by using a traffic flow with 64 Byte sized datagrams. 
Concerning the results reported in this Section, we show two types of indexes: 
external throughput (i.e., the throughput crossing the OR), and profiling information, 
represented by the CPU percentage used by the different kernel parts. In particular, 
about this last type of results, all the kernel functions have been grouped in few 
homogeneous sets: CPU idle, scheduler, memory management, IP processing, NAPI, 
Tx API, IRQ routines, Ethernet processing, Oprofile and Control Plane. 
Thus, in the first test session we have used a single processor running a 2.5.75 kernel 
with different optimization levels: a standard version, a standard version with the 
tuning of driver barameters, and a version that includes the parameter tuning and the 
descriptor recycling patch. 
As shown in Fig. 5, when the control plane processes are not running, the applied 
optimizations allow to nearly double the maximum throughput and to achieve a 
forwarding rate of about to 720K packets per second (that corresponds to about half 
of the Gigabit capacity). The presence of active control plane processes reduces the 
maximum throughput obtainable with all the three adopted versions in a considerable 
way. In particular, Fig. 6 shows that, in such environment, the three kernel versions 
achieve a maximum throughput value nearly equal to 3 15K, 415K and 500K packets 
per second. 
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Fig. 5. Maximum throughput versus traffic Fig.6. Maximum throughput versus traffic 
load for different versions of single CPU load for different versions of single CPU 
kernel. kernel in the presence of active control plane 

processes. 

Figs 7, 8, and 9 report the profiling results of the tests without the control plane, while 
in Figs 10, 11 and 12 the ones including it are shown. In all these tests, the CPU 
resources used by the forwarding process (IP Processing, NAPI, Tx API, Ethernet 
Processing and Memory) increase their computational weight proportionally to the 
forwarding rate, while the IRQ management operations show a decreasing behaviour, 
which depends on the characteristic of NAPI kernels; when the traffic load offered to 
the ingress interfaces increases, the NAPI passes adaptively from an interrupt 
mechanism to a polling one, by reducing the interrupt rate. 
Fig. 8 outlines that the driver parameter tuning causes an increase of IRQ 
management contribution. This effect is a clear indication that the driver parameter 
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tuning produces a more aggressive behaviour of the network interfaces, which try to 
activate the kernel network stack more frequently. 
Moreover, the descriptor-recycling patch used in the fully optimized kernel version 
allows to reach the best forwarding performance, by reducing to zero the memory 
management computational weight (that reaches, in the other kernel versions, nearly 
55% of the available CPU resources). 

N 411 -+ - 
Tr \m - o . 
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Fig. 7. Profiling results of the single processor standard kernel version without any processes 
active in the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 8. Profiling results of the single processor kernel version with the driver parameter tuning 
and without any processes active in the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 9. Profiling results of the single processor fully optimized kernel version (that includes the 
driver parameter tuning and the descriptor-recycling patch) without any processes active in the 
control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 5. 

Figs 10, 11 and 12 show that, when there are active processes in the control plane, the 
forwarding operations appear to have a very similar behaviour, with a slightly reduced 
computational weight with respect to those in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. For what concerns the 
control plane, the active processes tend to use few computational resources in the 
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presence of a high IRQ rate, while, when the OR gets saturated, they become stable at 
a computational weight of about 30-35% of the available resources. 
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Fig. 10. Profiling results of the single processor standard kernel version without any processes 
active in the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 11. Profiling results of the single processor kernel version with the driver parameter tuning 
and without any processes active in the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 12. Profiling results of the single processor fully optimized kernel version (that includes 
the driver parameter tuning and the descriptor-recycling patch) without any processes active in 
the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 6. 

In the second test session we have used a SMP version of the optimized 2.5.75 Linux 
kernel (that includes the driver parameter tuning and the descriptor-recycling patch). 
In particular, we have chosen to use the following three different kernel 
configurations: 

no CPU assignments: the elaboration of both the packets received or 
transmitted by the different network interfaces and the control plane processes 
is not bound to a specific CPU. Note that, when there are no CPU-NIC 
bindings, the Linux kernel uses the same CPU to process all the packets. 
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NICs on a single CPU: the elaboration of the received or transmitted packets is 
bound to CPU 0, while the control plane processes run on CPU 1. 
NICs on different CPUs: the elaboration of the received packets is bound to 
CPU 0, while the transmitted ones are processed by CPU 1. The control plane 
processes are not bound on a sinale CPU. - 

Figs. 13 and 14 report the maximum throughput values obtainable respectively 
without and with the active dummy processes on the control plane. Note that, when 
the forwarded packets have to be elaborated by two different CPUs (i.e., 3rd 
configuration), the memory concurrency management becomes critical and the 
performance of the forwarding process collapse. Moreover, with such configuration 
the throughput increases of about 15K packets per second when the control plane 
processes are active: in fact, the presence of other running processes in the system 
seems to reduce the concurrence of the two CPUs for the kernel reserved memory, 
where all the packet descriptors are located. 
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Fig. 13. Maximum throughput versus traffic Fig.14. Maximum throughput versus traffic 
load for different configurations of the SMP load for different configurations of the SMP 
Linux kernel. Linux kernel in the presence of active control 

plane processes. 

Figs. 15, 16 and 17 report the profiling results obtained without control plane, while 
Figs. 18, 19 and 20 report the profiling results of the tests while such processes are 
active with the three kernel configurations. 
By comparing the results obtained with the first configuration (Figs. 15 and 18), we 
can note how the operation sets seem to have a behaviour almost similar to the single 
processor case: for example, also in this case, when the IRQ management functions 
increase their CPU occupancy, the control plane processes lower their performance. 
This effect is avoided by using the 2nd kernel configuration: the results in Figs. 19 do 
not outline any decay of the performance of control processes. Moreover, this SMP 
configuration seems to be the only feasible way to make the performance of the 
forwarding process uncorrelated with the one of the control plane. 
By observing the profiling results of the 3d configuration (Figs. 17 and 20), we can 
note that the CPU utilization of memory management function rises with respect to 
the other SMP case: as previously sketched, this particular effect is caused by a more 
critical memory management in the forwarding process, due to the concurrency 
between the CPUs to access the kernel reserved memory. Moreover, also the control 
plane processes seem to suffer low CPU resources. 
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Fig. 15. Profiling results of the SMP fully optimized kernel version (that includes the driver 
parameter tuning and the descriptor recycling patch) with the I" configuration and without any 
processes active in the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 13. 

Fig. 16. Profiling results of the SMP fully optimized kernel version (that includes the driver 
parameter tuning and the descriptor recycling patch) with the 2"d configuration and without any 
processes active in the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 13. 

Fig. 17. Profiling results of the SMP fully optimized kernel version (that includes the driver 
parameter tuning and the descriptor recycling patch) with the 3'd configuration and without any 
processes active in the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 18. Profiling results of the SMP fully optimized kernel version (that includes the driver 
parameter tuning and the descriptor recycling patch) with the 1" configuration and with the 
processes active in the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 19. Profiling results of the SMP fully optimized kernel version (that includes the driver 
parameter tuning and the descriptor recycling patch) with the 2nd configuration and with the 
processes active in the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 14. 

Fig. 20. Profiling results of the SMP fully optimized kernel version (that includes the driver 
parameter tuning and the descriptor recycling patch) with the 3rd configuration and with the 
processes active in the control plane. The forwarding rate is shown in Fig. 14. 

6 Conclusion 

The main contribution of this work has been reporting the results of a deep activity of 
optimization and testing realized on a PC Open Router architecture based on Linux 
software, and, more in particular, based on Linux kernel 2.5. The main objective has 
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been the performance evaluation (with respect to  packet forwarding) o f  an optimized 
OR, both with external (throughput) and internal (profiling) measurements. 
The obtained results show that a single processor O R  can achieve interesting 
performance for what concerns the forwarding process, but, in the presence of active 
processes in the control plane this performance can notably decrease. The results 
obtained with the SMP forwarding kernel show that, by binding the forwarding 
process and the control plane hnctionalities to  different CPUs, the O R  can reach a 
maximum throughput nearly equal to  550K packets per second, without any 
interference (in terms o f  performance) with the control plane processes. 
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Abstract. Wireless sensor networks are often used for environmental mon- 
itoring applications. Sampling and reconstruction of a physical field is 
therefore one of the most important problems to solve. We focus on 
band-limited fields and investigate the relationship between the random 
topology of a sensor network and the quality of the reconstructed field. 
By reviewing irregular sampling theory, we derive some guidelines on how 
sensors should be deployed over a spatial area for efficient data acquisi- 
tion and reconstruction. We analyze the problem using random matrix 
theory and show that even a very irregular spatial distribution of sensors 
may lead to a successful signal reconstruction, provided that the number 
of collected samples is large enough with respect to the field bandwidth. 

Keywords: sensor networks, field reconstruction, irregular sampling. 

1 Introduction 

One of the most popular applications of wireless sensor networks is environmental 
monitoring. In general, a physical phenomenon (hereinafter also called sensor or 
physical field) may vary over both space and time. In this work, we address the 
problem of sampling and reconstruction of a one-dimensional, spatial field at 
a particular time instant. We focus on a band-limited field (e.g., pressure and 
temperature), and assume that sensors are randomly deployed over the area of 
interest. Also, nodes can represent each sample with a sufficient number of bits, 
so that the quantization error is negligible. 

Data are transfered from the sensors to a common data-collecting unit, the 
so-called sink node. In this work, however, we are concerned only with acquisition 
and reconstruction of the sensor field, and we do not address issues related to 
information transport. Thus, although studying the effect of errors and losses due 
to data transfer is of great interest, we assume that all data is correctly received 
at the sink. Furthermore, we assume that the sensors position are known. This 

* This work was supported through the PATTERN project 
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implies that nodes are either located at pre-defined positions, or, if randomly 
deployed, their location can be acquired. 

Our objective is to investigate the relation between the network topology and 
the quality of the reconstructed field. More specifically, we aim at identifying the 
topology characteristics and, hence, a sample distribution that allows the sink 
node to reconstruct the signal of interest with the desired precision. The main 
contributions of this paper are the following: 

(i) by reviewing irregular sampling theory, we derive some guidelines on the 
number of sensors to be deployed and on how they should be spatially spaced 
so as to successfully reconstruct the measured field; 

(ii) by analyzing the problem using random matrix theory, we show that even a 
very irregular spatial distribution of sensors may lead to a successful signal 
reconstruction, provided that the number of collected samples is large enough 
with respect to the field bandwidth; 

(iii) we identify the theoretical basis to estimate the required number of active 
sensors, given the field bandwidth. 

2 Related work on data acquisition in sensor networks 

To the best of our knowledge, few works have addressed the problem of sampling 
and reconstruction in sensor networks. Efficient techniques for spatial sampling 
in sensor networks are proposed in [4,5]. In particular [4] presents an algorithm 
to determine which sensor subsets should be selected to acquire data from an area 
of interest and which nodes should remain inactive to save energy. The algorithm 
chooses sensors in such a way that the node positions can be mapped into a blue 
noise binary pattern. In [5], an adaptive sampling is described, which allows 
the central data-collector to vary the number of active sensors, i.e., samples, 
according to the desired resolution level. The problem of data acquisition is also 
addressed in [3], where the authors consider a one-dimension field, uniformly 
sampled at the Nyquist frequency by low precision sensors. The authors show 
that the number of sensors (i.e., samples) can be traded-off with the precision 
of sensors. Finally, the work in [6] proposes to use synthetic data generation 
techniques to generate irregular data topology from some available experimental 
data. The objective there is to obtain a field model to evaluate sensor network 
algorithms. 

3 Irregular sampling of band-limited signals 

Let us consider the one-dimensional model where r sensors, randomly located in 
the interval [0, I) ,  measure the value of a band-limited signal p(t). Let t j  E [O,1) 
for j = 1 . . . , r be the locations of the sampling points ordered increasingly and 
p(tj) the corresponding samples. 
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A strictly band-limited signal over the interval [O,1) can be written as the 
weighted sum of M' harmonics in terms of Fourier series: 

Note that for real valued signals the Fourier coefficients satisfy the relation a: = 
a-k so that 

where ak = p* exp(i4k). 
The reconstruction problem can be formulated as follows: given r pairs [tj  , p(tj)] 

for j = 1,. . . , r find the band-limited signal in ( I )  uniquely specified by the se- 
quence of its Fourier coeficients a*. 

Let the reconstructed signal be 

where the dk are the corresponding Fourier coefficients up to the M-th harmonic. 
In general, the reconstruction procedure will minimize Ilp(t) -$(t)1I2 if M < M' 
and gives p(t) = $(t) if M = M'. 

Consider the (2M + 1) x r matrix F whose (k, q)-th element is defined by 

the vector & = [a-M, . . . , ao,. . . , a ~ ] ~  of size 2M + 1 and the vector 
p = b(t l) ,  . . . ,p(t,)]T. We have the following linear system 

where (-)t is the conjugate transpose operator. In the following we will denote 
T = F F ~  and b = Fp.  

When the samples are equally spaced in the interval [O, I ) ,  i.e., tq = (q;l)/r, 
we observe that the matrix F is a unitary matrix (FFt = T = I 2 ~ + 1 )  and 
its rows are orthonormal row vectors of an inverse DFT matrix. In this case (3) 
gives the first M Fourier coefficients of sample sequence p. 

When the samples t, are not equally spaced, the matrix F is no longer unitary 
and the matrix T becomes a (2M + 1) x (2M + 1) Hermitian Toeplitz matrix 

The symbol I, represents the n by n identity matrix 
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where 

1 
(T)k,m = r k - m  = -xexp(2ni( lc-m)tq)  m = M . . .  M (4) 

q = l  

It follows that the Toeplitz matrix T is uniquely defined by the 4M + 1 
variables 

1 
re = - x exp(2niltq) & = -2M, . . . 2 M  

r q= l 

The solution of (3), which involves the inversion of T, requires some attention 
if the condition number of T (or equivalently of F) becomes large. We recall that 
the condition number of T is defined as 

where A,, and Amin are the largest and the smallest eigenvalues of T, respec- 
tively. In practice, matrix inversion is usually performed by algorithms which 
are very sensitive to small eigenvalues, especially when smaller than the ma- 
chine precision. For this reason in [l] a preconditioning technique is used to 
guarantee a bounded condition number when the maximum separation between 
consecutive sampling points is not too large. More precisely, by defining wq = 
(tq+l - tq-1)/2 for q = 1.. . , r ,  where to = t, - 1 and t,+l = 1 + t l ,  and by 
letting W = diag(w1,. . . , w,), the preconditioned system becomes 

where T, = FWFt and b, = F W p .  By defining the maximum gap between 
consecutive sampling points as 

when 6 < 1/2M, it is shown in [I] that 

This result generalizes the Nyquist sampling theorem to the case of irregular 
sampling, but only gives a sufficient condition for perfect reconstruction when 
the condition number is compatible with the machine precision. 

In Figure 1 and 2, we give an example of the reconstruction from irregular 
samples of a band-limited signal, using (3). In Figure 1, we chose M = 10 
and r = 26 and the samples have been randomly selected over the interval 
[O, 0.8). The signal has been perfectly reconstructed even if large gaps are present 
(6 > 0.2). In Figure 2, r = 21 samples of the same signal of Fig. 1 have been taken 
randomly over the entire window. Due to the bad conditioning of the matrix T 
(i.e., very low eigenvalues) the algorithm failed to reconstruct the signal due to 
machine precision underflow. 
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Fig. 1. Example of a reconstructed signal from irregular sampling 

4 The random matrix approach 

We recall that the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of a H H ~  matrix where H 
is a K x N matrix with independent zero-mean complex random variables with 
variance 1/N and fourth moments of order 0(1/N2) was given by MarEenko and 
Pastur [2]. In particular, as K, N -+ co and K I N  -+ ,fl the empirical distribu- 
tion of H H ~  converges almost surely to a nonrandom limiting distribution with 
density 

where a = (1 - fi)2, b = (I + fi)2 and (x)+ = max(0, x). Unfortunately, this 
result does not apply to T = F F ~  due to the dependence among the elements 
of F, nevertheless it is useful for comparison. 

As an example, we plot in Figures 3-5 the experimental eigenvalue distri- 
bution of T, with r = 600 and M = 100,150,180 obtained by Monte Carlo 
simulation. We compare it with the MarEenko-Pastur asymptotic eigenvalue 
distribution. We observe that the two distributions have significantly different 
shape as ,fl increases. The bin width is set to 0.1 and prevents from seeing the 
behavior of the distribution around zero. However, in all cases, the experiments 
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r=21, M=10, P=l, irregular sampling on [0,1] 

Fig. 2. Example of a badly reconstructed signal due to numerical instability 

showed that the minimum eigenvalue is not bounded away from zero as in the 
MarEenko-Pastur distribution. This is critical for the condition number of T, 
therefore we are interested in evaluating the probability that the minimum eigen- 
value is greater than the machine precision, i.e., the probability of correct field 
reconstruction. 

The dotted curves in Figure 6 show loglo Fx(x), for P ranging from 0.1 to 
0.8. The curves show an approximately linear behavior for loglo FA(%) < -1, 
for all values of p. Notice that the machine precision is around 10-16. Due to 
this limitation the dotted curves loose their linear behavior while approaching 
x = 10-l6 (see the case /3 = 0.8). The solid lines in Figure 6 are the tangent 
of the c.d.f computed in loglo FA(%) = -2. By numerical interpolation we have 
obtained the following approximation (dashed lines) 

where 6 = (1.14 - 0.5514P)~ which yields 

for x t 0. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the MarEenko-Pastur distribution and the Monte Carlo 
experimental distribution for P = 0.34 

M=100, r=600, P=0.34 
1 I I I I I I I 

The c.d.f computed according to the above expression is denoted in the figure 
by the dashed lines. The approximation accuracy is evident especially for ,D in 
the range from 0.2 to 0.7. 

0.9 

By considering the moment generating function of the eigenvalue distribution 

A(,)  = IE [tr (eST)] 

- 

we were able to compute the following moments in closed form 

- Marcenko Pastur (H'H~) 
0 Montecarlo (F*FH) 
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I I - Marcenko Pastur (H'H~) 
I 0 Montecarlo (F*FH) 

Fig. 4. Comparison between the MarEenko-Pastur distribution and the Monte Carlo 
experimental distribution for ,B = 0.50 

In the limit for M -+ co and r  + co with constant ,O = 2Mlr  we get the 
following central moments 
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M=180, r=600, P=0.60 , 
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- Marcenko Pastur (H*HH) 
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the MarEenko-Pastur distribution and the Monte Carlo 
experimental distribution for P = 0.60 

We observe how the eigenvalues are concentrated around 1 when ,fI is small. 
Recall that M is the field bandwidth and r is the number of samples, i.e., the 
number of active sensors over the observation area. We are interested in deriving 
the eigenvalue distribution as M d oo and r -+ co with constant P = 2Mlr  < 
1. Indeed, given the eigenvalue distribution we could determine the condition 
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Eigenvalue log c.d.f 

Fig. 6. Cumulative density function of X obtained by Montecarlo simulation for some 
values of p. Dotted lines: Montecarlo; solid lines: tangents at log,, FA(%) = -2; dashed 
lines: linear approximation in equation (5). 

number of the matrix T, hence the probability of correct field reconstruction. 
This will be the next step in our work. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

We considered a large-scale wireless sensor network sampling a physical field, 
and we investigated the relationship between the random network topology and 
the quality of the reconstructed field. We employed random matrix theory, and 
gave the basis to derive the ratio of the field bandwidth to the number of samples 
necessary for a successful reconstruction. 

In our future research, we need to address several issues. First of all, we would 
like to obtain the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of the matrix employed for 
the field reconstruction, so that the condition number, i.e., the probability of 
correct field reconstruction can be determined. A two-dimensional field should 
be analyzed, and several aspects should be taken into account. For instance, the 
fact that sensors can represent the detected information with a limited number 
of bits, data (i.e., sample) losses can occur during the information transfer to 
the sink, and the sensor locations can be unknown, should all be included in the 
analysis. 
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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the relationship between local next hop 
selection strategies and their efficiency in terms of both link related metrics, such 
as the mean packet delivery fraction, and network related metrics, such as the 
energy status of the node elected as relay. In standard geographical forwarding 
algorithms the relay selection is usually carried out by means of advancements to- 
ward the destination. However, channel attenuation phenomena often make pure 
geographical strategies ineffective as the quality of a transmission link is not nec- 
essarily deterministically related to the node coordinates. In order to achieve ef- 
fective and cost efficient routing solutions, it is therefore crucial to couple ad- 
vancements toward the destination with link quality aspects as well as network 
related metrics (e.g., node energies). This study is a preliminary step toward the 
design of local relay selection rules which jointly account for these aspects and 
whose aim is to cut the desired trade-off between delay and cost efficiency. 

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, routing, MAC techniques, cross-layer design, 
performance evaluation. 

1 Introduction 

Geographical routing is a key concept which is very often considered for data forward- 
ing in multi-hop wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [I] and Ad Hoc networks [2]. Many 
routing solutions, in fact, exploit the concept of maximum advancements toward the 
destination [ 3 4 ]  to effectively route packets in a best effort (greedy) manner. How- 
ever, recent empirical measurements [7-91 have proved that the unit disk connectivity 
model [lo], on which these solutions are based, often fails in real settings. In particular, 
channel attenuation phenomena such as e.g. multi-path fading [I l l ,  invalidate the unit 
disk connectivity assumption, thereby heavily affecting the good results obtained so far 
for pure geographical routing schemes. In this work, we remove the unit disk model 
assumption, by going in the direction of recent research [12] and studying the impact 
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of a more accurate connectivity model on the metric to be used to implement geograph- 
ical forwarding. The impact of fading on geographical random forwarding has been 
studied in [13]. Our aim here is to account for real fading statistics and derive exact 
formulae to properly weigh the nodes geographical advancements toward the destina- 
tion in a faded channel. Subsequently, we use such statistics to drive the relay node 
(next hop) election by accounting for the "expected advancements", that we define here 
as the product of the actual geographical advancements and the related packet success 
rates [14]. In addition, we also account for the so called network costs, that we use 
in the present contribution to model node specific quantities such as residual energies 
and/or congestion states. In our framework, link specific costs are accounted for by the 
above mentioned expected advancements, whereas node specific costs, such as residual 
energies, are taken into account by the network costs. 

In the present paper, we propose a novel relay contention scheme, where all nodes 
with a good expected advancement metric are first collected; our analytically derived 
curves on the optimal expected advancements are used to this end. Subsequently, these 
nodes are involved in the relay election phase, which is performed by means of a proba- 
bilistic back-off scheme and whose aim is to promote the node with the lowest network 
cost. The original aspects of our contribution consist of both the greater accuracy of 
our analytical derivations with respect to previous results [12] as well as of the novelty 
of the proposed channel contention procedure for the election of the relay node. Our 
derivations for the optimal advancement metric are in line with [14]; however, we do 
not consider the interference due to out of range nodes, and we also derive the statistics 
with a different perspective, i.e., conditioned on the actual advancement of a given node 
in the forwarding region. In fact, sensor networks are expected to deal with low traffic 
communications and therefore in these scenarios this type of interference is less impor- 
tant. We instead still focus on channel fading and its consequences to the achievable 
advancements within a given local relay election phase. Our work is also very much in 
line with [15], where the authors also stress the importance of keeping the packet er- 
ror rate into account in geographical forwarding. The main differences of our approach 
with respect to [15] consist in the novel MAC contention procedure that we propose in 
Section 4, as well as the new probabilistic filtering procedure that we propose to pick 
the nodes with the highest expected advancement within range. Furthermore, we remark 
that in our study we explicitly consider the correlation among nodes costs by showing 
the impact of this metric on the relay election procedure. To the best of our knowledge, 
the cost correlation has never been considered before in the design of contention algo- 
rithms for WSNs. However, this is a crucial metric that has to be taken into account 
when the objective is to elect "good" relay nodes, where the node goodness might be 
related to residual energies, congestion levels as well as data aggregation aspects. In 
certain settings, in fact, in order to optimally exploit the network resources it might be 
beneficial to elect a next hop which has data to aggregate, in spite of other requirements. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the sys- 
tem model that will be subsequently considered to carry out our analytical derivations. 
In Section 3 we analytically derive the relationship between geographical and expected 
advancements. In Section 4 we propose a novel channel contention phase for the local 
election of relay nodes while in Section 5 we discuss the impact of the cost correlation 
on the relay selection procedure. In Section 6 we report some results by comparing our 
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scheme to previously proposed solutions that exploit the pure geographical advance- 
ment metric and finally, in Section 7, we report the conclusions of our work. 

2 System Model 

Throughout the paper we will make the following assumptions: 

Topology: We model the network as a weighted graph B = ( N ,  L), consisting of a 
set N of nodes and a set L of arcs, where we refer to l i j  E L, i ,  j E N ,  as the link 
connecting node i with node j .  We consider bi-directional links and we say that 
a link between the two nodes i and j exists with probability Ps(dij), where Ps(.) 
corresponds to the probability of successfully transmitting a data packet from node 
i to node j and is calculated as a function of the distance dij separating the two 
nodes. The characterization of Ps(.) is detailed below. For the topology, we assume 
that nodes are distributed according to a planar Poisson process with intensity p 
users per unit area [16]. That is, the probability of having n E IN devices within an 
area A E R+ is given by P(n, p, A)  = ((PA)" In!) exp (-PA). 
Channel model: for the channel model, we consider both path loss attenuation and 
fast fading, which is modeled here by means of the Rayleigh fading statistics [I 11. 
For the sake of illustration, let us refer to the communication between node F (for- 
warder) and node N (next hop) in Fig. 1. If the distance between the two nodes 
is r, then the probability that node N will receive the packet transmitted by F is 
calculated as: 

Ps(r) = P r ~ b { a r - ~  2 b) (1) 

where 7 is the path loss propagation exponent, usually within the range 7 E [2,4], 
a is the fading value for a given packet transmission3 and b is a technology de- 
pendent threshold used to model the probability that the received signal envelope 
is successfully decoded. We further define R as the transmission range value for 
which Ps(R) = <, where < is a small probability value. We refer to R as the 
maximum transmission range, by probabilistically modeling the fact that for com- 
munication distances longer than R the transmitted data is likely to be corrupted. 
In practice, we use R to model the minimum acceptable level of QoS (quality of 
service). The following analytical framework will rely on this assumption, i.e., the 
derived results will be conditioned on assuming R as the maximum transmission 
range: nodes placed at longer distances are not considered as possible relay nodes. 
Radio activities: We allow nodes to periodically switch between awake and sleeping 
modes, where they can switch off the radio activity for energy saving purposes. If 
we express the duty cycle ton as the fraction of time in which nodes are in the active 
state, then at every data forwarding stage the only nodes that can be considered 
for data routing are the ones actually awake within the forwarding range R. By 
considering independent onloff radio cycles at every node, this fact is modeled 
through an equivalent Poisson process of density pon = pt,,, which gives the 
average number of awaken nodes per unit area at a given instant. 

We reasonably assume that the attenuation due to fading remains constant during a packet 
transmission, but is uncorrelated among subsequent transmission events (block fading model). 
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Nodes advancements: Consider the node advancement diagram illustrated in Fig. 1, 
where we represent a snapshot of the routing process for a given data packet. In par- 
ticular, node F has to select a next hop N to act as a relay for the current packet. In 
our setting, data forwarding is achieved on the fly, by only exploiting local knowl- 
edge about network topology and nodes costs. For what concerns the topology 
aspect, F should select the node leading to the maximum expected advancement 
toward the sink (destination). For illustration purpose, suppose there are M neigh- 
bors lying in the forwarding area (half circle with radius R, toward the sink) and 
that their distances from F are ( r l ,  rz, . . . , r ~ ) .  Let ( z l ,  22,. . . , z M )  be the vector 
of projected distances toward the sink. A locally optimal geographical forwarding 
is therefore achieved by selecting node i* such that: 

In fact, in our setting the correct way of dealing with geographical advancements 
is to account for expected advancements, which are achieved as zjPs (rj) .  Observe 
that this leads to a substantially different analysis from the unit disk [lo] propaga- 
tion model, where transmissions to the nodes placed within the transmission range 
are always successful and the only cause of error is packet collision. In the fol- 
lowing derivations, we refer to the forwarding area, the half circle with radius R 
toward the sink in Fig. 1, as F. It is important to stress that expected advancements 
will only,be used in the initial phase of the protocol that we propose in the present 
paper and with the aim of picking in a distributed fashion the most suitable relay 
candidate. Furthermore, in a subsequent contention phase, these nodes will further 
contend for the relay election by means of a properly designed backoff algorithm, 
where the choice of the relay will be driven by the so called network costs, i.e., by 
jointly accounting for nodes geographical advancements and nodes residual ener- 
gies, as addressed in the following point. In practice, the choice of the relay is a 
two-step process where we first discriminate among nodes with a good expected 
advancement metric and we subsequently refine our choice of the relay node by 
also accounting for network related aspects such as residual energies. This second 
phase is driven by the node costs presented below. 
Node cost: These are the costs considered in the second contention phase of the joint 
MACIrouting protocol that will be presented in Section 4. We define nodes costs 
so as to encode several aspects of the communication. First of all, they must reflect 
geographical advancements, as our objective is to route packets toward the destina- 
tion using node coordinates. (Note that in this case we use again the advancement, 
which is then considered in both contention phases.) However, it shall be observed 
that advancements are not the only quantities to be accounted for. In fact, one may 
also think of optimizing other factors such as residual energies and congestion lev- 
els. These metrics are indeed important to discriminate among nodes with the same 
advancement metric and therefore implement a "network" efficient choice of the 
relay node. This "network consciousness" refers to the fact of jointly accounting 
for possibly heterogeneous factors so as to pick the nodes with good advancements 
(current communication perspective) but also with other desirable properties (e.g. 
residual energies) and this is done with the aim of optimizing the network utiliza- 
tion (network perspective). In order to implement the above requirements, here we 
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Fig. 1. Diagram for the considered nodes geographical advancement model. 

associate a normalized finite cost ci to every node i E N ,  where without loss of 
generality c, E [ O , l ] .  Observe that these costs are independent of the link quality 
and are node specific. For these costs, we introduce a flexible definition which ac- 
counts for both advancement and residual energy aspects. Accordingly and without 
loss of generality, in this contribution we will express the costs for the generic node 
i E N as follows: 

where E E [ O , 1 ]  is a factor used to weigh the relative importance of the two terms, 
Ei is the residual energy reserve at node i, Einit is the initial energy reserve and 
zi is the advancement toward the destination associated with node i. It shall be 
observed that in the costs one might also encode further factors such as congestion 
levels; we refer here to energy levels only as an example. Further investigation in 
this direction is the object of our current and future work. 

3 Characterization of Optimal Advancements 

Let us refer to Fig. 1. If r is the distance between the sender (F) and a given receiver in 
the forwarding area 3, its pdf4 is derived as f ( r )  = 2r/R2. Moreover, if Z is the r.v. 
governing the projected advancement toward the sink, its pdf conditioned on r is given 
by [17]: 

f 0 

Now, we further define E as the r.v. of the actual advancement Ci = zi P, (ri) for the 
generic node i in the forwarding region F. It follows that the cdf associated with E, 

Conditioned on the maximum range R defined as above. 
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Fig. 2. r ( z i ,  N )  by varying N  E {3,5,20) and r ( z i )  for p, = 5. C = 0 . 0 1 , ~  = 4. 

Prob{E < x), is given by: 

Moreover, referring to y  as the distance between node N and the line connecting F to 
the sink (Fig. 1) and applying the uniformity property of the Poisson process we have 
that the pdf fy (ylz) conditioned on a given advancement z  is: 

1 
~ m i n ( 2 )  I Y I ~ m a z ( z )  

(6) 
elsewhere 

where ymin ( z )  = - d m  and ymax ( z )  = d m .  Now, if we consider a num- 
ber N of users in F, the probability r ( z i ,  N )  that a given device i E {1,2, .  . . , N )  
with given geographical advancement zi is the one leading to the highest expected ad- 
vancement &* (see Eq. (2)) is obtained as follows: 

Observe that the above probability is conditioned on zi and N .  Moreover, the awake 
nodes in F can be modeled through a Poisson distribution with intensity p,,. Hence, 
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Fig.3. r(z i )  for p, E (5,201. Ps(r) is plotted for comparison. C = 0.01, q = 4. 

we can use P(n, p,, , 7rR2/2) to average P(zi, N )  over the number of awake nodes N 
in 3.' Finally, we obtain T(z i )  = IEN[r(zi, N ) ]  which corresponds to the expected 
probability for a given node with advancement zi to be the "best" node in 3 when the 
active nodes in 3 are Poisson distributed with density pon. 

For illustration, in Fig. 2 we report r ( z i ,  N )  for different values of N ,  where we 
normalize the advancement xi to R. In the figure, we refer to the normalized density p, 
which is defined as the average number of awake nodes in 3, i.e., pn = pOn(7rR2/2). 
As expected, with a fading channel the nodes close to the limit of the coverage range 
R are not good candidates to be selected as relays for the packet transmission, as they 
will likely lead to small success probabilities (Ps(r)  decreases as r + R, see Fig. 3). 
On the other hand, if we pick a node i with a small advancement zi, we have that P, ( r )  
is close to one but again the node is not a good relay candidate as &(ziP,(r)) + 0 
as zi -+ 0. Instead, for intermediate values of zi, we have a so called transitional 
region [8] where nodes lead to good expected advancements toward the sink. This is 
indeed the most reasonable region to consider for the selection of relay nodes in geo- 
graphical routing. In the following sections, we will discuss a possible way to exploit 
such a probability curve to implement effective relay selection schemes. In Fig. 3, we 
report both the success probability curve P, ( x )  and r ( x )  as a function of the normal- 
ized distance x/R.  Clearly, P,(x) drops as x + R and this is the reason for which the 
often considered [6,18] maximum advancement within radius metrics does not repre- 
sent the optimal relay node selection criterion when fading is taken into account. It shall 
be observed that our derivation is an extension of previous results. In fact, differently 
from the deterministic and one-dimensional topology considered in [12] we carry out 

The average has to be carried out for N 2 1, as at least node i must exist in F. 
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Fig. 4. Packet collision example in the relay node election phase. 

the analytical calculation for a two dimensional case with a Poisson planar node dis- 
tribution. This has the important advantage that the obtained probability curves, even 
if qualitatively in agreement with the results in [12], are more accurate as they reflect 
the true two-dimensional stochastic nature of a real forwarding environment and can 
therefore be directly used within practical forwarding schemes. 

4 Proposal for a Coupled MACIRouting Geographical Scheme 

In this section, we present an integrated MACIrouting solution that exploits the prob- 
ability curves derived above to implement an efficient relay node election procedure. 
We assume that the sending device has an estimate for the density of awake nodes in its 
coverage area, p,,. Moreover, we assume that every node knows its own geographical 
position as well as the geographical coordinates of the sink. The problem to be solved 
is to carry out the selection of the relay node by jointly meeting the following require- 
ments: 1) the relay node should have a good expected advancement metric, according 
to what discussed in the previous section, 2) the selected node should also have a good 
network cost metric, 3) the relay selection should be implemented such as to limit, as 
much as possible, the number of collisions ti associated with the relay election phase. 
In order to meet the first requirement, we advocate to use the function r(.) for imple- 
menting a probabilistic filtering of the number of nodes that will participate in the relay 
node selection phase. In particular, each node j E 3 uses an estimate of the network 
density p, to properly select a r(.) curve and subsequently calculates the probability 
of being a good candidate to act as the relay for the current packet transmission; this 
probability is derived as r(zj). Hence, the awake nodes in 3 decide to participate in 
the following contention phase according to the probability r(zj); we refer to the set of 
these nodes as S. Hence, we use such a probabilistic filtering to exclude from the chan- 
nel contention those nodes that will likely lead to poor expected advancements. After 

Reducing the number of collisions corresponds to reducing the delay as well as the energy 
wastage in the contention procedure. 
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this, we proceed with the actual election of the relay node. Within this second phase, 
each node in S calculates its own network cost, i.e., a mixture of residual energy and 
advancement as expressed by Eq. (3), and exploits this cost to derive the back-off value 
to be used in its subsequent access to the channel. In particular, we consider that a node 
j E S transmits a message back to the sending node (F in Fig. 1) with a time delay t j  
which is computed as follows: 

where cj E [O,1] is the node cost as defined by Eq. (3), whereas rj is a random num- 
ber in U[O, 11, where with U[a,  b] we indicate the uniform distribution in the interval 
[a, b] ,  a  < b. The parameters TI and T2 can be set to adjust the performance of the 
channel contention by cutting the desired tradeoff between collision probability (dura- 
tion of the contention) and quality of the solution found (cost of the node elected as 
relay). The setting of these parameters as well as their dependence on the cost statistics 
are addressed in greater detail in the following Section 5. 

As a first step for the study of the contention scheme, we further consider the fol- 
lowing two assumptions: 1) first of all, we do not account for the capture effect, i.e., 
we declare a collision whenever the reception of different packets overlaps at the re- 
ceiver; 2) the second assumption relates to the carrier sensing, for which we assume 
that a node i in the forwarding region F can always sense the ongoing transmission of 

a another node j in F. Observe that this assumption is reasonable as the sensing range is 
in general higher than the transmission range. (If needed, the proposed protocol could 
be slightly modified to accommodate the uncommon situation in which assumption 2 is 
not verified.) Note that the effect of these two assumptions are a performance decrease 
(for point 1) and a performance increase (for point 2). Accurate evaluations by simu- 
lation have shown that the net effect is limited. A more detailed study is left for future 
research. 

To track packet collisions, we refer to the channel propagation delay and to the 
minimum time required by the radio circuitry to detect an ongoing transmission as T 

and td ,  respectively. Moreover, we express td = nd/B,, where nd is the number of 
subsequent bits to be received in order to detect an ongoing transmission, whereas B, 
is the communication bit-rate. If a collision occurs, i.e., the replies of two or more 
nodes in S partially overlap (see Fig. 4), then the collision is detected by the sending 
node that re-triggers a new contention round. In the new round, the sender also properly 
modifies TI and T2 to decrease the collision probability, as will be discussed below. On 
the other hand, if node i is the one selecting the smallest backoff ti and every other 
awake device in the forwarding area picks a back-off time t j  such that t j  2 ti + T + td, 
V j E S, j # i, then the packet sent by node i is received by the sending node with 
a probability P,(d), where d is the distance between the sender and node i, and all the 
scheduled transmissions from any other node j E S, j # i are ~anceled.~ The above 
procedure is repeated until a relay node is elected. After this, the sender forwards the 
current data packet to the selected relay. As an example, in Fig. 4 we plot the diagram 
for a collision event where the set S is composed by the two nodes i and j. First of all, 
the sending node F starts the channel contention by sending a REQ message. This REQ 

Here, we exploit assumption 2, as every other node in 3 is able to sense an ongoing transmis- 
sion. 
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i = 0; 
Ap = 0; 

1: 
Send REQTl(p,,, T:, Ti, Ap); 

2: 
if (no nodes reply in (T;" + Ti) seconds) then 

Ap = Ap + Sp; 1 Gotol; 

3: 
if (collision) then 

i + i + l ;  
Send REQT~(T~,  Ti); 
Go to 2; 

else 
Decode REPLY; 
Send data packet; 

I 
Algorithm 1: Algorithm executed by the sending node. 

triggers every node i n 8  which independently computes its back-off time as explained 
above. Then, as the back-off expires, each node in S sends a REPLY back to E In the 
figure, t j  - ti < r + t d  and therefore node j does not have a sufficient time to detect 
the ongoing communication; its transmission after t j  seconds from the reception of the 
REQ will therefore result in a collision at the sending node. 

In Algorithms 1,2 and 3, we detail the relay selection procedure discussed above. 
Algorithm 1 describes the procedure executed by the sending node (F in Fig. 1). Node F 
starts the contention procedure by sending a REQ message of type 1 (REQTI), inclusive 
of the estimated node density p,, of the two parameters TI and T2 and of a constant 
A p  whose meaning will be soon clarified. Each node in S ,  after receiving a REQTl 
packet (Algorithm 2) selects a r(.) curve depending on the value of p, contained in the 
request and decides to participate to the following contention phase with probability 
r ( z i )  + A p ,  where zi is the nodes own advancement. If all nodes in 3 decide not to 
participate in the subsequent channel contention, then F will receive no REPLY. This 
situation should be unlikely as it means that all nodes lie either in a region very close to 
the forwarder (node F) or close to the maximum transmission range R. In either case, 
in fact, the expected advancements 5 = zP,(r) are small and therefore lead to small 
access probabilities that, in turn, may cause such an "empty" transmission round. If 
an empty transmission round is detected, i.e., no REPLYs are received within a time 
interval of T? + Ti seconds, node F re-sends a further REQTl message by inflating 
A p  by the fixed quantity 6 p  E [0, I]. After this, every node in F, upon receiving this 
second request, adds A p  to r ( z i ) ,  thereby increasing its probability of participating 
to the contention. This, on the long run, will force every node in the forwarding area 
to take part in the channel contention. We observe that r(.) is used here to shape the 
participation probabilities as a function of the expected advancements toward the sink. 
In such a way, we probabilistically advantage those nodes in the transitional region, by 
extending the possibility to take part in the channel access to less desirable nodes only 
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(pn, ~ j )  * r(zj) ;  
if (random() < min(r(zj) + Ap, 1)) then 
I access = TRUE; 

else 
L access = FALSE; 

if (access = = TRUE) then 

L t j  = cjTf + random() T; ; 

if !(ongoing TX is detected) then 
L Send a REPLY after t j  seconds; 

L 

Algorithm 2: On receiving a REQTl (p,, Tj,  Ti,  Ap) message at node j E S. 
random() generates a random number in U [0, 11 . 

if (access == TRUE) then 

L t j  = cjT; + random() Ti; 

if !(ongoing TX is detected) then 
L Send a REPLY after t j  seconds; 

Algorithm 3: On receiving a REQT2(Tj, Ti) message at node j E S. 

if needed, i.e., if no candidates are found, with a good expected advancement. After 
having decided to take part in the contention, a node j E S initializes a back-off timer 
to t j  according to Eq. (7) (see Algorithm 2) and, if no ongoing transmission from any 
other node is detected, transmits a REPLY back to F as its back-off expires. In the case 
of collision (Algorithm I), F re-resends a REQ message of type 2 (REQT2), where it 
specifies new values for TI and T2. As will be clarified by the results discussed in the 
following section, the adaptation of these two parameters is necessary to decrease the 
collision probability when nodes costs are correlated. 

5 Some Considerations on the Impact of the Statistical Properties 
of the Node Costs 

As the aim of this section is to understand the impact of the above introduced parameters 
TI and T2 on the performance of the contention algorithm, we focus here on a simplified 
analytical cost model. This is done to derive a meaningful analysis that will drive us in 
the choice of these parameters and that will reveal the importance of the degree of 
correlation between the costs of the nodes participating in the contention. The insight 
gained from this simplified analysis can then be used as heuristics in more general cases. 
The more realistic cost model in Eq. (3) will be considered again in the performance 
evaluation section. 

Assume to have K 5 N nodes in the set S, where N is the number of devices in 
F, and let us refer to cj as the cost associated with node j E S. Moreover, in order to 
model the cost correlation among nodes, we assume that the r.v. Cj governing the cost 
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Fig. 5. Relationship between the cost correlation p and a. 

of node j (cj) is achieved by summing two r.v.s c and f2j as follows, C j  = + O j ,  
where c E U [O,1] and f2j E U[-aE, a ( 1  -E) ] ,  a E [ O , l ]  and E is the actual value of the 
r.v. c. Therefore, the cost of a generic node j E S is given by a common part c, which 
is equal for all nodes in S, and an additive random displacement (or disturbance) f2j E 
[ - a ~ ,  a(l - E ) ] ,  which is independently picked for every node in the set but that depends 
(is conditioned) on the actual value of the r.v. c. E in our model is used to represent the 
common cost component of nodes in S. Clearly, the limiting cases a = 0 and a = 1 
correspond to the fully correlated case, i.e., where all nodes in SN have the same cost 
e, and to the independent case, i.e., where all costs are uncorrelated, respectively. This 
is a simple model that we introduce to mathematically derive a precise relationship 
between the cost correlation p and the collision probability Peon. We observe that the 
model is in general not accurate for every network condition. However, it allows to find 
the quantities of interest in analytical form as well as to derive useful insights on the 
impact of the cost correlation on the relay selection procedure. We define the correlation 
coefficient between any two nodes r, s E S as 

where a: = E[(Cs  - E[C,])2].  By standard calculations p , ,  can be derived as (see 
Fig. 5) 

Now, for a given device j E S let us refer to '& and '& as the r.v.s associated with the 
two terms composing the back-offs cjT1 and rjT2 (see Eq. 7), respectively. Their pdfs 
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where Z = [T1(1 - a)( l  - I ) ,  TI ( 1  - I(1 - a))]  and 

Moreover, if we refer to 7 as the r.v. 3 + '&, then we have that its pdf is given by the 
following Eq. (12) which is the result of the convolution of the two pdfs above: 

[min(Tl(l- I(1- a ) ) ,  x) - max(Tl(1- a)( l  - I) ,  x  - T2)] 
X E Z  

fib) = aT1 T2 
elsewhere 

(12) 
At this point, we are in the position of deriving the collision probability, Pcoll. In par- 
ticular, for a given number K of nodes in S,  for a given correlation value p and for a 
given pair of parameters (TI ,  T2), Pcoll in the worst case8 is derived as 

where FT(x) is the cdf associated with the r.v. 7, whereas T and td are the propagation 
delay and the time needed to detect an ongoing communication, respectively. By fol- 
lowing the same rationale, one can easily derive the joint probability P{success & min) 
of having a successful contention, i.e., that a single node will access to the channel, and 
that this node is the one with the smallest cost in S. Based on the above analytical 
model, in the sequel we present several important results and considerations on the 
impact of the cost correlation on both the collision and the success probability. 

5.1 Impact of the Cost Correlation on the Relay Election Phase 

In the following discussion, we refer to p(S) as the average number of nodes in the set 
S and we average P{success & min} and Pcoa over K, the number of nodes in S: 
and E E U[O, 11. As a first result, in Fig. 6 we report the metric P{success & min} as a 
function of the contention parameter T2 for T2 + TI = 0.2 seconds. As can be observed 
from the figure, the cost correlation heavily impacts on the system performance. In fact, 
for a given (TI,  T2) pair, P{success & min) is initially decreasing as a function of p, 
whereas when p + 1 it starts increasing. It is also to be stressed that the importance 
of selecting the minimum cost node decreases with an increasing correlation as, by 

The worst case performance comes from the fact that in the following equation we assume to 
have a collision with probability one whenever more than one user sends a REPLY, i.e., we do 
not account for the capture and fading effects. 
This is achieved by considering the nodes in S to be Poisson distributed with the intensity 
P(S). 
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Fig.6. P{success & min) as a function of T2 by varying the cost correlation ,u for p(S)  = 10 
and TI + Tz = 0.2 seconds. 

definition, in such case all nodes in S tend to be equivalent (node costs in the limiting 
case p = 1' become equal). In Fig. 7, we plot Peon as a function of T2 for the same 
settings. It is interesting to note that for this metric a good choice is given by T2 = 0.2 
s (TI = 0). These plots reflect the impact of the balancing between the two terms in 
Eq (7). On the one hand, when costs are independent it is beneficial to emphasize the 
first term (cjTl) so as to give priority to the lowest cost nodes. On the other hand, 
as costs become correlated it is worth to put more weigh on rjT2 so as to decrease 
the collision probability, that in this case in naturally increased due to the inherent 
degree of similarity among the costs (term cjTl). In other words, the correct balance 
between cjTl and rjTz depends on the desired trade-off between probability of picking 
the lowest cost node and collision probability which, in turn, depends on the underlying 
cost correlation structure. 

The calculations in Section 5 may therefore be used to derive these metrics and 
select the appropriate values of Tl and T2 depending on our requirements (minimizing 
the cost associated with the relay or minimizing the collision probability). Note also 
that, in the most general case TI and T2 might be varied between subsequent rounds of 
a single relay election procedure (see T;" and Tj in Algorithm 1). How these values can 
be effectively modified as a function of the round number is left for future research. 

6 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we report some preliminary performance results by comparing our new 
approach with the GeRaf scheme proposed in [6] .  The GeRaf framework consists of an 
integrated practical MACIrouting scheme based on pure advancements: its capacity of 
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Fig. 7. Pcou as a function of Tz by varying the cost correlation p for p(S) = 10 and TI + T2 = 
0.2 seconds. 

approaching the maximum possible advancements toward the destination makes GeRaf 
a good candidate for our investigation. Results are obtained by means of accurate Monte 
Carlo simulation where all packet transmissions (requests sent by the forwarder, replies 
sent by the candidate relay nodes as well as the final packet transmission to the relay) 
are affected by fading. That is, for each packet we calculate the probability of correct 
reception according to Eq. (1). A study of GeRaF in the presence of fading has been pre- 
sented in [13], where it was shown that the protocol is very robust to slow fading. Here, 
we focus on a different case, where we consider the fading channel to be completely 
uncorrelated between subsequent transmission/reception events. This is motivated by 
the following facts: 1) it represents the worst case scenario for the performance, as we 
can not pick a relay node with a good SNR (signal to noise ratio) metric and be sure 
that the good link quality will persist up to and including the actual packet transmission 
(forwarder -t relay), 2) with the latest sensor devices produced so far, due to hard- 
ware limitations as well as to the channel contention algorithms, the minimum lapse of 
time between subsequent transmissionslreceptions is likely in the order of 200 ms, 3) 
forward (forwarder 6 candidate relay nodes) and backward channels (relay nodes -t 
forwarder) are likely uncorrelated due to both channel phenomena as well as hardware 
asymmetries [19]. Hence, the success probability associated with the transmission of 
a REQ by the sending entity to a node in its forwarding region likely differs from the 
success probability of the subsequent reply. In this case, we expect the GeRaF proto- 
col to suffer since the successive signalling messages in a handshake are independently 
affected by propagation effects. 
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SCHEME 

GeRaf (N, = 2) 0.463 
GeRaf(N,=4) 0.517 
GeRaf (N, = 8) 0.574 

New Scheme (Sp = 0.05) 0.301 
New Scheme (Sp = 0.1) 0.284 
New Scheme (Sp = 0.2) 0.268 1 Table 1. 

For the performance evaluation, we consider the following parameter settings: TI = 
100 ms, T2 = 100 ms, = 0.5, E E U[O, 11, ,u = 0.01, nd = 128 bits1', B, = 64 Kbps, 
,on = 20, that is, on average 20 nodes are Poisson distributed over the forwarding region 
3. With these values we verified that, besides the good results that will be illustrated 
in the following, our algorithm is also able to promote relay nodes with a small cost. 
In fact, the difference between the minimum cost among the nodes in S and the cost of 
the node elected as the relay is on average 0.08. Further results on this issue are one of 
the main objectives of our future research. For the pure geographical routing scheme, 
we consider the version of the GeRaf protocol proposed in [6] ,  by subdividing 3 into a 
given number N, of priority regions, according to the advancement toward the destina- 
tion provided by the nodes therein. For the relay election, we consider the probabilistic 
contention as in [6],  where the nodes in the non-empty region with the highest priority 
are the ones contending to act as relay." For what concerns the performance metrics, 
we consider the normalized advancement (zrela,) provided by the relay node, the num- 
ber of contention rounds (nrOund,) needed to elect a relay as well as the total number of 
packets transmitted (nt,) within the entire relay election procedure, including the trans- 
mission of REQREPLY messages, collided packets and the final packet transmission 
from the forwarder to the relay node. Observe that this last metric is a good indication 
of the energy expenditure associated with the transmission of a single packet. More- 
over, in each channel contention we account for a maximum of N,,, = 10 rounds, 
i.e., after N,,, failed requests (REQs) the relay election procedure is suspended and 
a failure is declared. Pfail,,, is used here to represent the failure event probability. 
Pfailure for the GeRaf scheme is defined similarly, i.e., as the number of packets sent 
by the forwarder up to the successful reply from a single node in 3 (the winner of the 
contention). Finally, we also track the number of devices taking part in a single con- 

'' Note that the number of bits for carrier sensing depends on the hardware characteristics. Since 
we do not make any specific assumption here, we purposely take a conservative value. 

" Note that in our case, as the channel is faded, a region is found to be non empty by the for- 
warding node if its REQ is correctly decoded by at least one node in the region and if the 
subsequent REPLY is correctly received at the forwarder. 
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Number of rounds. n 

Fig. 8. Complementary cumulative distribution (ccdf) of the number of rounds (n,,,,d,) needed 
to elect a relay node, i.e., Pr~b{n,~,~d, > n). 

tention round, nco,t. In a good channel contention algorithm, nco,t should be limited, 
as much as possible, in order to keep the collision probability low. 

In Table 1, we report the average values for the above performance metrics, where 
with IE[.Isuc] we indicate the average of the considered metric conditioned on having a 
successful relay election (probability 1 - PfailUr,), i.e., that the relay election is suc- 
cessfully accomplished in a number of rounds lower than or equal to N,,, = 10. 
As can be seen from the table, the GeRaf protocol is the one showing the maximum 
advancement metric (lE[zlsuc]). However, it must be observed that this metric is calcu- 
lated by considering the cases where the contention is successful. In fact, the expected 
advancement E[z] is given by IE[zlsuc] x (1 - Pfailure). As expected, for the GeRaf 
protocol an increasing Nr leads to the following consequences: 1) the average number 
of devices participating in the relay election (nCont) decreases as the size of the priority 
region is also decreased, 2) the failure probability increases as the forwarding node tries 
to elect a relay among the nodes placed close to the limit of the transmission range, 3) 
conditioned on a successful contention, the advancement IE[zlsuc] also increases for the 
reasons illustrated in the previous point. However, as highlighted by the results shown 
here, when the channel is faded the maximization of the pure advancement metric has to 
be avoided, as the resulting success probability may become very low. In general, in the 
present scheme we trade pure geographical advancements for more reliability as well as 
a smaller number of packet transmissions (lower energy consumption) for each packet 
forwarding. In Fig. 8, we report the complementary cumulative distribution (ccdf) of 
the number of rounds needed to elect a relay node, whereas in Fig. 9 we plot the ccdf of 
the total number of transmissions (nt,) involved in a single channel contention. These 
statistics are conditioned on having a successful contention. As can be observed from 
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Fig. 9. Complementary cumulative distribution (ccdf) of the total number of packet transmitted 
(ntx) in a single relay election phase (including collided packets), i.e., Prob{ntx 2 n). 

Table 1 and Figs. 8 and 9, the available parameters (e.g., 6p)  can be varied in order 
to cut the desired tradeoff between advancements, reliability and energy consumption 
(number of transmitted packets). 

We observe that the J parameter, which govern the cost-based contention, can also 
be set to further improve the advancement metric, this of course will be achieved at the 
expense of the residual energy (see Eq. (3)). The study of the effect of this parameter 
as well as a the investigation of 1) multi-hop performance of the scheme and 2) impact 
of J on the residual energy of the node elected as relay are the objective of future 
work. Finally, we can conclude that the obtained results indicate that our probabilistic 
filtering of the active nodes in F is effective in selecting the nodes with a good expected 
advancement metric and that the subsequent channel contention is also able to elect the 
relay node very quickly and considerably limiting the number of competitors accessing 
the channel. While here we highlighted the feasibility as well as the effectiveness of our 
approach, we also stress that further results on the setting of various parameters as well 
as a deeper investigation of the impact of the cost correlation are needed. These aspects 
will be addressed in our future research. 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper we discussed a novel integrated MACIrouting solution for geographical 
routing in wireless sensor networks. Differently from most previous contributions, we 
explicitly considered the fading channel statistics and we subsequently proposed a new 
method to deal with geographical advancements when the channel is faded. Our frame- 
work is based upon a probabilistic filtering of the awake nodes in the forwarding region. 
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That is, based on analytically derived curves, we  rule out from the contention phase the 
nodes that will likely lead to either unsatisfactory advancements or poor link qualities. 
In addition, we couple this first filtering mechanism with a novel channel contention 
method where back-off timers are set depending on node costs, so as to control the 
trade-off between the cost (e.g., residual energy) of the elected relay and the collision 
probability, i.e., the delay associated with the channel contention. Finally, we compare 
our solution with a recent scheme based on  pure geographical advancements showing 
that, by taking the fading statistics into account in the relay election, good improve- 
ments can indeed be achieved. Moreover, our results confirm that pure geographical 
advancement toward the destination is not a good policy to be used in the presence of 
independent multi-path fading. 
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Abstract. In this paper we describe a semi-probabilistic routing approach 
designed to enable content-based publish-subscribe on highly dynamic 
networks, e.g., mobile, peer-to-peer, or wireless sensor networks. We 
present the rationale and high level strategy of our approach, and then 
show its application in a link-based graph overlay as well as in a broadcast- 
based sensor network. Simulation results confirm that, in both scenarios, 
our semi-probabilistic approach strikes a balance between entirely de- 
terministic and entirely probabilistic solutions, achieving high reliability 
with low overhead. 

Keywords: Epidemic Algortihms, Publish/Subscribe, Peer-to-peer, Sensor 
Networks 

1 Introduction 

Modern distributed applications exhibit increasing degrees of dynamicity, as ev- 
idenced by the emergence of mobile computing, peer-to-peer networks, and wire- 
less sensor networks. Programming distributed applications becomes therefore 
increasingly complex. In this context, publish-subscribe middleware is advocated 
by many as a viable solution thanks to its simple programming interface, and to 
its inherently decoupled interaction paradigm. 

Publish-subscribe middleware is organized as a collection of client compo- 
nents, which interact by publishing messages and by subscribing to the classes 
of messages they are interested in. The core component of the middleware, the 
dispatcher, is responsible for collecting subscriptions and forwarding messages 
from publishers to subscribers. In the content-based incarnation of this publi- 
sh-subscribe model, the filtering of relevant events is specified by the subscriber 
using predicates on the event content (e.g., using regular expressions and logic 
operators), therefore providing additional expressiveness and flexibility. 

However, the potential of the publish-subscribe model can be fully unleashed 
in dynamic scenarios only if the underlying system is compatible with their 
requirements. Unfortunately, mainstream systems are typically geared to large- 
scale settings, and therefore focus on a distributed implementation of the event 
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dispatcher-typically organized as a tree-shaped overlay network for improved 
scalability-but provide few or no mechanisms for dealing with topological re- 
configuration. Moreover, these systems typically base their routing decisions on 
information that is disseminated deterministically-a strategy that, in a highly 
dynamic environment, is likely to frequently lead to stale routes. 

The alternative approach described in this paper departs from the main- 
stream along two dimensions. First of all, we do not rely on the existence of 
a tree overlay, but only on the ability of a dispatcher to communicate with its 
neighbors. Moreover, our routing strategy exploits deterministic information only 
in the immediate vicinity of the subscriber, resorting to probabilistic forward- 
ing otherwise. As our simulation results show, this semi-probabilistic approach 
strikes a balance between a fully deterministic approach (efficient, but not very 
resilient to reconfigurations) and a fully probabilistic one (very resilient to re- 
configuration but characterized by a higher overhead). 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the motivation and 
rationale behind our approach. Section 3 first illustrates the high-level idea un- 
derlying our semi-probabilistic approach, and then shows in detail how to exploit 
it in two different network scenarios: the first characterized by link-based commu- 
nication on a graph-shaped overlay network, and the other by broadcast-based 
communication in a wireless sensor network. Section 4 reports on the evaluation 
through simulation of the aforementioned protocols, in their respective scenar- 
ios. Section 5 places our work in the context of related efforts. Finally, Section 6 
ends the paper with brief concluding remarks. 

2 Rationale and Motivation 

In the application scenarios we target, the connectivity among hosts, and there- 
fore dispatchers, can change freely and frequently. This characteristic is typical 
of mobile ad hoc networks, peer-to-peer networks, and wireless sensor networks. 
Earlier work on topological reconfiguration of publish-subscribe from our re- 
search group successfully tackled the problems posed by the topological recon- 
figurations occurring in this scenarios [13], e.g., showing that it is possible to rec- 
oncile routing information [22] and recover events lost during reconfiguration [9] 
efficiently. However, these efforts still assumed the availability of an underly- 
ing tree-shaped overlay network, as the vast majority of available content-based 
publish-subscribe systems relies on this assumption to provide high scalability. 
Nevertheless, this assumption is likely to be challenged when dynamicity is high. 
In fact, not only the tree maintenance protocols are likely to cause considerable 
overhead, but the very structure of the tree, providing exactly one route among 
any two dispatchers, is ill-suited to provide reliability. 

In the work described here, instead, we abandon the tree-shaped overlay net- 
work and simply assume that the dispatchers are able to communicate with their 
neighbors. The notion of neighbor clearly depends on the network characterizing 
the application scenario at hand, and in this paper we consider two very com- 
mon scenarios, representative of the kind of dynamicity we address. The first one 
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assumes the existence of a graph-shaped overlay network, like those often char- 
acterizing peer-to-peer networks. In this scenario, the neighbors of a dispatcher 
are defined by its links on the overlay. Instead, the second scenario relies solely 
on the existence of wireless broadcast communication, and therefore defines the 
neighbors of a dispatcher in terms of its communication range. While this as- 
sumption encompasses several scenarios, in this paper we focus preminently on 
wireless sensor networks. 

Besides the assumptions about the network, however, the defining feature 
of our approach is its peculiar approach to routing. Conventional content-based 
publish-subscribe systems adopt a deterministic routing strategy, where events 
are routed according to the information disseminated at subscription time. An 
example is the widely adopted subscription forwarding strategy [7], where a 
subscription is sent to all the dispatchers along the tree, and events follows the 
reverse path from the publisher to the subscriber. A direct application of this 
strategy on a graph overlay would frequently create loops, and is therefore im- 
practical. Moreover, we contend that virtually any fully deterministic strategy 
is going to experience severe drawbacks in the highly dynamic scenario we tar- 
get, where routing information quickly becomes stale. At the other extreme, 
probabilistic approaches like epidemic (or gossip) algorithms [4,14] are known 
to satisfy many of the aforementioned requirements in the context of multicast 
communication. Inspired by the spreading of diseases, these algorithms forward 
information at random towards a small subset of available nodes, and rely on the 
availability of multiple routes to ensure that the "infection" carrying the infor- 
mation extends to a sufficient percentage of the receivers. Epidemic algorithms 
essentially trade the absolute guarantees provided by deterministic approaches 
for probabilistic ones, yielding in turn increased scalability and resilience to 
change, as well as reduced complexity. Unfortunately, these algorithms are well- 
versed for group communication or broadcast, where a message must be sent to 
all the members of a predetermined set of intended recipients. Instead, in our 
scenario subscribers can be a small fraction of the overall dispatcher network; 
moreover, each subscriber may be subscribed to a different set of subscriptions. 
In this case, a purely epidemic approach generates unnecessary overhead, since 
it proceeds by "blindly" infecting all the network. 

In the rest of this paper we describe a semi-probabilistic routing strategy 
that borrows from both the aforementioned approaches to provide reliable and 
efficient routing in the context of content-based publish-subscribe. On one hand, 
we still maintain deterministic information about subscriptions but only in the 
vicinity of a dispatcher, therefore reducing the likelihood of loops and yet pro- 
viding accurate-albeit limited-information for routing events. On the other 
hand, in the portion of the network where this localized information is unavail- 
able we complement it with probabilistic routing decisions, by forwarding events 
at  random towards neighbors. Essentially, we use an epidemic approach com- 
plemented by deterministic information. The former addresses reconfiguration, 
while the latter reduces indiscriminate propagation by "steering" events towards 
the subscribers. As we demonstrate in Section 4, our mix of deterministic and 
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probabilistic routing enables high reliability and low overhead in both the sce- 
narios considered in this paper. 

3 Semi-probabilistic Routing 

In our semi-probabilistic approach, routing is governed by two parameters. The 
subscription horizon $ represents the number of hops a subscription is prop- 
agated away from the subscriber. Therefore, in the area of radium $ around 
a subscriber, all dispatchers are aware of its interests. Instead, the parameter 
r represents the event propagation threshold, which determines to what extent 
events are disseminated in the network. The higher the value of r, the higher 
the number of copies of an event that are forwarded by a dispatcher. 

In a nutshell, our approach works as follows. When an event gets routed 
through the network, the local subscription table of the dispatcher is examined 
at each hop. If it contains some subscription coming from subscribers nearby 
and $ # 0, the event is forwarded towards them. Otherwise, the decision about 
whether to forward the event and to what extent is taken at random, based on 
the value of 7. If $ = 0 no subscription is ever transmitted by the subscriber 
node, and therefore our approach degenerates in an entirely probabilistic one. 

Clearly, a real protocol is slightly more complex. In the rest of this section we 
describe how the high level strategy we just described is instantiated into real 
protocols for the two network scenarios we mentioned in the previous section. The 
presentation is kept concise due to space constraints: more details are available 
in [lo, 111. 

3.1 Link-based Communication: Graph Overlay 

In this section we describe how our approach can be exploited in the context of 
link-based communication. In particular, we assume here that communication 
takes place along the links of an undirected graph-shaped overlay network. We 
further assume that the overlay network layer is able to inform our protocol when 
the connectivity changes, i.e., when a new link appears or an old one vanishes. 

Base Routing Scheme 

Subscription Propagation Propagation occurs similarly to subscription for- 
warding. When a subscription request is issued by a dispatcher, the correspond- 
ing message is forwarded to all of its neighbors, which update their subscription 
tables accordingly. If $ = 1, no further action is taken. Otherwise, each dis- 
patcher forwards the subscription message to all of its neighbors, except the one 
who sent the message. A subscription is never forwarded twice along the same 
link, unless an unsubscription occurs in between the two. Differently from sub- 
scription forwarding, however, the subscription tables maintain information not 
only about which subscription was received on which link, but also about the 
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distance of the subscriber, ranging between zero (for a local subscription) and 
4. Figure 1 shows the layout of subscriptions for a case where q5 = 1. 

Topological reconfigurations, i.e., the appearance of a new link or the van- 
ishing of an existing one, must induce a proper reconfiguration of subscription 
information. However, this is easily accomplished by relying on (un)subscription 
operations, as discussed in [22]. When a dispatcher detects the presence of a new 
link, it simply sends a subscription message along that link. Similarly, when a 
link vanishes, the dispatcher behaves as if it received an unsubscription mes- 
sage for all patterns associated to that link. These (un)subscriptions are then 
propagated based to the extent determined by 4. 

Event Propagation Event propagation is where probabilistic decisions may 
come into play. Upon receiving an event, in principle1 the following processing 
occurs. First, the subscription table is inspected for subscriptions matching the 
event. If a match is found, the event is routed along the link associated to the 
subscription. Subscriptions selection is prioritized according to  4: an event is 
forwarded based on a subscription at distance d only if there is no matching 
subscription at  distance d - 1. As we verified through simulation, this strategy 
reduces the likelihood of forwarding the event along a stale route. 

This step is iterated until the number of 
links used for propagation is greater than f .  
If the number of matching subscriptions is 
not sufficient, the propagation threshold is 
met by forwarding the event along as many 
links as needed to reach f ,  randomly selected 
among those that have not been used in the 
current forwarding step. The only exception 
is constituted by links associated to subscrip- 
tions at distance d = 1; a matching event is 
forwarded along all of these links, regardless 
of the propagation threshold. The rationale 
is the fact that subscriptions at d = 1 repre- 
sent the most accurate routing information, 
and the most direct route towards the cor- 
responding subscribers. Finally, it is impor- 
tant to note that, during the overall process, 
an event is never forwarded twice along the 
same link. 

Figure 1 shows an example. Let us as- 
sume that r = 0.5 and that an event match- 
ing both subscriptions is published by dis- 
patcher 0. This dispatcher has only one link 
and no subscription information: therefore, 
the event gets forwarded to dispatcher 1 as 
this is the only alternative. At dispatcher 1, 

Fig. 1. Semi-probabilistic rout- 
ing with c+h = 1 and T = 0.5. 
Numbered circles represent dis- 
patchers. A colored circle around 
a dispatcher denotes it as a sub- 
scriber. The short colored arrows 
represent subscription informa- 
tion, and indicate the forwarding 
path for matching events. Dis- 
patcher 0 publishes an event that 
gets forwarded either determin- 
istically (double-headed thick ar- 
rows) or probabilistically (single- 
headed thick arrows). 

This sequence of steps serves only for illustration purposes: a number of optimizations 
are possible in reality. 
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two links are available. Nevertheless, the link towards 3 is associated with sub- 
scription information: it is therefore selected for forwarding and no further action 
is taken since the threshold is met. At dispatcher 3, the event is delivered lo- 
cally. Moreover, the links towards 2, 4 and 6 are all viable routing options, and 
the event must be forwarded along f = 2 links. No deterministic information is 
available, therefore the decision is done entirely at random. The figure shows the 
case where the event is forwarded towards 2, where it stops propagating, and 
6. There, the same situation occurs, with the links towards 5 and 8 as viable 
options. The figure shows the case where 5 is selected. At this dispatcher, the 
presence of deterministic information "captures" the events and steers it towards 
9, where it gets locally delivered. 

It is interesting to note that, at each hop, an event may be routed according 
to different criteria. As we already mentioned, "holes" in the dissemination of 
subscription information are bypassed by relying on random selection of links. 
However, the very nature of content-based systems is an asset for our routing 
approach, because an event matching multiple subscriptions may leverage of a 
bigger set of subscription information during its travel. Again, this is exemplified 
in Figure 1, where the event not only is routed by a mixture of deterministic 
and non-deterministic decisions, but deterministic ones (i.e., the hops from 1 to 
3, and from 5 to 9) are generated by different subscriptions. 

Additional Protocol Details 

Dealing with loops With reference to Figure 1, a choice of 4 = 2 would have 
created a routing loop among the nodes 4, 5, 7, and 9. Loops can be detected 
easily by relying on a unique identifier for every event, trivially implemented 
using the identifier of the event publisher and the value of a counter incremented 
at the publisher each time it publishes an event. Therefore, an event received is 
actually propagated by a dispatcher only if it has never been received before. 

More sophisticated loop avoidance and detection algorithms are available 
in the literature. However, on one hand they are likely to be impractical in the 
highly dynamic scenario we target, while on the other hand they would introduce 
a lot of complexity in our algorithm, which instead we want to keep as lightweight 
as possible. 

Avoiding unnecessary propagation In Figure 1, we note how event for- 
warding does not really stop at dispatcher 9, since there is no way to know that 
no other subscriber exists in the system. Without a way to stop forwarding, 
events would be forwarded indefinitely-more precisely, until a loop is detected. 
Indefinite propagation is dealt with by attaching a time-to-live (TTL) field to 
each event message, and by decrementing its value at every hop. When an event 
is duplicated at  a dispatcher along multiple routes, all the copies retain the same 
TTL. Therefore, an event is propagated only if its TTL is greater than zero. 

A more refined mechanism consists of associating different TTLs to the two 
form of routing we exploit, therefore defining a deterministic TTL (TTLd) and a 
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probabilistic TTL (TTL,), each limiting only the corresponding routing compo- 
nent. With this scheme, propagation ceases when both TTL values reach zero. 
The advantage of this scheme is that it provides a direct way to control both 
aspects of propagation, therefore enabling a more accurate tuning of the perfor- 
mance of our approach. 

3.2 Broadcast-based Communication: Wireless Sensor Networks 

In this section we show how to adapt our approach for a wireless sensor network 
scenario. In the following we assume wireless broadcast is the only communica- 
tion media used, and also assume that each (active) sensor takes part in routing, 
regardless of whether it is currently interested in publishing or subscribing. 

Base Routing Scheme 

Subscription Propagation When the application running on a node issues a 
subscription, our protocol broadcasts the corresponding filter. This information 
is rebroadcast by the subscriber neighbors to an extent defined by the subscrip- 
tion horizon 4. In the link-based approach, 4 was measured as the number of 
hops travelled by a subscription message along the links of the graph overlay. 
Here, instead, 4 represents the number of times the subscription message is 
(re)broadcast. Moreover, in Section 3.1, we exploited the standard technique of 
dealing with (un)subscriptions explicitly, by using control messages propagated 
whenever a node decides to (un)subscribe. The same technique is used to deal 
with appearing or vanishing links, by treating the disappearing endpoint as if it 
were, respectively, subscribing or unsubscribing. Here, we use a different strat- 
egy that associates leases to subscriptions, and requires the subscriber to refresh 
subscriptions by re-propagating the corresponding message2. If no message is 
received before a lease expires, the corresponding subscription is deleted. 

Clearly, there are tradeoffs involved. Without a leased approach the (un)sub- 
scription traffic is likely to be significant, due to the need to reconcile routing 
information whenever a link appears or disappears. The leased approach remark- 
ably reduces the communication overhead, by removing this need. On the other 
hand, if subscriptions are stable, bandwidth is unnecessarily wasted for refresh- 
ing leases. However, in sensor networks the former case is much more likely to 
happen than the latter, since nodes typically alternate work and sleep periods 
to save energy. Moreover, the combination of leased subscriptions and broadcast 
communication remarkably simplifies the management of the subscription table, 
and drastically reduces the associated computational and memory overhead. In 
the previous section, to properly reconcile subscription information upon con- 
nectivity changes, we kept a different table for each value of 4, where each row 
contained the subscription filter and the link the subscription referred to. Here, 
instead, all we need is to store the subscription filter together with a timestamp 

Optimizations are possible, e.g., to broadcast the subscription hash, and transmit 
the entire one only if missing on the receiving node. 
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used for managing leases. Differentiating according to $ is no longer needed, 
since subscriptions simply expire, and broadcast removes the need for maintain- 
ing information about links. 

Event Propagation In the link-based approach, the event propagation thresh- 
old T controls the effectiveness of event routing by specifying a fraction of the 
links available at a given dispatcher. Nevertheless, here we assume broadcast 
communication, therefore this parameter assumes a different meaning. When an 
event is received3 for which a matching filter exists in the subscription table, the 
event is simply rebroadcast. On the other hand, if no matching subscription is 
found, the event is rebroadcast with a probability T. The parameter T ,  therefore, 
still limits the extent of propagation, but more indirectly than in Section 3.1, as 
it comes into play only when no deterministic information is available. 

The effectiveness of our approach is clearly proportional to the number of 
forwarders F, i.e., the neighbors receiving and retransmitting an event. In ab- 
sence of deterministic information, in our approach F = T . rl holds, being 7 
the number of neighbors. As a consequence, a small value of rl (e.g., in sparse 
networks) must be compensated by increased values of r .  

Moreover, using a link abstraction the event always got routed along the 
fraction of links mandated by r, here instead we have a non-zero probability that 
none of the neighbors will rebroadcast the event. More precisely, in absence of 
deterministic information, if 77 is the average number of neighbors, the probability 
of stopping the propagation of the event is (1 - r ) v .  If no subscriber is in the 
immediate vicinity of the event publisher and T is small, there is a significant 
possibility that event propagation immediately stops. To ensure that a reasonable 
amount of event messages are injected into the network, we mark event messages 
with a flag stating whether they have been just published or instead they already 
travelled through the network. In the first case, the receiver behaves as if T = 1 
and rebroadcasts the event in any case. This mechanism guarantees that at 
least 77 copies of the event message are injected in the network and propagate 
independently. 

Additional Protocol Details 

Dealing with Collisions Wireless broadcast is subject to packet collisions, 
which occur when two or more nodes in the same area send data at the same 
time. Since in our approach the propagation of subscriptions and events both 
rely on wireless broadcast, it becomes crucial to reduce the impact of collisions 
and avoid wasting precious energy on useless retransmissions. 

TinyOS [16] adopts a very simple scheme to recover from collisions where, 
after a broadcast message has been sent, the sender waits for an acknowledg- 
ment from at least one of its neighbors. If none is received before the associated 
timeout expires, the message is resent. The evident weakness of this solution is 

Clearly, events that have already been processed and that are received again because 
of routing loops are easily discarded based on their identifier. 
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that it does not take into account the actual number of neighbors. If only one 
neighbor received and acknowledged successfully the message, the transmission 
is assumed successful, regardless of the possibly many nodes that did not receive 
the message. Moreover, it does not try to  limit in any way the number of colli- 
sions. More sophisticated MAC protocols has been proposed in literature [21] but 
none is currently supported by the Crossbow MICA2 [I], our target platform. 

Therefore, we conceived a simple yet effective solution that decreases signif- 
icantly the number of collisions, without requiring any synchronization among 
nodes. The idea can be regarded as a sort of simplified TDMA protocol where 
each node, upon startup, sets a timer whose value is a global configuration pa- 
rameter. Sending messages (i.e., subscriptions and events) takes place only upon 
timer expiration, while receiving is in principle always enabled. Since each node 
in the network bootstraps a t  a different time, it is highly unlikely that two nodes 
in range of each other end up with synchronized timers. The simulations in Sec- 
tion 4 show that this trivial idea goes a long way in drastically reducing the 
amount of collisions. 

Avoiding Unnecessary Propagation In Section 3.1 we limited the propa- 
gation of events using a TTL. However, our simulations showed that this solution 
is much less effective with broadcast propagation. In fact, even when an event 
travels for a small number of hops, the number of nodes it reaches is great, and 
therefore the impact of TTL is limited. 

To address this issue, we modified slightly the retransmission strategy we 
just described. Let us assume a node A waiting to broadcast an event e hears 
one of its neighbors, say B ,  transmitting e before A's timer expires. If the set 
of A's neighbors partially overlaps with B's neighbors, it is likely that most 
of A's neighbors receive the event from B's transmission, therefore making A's 
broadcast largely useless. Some of A's neighbors may not hear about e from 
B but, given the epidemic nature of our algorithm, they are very likely to get 
it through other routes. Based on this observation, in our approach (which we 
called delay-drop) we would simply let A safely remove e from its transmission 
queue. In doing this, not only we limit propagation--our initial rationale for this 
modification-but also reduce communication and therefore save battery power. 
A downside of this approach is a potentially higher latency, as the event may 
go through longer routes before reaching its recipients. Nevertheless, in principle 
this delay-drop mechanism could be only one of many alternatives specified at 
the application or middleware layer, therefore enabling to tradeoff latency for 
overhead as needed. 

4 Evaluation 

In this section we report about the evaluation through simulation of our ap- 
proaches in a wired, link-based scenario as well as a wireless, broadcast-based 
one. The original and complete evaluations can be found in [lo, 111. 
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The metrics we analyze are event delivery rate and overhead. The former 
is defined as the ratio between the number of subscribers that should receive 
a given event and those who actually get it. The overhead is constituted by 
subscription messages and by event messages that are either duplicated, never 
received by a subscriber, or routed along unnecessarily long routes. These con- 
tributions are difficult to  separate, and in any case do not provide significant 
insights. Therefore, we analyze overhead by simply plotting the overall number 
of messages flying in the system. 

In our simulations, an event is represented as a randomly-generated sequence 
of integers, determined using a uniform distribution. An event pattern associ- 
ated to  a subscription is represented by a single number. An event matches a 
subscription if it contains the number specified by the event pattern in the sub- 
scription. Each dispatcher is subscribed to two event patterns, drawn randomly 
from the overall number of patterns available in the system. For each event, the 
percentage of receivers is about 10% of the overall number N of dispatchers in 
the system as this is a commonly accepted "rule of thumb" for content-based 
systems (see e.g., [8]). Finally, simulations are run with dispatchers continuously 
publishing events on a network with stable subscription information, i.e., where 
no (un)subscriptions are being issued. 

4.1 Graph Overlay 

In this section we evaluate the protocol described in Section 3.1 over a graph 
overlay network. The graph is built with a constant degree I = 5, to eliminate 
as much as possible the bias induced by a random shape. To accommodate 
dynamicity, however, the actual number of links of a dispatcher is allowed to 
vary between 1 - 1 and 1 + 1. A topological reconfiguration consists of a link 
breakage, followed by the appearance of a new link. Graph repair is performed 
after a time interval (that we set to 0.1s) modeling the delay necessary to the 
underlying layers to find the replacement link. When a link breakage occurs, 
our simulator looks for two nodes with a degree lesser than or equal to I ,  to 
maintain the average degree as steady as possible. Likewise, a link is selected 
for removal only if its endpoints' degree is greater than or equal to 1. The time 
between two reconfigurations is p = 0.03s and since a link is always replaced after 
0.1s the system is undergoing continuous and frequent reconfiguration4. Also, we 
initially set TTL=oo to first analyze the behavior of the system without limiting 
event propagation. Each simulation was run 10 times with different seeds and 
the values averaged. Simulations were run with the OMNeT++ discrete event 
simulator [26]. 

Each reconfiguration involves two dispatchers, the link endpoints. At 300 reconfig- 
urations per second, with a network size of N = 300 each dispatcher changes two 
neighbors per second. Since our simulations are run for over two seconds, at least 4 
neighbors out of 5 get replaced. 
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Fig. 2. Event delivery and overhead in a network with reconfigurations every p = 0.03s. 

Network Size We first analyze the performance of our approach when the 
size of the system grows in a setting where the network topology undergoes 
reconfiguration. The left chart in Figure 2 shows the event delivery rate for a 
configuration with an event propagation threshold T = 0.25 and a subscription 
horizon varying between 4 = 0 (purely probabilistic) and 4 = 3. The chart 
evidences that indeed deterministic information boosts delivery, which almost 
doubles when moving from a purely probabilistic routing to one with a 1-hop 
subscription information, while there is no appreciable difference against 4 > 1. 
The reason for the overlapping of these latter curves is that, unlike 4 = 1, they 
are subject to the limitation on propagation set by T. 

It is worth noting that, as discussed in [ll], the performance of our semi- 
probabilistic routing on a static topology is similar to the one we just described. 
Indeed, the perturbation induced by dynamicity is easily absorbed by the proba- 
bilistic component of routing and by the redundancy of the graph. Moreover, as 
known from probabilistic algorithms, the continuous restructuring of connectiv- 
ity among dispatchers effectively helps spreading information, by allowing nodes 
to suddenly become in contact with a different set of neighbors, and spread 
messages from another point. 

The overhead is shown in the right chart of Figure 2. The upper bound 
is provided by flooding (T = I), which is not plotted because it generates an 
extremely high number of messages (e.g., 11,882,777 at N = 400). Therefore, 
Figure 2 shows that our overhead is extremely far from the upper bound. Indeed, 
more deterministic information (4 > 1) enables savings up to 35% w.r.t. pure 
probabilistic and 4 = 1. We also verified that higher values of T quickly bring 
the system to 100% delivery. This is clearly true for flooding. Also, r = 0.5 
already brings all the curves to full delivery except for 4 = 0, which remains 
at about 96%. Nevertheless, in this latter case the overhead is five times higher 
w.r.t. to the case with T = 0.25 and 4 = 1 (around 5.5 million messages instead 
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Fig. 3. Event delivery and overhead in a detwork with reconfigurations every p = 0.03s 
and a fixed number of receivers. 

of 1.6 at  N = 400). The relative performance among the curves with 7 = 0.5 is 
unchanged, with 4 > 1 providing the smaller overhead. 

Looking at  Figure 2, one could notice how delivery drops as the scale in- 
creases. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that in the charts above we assume 
that each dispatcher added to the system is also a publisher emitting 5 events 
per second, and that the fraction of receivers for each event is always 10% of 
the dispatchers in the system. Instead, both the dispatcher's degree 1 and the 
event propagation threshold r remain constant: the fanout f (i.e., the number 
of links along which events are forwarded) therefore remains constant as well. 
As a consequence, while the number of dispatchers and receivers increases the 
ability of the system to spread messages decreases. In a real deployment setting, 
the increase in scale should be compensated by increasing f ,  i.e., by intervening 
either on r or 1. In [ll] we showed how increasing the degree to 1 = 9 boosts de- 
livery which becomes close to (and for 4 = 1 exactly) loo%, due to the ability to 
spread messages over more links. On the other hand, the overhead is also largely 
increased and reaches the same order of magnitude of the configuration with 
1 = 5 and r = 0.5. This is not surprising, since the product r - 1, which defines 
the number f of links available for routing and therefore ultimately constrains 
the effectiveness of routing, is roughly the same in both scenarios. 

Density of Receivers vs. System Scale To evaluate how the density of 
receivers in the network affects our strategy we studied a scenario where the 
number of dispatchers (still all publishing at 5 event/s) is increased while the 
number of receivers per event (10 in our case) remains constant. The density of 
receivers therefore decreases linearly, from 20% for N = 50 down to 2.5% for 
N = 400. This scenario elicits new issues w.r.t. the one we examined previously. 
With a constant density of receivers and a growing scale, we need to increment 
the number of forwarded events to reach a larger set of receivers, and therefore 
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increasing the fanout is a viable solution. Instead, here the number of receivers 
does not change: therefore, what we are assessing is how "selective" is our routing 
towards the receivers. 

Results are in Figure 3, with the same simulation parameters as in Figure 2. 
The chart shows both the event delivery and the number of forwarded events 
divided by the number of published events, where the latter characterizes the 
effort, in terms of forwarded events, required to deliver a single event to a fixed 
set of receivers in a growing network5. 

Figure 3 shows that a high fanout (7 = 0.5) always achieves high delivery 
but basically saturates the network by reaching almost every dispatcher, thus 
increasing the traffic linearly with scale. However, even in this case deterministic 
information (4 = 3) achieves some savings, as it enables a more selective routing. 
Instead, a lower fanout (r = 0.25) yields a very different behavior. Event delivery 
is a lower than with 7 = 0.5, since the probability to reach a receiver depends 
on the product of the probabilities to select the right neighbor at each hop- 
which in turn depends on fanout, f = 1 in this case-and therefore decreases 
as the routes connecting publishers to receivers become longer. However, while 
this negative effect is evident for pure probabilistic routing, it is almost entirely 
compensated in terms of delivery by the deterministic information available when 
4 > 0, which reduces the reliance on random forwarding by "steering" forwarded 
events more efficiently through the network. This increased efficiency is mirrored 
in the overhead chart, where the number of forwarded events per published event 
still increases, due to the longer routes towards receivers, but this time remains 
well below a linear trend. 

Limiting Propagation As we discussed in Section 3.1, introducing a TTL en- 
ables considerable savings in overhead. Clearly, low TTL values may constrain 
propagation too much, and negatively impact event delivery. In our simulation 
scenario we found out that with TTL=14 the event delivery with 4 > 0 remains 
about the same, while the purely probabilistic routing gets about 20% worse. 
This is not surprising, given that the deterministic component leads to signif- 
icantly shorter routes, and therefore is not affected significantly by the TTL. 
Moreover, the overhead drops considerably, as we expected. For 4 > 1, overhead 
is reduced of about 8%, while for the others reduction is around 30%. 

The use of two different values TTLd and TTL, we mentioned in Section 3.1 
enables further optimizations, as shown in Figure 4 for TTLd =10 and TTL, =8. 
Differently from the chart we showed thus far, this one represents a single run 
plotted against (simulated) time, and N = 300. The values for TTLd and TTL, 
enable only minor-albeit positive-variations over the single TTL=14. Instead, 
the tradeoff in terms of overhead is profoundly different. The overhead of 4 > 1 
is slightly increased, but justified by the small increase in the delivery rate. On 
the other hand, the overhead of 4 = 1 is greatly improved, dropping from about 
820,000 messages to about 640,000 (more than 20% less), while 4 = 2 and 4 = 3 

We do not consider the traffic generated by (un)subscriptions since in our heavy 
publishing scenario it is negligible w.r.t. the number of events. 
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Fig. 4. Event delivery with TTLd =10 and TTL, =8. 
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Fig. 5. Event delivery on a dynamic tree topology (from [22]). 

are a t  about 680,000 and 730,000, respectively. This configuration makes routing 
with q5 = 1 more appealing than in earlier scenarios, making it a valid alternative 
to q5 = 2. A different choice for TTLd and TTL,, e.g., further increasing the gap 
between the two, would favor routing with q5 > 1. 

Stability of Event Delivery Figure 4 enables us to evidence also another in- 
teresting phenomenon whose generality goes beyond the use of TTL, that is, the 
event delivery is quite stable over time. This is particularly relevant especially if 
compared against similar results obtained by approaches that rely on a tree as 
in Figure 5. Although the comparison is entirely qualitative, since the simulators 
and scenarios differ, it is worth observing how event delivery has wide and very 
frequent changes, ranging from 100% down to 40%. The reason for the remark- 
able improvement of our approach can be attributed to the use of a graph and 
the ability to exploit alternative routes thanks to its probabilistic component. 
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Fig. 6. Event delivery and overhead using T = 0.5. 

4.2, Wireless Sensor Networks 

In this Section, we report about the performance of the approach described in 
Section 3.2 using TOSSIM [18], the simulation tool provided with TINYOS [16]. 
TOSSIM emulates all the operating systems layers and therefore works by reusing 
directly the code deployed on the sensor nodes-Crossbow's MICA2 motes [I] 
in our case. Here, we report only results for r = 0.5, as it yields the best tradeoff 
in our simulations. Each simulation run lasted 60 simulated seconds, with an 
extra second devoted to "booting" the network, as performed automatically 
by TOSSIM. Transmission occurs by using our simple delay technique to avoid 
collisions. The impact of this technique, as well as of its delay-drop variant, is 
analyzed later in this section. Simulations are performed on a stable network, 
except for the analysis of the behavior of the sensors duty cycle. Finally, we 
assume each node has 77 = 5 neighbors. 

Network Size The first parameter we analyze is the size of the network, 
which we ranged from 100 to 400. To maintain a steady publishing load and 
receiver density, we increased them proportionally by ranging the former from 1 
to 4 published events per second, and keeping the latter at 10% (yielding from 
10 to 40 receivers). 

The results in Figure 6(a) show6 that event delivery depends only marginally 
on network size. This is not surprising, since the probabilistic component of our 
approach tends to distribute the load equally on each node and, therefore, the 
more the network grows (and the more receivers need to be reached), the more 
nodes participate in delivering the events. Notably, in some cases event delivery 
is even increased as more routes become available. On the other hand, as shown 
in Figure 6(b) the overhead increases too, since the number of receivers and the 
publishing load augments linearly, i.e., there are more events to deliver to more 

We use Bezier interpolation to better evidence the trends. 
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recipients. Nevertheless, the two increments share the same trends, that is, no 
additional overhead is introduced by the size. This, again, stems from the fact 
the the effort imposed on each node by our algorithm is constant. 

It is interesting to see that q5 = 1 and q5 = 2 exhibit a different behavior. 
When N = 100, 4 = 2 performs worse than q5 = 1, most likely due to the fact 
that the smaller size increases the likelihood of creating loops. As N increases, 
however, the additional deterministic information provided by q5 = 2 becomes 
precious in steering events towards the receivers in a sparser network. Finally, 
event delivery with q5 = 1 and q5 = 2 is about the 90% of the delivery obtained 
through flooding, but the overhead is only 25% of the one introduced by flooding. 

Collisions and Rebroadcast In Section 3.2 we described two simple tech- 
niques for, respectively, reducing collisions and avoiding useless rebroadcasts. 

The effect of these techniques on the system is shown in Figure 7 for T = 0.5 
and 7 = 10. Figure 7(a) shows that the delivery is largely unaffected, with a 
small decrease in the case of delay-drop. On the other hand, Figure 7(c) shows 
that our simple mechanism for avoiding collisions is very effective, since it more 
than halves the number of collisions. The delay-drop mechanism does not im- 
prove much in terms of collisions. Instead, by avoiding useless rebroadcasts, this 
latter technique drastically reduces overhead, as shown in Figure 7(b). Although 
we do not have simulations linking directly these results to the power consump- 
tion, it is evident how the combination of these two simple techniques not only 
improves the performance of our approach, but also yields remarkable savings 
in communication, therefore enabling a longer life of the overall sensor network. 

Duty Cycle A prominent feature of our approach is the resilience to changes 
in the underlying topology and connectivity. Most approaches for content dis- 
semination and group communication for sensor networks rely on exact routes 
that must be recalculated each time the topology is modified. This is an im- 
portant limitation, since sensors are often supposed to regularly switch from 
active to sleeping, to preserve battery and extend the system lifetime. There- 
fore, unless some kind of synchronization is in place, routes become invalid and 
must be recomputed, with consequent overhead. Conversely, our approach does 
not make any assumption on the underlying topology, as it "explores" it semi- 
probabilistically. Therefore, it can tolerate sleeping (or even crashed, or moving) 
nodes, without any particular measure. 

In the simulations in Figure 8, we used a simple model where each node is 
active for a period T,, followed by a sleeping period T,. All nodes are initially 
active: after a random time (which temporally scatters them) they are regularly 
switched off and reactivated after T,. To obtain meaningful results, sleeping 
nodes are not considered in the event delivery, which is then computed by tak- 
ing into account only the active subscribers. Also, since the temporal scattering 
among nodes is completely random, it may happen that under certain combi- 
nation of T,, T, and 7, the network becomes not connected. Then, a delivery of 
100% is not meaningful because, if no path exists among two nodes, there is no 
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(a) Event delivery. (b) Overhead. 

(c) Number of collisions. 

Fig. 7. Collisions and delay-drop (r = 0 . 5 , ~  = 10). 

way to correctly deliver the event. Consequently, our upper bound is represented 
by the delivery of the flooding approach. 

In most scenarios found in literature, sensor nodes sleep for most time and 
switch on only for a short amount of time. However, in our scenario, sensor 
nodes are essential not only to acquire data from the environment but also to 
participate in their propagation. Hence it seems reasonable that the ratio 2 is 
greater than (or at least equal to) 1. Clearly, if too many nodes are sleeping at 
the same time, delivery falls abruptly since the number of forwarders is too low. 
However, the delivery of flooding also falls abruptly, and some of our solutions 
remain comparable to it. 

These results are not surprising, since what we stated earlier about density 
holds here as well. Indeed, the effect of sleeping nodes is to reduce the density, 
expressed in terms of the number 7 of neighbors. Therefore, since our algorithm 
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(a) Delivery. (b) Overhead. 

Fig. 8. Performance with sleeping nodes. 

tolerates low densities up to a given extent, it is resilient to sleeping nodes as 
well. 

5 Related Work 

The majority of content-based publish-subscribe systems are built upon a tree- 
shaped overlay, with some of them addressing the easier problem of supporting 
client mobility. Recent work by the authors' research group [9,12,22] deals in- 
stead with reconfigurations affecting the dispatchers in the tree. Other recent 
approaches [8,23] exploit a graph-based topology upon which a set of dispatch- 
ing trees are superimposed. However, these papers do not provide any detail 
about if and how dynamicity is taken into account, and at which cost. 

In the related area of MANET routing, none of the approaches is directly 
reusable because of the peculiar challenges posed by content-based routing, but 
some rely on similar ideas. In the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [15] for unicast, 
a node proactively maintains routing information about its neighborhood, and 
reactively requests information about destinations outside of it. In our approach, 
long distance propagation is instead achieved in a probabilistic way. On the other 
hand, route driven gossip [I91 exploits epidemic algorithms to maintain and 
disseminate a localized view of the system, enhanced with routing information. 

In the context of sensor networks, researchers mostly focused on efficiently 
delivering the sensed data from the sensors to a fixed base station or, alterna- 
tively, on enabling communication from the base station towards all the sensors 
(e.g to perform a query or force a network re-programming). Our work, instead, 
is directly applicable to more general scenarios where multiple data sinks (e.g., 
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multiple base stations, but also actuators as in wireless sensor and actor net- 
works [2]) are present. 

Traditional approaches (e.g., [20,24]) rely on a tree-based structure to deliver 
messages. This approach minimizes data traffic, but tree maintenance and u p  
dates require many control messages and, more importantly, a stable network. 
Alternative approaches (e.g., [5,17]) spread the nodes' interests across the whole 
network to create a reverse path from a publisher to receivers. However, again, 
no details are provided about how to deal with a dynamic network, as in the 
case of mobile or sleeping sensors, and failures. 

A recent work [3] exploits probabilistic forwarding combined with knowledge 
of the network topology to route messages from sensors to a special node act- 
ing as collector. The forwarding probability depends on various parameters, in 
particular the current distance from the collector. The probabilistic component 
allows to tolerate stale information on the global topology. Despite the different 
aim of the work, targetting at single sink application, this approach differs from 
ours in that we require a much smaller knowledge of the network, namely, only 
the subscribers q5 hops away. 

The possibility of temporarily switching off nodes is particularly amenable 
in sensor networks as the battery is not easily replaceable. At the same time, 
however, the network must maintain its functionality through a connected sub- 
network, i.e., it should be able to correctly deliver events despite the lack of 
some nodes. Some works (e.g., [6,25]) address this issue by introducing synchro- 
nization of the sleeping patterns to minimize the energy spent without affecting 
network connectivity. The weakness of this solution, however, is that other kinds 
of topological reconfiguration (e.g., mobility or failures) are not tolerated. In 
these cases, the (expensive) synchronization procedure must be restarted, with 
added overhead. Conversely, our approach does not require any synchronization 
protocol and yet tolerates arbitrary reconfigurations. 

6 Conclusions 

Modern distributed applications exhibit increasing degrees of dynamicity, due to 
topological reconfigurations occurring at the physical or logical level. Supporting 
application development through middleware in dynamic scenarios in many cases 
demands new approaches to routing the applicative information managed by the 
middleware. Current approaches exploit either a deterministic approach, relying 
on the dissemination of routing information, or a probabilistic one, inspired by 
the diffusion of epidemics. However, both have drawbacks. 

In this paper we described a semi-probabilistic routing approach targeted to 
publish-subscribe middleware for highly dynamic networks. Our routing strat- 
egy strikes a balance between the two aforementioned approaches, by combining 
the scalability and resilience to change of probabilistic approaches with the abil- 
ity to quickly steer events towards the intended receivers typical of determin- 
istic approaches. Our current experience with simulating this routing strategy 
in both link-based and broadcast-based network scenarios confirms that semi- 
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probabilistic routing indeed achieves high delivery rates with low overhead i n  
presence of  frequent topological reconfigurations. 
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Abstract. Sensor networks are composed of tiny, cheap, low power devices 
equipped with small batteries. Depending on the application scenarios, 
sensors collect some parameters and send them to the sink. This device 
processes and filters the information sending them to the remote network 
controller. In this paper we discuss the implementation and the results 
of the activity carried out and currently on work at the WiNe-Lab of 
the University of Catania. This activity consists in developing a sensor 
testbed, using MICAz motes, which can be remotely accessed via a web 
server by users. The latter can interact with the applications already 
running on the network and modify the operation mode of a single or all 
the sensor devices. Users can also run-time monitor the activity carried 
out by the sensors through a graphical interface and some plots of the 
sensed parameters. This activity aims either to allow sensor resources 
sharing among remote users or research groups that do not have the 
sensors available or to guarantee a high level of interaction between users 
and sensor devices accordingly this testbed introduces innovative features 
with respect to other existing and remotely accessible sensor network 
testbeds. 

Keywords: Sensor Networks, Testbed, MICA motes, Remote Control 

1 Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks are composed of low-cost, low-processing tiny devices 
which perform sensing, data processing, data fusion and routing [I-51. 

Data are monitored by sensor devices which periodically send the collected 
information t o  a more powerful device called sink. The sink may reside very far 
from the monitored area and may communicate the collected information to  the 
remote research laboratory using a GPRS or a satellite network. 

Novel design challenges arise when dealing with sensor network protocols. 
More specifically, 

- Reduction in power consumption: sensor network's lifetime is strongly de- 
pendent on battery since a wireless sensor node is typically equipped with a 
limited power source to  reduce size and weight. When exhausting batteries, 
sensor devices are abandoned, because their batteries cannot be replaced. 
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So, power saving and power management are of primary importance be- 
cause, when sensors disappear, this influences network lifetime and thus the 
communication support capability. 

- Dynamic network topology management: due to possible mis-functioning and 
low available energy related to batteries' exhaustion, reliable protocols which 
re-route packets and re-organize the network in case of failures should be de- 
signed and implemented. 

- Fault tolerance and Reliability: protocols must be implemented with a high 
fault tolerance capability not only because of the problem of batteries ex- 
haustion which leads to dynamic network topology but also because the en- 
vironment where sensor nodes are deployed can be characterized by a high 
level of interference or be hostile. 

- Scalability: node density depends on the particular application. Protocols 
designed for these networks should scale well also with an increase in the 
number of the considered devices. 

Due to the increasing interest on sensor networks, in the last years numerous 
research projects involving sensor networks have emerged [6-81. However, only 
some of these projects have lead to the development of a sensor network testbed 
which can be remotely controlled, [7,8], while other projects have been mainly 
concerned with the miniaturization of the components which constitute the sen- 
sor device, [9-111. Also the standardization institutions have carried out a lot of 
work aiming at  the definition of a standard suitable for sensor network commu- 
nications. On the one hand the ZigBee Alliance proposed a protocol stack for low 
data rate networks (E [20,250] Kbps) aimed at supporting very low power con- 
sumption and targeted towards automation and remote control applications. On 
the other hand, almost in the same period of time, the IEEE 802.15.4 working 
group began to work on a low data rate standard focused on the specification of 
the first two layers of the network architecture. Accordingly, the ZigBee Alliance 
and the IEEE decided to join forces leading to the introduction of the ZigBee 
technology [I 21. 

ZigBee technology is aimed at  providing connectivity for equipments that 
need battery to last for several months to several years, but do not require high 
data rate .to be supported. 

In this paper we discuss the results of an ongoing activity carried out at the 
WiNe-Lab [13] which has been dealt with the implementation of a sensor testbed 
using MICAz motes [14], mainly focusing on networking functionalities, called 
S-WiNeTest. 

The main focus of this activity has been to develop a sensor testbed remotely 
available to users connected via the web server, which allows to either run-time 
monitor and plot the values of light and temperature parameters measured by 
sensors in our lab, or to vary the operation mode of a single or all the sensor 
devices. Moreover, users can choose to change the routing protocol used by sensor 
nodes to send data to the sink, according to the two protocol currently supported 
by our testbed. 
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The main differences with other available remotely accessible testbeds [7,8] 
reside in the possibility given to the user to remotely control the applications 
run by our testbed via the web server, modify the sensor operation of a single 
or all the sensors and test different available routing protocols for forwarding 
information from the nodes to the sink. More specifically, in [7], no possibility to 
inject packets in the network for controlling sensor activities is given since devices 
can only be re-programmed in the persp ective of sharing mote devices with other 
research groups. In [8] remote users can monitor light and temperature measured 
by MICA2 motes disseminated in the various departments of the EPFL and see 
the related graphs. However,no possibility to switch on and off a single node is 
given and the routing protocol cannot be changed. 

Other features which render our work different from the previous ones are the 
use of MICAz motes which are the new generation of MICA Crossbow products 
working in the 2.4 Ghz ISM band and commercialized in August 2004 allowing 
also to test the interference caused by the coexistence with other technologies 
working on the same bandwidth such as IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth. Moreover, 
through our portal, users can also interact and modify the preconfigured sensor 
applications currently running in the network. In addition, as in [8], users can 
see the light and temperature monitored time by time by either all the sensors or 
each individual sensor device and download the log file in order to possibly reuse 
data in the future. As a future work we plan to enlarge the set of functionalities 
which can be remotely accessed by users allowing also to test new applications. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2 some of the most interesting activities aimed at developing a 

sensor network testbed are presented, either in the view of letting it be accessed 
by a remote user or not. 

In Section 3 the features and components of the S-WiNeTest testbed are 
described and discussed in detail. In Section 4 some consideration on sensed 
parameters which can be measured via our testbed and accessed by remote 
users through the web interface are given. Finally in Section 5 some concluding 
remarks on the activity carried out and on the future work are drawn. 

2 Related work 

In this section, some of the most significant testbeds for sensor networks will be 
analyzed. 

More in detail, in Section 2.1 the Sensonet testbed will be described in detail, 
while in Section 2.2 the Motelab project will be introduced. Finally, in Section 
2.3, the basic features of the Sensorscope testbed will be discussed. 

2.1 Sensonet 

The target of the Sensonet [6] research project, developed at the Georgia Insti- 
tute of Technology, is to introduce various protocols, working at different layers 
of the network architecture, which are aimed at: 
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Adaptation in the transmission power and dynamic scaling of voltage at the 
physical layer. 
Localization based on the cooperation between nodes instead that on the 
availability of signals, such as GPS, that could be expensive and not available 
in certain environments. 
Time-synchronization which is needed in order to allow data fusion and 
reordering of audio and/or video information collected by different nodes. 
Medium Access Control (MAC) aimed at reducing the overall network energy 
consumption through the introduction of some wake-up round mechanisms 
and exploitation of spatial correlation for reducing the amount of correlated 
data sent at the sink and collected by nodes monitoring in the same area. 
Routing, aimed at  maintaining data topology update, which is a challenge 
since devices have scarce capabilities and thus signaling should be kept as 
low as possible. 
Transport since new light transport paradigms and semantics suitable for 
reliable event-to-sink detection are needed. 

The Sensonet Project, conceived as a research activity, has also lead to the 
development of a sensor testbed as shown in Figure 1 which however cannot be 
remotely accessed by users. 

Fig. 1. Sensonet Testbed. 

It consists of three parts: the core network, the core access network and the 
sensor field. 

The core network is the backbone of the overall sensor network. It consists 
of the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), the Internet and the Satellite 
network. 
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The core access network is made up of NSAPs which are sinks for the sensor 
network and are emulated by laptops. 

The sensor field is the area, where the RAS (route, access, and sense) nodes 
are deployed. Each RAS node can be either mobile or static but includes the 
following components: 

- MPR300CA MICA [14] process/radio board shown in Figure 2 using the 
TinyOS distributed operating system. TinyOS is the event-driven operating 
system used by MICA motes employing a component-based architecture. 

- Atmel Atmega 103L processor (operating at  4 MHz with 128 KB of internal 
flash), 4 KB external SRAM, 4 KB external EEPROM, RFM TRlOOO 916 
MHz radio transceiver at maximum 50 Kb/s, and 51-pin expansion connector 
for MICA sensors. 

- MTS310CA MICA light, temperature, acoustic actuator, magnometer, and 
accelerometer sensors. 

- Video and audio capturing devices. 
- Differential Global Positioning System (GPS). 
- Remote control cars or brownian motion cars. 

Fig. 2. MICA motes devices. 

2.2 MoteLab 

MoteLab is a wireless sensor network testbed developed at the Maxwell Dworkin 
Laboratory at  Harvard University. MoteLab consists of a sensor testbed which 
allows reprogramming of devices and testing of applications developed by re- 
mote users via a web interface. The MoteLab activity, differently from the one 
developed within the Sensonet Project is considered as an implementation work 
allowing remote users to exploit the resources available at  the Harward labo- 
ratory. Users can upload files and execute them on the MoteLab testbed, so 
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testing and developing new applications, provided they re-program the Cross- 
bow motes using the TinyOS. MICA mote devices are programmed in the NesC 
programming language which is a component-variant of the C language. 

The applications could be developed using the TinyOS mote simulator, called 
TOSSIM [15], which has been introduced at  the Berkeley University. TOSSIM is 
scalable and compiles directly from TinyOS code; TOSSIM simulates the TinyOS 
network stack at the bit level, allowing experimentation with low-level protocols 
in addition to top-level application systems. 

However, no tools for interaction with running applications are provided. 
The hardware employed in this project consists of 

- 40 Mica2 motes with an Atmel ATMEGA128L processor running at  7.3MHz, 
128KB of read-only program memory, 4KB of RAM, and a Chipcon CClOOO 
radio operating at 433 MHz with an indoor range of approximately 100 
meters. 

- A sensor board attached to each sensor allowing to sense many variables and 
to collect environment images 

- An Ethernet connection available at  each sensor as well as a wall plug 

2.3 SensorScope 

SensorScope is a project developed at  the LCAV (Audiovisual Communications 
Laboratory) at EPFL 

The wireless sensor network testbed consists of about 20 MICA2/DOT motes 
equipped with a variety of sensors which monitor light, temperature, acoustic 
vibrations, magnetic field and acceleration, mounted on MTS3lO and MTS510 
sensorboards. 

The target of the SensorScope project is to build a stable, long-running sys- 
tem with all the constraints of a real deployment i.e. motes run on batteries 
and no wired back-channel is available. The system employs an end-to-end sys- 
tem going from the motes to the web. The initial version uses mostly standard 
TinyOS components for data routing and command broadcast. 

Through the web site of the SensorScope project [8] the user is allowed to 
access the current sensor readings. The graphs are updated every 5 minutes and 
represent the actual state of the sensor network and its measurements. 

The routing tree is also shown through a graphical interface. An example 
taken from the SensorScope site is shown in Figure 3. 

The Commands web page allows the remote user to get/set RF power, to set 
sampling rate of all the sensor devices, to put all the mote in sleep/wakeup mode 
but not the single device, to start/stop sensing of a single or all the devices and 
to gather routing statistics using the pre-defined motes routing protocol. 

Differently from the S-WiNeTest system, the Sensorscope testbed does not 
allow users to change sleep/wakeup status of a single device as well as to change 
its sampling rate because the sensor network is conceived as a whole. Differently 
from [8], in the S-WiNeTest system, each device can be addressed through its 
ID and its operation mode changed indipendently of the other motes. Moreover, 
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Fig. 3. A sector of the Sensorscope routing tree. 

the routing protocol being used can be run-time changed and chosed between 
the Surge and the GeoSense protocol. 

3 Scenario characterization 

The target of our work has been to develop a working testbed set in our labo- 
ratory that users can remotely access and control via the interactive web site. 
More in detail, users can either use the applications already running on the sys- 
tem, monitor temperature or light or perform packet injection and test different 
routing protocols. 

The testbed has been set in the laboratory as shown in Figure 4 using MICAz 
sensor devices placed in the positions shown in the boxes. 

MICAz motes represent the new generation of MICA2 devices. The lat- 
ter work in the 315, 433 or 900 MHz bandwidth and employ multi-channel 
transceivers. Moreover, a Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum physical layer tech- 
nique is used to reduce RF interference and increase security. The data rate 
which can be supported is up to 250 kbps. 

Differently from the above mentioned MICA2 motes, the MICAz motes offer 
an IEEE 802.15.4lZigBee compliant RF transceiver and work in the 2.4 ISM 
band similarly to IEEE 802.11b and Bluetooth devices. 

Numerous obstacles and time-varying interference sources are considered in 
the testbed: people working or going around the lab, wardrobes and walls due 
to the irregular form of the area as well as IEEE 802.11b devices and Bluetooth 
equipments disseminated in the lab. The hardware devices being used constitute 
the MICA MOTE KIT 2400 which includes: 

- 8 MICAz Processor/Radio Boards 
- 4 MTS3lO sensor boards which monitor acceleration, magnetic field, light, 

temperature, acoustic vibrations and sound. 
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Fig. 4. Map of the laboratory where the S-WiNeTest has been set. 

- 3 MTS300 sensor boards which monitor light, temperature, acoustic vibra- 
tions and sound. 

- 1 MDASOO Data Acquisition Board 
- 1 MIBGOO Ethernet Interface Board used to connect the board directly to 

the Ethernet 
- 1 MIB510 Programming and Serial Interface Board with DB-9 (Male-Female) 

RS-232 Cable 

In order to allow remote users to interact with the sensor networking system 
two components have been developed as shown in Figure 5: the Proxy System 
and the Sensor Environment. 

- The Proxy System consists of the following elements: 
0 Web server which includes the PHP module 
0 Parsing and Monitoring Module 

Serial Forwarder 
0 Packet Injection Module 

- The Sensor Environment instead consists of the following elements: 
0 an Injector Node 
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Sensor Network Pmxy System - I Sensor Fteld 
-- -- 

Fig. 5. System Architecture (data flow direction is represented by arrows) 

0 7 MICA2 motes (including the sink) implementing different Routing 
Modules 

The Proxy System is obtained through a PC running the GNU/Linux operat- 
ing system; the Linux distribution is the Red Hat 9 with 2.4.20-8 kernel version. 
The TinyOS version used to develop the testbed is the 1.1.9. All the above cited 
components will be dealt with in detail in the following sections. 

3.1 Proxy System 

Web Server 

The user remote access to the sensor network is obtained through a web interface, 
using standard HTML pages. We have used the Apache web server version 1.3.33 
with standard settings employing the PHP module 4.3.10. We are currently 
developing a solution using a Java applet to render the remote access more 
flexible and user friendly. 

The user can choose two different access modes to  the Proxy System: 

- Can send a monitoring request, that will be processed by the Parsing and 
Monitoring Module; 

- Can request to change one or more of the sensor network parameters. The 
command is handled by the PHP module and then the action request is sent 
to the Packet Injection Module. 

The PHP module handles the form filled in the HTML page and provides the 
interface to the Packet Injection Module. 

Parsing and Monitoring Module 

The data are can be accessed through the web server interface in both text and 
graphic format. After the user request, considering that the data monitored by 
sensor devices are collected in an unconventional format which results very hard 
to read, information need to be parsed and filtered, according to the requested 
output format. 
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We have developed a stand alone tool that monitors the wireless sensor net- 
works' log files written in a raw format and filters output data, classifying them 
in different files depending on the payload type or on the source node. 

The tool is written in C language and runs in background when the web 
server is active. Everytime a user sends a monitoring request the web server 
retrieves the file according to the request type. 

Serial Forwarder 

The TinyOS developing environment provides some simple Java programs to 
help the development of more complex applications and simplify the interaction 
between the sensor network and the device to which it is connected. 

An important Java tool we used is the SerialForwarder. The Serial Forwarder 
application is used to allow multiple clients to communicate with a mote device 
operating as a sink. The Serial Forwarder works as a proxy on the host con- 
nected to the mote device acting as a sink via a serial port, thus providing a 
bi-directional packet stream to the client applications. Accordingly, the Serial 
Forwarder provides a socket based abstraction for connecting to the motes. 

Basically, it works as a relay point between any data source device and the 
remote source device. It's intended use is to provide TCPIIP connectivity to a 
locally connected TinyOS device. The SerialForwarder provides the capability 
of multiplexing many network connections into a single one. 

Packet Injection Module 

In order to allow remote users to inject packets in our sensor network testbed, a 
Java tool, denoted as Packet Injection Module, has been developed. The program 
builds TinyOS packets and injects them into the network using the Serial For- 
warder. Accordingly, the injector generates packets that will cause the receiving 
mote to startlstop its sensing activity, to adjust its sampling rate, to tune the 
sleep/wake up state, to turn on/off its LEDs etc. Furthermore our motes have 
been programmed to use one out of two different routing schemes which will be 
described in the next section so that the remote user is able to inject a packet 
and to change the routing protocol for forwarding this packet into the network. 

The Figure 6 shows the local GUI of the Packet Injection Module. The Com- 
mands page in the web site provides a remote interface, in HTML format, having 
the same aspect of the local one. 

Fig. 6. Local interface of the Packet Injection Module. 
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3.2 Sensor Environment 

Injector Node 

Once Packet Injection Module has built a TinyOS packet containing the user 
command, the packet is sent, via serial port or Ethernet connection, to a mote 
that has to be programmed to act as a packet injector. Currently, the Injector 
Node in our system executes the TosBase TinyOS program. This reprogrammed 
node receives the command message, checks the header fields and puts it in its 
sending queue, managed using a FIFO policy. 

At this time such mechanism does not use acknowledgments but we-are devel- 
oping a technique which ensures higher reliability in the packet injection scheme, 
so that the remote user will be able to know if his command request was correctly 
delivered or not. 

(a) Sink node 

7 

(c) Proxy system, in- 
jector node and sink. 

(b) Injector node. 

(d) MICAz sensor 
node. 

Fig. 7. Testbed components. 
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Routing Modules 

In our testbed, two different routing protocols are available to the users which 
remotely interact with the network. For what concerns the data sent from the 
injector node to the rest of the network nodes, a broadcast technique which 
employs flooding is used. Instead, when sensors send the data they monitor to 
the sink, two routing protocols are available in the S-WiNeTest system: 

- the tree based routing protocol implemented in the Surge Reliable [16] which 
is an open-source data gathering application developed by Crossbow that 
extends the features of TinyOS Surge application. Both Surge and Surge 
Reliable use the library components included in TinyOS-1.1.0 release and 
later, that provide ad-hoc multi-hop routing for sensor network applications. 
The implementation uses a shortest-path-first algorithm with a single desti- 
nation node (the sink) and active two-way link estimation. Surge motes are 
organized in a spanning tree whose root coincides with the sink. Each mote 
is aware of its parent node in the tree as well as of its depth and advertises 
this information in each radio message it sends or forwards. Furthermore 
each mote, using link quality measures, periodically selects its parent node 
and it periodically, i.e. once a second, sends its sensed data to the parent 
node which acknowledges the received packets. 

- a geographic routing protocol, called Geosense, designed by the WiNeLab 
Team, specifically intended for sensor networks [17]. This protocol requires 
each node only to known its own coordinates as well as the coordinates of the 
sink. Furthermore simple algorithms are used to reduce the computational 
load and does not require to store any routing tables at  the sensor nodes. 
Moreover the generic node needs no information about its neighbors in order 
to decide to forward the received packets or not, evaluating its own position 
and some fields of the header. The basic idea is to progressively forwarding 
the data towards the sink reducing the distance with respect to the previous 
forwarder. Accordingly, a sensor node upon receiving a data packet which 
requires to be forwarded, evaluates if it can forward the packet guaranteing 
that the distance to the destination is reduced with respect to the previous 
node. In case this check gives a positive answer, the packet is forwarded, 
otherwise it is not. The protocol works without any control packets so that 
nodes save their resources avoiding to waste energy in sending, receiving and 
processing the signalling packets. Moreover a very small amount of memory 
is needed. 

4 Experimental results 

Users remotely accessing to our testbed can exploit all the information monitored 
by the motes devices. To this purpose, the web interface offers the possibility to 
view real-time graphs reporting the light and temperature measured inside the 
laboratory where the S-WiNeTest is set. There are several visualization meth- 
ods; the user can choose to view only the graphs plotting the values of some 
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parameters monitored by a specific sensor or by all the sensors at the same time. 
Moreover, users can browse the raw log file and retrieve the information for later 
use. 

Fig. 8. Light values measured by some MICA2 motes in the S-WiNeTest (start time 
7:00 am - end time 12:OO am). 

Figure 8 shows the light values measured by five MICAz motes during a time 
interval of five hours starting from 7 a.m. to 12 a.m. The two motes measuring 
low values of light have been put into two closets. The peaks correspond to 
the opening of the closet's shutters. In the other three curves, the steps are in 
correspondence of the switching on of the light in the laboratory. 

Fig. 9. Temperature values measured by some MICA2 motes in the S-WiNeTest (start 
time 5:00 am - end time 10:OO am). 
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Figure 9 shows the temperature values measured by two MICAz motes during 
a time interval of five hours starting from 5 a.m to 10 a.m. Here the curves have 
increasing trends according to the switching on of the air conditioning system. 

The above figures represent only a monitoring activity but our testbed allows 
also a deep interaction with the sensors parameters and functionalities. This can 
be obtained allowing the user to change the parameters filling an HTML form. 
The web server wakes up a java program which constructs a packet and send 
it, by UART communication, to a mote (as shown in Figure 7(b)) programmed 
to act as an injector node. This mote broadcasts the packet which, through a 
flooding routing algorithm, is received by all the network nodes. 

The packet injection mechanism provides two different capabilities: 

- broadcast a packet to  set a parameter or to change a functionality in all the 
sensor nodes 

- send a packet to a specific node identified by its ID in order to change one 
of its operation parameters 

The packets provided by the packet injection mechanism allow the following 
actions: 

- to toggle sleep/wake up mode 
- to start/stop the sensing activity 
- to change the sensing and packet sending rate. 
- to change the routing protocol. 
- to replace one source (when the Geosense runs). 

The remote user is able, like in [8], to send a command to toggle the sleep/wake 
up state of all the motes in the network. S-WiNeTest allows also the remote user 
to sleep-wake up a single mote. When a mote is in sleep state it stops all its main 
activities (including the forwarding task). Instead when the start/stop command 
is sent it will involve only the sensing activity. Another command we provide 
allows the remote user to change the frequency with which sensors are polled, 
as in [8]. In S-WiNeTest, however, the sensing frequency of a single mote is in- 
dipendent from the sensing frequency of the other motes so that the remote user 
can change the sensing frequency of a single device by specifying its ID. 

An innovative characteristic of our testbed resides in the possibility to  change 
the routing algorithm used by the sensor network, without reprogramming the 
motes. 

Figure 10 shows the web page that allows the remote user to choose the 
routing protocol or to change the sampling rate. 

The user can also view a graphical representation of the routing tree changing 
run-time, after the routing algorithm switch; this can be supported because every 
packet carries information about the path from the source node to  the sink. 

Furthermore when the network uses the Surge routing, all the motes poll 
the sensors in their sensor board and send packets to the sink. Instead, when 
the Geosense routing protocol is enabled the network starts only with one mote 
acting as a packet source; while the Geosense runs the system allows the remote 
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Fig. 10. S-WiNeTest Commands Page: commands for changing the sampling rate and 
the routing scheme. 

user to  send commands to  replace the source node with another one, to  increase 
or decrease the number of motes that poll their sensors and to specify, for each 
device, the sampling frequency. The web interface that allows the remote user 
to send these commands is represented in Figure 11. 

Fig. 11. S-WiNeTest Commands Page: commands for starting/stopping the sensing 
activity and changing the packet source when routing data with the Geosense protocol. 
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented and discussed in detail the sensor network 
testbed denoted as S-WiNeTest developed at the WiNe-Lab center in Catania. 
This testbed uses MICAz motes remotely accessed by users via a web server. 
Users are allowed to interact with the applications running on the network and 
modify the sampling rate or the activity mode of a single or all the sensor devices. 
Also, users can run-time monitor the activity carried out by the sensors through 
a graphical interface and see some plots of the sensed parameters. In addition, 
a remote user can employ different routing protocols for delivering data from 
the sensor devices to  the sink and compare their performance. Log files can be 
downloaded by the remote users to  ensure also the reproducibility of the results 
for later use. As a future work we plan to  enlarge the set of functionalities which 
can be remotely accessed by users allowing also to  test new applications designed 
by users or monitor the degree of interference due to other devices transmitting 
on the same bandwidth or to  obstacles in the testbed environment. Moreover, 
we plan to  consider also the possibilities to  change the transmission power level 
of the sensor devices, investigating on the performance which can be achieved. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a general approach to distributed detec- 
tion with multiple sensors in network scenarios with noisy communica- 
tion links between the sensors and the fusion center (or access point, 
AP). The sensors are independent and observe a common phenomenon. 
While in most of the literature the performance metrics usually consid- 
ered are missed detection and false alarm probabilities, in this paper we 
follow a Bayesian approach for the evaluation of the probability of de- 
cision error at the AP. We first derive an optimized fusion rule at the 
AP in a scenario with ideal communication links. Then, we consider the 
presence of noisy links and model them as binary symmetric channels 
(BSCs). This assumption leads to a simple, yet meaningful, performance 
analysis. Under this assumption, we show, both analytically and through 
simulations, that if the noise intensity is above a critical level (i.e., the 
cross-over probability of the BSC is above a critical value), the lowest 
probability of decision error at the AP is obtained if the AP selectively 
discards the information transmitted by the sensors with noisy links. 

Keywords: Decentralized detection, sensor networks, noisy communication 
links, multiple observations, cross-layer design. 

1 Introduction 

Distributed detection has been an active research field for a long time [19]. In 
particular, several approaches have been proposed to study this problem, in the 
realms of information theory [lo], target recognition [16,17], and several other 
areas. The increasing interest, over the last decade, for sensor networks, has 
spurred a significant research activity on distributed detection techniques in this 
context [21,4,7,9]. 

In recent years, wireless sensor networks are becoming more common, as, 
for example, in terrain monitoring applications [18]. In a wireless communica- 
tion scenario, links between sensors and the access point (AP) are likely to  be 

* This work was supported in part by Minister0 dell'Istruzione, Universits e Ricerca 
(MIUR), Italy, under the PRIN project "CRIMSON" (Cooperative Remote Inter- 
connected Measurement Systems Over Networks). 
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faded [15,6]. In this case, most of the results proposed in the literature are not 
immediately applicable, since they are based on the assumption that commu- 
nication links between sensors and AP are "ideal," i.e., the information trans- 
mitted by sensors is received correctly by the AP. The characteristics (in terms 
of capacity) of the radio multiple access channel in wireless sensor networks are 
taken into account in [5], where optimal configurations for decentralized detec- 
tion are analyzed. Study of decentralized detection taking into account realistic 
communication constraints is also considered in [I, 121. 

In this paper, we first revisit the basic principles of distributed detection 
with binary decisions at the sensors. In order to model a scenario where some 
of the links between sensors and AP are non-ideal, we assume that a link can 
be modeled as a binary symmetric channel (BSC) [14]. We show that selective 
elimination of noisy links may lead to a performance improvement when the 
cross-over (or bit-flipping) probability of the BSC increases. In particular, for 
each value of the common signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the sensors we deter- 
mine a critical bit-flipping probability which discriminates between two network 
operating regimes: for values of the bit-flipping probability above the critical 
value, the best performance is obtained when the AP excludes the sensors with 
noisy links. In particular, selective exclusion of sensors with noisy links could be 
obtained, for instance, by using a clever medium access control (MAC) protocol 
at the AP. Therefore, our results suggest that the use of a cross-layer approach to 
the design of sensor networks with unreliable communication links (e.g., wireless 
sensor networks) is the best choice. 

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide the reader 
with preliminaries on distributed detection principles, referring to a classical 
distributed detection scheme with parallel schedule. In Section 3, the presence 
of noisy links, modeled as BSCs, is considered, and the corresponding sensor 
network performance is analyzed. Conclusions and future research directions are 
presented in Section 4. 

2 Preliminaries on Distributed Detection 

We consider a classical sensor network scenario where all sensors are connected to 
a single AP [21]. Two main approaches for combining the information gathered 
by multiple sensors have been proposed. 

- The first approach is referred to as centralized: all sensors observations are 
transmitted to a central processor that performs a global decision. 

- The second approach is referred to as decentralized: each sensor makes a 
local decision and a fusion processor, i.e., the AP, makes the final decision, 
by applying a suitable fusion rule. 

In this paper, all sensors make an observation of a common binary phe- 
nomenon. In other words, we consider the binary hypothesis signal detection 
problem [13], with statistically independent observations from sensor to sensor. 
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We will refer to the two hypotheses as H1 and Ho, respectively. The true hy- 
pothesis will be simply denoted as H .  We will assume that the two hypotheses 
are equally likely. The extension of this work to the case of correlated sensors [3] 
is currently under investigation. 

Suppose that there are N sensors and that they observe the same phe- 
nomenon at a given point in time (for notational simplicity, we do not explicitly 
consider the time instant of the observation). The discrete-time observation at 
the i-th sensor can be expressed as 

where 

with i = 1,2, . . . , N. Assuming that the noise samples {ni) are independent 
and identically distributed with the same Gaussian distribution N(0, a2), the 
common signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at  each sensor can be defined as follows: 

For the sake of notational simplicity, we assume that a = 1, so that SNRs,,,,, = 
s2. We also assume that the SNR is the same at all sensors, i.e., the sensors are 
equivalent. 

In a classical distributed detection scheme with parallel schedule, each sensor 
makes an observation of the common phenomenon, decides for one of the two 
hypotheses, and then sends its binary decision, denoted as ui, to the AP. In 
general, the decision rule at each sensor (common for all sensors) can be written 
as ui = y(ri), where y(.) is a suitable decision function. Usually, the communica- 
tion link between each sensor and the AP is ideal, i.e., the AP receives correctly 
the bit transmitted by each sensor. In order to make a decision, the i-th sensor 
compares the observation ri with a threshold value T and computes its binary 

Equivalently, one can write y(ri) = U(ri - T), where U ( - )  is the unitary step 
function. It is possible to show that this decision rule is equivalent to a local 
likelihood ratio test [ll]. In [20], it is shown that selecting the same value of 
r for all sensors is an asymptotically (for large values of N)  optimal choice 
for minimizing the probability of incorrect decision. Moreover, in [20] the author 
shows also that selecting the same value of r also for a relatively small number N 
of sensors leads a negligible performance loss with respect to an optimal threshold 
selection among the sensors. Motivated by this observation, in the remainder of 
this paper we will assume that the threshold value T for local decision is the 
same for all sensors. 

Once all sensors have made their local decisions {ui), the AP receives an 
array of N binary values, and makes a final decision uo according to a fusion rule 
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OR AND 

Fig. 1. Decision regions for majority-like fusion rules in the case with N = 2 sensors: 
OR (left) and AND (right) rules. In the axes there are the local decisions (denoted as 
"0" and "1") at the two sensors, while within the diagram there is the final decision at 
the AP. 

uo = r ( u l , .  . . , UN). As shown in the literature, the fusion rule must be based on 
a binary monotonic increasing function of the decisions array of length N [21]. 
Given N ,  even if there are 22N possible fusion rules, one can limit herself/himself 
at  investigating only binary monotonic increasing functions [16,21]. Under the 
assumption that the SNR is the same at all sensors, these fusion rules can be 
given the following general majority-like expression: 

where k = 1,. . . , N. In general, if k = 1 the OR fusion rule is obtained, while if 
k = N the AND fusion rule is obtained. In a network with N = 2 sensors, only 
the OR and AND fusion rules are possible and a pictorial description of these 
rules is shown in Fig. 1. 

Provided that the fusion rule is in the form given by (4), the key problem 
consists in determining the value of k that minimizes the probability of error 
under a Bayesian criterion, defined as 

P, P{uo # H}. 

Based on our assumption of equally likely hypotheses (P(Ho) = P(H1) = 1/2), 
the probability of error can be written as 

In the general case with N > 2 sensors, the two terms at the right side of (5) 
can be evaluated as follows: 

P(uo = HolH1) = P{less than k sensors decide for HIIH1} 
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P(uo = HI I Ho) = P{at least k sensors decide forH1 I Ho) 

= g (7) [l - @(T)]"(~-~) ( r )  
i= k 

where @(z) 2 JZ;; lx -03 e -12 2 dy. Therefore, using (6) and (7) into (5), one ob- 
tains 

The behavior of the probability of error, as a function of the threshold value T, is 
shown in Fig. 2, in the case with SNR,,,,,, = s2 = 0 dB. As one can observe from 
Fig. 2, for each decision rule the probability of error is a quasi-convex function of 
T and has an absolute minimum. Numerically, one can characterize the absolute 
minimum depending on the value of N.  

- N odd: the optimal value of r is s/2 and the best fusion rule is the majority 
rule, i.e., k = LN/2] + 1. 

- N even: between the optimal value for the threshold T and s/2 there is 
an offset that, in general, depends on (i) the number of sensors N ,  (ii) the 
sensor SNR s2, and (iii) the fusion rule. In particular, the best fusion rules 
are obtained selecting k = N/2 + 1 (i.e., adopting a majority rule) or k = 
N/2. For both fusion rules, by properly selecting the threshold value T the 
probability of decision error is the same. 

As intuitively expected, increasing the number N of sensors and choosing the 
corresponding optimal fusion rule, the performance (in terms of P,) improves 
dramatically. 

3 Sensor Networks with Noisy Communication Links 

While all previous results apply to a sensor network scenario where the commu- 
nication links between sensors and AP are ideal, in a realistic scenario (e.g., a 
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Fig. 2. Probability of error, as a function of the threshold value 7, in a scenario with 
N = 5 sensors and SN%,n,,, = 0 dB. Various values of k, corresponding to different 
fusion rules, are shown. 

wireless sensor network) it might happen that these links are noisy (e.g., they are 
faded [6]). Studying such a scenario is difficult, since the presence of fading might 
also create correlations among the sensors [15]. The analysis and optimization of 
wireless sensor networks is, therefore, a complicated problem. In [6], the authors 
propose fusion algorithms that take into account channel fading statistics. In 
order to derive significant insights into the problem of decentralized detection in 
sensor networks with realistic communication links, we now consider a simplified 
model for a noisy communication link. More precisely, a noisy link between a 
sensor and the AP is modeled as a BSC with parameter p, corresponding to the 
channel cross-over probability1 [8]. In other words, the bit transmitted by the 
sensor has a probability p of being "flipped." The parameter p will depend on the 
specific characteristics of the sensors-AP communication links (e.g., modulation 
format, presence of channel coding, presence of fading, detection strategy at the 
AP, etc.). Assuming binary hard decision at each sensor, if ui is the decision sent 
by the i-th sensor, the AP will receive the following information: 

q with probability 1 - p 
1 - ui with probability p. 

We remark that the sensor SNR, i.e., SNF&,,, = &, is the SNR at each sensor 
relative to the local detection of the common phenomenon (or state of nature). A 
realistic communication link between a sensor and the A P  could be characterized 
by an SNR at the AP. In this paper, however, we do not explicitly consider the 
communication link SNR, since we concisely describe the communication link as a 
BSC, which is completely characterized by the single parameter p. 
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Fig. 3. Probability of error for various values of the number of sensors N. In each case, 
the optimal fusion rule is considered. 

We extend the derivation of the probability of error proposed in Section 2 in order 
to encompass the presence of noisy links. More precisely, we want to evaluate the 
final probability of error (5 )  in a sensor network with noisy links. We consider 
a majority-like fusion rule a t  the AP, as described in Section 2, with optimized 
values of k and 7. We first consider a scenario where all N links are noisy. Then, 
we generalize the obtained results to the case where d 5 N links are noisy. For 
example, this scenario could correspond to  a wireless sensor network where some 
of the sensors do not have, temporarily, a "clear" communication path to the 
AP. Note that the proposed approach could be extended to a scenario where the 
noise intensity is not the same in all noisy links. 

3.1 Sensor Networks with All Noisy Communication Links 

After proper algebraic manipulations, it is possible to show that the first condi- 
tional probability in ( 5 )  can be written as 

k- 1 

P(uo = Ho/Hl)  = P{i  < k sensors for H I  lH1} = (7) P;,P$-' ( 9 )  
i=O 

where 
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i 1- lower bound I 

Fig. 4. Probability of error, as a function of the cross-over probability p, for different 
values of the sensor SNR. The number of sensors is N = 3. The curve labeled "lower 
bound" corresponds to the theoretical limit with SNRsensor = co. 

and Pel = 1 - Pcl. Similarly, the second conditional probability in (5) can be 
written as 

P(u0 = HI IHo) = P{i 1 k sensors for HI IHo) = 
i=k  

where 

and Pc2 = 1 - Pe2. 
The probability of error (5) can then be evaluated numerically, by using the 

derived expressions (9) and (10). In particular, the probability of error depends 
on (i) the decision threshold value T at the sensors, (ii) the sensor SNR s2, and 
(iii) the cross-over probability p. 

In Fig. 4, the probability of error is shown as a function of the cross-over 
probability p, for various values of SNRsenS,,, in a scenario with N = 3 sensors. 
As one can observe, regardless of the sensor SNR, for increasing values of p the 
probability of error becomes unacceptable. The lower bound corresponds to a 
theoretical case where the sensor SNR is infinite. This lower bound, denoted as 
Pe-lb(p) (to underline its dependence on the cross-over probability p), can be 
given the following analytical expression: 
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Table 1. Analytic expressions of P(uo = HlIHo) in the following cases: (a) d > k, 
N - d > k , ( b ) d > k , N - d < k , ( c ) d < k , N - d < k a n d ( d ) d < k , N - d 2 k .  

From the results shown in Fig. 4, one can conclude that, for any value of p, 
increasing the sensor SNR beyond a critical threshold does not lead to any 
significant performance improvement. This might have practical implications on 
the design of sensors, in terms of their detection accuracy. In fact, one should not 
increase the sensor sensitivity without limit, but, rather, should find the critical 
sensitivity at which the ultimate theoretical performance is practically obtained. 

Case 

3.2 Sensor Networks with a Generic Number of Noisy Links 

P(uo = Hi IHo) 
k N-d p . pN-d-i, 

d e  [ ( ) p p d e  d ( i ) H c ] + c:,=k+l (,",)~e",.p$~~ . U(d - k - 1) 

We now extend the previous analysis to encompass the case with a generic num- 
ber d  5 N of noisy links-and, consequently, ,W - d  ideal links. The fusion rule 
is the majority-like rule given in (4), with an optimized value of k. 

In order to evaluate the probability of error, we first compute the conditional 
probability P(uO = HIIHo) at the right-hand side of (5). Let us denote by 
d ,  5 d  the number of noisy links associated to sensors in error, i.e., sensors 
which decide for H1 when Ho has happened, and by i, 5 N - d  the number 
of ideal links associated to sensors in error, i.e., sensors which decide for HI 
when Ho has happened. With these definitions, the AP might make2 a final 
erroneous decision if d ,  + i, 2 k, with d ,  E (0,. . . , d )  and i, E (0,. . . , N - d ) .  
Depending on the relations between the integers N ,  k and d ,  one can distinguish 
the following four cases, respectively: (a) d  2 k, N - d  2 5, (b) d  2 k, N - d  < k, 
(c) d  < k, N - d  < k and (d) d  < k, N - d  2 k. After tedious manipulations, 
the final expressions for P(uo = Hl IHo), in the four considered cases, are shown 
in Table 1, where 

and PcHo = 1 - Pe~o.  
We now consider the second conditional probability at the right-hand side 

of (5), i.e., P(uo  = HolH1). In this case, the AP makes a final decision error 

The reader should observe that if a sensor is in error and the bit transmitted to the 
AP is flipped, then the bit actually received by the A P  is correct. 
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Table 2. Analytic expressions of P(u0 = HolH1) in the four cases corresponding to 
( a )d<k-1 ,  N - d <  k-1, (b )d<k-1 ,  N - d > k - 1 ,  ( c )d>k-1 ,  N - d >  k-1 
a n d ( d ) d > k - 1 , N - d s k - 1 .  

Casel P(uo = HolHi) 

when n < k - 1 sensors decide for HI.  Let us denote by d, and i, the number 
of sensors in errors (i.e., they decide for Ho even if H1 has happened) connected 
with noisy and ideal links to the AP, respectively. A final decision error might 
happen if d, + i, < k - 1, with d, E (0,. . . ,d )  and i, E (0,. . . , N - d) .  As for 
the computation of P(u0 = HlIHo), four possible cases can be distinguished, 
depending on the values of N ,  k and d: (a) d 5 k - 1, N - d < k - 1, (b) 
d <  k - 1 , N - d > k - l , ( c ) d > k - l , N - d > k - l a n d ( d ) d > k - 1 ,  
N - d 5 k - 1, respectively. Reasoning as before, one obtains the expressions for 
P(uo = HolHl) shown in Table 2, where 

and P c ~ l  = 1 - Pe~l .  
In Fig. 5, the probability of decision error is shown for N = 3 sensors. All 

possible values (from 0 to N)  of the number d of noisy links are considered. 
Obviously, for increasing number of noisy links the performance degrades, and 
this degradation is more pronounced (relatively) for high values of the sensor 
SNR. This means that when sensors are very reliable, i.e., the sensor SNR is 
high, the impact of noisy communication links is (proportionally) higher. 

3.3 Selective Exclusion of Sensors with Noisy Links 

As we have observed from the results in Fig. 5, for increasing number of noisy 
links, the sensor network performance (in terms of probability of decision error 
at the AP) degrades rapidly. At this point, one might consider an "intelligent" 
AP, which neglects the decisions of a sensor if the link is noisy. For example, in a 
wireless sensor network, each sensor could send a pilot symbol to the AP, which, 
consequently, could determine the status of the corresponding link. Obviously, 
if some sensors are excluded, there is a loss of information. Therefore, selective 
elimination of the noisy links will lead to a performance improvement depending 
on the value of p, i.e., on the noise intensity in noisy links. 
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Fig. 5. Probability of error, as a function of the sensor SNR, in a scenario with N = 3 
sensors. 

In order to understand when exclusion of noisy links leads to a performance 
improvement, we evaluate the probability of decision error, as a function of the 
bit-flipping probability p, for a given value of the sensor SNR. In Fig. 6, the 
probability of decision error is shown in a scenario with N = 5 sensors and 
SNR,,,,,, = 12 dB, for different values of the number of noisy links d > 1. In a 
scenario with N = 3 sensors and no noisy link (d = 0), from the results in Fig. 5 
one concludes that the probability of error is 1.6 x Considering, in Fig. 6, 
the curve relative to the case with d = 2 noisy links out of N = 5, it follows that 
P, = 1.6 x corresponds to a value p = 0.12. Therefore, one can distinguish 
the following two network operating regions (depending on the value of p). 

- If p < 0.12, the probability of decision error in a sensor network with N = 5 
sensors and d = 2 noisy links is lower than that of a sensor network with 
N = 3 sensors and ideal links. Therefore, using the local decisions of all 
sensors (even if d = 2 communication links are noisy) is the best strategy. 

- If p > 0.12, the probability of decision error in a sensor network with N = 5 
sensors and d = 2 noisy links is higher than that of a sensor network with 
N = 3 sensors and ideal links. In this case, the AP should neglect the 
information originated by the sensors corresponding to noisy links, and use 
only the bits coming from the sensors with ideal links. 

In a scenario with d = 3 noisy links, the critical value of the bit-flipping 
probability which discriminates between use of all sensors or selection of the 
subset of sensors with ideal links is (obviously) lower than the critical value in 
a scenario with d = 2 links. 
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Fig. 6. Probability of error, as a function of cross-over probability p, in a sensor network 
with N = 5 sensors and SNF&,,, = 12 dB. 

In general, given a particular sensor network structure ( N  sensors and d 
noisy links), for each value of the sensor SNR it is possible to determine the 
critical bit-flipping probability which discriminates between (i) using all sensors 
or (ii) using only the subset of sensors with ideal links. In the example previously 
considered with N = 5 sensors and d = 2 noisy links, the critical bit flipping 
probability is shown, as a function of the sensor SNR, in Fig. 7. The diagram has 
to be interpreted as follows. Given a particular sensor network scenario with a 
particular sensor SNR and a cross-over probability p (which will depend on the 
characteristics of the channel between the sensor and the AP), one can determine 
the (SNRsenSor,p) network operating point: if this point falls above the critical 
curve, then the AP should neglect the sensors with noisy links; otherwise, if this 
point falls below the critical curve, then the AP should use all sensors. For ease of 
understanding, we have also indicated the critical (SNRsenSor,p) operating points 
corresponding to the probabilities of error between and For example, 
consider the sensor SNR corresponding to Pe = if p < 0.16, then using 
all sensors will lead to a probability of error lower than for p 2 0.16, the 
lowest possible probability of error (equal to is obtained by using only the 
sensors with ideal links. 

Finally, we remark that the results in Fig. 6 show that the critical bit-flipping 
probability decreases for increasing values of the sensor SNR. In other words, 
whenever sensors are very sensitive (i.e., the sensor SNR is high), then the 
presence of even a limited link noise has a significant impact on the network 
performance-in fact, the best operating regime is the one corresponding to se- 
lective exclusion of the sensors with noisy links. On the constructive side, sensors 
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Fig. 7. Critical cross-over probability p as a function of the sensor SNR, relative to 
a sensor network with N = 5 sensors and d = 2 noisy links. The curve divides two 
regions: in the upper region the best performance is obtained by selecting only the 
N - d = 3 sensors with ideal links, whereas in the lower region the best performance 
is obtained using all N = 5 sensors. 

which are selectively excluded could be temporarily turned off (e.g., by properly 
estimating the fade duration in a wireless communication scenario), prolonging 
the sensor network lifetime. The analysis of this network performance metric, 
i.e., the network lifetime, is the subject of on-going research activity. 

3.4 Multiple Observations at the Sensors 

In [2], it has been shown that the use of multiple consecutive and independent 
observations of the same phenomenon at each sensor has a beneficial effect on the 
performance, i.e., it reduces the probability of decision error at the AP. While 
in [2] multiple observations have been considered for sensor networks with ideal 
communication links, we now evaluate the effect of multiple observations in sen- 
sor networks with noisy communication links. After tedious manipulations (not 
reported for lack of space), it is possible to extend the previous analysis (carried 
out in a scenario with single observations at the sensors) and derive analytical 
expressions for the probability of decision error at  the AP. More precisely, in a 
sensor network scenario with N sensors and d noisy communication links, given 
a number M of multiple observations, it is possible to evaluate the critical bit 
flipping probability which discriminates between (a) using all sensors and (b) 
discarding the sensors with noisy communication links. 
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Fig. 8. Critical bit-flipping probability p as a function of the sensor SNR, relative to 
a sensor network with N = 5 sensors and d = 2 noisy links with M = 1 and M = 2 
observations per sensor, respectively. 

In a scenario with M = 2 observations at each sensor, the critical bit flipping 
probability curve is shown in Fig. 8. In the same figure, for the sake of compar- 
ison, the critical bit flipping probability curve of Fig. 7 (relative to a scenario 
with M = 1 observation per sensor) is also shown. It is immediate to observe 
that the critical bit flipping probability increases when M = 2 observations per 
sensor are used (roughly speaking, it doubles). In the same figure, both analysis 
and simulation results are shown: as one can see, there is excellent agreement. 

In order to consider a higher number of observations per sensor, for numerical 
reasons we have reduced the number of sensors to N = 3. The obtained analytical 
results, for various numbers of observations, are shown in Fig. 9. As expected, 
increasing the number of observations has a beneficial effect on the performance 
in terms of probability of decision error. In other words, our results suggest that 
use of multiple observations (which comes at the cost of (i) increased delay in 
the final decision and (ii) increased energy consumption at  the sensors and AP) 
makes the sensor network more robust against impairments in the sensor-AP 
communication links. 

From the results in Fig. 9, it is also interesting to observe that the improve- 
ment brought by the use of 2 observations instead of 1 is higher than the im- 
provement obtained by considering 4 observations instead of 3. More precisely, 
since the optimal fusion rule is a majority-like rule, (i) significant performance 
improvements are obtained for larger odd values of M and (ii), considering the 
next even value (i.e., M + I) ,  the relative improvement becomes negligible for 
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- M=l.theory 
. . M =  2, theory - -  M=3,lheory - M=4,theory 
0 M =  I. simulation 
A M =  2. simulation 
X M =  3. simulation + M =  3. simulation 
X M = 5. simulation 
D M = 6, simulation 

Fig. 9. Critical bit-flipping probability p as a function of the sensor SNR, relative to a 
sensor network with N = 3 sensors and d = 2 noisy links with multiple observations, 
compared to the performance of one sensor with ideal link. 

increasing values of M. In other words, the number of observations, if sufficiently 
high, should be odd. 

4 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we have considered the problem of distributed detection in sensor 
networks where some of the communication links between the sensors and the 
AP may be noisy. First, we have revisited basic principles of distributed detec- 
tion with binary decisions at the sensors, discussing optimal fusion rules a t  the 
AP. Then, we have introduced a simple BSC model for noisy communication 
links between sensors and AP, and we have analyzed the corresponding network 
performance, in terms of probability of decision error a t  the AP. For each value 
of the sensor SNR, we have shown the existence of a critical bit-flipping prob- 
ability: for values of p higher than this critical value, network performance is 
optimized by discarding the decisions coming from sensors with noisy links; for 
values of p lower than this critical value, network performance is optimized by 
using the decisions from all sensors. Our results show that the critical bit-flipping 
probability is a monotonically decreasing function of the sensor SNR. 

The different sensor network operating regimes, depending on the number of 
noisy links and the noise intensity over such links, could be forced by the use of 
a suitable MAC protocol (with channel sensing) at the AP and we are currently 
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working on its design. We are also extending our approach t o  encompass the 
presence of quantization a t  the sensors. 
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Abstract. We review several aspects of building real-time streaming data Grid 
applications. Building on general purpose messaging system software 
(NaradaBrokering) and generalized collaboration services (GlobalMMCS), we 
are developing a diverse set of interoperable capabilities. These include 
dynamic information systems for managing short-lived collaborative service 
collections ("gaggles"), stream filters to support the integration of Geographical 
Information Systems services with data analysis applications, streaming video 
to support collaborative geospatial maps with time-dependent data, and video 
stream playback and annotation services to enable scientific collaboration. 

Keywords. Collaboration, geographical information systems, grid information 
systems, message-oriented middleware, service-oriented architecture. 

1 Introduction 

This paper describes research work of the Community Grids Laboratory on Grids 
built around streaming data sources. This work builds upon general purpose 
messaging middleware (NaradaBrokering [ I ,  2, 31) and incorporates a diverse set of 
services that include audiolvideo conferencing (GlobalMMCS [4]) and Geographical 
Information System services [S]. The architecture and core services are summarized 
in a recent companion publication [6]. Here, we examine more closely applications 
and additional functionality that are being integrated into the overall system. 

A critical idea in our approach is to view both services and messages (and streams 
as ordered set of messages) as "first class" entities. The law of the millisecond [7] 
suggests one should use this type of message oriented middleware (software overlay 
network) when one can afford latencies of a millisecond or more. This is 
characteristic of all systems with significant geographic distribution and non- 
specialized interconnect. As discussed in [6-81, NaradaBrokering is capable of 
supporting millisecond messaging in a diverse range of applications, ranging from 
binary data streams to XML-based Web Service messages. 
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For scientific applications, the data deluge [8] suggests the growing importance of 
real time data assimilation with the integration of sensors, databases and simulation 
codes. Similarly, the geographically distributed nature of much current research 
requires collaboration tools. Our research thus focuses on the reuse of concepts and 
software as well as integration of data-driven and collaboration-driven real-time 
problems. As discussed in [6], systematic use of Grid and web services gives us 
interoperability and access to commodity (industry) capabilities. In our system, we 
generalize the well-known "system of systems" concept to a "Grid of Grids" [9] and 
show how one can build Grid applications by using appropriate services drawn from 
Grid service families. 

In this paper, we concentrate on Grid service families that are applicable to real- 
time data Grid applications. These include general purpose metadata and discovery 
services, Geographical Information System services suitable for streaming data and 
information, and services to support playback and shared annotation of video streams. 
These diverse services may be integrated into Grid of Grids applications through the 
use of management, orchestration, and workflow services, such as described in [lo]. 

We have identified the importance of supporting both the worldwide Grid and 
smaller sessions or "gaggles of grid services" that support local dynamic action. We 
discuss in Sec. 2 the meta-data services optimized for these different requirements. 
This work also shows the need for three distinct types of XML datdmetadata 
services. UDDI exemplifies a scalable repository; WS-Context a general dynamic 
store and Web Feature Service, a domain specific repository. Our implementations of 
these do not use XML databases but for efficiency convert the XML to SQL and store 
in a conventional MySQL database. This illustrates the important difference between 
semantics and representation. We preserve the XML Infoset (semantic meaning) but 
for efficiency do not use a conventional XML representation. 

This paper surveys several aspects of real time streaming data grids. We first 
discuss the metadata management requirements of these systems (Sec. 2). 
Collaborative streaming systems involve both large, mostly static information systems 
as well as much smaller, highly dynamic information systems. We refer to these 
latter collections as "gaggles." We next review the integration of streaming data and 
Geographical Information systems. This may involve both streaming data (suitable 
for data mining and other applications), described in Sec3, as well as streaming map 
imagery (suitable for user interfaces), described in Sec 4. Map servers with streaming 
video capabilities can also be integrated with GlobalMMCS's general purpose 
collaborative infrastructure. We may thus inherit many additional features such as 
replay and collaborative annotation and whiteboard systems, as described in Sec. 5. 
We summarize this paper and future research activities in Sec. 6. 

2 Gaggle-Like Metadata Support in GIs and Sensor Grid 

Geographical Information Systems and Sensor Grids present an environment 
where many geo-resources and geo-processing applications are packaged as services 
and put together for a particular functionality such as forecasting earthquakes [lo]. 
Here, Grid Information Services [ l l ]  maintains metadata about these geo-services 
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and provides standardized methods for publishing and discovery. An Information 
Service can be thought of as a solution to general problem of managing information 
about GridIWeb Services, yet it should also support domain-specific information 
requirements such as geospatial domain information requirements. 

GISISensor Grid information may be classified as either a) session metadata or b) 
static, interaction-independent metadata [12]. Session metadata is the dynamically 
generated information as result of interactions of GridIWeb Services. Static and 
interaction-independent metadata is the information describing GridIWeb Service 
characteristics. Information Services should support handling and discovery of both 
session-based and static metadata associated to services. 

The GISISensor Grids may be thought of as an actively interacting (collaborating) 
set of managed services where services are put together for particular functionality 
[12]. Here each collection of services maintains most dynamic information which is 
the session related metadata. Handling and discovery of such dynamic information 
requires high performance, fault tolerant and distributed systems. 

We use and extend UDDI [13] and WS-Context [I41 specifications to build 
Information Services supporting extensive metadata requirements of GIs Grids [15], 
[16]. We also design distributed metadata management architecture to support 
dynamically assembled GISISensor Grid applications where metadata is widely- 
scattered and dynamically generated [17]. Our Information Services implementation 
has been focused in two main branches. First, we designed and implemented an 
advanced UDDI Information Model to support metadata-oriented service registries. 
Here, we base this on an implementation of Web Service interfaces for publishing 
and discovering metadata associated to GridIWeb services. We extend basic UDDI 
functionality by implementing advanced functionalities in order to process service 
metadata and keep the Registry entries up-to-date. Some examples of these 
functionalities are a) monitoring capabilities such as leasing, b) Geographical 
Information System-specific taxonomies to support geo-spatial services, and c) 
XPATH query capabilities to support domain-specific Information Services. 

For dynamic session data, we have designed and implemented a Context Service 
that deals with handling and discovery of dynamic, session-related metadata. Here, 
session related metadata is short-lived and dependent on the client. We base this on 
the WS-Context specification from the standards organization OASIS. We extended 
WS-Context Specifications to provide advanced capabilities to manage session 
metadata between multiple participants in Web Service interactions. To decentralize 
the Context Service, we currently implement a distributed and dynamic metadata 
management architecture which is described in [I61 in greater detail. 

3 High Performance Web Service Grid Architecture to Support 
Real-Time Sensor Streams 

Recent technological developments have allowed sensors to be deployed in a 
variety of application domains. Environmental monitoring, air pollution and water 
quality measurements, detection of the seismic events and understanding the motions 
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of the Earth's crust are only a few areas where extent of the deployment of sensor 
networks can easily be seen. Extensive use of sensing devices and deployment 
networks of sensors that can communicate with each other to achieve a larger sensing 
task will fundamentally change information gathering and processing [17]. However, 
the rapid proliferation of sensors presents unique challenges different than the 
traditional computer network problems. 

Several studies have discussed the technological aspects of the challenges with the 
sensor devices, such as power consumption, wireless communication problems, 
autonomous operation, adaptability to the environmental conditions, etc [18] [19]. 
Here we describe architecture to support real-time information gathering and 
processing from Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors by leveraging principles of 
service oriented architectures and open GIs standards. 

3.1 GPS Networks 

The Global Positioning System has been used in geodesy to identify long-term 
tectonic deformation and static displacements while Continuous GPS has proven very 
effective for measurement of the interseismic, coseismic and postseismic deformation 
[20]. Today networks of individual GPS Stations (monuments) are deployed along 
the active fault lines, and data from these are continuously being collected by several 
organizations. One of the first organizations to use GPS in detection of the seismic 
events and for scientific simulations is Southern California Integrated GPS Network 
(SCIGN) [21]. One of the collaborators in SCIGN is Scripps Orbit and Permanent 
Array Center (SOPAC) [22] which maintains several GPS networks and archives 
high-precision GPS data, particularly for the study of earthquake hazards, tectonic 
plate motion, crustal deformation, and meteorology. Real time sub-networks 
maintained by SOPAC include Orange County, Riverside County (Metropolitan 
Water District), San Diego County, and Parkfield. These networks provide real-time 
position data (less than 1 sec latency) and operate at high rate (I  - 2 Hz). 

3.2 Real-Time Streaming Access to GPS Position Messages 

As shown in Fig. 1, raw data from the SOPAC GPS stations are continuously 
collected by a Common Link proxy (RTD server) and archived in RINEX files. The 
RTD server outputs the position of the stations in real-time in a binary format called 
RYO. To receive the position messages, clients are expected to open a socket 
connection to the RTD server. An obvious downside of this approach is the extensive 
load this might introduce to the server when multiple clients are connected. These 
data streams are collections from entire networks rather than individual stations, and 
for many applications will require per station separation and reformatting. As 
described below, we are developing general purpose solution to these filtering 
problems. 

To make the position information available to the clients in a real-time streaming 
fashion we are using the NaradaBrokering messaging system. Additionally we 
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developed filters to serve position messages in ASCII and Geography Markup 
Language [23] formats. 

3.3 Chains of Filters 

Since the data provided by RTD server is in a binary format we developed several 
filters to decode and present it in different formats. Once we receive the original 
binary data we immediately publish this to a NaradaBrokering topic (null filter), 
another filter that converts the binary message to ASCII subscribes to this topic and 
publishes the output message to another topic. We have developed a GML schema to 
describe the GPS position messages. Another filter application subscribes to ASCII 
message topic and publishes GML representation of the position messages to a 
different topic. This approach allows us to keep the original data intact and different 
formats of the messages accessible by multiple clients in a streaming fashion. 

Our GML Schema is based on Richobservation type which is an extended version 
of GML 3 Observation model [24]. This model supports Observation Array and 
Observation Collection types which are useful in describing SOPAC Position 
messages since they are collections of multiple individual station positions. We 
follow strong naming conventions for naming the elements to make the Schema more 
understandable to the clients. 

GML Converter 

Fig. 1 - SOPAC GPS Services 

Currently the system is being tested for the following networks: San Diego 
Counties, RiversideIImperial Counties and Orange County GPS networks. For more 
information, see [5] 
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3.4 SensorGrid Research Work 

We are developing a Web Service-based Grid called SensorGrid for supporting 
archived and real-time access to sensor data. GPS services we mentioned above will 
be part of this system. SensorGrid will help us integrate sensor data with scientific 
applications such as simulation, visualization or data mining software by leveraging 
GIs standards and Web Services methodologies. The system will use 
NaradaBrokering as the messaging substrate and this will allow high performance 
data transfer between data sources and the client applications. The Standard GIs 
interfaces and encodings like GML will allow data products to be available to the 
larger GIs community. We will extend OGC's [25] Sensor Collection Service to 
support streaming data. The Sensor Collection Service provides sensor metadata 
encoded in SensorML and the actual data products. We use a Web Service version of 
OGC WFS to distribute archived geospatial data. 

3.5 Negotiation Protocol for High Performance Data Transport 

Several studies [26, 27, 28, 291 have shown that transport of XML and SOAP 
messages encoded in conventional "angle-bracket" representation is too slow for 
applications that demand high performance. At the same time several groups are 
developing ways of representing XML in binary formats for fast message exchange 
[28,29]. 

We are developing a Web Service negotiation language for higher performance 
Web Services, a protocol for Web Services to negotiate several aspects of the data 
transportation such as representation scheme (Fast XML, Binary XML) and transport 
protocol (TCP, UDP). Initial negotiation will be done using standard angle-bracketed 
messages to determine the supported representation and transport capabilities. We 
will employ handlers to take care of the conversion and transport issues, which will 
make the negotiation and transport process transparent to the services. Once the 
services agree on the conditions of the data exchange, handlers will convert XML 
data into an appropriate binary format and stream it over a high performance transport 
protocol (such as UDP) using NaradaBrokering. 

4 Collaborative Web Map Services 

The Open Geospatial Consortium defines several related standards for the 
representation, storage, and retrieval of geographic data and information. The Web 
Map Service (WMS) [30] produce maps from the geographic data. Geographic data 
are kept in Web Coverage Server (WCS) or Web Feature Service (WFS). WCS stores 
raster data in image tiles and WFS stores feature vector data in GML formats. WMS 
produces maps from these raw geographic data upon requests from the WMS clients. 
These maps are the static representations of geospatial data. Representations are in 
pictorial formats such as PNG, SVG, JPEG, GIF, etc. [3 11 
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4.1 Streaming Video and Map Servers 

Standard map servers produce static images, but many types of geographic data are 
time dependent. In order to understand geographic phenomena and characteristics of 
temporal data it is necessary to examine how these patterns change over time for 
these types of data. We are therefore investigating the problems of creating 
streaming video map servers based upon appropriate standard collaboration 
technologies [4]. 

In our approach, visualizing changes over time is achieved by integrating temporal 
information on a map. Usually the result is a series of static maps showing certain 
themes at different moments. In addition to creating static maps, WMS also has the 
ability to combine the static maps correspond to a specific time interval data and 
combine them in an animated movie. Movies created by WMS are composed of a 
certain number of frames. Each frame represents a static map that corresponds to a 
time frame defined in request. 

WMS is not able to create movie for all of its supported layers listed in its 
capabilities file. If WMS supports movie functionality for a layer it adds some 
attributes under this layer. Before making the request, the client first makes a "get 
capabilities" request and after getting information about the WMS, it makes requests 
according to capabilities of the WMS. If a client makes a request to get a movie for a 
specific layer, to succeed, this layer should have a time dimension defined under this 
layer element in the capabilities file. Clients should make the "get map" standard 
request to WMS to get the movie for a specific layer. WMS does not provide any 
other request types for the movie creation functionalities. Clients set the "format" 
variable to string "movie/<movietype>" and "time" variable to a value in an 
appropriate format to make a request to get movie from the WMS. 

We initially examined two approaches to creating movies: one is client oriented 
and the other is server oriented. For the sake of performance issues, we have chosen 
the second one for the collaborative map movies. Since our aim is to create 
collaborative map movies, we do not need to get the movie back to the client. As 
soon as the movie frames are created at WMS side for each time slice for the same 
data layer, WMS publishes them as streams to specific Real Time Protocol (RTP) 
[32] sessions. RTP sessions are represented as <IP Address, Port Number> pairs. A 
video stream published to a RTP session can be visualized by any video client 
connecting to the same RTP session. RTP session can be configured at properties file. 
Map images are dynamically generated from raw geographic data and those images 
are transcoded into video streams. The supported video stream formats are H.261 and 
H.263, which are mostly used formats in AccessGrid sessions. Map video stream can 
be played in collaborative environments such as AccessGrid and GlobalMMCS 
sessions. 

If the client oriented approaches is used, the client waits the movie to return and 
once it returns client either starts to play the movie or archive or both. Archived 
movies can be replayed without making another request to WMS. As it is shown in 
this scenario there are some tradeoffs between these two approaches. 

To solve these tradeoffs we have developed a third approach. This is the best way 
for the performance issues that we will be using in the near future for the movie 
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mapping. By this approach, creating and publishing movies to collaboration sessions 
will be achieved at the client side. Client will not make request for the movie. In other 
words, client will never set "format" variable to movie/<movietype>. It will make 
threaded "get map" requests for the defined periodicity between starting date and 
ending date. All the returned static maps in images will be stored locally based on 
their time intervals and periodicities. When client needs to replay some or all parts of 
stored images then, he does not need to make a "get map" request for these layers. If 
there is no match for some time intervals then clients make the "get map" requests 
just for these unmatched frames. 

The map video stream has several parameters that can be adjusted. These 
parameters affect the quality of the produced map video stream. Among these 
configurable parameters are frame rate and video format of the stream, update rate of 
the map images in the video stream. In our experiments we updated map images for 
every 0.5 seconds while we kept the video frame rate at 10 frames per second (fps). 
This provides a high quality of the video stream at the receiving side. This is 
necessary because some clients might not be capable of visualizing video streams 
with low frame rate or can visualize them with very low quality. 

Map video streams produced are published to RTP sessions, whether unicast or 
multicast session. AccessGrid clients use multicast sessions to sendlreceive video. 
Once a video is published to a multicast session, it can be received by any client 
listening that multicast session as long as the underlying network lets client receive 
multicast packets. GlobalMMCS can also provide this map video stream to its clients 
as unicast video stream, as discussed in Sec. 5. 

4.2 Map Service Research Issues 

We will continue to integrate the streaming map server with GlobalMMCS's 
archiving capabilities and will examine higher performance encodings. This will 
enable useful functionality, such as allowing users to select a movie from the archive. 
To make the WMS available for the collaborative conferences or online education, 
administrative users will be able to update map streams on the fly while they are 
playing. 

We will be creating movies at the client side even in case of collaborative movie 
creating environment. There will be significant performance gain when we use this 
approach. Clients can archive both previously created frames and movies. If a client 
needs the same type of frames for the same matching time intervals then it does not 
need to go back to WMS and spend time getting the movie frames. 

5 e-Annotation Collaborative Architecture 

In this section we describe video archiving and annotation services that we are 
adding to the GlobalMMCS collaboration system. GlobalMMCS (Global Multimedia 
Collaboration System) is described in more detail in Ref. [4]. In brief summary, it is 
a scalable, robust, service-oriented collaboration system. GlobalMMCS integrates 
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various services including videoconferencing, instant messaging and streaming, and 
is interoperable with multiple videoconferencing technologies. This collaboration 
system is developed based on the extensible Generic Session Protocol (XGSP) 
collaboration framework and NaradaBrokering messaging middleware. Such a 
service-oriented collaboration environment greatly improves the scalability of 
traditional videoconferencing system, benefits users with diverse multimedia 
terminals through different network connections, and simplifies the further extension 
and interoperability. 

We use a component based design on top of NaradaBrokering shared event 
collaboration model to make e-Annotation system scalable and extensible for new 
functional plug-ins. e-Annotation is designed to run in grid computing environment, 
which spans different organizations across different countries. The architecture is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 e-Annotation Architecture 

5.1 Streaming Server 

The Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [33] is a protocol specified in the 
Internet Engineering Task Force's RFC 2326 for control over the delivery of live or 
stored data with real-time properties. RTSP is similar in syntax and operation to 
HTTPi1 .l, which allows it to be extended by HTTP, but as opposed to HTTP, RTSP 
maintains state by default. States involved in RTSP are init, ready, playingirecording. 
Basic RTSP control functionalities are play, pause, seeking (absolute positioning to a 
specific point in the stream) etc. 
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Our collaboration system provides a Web Services-based streaming server which 
provides RTSP semantics with control functionalities mentioned above. In addition, 
the streaming service also provides seeking of live streams, which is not supported by 
the current RTSP implementations such as RealNetworks Helix Server [34] and 
QuickTime Streaming Server [35]. 

The streaming service uses NaradaBrokering middleware to transport data across 
network. Streaming clients (e-Annotation client) receives and sends data through 
NaradaBrokering nodes. Data sent across the network is wrapped inside native 
NaradaBrokering events. Any type of data, audio, video, still images or text messages 
can be wrapped inside events and sent across the broker network. Based on the 
stream metadata information, client processes accordingly whether it is video, audio 
or any other data type. 

5.2 Streaming Client Support 

In order to support e-Annotation client with RTSP semantics, a client side service 
called RTSP Client Engine has been developed. RTSP Client Engine interacts with 
the streaming services to ensure the RTSP functionalities required by the e- 
Annotation client for control over the delivery of the stream. The e-Annotation client 
can initiate as many RTSP sessions as possible using this service. In addition to 
replay of the stream, this also enables e-Annotation client to announce and record a 
new stream. 

Seeking in live streams can be done until the point where it is last recorded. In 
order to enable the e-Annotation client to absolute position in the live stream, it 
requires timing information regarding the part of the live stream being recorded. The 
e-Annotation client subscribes to this service to retrieve timestamp information of the 
last data stored. 

5.3 e-Annotation Collaborative Tools 

The e-Annotation collaborative architecture is a peer-to-peer collaboration system 
based on NaradaBrokering. The e-Annotation users are identical peers in the system, 
they communicate with each other to collaboratively annotate a real time or archived 
video stream. Each peer shares the same collaborative applications which include e- 
Annotation Player and e-Annotation Whiteboard. 

5.4 e-Annotation Player 
As shown in Fig. 3, the e-Annotation player is composed of four components: 

1. Stream list panel 
2. Real time live video panel 
3. Streaming player panel 
4. Video annotation snapshot player panel. 

The stream list panel contains the real time live video stream list, archived video 
stream list and the composite annotation stream list. All of the stream lists 
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information is gotten from streaming server by subscribing the streaming control info 
topic from a broker. Real time video play panel plays the real time video that is 
selected by user in the real time video list. It subscribes the real time video stream 
data topic to get real time video data published by GlobalMMCS [globalmmcs]. 
Streaming player panel plays the archived video stream. Streaming player supports 
pausing, forwarding, rewinding a video stream with dynamic length (live video) or 
fixed length (archived one). It can also take snapshots on a video stream whiling 
playing. When taking a snapshot, the timestamp is associated with that snapshot. 
These snapshots are loaded to whiteboard to be annotated collaboratively. When 
playing back the composite annotation stream, the original video stream is played in 
the streaming player panel, at the same time, video annotation snapshot player play 
the annotation snapshots synchronized with the original video stream by the 
timestamps. 

The e-Annotation Player is collaborative: each participant will view the same 
content in hislher e-Annotation Player, the only difference is that only the participant 
with the 'coach' role can control the play of a video stream(to pause, rewind, take 
snapshot). 

5.5 e-Annotation Whiteboard 
The whiteboard works collaboratively in peer to peer mode as the e-Annotation 

Player does, each peer has the same view of the current whiteboard content. One 
user's draw on the whiteboard can be seen immediately in all other users' whiteboard. 
Each action in one peer's whiteboard will generate a NaradaBrokering event that will 
be broadcasted using whiteboard communication topic through NaradaBrokering to 
all other peers in this session, so all the peers get a consistent and synchronized view 
of the shared whiteboard. The user with the 'leader' role can control the save and 
erasure of whiteboard content, other 'student' users can only add comments (text, any 
shape, pictures etc) to the whiteboard, the whiteboard is where all the users do the 
annotation on a snapshot of a video stream taken from e-Annotation player, annotated 
snapshots will be saved as JPEG images with timestamps to generate a new 
composite annotation stream, this composite annotation stream is composed of the 
video stream plus the annotation snapshots, they are synchronized using the 
timestamps. 

The e-Annotation Player and Whiteboard collaborative tools user interfaces are 
shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 e-Annotation Player and e-Annotation Whiteboard User Interface 

5.7 e-Annotation Status and Future Work 

e-Annotation system supports synchronous collaborative video annotation. It 
supports annotation about a live real time stream from capturing devices or TVs. The 
annotation of video stream can be played back synchronously with the original stream 
by creating a new composite stream. The e-Annotation system provides a framework 
for integrating different multimedia collaborative tools for eCoaching and e- 
Education. 

The future work includes design and employs quality-of-service control 
mechanism to improve the performance and develop a new metadata framework for 
collaborative multimedia annotation system using XML as the metadata exchange 
and description 

6 Summary and Future Work 

We have reviewed in this paper several applications that build upon the 
Community Grid Laboratory's general Web Services messaging infrastructure 
(NaradaBrokering) and general collaboration services (GlobalMMCS). Our 
generalized metadata and information management research concentrates on 
extending static metadata services (UDDI) to support richer descriptions and 
discovery capabilities. We also distinguish between these session-independent 
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services and session-dependent metadata services needed to support dynamic groups 
of services and users. We next reviewed our work on streaming data for 
Geographical Information Systems, which are described by the information services. 
GIs applications include both streaming data (GPS data streams and filters) for data 
analysis codes as well as video streams for human users. In the latter case, we build 
upon video streaming standards, which allow us to integrate collaborative mapping 
tools into more general audiolvideo systems. This in turn enables us to combine 
streaming map tools with general purpose video stream playback and annotation 
tools. 

We have identified many areas of ongoing research at the end of each section. Of 
particular general interest to us is the investigation of high performance Web Services 
that take advantage of efficient message representations and higher performance 
transport protocols. This research will impact all of the services that we have 
described. 
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(Invited Paper) 

Abstract: The GRIDCC [I] project will extend the use of Grid 
computing to include access to and control of distributed 
instrumentation. Access to the instruments will be via an interface to 
a Virtual Instrument Grid Service (VIGS). VIGS is a new concept 
and its design and implementation, together with middleware that 
can provide the appropriate quality of service, is a key part of the 
GRIDCC development plan. An overall architecture for GRIDCC 
has been defined and some of the application areas, which include 
distributed power systems, remote control of an accelerator and the 
remote monitoring of a large particle physics experiment, are briefly 
discussed. 

Keywords. Grid, Web Services, Instrument Element, Systems Control, Remote 
Control. 

1 Introduction 

Grid computing refers to the coordinated and secured sharing of computing 
resources among dynamic collections of individuals, institutions and resources. It 
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involves the distribution of computing resources among geographically separated sites 
(creating a "grid" of resources), all of which are configured with specialized software 
for routing jobs, authenticating users, monitoring resources, and so on. Shared, site- 
based computing resources may include computing and/or storage nodes, software, 
data, a variety of scientific instruments, and so on. The aim to provide reliable and 
secure access to widely scattered resources for authorized users located virtually 
anywhere in the world. 

In this scenario the goal of GridCC [l] is to build a widely distributed system that 
is able to remotely control and monitor complex instrumentation that ranges from a 
set of sensors used by geophysical stations monitoring the state of the earth to a 
network of small power generators supplying the European power grid. 

There are several areas in which the GridCC goes beyond work being carried out in 
other Grid projects. These include: 

Control of instrumentation within a Grid environment; 
Quality of service requirements for all components of the GridCC Grid; 
Automated problem solving within a Grid environment; 
Human interaction with Grids through the Virtual Control Room; 
Enactment of complex workflows. 

While it covers areas that are not part of other Grid projects, GridCC does not exist 
in isolation and must inter-operate with other Grids - most notably that of the EGEE 
project [5 ] .  

This has forced a pragmatic approach when considering areas of the project that 
overlap with similar areas in other projects. It has also resulted in an architecture that 
is modular with interactions between modules being via web services. These 
applications introduce requirements for real-time and highly interactive operation of 
computing Grid resources. 

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 will present an overview of 
the GridCC project. In session 3 we will show in detail the Instrument Element (IE) 
component. In session 4 we will see an overview on the GridCC pilot application and, 
finally, in session 5 we will show our conclusions. 

2 Project Overview 

The GRIDCC project is a 3 year project funded by the European Union which 
started in September 2004. There are 10 project partners from Greece, Italy, Israel and 
the United Kingdom. The first complete release of the software will be during the 
second year of the project. The main goals are: 
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To develop generic Grid middleware, based on existing building blocks 
(Grid Services) which will allow the remote control and monitoring of 
instruments such as distributed systems. 
To incorporate the new middleware into a few significant applications that 
will allow the software to be validated both in terms of functionality and 
quality of service aspects: European Power Grid, Meteorology, Analysis of 
Neurophysiological data, Remote Operation of an Accelerator Facility, High 
Energy Physics Experiment. 
To verify the feasibility of a Grid-based remote control of systems requiring 
real-time response with real applications running on existing Grid test beds 
over both national and international network infrastructures. 
To disseminate widely the new software technology, the results of the 
evaluation on the test-beds and to encourage a wide range of enterprises to 
evaluate and adopt our Grid oriented approach to real-time control and 
monitoring of remote instrumentation. 

The project is currently in its initial stages and work is primarily concentrated in the 
areas of workflow and architecture definition, refining the use-cases for the 
applications and the testing and evaluation of existing Grid middleware to determine 
whether it meets our requirements. 

2.1 Architecture Overview 

The overall architecture of GRIDCC has now been defined. The Virtual Control 
Room (VCR) is the GRIDCC user interface. It allows users to build complex 
workflows which are then submitted to the Execution Service; it can connect to 
resources directly and be used to control instruments in real time. The VCR also 
extends human interactions with Grid resources through its Multipurpose 
Collaborative Environment. The following figure shows the main components of the 
GridCC Project: 

i Cornput~rig 
1 Element 

Existing 
Grid Infrastructures 

Fig. 1: GridCC architecture 
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The Virtual Control Room (VCR) is the GridCC user interface. It allows users to 
build complex workflows which are then submitted to the Execution Service (ES). it 
can connect to resources directly and be used to control instruments in real time. The 
VCR also extents human interaction with Grid resources through its Multipurpose 
Collaborative Environment (MCE). 

The Instrument Element consists of a coherent collection of services which, 
between them, provide all the functionality to configure partition and control the 
physical instrument behind the IE. 

The Compute and Storage Elements (CE & SE) within GridCC are similar to 
those with in other Grid projects. However these are extended to encompass the 
quality of service requirements that are central to GridCC. 

The Execution Services (ES) are at the heart of GridCC. The Execution Services 
include: the Workflow Management System (WfMS) for workflow management, the 
Workload Management System (WMS) for logging and bookkeeping and service 
discovery, and the Agreement Service (AS) for reservation management. 

The Problem Solver consists in a system that provides automated problem 
detectionlsolving in a Grid environment. Two levels of problem solver can exist 
within the GridCC Grid: the first local to a given IE, the Local Problem Solver 
(LPS).The second global to the entire system, the Global Problem Solver (GPS). 

In the next paragraph we will see in detail the Instrument Element architecture 
showing how it can allow remote control of a generic instrument or a set of them. 

3 The Instrument Element 

The Instrument Element (IE) is a concept unique to the GridCC project. It is the 
collection of software components responsible for controlling and monitoring a 
generic instrument. It provides a single point of entry to operate and monitor the 
controlled resources. 

The instrument element interface are called Virtual Instrument Grid Service 
(VIGS) and enables users to access and control the experiment from any part in the 
world using the "virtual counting room", where users can perform all programmable 
actions on the system, effectively taking shifts from a distance. 

The figures below show this component architecture from the instrument 
information flow and from the Virtual Control Room point of view: 
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Figure 3: Instrument Element from the VCR point of view 
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3.1 Resource Service (RS) 

This service handles all the resources of the Instrument through partitions and their 
sessions. Resources can be discovered, allocated and queried. A resource can be any 
hardware or software component that can be managed directly or indirectly through 
the network. 

3.2 Information and Monitoring System (IMS) 

This service uses a publish/subscribe system to disseminate monitoring data to the 
interested partners. More specifically each instrument, through the monitor manager 
publishes monitoring information to the Information and Monitoring System arranged 
in topics. Subscribers can register for specific messages that can be selected on the 
basis of the information source, the error severity level, and the type of messages or a 
combination of these tags. The IMS also monitors event data providing permanent 
recording and snapshot buffers for subscribers. Any information can also be retrieved 
by a client via simple query procedures. 

3.3 Problem Solver (PS) 

The PS subscribes to the IMS to receive the information it requires from the 
controlled resource it is interested in. It is positioned in the core of the Instrument 
Element and can collect alarms, errors, warnings, messages from all the instrument 
managers (more specifically from the monitor managers as described above). 
Artificial Intelligence techniques like rule-based experts system will be used for this 
task. When the PS cannot determine such an automatic recovery procedure, it simply 
informs the Virtual Control Room users, providing any analysis results the PS may 
have obtained. 

3.4 Instrument Manager (IM) 

The instrument managers are the parts of the instrument element that perform the 
actual communication with the instruments. They act as protocol adapters that 
implement the instrument specific protocols for accessing its functions and reading its 
status. Since the instruments are heterogeneous in nature there is a need to support 
many instrument managers in the same container, one instance for each logical set of 
instruments. 
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3.5 Data Mover (DM) 

This service provides the interface with any external storage or processing 
elements this service that finds the 'best' mechanism to move a file from one storage 
resource to another. In outer words the data mover service provides a planner function 
that computes an I10 communication schedule minimizing the communication 
overheads. 

3.6 Access Control 

The security architecture aims at creating a mechanism by which confidentiality 
and non-repudiation by authentication, authorization, and encryption is provided. This 
service is responsible for checking user credentials and deciding whether a request 
should be processed by the Instrument Element. Once it is decided to proceed with the 
request it forwards it to one of the edge services. 

4 Pilot Application 

A variety of applications have been considered within the GridCC project and their 
use cases have had a strong barring on the design of the implementation of the 
software. These range from meteorology, geo-hazards, neurophysiology, and power 
grids to accelerator control and high energy physics experiment control. 

4.1 CMS Experiment 

The GridCC is the master controller of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [2] 
Data Acquisition (DAQ) system when the experiment is taking data. It provides 
physicists with a single point of entry to operate the experiment and to monitor 
detector status and data quality. It instructs the sub-part of this experiment to act 
according to the specific needs of a data-taking session. The tree main functions of the 
Instrument Element in this case are: 

Control and monitoring the entire instrument ensuring the correct and 
proper operation of the CMS experiment 
Control and monitoring of the data acquisition system 
Provide user interfaces and allow users to access the system from 
anywhere in the world 

4.2 Power Grid 

In electrical utility networks (or power grids[4]), the introduction of very large 
numbers of 'embedded' power generators often using renewable energy sources, 
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creates a severe challenge for utility companies. In addition, power systems involve 
many geographically distributed participants: generator owners, transmission network 
operators, load managers, energy-market makers, supply companies, and so on. 
GridCC technology would allow the generators to participate in a Virtual 
Organization, and consequently to be monitored and scheduled in a cost-effective 
manner. 

4.3 Intrusion Detection System 

One of the main challenges in security management of large high speed networks 
is the detection of suspicious anomalies in network traffic patterns due to Distributed 
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks or worm propagation. Anomaly sensors measure 
various network elements linked to Grid controlled Instrument Managers within a 
domain real-time Service for Monitoring & Control. The Instrument Element Problem 
Solver, provide algorithms aimed at fusing the collected knowledge analysing 
individual domain state reports, originating from heterogeneous sensors, to deduce a 
global view of security incidents. 

4.4 Meteorology and Weather Forecasts 

In this pilot application periodically a set of weather data are retrieved from the 
Instrument Element of the Meteorology Centres and stored in Storage Elements than, 
these data are processed in Computing Elements. 

If an emergency condition of hazardous weather is detected the system needs a 
near real-time identification and allocation of available grid resources in order to 
quick presents the potential dangerous conduction to the users preventing a disaster. 

5 Conclusions 

The GridCC project is integrating instrumentation into traditional 
computational/storage Grids. The project started in September 2004 and the first full 
release of the GridCC software will be during the second year of the project. 
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Abstract. The GRIDCC project will extend the use of Grid computing to 
include access to and control of distributed instrumentation. Access to the 
instruments will be via an interface to a Virtual Instrument Grid Service 
(VIGS). VIGS is a new concept and its design and implementation together 
with middleware that can provide the appropriate quality of service is a key 
part of the GRIDCC project. The paper describes the Multipurpose 
Collaborative Environment (MCE) which will provide the user interface to 
access Virtual Instrument Grid Services, as well as tools to support group-work. 
After an analysis of the status of the art in collaborative environments and 
technologies, taking into account both the Human Computer Interaction and the 
architectural and technological perspectives, we present the requirements of the 
MCE and more specific aspects including access and control of remote 
instruments. 

Keywords: ~ollaboratories, Grid technology, Quality of Serivce, Virtual Instrument 
Grid Service 

1 Introduction 

The GRIDCC project will extend the use of Grid computing to include access to and 
control of distributed instrumentation. Access to the instruments will be via an 
interface to a Virtual Instrument Grid Service (VIGS). VIGS is a new concept and its 
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design and implementation together with middleware that can provide the appropriate 
quality of service is a key part of the GRIDCC development plan. The overall 
architecture for GRIDCC has been defined taking into account the requirements of 
some pilot application areas, which include distributed power systems, remote control 
of an accelerator and the remote monitoring of a large particle physics experiment. 
The goal of GRIDCC is to build a widely distributed system that is able to remotely 
control and monitor complex instrumentation that ranges from a set of sensors used 
by geophysical stations monitoring the state of the earth to a network of small power 
generators supplying the European power grid. These applications introduce 
requirements for real-time and highly interactive operation of computing Grid 
resources. The overall architecture of GRIDCC is presented in figure 1. The Virtual 
Control Room (VCR) is the GRIDCC user interface. It allows users to build complex 
workflows which are then submitted to the Execution Service (ES), it can connect to 
resources directly and be used to control instruments in real time. The VCR is 
technically an instance of the Multipurpose Collaborative Environment, a groupware 
application that will be developed inside the project, for a specific GRIDCC 
application and Virtual Organization. 

pJ----- 

Figure 1. The GRIDCC architecture 

The Instrument Element (IE) is a collection of services: the Virtual Instrument Grid 
Service (VIGS), the Resource Service (RS) and the Local Problem Solver (LPS). 
The VIGS concept is the core of GRIDCC and is by itself made by other 
subcomponents. The Access Control Manager (ACM) will identify every user or 
entity (another VIGS for instance) and provide the proper authorization protocol. The 
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Instrument Manager (IM) receives commands from the VCR (or another VIGS). 
These are then routed to the real instruments under the control of the IM. 
A Resource Service instructs the IM on the number, type and location of the 
instruments it should control: it knows the topology of the instruments, the 
connection type, their identification, etc. The Info Service Proxy collects all the 
information (erors, state and monitor data) from the instruments and acts as local 
cache before sending the data to the central Information Monitoring Service (IMS). 
The Data Mover Manager moves the data acquired from the instruments. 
Automated problem solving in a Grid environment is a major feature of the project. 
Two levels of problem solver are proposed; one to solve problems related to the 
function of a given IE (LPS) and one to solve system wide problems (PS). 
Compute and Storage Elements (CE & SE) within GRIDCC are similar in function to 
those in other Grid projects. However these are extended to encompass the quality of 
service requirements that are central to GRIDCC. 
The Execution Service controls the execution of the workflows defined by the user in 
the VCR. It maintains the status of the jobs that make up the workflow. It controls the 
quality of service by making agreements with the resources available to it whether 
these be IEs, CEs or SEs. The ES consists of three services: the Workflow 
Management System, the Workload Management System and the Reservation 
Manager. GRIDCC requires an all pervasive Information and Monitoring System 
(IMS). This reports the status and availability of the resources as well as propagating 
errors. The Multipurpose Collaborative Environment (MCE) of the GRIDCC project 
is a groupware which will provide general collaboration services and allow people to 
control and manage remote instrumentation. This document describes the high-level 
requirements we identified during the course of our analysis of the state of the art, the 
requirements gathering and the early design stages. 
The first part describes the status of the art in collaborative environments and 
technologies, taking into account both the Human Computer Interaction and the 
architectural/technological perspectives. The second part contains the requirement 
analysis of the MCE derived from our experience in collaborative environments and 
from the study of what is going on in the research. 

2 State of the Art 

Science is a collaborative activity and the traditional environment for scientific 
collaboration is the laboratory, where collaborations still rely heavily on face-to-face 
interactions, group meetings, individual action, and hands-on experimentation. 
Electronic collaborative environments that support scientific activities, or 
collaboratories (a term coined by William Wulf [5]) aim at giving scientists all over 
the world the opportunity of remotely controlling and operating instrumentation, 
accessing datasets, and easily interacting with colleagues. 
In particular, the core capabilities that constitute a collaboratory can be seen as 
technologies to link [14]: 
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People to people (e.g., familiar applications, such as electronic mail, and 
tools for data conferencing, such as VRVS), to make remote scientists more 
visible to one another, and therefore, allow them to recognize common 
interests and concerns that can form the basis for future collaborations. 
People to information (e.g., the World Wide Web and digital libraries), to 
provide faster and less-restricted availability of data and results. 
People to facilities (e.g., data viewers that display the current modes and 
status of remote instruments as well as services that provide scientifically 
critical data), to enhance utilization of scarce scientific resources, by 
expanding access to these resources. 

This section analyses the state of the art in collaborative environments and 
technologies, taking into account both the Human Computer Interaction in subsection 
2.1 and the architectural/technological perspectives in subsection 2.2. 

2.1 State of the Art: Human Computer Interaction perspective 

As common in the field of Computer Supported Cooperative Work, the success of 
software that support group work heavily depends on psychological, social and 
organizational factors. This is true also for groupware to support scientific activities 
[2]. From this perspective, this section analyzes the state of the art of collaborative 
software in the context of scientific activities, describing most relevant past 
experiences, issues and results. 
We first describe the main categories of collaboration tools used in the context of 
scientific activities, and then illustrate several collaborative environments (i.e., 
complete solutions that integrate more collaboration tools to support a specific 
application) that have been developed to support scientific experimental activities. 

Collaboration Tools 
Collaboration tools are programs that help groups of people in communicating, 
working together, and coordinating their activities. Most of the collaboration tools we 
mention are general-purpose tools; however, some of them (for example, tools to 
support remote operation of equipment) were developed in the context of scientific 
experimental activities, and are often specific to a particular scientific area or even to 
a specific experimental equipment and setting. In general, the effectiveness of a 
collaboration tools depends on many factors including the technologies used, the 
social environment, the goals, the level of support, and the level of need. 

Communication Support Systems 
Communication support tools enable people working at different places to 
communicate with each other. Most tools are dedicated to synchronous 
communication (e.g. chat, instant messenger, multi-user dungeons, video- 
conferencing tools), while a few support asynchronous communication (e.g., e-mail, 
newsgroups). 
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Communication may use different channels, from text (e.g., chat, instant messengers) 
to audio and/or video (e.g. video-conferencing tools). Some tools allow also people to 
talk about a shared content (e.g. a presentation or display) and to replay, archive and 
add notes to support continuing discussion [3]. 

Shared Workspaces and Applications 
Shared Workspace tools support people cooperatively working on a common task. 
This kind of tools provides users with a virtual space in which information can be 
shared and exchanged. In particular, tools like whiteboards support activities like 
sharing information, pointing to specific items, marking, annotating, which are 
especially useful during a meeting or to provide expert assistance to a remote worker; 
shared editors facilitate the shared authoring (or co-authoring) of documents 
providing support for different phases of authoring, concurrent editing, annotations, 
comments, versions and revisions; application sharing allows existing single-user 
applications to be used (mostly without modification) by multiple users, 
simultaneously, by collating inputs from the different users (in most cases, only one 
at a time controls the application) and presenting output to each of the screens of the 
users (often, also user interface actions such as mouse movements and menu 
selections are shown). 
These tools are used both for long-term synchronous cooperation (with fine-grained 
notifications giving immediate feedback about the activities of other users) and 
asynchronous cooperation (which can happen at different times with usually no 
notifications of other users' actions). 

Electronic Notebooks 
Paper notebooks are widely used in scientific laboratories to register important 
information (e.g., faults happened, important data or results) relative to the ongoing 
activities. 
Electronic Notebooks are increasingly replacing their paper counterparts to overcome 
their limitations (e.g., limited space, only local availability, lack of search facilities), 
allowing simultaneous use by distributed researchers providing access to data, as well 
as automated data entry, searching, multimedia annotations and other information 
processing not possible in a paper notebook. 

Meeting and Decision Support Systems 
Decision support systems are designed to facilitate groups in decision-making and are 
primarily designed to facilitate meetings. They provide tools for brainstorming, 
critiquing ideas, putting weights and probabilities on events and alternatives, and 
voting; moreover, they encourage equal participation (e.g., by providing anonymity 
or enforcing turn-taking). 
Shared or group calendars provide functionalities to facilitate meeting schedule, 
project management, and coordination among many people, and may provide support 
for scheduling equipment as well. Typical features include finding meeting times 
suitable for everyone and detecting when schedules are in conflict. Typical concerns 
are privacy, completeness and accuracy. 
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Remote access and Control Systems 
Systems that allow to remotely access (typically) large, expensive and unique 
scientific and computing equipment or data repositories. The opportunity to remotely 
access these instruments allows reducing traveling costs (in terms of money and time 
losses), to integrate and share knowledge and competencies among scientists 
(especially in the case of data repositories, e.g., the US Protein Data Bank) and it has 
been used also for educational purposes (e.g., [4]). 

Collaborative Environments to support scientific activities 
Collaboration often involves a mixture of types of interactions, requiring an 
appropriate array of tools. Often, these tools are integrated into a collaborative 
environment devoted to a specific application area. This section presents an overview 
of past collaborative environments for scientific experimental activities. Following 
[I], we consider a collaborative environment as a network-based facility and 
organizational entity that spans distance, supports rich and recurring human 
interaction oriented to a common research area, fosters contact between researchers 
who are both known and unknown to each other, and provides access to data sources, 
artifacts and tools required to accomplish research tasks. 

Upper Atmospheric Research Collaboratory (UARC) and Space Physics and 
Astronomy Research Collaboratory (SPARC) 
The Upper Atmospheric Research Collaboratory provided (from 1992 to 1999) access 
to instruments located at an observatory in Greenland, and was the first non- 
biomedical instance of teleoperation [4]. The goal of UARC was to provide real-time 
control of remote instruments used to study upper atmospheric events (e.g., solar 
wind observation). In addition, UARC was meant to support communication among 
geographically distributed colleagues about shared real-time data and to provide 
access to archived data. 

Collaboratory for Multi-Scale Chemical Science (CMCS) 
The Collaboratory for Multi-Scale Chemical Science (CMCS) is a multi-institution 
project to develop and test an advanced collaborative community data system for 
chemical science. CMCS includes tools for discovering, analyzing, and visualizing 
data as well as for coordinating group and community processes involving the data. 
The main interface is the Multi-Scale Chemistry (MCS) portal. Within the portal, 
tools are available for exploring data collections, searching for chemical information 
about particular species, subscribing to receive email messages when new data 
appears, viewing metadata and data relationships, and visualizing data. Additional 
tools, such as electronic notebooks, discussion forums, task lists, and calendars, are 
provided for group coordination [6] .  
The CMCS portal is structured so that each user has a personal workspace and each 
team has a workspace. Furthermore, there is a public workspace that can be accessed 
by all users. Users have access to the ir private workspace and to all the workspace(s) 
for the team(s) they are members of. The functionalities provided by the CSMC portal 
include functionalities for management of accounts, groups and roles. 
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The Communication Services provided by CMCS are divided into two groups, 
System-level (the System announcement page and the feedback to the CMCS 
developing team) and Group-Level. The Group-Level Communication Services 
include an on-line chat, group announcement pages, a threaded discussion list, a 
graphical calendar and a task list management. 
The CMCS portal provides a data repository that automates many aspects of data 
discovery, translation, and data provenance tracking. CMCS employs the Scientific 
Annotation Middleware (SAM) as a means to provide federated datdmetadata access, 
extensible metadata annotation, and transformations of data and metadata [6]. 
Examples of provided services are a file browser to navigate the datdmetadata 
repository, interactive visualizations of 3-D molecular structures and translations 
between chemical file formats using several Web service-based translators. 
Moreovoer, CMCS has developed an annotation tool that allows data owners and 
third parties to associate text, sound, images, equations, or whiteboard drawings with 
existing data. Annotations are stored as independent files linked via metadata to the 
specified data and can have their own metadata and additional relationships. Thus, 
annotations can be protected with access controls and threaded to organize related 
topics of discussion [6]. 
The CMCS provides also notification services (for example changes to files, to 
properties and submission of new data containing a specific property or chemical 
species). Remote users are notificated via email when events of interest occur. 

Biological Sciences Collaboratory (BSC) 
The Biological Sciences Collaboratory (BSC) enables the sharing of biological data 
and analyses through diverse capabilities such as metadata capture, electronic 
laboratory notebooks, data organization views, data provenance tracking, analysis 
notes, task management, and scientific workflow management. The overall goal of 
BSC is to identify and capture the various social and scientific contexts in which data 
sharing collaborations in biology take place and to provide collaboration tools and 
capabilities that can effectively support and facilitate these important data sharing 
contexts [7]. 
BSC's data sharing tools were build in conformance to a series of various 
miniscenarios of shared data use developed by the biologists in early participatory 
analysis and design sessions. These contexts helped identifying the critical features or 
properties of scientific data, to support data sharing (e.g., data set properties, data 
provenance, physical and logical organization; the full list is reported and described 
in [7]). 
BSC presents a brand new idea in the field of collaboratories whic is a shift of the 
focus from a tool centric view to a data centric approach. 

The Elettra Virtual Collaboratory (EVC) 
The Elettra Virtual Collaboratory [8] supports scientific collaboration in experiments 
with ultra-bright light sources, and it has been used at the Elettra Synchrotron facility 
in Trieste (ITALY). The EVC is a Web based collaborative environment through 
which users access the different services (e.g. set-up experiments, see experimental 
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data, run scientific programs). The Web server performs the required services by 
communicating with other computing equipment at Elettra (e.g., data collection 
workstations, data processing workstations), and translating user requests into proper 
commands, which are in turn executed by scripts running on specific machines. The 
EVC interface is Web portal that can be accessed by different categories of users 
(visitors, researchers, ,experiment leaders, staff personnel of the experimental 
stations), which are offered different sets of possible actions, depending on their user 
category and expertise level (for example, an experiment leader can add and remove 
collaborators from a specific experiment, while a normal user has not this possibility). 
Collaboration teams are led by an experiment leader (which typically, for security and 
safety reasons, is the one who physically carries out the experiment at the 
experimental station) which is able to add and remove collaborators at any time. The 
EVC systems provides the following collaboration tools [8]: 

a chat, which allows, besides typical messaging facilities, pasting of images 
(obtained from the data collection equipment) and drawing on a shared 
canvas (arrows, signs, or text); 
a file browser tool (this allows remote users to quickly estimate the 
suitability of the experimental parameters), enhanced with tools for basic 
processing on experimental data; 
access to scientific resources (such as the Protein Data Bank); 
monitoring of the experimental equipment both through video cameras and 
by a synoptic view of the equipment which is being used; 
VNC (Virtual Network Computing) to access workstations during the data 
analysis phase. 

Gridsphere-based collaborative environments 
The GridSphere portal framework, developed within the GridLab EU project, 
provides a model for building Web portals that give access to Grid resources, as well 
as collaboration tools. The main idea behind the project is to adopt international 
standards (such as Portlets) to develop the application-specific resources of the portal, 
such as a job submission component or a remote file browser interface [14]. The 
GridSphere framework is being used to re-implement the Astrophysics Simulation 
Collaboratory (ASC), a collaborative environment for large scale simulations of 
relativistic astrophysics. 

2.2 State of the Art: technological and architectural perspective 

The section is focused on web technologies and portals which are commonplace and 
therefore will be familiar with most of users. This makes such technologies 
particularly interesting for the usability of the MCE and the acceptance of it by the 
users community. 
Portals build on the same technology used for Web sites, but enhance the 
functionality and flexibility to cater for the demands of specific classes of user. 
A portal is a presentation layer which aggregates, integrates, personalises and 
presents information, transactions and applications to the user according to their role 
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and preferences. It provides a persistent statelcontext for each user and/or group of 
collaborators. This state may consist of documents, personal registries, tool 
configurations, calendars, or anything else related to the user's personal configuration 
of the their "home" at the portal. GRID portals enhance traditional portals by allowing 
a seamless integration with GRID and grid services [9]. 
A collaboration can be defined as a group of people sharing events which define state 
changes in the objects they are using. To implement this, an event notification service 
is required and a session management service by which a user can subscribe to the 
original data and updates via events. 
A portal for interactive collaborative working is characterized by somewhat different 
services from a Grid application or resource discovery portal: 
Mechanism to set up members (people, devices) in collaborative sessions; Generic 
tools like text chat, white boards; Audio-video conferencing; Visualisation with share 
events corresponding to changes in pixels of a frame buffer, maybe using SVG; 
shared maps, instruments. 
The wrapping of tools and applications as WebIGrid services is a desirable way to 
share these objects. Several ways to set up and manage sessions could also be turned 
into services. Each service might have a user interface which could be a portlet. 
Portlets could be re-directed, e.g. to PDAs, mobile phones or other devices. 
The CompreHensive collaborativE Framework (CHEF) [lo], was developed by the 
group of Charles Severance at University of Michigan, USA. It is a collaboration tool 
aimed equally at course administrators and students. It offers administrators the 
facility to set up a course worksite, and students to set up study worksites. Each 
worksite can be configured with a number of included tools like chat, a discussion 
board, shared calendar and communal filespace. It makes use of the Jakarta Jetspeed 
portal framework to present these tools to the user in a collection of portlets. 
The Global-MMCS v2.0 [ll] and XGSP MCU from Indiana University is now being 
developed and deployed for test purposes. Among the open-source software being 
used is: OpenH323, NIST SIP stack, VIC and RAT (to link to Access Grid), Narada 
Brokering and Java Media Framework. Jetspeed, Java Applets or ActiveX controls 
are used to add non-HTML clients to HTML pages. Apache Batik could be used for 
SVG applications. Some generic portlets, such as a VIC portlet for unicast connection 
to an Access Grid session could be more widely used. A Java applet could be 
developed to support the full multicast protocol. 
A Grid Information System simply provides information about Grid resources 
(computers, databases, instruments) and their capabilities. Grid information can be 
divided into two kinds: static data that to not change, or only do so occasionally (e.g. 
after a software upgrade) and dynamic data which change frequently, like current 
utilisation data. 
Grid application portals provide a variety of mechanisms to access active services. 
Some of these services will invoke remote methods to generate new data, information 
or knowledge through simulation, data merging or mining or download from on-line 
instruments possibly accompanied by steering, visualisation and other control 
mechanisms. 
The Grid Enabled web environment for site Independent User job Submission 
(GENIUS) [12] is an opensource project based on the commercial (but free for 
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academic use) EnginFrame portal platform as evaluated by the European Data Grid 
project. It has principally been tested for EDG by the ALICE collaboration. From 
2002-2003 an official grant for the INFN Grid project allowed collaboration with 
NICE srl to integrate in a Web portal all services offered by the DataGrid 
middleware. EnginFrame is built on Apache, and uses HTTPS+Java with XML+rfb 
(remote frame buffer) in a 4-tier architecture consisting of Web browser, EnginFrame 
server with Tomcat, SAP or Web services or enginFrame agents linked to services. 
The Open Grid Computing Environment (OGCE) [13] Portal Project, funded by the 
National Science Foundation (NSF) (sometimes called the NMI portal project), 
represents a union of many of the American Grid related portal projects. Jetspeed, 
CHEF and OGSAIOGSI are currently being used with the Argonne Globus Java COG 
kit. There is also an evaluation of GridSphere. 
Much of the effort of the OGCE project is focused on building GridIWeb services 
and their access by client interfaces. Some of the work at Indiana has the goal to 
deploy Grid services for things like workflow tools and make it possible for portal 
users to discover and load the client interfaces into their portal environment or 
compos it into applications as components. 
Extremely interesting are the frameworks for developing portals. The GridSphere 
[15] project is building on experience in the Java-based ASC and GPDK portal 
toolkits. GridSphere provides a "white-box" framework in which users can override 
base classes and "hook" in their own methods. It therefore requires users to become 
familiar with core framework interfaces which are however based on the community 
standard API JSR-168. The Model View Control (MVC) paradigm is used to separate 
logic from presentation as in other portlet frameworks. 
JetSpeed is the open source portal framework maintained by the Apache Jakarta 
software group and released under the Apache Software License. It is written entirely 
in Java and uses XML based configuration files. Jetspeed will allow you to aggregate 
HTML pagesj Java Applets, RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds, Java Servlets or 
JSPs and others. Jetspeed adheres closely to the JSR-168 standard [16]. 
The Access Grid (AG) [17] is an ensemble of resources including multimedia large- 
format displays, presentation and interactive environments, and interfaces to Grid 
middleware and to visualization environments. These resources are used to support 
group-to-group interactions across the Grid. For example, the Access Grid is used for 
large-scale distributed meetings, collaborative work sessions, seminars, lectures, 
tutorials, and training. The Access' Grid thus differs from desktop-to-desktop tools 
that focus on individual communication. The Access Grid comes with a toolkit AGTk 
which can be used to develop specific finctionalities and shared applications. The 
AccessGrid is based on Globus Toolkit and related technologies. 
The Virtual Room Videoconferencing System (VRVS) [18] is a web oriented system 
for videoconferencing and collaborative work over IP networks. VRVS provides a 
low cost, bandwidth-efficient, extensible means of videoconferencing and remote 
collaboration over networks within the High Energy and Nuclear Physics 
communities. Recently VRVS also extended the accessibility to its services to other 
various academiclresearch areas. 
The most promising frameworks for developing portals are the "portlet" frameworks 
for which a couple of standards, JSR-168 and WSRP were recently ratified. The 
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advantage of a portlet-based architecture is that each underlying hnction or service 
can be associated with a unique portlet. This makes it easy to add new services, and 
many different groups can then independently contribute portlets which can be 
plugged into the portal. Using WSRP, they can be distributed and managed remotely 
on many servers and the portals composed from WSDL-like information. Each user 
can select and configure the portlets helshe wishes to use and selection can become 
part of a persistent "context". For instance certain portlets may only be usefid for 
expert or administrative users and can be discarded by others or have their access 
controlled via a role-based mechanism. 
The Portlet Java Specification Request JSR-168 lays the foundation for a new open 
standard for Web portal development frameworks. Portlets define an API for building 
atomic, composable visual interfaces to Web content or service providers. A portlet 
provides a "mini-window" which can be placed within a portal page. Multiple portlets 
can be composed in a single page by the developer or user through the framework. 
WSRP, the Web Services for Remote Portlets API defines a standard for interactive, 
user-facing Web services that plug and play with portals. WSRP seeks to establish a 
portlet abstraction with a WSDL description for how to publish, find and bind to 
remote WSRP-compliant services with metadata about related things such ,as security 
mechanisms, billing, etc. 
Peer to peer systems have much in common with Grid computing [19]. However, the 
sharing that Grid computing is concerned with is not primarily file exchange, but 
rather direct access to computers, software, data and other resources. One reason that 
Grid computing and peer-to-peer technologies have not overlapped significantly to 
date seems to be that P2P developers have focused mainly on vertically integrated 
solutions, rather than seeking to define common protocols that would allow for 
shared infrastructure and interoperability (a common practice for new market niches). 
Another is that the form of sharing targeted by P2P has been rather limited (e.g. file 
sharing with no access control). 
However, as P2P technologies are becoming more sophisticated, it is expected that 
there will be a strong convergence between P2P and Grid computing. 
The requirements for collaborative services, especially pertaining to order and 
delivery, are quite different compared to traditional distributed applications. 
Particularly interesting in this area are technologies like Java Messaging Framework 
implemented also in open source products like OpenJMS or NaradaBrokering. In 
particular the NaradaBrokering [20] messaging substrate enables scalable, fault- 
tolerant, distributed interactions between entities, and is based on the 
publishlsubscribe paradigm. The substrate also incorporates support for Grid and 
Web Service. The substrate can indeed be used in scenarios where performance and 
scalability requirements are stringent. 

3 Requirements 

The Multipurpose Cooperative Environment (MCE) is a groupware which provides 
general purpose services to control remote instrumentation, manage experimental 
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activity and allows the implantation of the different testbed applications through 
customisation and integration with application specific services. The system will be 
used to implement the VCR for the different applications of the GRIDCC project. 
The MCE will be based on a core groupware application which solves common 
problems (e.g., authentication, management of the users and instrument resources, 
management of the Virtual Organizations, monitor of the instrument status, job 
control, etc) and a set of plug-ins, part of which will be general (e.g., chat, file 
browser, notebook, video conference), and others specific to the particular application 
(e.g., accelerator control, instrument control). In the following, we analyze the 
requirements for the general part of the MCE; detailed requirements for each 
GRIDCC application will be formalized in future steps of the project. 

Classes of users 

There are different type of users that interact with the system. With respect to the 
responsibilities, it is possible to define the groups of users described below. Inside 
some groups (e.g. MCE users) it is possible to define some sub-groups whose users 
play different roles with an authorizations schema specific of the application. 
MCE users are the most wide and important class of end-user of the system. The 
ultimate usefulness of the MCE system will depend on its ability to simplify the work 
done by this groups by providing an easy to use, feature-laden work environment. 
In particular, supporting these end-users means capturing the testbed application 
requirements and providing these capabilities through the MCE. 
MCE users need to access all the various applications and services required via a 
simple, coherent common platform. 
MCE administrators are responsible for the deployment and management of the 
portal. They are in charge of installing the software, configuring the application, 
providing roles and permissions to users and general user management. 
A requirement of MCE administrators is a system easy to install and deploy. It is 
desirable that new features can be added to the system with simple changes. Another 
requirement is that much of its tasks can be done via the MCE itself. 
The MCE will provide generic support for Grid services making it easy for a portal 
developer or administrator to readily make the Grid service portal accessible. 
The MCE grid service providers are in charge of set-up and configuration of the 
communication between the MCE and the grid services. 
The MCE could be used for remote service administration and management by a 
service provider. This group of users is responsible for providing application specific 
support. They are in charge of setting up services and features offered, end-user roles 
and permissions. This task might require the development o f .  specific 
interfaces/modules inside MCE specification. A requirement of pilot-application 
administrators/developers is that the MCE system is modular and easily extensible. 
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General Requirements 

The MCE will be a uniform and unique environment providing support for general 
distance collaboration and, at the same time, access to remote control and monitoring 
of scientific instrumentation in the context of experimental activities. The general 
groupware functionalities of the MCE will be extended to support different virtual 
instruments coming from specific pilot applications of the GRIDCC project. 
The MCE should be designed considering as primary the issues of modularity and 
flexibility to support the many different needs and requirements of the MCE users 
(typically experimental scientists) and pilot applications developers. The user 
interface should be easy to use and accessible through standard web-browsers to 
enable rapid and wide adoption among all of the potential target users, thus making 
collaborators work as productive and efficient as possible. 
It is desirable that users can authenticate themselves to the MCE services through a 
single sign-on. It is possible to achieve this by requiring users to login to the MCE 
using certificates, e.g. Grid Security Infrastructure certificates. The certificates may 
be retrieved from a client's local filesystem or retrieved in a secure manner from a 
certificate repository server (e.g. MyProxy). 
Users should be able to protect their files from unauthorized access. At the same time, 
users should be able to easily share files and related information with other users as 
desired. 
It would be conceivable to allow portal users to share their certificates in order to 
share access to resources accordingly to security policies of resource providers. 
Particularly challenging is the problem of defining and managing the permissions 
regarding instruments exported as Virtual Instruments Grid Services. 
The Resource Service handles Grid resources belonging to a given VO. Resources 
can be catalogued, discovered, allocated and queried. Different users can work 
concurrently on different set of resources (partitions). RS can also handle Grid- 
enabled farm and/or data storage. 
The MCE should implement a basic interface to each Resource Service allowing to 
browse, search and eventually book resources. 
Virtual Instruments are special type of resource which can also be partitioned and 
grouped in order to allow more advanced operations. 
Another important Grid framework functionality is job management that involves at 
least submission and monitoring features. It is clear that users require easy-to-use and 
robust support tools for submitting jobs and complex workflows. Afler this, users 
should be able to monitor the status of their jobs online and receive notification when 
jobs complete or fail. In addition, they should be able to monitor the performance of 
their jobs, and to examine their job history. 
Users need to store or archive their large datasets, and should be able to determine 
their disk or archive space allocation. Grid users require the ability to transfer large 
datasets between resources. 
Users should be able to monitor application-specific information and receive 
notification about events occurring within applications. 
From the literature review and analysis of the pilot applications, there is the need for 
tools that suppoi? remote users meetings and conversation. Such tools (e.g., chat, with 
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integrated Instant Messaging) enable synchronouslasynchronous collaboration in the 
daily tasks involved in scientific research facilities and other remote environments. 
Presence information plays an important role in the perception that collaborators are 
working together. Awareness information should be notified to users to allow them 
recognizing the availability and the identity of other collaborators to keep in touch 
with them. Audiolvideo streaming should be provided to support one-to-one 
communication with remote human operators (e.g., experts), to hold remote meetings 
and monitor different kind of resources (e.g., remote instrumentation). 
Moreover, users should be provided with the ability to easily access, share and 
exchange information about their activities, by means of tools such as electronic 
notebooks, shared repositories with annotation hnctionalities, formal and informal , 

meeting support (e.g., slide presentation, whiteboards) and application sharing (e.g., 
through VNC). 
The MCE web-based portal administration hnctionalities will be available online for 
users with administrative rights. Operations that should be provided include the 
creation of personal and group accounts, the assignment of resources and the 
management of user profiles (e.g., level of expertise, user permissions, access control 
and membership to different VOs). The administration of grid-based services (e.g., 
specific virtual instruments) and the creation of VOs will be subjected to the 
administrator's defined privileges (in addition to grid-services certificates). 

4 MCE Design: first choices 

According to the literature review, there is an increasing trend towards the adoption 
of web-based interfaces for the development of collaboratories. The availability and 
ubiquity of Internet-based network connections make web browsers one of the most 
lightweight, easy to use and familiar platforms to enable remote collaboration provide 
remote collaborators. Moreover, the scalability and portability of web browsers 
interfaces allows to easily extend the MCE hnctionalities with portlets and ad-hoc 
plug-ins for different platforms and devices. 
As a consequence of these considerations, the MCE will mainly rely upon web-based 
interfaces allowing users to access its resources at any location through a standard 
web-browser. After the login phase, the user will have the possibility to: (i), access 
herlhis personal workspace and information (e.g., showing urgent communications, 
upcoming events); (ii), see an overview of the status of the VOs helshe is involved in 
and to general collaboration tools (e.g., instant messenger, chat, ); (iii), subscribe to 
different VOs to be notified about relevant events andlor messages coming from other 
collaborators, or, (iv) according to hislher privileges, create new VOs or modify 
existing ones. When the user joins a virtual organisation, shelhe will have access to a 
shared group workspace and to the available specific resources and tools (e.g., remote 
virtual instruments, scientific applications). The collaborative environment will offer 
the opportunity to customize the web interface layout and to save user preferences, 
thus enabling consistency from session to session. The MCE will automatically adapt 
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its layout, information presentation and available functions according to different user 
roles, abilities and client platforms. 
The MCE portal will provide access to the full set of functionalities of the 
collaboratory through a standard web-browser. Specific pilot application tools where 
advanced interactive functionalities are required could be accessed through Java 
applets or other widely accepted cross-platform technologies. 
Many mobile devices (including mobile-phones and PDAs) currently provide the 
ability to browse the Internet. The MCE should provide access to a (eventually 
limited) set of functionalities through this kind of clients, since mobile devices could 
offer significant support to collaborators in several scenarios. For example, mobile 
clients allow users to be notified of important events in a timely fashion (e.g., by 
receiving an SMS or even an e-mail), to keep them in continuous contact with their 
colleagues and to access to remote reference manuals or control panels, independently 
from their current location (e.g., from a maintenance area where terminals are not 
available). 

5 Conclusions 

The Multipurpose Collaborative Environment (MCE) will provide the user interface 
to access Virtual Instrument Grid Services, as well as tools to support groupwork. We 
are now designing the MCE user interface and starting to build early prototypes. 
In this stage of the project, the focus is more on general design choices and 
collaboration tools, while more detailed aspects (including access and control of 
specific remote instruments, and application-specific functionalities) will be taken 
into account later. 
More information on the GRIDCC project and on the MCE and their progress can be 
found at the project website www.p;ridcc.org. 
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Abstract. The development and the deployment of wide-area Grid 
environments represent a new challenge for Next Generation Networks: not 
only is it necessary to implement network architectures supporting Quality of 
Service at IP level, but it is also essential to design and implement new network 
entities that monitor the network status, assure that network resources are 
allocated in an optimized way and interfaces Grid applications with network 
services, satisfying their SLSs. The paper presents the design, the development 
and the functional validation of a Grid Network Resource Broker (GNRB), a 
new architectural entity which handles the service requests coming from grid 
middleware (or from a single grid application) and, if necessary, allocates and 
reserves network.resources. 

Keywords: Grid, DiffservIMPLS, GNRB 

1 Introduction 

Over the last years, advanced network architectures (Integrated Services, 
Differentiated Services, Multi Protocol Label Switching) with new capabilities in 
terms of reliability, Quality of Service (QoS) support and dynamic resources 
allocation mechanisms, have emerged. In particular, the Multi Protocol Label 
Switching (MPLS 1) architecture, through the dynamic allocation of Label Switched 
Paths (LSPs), based on the Traffic Engineering (TE) concept, allows to optimize 
network resources utilization. 

At the same time, the great widespread and deployment of Grid technologies 4, has 
enabled the sharing of a wide variety of geographically distributed resources (storage 
systems, supercomputing clusters, databases, etc.), owned by different organizations 
and the creation of virtual organizations. In essence, Grids aim to integrate, virtualize 
and manage resources and services within distributed, heterogeneous, dynamic 
Virtual Organizations (VOs) across traditional administrative and organizational 
domains 5. Resources sh'hring is made easier and controlled by a set of services that 
allow resources to be discovered, accessed, allocated, monitored and accounted for, 
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regardless of their physical location. These services may be seen as a software layer 
between the physical resources and the applications and they are often referred to as 
Grid Middleware. 

Massive data-sets generated by experimental sciences can be exchanged routinely 
and analyzed remotely among institutions connected to high performance networks 
and belonging to a Grid Virtual Organization. 

In this context, a new architectural model, based on the interaction and integration 
between Grid Middleware and next generation networks infrastructures, can generate 
a remarkable progress in the process of science. 

In this paper, we first present the main features and networking issues of Grid 
applications. Next, we introduce an innovative architecture designed and developed 
to integrate networks providing QoS support and Grid applications. Finally, the 
experimental scenario where the functional requirements of the new architecture have 
been validated is reported. 

2 Grid Environment Enabling Distributed System 

In an ideal Grid environment, resources should be accessed in a completely seamless 
manner, so as to hide the physical discontinuities and differences among them. As a 
matter of fact, the Grid middleware turns a very heterogeneous environment into a 
virtual homogeneous one. 

Due to its intrinsic heterogeneous nature, a Grid needs to cope with a large set of 
requirements and capabilities: 

Multiple administratively autonomous domains. Grid resources are usually 
geographically distributed across multiple administrative domains and owned by 
different organizations. The autonomy of resource owners has to be honoured 
along with their resource management and usage local policies. 
Heterogeneity. A Grid involves a lot of resources that are heterogeneous in 
nature and encompass a vast range of technologies. 
Scalability. A Grid might grow from a few to millions of integrated resources. 
This raises the problem of potential performance degradation as the size of Grids 
increases. Consequently, applications that require a large number of 
geographically distributed resources must be designed to be latency and 
bandwidth tolerant. 
Dynamicity or adaptability. In a Grid, resources failure is the rule rather than the 
exception. In fact, due to the great number of resources in a Grid, the probability 
that some resource fail is really high. Resource managers or applications must 
tailor their behaviour dynamically and use the available resources and services in 
an efficient and effective way. 

The steps to realize a Grid which assures such capabilities include the deployment 
of a low-level middleware providing a secure and transparent access to Grid 
resources and of a user-level middleware and tools for applications development and 
distributed resources aggregation. 
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Figure 1. The invisible grid environment 

From end-users point of view, Grids can be viewed as a collection of services that 
can be invoked with performance and accounting requirements. In this way, an 
Invisible Grid environment hides the underlying complexity to end-users, as shown in 
Figure 1. For example, when an application process is submitted, the grid resource 
manager assigns the resources to the s o h a r e  modules which constitute the 
application process, monitors the application status and returns the results. 

3 Networking Issues for Grid Infrastructures 

At present, Grid applications are developed for a network offering only a best effort 
packet delivery service. In this context, probing mechanisms are generally used to 
collect information and provide accurate forecasts of dynamically changing 
performance parameters from a distributed set of metacomputing resources, including 
network links. Moreover, Grid applications are usually designed in a completely 
independent way from the network services, even if the type of services they receive 
is strictly tied to the network performance. 

Hence, Grid services and applications sometimes experience a quite different 
behaviour than expected. 

Similarly, a distributed grid infrastructure with ambitious service demands stresses 
the capabilities of the interconnecting network more than other environments. Grid 
applications, therefore, oRen allow to identify existing bottlenecks, caused either by 
architectural or implementation specific problems or missing service capabilities. 
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As specified in 7, the network, seen as a resource for a Grid environment, should 
provide: 
1. High performance transport for bulk data transfer (over 1 Gbls per flow). 
2. Performance controllability to provide ad-hoc quality of service and traffic 

isolation. 
3. Dynamic network resources allocation and reservation. 
4. Security controllability to provide a trusty and efficient communication 

environment when required. 
5 .  High availability, when expensive computing or visualization resources have 

been reserved. 
6. Multicast support to efficiently distribute data to groups of resources. 

These network requirements have to be mapped into a standard set of dynamic 
Service Level Specifications to allow: 

the design and implementation of the interfaces used to request the network 
services; 
the identification of the network services more suitable for the Grid middleware 
and user applications. 

Moreover, the classification, as regards high-level application requirements, of the 
Service Level Specifications (SLS) into different areas allows to give a formal 
description of the network services. 

According to 8, two areas have been identified: 
Path-Oriented: includes all the SLSs with special requirements in terms of 
traffic forwarding. 
Knowledge-Based: includes the SLSs requiring information about the status and 
the properties of the network. 

In this work, as far as the Path-Oriented area is concerned, the following SLSs 
have been defined: 

Premium Service (SLS-1): low-latency communication between two end-points 
is assured. This service guarantees that in-profile packets (tokenlleaky bucket 
constrained) are delivered to the destination within a given delay boundary. 
Guaranteed Bandwidth (SLS-2): in this case, a guaranteed rate service between 
two or multiple grid nodes is assured. 

Both SLSs need a Connectivity Service (Figure 2) with network resources 
allocation and reservation functions. The Connectivity Service (CS) is defined in 9 as 
a high-level grid network service, but its functional blocks are not specified. 

Similarly, with regard to Knowledge-Based Service, two SLSs have been defined: 
Weighted topology discovery (SLS-3): different metrics can be used to 
evaluate the "cost" of the links. In particular, the cost model may be varied 
depending on the Grid application and the middleware requirements. 
SLS monitoring (SLS-4): grid applications may require to monitor SLS 
parameters and to verify whether SLSs are satisfied. 
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To provide the latter SLSs, a hrther high level grid network service, referenced in 
9 as Network Information and Monitoring Services (NIMS) has to be implemented. 
The NIMS must be designed and developed taking into account the different features 
and capabilities of current measurement systems integrated into heterogeneous 
network infrastructures. 

/ Service Level 
i Specification 

/ \ I \ 
I \ I \ 

1 \ I \ 

High Level Grid 
Network Service 

Figure 2. SLSs and Grid Network Services 

4 Network Architectures Enabling High Performance Grid 
Environment 

A reference network scenario must be defined to map Grid applications requirements 
into network services and assure the requested SLSs. In this work, we deal with a 
DiffServ over MPLS 3 network architecture with an optical transport layer, so that 
QoS mechanisms as well as Traffic Engineering features are available. 

Indeed, a network architecture that supports Differentiated Services 2 allows 
providing controllable performance and QoS guarantees. The DiffServ Class-of- 
Services offer the possibility to define different service levels for each user 
application, in terms of reserved bandwidth, packet loss, maximum guaranteed 
boundary delay and delay variation. 

Additionally, with the introduction of the MPLS architecture, several advanced 
network capabilities may be enabled: 

Traffic engineering: MPLS supports explicit paths management and traffic 
assignment, making it possible to dynamically plan network routes in order to 
optimize network resource utilization on the basis of users demands. 
Resilience: since mission-critical and real-time traffic is migrating to IP-based 
platforms, the reliability of IP networks must be enhanced. MPLS has some 
inherent features that can be used to protect the Label Switched Paths (LSPs). In 
particular, in MPLS networks, the flexible management of LSPs allows easily 
supporting the protection switching models. 
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Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) support: MPLS provides efficient mechanisms 
to support Layer 3 VPNs, because VPN sites may be connected through 
dedicated LSPs. 

In this network scenario, it is possible to guarantee several different network 
services, such as the dynamic allocation and reservation of high throughput LSPs, 
Differentiated Services Per Hop Behaviour (PHB) treatments, etc. 

5 Grid Network Resource Broker Architecture 

A particular challenge that arises in a network infrastructure aimed to support a grid 
environment, is the coordinated use of grid resources in compliance with Grid 
applications SLS. 

In particular, supposing that a Grid application is capable of specifying and 
signalling its service requirements in an explicit or implicit way, the network may be 
dynamically configured in order to meet the application SLS. Moreover, before 
accepting the new requests coming from the application, admission control 
procedures should be executed to verify the availability of system and network 
resources. Therefore, the deployment and development of wide-area Grid 
environments represent a new challenge for Next Generation Networks: not only is it 
necessary to implement a network architecture supporting Quality of Service at IP 
level, but it is also essential to design and implement a network resources 
management system that monitors the status of the network, assures that network 
resources are allocated in an optimized way and matches Grid applications SLSs with 
network services. 

Hence, to address these new issues, we have designed and developed a Grid 
Network Resource Broker (GNRB) which handles the requests coming from grid 
middleware (or from a single Grid application) and, if necessary, allocates and 
reserves the necessary network resources. 

\ XML \ , 
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Core Domain _ ,c Core Domain 
< 61 r 
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Figure 3. Hierarchical Grid Network Resource Brokers in DiffServIMPLS networks 
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The network services offered by the GNRB are implemented independently of the 
grid environment where they are used. Moreover, the information used by the GNRB 
to take the decisions related to network resources utilization, reflects the real working 
status of the network. 

When the network size or the grid extension increase, scalability issues might 
arise. In addition to this, if multiple administratively autonomous domains are 
interconnected, policies might restrict access to information concerning the status and 
topology of the network. 

Our approach is therefore based on a hierarchical organization of the GNRBs 
(Figure 3). In this scenario, each GNRB is responsible for the administration and 
management of the network resources within its own network domain. Besides, 
interdomain communication allows to control and coordinate the assignment of the 
network resources among different domains, so as to satisfy, if possible, the Grid 
application SLS, even if the endpoints belong to different network domains. Finally, a 
grid end-user or a grid manager application may ask to the nearest GNRB the 
assurance of one of the SLSs defined in section 3. 

The GNRB architecture consists of the following functional blocks (Figure 4): 
Network Resources Management System (NRMS); 
Network Configuration System (NCS); 
Network Information Storage System (NISS). 

GNRB Functional Blocks 

Figure 4. The GNRB architecture 

Moreover, a Network Service Level Specijkation Protocol (NSLSP), on purpose 
defined, is used to exchange querylresponse SLSs messages between a consumer 
application and the GNRB or between two GNRBs. Both the format of the exchanged 
messages and their contents are specified by using XML-based schemes. 

Finally, the GNRB interfaces with the Network Measurement Systems (NMS), 
which allows collecting data on nodes and links performance. 

5.1 Network Resource Management System 

The Network Resource Management System performs the following control 
functions: 
1. analysis of the new service requests coming from Grid applications; 
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2. retrieval of the necessary information on the network status from the NISS 
database; 

3.  execution of a support decision algorithm to determine if the new service requests, 
with QoS constraints at network level, may be accepted, must be rejected or re- 
classified; 

4. if necessary, network configuration operations by means of the NCS. Different 
actions are taken based on the requested type of Service Level Specification. 

In general, the support decision algorithm module operates on weighted graphs, 
obtained taking into account the performance metrics required by the Grid 
application. The structure of the graph and the weight assigned to each branch are 
determined by measurements collected by ad-hoc probes as well as through the 
knowledge of the network topology. Such information are collected and stored in the 
NISS. At present, the Constraint Shortest Path First algorithm is implemented as 
decision algorithms. 

5.2 Network Configuration System 

This module allows to perform network reconfiguration operations (i.e. LSP set up 
and tear down, traffic control parameters setting, MPLS recovery techniques 
configuration, etc.) when they are considered necessary by the decision algorithm to 
meet new service requirements. 

The NRMS sends to the NCS all the information concerning the configurations to 
apply to the network devices. 
In particular, the NCS applies the required configuration statements to each network 
device by using, for each of them, the appropriate languages and tools. For example, 
JUNOScript can be used to perform router Juniper reconfiguration by using XML 
streams. 

5.3 Network Information Storage System 

The Network Information Storage System handles and stores measurement data. It 
consists of the following software components: 

a) data collection module: allows asynchronous exchanges of information between 
the NISS and the measurement probes. Measurement data are typically associated 
with different refresh time intervals. For example, since link utilization is a quickly 
variable performance parameter, a small refresh time is required. On the other hand, 
the physical topology is a very slow varying parameter, so topology discovery 
operations are repeated within long time intervals. 

b) data organization module: status information are organized hierarchically, in 
compliance with the entity.characteristic.subcharacteristic representation, defined in 
10. In our GNRB implementation the storage database contains all the information 
concerning the current status of the network at path, link and node level. 
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5.4 Network Service Level Specification Protocol 

The Network Service Level Specification Protocol is used by the GNRB and Grid 
applications manager to exchange querylresponse reservation messages, formatted in 
XML. 

The following types of requests are supported: 
Weighted Topology Discovery: the best network paths, computed according to 
a predefined cost function and assuring the connectivity among the grid 
application nodes, are requested. In particular, when the GNRB receives a 
Weighted Topology Discovery query, which specifies the network metrics (eg. 
bandwidth, latency, etc.) to minimize or maximize, the NRMS retrieves the 
information on the network resources status from the NISS database and 
determines the paths able to satisfy the query (Figure 5) by executing the support 
decision algorithm. 

Figure 5. Weighted Topology Discovery Service: QueryIResponse messages 

QoS support request: guarantees, in terms of bandwidth, latency, delay jitter, 
packet loss, recovery times from linkslnodes failures must be assured to the Grid 
application for its whole execution time. Therefore, it could be necessary to 
reserve network resources on-demand. The GNRB, by retrieving information on 
the network resources status from the NISS database, verifies if it is possible to 
satis@ the SLS requirements of the Grid application with the current 
configuration of the network and, in this case, network resources are reserved. 
On the contrary, if the request can not be satisfied, the GNRB searches for 
alternative network configurations, exploiting the. knowledge of the physical 
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topology and the availability of performance metrics of each link. If an 
alternative path is found, the GNRB configures the routers in order to set-up the 
path and reserve the needed network resources at path level, for the whole 
execution time of the Grid application. 
Sorted Resource List: a list of the sites belonging to the VO with similar storage 
or computing resources can be used to accomplish the mapping decision of the 
application modules. Since each application module is logically connected, at 
application graph level, to the other ones, a key to support the mapping decision 
can be sorting this list as regards the network resources that satis@ the execution 
of the job. The GNRB provides the Sorted Resource List request to solve this 
issue. 

5.5 Network Measurement Systems 

Different measurement systems may be deployed to collect the following 
information: 

Topology at Physical layer. 
Topology at IP layer: 
Path and Link metrics measurements (such as link utilization, delay maximum- 
bound, etc.) 
Performance evaluation of recovery mechanisms. 
Performance evaluation, at node level, of the traffic control components 
(classifier, scheduler, policer, dropper, shaper). 

For these purposes, network status information, both static and dynamic, has to be 
reported to the GNRB by measurement probes. Moreover, network performance 
parameters must be evaluated and stored into the NISS database in a preliminary 
phase when the network infrastructure is set up 

The knowledge of the physical and IP configuration information enables the 
topology discovery and requires a protocol to exchange information with network 
devices. Moreover, to deliver real-time metrics reports to the GNRB, ad-hoc 
measurement systems have to be deployed. For example, a network bandwidth probe 
might rely upon SNMP-enabled network devices, such as routers and switches. 

At the end, network performance may be evaluated through experiments in the real 
network scenario and simulations carried out to achieve the bounds of the network 
performance metrics 11, 12 and to suggest the optimization strategies 13. 

6 Functional Validation 

The functional validation of the high performance network-aware grid environment, 
described in the previous sections, has been carried out in a Metropolitan High 
Performance Grid deployed in Pisa, Italy. In particular, a metropolitan fibre-optic 
ring, 22 Km long, interconnects three sites located in Pisa: the Department of 
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Information Engineering of the University of Pisa, the Institute of Science and 
Information Technologies (ISTI) of the Italian National Research Council (CNR) and 
the CNIT (National Inter-University Consortium for Telecommunications) National 
Laboratory of Photonic Networks. Each site is equipped with a Juniper MI0 
IPIMPLS router 15, PCs and clusters acting as grid nodes (Figure 6). 

A DiffServ over MPLS network architecture has been set-up on this infrastructure, 
so that all the capabilities described in section 4 are available. 
Moreover, we created .a Virtual Organization to support a distributed encoding 
application, written by using ASSIST 14 and developed a first release of a GNRB 
prototype providing a Guaranteed Bandwidth SLS. The AdTech AX14000 16 
network traffic generatorlanalyzer was used to add background traffic into the optical 
fibre ring. 

cnn ii t Cluster 
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Figure 6. Metropolitan High Performance Grid Topology 

The encoding application is based on stream communications among several 
worker modules and an emitterlcollector module. Hence, when a new stream is 
required by the encoding application, a Guaranteed Bandwidth SLS request is sent to 
the GNRB through a QoS request message with bandwidth constraint. 

The fbnctional validation of the GNRB concerned the monitoring, support decision 
algorithm and configuration modules. 

In order to validate the GNRB finctionalities when the network utilization 
changes, two different scenarios were considered: 
1. the network is unloaded; 
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2. a 950 Mbitls background traffic must be delivered by using the Gigabit link 
between the Department of Information Engineering of the University of Pisa 
and the CNIT. 

Moreover, in each network condition, the distributed encoding application 
requires, at run-time, to establish a 100 Mbitls guaranteed path among each pair of 
the testbed sites. 

When, in the first scenario, the GNRB receives the above request, it establishes 
three LSPs with 100 Mbit/s reserved bandwidth. Each LSP follows the shortest path 
(one Gigabit link) between two sites. In the second scenario, the GNRB monitoring 
module checks the link utilization. Hence, in order to guarantee 100 MbWs service 
rate between the University of Pisa and the CNIT, the GNRB establishes an LSPs 
which passes across the CNR Juniper MI0 router, whereas the other LSPs remain 
unchanged and follow the shortest path. 

In this manner, the network resources utilization is optimized and the SLS required 
by the encoding application are guaranteed. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper addresses the issues related to the integration of Grid applications and 
advanced network infrastructures offering QoS support and Traffic Engineering 
capabilities. In particular, an High Performance Grid environment and its interaction 
with network services has been taken into consideration. 

Since Grid applications may require a network service offering higher performance 
levels than a best effort packet delivery service, we proposed the introduction of a 
new network entity, the GNRB, which plays the role of a broker between the Grid 
application requests and the network capabilities. The design of the GNRB 
architectural modules and its service functionalities has been presented. Finally, some 
tests have been performed to validate our prototype. 
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a p2p framework in order to organize the 
cooperation and the set-up phase of interconnected laboratories for didactical 
purposes through the Internet. Even if the application of standard p2p 
algorithms to distributed cooperative laboratories is a quite new methodology, 
we will base our approach on a solid foundation, such as the one provided by 
the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). The proposed architecture solves some 
general problems such as the discovering of entities, and also provides, a 
general framework for devices accounting. In addition, our framework offers 
mechanisms in order to provide an abstract namespace for adding - removing 
facilities on the fly and invoking them. 

Keywords: p2p systems, SIP, Overlay Networks, Distributed Laboratories. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, many devices are connected through the Internet. As a matter of fact, 
there is an increasing trend in producing network-ready devices in order to make 
them remotely available. One of the oldest concepts that ignited the network 
technology is the one devoted to share and aggregate resources. In fact, the first 
network infrastructures were developed in order to share precious and expensive 
mainframes. With the awesome advancement of hardware technologies, this scenario 
is now also applicable to devices and instrumentations. The sharing of resources 
brings to cost reduction, and allows to set-up experiments previously unfeasible by 
creating chains of interconnected devices. 

In another respect, also a topic under debate is how to integrate instrumentation 
with a Grid infrastructure. Actually, access to sind control of instrumentation was 
fundamentally part of the original Grid vision, but it has been neglected in favor of 
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middleware development. Recently, many projects are devoted to develop solutions 
to access instruments as well as reserving resource through the network [1,2,3,4]. 

The proposed work is aimed at introducing a framework allowing an effective 
cooperation among different instruments and devices in a networked environment. 
The basic assumption is that we will consider each laboratory as a peer and then we 
will build a p2p system that cooperates, in order to allow distributed experimentations 
with devices and resources located in different laboratories. For instance, concerning 
a measurement experiment, the device under test and the end user could be remotely 
located. In this perspective, the system is then distributed, because the resources used 
are not circumscribed to a local laboratory, and cooperative because different 
resources will be chained together in order to produce an experiment. This 
framework will allow to aggregate and superpose different instruments for building 
laboratory experiences or for providing instrument-oriented services as a Grid 
infrastructure. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 investigates the state of the art within 
IETF for using SIP [5] as the signaling technology to build and maintain p2p 
overlays, and also envisages some possible architectural blueprints, in order to exploit 
SIP for building a distributed and cooperative laboratory environment. Section 3 
briefly analyzes the state-of-art distributed technologies and then proposes some ideas 
for integrating JXTA with SIP, in order to provide a "lightweight JXTA" that can be 
used to develop further services for distributed laboratories. Section 4 depicts how to 
use SIP to remotely interact with devices, and Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 On using SIP to develop p2p systems 

In p2p networking all the hosts have the same capabilities and the same 
responsibilities. To emphasize the aspect, all the entities involved in this kind of 
network are named peers. However, the p2p paradigm introduces some problems: the 
topology is quite trivial, and the lack of a hierarchical organization brings to major 
difficulties in developing any kind of algorithms. There are no "well-known" nodes 
(in a client-server scenario, the server is the known service provider node) and the 
functionalities are shared across the network. This description perfectly fits for the 
unstructured p2p networks, such as Gnutella [6] .  

In this kind of network all peers interact by self-organizing themselves in order to 
form a network. Studies have shown that this kind of systems follow a "power-law" 
rule, where few nodes have a high number of connections and many nodes have a 
small number of connections. The main problem with this organization is due to the 
complete delocalization of the information and, in order to locate, content a controlled 
broadcast mechanism is mandatory. To cope with this, many proposals have been 
made in order to achieve better performance in the look-up phase both for peers and 
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resources. The root technology is the one based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs), 
allowing to organize the overlay by mapping the peers via a hashing function. This 
brings to structured p2p systems, such as CHORD [7] and Kademlia [8]. On the other 
hand, the current IP Telephony service has been built as a phone-to-phone (peer-to- 
peer) system with very centric characteristics, based on serverlproxy nodes (in both 
H.323 and SIP architectures). Of course this approach may suffer from scalability 
problems, and some proposals to overcome this issue and to develop p2p Internet 
Telephony are arising. Particularly, in [9] the authors present an architecture based on 
SIP. The basic idea is to view the overall Internet telephony infrastructure as a p2p 
architecture, where all the participants are organized in a p2p overlay network. 
Consequently, the overlay could be exploited to locate users for initiating a telephone 
call. This architectural blueprint resembles Skype, but tries to overcome some of its 
limitations. In fact, Skype has been developed in a closed way, it does not appear as 
extensible for future services and it still relies on a central server for authentication 
procedures. Besides, IETF has long investigated protocols and techniques for 
deploying Internet telephony. The most appealing candidate is the SIP architecture, 
and with some adjustments it could be organized as a p2p system. 

In another respect, there are also some security issues that could be solved by 
using SIP in a p2p fashion. For instance, the architecture depicted in Figure 1 reduces 
the potential of failure due to a single node, resulting in increased robustness, and 
allows providing a preliminary protection against Denial-of-Service (DOS) attacks. 
This is possible, owing to the intrinsic resistance of DHT-based systems against 
churn, which is the continuous process of node arrival and departure. 

3 Applying p2p principles on Distributed - Cooperative 
Laboratories 

During the years, many different architectural blueprints and protocols have been 
developed for p2p systems, especially for file-sharing. Each developer promoted his 
brainchild and implemented the required protocol functionalities: from the Napster 
protocol to sophisticated mechanisms such as eMule, they are basically built from 
scratch. This fact has also produced a waste of resources, since some protocols are 
overlapped in functionalities. Moreover, the lack of a coordinated and standardized 
approach results in a variety of p2p systems that cannot interact. 
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Fig. 1. SIP-based Laboratories arranged in a DHT overlay: each laboratory exports device(s). 

In this perspective, even if not explicitly written for p2p, SIP could be used for 
different signalling purposes and, of course, also for building and managing p2p 
overlay systems. In addition, SIP can straightforwardly handle p2p traffic. This to 
demonstrate that albeit a big standardization campaign in p2p has not been 
undertaken, it must not be said that p2p architectures or supporting technologies are 
not available in existing technological pools. 

For instance "all servers in SIP are optional, allowing User Agents (UAs) to 
directly communicate" [lo]. Its server-less capabilities allow SIP to be one of the 
fundamental building blocks for p2p technologies. 

To prove the maturity of the SIP technology to carry out all the signal procedures 
mandatory for exploiting a full featured p2p application, reference [ l l ]  tries to find 
out the required SIP messages in order to build a full featured Chord-based 
architecture. Particularly, the draft provides examples for the following operations: 
node registration, user .registration, session establishment, node leaving the system, 
successful user search and unsuccessful user search. This work looks promising 
allowing SIP to become a killer application, raising its popularity and, at the same 
time, exploiting the p2p paradigm to enhance the SIP technology itself. Also [12] 
proposes some ideas in order to fully exploit SIP as a p2p technology. 

3.1 Integrating JXTA with SIP to build services on top of distributed 
laboratories 

Currently there is an important open project named JXTA [13], originally 
sponsored by SUN Microsystems, that aims to define a standard architecture and its 
protocols for building up p2p applications and services. JXTA comes also with a 
reference open-source Java implementation of its complete suite of protocols, in order 
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to shorten the time required to develop new p2p applications. JXTA defines a series 
of XML-based protocols for specific p2p basic functions, such as those for self- 
organizing peers to into peergroups, publishing and discovering peer resources, 
communicating, and monitoring other peers. 

One of the main characteristics of JXTA is that it is independent of any particular 
hardware platform, operating system, or programming languages, and does not 
require the use of any particular network transport or topology; the JXTA protocols 
can be implemented on top of TCPIIP, HTTP, Bluetooth, or other protocols and 
technologies. 

The approach followed by JXTA designers was to completely re-define a new 
network architecture and protocols, with poor reuse of already existing ones, and this 
led on one hand to some duplication of network protocols and functionality, and on 
the other hand to a scarce interoperability with already existing p2p-like services, 
such as real-time multimedia communications (also known as "IP Telephony"), 
building up with SIP. JXTA has been used for a variety of purposes, especially for 
communicating, conferencing and information sharing. JXTA could also be used to 
provide the remote laboratories a way to communicate, in order to: 

allow laboratory staff and researchers to carry out lectures or guided seminars and 
to help students in completing experiment and exercises; 

allow students to interact, and then, to cooperate remotely as if they populated a 
distributed classroom; 

allow using application layer techniques, such as "Application Layer Multicast", in 
order to exploit p2p techniques for multimedia transmission. In addition, JXTA could 
be used to offer virtual immersive functionalities for the interaction among involved 
parties as they participate in a synchronous e-learning session. 

We then describe an architecture based on JXTAISIP that tries to integrate the 
JXTA architecture with the SIP platform and functionality. The basic idea is to place 
the JXTA architecture on top of SIP, replacing all JXTA protocols and services that 
are already provided by the SIP architecture. The SIP infrastructure is already 
present, since it is a fundamental building block of our architecture. The mix of SIP 
and JXTA will provide a simple and efficient mechanism, allowing communication 
among different laboratories-devices. It will also provide an "architecture 
independent" layer, in order to build services on top of the networked laboratory 
facility. The JXTA specification originally defines six main protocols, which we 
recall below: 

- The Peer Resolver Protocol (PRP) is the mechanism by which a peer can send a 
query to one or more peers, and receive responses to the query. 

- The Peer Discovery Protocol (PDP) is the mechanism by which a peer can 
advertise its own resources, and discover the resources from other peers. Every peer 
resource is described and published using an advertisement. 
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- The Peer Information Protocol (PIP) is the mechanism by means of which a peer 
may obtain status information about other peers (such as state, uptime, traffic load, 
capabilities, and other information). 

- The Pipe Binding Protocol (PBP) is the mechanism by which a peer can establish 
a virtual communication channel or b'pipe7' between one or more peers. The PBP is 
used by a peer to bind two or more end points of the connection. 

- The Endpoint Routing Protocol (ERP) is the mechanism by which a peer can 
discover a route (sequence of hops) used to send a message to another peer. 

- The Rendezvous Protocol (RVP) is the mechanism by which peers can subscribe 
or be a'subscriber to a propagation service. The RVP is used by the Peer Resolver 
Protocol and by the Pipe Binding Protocol in order to propagate messages. 

These protocols relay on a common transport layer named "Endpoint Service", 
which is responsible of end-to-end messaging between two JXTA peers, using one of 
the underlying transport protocols, such as the JXTA TCP, TLS, or HTTP. 

The Endpoint Service, together with the PRP, ERP, and PBP protocols are the 
building blocks that a JXTA application uses to communicate with other peers. They 
act as signalling and messaging infrastructure allowing communications between 
remote peers based on peer IDS. However SIP protocol also provides a signalling 
platform for communicating and establishing sessions between end-systemslpeers 
(referred as UAs). For this reason, the integration of the two technologies in the 
JXTAISIP architecture seems to be very promising, providing twofold benefit: i) 
reuse of well-known and tested signalling platform without replicating functionality, 
and ii) integration with existing multimedia/IPTel infrastructure and devices. 

Particularly, in the proposed JXTAISIP architecture the upper JXTA protocols 
PDP and PIP, and the resolver functionality of PRP and RVP are mapped directly 
upon the SIP protocol and its signalling platform. In such way, all the transport and 
messaging infrastructure offered by the Endpoint Service, by PRP, ERP, and PBP is 
no longer required and is replaced by SIP. 

The SIP protocol provides all addressing, messaging and routing functionality, 
reusing different types of underly transport protocols (e.g. UDP, TCP, TLS, and 
SCTP). The addressing scheme of SIP allows the unique identification of UAs and 
SIP users. However, in a p2p environment, it can be also useful to be able to 
generically address single resources, or services. For this reason JXTAISIP extends 
the traditional SIP URI scheme, by providing a simple and flexible mechanism to 
address any kind of resource owned by or associated to a generic SIP user. The SIP 
URI scheme 

sip: [user@]nameaddress[:port] [;uri-parameters] 
is still used, and the new parameter resource is introduced, obtaining the following ' 

resource address 
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where the value of the parameter resource (i.e. the resouce-name) is the peer URN 
(Uniform Resource Name), used in JXTA to identi@ peer entities. SIP provides 
JXTA also the method for delivering XML-based JXTA messages, encapsulated 
within the body filed of SIP messages, with Content-Type applicationlxml-jxta. 

SIP methods used to deliver JXTA messages can vary according to the 
implemented upper layer service. However, the most common SIP methods used with 
JXTA are: MESSAGE, SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY. Here is an example of SIP 
message used for sending a JXTA Discovery Query: 

MESSAGE SIP: rdzv@zoolu. org; resource=jxta: //abdcf23 SIP/2.0 
Via: SIP/2.O/TCP 192.168.5.2;branch=z9hG4bK776sgdkse 
Max-Forwards: 70 
From: SIP:peer@neverland.net;resource=jxta://678ffr;ta~49583 
To: SIP: rdzv@ zoolu.org;resource=jxta://abdcf23 
Call-ID: asd88asd77ae1.2.3.4 
CSeq: 1 MESSAGE 
Content-Type: application/d-jxta 
Content-Length: 340 

Resolver query 
Discovery query 

Upon SIP, there is the PRPIRVP layer that comprises the various JXTA resolver 
and propagation related protocols, such as PRP and RVP. 

PRP is a simple querylresponse protocol that provides a simple addressing 
resolution mechanism for upper layer protocols. It can be used in point-to-point, 
multicast, and propagation mode. It uses the SIP MESSAGE methods for message 
delivery. 

Although SIP provides direct peer addressing and routing, message propagation 
within a peer group is also required in a p2p scenario. For this scope the RVP 
(Rendezvous Protocol) is used within the PRP/RVP layer. The RVP provides 
mechanisms which enable propagation of messages to be performed in a controlled 
way. To most efficiently propagate messages some peers acts as Rendezvous Peer 
cooperating with other Rendezvous Peers and with client peers to propagate messages 
amongst the peers of a peer group. The PRPRVP layer will propagate a message 
unless one of the following conditions is detected: 

i) Loop detected: if a propagated message has already been processed on a peer, it 
is discarded; 

ii) Time To Live (TTL) exceeded: propagated messages are associated with a TTL 
that is decreased each time a propagated message is received by a peer; when the TTL 
of a message drops to zero, the message is discarded; 

iii) Message duplication: a peer discards copies of an already received message. 

Upon the PRPIRVP layer there are the JXTA upper level protocols, mainly the 
PDP (Peer Discovery Protocol) and the PIP (Peer Information Protocol). PDP is used 
to discover any published peer resource. Resources are represented as advertisements. 
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A resource can be a peer, a peer-group, a pipe, a module, or any resource that has an 
advertisement. Each resource must be represented by an advertisement. The PDP 
enables a peer to find advertisements in its group. Custom discovery services may 
choose to leverage PDP. Once a peer is located, its capabilities and status may be 
queried. PIP provides a set of messages to obtain a peer status information. PIP is an 
optional protocol. Peers are not required to respond to PIP requests. 

4 Direct device-to-device communications 

In the previous section we showed how it is possible to build a complete p2p 
architecture based on SIP. Such architecture in turn can be used to realize a 
distributed, self-organized network of laboratories and end-devices. In this section we 
describe how SIP can provide also methods for direct device-to-device 
communications in the form of simple client-server commands or more sophisticated 
communication schemes. The SIP protocol has been originally defined as a 
mechanism for establishing sessions between two or more peers. However, the SIP 
architecture is very flexible and can be easily extended for building a wide spectrum 
of services. For example, SIP can be used to establish one-to may or many-to-many 
communication, to realize a presence service, as well to implement an instant 
messaging system. 

In our scenario some mechanisms are required in order to implement direct device- 
to-device communications. For this goal, two main mechanisms are needed: 

1) an addressing scheme able to address specific laboratories, instruments, their 
components and functions; 

2) a set of basic methods that can be used to handle the direct interaction among 
these end-systems. 

Regarding the first aspect, in the previous section we presented an extension of the 
basic SIP URI scheme that can provide the required addressing functionality to cover 
a distributed laboratory environment. Particularly, when the SIP URI refers to a 
laboratory or an instrument, the 'resource' parameter can be used to address a specific 
sub-component or functionality. Here is an example of how the URL of an 
oscilloscope within a laboratory can be 

Concerning the second aspect, either standard SIP methods or new ad-hoc methods 
could be used. 

SIP natively defines a number of methods for initiating a session (INVITE, ACK, 
CANCEL, BYE), for querying for user-agentlserver capabilities (OPTIONS), and for 
registering with a location service (REGISTER). In addition, SIP provides means to 
facilitate protocol extension through the introduction of new methods and the 
definition of new header fields. As matter of fact, currently a number of methods 
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have been already defined, addressing several different functions. In our scenario, 
two kinds of basic interactions between parties are required: 

i) a direct clientlserver method that can be used to issue commands or to send out- 
of-band data, 

ii) a method for receiving asynchronous information and for being notified of 
specific events by a peer entity. 

As far as the first kind of communication is concerned, the MESSAGE method can 
be used. The MESSAGE method has been defined as SIP extension for Instant 
Messaging (IM) [14]. This method does not establish a session and can be used to 
transfer single instant messages (like pager messages) carried in the form of MIME 
body parts within the message. In our context, the MESSAGE method can be used to 
send single commands or data to a peer device. The form of the transferred 
information is application dependent; however a common XML representation could 
be used. For example, here is the message that can be sent to switch on a device: 

MESSAGE sip: tlc-lab5@carrpus.net;resourcegenerator SIP/2.0 
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 10.10.0.5;branch=z9hG4bKdf334 
Max-Forwards: 70 
To: <tlc-lab5@campus.net;resource=generator> 
From: Alice <sip:alice@wonderland.net>;tag=1166ccae 
Call-ID: asd88asd77a@10.10.0.5 
CSeq: 1 MESSAGE 
Content-Type: application/xml 
Content-Length: ... 

In order to handle the second kind of communications, in which a device 
asynchronously receives requested data from a remote peer when a certain event 
occurs, the SIP event notification framework can be used [15]. The event notification 
framework has been properly defined as SIP extension to provide means by which 
SIP nodes can request notification from remote nodes, indicating that certain events 
have occurred. This framework uses two main methods: SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY. 
Particularly, the SUBSCRIBE method should be used to request current state and 
state updates from a remote node, while NOTIFY messages are sent to inform 
subscribers of changes in state to which the subscriber has a subscription. Here is an 
example of how these methods can be applied for receiving asynchronous reports 
from a protocol analyzer in a context of distributed laboratories: 

SUBSCRIBE sip:net-lab2@~us.net;resource=proto-analyzer SIP/2.0 
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 10.10.0.5;branch=z9hG4bK85~2f 
Max-Forwards: 70 
To: <net-lab2@pcampus.net;resource=proto-analyzer> 
From: Alice <sip:alice@wonderland.net>;tag=3758f5U3 
Call-ID: k3143id034@10.10.0.5 
CSeq: 22 SUBSCRIBE 
Contact: <sip:alice@wonderland.net> 
Event: trace 
Content-Type: application/xml 
Content-Length: ... 
<filter>host 192.168.1.88 and udp and port 4444</filter> 
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NOTIFY sip: alice@wonderland.net SIP/2.0 
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 192.168.0.2;branch=z9hG4bKb1454 
Max-Forwards: 70 
To: Alice <sip:alice@wonderland.net>;tag=3758f51b 
fiom: <net-lab2@pc~us.net;resourc~~roto-analyzer>;tag=763287060 
Call-ID: k3143id034@10.10.0.5 
CSeq: 34321 NOTIFY 
Event: trace 
Content-Type: application/d 
Content-Length: ... 

Alice Protocol Analyzer 

NOTIFY slp:alice@wonderland.nel 
packet 

SUBSCRIBE slp:net-lab2@pcarnpus.net;r~~ource=~oto-analyzw 
b 

200 OK 

packet NOTIFY slp:alice@wonderland.nel 

Get trace 

Fig. 2. Example of asynchronous event notification. 

Lastly, the devices must be exported by using a proper "manager" if needed. For 
instance, many instruments could be managed by a standard computer without third 
party hardware or software. Besides, other instruments may be connected to a SIP 
manager running in a personal computer via a GPIBIEthernet adapter. The rule of 
thumb is that the instrument data must be properly converted in order to assure the 
correct communication fromlto the instrument. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we proposed a p2p-based system in order to provide a framework for 
distributed and cooperative laboratories. We used SIP as the technological base for 
effectively building such a framework and, in addition, we also presented how to use 
JXTA to enrich the framework with valuable features. Lastly, we presented some 
instances of the use SIP to effectively interact with devices, providing an idea for a 
simple and cost-effective interoperation of instrumentation that avoids more complex 
systems such as one present in the Grid world. Future work will be aimed at refining 
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this architecture and at using the SIP protocol also to issue QoS requirements to the 
network, in order to carry out industrial and mission critical experimentations. 
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Abstract. This paper presents the rationale and the experience in exposing 
measurement instruments on the Grid. After explaining the design goals, we 
propose two implementation strategies targeted- to access the instruments at 
different levels of abstraction. A ~erformance evaluation of the realized 
services concludes the paper. 

Keywords. Grid, remote laboratory, instruments. 

1 Introduction 

The Grid infrastructure allows users to access and to aggregate sophisticated 
resources, such as distributed computational power, large -data collections and 
analysis codes, in a flexible, secure, and coordinated environment. So far, most of the 
projects taking advantage of the Grid technology focus on the distributed management 
and analysis of datasets after acquisition, without worrying about the instruments, 
which are the providers of the raw observations, used later to develop, refute, and 
verify scientific theories, and thus to drive scientific advances. 

Now the technology for computational and data Grids has matured, and an 
increasing attention is directed towards instruments. The scientific research does not 
start from data, but rather from the process of data collection, which is not a mere 
repetitive procedure, and often requires strict links with interpretation and analysis, 
jointly to man or machine supervision. Ignoring this interaction can lead to inefficient 
use of computational and human resources. For these reasons, recent projects are now 
investigating the possibility of exposing instruments directly as Grid services. 

Examples are the GRIDCC [I], the CIMA [2] and the CRIMSON [3] projects. 
GRIDCC, a three years project just started within the VI Framework Program, is the 
main European effort in this direction. It aims to integrate the interactive and real- 
time management of remote instrumentation (from temperature sensors to array of 
telescopes), storage and computational resources, and real-time data analysis and 
visualization services. An important part of the development plan deals with the 
design and the implementation of Virtual Instrument Grid Services (VIGS). 

The CIMA project targets the development of a common middleware to facilitate 
the use of a wide range of instrument types into a Grid computing environment, 
exposing them as Grid services. A project goal is the description of instruments 
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through metadata and the development of a standard methodology for grid-enabling 
instruments. 

The recently approved CRIMSON project is currently evaluating the role played 
by computational grids in the interconnection of real and virtual devices. It aims at 
searching efficient solutions to the problems of process characterization, instrument 
calibration, and real-time data analysis to improve the quality of the information 
acquired from the field. 

In the following we present our work in GRIDzjj&g instruments. We introduce the 
approach, which we have followed in exposing diverse kind of instrument services on 
the Grid, and present some preliminary results in terms of performance. 

2 How to Expose Instruments on the Grid 

Even though the need of exposing measurement instruments on the Grid is largely 
recognized by the projects cited in the previous section, no precise example, 
describing how to do this, is still available in literature. In this section, we report our 
experience in turning different components of a measurement node into Grid services 
using the Globus Toolkit version 3 (GT3) [4]. 

2.1 Design Goals 

A generic process of measurement requires set-up, tuning and access to diverse 
instruments, and these actions must be carried out in a well defined sequence. If we 
assume that the instruments are distributed on the Grid, the measurement program 
must access them remotely by efficient and secure mechanisms for remote procedure 
call. To improve the software reuse, and to facilitate the creation of experiments based 
on distributed instrumentation, it is important to have loosely coupled components. 
Distributed technologies already existing, such as CORBA, RMI, and EJB, result in 
highly coupled distributed systems, where the client and the server are very dependent 
on each other. These technologies works well in intranet contexts, but tend to have 
problems on a wider scale. For instance, they have a lot of troubles in passing 
firewalls, and clients require a deep knowledge about how servers work. This 
impinges the flexibility in assembling measurement programs. On the contrary, in a 
loosely coupled model, the client and the server are independent and the client can 
connect to and use functions from a server without the specific knowledge of the 
server itself. This is the model implemented by the Web Services [5 ] .  

The service-oriented approach, applied to instrumentation control [6,7], lets to 
encapsulate the real instruments behind general interfaces, and allows creating 
measurement programs as composition of services. Furthermore, the measurement 
program can become itself a service, offering high-level functionality. We can 
imagine scenarios where we select devices scattered over the Grid to compose a 
measurement process, or we access remote experiments without taking care of the real 
location of instruments and devices under test. 

Grid services, which are the fulcrum of the GT3, inherit the advantages of the Web 
Services, and improve their possibilities adding features as lifecycle management, 
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service data and notification, that are very promising in a distributed measurement 
context. 

Here, we focus on a measurement node, composed by a personal computer 
equipped with an IEEE488 interface card that connects electronic measurement 
instruments. The goal is to expose the functionality offered by this setup in the form 
of Grid services. We start analysing which type of services can be exposed: 

the IEEE488 card communication services; 
the services offered by instruments for signal generation, data acquisition and 
processing; 
the services offered by the applications running on the PC. For instance, we can 
figure to execute an FFT on the data waveform acquired by an oscilloscope 
connected via IEEE488, and to expose the results as a "spectrum analyzer" service. 
As the Grid philosophy is centred on optimizing the use of distributed resources, it 

is reasonable to limit the processing inside the acquisition node, taking advantage 
from other resources available on the Grid. Data can flow from the instrument service 
to reduction and analysis services hosted elsewhere on the Grid. Data can be archived 
on some medium, together with relevant metadata that can help successive automatic 
elaborations. When bandwidth or real-time constraints exist, it may be convenient to 
process data within the acquisition service. In general, less is the data processing 
offered by the instrument service, more are the opportunities to reuse the service 
itself. 

In the following, we present two service prototypes, the former exposes the 
IEEE488 communication services, and the latter'exposes the basic functionalities of 
an instrument, precisely an oscilloscope. 

2.2 Exposing an IEEE488 Interface Card 

We have a National Instruments (NI) PCI-GPIB card and we want to send SCPI 
(Standard Commands for Programmable Instrumentation) commands directly to the 
instrument connected via the card, passing through the Grid infrastructure. This is a 
very general approach, as the Grid service offers only the control of the 
communication channel, and we do not put any conditions on the instrument itself. 
We suppose that the application calling the service knows which kind of instrument 
receives the commands. 

We decided to develop the service in the LinuxIJava environment, because at the 
time we started the work, the GT3 was tested mainly on these platforms. As NI 
releases both the Linux driver and the Windows one for this card, we can leverage the 
multiplatform nature of Java to have the two versions of the service. 

The card driver is a C library, thus we need to use the Java Native Interface (JNI) 
to wrap them in the Java code (see Fig. 1). 

Fig. 2 shows the UML (Unified Modelling Language) class diagram of the 
CardService implementation. 

The CardService exposes two main methods, which allow read and write 
operations on the instruments connected to the card. These methods are based on the 
ibrdo and ibwrto driver APIs (Application Program Interface), and are used 
respectively to read and to write bytes on the interface board. 
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To test the CardService, we have created a simple panel, which calls the service 
and allows writing commands and reading answers from the instrument in the form of 
text strings. The service has no knowledge about the instrument itself, thus the ability 
to generate SCPI (Standard Commands for Programmable Instrumentation) 
commands for the specific instrument, task usually accomplished by the "instrument 
driver", resides on the client side, making it device-dependent. 

In general this is not a good approach, and in the next example, we move the 
instrument driver within the grid service. 

L 
Fig. 1. The CardService stack 

GrlQ Senlcellnpl 1s a base 
class that c o n t a m  all the 
beslc funetlonallty of a Grld 
Benlce 

+tlestroy[ 1 
+setBew~ceData[ 1 

is the class that 
Implements the 
Card Service 

Fig. 2. CardService UML. Class Diagram 
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2.3 Exposing an Instrument 

This section extends the previous results and introduces the instrument grid 
service. We focus here on a grid service able to expose the fimctionalities of an 
oscilloscope, but this approach can be applied to whichever instrument. 

Fig. 3, if compared with Fig. 1, presents an additional layer, named "C driver". 
Usually, instrument drivers are provided by vendors as a C libraries or source codes; 
JNI allows interfacing the C driver. 

Scope Service 

JNI Interface 

C Driver 

IEEE488 Card Driver 

Fig. 3. Instrument Grid Service Stack 

The service exposes methods for the main settings of a generic oscilloscope. Some 
of them are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. The Oscilloscope Grid Service Methods 

Method 
public void configureChanne1 (int channel, double 
range, double offset, int coupling, int 
probeAttenuation) 
public void conJgureAcquisitionRecord (double 
timePerRecord, int minNumPts, double 
acquisitionStartTime) 
public Object[] readWaveform (int channel, int 
mmTimeMilliseconds) 

channels for acquisition 

record 

it acquires the waveform 
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To avoid binding the Scopeservice to a specific model of oscilloscope, we work on 
the generic scope class stated in the IVI (Interchangeable Virtual Instruments) 
specifications [8]. These specifications are written for C language, thus we must 
convert C prototypes in Java. Table 2 reports the C and the Java prototypes for the 
Read Waveform method. 

Table 2. C and Java Prototypes of the Read Waveform Method 

A chunk of the file used to describe the service is in Fig. 4. 

C 

Java 

<!-- define the response message --> 
<wsdl:message name="readWaveformResponse"> 

<wsdl:part element="impl:readWaveformResponse" name="parameters"/> 
</wsdl:message> 
<! -- define the request message --> 
<wsdl:message name="readWaveformRequest"> 

<wsdl:part element="impl:readWaveform" name="parameters"/> 
</wsdl:message> 

<!-- define the operation --> 
<wsdl:operation name="readWaveform" parameterorder=""> 

<wsdl:input message="impl:readWaveformRequest" 
name="readWaveformRequest"/> 

<wsdl:output message="impl:readWaveformResponse" 
name=t'readWa~eformResponse"/> 
</wsdl:operation> 

Fig. 4. WSDL for the Oscilloscope Grid Service 

ViStatus IviScope-ReadWaveform (ViSession vi, 
ViConstString Channel, ViInt32 Waveformsize, 
ViInt32 MaxTimeMilliseconds, ViRea164 WaveformArray[], 
ViInt32 *ActualPoints, ViRea164 *InitialX, ViRea164 *XIncrement); 
public Object[] readwaveform (int channel, int waveformsize, 
int maxTimeMilliseconds); 

An applet, reproducing the instrument virtual panel, allows testing the oscilloscope 
service. It has been inserted in a Grid portal, developed on the Gridsphere Portal 
Framework [9]. ISILab-G is the portal service tab that runs the applet, displays the 
instrument interface, and offers a short description of the service functionalities, i.e. 
how to use buttons and knobs. Fig. 5 shows a snapshot of the oscilloscope panel. 

The Grid portal controls user access ahd rights, and offer services that can be used 
separately or integrated to create more sophisticated processes. 

The oscilloscope applet contains the necessary code, jar files, .to communicate in a 
secure way with the Grid. The node, which runs the applet, becomes part of the Grid 
and establishes a private connection with the oscilloscope service. 
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3 Performance Evaluation 

While exploring the possibilities offered by Grid technologies, it is important to 
consider the Grid middleware effect on the measurement process performance. An 
exhaustive evaluation is outside the scope of this paper; anyway, we report some 
results collected using the oscilloscope grid service. We have considered the 
"observed response time" (ORB) and the "request processing time" (RPT) [lo]. The 
ORB is the delay, from the user point of view, between issuing a request and 
receiving a response, while the RPT is the time spent by the server to handle the user 
request. Thus ORB is calculated on the client side, while RPT on server side. 

Fig. 5. Snapshot of the Oscilloscope Panel 

The test bed consists of a server (1,70 GHz Pentium IV CPU and 5 12 MI3 RAM.) 
that hosts a plug-in PC1 GPIB card from NI connected to an HP 54645D oscilloscope. 
It runs the Linux operating system (kernel 2.4.20-8) and the Globus Toolkit version 
3.2.1. On the client side we have a PC (Linux kernel 2.4.20-8) equipped with a 2,2 
GHz Pentium IV and 5 12 MI3 RAM. Both client and server are connected to the same 
100 Mbit LAN. 

The client invokes the oscilloscope Grid service and queries the waveform that the 
instrument is acquiring. The test has been repeated with 10 waveforms of different 
sizes, starting from 100 points to up to 4000 points. Each request has been repeated up 
to 1000 times with a delay of 5 seconds from the previous one. To compare the 
results, we calculated the ORB and RPT using the same test-bed, and a DCOM-based 
communication between server and client in a Windows environment. Fig. 6 shows 
the performance results for the scenarios described above. 
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number of points 

Fig. 6. Performance 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we presented two prototypes of Grid services applied to the control of 
measurement instrumentation. The experience proved that the Grid approach is 
feasible, despite it requires an initial effort to be acquainted with the Globus 
environment and to apply the service oriented approach to instrument control. 

The advantages associated to the Grid technology should justify this effort and 
suggest new investigations. 

The results of the performance tests, which have been executed on the preliminary 
releases of the prototype services, show a time overhead caused by the grid 
middleware. This is not a surprise, but it is worth noting that the loss in efficiency 
becomes less important when the size of the exchanged message increases. The 
capability to deliver information and measurement results in real time may be a 
crucial feature for distributed measurement systems. Surely Grid protocols add 
latency, but the overhead can be considered acceptable for a lot of applications and it 
is irrelevant when the measurement loop is closed by a human being. 
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Abstract. A telecommunication network is composed of a number of nodes. 
Each node can be either a terminal host or a web cache location. Objects are 
downloaded throughout the network among the nodes. An object can represent 
either a file or any other resource to be shared (e.g. machine time). For memory 
saving and for safety reasons, each object is composed of a number of portions 
and not all the portions are located within the same node, because no node 
should have the complete knowledge of each object. It means that a single node 
can have only a part of the file. It is strongly recommendable because if a single 
node should be accessed without authorization, the information retrieved would 
not be sufficient to detect the overall content. 
Concerning networking viewpoint the following main issues will characterize 
the performance of object exchange: Position of the information, Strategy to 
reach the information, Algorithm to download information, Capacity Planning. 
The paper proposes a control architecture that considers the mentioned issues. It 
is composed of three layers: Local, Network and Planning Controller. The Local 
Controller acts locally to each node at object downloading time scale 
(seconds/minutes) and, after an "advanced flooding" signaling query to get 
informed about the object portions' position, decides from which node (or 
nodes) each portion needs to be downloaded; the Network Controller may 
change the distribution of the object portions among the nodes; it acts with larger 
time scale (hourslday) and is centralized; the Planning Controller may change 
the dimension of each single portion and increaseldecrease the physical link and 
node capacities. The order of magnitude of its intervention is weekslmonths. 
The problem is modeled through a mathematical formulation and a specific cost 
function, which takes into account all the necessary details, is introduced for 
each controller as well as a minimization procedure. 
A preliminary performance evaluation analyses the effect of the Local 
Controller. 

Keywords. GRID, Distributed Information, Hierarchical Network Control, Resource 
Sharing 
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1 Introduction 

The problem of sharing information among different locations has been widely 
treated both in the literature and in practical implementations. The common action is 
that a user issues a request (to the server, to peer elements, to the network) and the 
destination site returns an answer for each request. The sites may be stand-alone 
servers, single gateways with similar functions and, in some cases, terminal hosts. 

The most common technique to access remotely located information is the client- 
server model, where there is a clear distinction between the consumer and the 
producer of services: the client asks the server to access resources (i.e. files, machine 
times, distributed applications) and the server processes the workload assuring, if 
possible, the required resources. More recently, to improve the performance of the 
regular client-server approach, Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) are used [I]. 
CDNs delocalize information and functions of interest among the main server site, 
which contains all the information and functions, and different surrogate server sites, 
where the material is duplicated. Surrogate servers are used to find new paths to 
retrieve the information so avoiding possibly congested routes. A third approach is 
represented by peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks, where virtual networks of many 
nodes, called overlays, are built over networking infrastructures. The P2P network 
key point is that the hosts, considered peers, are allowed to behave as clients and 
servers. In practice, each host may be a server and information is exchanged among 
peers to provide web content and to alleviate traffic burden. If a particular file is 
located into two remote peers, part of this file may be downloaded from one peer and 
part from the other peer. The advantages of peer-to-peer communication are: 
scalability, knowledge sharing by aggregating information, information availability. 
Peer-to-peer systems are used to support several network-based applications: 
combining the computational power of thousands of computers [2], sharing of 
resources [3], distributed and decentralized searching [4]. File sharing networks [5] 
are perhaps the most commonly used P2P applications and, at present, compose most 
of Internet traffic. The widespread use of such networks can be attributed to their ease 
of use: [6, 71, for example, have proposed the adoption of P2P as supplementary 
means for providing web content in order to alleviate the traffic burden on servers. 

Summarizing: in client-server applications, the server is the only repository of 
information. It may be negative because accessing the server can create bottlenecks, 
both in links and machine processing, but it allows companies and entities to store 
important information and to make it available to others on payment. CDNs follow 
the same philosophy. Information multiplication allows alleviating traffic burden but 
increases the maintenance costs. P2P approach has many advantages but it is not safe 
for important information. Peer-to-peer overlay networks are the best for music clips 
but strategic information, bank operations, trading details may be hardly delivered by 
using this paradigm. Moreover, strategic networks involve many security issues. A 
broader framework that include all the mentioned approached and refers to 
information exchange in wide sense is "grid computing" (see, e.g., [8]), which allows 
delivering distributed contents, storing information, performing remote use of time 
machine and sharing files over networking infrastructures [I]. This paper takes "grid 
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computing" networks as reference and tries to propose a generic formal approach that 
can take the best from the three mentioned approaches: client-server, CDN and P2P. 

The idea is to have a "grid computing" network composed of N sites where each 
site contains important information. Each node can be considered a web cache 
location, a surrogate server and a peer host but, actually, it is part of an overall 
overlay network, which is itself repository of all needed information. In facts: there 
are a number of objects that are downloaded throughout the network; an object is a 
file or any other resource to be shared as well as machine time and distributed 
application. Being a possible application a strategic network, for memory saving and 
for safety reasons, each object is composed of portions and not all of them are located 
within the same node. It means that a single node has only a part of the file. It is 
strongly recommendable (even if it is not mathematically imposed in the proposed 
model for now) because, if a single node should be accessed without authorization, 
information retrieved would not be sufficient to detect the overall content, which 
needs to be composed in combination with the other nodes of the network. 

The paper proposes a control architecture made up of three layers: Local, Network 
and Planning Controller. The former controls object downloading; the Network 
Controller checks the distribution of the object portions among the nodes; the latter 
changes the dimension of each single portion and increaseldecrease the physical link 
and node capacities. The overall control structure is proposed through a mathematical 
formal model that considers the following performance optimization issues: capacity 
planning, position of the information, strategy to reach the information, algorithm to 
download it. At the best of authors' knowledge, it is the first time an overall formal 
model for an information exchange network (a "grid computing7' structure) is 
proposed as well as a control architecture matching optimization and security issues 
together. 

The reminder of the paper is structured as follows: the next section contains the 
description of the control architecture. The formal model for the performance 
optimization is reported in Section 3. Section 4 presents a preliminary performance 
evaluation and Section 5 shows the conclusions and possible ideas for future work. 

2 Control Architecture 

2.1 Preliminary Observations 

The proposed approach takes the works [9, 10, 11, 121 as references concerning: the 
model of users' requests and of available resources [lo]; the action of variable tuning 
dependently upon congestion measures [9, 121; the focus on a single node making 
object requests [ll] .  The novelty of this work relies in the derivation of an 
optimization framework studied to get the minimization of the downloading time 
"seen" by each independent user. The proposed approach is decentralized and 
scalable, since the control laws available for both the single user and the network 
manager are analyzed separately. 
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2.2 General Framework 

The considered "grid computing" network is composed of N nodes. Each node can 
be either a terminal host or a web cache location. I objects should be downloaded 
throughout the network among the N nodes. An object can represent either a file or 
any other resource to be shared (e.g. machine time). 

For memory saving and for safety reasons, each object i is formed by 

J(') portions and not all the portions are located within the same node. It means that a 
single node can have only a part of the file. It is strongly recommendable (even if it is 
not imposed for now) because, if a single node is accessed without authorization, 
information retrieved is not sufficient to detect the overall content. 

Each single node k requires to download a specific object i and asks the other 
nodes of the network about the availability of object iportions through a specific 
signaling protocol. The nodes that have portions of the object i within their memory 
answer to node k . Node k requires to download specific portions of the object i to 
other nodes. 

The multiple choice about which portions have to be downloaded from which 
nodes is performed by minimizing a cost function (local to the node) aimed at 
optimizing downloading time. Node k may download the same portion either from 
"one single node" or from "more than one node" depending on network security 
performance. 

The performance of the overall system in terms of downloading time may be 
monitored also in dependence of the number of requests for a specific object by a 
single node. After a period of time, evaluating the obtained performance, the 
following actions may be taken at different time scales: portions of objects may be 
exchanged among the nodes; link capacities may be modified. While the former may 
be implemented on a reduced time period whose order of magnitude may be 
hourslday, the latter should be applied on planning basis. 

The control architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It is composed of three layers: Local, 
Network and Planning Controller. The Local Controller acts locally to each node at 
object downloading time scale (secondslminutes); the Network Controller may 
change the distribution of the object portions among the nodes; it acts with larger 
time scale (hourslday) and is centralized; the Planning Controller may change the 
dimension of each single portion and increaseldecrease the physical link and node 
capacity. The order of magnitude of its intervention is weekslmonths. 

The requests are structured into X service options, characterized by a committed 
downloading rate ( ddx) ), where x E [I, X] c N is the downloading option identifier. 

The traffic is structured into Y classes, characterized by a specific bandwidth 
assigned periodically by the Network Controller for each end-to-end path. The 
variable a b r )  defines the bandwidth assigned to y -th traffic class with y = I, ..., Y 

being Y the number of available traffic classes for the end-to-end path from node h 
to k . Traffic is managed through "Complete Separation with Dynamic Partitions" 
[13]. It means that end-to-end path allocations (called bandwidth pipes) are not shared 
among the traffic classes and they may be changed at each intervention of the 
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Network Controller. Allocations are supposed constant within the interval between 
two Network Controller interventions. The technology to define end-to-end 
bandwidth pipes for each traffic class is not specified but it may be taken from the 
QoS mechanisms described in the literature. The bandwidth pipe of a specific class 
may be obtained through ATM Virtual Paths, MPLS, IntServ and, most probably, 
through DiffServ. 

In dependence of their priority a set of service options will be conveyed through a 
specific traffic class. For example, if there are: six service options and their associated 
downloading rate ( X = 6 ,  dr(') = 1024 kbith , dr(2) = 512 kbith , dr(3) = 256 kbith , 
dd4) = 128 kbith , dd5) = 64 kbith , dr@) = 32 kbith ) and three traffic classes 

( X = 3 ) with associated allocations each end-to-end path (e.g., bihk) = 50 Mbith , 
b y )  = 30 Mbit/s and bihk) = 20 Mbit/s, Vhk ), service options 1 and 2 can be 
transported through class 1 bandwidth pipe, service options 3 and 4 through class 2 
bandwidth pipe and service option 5 and 6 through class 3 bandwidth pipe. 

Planning Controller 

Portion dimensions, link and 

Network Controller 

I 
Portion 

Local Controller Local Controller 
Node 1 Node k Node N 

Fig. 1. Control Architecture 

2.3 Operative Details 

The implementation of the control structure is based on a signaling mechanism, used 
when a file request is issued by a node to reveal the position of the different portions 
composing the desired file. The most popular search mechanism (in use in P2P 
networks) blindly floods a query to the network. To avoid useless multiplication of 
signals, this paper uses an "advanced flooding" algorithm, where, differently from 
"blind flooding", a node does not forward all the requests already received but 
performs this operation having some knowledge about the "cost" (measured in terms 
of residual bandwidth) of the paths traversed. The signaling scheme is topical to get 
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good performance. Future work will be dedicated to its study but, for now, it is out of 
the scope of this proposal. The steps of the object request algorithm are briefly 
summarized in the following including also some observation about CAC and QoS 
routing schemes. 
1. File Request: when a file request is issued by generic node k ,  exploratory 

signaling packets are generated by node k and forwarded to each node of the 
network through the advanced flooding scheme. 

2. Exploratory Phase: Exploratory signaling packets: 
a. traverse the network node by node; 
b. check the bandwidth availability of each link along the back route 

(or, more precisely, of the proper bandwidth pipe of each link); the 
minimum bandwidth availability (bL& ) over the path from h to 

k "defines" the cost of the path as ($1 ; 

c. each node forwards exploratory signaling packets by using the 
minimum bandwidth availability cost defined above; each 
exploratory signaling packet memorizes the Shortest Path Route 
from h to k , followed to get to node h in the reverse direction. 

3. Intermediate and Destination Nodes: generic node h of the network receives a 
number exploratory signaling packets containing: the file request from node k , 
the bandwidth availability and routing information. It sends back another set of 
packets (called location-info), which, traversing the network back, reports 
information about routing, bandwidth availability and location of the portions to 
node k . 

4. Routing Decision: node k : receives all the location-info packets that contain all 
information about: location of the portions, best route and bandwidth availability; 
if there is not residual bandwidth availability also for just one portion, CAC acts 
and the object request is rejected, otherwise, node k :  selects the portions to 
download, the nodes where the selected portions are located and the downloading 
rates (i.e. either the committed ones, if possible, or assigning the residual 
bandwidth on the path) by minimizing the cost function proposed in the next 
section within the Local Controller. The node k selects the best route to get to the 
selected locations and forwards a resource-confirmation packet, which reserves 
the resources over the selected shortest path, informs the nodes about portions to 
download and rates and authorizes file downloading. If the resources should not 
be available any longer over the path, CAC acts again and the file request is 
blocked. 

3 Performance Optimization Model 

The following definition should help formalize the problem. Reported definitions are 
aimed at focusing on the main content of the paper (file downloading and 
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distribution), so service option and traffic class indexes are neglected for the sake of 
clarity. The formal description, in practice, assumes just one service option defined 
by its downloading rate and just one traffic class, whose bandwidth is the same of the 
physical link capacity. The same assumption is kept in the performance analysis. 

3.1 Local Controller 

Definitions: 
I ,  number of objects to share; 
i , object identifier I I i I I, i E N  ; 
N , number of nodes of the network; 

L' , dimension of the i - th object; 

J' , number of portions that compose the i- th object; 

D~ , dimension of the j - th portion of the i - th object; 

R" , number of requests from node k regarding i - th object (traffic matrix); 

d m ,  physical capacity of link (Im) ; 

blm , residual bandwidth available over link (lm) ; 

pdlm, propagation delay over link (lm) ; 

dr , committed downloaded rate; 
Path(hk) , sequence of links (defined as couple of nodes) composing the path from 

h to k ;  
C~ = min d m ,  physical capacity bottleneck for Path(hk) ; 

(lm)~Path(hk) 

bhk mm = min blm , minimum residual bandwidth available for Path(hk) ; 
( lm)~Path(hk) 

zhk = pdlm , propagation delay for Path(hk) ; 
(Im)~Path(hk) 

M ~ ,  storage capacity of node k; 
1, ifj-th portion of i-th object is present at node k 

0, otherwise 
9 

p' = : .. : , distribution matrix of i - th object; 

(# ... &iJ  

portions of i - th object; . 
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0, if & =O 
~ ! k  = ,otherwise 

The estimation of the capacity bLfn is topical to get an estimation of the downloa ding 

time of each single portion. In practice, bkf,, is verified through the signaling 
protocol at the beginning of the operation. Being the approach followed within a 
bandwidth reservation framework and knowing the downloading rate that is 
considered fixed for the overall downloading operation, when the signaling packets 
flow through the network, they can verify exactly which is the residual bandwidth on 
each link and take the minimum value. The approach might be used also in best effort 
networks with self-regulating TCP connections. In this case signaling should perform 
a measure of the average bandwidth still available. Details of that should include the 
format of signaling packets, the presence of time stamps and any other information 
that can help estimate the bandwidth available. The topic is very interesting and it 
will be the object of future research. 

Being: 

dr, if bLfn 2 dr 
f h k  = 

bkf,,, otherwise 

the bandwidth that can be assigned to the file download request on the Path(hk) . 
The contribution of node h to downloading time of the i- th object "seen" by 

node k is defined by the function TLk(AL) in (2). 

where 

[ 0, otherwise 

It means there is at least one portion of the i- th object downloaded from node 
h .  

The downloading time of the i -  th object "seen7' by node k is defined as in (4). 

Node k takes decisions about which portions to download from where by 

minimizing T;(A;) under the variable A:. In other words, it defines the matrix A:, 

which minimizes the cost T;(A;) under the constraint in (5). 
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where A defines the redundancy, i.e. the minimum number of nodes from which 
each portion needs to be downloaded. If A = I (as done in the performance analysis), 
it means that each portion of the i - th  object must be downloaded at least from one 
node. The Local Controller acts at "object request" time scale. 

3.2 Network Controller 

Supposing a time interval of consecutive network operations, denoted by C , it is 
feasible to have an overall centralized network optimization, acting over C ,  that 
"decides" both file portion exchanges on the basis of the performance obtained in the 
period C and the new bandwidth portions for traffic class. It important to give some 
details about portion exchange in this context. Defining: 
pk3ji ( C )  , number of requests from node k regarding j - th portion of i - th object 
within the observation interval C (traffic matrix in the period C ); 

dl,hk,ji , identifier of the r - th download from node h to node k regarding j - th 

portion of i - th object within the observation interval C ; 

phk(d,hk3ji), bandwidth allocated by the Local Controller (or average capacity 

measured in case of best effort) for r - th  download from node h to node k 
regarding j - th portion of i - th object within the observation interval C ; in case of 
best effort network, the quantity is the ratio between the portion dimension and the 
really measured downloading time. 
The average bandwidth availability from node h to node k for the observation 
interval C is: 

Similarly as the previous case, the average downloading time for node k and object 
i can be obtained from (7) and (8): 

The average downloading time for the overall network may be written as: 
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under the constraints (5) and (lo), which states the limitation on the memorization 
capacity of each node. 

If the Network Controller acts also on the bandwidth pipes, a possible choice is to 
assign, for each Path(hk) , a bandwidth that considers both the number of object 
requests and the number of rejected calls. The computation is similar to (6)  but also 
not accepted connections should be included as well as the constraint. If Fhk is the 

computed bandwidth value under the physical constraint Zhk I C$ , the object 

portion relocation can proceed as envisaged above from (7) on, but substituting phk 
with Fhk . 

3.3 Planning Controller 

A complete optimization of the network may be reached at Planning Layer where also 
the dimensions of each portion may be modified. In this case the evaluation period Q 
should be much larger than at network Control Layer. Q may have the scale of 
weeks or months. The cost function to be used is similar as in (9) but also the 
variables DQ are object of the optimization process under the additional constraint 

J' x DV = L' . To complete the analysis, it is also possible to extend the optimization 
j=l 

process at the channel and capacity acting on the constraints C$ and M ( ~ )  . 
Concerning the performance evaluation, the authors will focus on the Local 

Control leaving the Network Controller and the Planning Controller to future work. 

4 Performance Evaluation 

The performance evaluation is limited to check the behavior of the Local Controller. 
In practice, the aim is showing the performance of the object download decision 
process. The considered overlay network, which implements the advanced flooding 
signaling to get information about the position of the object portions, is reported in 
Fig. 2. 
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Objects Locations 

Terminal Host 
NodeO 

Fig. 2. Overlay Network Considered 

Only NodeO is considered as terminal host. The objects are located in Nodes from 1 
to 3. The following data have been used in the tests: 

number of objects to share: I =I; 
number of nodes in the network N =4; 

dimension of the object: L' =5 Mbit; 
number of portions that compose the object: J' =5; 

dimension of the object portions: ~ ' j  =I  Mbit V j  js [I,..., J']; 

number of requests from node 0 regarding object 1 (traffic matrix): R'' =I. 
The physical capacity of links (10) and (30), equivalent to the physical capacity 

bottleneck of Path(l0) and Path(30), is Clo = C,, =(I+Bandwidth Increase) 
Mbith, where the parameter "Bandwidth Increase" is varied in the tests performed. 
The physical capacity of link (20) is set to Cz0 = I Mbith. 

The capacities of the links are always considered fully available and coincident 
with the residual bandwidth available over the network links. The committed 
downloading rate is supposed to be equal to the overall bandwidth available over the 
paths. The propagation delay over each link is fixed and equal to I0  ms. 

Three local control strategies are compared in the tests: the algorithm proposed in 
Section I11 and called "Opt" in the following figures; a "Blind" method, where all the 
portions of the object, if present, are downloaded from all the nodes; and a 
"Heuristic" method where downloading of portions, when present, is performed from 
the node reporting the largest value of the expression: 
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Where Dh is the overall dimension of requested object's portions available at 
node h. It means that the download is performed considering "intelligent" distinction 
of the impact of the single portions on the average downloading time. In practice, the 
decision is taken as if the different portions contained in a node were just one single 
unit. In the tests, the object, composed of 5 portions, is distributed as reported in the 
following table: 

Table 1. Object Distribution Considered in the Tests 

Type Node1 Node2 Node3 
Full Distribution 1,2,3,4,5 1,2,3,4,5 1,2,3,4,5 
Random Distribution Defined through a random assignment 
Case 1 1,2,3,4 5 5 
Case 2 1,2,3,4 4,5 4,5 
Case 3 1,2,3,4 3,4,5 3,4,5 
Case 4 U 3 , 4  2,3,4,5 2,3,4,5 

All the figures show the Downloading Time (in seconds) versus the Bandwidth 
Increase parameter, acting over links (10) and (30), expressed in Mbit/s. 

0 1 
0 1 2 3 4 

Bandwidth Increase [Mbitls] 

5z 5 -  - 
8 4 -  .- 
H 

Fig. 3. Downloading Time versus Bandwidth Increase [Full Distribution case] 

The results of the Full Distribution case (Fig. 3) highlight the main advantage of 
the performance optimization model proposed in this paper. The procedure defined 
allows the simultaneous download of different portions of the object without 
duplications and, in particular, uses the fragmentation to optimize the downloading 
time. Actually, the Downloading Time versus the Bandwidth Increase, when "Opt" is 
used, is much lower than the other two cases, which offer exactly the same 
performance in this case. Also in the Random Distribution case (Fig. 4) the "Opt" 
solution provides the lowest Downloading Time. 

&Blind & Heuristic - t - Opt - 

\ 
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Fig. 4. Downloading Time versus Bandwidth Increase [Random Distribution case] 
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Fig. 5. Downloading Time versus Bandwidth Increase [Case 11 

In the Case 1 (Fig. 5), the Downloading Time is practically the same for all the 
mechanisms, even if, when the "Bandwidth Increase" is high, "Heuristic" and "Opt" 
(undistinguished in this case) have better performance than "Blind" method. This 
result is due to the distribution of the portions (see Table 1 - Case 1) that are 
concentrated in node 1, so removing the advantage introduced by the new method. 
Actually, there is only one choice and it is followed by all the schemes except for 
"Blind". When the information is more distributed through the network all the 
features of "Opt" are used and it offers a very satisfying performance (Figures 6 and 
7). 
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Fig. 6. Downloading Time versus Bandwidth Increase [Case 21 

0 1 2 3 4 
Bandwidth Increase [Mbitls] 

Fig. 7. Downloading Time versus Bandwidth Increase [Case 3 and Case 41 

5 Conclusions 

The paper has proposed a control architecture composed of three layers within the 
framework of "grid computing" networks: Local, Network and Planning Controller. 

The Local Controller acts locally to each node and decides which portions to 
download from which nodes. It is based on an "advanced flooding" signaling 
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algorithm that transmits information about the object portions' position and the 
bandwidth availability along the paths. The problem is modeled through a 
mathematical formulation. A specific cost function, which takes into account all the 
necessary details, is proposed for each controller, as well as a minimization 
procedure. The performance evaluation has highlighted the basic mechanisms used by 
the Local Controller and has given a first idea about the advantages and drawbacks of 
the proposal. Network Controller and Planning Controller may change the dimension 
of each single portion and increaseldecrease the physical links and node capacities. Its 
detailed description is put off for future research. 
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Abstract. This discussion paper present issues in the design of a network- 
ing measurement system. Key requisites are summarized at first. Then, 
architectures will be analyzed in order to let a designer aware of advan- 
tages and efforts of presented choices. 

Keywords: Remote and Distributed Measurement, Distributed Laboratories, 
Instrumentation and Measurement. 

1 Introduction 

There are many reasons beyond the increasing interest in remote measurement. 
In some cases the main reason is just a need. Key applications comes for instance 
from the field of telecommunications, where a transmitter, a receiver and a mea- 
suring instrument should be controlled in such a way that useful information is 
obtained. Usually the three above items are far located each other, hence some 
mechanism is required in order to let a test engineer to accomplish the task. To 
quote a less trivial example, when quality of service of a network is under inves- 
tigation, a common procedure consists in setting up many test points at different 
locations. Measurements are continuously collected and summarized into a few 
meaningful parameters that are stored in a data base for further investigation. 
In this latter case again, there is the need for an architecture that enable an 
easy set up of remote test points that should be controlled from a centralized 
location, i.e. where the data is collected and analyzed. 
Environmental monitoring is another interesting field where distributed mea- 
surements are not an option. In this case a rather large number of sensors is 
distributed in a geographical area. Procedures should be set up in order to in- 
teract with the sensors both for setting sensor parameters, and for collecting 
data coming from the sensors themselves. At a higher degree of abstraction such 
data is used to extract some more meaningful information. For example one may 
detect alarm conditions on a given region from the geological point of view. The 
majority of a town may understand wether a traffic restriction action provided 
significative reduction in the mean pollution level, and so on. From time in the 
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control of industrial plants dedicated networks are used, now with the emerging 
trend of using ethernet also for fieldbus operation a new opportunity emerges of 
considering from a unique point of view "classical" instrumentation and in-the- 
field sensors or actuators. Although not necessary, applications can benefit from 
such unified view, where services kept far apart can now share resources. 

There are other meaningful cases where remote measurement system may 
add a significative value. 
A first one consists in the cooperative usage of expensive instrumentation or 
devices. A full-compliance certified lab for electromagnetic compatibility testing 
easily has a value greater than 1,000,000 $: some of the expensive resources of 
such a lab, such as the anechoic chambers with built-in motorized antennas, 
cameras, analyzers and waveform generators could be shared in a networking 
environment between test engineers and design engineers of a given product 
speeding up the whole design process of electronic devices. 
In any case, in an integrated factory environment, with the usage of remote 
measurement procedures a better interaction is possible between design engi- 
neers and test-engineers, where remote usage of testing facilities enables people 
a closer interaction, while gaining a quicker developmement of test procedures. 
In fact, software code developed for testing purposes can be more easily shared 
providing a greater efficience. 
Another case where remote access to electronic instrumentation and devices 
provides new challenges is in the field of continuous education. Electronic sys- 
tems are becoming complex, expensive and quickly changes, so that a single 
school or university many not have sufficient resources to keep pace with tech- 
nology update. Moreover the "students" (university or college students as well 
as graduated continuos-education attendee) often use such complex resources for 
a limited amount of time. Once that a student has gained a sufficient skill level, 
instrumentation is no longer necessary. Hence the costs are payed back only if a 
large number of people could share in a time-scheduled way physical resources. 
This means that specialized test lab can be set-up each offering a limited num- 
ber of state-of-the-art instruments and experiments via a remote access policy. 
This last example shows that remote measurement architectures could probably 
receive a considerable improvement from grid computing technology. However, 
this latter issue and discussion of the various services that an e-learning organi- 
zazion should offer to students and teachers is beyond the scope of this paper. 
In any of the above examples, remote measurement architectures are needed. 
Despite the strong difference between the above applications, some interesting 
common needs can be stated, and hence some general architectures can be sum- 
marized in order to giving networking capabilities to a measurement application. 
In this paper, an overview of the main requirements and off-the-shelf solution 
that a designer should consider are recalled. Than, a brief overview of solutions 
for networking measurement applications is presented: from the instrument up 
to the whole system. 
The aim of this discussion paper is to help the pratictioner to understanding the 
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challenges beyond a networking measurement procedure, and hence to obtain 
guidance in efficient design of the final application or in a clever selection of an 
already-available one. 

2 System Specifications 

Many vendors now claim to be selling network capable instruments, that the 
development of a distributed measurement system may seem a solved problem. 
However, some critical pre-requisites should be kept in mind when choosing an 
measurement system from some third-part system integrator or when developing 
a new one from scratch. 
A first critical requirement is security. In the context of networking measure- 
ment systems security does not mean just prevention against hackers attacks, 
but the guarantee that unauthorized use of devices should be forbidden. Oth- 
erwise, non-trained users could innocently and unpredictably change the setup 
of instruments just by randomly clicking at  a, web page exported by the instru- 
ments themselves. Security means in turn to consider whether user accounting 
should be performed or not. Probably in most applications this is not a crucial 
requirement, but for e-learning or when a remote lab is rented it may be, because 
access to the system via a login/password paradigm and logging of user activity 
in practice means money charge. 
Another critical issue is the possibility that multiple users are simultaneously 
enabled to interact with remote instruments or devices. This feature has to be 
planned in advance, and proper policies should be implemented. In some cases 
exclusive allocation of resources may be preferred: hence suitable schemes must 
be implemented, while mechanisms that avoid starvation or deadlocks should be 
taken into account. 
Another important requisite is device-independence. While this is desirable for 
the control of devices in general, it becomes even more important for networked 
instruments. It  is advisable that the various code written need not be changed 
at all, or at least except some well defined points, whenever a remotely avail- 
able test bench is updated by changing some device or instrument. In this view, 
device-independence means saving of investments. Generalizing the requirement, 
one may argue that well-agreed protocols for the exchange of data/commands, 
object oriented techniques and re-usable software objects should be adopted 
whenever possible. 
Finally, the learning curve for users of a remote measurement system should be 
kept as short as possible. One should note that networking implies a number 
of features and configuration parameters previously unknown by technicians in 
the measurement context. In principle, network configuration should not be en- 
trusted to the end-user. Moreover, user autentication and accounting is a task 
that should be left to a system-administrator of a computer network, and not to 
a test engineer designing a distributed measurement application. 
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3 System components 

Various items contitute a distributed measurement system: hardware compo- 
nents, interfaces toward computers or the network, software modules variously 
interacting each other in order to provide the required services via suitable pro- 
tocols, and so on. 
The designer has a number of options to determine or choose among the avail- 
able ones. Some among the various options are here summarized at different 
abstraction layer in order to provide some guidance in such choices. 

3.1 Hardware Solutions 

Many instruments offer a IEEE-488 interface for the dialog with a computer. 
This well-known standard allows the control of instrumentation via an exchange 
of suitably formatted strings. The format of such commandldata strings may 
depend on the specific instrument at hand. Some manufacturers have announced 
that IEEE-488 interface will be no longer supported in the near future, as the 
cheaper and faster Ethernet and USB connections will take over as the main 
instrumentation interfaces. Instruments optionally provided with 802.11 wire- 
less Ian or Bluetooth connections can also be found. Commandldata strings 
exchanged between instrument and computer can remain substantially the same 
as those exchanged via a IEEE-488 bus. The use of an Ethernet link, however, 
opens the opportunity for direct remote control of the instrument via a TCP 
channel, i.e., through the Internet. Hence, remote control of the device becomes 
as simple as op,ening a network connection and exchanging data packets. 
Devices provided with the more recent connection schemes often can directly act 
as simple web-servers. A web-capable instrument directly publishes web pages 
that enable a user to change its setup by using a browser. Likewise, measure- 
ment data are seen from other pages published by the web-server running inside 
the instrument. No further coding is needed to remotely interact with the re- 
mote instrument. For those who do not have such recent instrumentation, but 
are looking for a simple solution to networking, protocol converters are cur- 
rently sold at a reasonably low price. For instance, a full IEEE-488 bus can be 
mapped into one Internet address. Moreover, drivers for the IEEE-488 bus (e.g. 
the VISA driver) that map the physical interface port into a network address are 
currently sold as a standard package with IEEE-488 interface modules, so one 
can say that the "old" 488 bus is already network-aware. Anyway, it should be 
noticed usually the above solutions do not satisfactorily solve security issues, do 
not cope with multiuser management and are not device-independent. Moreover, 
exported web-pages are not a real solution to system integration. In summary, 
they represent straightforward and easy solutions for a very limited number of 
practical applications. 
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3.2 Middleware Solutions 

A well-designed networked measurement system should implement mechanisms 
that separate the actual control of devices from the logic that coordinates them 
in order to obtain the final results. In other terms, tools should be provided with 
that enable a designer to see the whole system in a generalized form, so that 
attention is concentrated on the sequence of input stimuli to be provided and 
processing of the corresponding answers from the Device Under Test (DUT). 
Approaches proposed with this aim might be called middleware solutions. Some 
among the available variety are discussed below. 

IEEE-1451. The IEEE-1451 series of standards include among their purposes 
the definition of architectures that allow remote interaction through the net- 
work with sensors and actuators [I], [2]. The study group associated with this 
standard is currently rather active and interesting extensions, for instance 
for the management of a large sensor network, are under consideration. As a 
matter of fact, the logical gap between the term "sensor" and "instrument" 
is becoming ever thinner, so that many ideas of the 1451 study group can be 
adopted for networking measurement applications. For instance, a relevant 
aspect of this standard is its independence from both the adopted communi- 
cation infrastructure (for instance, Ethernet, Profibus, etc.) and the physical 
characteristics of devices. 

IVI. The Interchangeable Virtual Instruments (IVI) Foundation has, among 
others, the aim to develop software modules, called "IVI device drivers" 
[3], realized in order to enable dialog with instrumentation in a device- 
independent manner. These drivers export a standard set of functionalities 
for a given instrumentation class; within the IVI driver each function call is 
translated into the right commands for the actually available instrument. 
The main advantage of IVI is the abstraction of communication from the 
physical device. No reconfiguration at all is required when some IVI-compliant 
instrument available in the test system is replaced with another IVI-compliant 
model, as long as it belongs to the same IVI class. On the negative side, it 
should be considered that, at present, there is no IVI driver for every instru- 
ment, although really important IVI instrument classes (oscilloscope, multi- 
meters, function generators, switches) are already implemented and work is 
progressing to expand the coverage. 

SCPI. The Standard Commands for Programmable Instrumentation (SCPI) 
Consortium gives a generalized description of the functionalities of a generic 
instrument, in a unified and device-independent manner in order to guaran- 
tee interoperability 141. 
Besides, it defines the syntax of the commands that a generic instrument has 
to support. This mechanism is also independent from the specific interface 
the instrument uses for the dialog with a host computer. The SCPI standard 
is somewhat more abstract than IVI: it doesn't take care both of the prob- 
lems concerning networking and of the programming language to be used. 
In fact, it is just a way by which commands exchanged with instruments 
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are standardized, regardless of any other issue. SCPI may be a better choice 
with respect to IVI because it gives a unified and more easily extensible 
representation of instruments and is not related to any protocol or specific 
operating system. 
A drawback of SCPI is that it is not supported by every instrument or, even 
worst, it is partially supported; some commands might be available in a way 
that make them subtly incompatible with the standard, thus compelling the 
programmer to write suitable software modules dependent on the specific 
instrument at hand. 

In the end, one should note that the technologies presented here do not conflict 
with each other; these environments should be seen as complementary and co- 
operative tools, not necessarily as alternative ones. For instance, an IVI driver 
can interact with a SCPI instrument. Moreover, one may propose an IVI driver 
for a smart sensor compliant with IEEE 1451. Another example consists in the 

,possibility for a web server application like a Servlet to use an IVI driver in order 
to control the instrumentation. 
It is highlighted the fact that device independece in a key factor in applica- 
tions where hardware components (e.g. instrument, interfaces) are expected to 
be changed during the life cycle of the system itself. For instance this aspect 
must be carefully considered for the case of expandible distributed measurement 
system, or when plug & play capabilities would be offered, in a continuous edu- 
cation scenario, or when experiments are being shared in a grid computing-like 
environment. Moreover, at the present time vendors are releasing devices with 
proprietary drivers that sometimes require a specific operating platform or even 
worse require call to vendor proprietary library functions for device access. This 
imply simple warns to the designer: 

- a clever project must include in its specification a way for separating low- 
level interaction with devices or interfaces with the adopted network protocol 
for exchange of data/commands in such a way that communication between 
the adopted protocol and low-level drivers is accomplished by a "translator". 
The above protocol should be kept as far as possible general, i.e. not tied to 
a particular device, or vendor solution, while the translator should provide 
techniques for an easy upgrade to new hardware components. 

- devicesldrivers offering direct networking capabilities should be considered 
intrinsecally unsure in a multiuser environment, hence masking techinques 
(sub-networking, firewalling, . . . ) should be considered at the design level. 

- proprietary data/commands protocols that are not technically relased to the 
public domain (e.g. Datasocket in LabVIEW) should not be used at  all in a 
project that claims to gather resources from many sites, like in a e-learning 
project aiming in sharing resources from many institutions. 
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3.3 Development environments 

Some commercial environments offer interesting features for the development of 
networking measurement systems. Two well-known examples are LabVIEW from 
National Instruments [5], and VEE from Agilent Technologies [6]. Both prod- 
ucts provide similar facilities. For instance, they can publish on the Internet a 
graphical front panel of a virtual instrument so that an end-user can interact 
with remote (virtual) instruments through a browser, by seeing physical devices 
in the form of web pages. Another interesting feature is that it is possible to 
design graphical applications that share software objects through the Internet: 
as an example, an application can share a knob used to control some instrument 
setup with other certified applications running elsewhere. The simplicity of use 
of these environments is paid for in terms of execution speed. Hence, if speed is 
a critical issue, standard programming languages should be preferred. It should 
be recalled that vendors supply interesting sets of libraries, whose features are 
quite similar to those provided by the environments mentioned above. More- 
over, rapid development platforms for Java or C languages provide a number 
of standard libraries that allow the easy implementation of networking appli- 
cations, the connection with data base engines and so on (for further details 
see for instance online documentation of reference [7]). One issue to be kept in 
mind for the choice of the platform is the learning curve of the designer. While 
LabVIEW/VEE are very easy to use, Java/C platforms require a higher skill 
level, and more time for the designer to let him keep pace with updates of the 
platform itself. 
To help the reader in the choice, and on the author experience, if a new network 
protocol is under consideration for the remote dialogue with instrumentation, or 
issues like security and user accounting are major issues, or a whole distibuted 
system composed of many interacting components is being set-up, then a graph- 
ical enviroment (LabVIEW/VEE) is probably not the right choice. Opposite, for 
a quick development of applications that interact with "famous brand" instru- 
ments and exports features like a web page or a simple panel for remote control 
of some sub-functionality, then LabVIEWIVEE are very nice development en- 
vironments. 

4 Architectures 

Different architectures with an increasing level of complexity can be adopted in 
a networking measurement system. From the software point of view interesting 
technologies are ready to be advantageously adopted to build up distributed 
measurement applications. Each of them suggest a corresponding architecture, 
hence some among the most widely adopted are recalled in the following [8] - 
[27]. First of them is the so called client-server architecture [20-221. In practice, 
a server computer runs a "daemon" application that listens to network requests 
coming from client computers in the form of string messages. Then, the server 
translates messages into execution of some measurement task, and finally sends 
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back to the client packets containing the results of the operation accomplished. 
One should note that a very simple implementation of the above client-server 
scheme may exploit well-established web server engines, like Apache or Tom- 
cat [28]. Any web server allows an extension of its functionalities via Common 
Gateway Interface (CGI) techniques. In practice, CGI makes possible the remote 
invocation of simple programs via http requests coming from a browser. Since 
a generic program can be started upon client invocation via a web transaction, 
one may easily translate requests coming from the client browser into corre- 
sponding execution of measurements [24,25]. Noticeably, a Java Applet, directly 
downloaded from the web server, can be started at the client side. In this way a 
more user-friendly or sophisticated interaction between the user and remote pro- 
grams controlling instrumentation is possible. An interesting improved version 
of the client-server paradigm is the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) technique. 
The RPC layer runs on top of the TCP/IP protocol, and enables a computer 
program to obtain the execution of code functions directly performed by an- 
other computer as if they were locally executed. Due to its nice features, the 
VXI plug & play alliance [29] suggested a few years ago to adopt RPC for dis- 
tributed measurement systems. Anyway, RPC alone is too general to say that 
it constitutes a standard for measurement systems, because it does not specify 
any set of mandatory or recommended functions specifically tailored for a mea- 
surement application (e.g. "trigger" "data acquisition" and so on). Besides, the 
RPC protocol is usually filtered out (i.e. dropped) by Internet firewalls and does 
not guarantee inter-operability if different versions of RPC are run in different 
machines. Some limitations of RPC have been addressed by more recent proto- 
cols, such as in the Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) technology, 
that extends the idea behind remote invocation of functions to the idea of re- 
mote software objects distributed in a network and run by different computers 
on demand. Noticeably, the IVI proposal above quoted is based on intensive 
usage of DCOM objects, hence intrinsically providing support for distributed 
measurement applications. A drawback of DCOM is that it is not supported, 
neither does it run, on non Windows-based systems. Moreover, DCOM objects 
have unlimited control on operating system library invocation: this is an open 
door to serious security failures, even though work is currently under develop 
ment to take care of this issue. An interesting alternative approach to DCOM 
is provided by Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), which 
is an open standard supported by a few hundred Information Technology (IT) 
firms [30]. CORBA defines a language for the description of software interfaces 
and a "communication bus" (Object Request Broker) that implements the dis- 
tribution, allocation, creation and activation of objects in a transparent way. 
Detailed discussion of CORBA is beyond the scope of this paper. Anyway, it 
should be noticed that complex distributed measurement systems based on this 
technology have already been produced (e.g. [31]). Another interesting approach 
is provided by Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) that offers distributed 
computing services to Java applications. In particular, an extended function- 
ality version of RMI, called JINI, allows the creation of network distributed 
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applications in a very simple yet effective way. In fact, JINI implements the idea 
of a community of service providers (Jini community) that announce themselves 
through a Lookup Server. An application can advantageously exploit mecha- 
nisms embedded in a Jini community concerning "service discovery", "leasing" 
of services and "transactions" [32,33]. 

The fig.1 shows a first simple example of client-server configuration, where 
routing issues are taken into account. In the figure, the "bridge" represents a com- 
ponent that takes care of protocol handling in such a way that client applications 
are simplified. For instance, the client "sees" a server as a simple socket connec- 
tion, while the bridge encapsulates requests into http packets and takes care 
of opening and closing connections to the remote server. The "proxy/firewall" 
avoids exporting laboratory resources directly to  everybody. A simple practical 
implementation of a proxy access may consists in encapsulating requestsldata 
to/from instrumentation inside http packets. The advantages of this scheme come 
from the availability of robust off-the-shelf firewall and proxy servers that can 
be used for filtering out most of malicious packets. Moreover, if a proxy is used, 
intranet addresses can be used for the instrument server, that is a server address 
can be hidden behind an URL symbolic name instead of being announced as a 
public IP. 

Fig. 1. Client-server routing. 

A shared devices laboratory, can be seen in figure 2. In the figure three main 
components can be recognized. Client computers accessing to  remote devices 
through a network connection. "Measurement servers" providing access to phys- 
ical resources, and repository servers providing all various information needed 
to the clients to accomplish the task of a remote measurement. In practice, one 
user first of all finds useful information concerning the laboratory, the avail- 
able experiments and so on via dynamic web pages provided by the web server. 
Then, the user downloads applets or suitable software programs from the web 
server that will be run on his client computer. Such downloaded software in its 
simplest configuration design scheme directly interacts with some measurement 
server. Each maeasurement server takes care of multiuser operation, that is it 
grants access to its resources depending on the data stored in te SQL server, 
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and keeps trace of the number of users requesting exclusive usage of physical re- 
sources. In a more complicate scheme the measurement servers publish available 
resources and services (i.e. software chuncks) in a lookup server, the downloaded 
client software first of all performs a "discovery query" in order to obtain from 
the lookup server a list of available services, and then collects run-time modules 
(the same provided from instrument servers to the lookup server) in order to  
perform useful tasks. In this second case again measurement servers takes care 
of exclusive access to  physical resources, while user grants can be stored directly 
in the lookup server by suitable "daemon" processes running in the lookup server 
itself. Once more, the SQL server may store measurement procedures together 
with all the information needed for the management of the whole laboratory 
itself: dynamic contents of web pages, user privileges, access policies, and so on. 
On the other side, the measurement servers benefit from this organization in 
that they can store in the SQL server up-to-date drivers for instruments that 
enable device-indepedent features, measurement procedures, and object-oriented 
components for a reusable interaction with physical devices. 

Fig. 2. Simple multiuser configuration. 

The scheme of fig.2 can be easily extended to the wiev of a distributed lab- 
oratory, where multiple test-benches and multiple users cooperates (fig.3). The 
web, SQL and lookup engines still are present but store data of multiple labora- 
tories where many experiment are made available. Despite the figure depitcs one 
web/lookup/SQL server such services are distributed through the net, as usu- 
ally. Moreover, a client application can simultaneously interact with more far 
located servers in order to  accomplish a truly distributed (and more complex) 
experiment. 

One should note that the dialog with remote devices is context-dependent. 
Namely the setup of instrumentation, and the retrieval of measurement data 
must be performed in some pre-determined order without any interference from 
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....... 
LAB B ....-. ......... ...... 

Fig. 3. Example of distributed laboratory. 

others. For instance, a CGI procedure must be atomic and exclusive; that is, it 
should interact with the instruments without letting another procedure try to 
use the same devices too. This fact is simple to understand while looking at  a 
standing-alone measurement bench, but it is sometimes forgotten in the liter- 
ature when remote measurement procedures are proposed. Nearly none of the 
previously quoted environments ensure an exclusive use of instrumentation and 
takes into account that an instrument remembers setup commands in most cases 
even when switched off. Most of the above architectures do not have native leas- 
ing functionalities and do not provide lock/unlock services, but requires further 
coding. In this perspective, CGI services are a bad solution, Ethernet instruments 
are almost useless, while client-server approaches should be carefully designed. 
Instead, CORBA and JINI technologies offer native services to implement trans- 
actions in the use of remote instrumentation. From a "grid computing" point of 
view of distributed measurement, where also the use of centralized repositories 
of data and procedures should be considered, JINI and CORBA seem to offer 
more promising features. The client-server approach is instead a good solution 
to solve some practical localized task, but it does not offer a unified view of 
the whole problem, while the use of Ethernet interface converters or Ethernet 
instrumentation is a somewhat raw solution that quickly solves a specific mea- 
surement task, and no more. 
An alternative point of view to be considered is the one of the practitioner that 
could be a little confused by the number of available solutions. On the basis of 
the author' experience, a practical suggestion is to carefully plan the intended us- 
age of the distributed measurement system before taking a decision. This means 
that, if the main goal is to interact with a given remote coputer-based device in 
single-user mode and using a trusted Internet or Intranet connection, then de- 
vices with Ethernet interfaces or Ethernet converters may suffice as an adequate 
solutions. When some software program should be developed to let an end user 
to interact with remote devices, then LabVIEW or VEE may quickly provide 
all the functionalities needed at a comparatively low effort. Moreover, for better 
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performing applications from the point of view of execution speed IVI and a high 
level language could be an interesting choice. In any case, it is recommended to 
consider the issue of device-independence. Roughly speaking, SCPI-compliant 
instruments should be preferred. The software to be developed should be de- 
signed in such a way that the logic of the test procedure could be implemented 
independently of the actual commands exchanged with instrumentation at hand. 
When multi-user use of some computer-based remote system is required, then 
the above solutions may fail. Anyway, the practitioner will just not find now an 
off-the-shelf product able to solve such problem, and hence a lot of coding is 
required. In such case, the next question to be answered is whether a single re- 
mote measurement bench should be managed or a pool of different instruments 
(hopefully cooperating with each other) are under consideration. In the former 
case a client-server approach could be the right answer, a t  a reasonable effort, 
while in the latter situation JINI/CORBA technology should be considered, but 
a lot of coding will be required. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with the traceability-assurance problems that 
are faced when a distributed measuring system is employed. These prob- 
lems are highlighted for different distributed-system architecture, then a 
set of guide-lines are provided in order to correctly manage such systems 
from a metrological point of view. The proposed solution is based on a 
network-assisted calibration procedure, which requires suitable traveling 
standards that are sent to the nodes of a distributed system under cal- 
ibration and are remotely controlled through the Internet. A prototype 
of a traveling standard is also describedthat has the capability to be 
synchronized with standards sent to the other nodes. 

Keywords: Measurement, calibration, quality assurance, interconnected 
systems, large-scale systems 

1 Introduction 

The basic concept of measurement, which consists in the comparison between 
the unknown quantity and a known standard, is commonly implemented by 
means of electronic devices that are frequently based on a digital architecture. 
Such devices usually transduce the unknown quantity into an electrical-voltage 
signal, compare it with an internal standard and, after some form of processing, 
provide an indication that is suitable for the end user. These devices, which 
are hereafter referred to  as "stand-alone instruments", are commonly employed 
to carry out measurements of a single quantity. An electronic switch, which 
can be either internal or external to the instrument, may allow the sequential 
measurement of several quantities to be performed. 

An important milestone in the measurement field was the development of 
communication buses devoted to  the instrumentation, such as the IEEE-488 
bus, which give the possibility to assemble a set of stand-alone instruments in 
an "automatic test-bench". In this case, a software program that typically runs 
on a Personal Computer (PC), is responsible for instrument configuration, data 
acquisition and data processing. 

In the last decade, the availability of both wired and wireless networks has 
permitted to  extend the size of the communication bus, that can now cover very 
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Stand-Alone 

Fig. 1. Evolution of the measuring systems: from the stand-alone instrument to the 
distributed measuring system, which can either include a manager PC or rely on a grid 
architecture. 

large areas. Different automatic test-benches, as well as smart transducers [I] 
and instruments that embed a network card, can be interconnected through this 
extended bus, thus arranging a distributed measuring system. These systems can 
either be based on a manager PC, which remotely configures the different sub- 
systems, acquires from them the corresponding measurements and, after some 
form of processing, makes the final results available to  the users, or on a grid 
architecture, where each node has management capabilities and co-operates with 
the other nodes on a peer-to-peer basis. 

This evolution of the measuring systems, which is summarized in figure 1, 
has enormously increased the usefulness of such systems and has brought to 
the new concept of "tele-measurement", i.e. the measurement carried out by an 
instrument at a certain site and shared with other users by means of a telecom- 
munication network. Thanks to the capillarity of the Internet, a distributed 
measuring system allows the measurement of several quantities distributed over 
a large area to be obtained at a reasonable cost. Typical applications are the 
monitoring of the environmental pollution and of the power quality. 

On the other hand, the described evolution has made the traceability assur- 
ance a very difficult task, because the obtained results are the combination of 
hardware and software processes that take place over a wide-distributed envi- 
ronment. Furthermore, other problems arise due to the data exchange over the 
network, such as net latency and lack of synchronization among units [2]-[5]. 

In the next sections, these issues are tackled by revising the concept of trace- 
ability and a set of guide lines are provided in order to correctly manage a 
distributed measuring system from a metrological point of view. 
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2 Metrological management of a distributed measuring system 

2.1 Traceability-related problems in a distributed measuring system 

The concept of traceability is defined in [6] as the property of the result of a 
measurement or the value of a standard whereby i t  can be related to stated ref- 
erences, usually national or international standards, through an unbroken chain 
of comparisons, all having stated uncertainties. Traceability is a fundamental 
aspect of any measurement that has to be compared with other measurements 
or with acceptance limits. 

When a measurement is carried out by means of a stand-alone instrument, 
the traceability can be assured by periodically calibrating the instrument against 
devices that are directly or indirectly related to the primary standards. 

In an automatic test-bench, more attention has to be paid in order to assure 
the traceability of the obtained results, that typically depend on the measure- 
ments the different instruments carry out and the software process such mea- 
surements are subjected to. This implies that: 

- the involved instruments have to be periodically calibrated; 
- the software program has to be managed within a quality-assurance model 

(see an example in [7]). 

A distributed measuring system presents traceability-related problems that 
are similar to the ones encountered in an automatic test-bench. However, the 
management of such a kind of systems is made more difficult by their distributed 
nature. The instruments could be spread over a large area and their number could 
be very high. In this situation, the common calibration approach, which requires 
the instruments to be moved to a laboratory for the periodical calibration, is not 
a sustainable solution, because of its high cost for calibration and transportation. 
Furthermore, during the calibration time, the different nodes are unavailable, 
thus making the distributed measuring system not completely operative. 

The verification of the software programs that are involved in the measuring 
process is another tricky problem, since the software process could be either 
split between the manager and the peripheral PCs or, in the case of a grid 
architecture, distributed over the different nodes. It is therefore more convenient 
to verify the whole "software chain" than verify each program independently 
from each others. For this reason, a good solution consists in performing a whole 
calibration procedure, that is intended for verifying both hardware and software 
sections of the system. 

Other problems could arise that depend on the kind of measuring task a 
distributed measuring system performs, as described in the next section. 

2.2 Measuring tasks performed by a distributed measuring system 

The measuring tasks a distributed measuring system can perform can be subdi- 
vided into three main categories: 
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1. tasks whose results are the set of data each node provides and collected -as 
is- by the manager PC; 

2. tasks whose results are provided by a manager PC as the processing of data 
the different nodes provide; 

3. tasks performed at each node by processing local measurement and data 
obtained by other nodes, according to the grid paradigm. 

In the first case, the manager PC acquires the measurement results from each 
node and makes them available to the authorized users. Therefore, the nodes 
perform independent measurements and the manager PC acts as a simple data 
collector. An example of this situation is a distributed measuring system for the 
monitoring of industrial plants, where each node has the role to find anomalous 
situations in the different units of a plant. Another example is a system for the 
monitoring of the environmental pollution over a geographical area, whose main 
goal consists in comparing the results of each node with alarm thresholds in 
order to highlight dangerous situations. The traceability assurance of the tele- 
measurements obtained with these kinds of systems does not present particular 
problems, since each node can be managed independently of the others from a 
metrological point of view. In addition, the out-of-service of a single node does 
not impair the functionality of the whole system. 

In the second case, the manager PC is no longer a simple data collector, 
but is part of the measuring chain, since it processes the acquired raw data 
and provides the final results. In the field of the environmental monitoring, the 
manager PC could process the data acquired from different nodes in order to 
interpolate pollutant concentration between adjacent units [8], or to predict pol- 
lutant levels by means of models that take weather forecasts into account. In 
the field of the power-quality, a typical application consists in monitoring the 
harmonic pollution in the mains. In this case, each node processes the acquired 
data and estimates different quantities, such as power, energy and quality in- 
dices; such quantities are sent to the manager PC, where the harmonic power 
flow is estimated and harmonic sources are localized [9]-[12]. The effectiveness 
of such estimations often requires a strict synchronization among the different 
nodes, usually obtained by means of the Global Positioning System (GPS) [9]- 
[lo]. When the measured quantities are instead averaged over long intervals, 
the synchronization is not required provided that the time shift among nodes is 
lower than a limit value [3]. It appears that the traceability assurance of tele- 
measurements is definitely a not trivial operation, since the distributed measur- 
ing system has to be considered as a large instrument, whose inputs are located 
at the different nodes, while the outputs are available at the manager PC. The 
calibration of such an instrument requires to contemporaneously stimulate the 
different nodes with synchronized signals, so that the robustness of the whole 
system with respect to lack-of-synchronization can be evaluated. 

A distributed system that performs the third kind of task implements a Grid 
Measuring System (GMS), since each node co-operates with the other ones in 
order to carry out the final results. In this situation, the presence of a manager 
PC is not mandatory, even though it can be used for grid management or for 
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other purposes, such as data and results storing in a central database and the 
control of user access to the stored data. The GMS is therefore made up of 
interconnected nodes that usually embed a PC, which provides both networking 
and processing capabilities. A node of a GMS could be an automatic test-bench 
or a unit based on data-acquisition boards plugged into a PC. A distributed 
measuring system with this architecture is useful, as an example, to predict the 
pollutant concentration at each node by employing the measurements that the 
adjacent nodes perform. Another typical example is in the power-quality field, 
where each node monitors a section of the mains and localizes the harmonic 
source by processing the own results and those of the adjacent nodes. One should 
node that these tasks could be also performed by means of a distributed system 
based on a manager PC. However, the grid architecture allows an high reliability 
to be obtained, since in ' s  centralized architecture, a crash of the manager PC 
could make the whole system unavailable. 

The concept of GMS further makes the traceability assurance a very compli- 
cate problem, since the system is now a multi-inputs multi-outputs distributed 
instrument. The calibration of a GMS therefore implies that the output at each 
node has to be verified while stimulating the other nodes with known inputs. 

A network-assisted calibration procedure is proposed in order to tackle the 
mentioned problems, with the aim to reduce the metrological-management cost 
of a distributed measuring system and the out-of-service time of each node, that 
affects the whole system. 

3 Network-assisted calibration procedure 

The proposed network-assisted calibration procedure is based on traveling stan- 
', 

dards that are sent to the different nodes and are remotely controlled through the 
Internet. Such traveling standards, which have to be equipped with a network in- 
terface, can be commercially-available equipment, e.g. multifunction calibrators 
and signal generators, or specifically-designed devices [13]. 

As previously mentioned, the calibration of the first kind of distributed mea- 
suring system can be performed by calibrating each node independently of the 
other ones. It is therefore sustainable the application of the commonly employed 
calibration procedure, provided that the software programs that manage the 
acquisition and the processing at each node are suitably validated. However, 
significant advantages could be obtained by employing the network-assisted pro- 
cedure, which requires to stimulate a node by means of a remotely-controlled 
traveling standard and acquire the corresponding results at the manager PC. In 
such a way, each measuring chain is calibrated at a glance, since hardware and 
software sections are involved in the verified path. 

If the distributed system implements the second kind of measuring task, the 
network-assisted calibration procedure seems to be the optimal solution both 
from a technical and an economical point of view. In this case, the calibration 
procedure is remotely exercised by the manager PC, which manages the trav- 
eling standards, in order to apply known stimuli at the node inputs, configures 
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Fig. 2. Network-assisted calibration procedure of a distributed measuring system. 

the involved nodes and acquires the corresponding measurements (see figure 2). 
The obtained results are compared with the expected ones in order to  state 
the "in-calibration" or "out-calibration" condition of the whole system. If the 
system performs measuring tasks that require a strict synchronization among 
the different nodes, synchronized stimuli have also to be employed during the 
calibration phase. 

The calibration of a GMS can be viewed as the set of calibrations of the 
different nodes. Thanks to  the network-assisted procedure, a set of traveling 
standards is employed in order to stimulate different nodes, one of which is 
the unit under calibration. Since a GMS could not include a manager PC for 
the management of the calibration procedure, the best choice seems to be the 
configuration of the different traveling standards as a grid architecture, i.e. the 
calibration of a grid system is performed by means of a grid of standards, as 
shown in the figure 3. An important implication of such a choice is that each 
standard has to have enough capabilities to speak with the other standards and 
to manage the calibration procedure. One of the traveling standard is therefore 
configured as the calibration manager, in order to remotely control the other 
standards and to process the calibration results. Another problem arises that is 
related to the number of nodes that made up a GMS, which can be very high thus 
requiring a great number of traveling standards. However, from a measurement 
point of view, the results a node provides are typically affected only by the 
adjacent nodes. For this reason, it is possible to define a co-operation area, which 
includes all the nodes that mutually affect each others. As an example, in the 
figure 3 is highlighted the co-operation area for the nodes 2, 3, 5, 6 and 8. The 
calibration of a node that belongs to such a co-operation area therefore requires 
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Fig. 3. Network-assisted calibration procedure of a GMS. 

five traveling standards. This is a common situation in GMSs for the monitoring 
of the environmental pollution, since far nodes have negligible mutual effects. 

3.1 Calibration Test-Set 

The calibration of a generic distributed measuring system is performed in a group 
of test points, hereafter referred to as test-set. The test-set has to be representa- 
tive of the possible operative conditions of the system, thus making effective the 
calibration. The test-set has therefore to be suitably chosen, by taking several 
information into account, such as range and nature of the measured quantities, 
operating principle and configuration of the instruments, operative conditions 
of the different nodes. Furthermore, it is important to consider the presence of 
acquisition and processing programs in the measuring path and the multi-input 
nature of the algorithm that could be implemented at each node and at the 
manager PC. The verification of the software programs could lead to  a test-set 
with a very high size, thus making unsustainable the proposed procedure. A 
modified procedure can be therefore implemented, which is based on a two-step 
calibration procedure. 

During the first step, the nodes that implement complex algorithms, are fed 
with a great amount of data by means of a test-set file. The corresponding results 
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are processed at the manager PC or at the PC configured as the calibration 
manager in a GMS. One should note that the processing programs at the involved 
nodes have to be designed in order to make a software input port available. If 
the first step ends successfully, the software section of the system that follows 
the measuring devices can be considered validated. 

During the second step, the inputs of the distributed measuring system are 
stimulated by means of the traveling standards, which are now programmed 
to provide a reduced test-set. In this situation, the measurements acquired at 
the manager PC allow the verification of the measuring devices to be performed, 
since the results the manager PC receives follow a path that includes the software 
section, that has been already verified during the first step. 

4 An example of traveling standard 

A prototype of traveling standard has been designed by the authors and is now 
under development [14] that is conceived to implement the proposed network- 
assisted calibration procedure. The device is based on a PC-104 module, which 
provides networking capabilities and gives the full potentiality of a personal 
computer. This makes the standard suitable for the calibration of a distributed 
measuring system based on a manager PC, as well as for the calibration of a 
GMS, since it can be configured as the calibration manager. 

The prototype has been specialized for the calibration of distributed mea- 
suring systems that monitor the mains power-quality. The traveling standard 
is basically an arbitrary-signal generator with three voltage outputs and three 
current outputs. Furthermore, the device can be synchronized with other stan- 
dards, since the power-quality monitoring is usually based on the synchronous 
acquisition of the measured quantities at  the different nodes. For this reason, 
the time base of the traveling standard employs a local oscillator disciplined 
through a GPS-based clock. In such a way, different traveling standards can be 
synchronized within a few microseconds in order to generate the stimuli with 
a precise timing. A first prototype of traveling standard, which provides two 
voltage outputs and a current output, is shown in figure 4. 

5 Conclusions 

The increasing diffusion of distributed measuring systems in different fields has 
introduced the new concept of tele-measurement. At the same time, the dif- 
ficult in assuring the traceability of tele-measurements has emerged from the 
diffusion of such systems. Besides the problem that is faced in the estimation of 
network-related effects on the measurement uncertainty, the traceability assur- 
ance of a tele-measurement could become a tedious and very expensive activity 
if performed in the traditional way. For this reason, an innovative approach has 
been proposed in this paper for the calibration of a distributed measuring sys- 
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Fig. 4. The prototype of traveling standard based on a GPS-based clock. 

tem, with the aim t o  make such an activity both economically and technically 
sustainable. 

The main advantages the proposed procedure offers are: the minimization 
of the out-of-service time of a distributed measuring system; a low management 
cost, since its implementation does not require the presence of skilled technicians 
a t  the different nodes; the possibility to  calibrate multi-inputs multi-outputs 
distributed measuring systems; the possibility to  store the calibration results in 
a centralized database and automatically process them in order to  dynamically 
manage the calibration interval of the whole system, thanks to  the available 
history. 
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Abstract. The paper presents a brief state of art of distributed laboratories for 
teaching of electric and electronic measurement and proposes an innovative 
platform for distance learning in such field. The platform consists of a learning 
management system (LMS) and a remotely accessible distributed laboratory to 
carry out experiments on real instrumentation without requiring specific 
software components on client side. In particular, the user authentication and 
management and the tracking of learning process are provided by the LMS. The 
experimental phase is carried out by means of Virtual Instruments executed on 
computers connected to the instrumentation included in a remote laboratory 
system distributed on geographical scale. 

Keywords. E-learning, distributed laboratory, measurement instrumentation, 
computer network, software architecture. 

1 Introduction 

E-learning has been a topic of increasing interest in recent years. It is often 
perceived as a group effort, where content authors, instructional designers, 
multimedia technicians, teachers, trainers, database administrators, and people from 
various other areas of expertise come together in order to serve a community of 
learners [I]. 
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In order to simplify their joint work, a lot of software systems have been 
developed. They are generally referred to as Learning Management Systems (LMSs) 
and Learning Content Management Systems (LCMSs). 

The primary objective of a LMS is to manage learners, keeping track of their 
progress and performance across all types of training activities. The LMS manages 
and allocates learning resources such as registration, classroom and instructor 
availability, instructional material fulfilment, and online learning delivery. 

The LCMS usually includes an LMS and adds an authoring system providing an 
infrastructure that can be used to rapidly create, modify, and manage content for a 
wide range of learning to meet the needs of rapidly changing business requirements. 
The LCMS can retrieve detailed data on learner scores, question choices, navigation 
habits and use them to give content managers crucial information on the effectiveness 
of the content when combined with specific instructional strategies, delivery 
technologies, and learner preferences. 

These software systems also provide support for interaction between learning 
space participants, a mechanism to deliver course materials over the Web, 
administrative components to allow instructor tracks student records and monitors 
their progress and collaborative components like Bulletin Board, Chat, E-mail etc. 
ill. 

Most existing web-based learning environments are based on basic instruction 
models. Their main functionalities are centred on the management and distribution of 
learning materials, synchronous and asynchronous communication, and progress 
tracking and reporting [2]. Some existing learning environments address collaborative 
learning. However, most of them do not support effectively innovative pedagogical 
approaches based on models of collaboration used in modern working life [2]. 

One of the most interesting new teaching strategies proposed for distance learning 
systems is Project Based Learning (PBL) pedagogy [2-31. The approach provides 
teaching through the development of a project that involves the learners. The most 
relevant step in learning process, in fact, especially in scientific and technological 
fields, is the application of the acquired theoretical knowledge. 

The basic and high instruction as well as the adult training have been recognized to 
be at the centre of the growth, innovation and integration processes in the democratic 
societies. The European Union officially announced the mission of improving the 
education systems in Europe with the declaration of Lisbon in 2000. Among the 
objectives to realize such mission, two of the main ones are: to give to all citizens the 
same opportunities of improving hisher degree of instruction and to promote the 
institution of a life-long learning system to update the competences and to encourage 
new specializations of the adult people, thus increasing their capability of finding or 
changing their work. E-learning seems to be the best way to reach these objectives, as 
it removes the physical, geographical and cultural barriers to the education and 
enables the learners in choosing their own learning path and time. 

A huge practical training is absolutely essential to assure a good knowledge 
transfer from teacher to students and so to educate good professionals. Laboratory 
activity is an open challenge for on-line teaching applied to scientific domains. The 
remote control of instrumentation and the execution of real experiments via Internet 
are topics of interest for many researchers [4-101. 
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In particular, in teaching of electric and electronic measurement topics, from 
academic courses to continuous training in industry, learners should achieve an 
accurate practical experience by working in real conditions and on real instruments. 
However, electric and electronic measurement laboratories, both public and private 
ones, due mainly to their costs, are not widespread, and this complicates the life-long 
learning of specialized technicians especially in the field of process control, quality 
control and testing engineering. 

How much the E-learning technologies can be useful to teach electric and electronic 
measurement topics is an open question, currently dealt with by the Working Group (WG) 
"e-tools for Education in Instrumentation & Measurement" (etEI&M), operating into the 
IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Society, Technical Committee TC-23 Education in 
Instrumentation and Measurement. 

None of the most recent proposals of didactic laboratories for electric and 
electronic measurement includes the noticeable advantages that a LMS could give for 
supporting a learner-centric approach to the teaching. In particular, concerning the 
students, it is not possible to self-design their own learning process, or carry out a 
collaborative or project-based learning. Concerning the teachers, it is not possible to 
track the activity of the students, or carry out an interactive experiment in a virtual 
classroom. 

In this paper, a distributed platform based on a LMS is proposed in order to 
provide full courses of electric and electronic measurement including theory as well 
as practical experiments on actual instrumentation. The proposed solution integrates 
the advantages provided by an off-the-shelf LMS, compliant with international 
standards for web based training, and a new approach for providing remote 
experiments on measurement instrumentation, based on web services and the thin 
client paradigm. The proposed approach relies on Virtual Instruments (VIs) 
developed in LabVIEW and ensures that the students access the instrumentation 
without downloading heavy plug-ins. 

Based on the proposed approach has been projected and realized a national 
measurement laboratory that will operatively provide the students of electric and 
electronic measurement courses with the access to remote measurement laboratories 
that deliver different didactic activities related to real-time measurement experiments. 
The project has been financed by the Italian Ministry of Education and University 
(MIUR) within the National Operating Program (PON) 2000-2006 [ l  11. The initial 
infrastructure is composed of the laboratories at the University of Sannio and at the 
University of Reggio Calabria "Mediterranea" under the patronage of the National 
Research Association on Electric and Electronic Measurement (GMEE), and the 
collaboration of about twenty Italian universities and some specialized 
instrumentation, e-learning and publishing companies such as National Instruments, 
Tektronix, Agilent Technologies, Yokogawa, Keithley, Rockwell Automation, 
Didagroup, Augusta publishing. Moreover, the work carried out until now led to a 
second project, financed by the Italian Space Agency, aiming to design a distance 
learning system that uses satellite networks as a backbone for providing web based 
training to mobile as well as homeloffice learners located in the whole Europe [12]. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main functions and the 
trends in development of LMS. Section 3 summaries the most recent proposals for 
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realizing remote laboratories for didactic purposes. Section 4 describes overall 
architecture of the proposed platform and the delivered functionalities. Section 5 
presents the system architecture and its hardware and software components. Section 6 
illustrates some performance evaluations of remote visualization of instruments 
panels based on the proposed solution. 

2 Remote laboratories for didactic aims: the Virtual 
Laboratories 

In order to understand the measurement procedures and measurement system design, 
it is necessary to repeat the same experience of actual measurements of physical 
phenomena many times in order to make all learners able to operate the measuring 
instrumentation [13-151. 
Some drawbacks make it difficult to provide a complete set of updated workbenches 
to every learner. The most relevant are: (i) the high cost of measurement equipments 
and in general of the experimental laboratories in educational sites and industry, (ii) 
the growing number of students and specialized technicians, (iii) the reduced number 
of laboratory technical staff, and (iv) the continuous evolution of measurement 
instrumentation involved, that makes it difficult and very expensive to keep the 
technical staff up-to-date. 
The potentiality of remote teaching [16] and, in particular, the use of the Internet as a 
channel to reach the students or workers at their homes was soon recognized [17-191. 
Therefore, currently a lot of teaching material can be found as (i) Web based lectures 
and seminars, sometimes interactive, provided by hardware or software producers, 
mainly directed to professionals that want to reduce the time to market for a new 
application [20]; (ii) Web support to University courses, including slides of lectures 
and exercises [21, 221; (iii) simulation of actual experiments to be executed either 
remotely or on student's PC [23, 241, and, more rarely, (iv) remotely accessible 
laboratories, where the learners can access real instrumentation through a Web page 
[9, 10,25-271. These solutions are often referred to as Virtual Laboratories (VL). 

2.1 The Virtual Laboratory architecture 

By following the innovation in the software and in the hardware market, the VL 
has assumed different structures and has increased its complexity and versatility in 
the years. Initially the VL was based on a sort of Virtual Instrument (VI) only. The VI 
was able to control the single measurement instrument by means, in the most cases, of 
an IEEE 488 standard interface designed to permit the instrument control from 
different manufactures to be interfaced in the same way. A Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) permitted to achieve this aim in friendly way. 

Successively, the availability of the local area networks and software innovations 
made possible to manage a set of measurement instruments [32]. Nowadays, the 
internet technology permits (i) to implement the VL over wide area networks, and (ii) 
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to use the advantages of the web technology [5], [lo], [32]. Consequently, the VL 
architecture can be based on (i) stand-alone VIs operating stand-alone as the 
fimdamental components, and (ii) both the VI and the connecting network as 
components of a Distributed Virtual Laboratory (DVL). 

There are basically two ideas to be considered when the VI is taken into account. 
The first is the possibility of controlling a real measurement instrument by a friendlier 
GUI. To achieve this aim the IEEE 488, the serial or the VXI interfaces can be used. 
In this way a set of different measurement instruments, co-operating among them 
could be presented like a single, more sophisticated, instrument. 

The second idea is to present a program simulating the real instrument's behaviour 
as a VI. 

By taking into consideration both ideas, it is possible to realize mixed systems, 
more sophisticated and more flexible, that provide two modules (i) one for the 
simulation of the experiment, and (ii) another to carry out the real measurement 
process. 

The DVL complicates the VL approach by using also Internet or Ethernet as 
medium or long-range communication bus for the instruments. By means of a DVL, 
the student can access the laboratory by means of a remote client from hislher home. 

There are many available networks designed to meet differing requirements of the 
measurement applications, (i.e. Profibus, DeviceNet, Inter-bus, Ethernet). The 
Ethernet technology for restricted areas and Internet for geographic area are very 
attractive and cost-effective 

Even if the interaction between the student and the instruments take place through 
the network, the main idea is still valid: the student is supplied with a graphical 
interface that makes the instrumentation easier and friendlier. How the real 
measurement procedure takes place, what kind of instruments and algorithm are used 
and how the network communication is implemented can be made transparent to the 
student. Differently, the student can know how the DVL works if necessary from the 
education point of view. 

2.2 Development of DVLs 

Two different approaches to develop the measurement software of the VL can be 
taken into account: the first one refers to the use of the commercially available 
integrated development systems, i.e. LabVIEW and related sofiware tools as 
Measurement Studio. The second approach, also used in the literature, is based on the 
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) as using Java and related technologies. By 
using both the approaches, the main aim of the VL can be achieved, but it is also true 
that both have advantages and disadvantages that should be considered before the 
architecture design. 

In the case that the VL is part of distance learning platform, it is necessary that the 
GUI is integrated into the Learning Management System (LMS). The objective of the 
LMS is to manage the learners, keeping track of their progress and performance 
across all types of training activities. The LMS manages and allocates learning 
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resources such as registration, classroom and instructor availability, instructional 
material fulfilment, and online learning delivery [9]. 

As the off-the-shelf LMSs are usually closed, proprietary software, often not 
customizable at all, the research carried out by scientists to provide teaching of 
electric and electronic measurement including experiments didn't take in account the 
possibility of integrated remote laboratories and LMSs. 

The focus of their activity, instead, was the development of the remote laboratory 
itself, and adding scheduling and user account management modules. From the 
realization point of view, the solutions found in literature, except for [25], require that 
the software enabling the remote control of the instrumentation is developed almost 
from scratch, in C, C++, Java language. When a standard communication structure is 
not used, the reusability and the interoperability of a VI is greatly limited to the 
specific laboratory application and the expandability of the system is bound from the 
availability of skilled technicians able in developing new VIs to be included that 
system. The project [25], following the research trend in [8, 9, 281, reverses the 
problem relying on the use of LabVIEW from National Instruments, a standard 
language for VI development, for producing the VIs and the software AppletView, 
from Nacimiento, to produce Java applets that constitute a remote interface of 
LabVIEW VIs. In such a way it is possible to reuse the wide number of already 
developed VIs for integrating existing instrumentation in a remote laboratory without 
developing new software. Java applet ensures the compatibility of the laboratory with 
every operating system and doesn't oblige the student to download heavy plug-ins 
from Internet. Moreover, most of the solutions found in literature require the 
development of the accessory software applications enabling the sharing of the 
laboratory instrumentation, such as the scheduling and security policy. Following the 
same approach found in the LMS oriented research, in the last years a new trend 
started for ensuring the VI interoperability and reusability using the XML (extensible 
Markup Language) and SOAP (Simple Object Addressable Protocol). The VIs are 
realized and could be accessed as web services [8, 101. The main advantage of these 
solutions is that they can be easily integrated in LOs for existing LMSs. However, in 
these cases, the language used to develop the VIs is C++ or J2EE, so the existing 
LabVIEW VIs cannot be reused. 

3 The proposed solution 

At the Universities of Benevento and Reggio Calabria, Italy, it has been realized a 
virtual learning environment devoted to the teaching of electric and electronic 
measurement that integrates an off-the-shelf LMS and a geographically distributed 
laboratory, accessible from the Web by using a simple browser. The distributed 
laboratory is accessed through the LMS executed on a central server that delivers 
such functionality to users by means of Web Services technologies [29] and the VIs 
controlling the instrumentation are written in LabVIEW. 
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3.1 Delivered services 

The developed platform delivers the typical fhnctionalities of a common LMS 
described above, including user authentication and management and tracking of 
learning process at user level. Moreover, it provides several innovative functionalities 
encapsulating in specific LOs the remote control of measurement instrumentation. 
This objective has been achieved by developing an additive module for the LMS 
Inform@ from Didagroup [30]. The module ensures the integration of VIs written in 
LabVIEW in the LMS as LOs, thus enabling remote users to transparently get the 
control of a real measurement instrument and to display the measurement results 
within the normal learning activities. 

The remote laboratory is distributed on geographical scale since the measurement 
instruments are physically located in laboratories belonging to different universities. 
At now, there are two laboratories involved, one is located at the University of Sannio 
in Benevento, and the other is located at the University of Reggio Calabria 
"Mediterranea", Italy [3 11. The access requests to the measurement instruments are 
handled by a scheduling system which, transparently through specific scheduling 
policies, connects the user to a specific physical laboratory in which the required 
measurement instruments are available. 

Different users profiles are managed by the system: student, teacher and 
administrator. 

The services delivered by the remote measurement laboratory module to the 
student are mainly the following: 
(1) Experiment Visualization, this service allows the student following on-line a 

laboratory activity hold by the course teacher. The student obtains the displaying 
on his computer of the server desktop used by the teacher to control the 
measurement instruments involved in the experiment. The experiment is carried 
out by operating on the front panel of a LabVIEW VI controlling all the involved 
instrumentation. 

(2) Experiment Control, this service allows the student to perform an experiment by 
controlling remotely one or more actual measurement instruments. The student 
can choose a specific experiment in a set of predefined ones and he can run it only 
if the required measurement instruments are currently available. 

(3) Experiment Creation, this service allows the student to remotely create an 
experiment interacting directly with specialized software executed on the servers 
used to control the measurement instruments. This feature enables the adoption of 
PBL as didactic model. Under the supervision of the teacher, the students can 
develop a specific project by producing, in an individual or collaborative manner, 
a VI to control a set of real instruments. 

The services delivered to a teacher are related to the remote handling of the 
available experiments (remote creation, modification and removal of experiments, 
etc.). 

Finally the administrator is responsible of the correct working of the overall 
distributed system and of handling of user profiles. 
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3.2 Architecture of the distributed laboratory 

In order to allow a student to access a remote and geographically distributed 
didactic laboratory, the paper proposes a Web-based multi-tier distributed 
architecture centered on the LMS that can be considered as the core component of the 
overall system. 

The module designed to manage the remote laboratory is based on a scheduling 
system that manages the catalogue of available measurement instrumentation, and re- 
directs the user request to the measurement laboratory, chosen among the partner 
laboratories, in which the required instrument is currently available. Moreover, it 
enables the requestor to gain the control of a measurement instrument by the 
LabVIEW software which has not to be installed on client-side. 

The proposed multi-tier architecture is composed of the following three tiers 
(Fig.1, Fig.2): 
( I )  the presentation-tier: it manages the experiment visualization on client-side. It is 

based on standard Web browsers with no need of specific software components 
(no specific operating system is required). 

Modem 

.... Instruments 

MSl 

.... 
GPIB card 

mS, 
Measurement 
Instruments 

Fig. 1. Hardware components of the proposed architecture. 
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Fig. 2. Software layers of the components of the laboratory architecture. 

(2) the middle-tier: it manages the system logic on server-side. It is composed of the 
following distributed server components: 

The LMS is executed on a central server of the overall distributed laboratory, 
called Laboratory Portal. The LMS interfaces to the users through a Web 
Server that is hosted on the same machine. 
A Laboratory Server (LS) is used to interface a real measurement laboratory 
with the rest of the distributed architecture. There is a LS for each 
measurement laboratory of the universities involved in the project. It delivers 
the access and the control to the laboratory measurement equipments through a 
service, called Bridge Service. Moreover, the Laboratory Server is the only 
machine in a measurement laboratory directly accessible through the Internet, 
while the other server machines are not accessible and typically constitute a 
private local network. For this reason the LS can also be used for security 
purposes in order to monitor the accesses to the measurement laboratory and to 
protect it against malicious accesses. 
A Measurement Server (MS) is a server located in a measurement laboratory 
that enables the interaction with one or more instruments. A MS is physically 
connected to a set of different electronic measurement instruments through an 
interface card. The GPIB interface has been used to connect the MS to the 
instruments. 

The used VIs are stored in a database of the MS, where the LabVIEW 
environment is installed. No adjustment is necessary to include a VI in the virtual 
learning environment, therefore the wide number of existing VIs can be reused 
without requiring additive work. 

(3) the storage-tier: it performs the data management, related for example to the 
management of the user profiles and the distributed management of the data 
related to the available experiments at the different measurement laboratories. It is 
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based on a series of geographically distributed databases, managed using the 
relational database management system (RDBMS). 

In order to overcome the well-known security weakness of Microsoft based 
networks, each laboratory is protected by a Linux-based gateway machine which 
operates firewalling and network address translation (NAT). 

3.3 Design of the distributed laboratory LMS subsystem 

One of the most relevant problems designing the laboratory subsystem, in 
particular related to the first and the second kind of service described in the section 
4.1, is the remote visualization and control of an experiment. 

The main design objectives taken into account were the following: 
(1) portability: the visualization environment has to be portable on different hardware 

platforms and operating systems; 
(2) usability and accessibility: the visualization and the management of an experiment 

have to be easy to understand and to perform, even for users that are not expert of 
information technologies, and the system features have to be accessed easily and 
homogeneously by students operating at university laboratories or at home; 

(3) maintenance: reduced maintenance costs. This can be made possible through a 
client-server approach that eliminates the need for installing and upgrading 
application code and data on client computers; 

(4) client-side common technologies: students have to access to the system using their 
desktop computers based on common hardware and software technologies, with 
no need of very powerful processors or high central or secondary memory 
capacity, and connecting to Internet through low speed dialup connections; 

(5) security: the remote access of the students through the Internet must preserve the 
integrity of recorded and transmitted data and of the system; 

(6) scalability: the system performance has not to be degraded with the growing of 
the number of connected users. 
In order to achieve these objectives it has been chosen to adopt a solution in which 

a student obtains the remote displaying on his home computer (thin client model) of 
the application executed on the MS and used to control the instrumentation scheduled 
for his request. Moreover, it has been chosen to use the Web and Java technologies 
integrated with the thin-client model. These technologies, in fact, can be opportunely 
used to allow a student, using exclusively a common Web browser and Java 2 
Runtime Environment, the remote visualization and control of an experiment, 
ensuring a high system portability and usability and the fulfillment of the other 
objectives described above. 

A thin-client model is based on a distributed computing paradigm in which the 
network separates the presentation of the user interface from the application logic. It 
is a client-server architecture in which the application execution and data 
management is performed on the server, called Terminal Server. 

The user interacts with a lightweight client, called Presentation Client, which is 
generally responsible only for handling user input and output, such as sending user 
input back to the server and receiving screen display updates over a network 
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connection. As a result, the client generally does not need many resources and can 
have a simple configuration, so reducing support and maintenance costs. 

By using thin client technologies students are also able to use limited hardware 
devices, the so called Thin Client devices equipped only with a processor and a flash 
memory (no hard disk or other storage units). This solution extends the class of 
possible learners to mobile users, owning a smart phone, a personal data assistant or a 
notebook with a modem or a wireless LAN adapter. 

The thin client paradigm allows the platform to visualize and control a remote 
device through the interaction flow among the distributed system components 
described in the following points: 
(1) the student executes the authentication phase on the LMS platform using a login 

and password, interacting with the Web Server used by the LMS platform; 
(2) the student chooses a service (Experiment Visualization, Experiment Control, 

Experiment Creation); 
(3) the student visualizes on hisher desktop the VI front panel on the Measurement 

Server which helshe is connected to. 
If the chosen service is the Experiment Visualization: 

a. the student is connected to the Laboratory Server where the teacher is performing 
the experiment; 

b. the Bridge Service of the Laboratory Server finds the Measurement Server that is 
currently used by the teacher, and allows the student to connect to the related 
Terminal Server in order to visualize the experiment on hisher own computer. 

If the chosen service is the Experiment Control or Experiment Creation: 
a. the student chooses an experiment among a list of available ones; 
b. on the basis of the required experiment, the student is connected to a Laboratory 

Server of a partner university which is equipped with the required measurement 
instruments that available for the deployment of the experiment, chosen by the 
scheduling system of the LMS platform; 

c. the Bridge Service of the Laboratory Server finds the Measurement Server that is 
connected to the required measurement instruments, and allows the student to 
connect to the related Terminal Server in order to visualize and manage or 
develop a new VI from hisher own computer. 

It is worth to note that in the Experiment Creation phase the student has to develop 
a VI whose functionalities have already been foreseen by the teacher. Therefore, once 
a project has been assigned to a student, the related instrumentation is also known. 
The main difference between the Experiment Control and Creation is the student 
access to a VI front panel only or to the whole LabVIEW development environment. 

3.4 System security 

Security concerns are an essential feature of distributed multi-user scenarios. 
Service code downloaded from the remote site requires being trusted along with the 
remote site itself. User credentials must be verified and the usage of system resources 
granted, and resource accesses controlled. 
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In distributed laboratory the authentication and authorization mechanisms are 
implemented which permits user identification and acknowledgment of his roles (e.g. 
administrator or normal user), privileges and grants [32]. 

The concept of user groups is introduced and users may become members of one 
or more groups. A finer authorization control is achieved by specifying service 
methodlfinction name(s) in the permission. 

The authentication and authorization concerns are transparently managed with 
respect to service finctionalities and service implementation. 

Users can freely propose new groups. However, only signed user and accepted 
groups can be effectively used. A system administrator signs a new user and 
establishes its expiration time. Signed users cannot be modified by users: the system 
is able to recognize when a user is corrupted, modified or just invalid (e.g. it expired). 
A user submission form is offered and group membership is achieved by choosing 
items from a list of already accepted groups. Inspection of group properties is 
allowed. Likewise to user, a group submission form is also available. Submitting a 
new group requires the group name and a list of group permissions. 

A reserved area, offering an overall vision of existing users and groups, is under 
the control of the system administrators. New UserACKsIgroups can be 
signedlaccepted and single permissions can be added or removed in a group as well 
as in a submitted UserACK. 

Access control mechanism is regulated. Like a reservation, a valid lock permits 
service to be used according to a certain time window. Accesses can be allowed or 
denied depending on different criteria. Load balancing aspects, instrument availability 
and instrument exclusive use are often considered during a lock acquiring phase. If a 
measurement service is already locked or unavailable when requesting a lock, a 
different time window can be negotiated on the basis on existing reservations, user 
priority and so forth. Each service is responsible of its own lock administration. 

4 Evaluation of thin-client technologies 

Many approaches have been researched by academia and industry to support the 
distributed computing paradigm based on the thin-client model. In the paper [32] the 
following protocols have been taking consideration for the integration of the remote 
VIs and the LMS: RDP, ICA, X-Window and VNC. 

RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol) (version 5.2) [33] is a proprietary protocol 
developed by Microsoft and based on T. 120 protocol family standards. T. 120 
protocol is an international-standard protocol for collaborative work that Microsoft 
uses in NetMeeting. RDP allows the direct connection of a client executing RDP to 
the Windows Server of several Microsoft's Windows operating systems. In particular 
the first thin-client solution of the Microsoft was the release of the operating system 
Windows NT 4.0 Terminal Server Edition, in 1998, in which RDP was the default 
communication protocol. Successively, with the introduction of Windows 2000 
Server, the Terminal Server become a component of the operating system and has 
been identified with Microsoft Terminal Service [34]. Terminal Service is available 
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for Windows 2000 Advanced Server, Windows XP Professional and Windows 2003 
Server. RDP supports different mechanisms to reduce the amount of data transmitted 
over the network connection such as compression and caching of bitmaps in RAM. In 
addition, RDP adds persistent bitmap caching, so improving performance over low- 
bandwidth connections, especially when ru,nning applications, such as LabVIEW, 
make extensive use of large bitmaps. 

ICA (Independent Computing Architecture) was released by Citrix [35]. It 
allows the connection to the Windows Server through a server on which the software 
Windows Metaframe, that leverages the Microsoft Terminal Services, is executed. 
ICA is the protocol used to communicate between client and application server. ICA 
was designed to provide remote displaying with emphasis on the minimization of 
network traffic. It is extensible and includes optional protocol drivers for 
finctionalities such as session control, encryption and compression hooks. Even if 
from the point of view of the features delivered, ICA is more mature than RDP, a 
main limitation in the use of the Citrix system is of economic nature. To activate a 
Citrix environment, the Citrix MetaFrame license (that is very expensive) is 
necessary, whereas RDP adds no additional cost to those related to Microsoft 
Windows Server. 

X-Window is based on the so called Xprotocol[36]. It was developed in the mid 
1980's to provide a network transparent graphical user interface primarily for UNIX 
operating system. It is significantly different from the ICA and RDP protocols. ICA 
and RDP implement mechanisms that grab an application GUI and send it to the 
client for displaying it. The X protocol in contrast specifies a clientlserver 
relationship between an application and its display at the application level. 
Furthermore, the X protocol is based on vector graphics whereas ICA and RDP are 
bitmap-oriented. In the X protocol, the software that manages a single screen, 
keyboard and mouse is known as an X sewer. A client is an application that displays 
on the X server and is usually termed as X client. This protocol was not chosen 
because, from the performance point of view, it lacks efficiency and clients require 
much more storage and processing power compared to other thin client technologies. 
The X protocol allows separating the presentation logic of an application but it was 
built for high-end UNIX workstations and not for thin-clients. The X server puts a 
heavy load on the network and the X protocol offers no sophisticated data 
compression or transmission optimization technologies. There are compression and 
caching extensions to the X Protocol such as LBX (Low Bandwidth X) but they are 
effective at the cost of GUI responsiveness. This renders X applications unusable 
over low bandwidth connections and therefore not suitable to be used in our system. 

VNC (Virtual Network Computing) was released by AT&T [37]. VNC is also 
referred as Remote Frame Buffer (RFD) protocol, a very simple protocol based on the 
concept of remote frame buffer. VNC server merely sends its fiame buffer contents to 
the client for display. Frame buffer updates are requested by the client only, so the 
client determines how often its display is updated. This allows for a flexible 
adaptation to the available bandwidth. The absence of multi-user support and security 
disqualify VNC for any other than single user usage on a private LAN, and so it is not 
suitable for a geographically distributed system. Moreover, some performance 
analyses have been carried out concerning the bandwidth occupation on a 56k modem 
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connection. These evaluations showed that the amount of exchanged data between the 
client and the server are very huge with respect to the RDP protocol, causing some 
consequences such as high response times, slowness in the remote visualization, and 
also poorly displaying quality. 

The RDP protocol has been chosen for implementing the remote laboratory 
services thanking to its lower cost with respect to ICA, and higher efficiency with 
respect to X-Window and VNC. 

5 Realization and first performance evaluation 

The proposed learning environment, called LADIRE [3 I], has been realized in its 
software components and is currently being deployed at the Laboratory of Signal and 
Measurement Information Processing (LESIM) of the University of Sannio [22]. 
Referring to the architecture described in section 4.2, the LADIRE has been realized 
with 1 LS, 1 firewaWNAT, 10 MSs, 40 measurement instruments going from simple 
Agilent 6.5 digit multimeters to the most up-to date Tektronix TDS 7704 oscilloscope 
and LeCroy SDA 6000 serial data analyzer, including spectrum analyzers, impedance 
meters, power meters, signal generators, power supplies. The enhanced LMS has also 
been installed on a Dell PowerEdge server, located in the same LESIM and a Web 
portal has been realized to enable the authoring of didactic contents from other 
universities. The enhanced LMS is the brain of the whole system and manages the 
resource allocation among the different physical laboratories constituting the didactic 
system. The PowerEdge server has been put in a private LAN behind a Linux based 
PC providing the security from external intrusions and the network address 
translation for the units in the LAN that have to access the Internet. In the current 
configuration, in fact, the LS is connected to the same LAN of the LMS and has to 
access the Internet. The LS manages the resource allocation in each physical 
laboratory and routes the traffic coming from the MSs to the Internet. 

Once the MS resource is granted, the communication involves only the remote 
client and the MS by means of the LS. Therefore the data flux concerning the remote 
access to the VIs doesn't reduce the available bandwidth of the LMS. The MSs are 
inserted in the same private LAN of the LS and cannot be accessed from the Internet, 
so that the LS only should be protected from unauthorized access. 

The collaboration of electric and electronic measurement professors coming from 
about twenty Italian universities and the National Research Association on Electric 
and Electronic Measurement is providing the didactic contents of the LMS as well as 
several measurement experiments. Some others are currently being developed at the 
LESIM. 

The bandwidth required to the laboratory and student connections to the Internet 
depends on the specific implementation of the thin client paradigm. 

In order to allow a client to access the system without the need of pre-installed 
software, it has been chosen to use a RDP client that allows the remote desktop to be 
displayed on the client-side using a standard Web browser. In particular, it is possible 
to use on client-side the Terminal Sewer Advanced Client (TSAC) released by 
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Microsoft. It is a Win32-based ActiveX control, which can be used to run Terminal 
Services sessions within Microsoft Internet Explorer. On the other hand the fulfilment 
of the main goals of our remote measurement laboratory required the design and 
implementation of a specific RDP client. In particular an important goal is that the 
student, after the authentication phase on the LMS platform, has to obtain the remote 
visualization and control of the required experiment executed in the LabVIEW 
environment on the appropriate Measurement Server through the Bridge Service 
component of the respective Laboratory Server. Moreover, in order to avoid 
malicious attacks to the system, the student has to obtain the remote visualization of 
the LabVIEW application without the knowledge of a user account on the 
Measurement Server, that is, instead, necessary to exploit the functionalities of the 
Terminal Server executed on that machine. It has been chosen to achieve this goal 
through the insertion, made by the Bridge Service component, of a valid username 
and password in the connection request made by the RDP client. Because of the 
legacy nature of the TSAC, it is not suited to modify at run-time the RDP connection 
request in order to insert the valid username and password. For this reason it has been 
decided to develop a specific RDP client using the Java Applet technology, an open 
technology that permits to develop client components executed into a Web browser 
and to leverage all the advantages of the Java language, particularly suitable for 
programming in distributed and heterogeneous computing environments, providing a 
direct support to many programming aspects such as multithreading, code mobility, 
and security. The applet permits the connection and the automatic authentication on 
the Terminal Server of the chosen Measurement Server. 

To develop the RDP client, first the ProperJavaRDP [38] applet has been 
analyzed. It is an open source Java RDP client for Windows Terminal Services. It is 
based on Rdesktop, a SourgeForge project [39]. ProperJavaRDP runs on Java 1.1 up 
(optimized for 1.4), and works well on Linux, Windows and Mac. ProperJavaRDP 
was developed at Propero Ltd.. In order to evaluate the performance capability of the 
approaches based on ActiveX and on Java Applet technology, the bandwidth 
occupation of the client-server interactions has been measured, during the execution 
of an experiment. Because thin-client platforms are designed and used very 
differently from traditional desktop systems, quantifying and measuring their 
performance effectively is a very difficult task [40]. Many factors, in fact, can 
influence a performance comparison. Some of these are the use of optional 
mechanisms of the thin-client protocol (such as persistent caching and compression 
for the RDP protocol), the application executing on the server, the network bandwidth 
and the kind of traffic that shares the bandwidth, etc. In order to obtain the 
performance comparisons, for the purposes of the present work, it has been decided 
to trace the netwbrk bandwidth occupation in the interaction of the client and the 
Terminal Server during the visualization of a reference experiment (the Spectrum 
Measurement VI from National Instruments) executed on server side in the context of 
LabVIEW. The configuration of the server on which the Terminal Server is executed 
is: CPU Pentium IV at 2,80 GHz, 512 MB of RAM, Windows 2003 Server. Its 
network bandwidth towards the Internet is of about 768 kbps. The configuration of 
the client is: CPU at 2,O GHz, 256 MI3 of RAM, Windows XP Professional. Its 
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network bandwidth towards the Internet is that of a normal dial-up connection made 
through a modem at 56 kbps. 

As it can be seen from Fig. 3, the ActiveX-based client occupies nearly the entire 
bandwidth during the time in which the user works on the VT. After this time interval, 
thanks to the use of the compression and persistent caching mechanisms of the RDP 
protocol, the bandwidth occupation decreases, up to about 700 bps. 

Fig. 3 Bandwidth occupation using ActiveX-based client. 

The use of ProperJavaRDP client (Fig. 4), implies high bandwidth occupation 
(included between 4600 and 8950 bps), even when the user does not perform any 
action on the VI. This is due mainly to the fact that this client does not use 
compression and persistent caching. The reported bandwidth measurements have 
been obtained by using the tool integrated in the Windows operating systems and 
have been used to obtain a qualitative evaluation of the occupation in order to select 
the best trade-off. 

s Time 

Fig. 4 Bandwidth occupation using ProperJavaRDP client. 

6 Optimizations 

Because of the high bandwidth occupation of ProperJavaRDP client, a specific 
RDP client Applet has been developed, called LaboratoryApplet. This RDP client 
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extends the solution of Propero by adding some functionalities and improving 
communication performances. Some of the added functionalities are the following: 
- compression of transmitted data in order to minimize the network traffic; 
- choice of the cache dimension on client side (not available for TSAC client that 

limits the cache dimension to 10 MB); 
- choice of load balancing option: enabling to use of a load-balancing solution for 

Terminal Server based on farms of servers. So the client can be connected to the 
least-loaded available server, in terms of bandwidth occupation, number of 
opened sessions, CPU load and memory occupation. 

By using the LaboratoryApplet, new occupation bandwidth measurements have 
been carried out during the execution of the reference experiment (see Fig. 5). As it 
can be seen this solution permits a bandwidth occupation lower than those obtained 
using the ProperJavaRDP client or the Microsoft ActiveX-based client. This is 
possible thanking to the persistent caching mechanism of RDP protocol and to the 
possibility of opportunely changing the cache dimension on client-side. In particular 
this solution permits to come to a bandwidth occupation of about 650 bps, after a time 
interval when the user doesn't perform actions on the VI, during which the bandwidth 
occupation is included between 4000 and 7000 bps, when the user acts on the VI. 

Some optimizations have been made with respect to the Visualization Experiment 
service. This service allows a group of students to follow a laboratory activity hold by 
the teacher. 

S 
Time 

Fig. 5 Bandwidth occupation trend using the LaboratoryApplet client. 

The Microsoft implementation of RDP protocol is layered on the TCPIIP protocol 
stack, which permits only a one-to-one communication. As a consequence, for the 
Visualization Experiment service, it requires the handling of a RDP session for each 
student of the group. This limitation of the RDP protocol implementation is the 
reason of the non-scalability of the system, since a bandwidth occupation 
proportional to the number of connected students that can lead to the saturation of the 
available bandwidth. 

The solution proposed to solve this problem is to allow the Terminal Server to 
handle a unique data flow with all the connected clients. This can be made through 
the implementation of RDP on UDPIIP protocol stack, in order to leverage the 
multicast communication of the IP protocol. In particular, the proposed solution is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

A first phase permits to initialize the multicast channel between the clients and the 
Bridge Service of the chosen Laboratory Server, whereas a default RDP session 
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based on the TCP protocol is established between the Bridge Service and the 
Terminal Server of the required Measurement Server. The output data flow sent by 
the Terminal Server for the remote displaying to the clients is handled as a unique 
data flow and in particular the Bridge Service intercepts the RDP packets and 
encapsulates them in UDP packets, which are then sent to the clients using a multicast 
channel. 

Another optimization has been made with respect the workload of the servers [41]. 
The workload of the server can be evaluated by means of the CPU occupancy 
parameter. This parameter is defined on the basis of the delay time occurring to the 
system CPU to answer at the system call. Obviously, higher the occupancy of the 
system CPU, longer is the delay time of the answer. Low CPU occupancy parameter 
means that the server can support other measurement tasks. Therefore, the estimation 
of the CPU occupancy parameter is based on the evaluation of the time response of 
the CPU by using some system library tied to the operating system. 

The technique is based on the intelligent probe packet sent by the PC client. As an 
example, the PC#1 can be the object of the CPU occupancy evaluation and it must be 
configured as server. Consequently, another PC, as an example the PC#m, must be 
configured as client. 

Measurement Laboratory .......................................................... 

Fig. 6 Interactions for the Experiment Visualization service based on RDPiUDP. 

Each probe packet operates according to the following steps: (i) n consecutive 
requests to the system clock are sent, (ii) the first and the n-th answer containing the 
timestamps of the clock are taken into account and stored, and (iii) the CPU 
occupancy parameter is evaluated as difference between the two timestamps stored. 
In order to make the CPU occupancy parameter independent from the clock 
frequency of the system CPU, the final value is furnished as the percentage ratio 
between the time interval defined from the two stored timestamps and the maximum 
time delay of the CPU response. The reliable solution is accomplished by stepping 
outside Java and writing few C code lines able to be (i) 'used in the different operating 
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systems like Windows 2000lXP and Linux, and (ii) integrated with Java application 
via Java Native Interface. 

7 Conclusions and future work 

The paper described the hardware and software architecture an innovative platform 
for distributed e-learning that integrates a classical LMS with remotely accessible 
measurement laboratories through the Web. To this end, a solution based on the thin 
client model has been described, and the performances of different implementations 
of the model have been analyzed. 

The work goes on in the following directions: (i) to develop a set of reference 
experiments including real instrumentation; (ii) to finish the development of the 
resource scheduler; (iii) to carry out more extensive performance evaluations in order 
to quantify the limits of the current solution in a geographically distributed 
environment; and (iv) to start a field test of the laboratory prototype with a group of 
students collecting their feedback opinions. ' 
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Abstract. This paper addresses the concept of cooperative telemeasure- 
ments in which resources such as instruments and programmable devices 
are distributed in a network of different laboratories and can cooper- 
ate to set up augmented experiments. In particular, both the end user's 
benefits and the technical implementation challenging issues in enabling 
cooperative distributed laboratories are discussed. An example of pos- 
sible network architecture design guidelines able to enable cooperation 
and remote control of instrumentation is provided with particular regard 
to the access of a user to distributed resources. Finally, an implementa- 
tion of a real cooperative telemeasurement platform at WiLAB, Bologna, 
Italy, is described. 

Keywords: Tele-measurement systems, cooperation, WEB user interface, 
architecture design. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, different works have been presented in the literature to describe hard- 
ware and software architectures enabling the remote access to complex instru- 
mentation and measuring test bed concerning different application fields, that 
is enabling the so called telemeasurement (see, e.g., [I]). In 1994, the CNIT 
(Consorzio, Nazionale Interuniversitario per le Telecomunicazioni) [2] has been 
founded in Italy to create a research network among telecommunications groups 
of italian universities; one of the main projects of CNIT has been the set up 
of Networked Laboratories (LABNET, i.e., Laboratorio Nazionale di Comuni- 
cazioni Multimediali) [3] made up in Naples starting from and in conjunction 
also with previous experiences at  the WiLAB, Bologna, Italy. One of the goals 
of LABNET is the definition of methodologies for remote access to complex in- 
strumentation and a test bed concerning communications systems and networks. 

In the last years, both in literature and in practice, the classical telemea- 
surement concept has been enhanced by another research task concerning with 
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distributed measuring systems based on sensors and acquisition subsystems or 
distributed educational workbenches for measure, for which different solutions 
have been presented [4], [5], [6]. 

In [7] the new wide sense telemeasurement paradigm, where not only the 
instruments but also devices under measurement and interconnections can be 
remotely defined and controlled, has been proposed taking advantage of current 
flexible hardware platforms related to the Software Defined Radio (SDR). 

In this paper, the concept is further elaborated by introducing another level of 
extension belonging to the cooperative distributed telemeasurement. This would 
allow a user to participate to a complex telemeasurement experience based on 
distributed laboratories that cooperate transparently to the user. This requires 
the set up of a proper communication network and the management of dis- 
tributed resources. 

This activity is performed in the context of the PRIN CRIMSOM and Sum- 
mit projects, funded by MIUR and Regione Emilia-Romagna respectively, that 
consists in the study and development of new advanced telemeasurement archi- 
tectures and is based on a basic hardware test platform developed in the VICOM 
project (Virtual Immersive Communication) [8]. This is an immersive platform 
that enables virtual laboratory experiences working in a distributed fashion with 
advanced 3D user interfaces. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the concept of 
cooperative measurement giving some examples of scenarios and highlighting 
outcome technical challenges, in Section 3 we treat the architecture design is- 
sue, while in Section 4 an example of WEB based cooperative telemeasurement 
implementation is reported. Finally, our conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 
6. 

2 Cooperative distributed measurements 

The increasing necessity of cooperative actions in various measuring processes 
has been highlighted in recent works, where different definitions, levels of coop 
eration, challenges and solutions have been proposed [9, lo]. 

The general trend is to underline the importance to conceive a distributed 
measurement system as a single aggregated system, even if it is composed by 
several resources (measure instruments, sensors, programmable platforms, etc.), 
with different roles and functionalities, namely nodes. A large variety of appli- 
cations ranging from industrial measure processes, environmental monitoring to 
educational engineering could take advantage from the strength of distributed 
resources aggregation. The real-time dialogue and exchange of measured data 
between nodes, the aggregation of information obtained by different measure 
processes, supported by high-level information, communication and elaboration 
networks will enrich results and methodologies of measurements. 

To this purpose a new cooperation level can be added in the node's network 
architecture with the purpose to acquire information from distributed resources 
and offer, in a centralized way, functionalities like management, centralized pro- 
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Fig. 1. Philosophy design of a cooperative distributed heterogeneous platform 

cessing or other operations on the data acquired by distributed nodes. Another 
way could be the introduction of cooperation at first level, between nodes. This 
way of cooperation is possible only when each node in the network is able to 
exchange data or information directly with other nodes as could happens, for 
example, in wireless sensor networks where data are aggregated in a decentral- 
ized way (data fusion) by nodes before they are delivered to the final user [ll]. 
In this case both the network throughput and the node energy consumption are 
reduced. 

By considering complex measure instruments as nodes, we can in a similar 
way aggregate distributed resources in a such way a remote user could have, in 
a unified integrated interface fashion, all the functionalities and services offered 
by the distributed remote instruments. 
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Normally a measure instrument is intended like an object with specific char- 
acteristics and functionalities. It is in general composed by different functional 
blocks: Analog Section (analog signal processing, analog to digital and digital to 
analog conversions), Digital Section (elaboration unit, digital information pro- 
cessing) and Interfaces (User and computer interfaces, control unit, data bus). 
These units are physically placed in only one device (normally expensive) that 
needs to be positioned in proximity of the source of the signal to be characterized 
(object of the measure). If the signals were allowed to come from a remote site, 
not only the object we are measuring could be far from the measure instrument, 
but functionalities of geographically distributed instruments could also be ag- 
gregated, by increasing the added value of a network of laboratories. 
This scenario represents a geographical extrapolation of the basic structure of 
a typical measure instrument, where each single unit can be placed in the same 
laboratory or spatially distributed and, at the same time, it can cooperate with 
other units over the network. This extrapolation of the telemeasurement concept 
increases the measurement capacity since it aggregates several distributed re- 
sources and avoids all necessary instrumentation being located in the same place. 
In this way users can experiment the access to a sort of "augmented-laboratory" 
composed by different cooperative distributed instruments. The sensation to 
work on a measure workbench even configuring remote resources is increased 
by the realization of a three-dimensional (3D) interface offering the aggregation 
of distributed resources and their control. For example, the 3D user interface 
realized at WiLab Bologna is reported in Fig. 2. 

The design of a such distributed cooperative measure platform requires the 
analysis of different technical issues related to signal processing, the development 
of a web architecture able to manage heterogeneous and distribute resources, the 
user interface and the development of a library of measure experiences and, first 
of all, a proper communication network design. 

3 Architecture design guidelines 

In this session we approach the design architecture philosophy. A general co- 
operative system is composed by different groups of devices. The groups are 
geographically distributed, the devices are heterogeneous and with various func- 
tionalities. Hence, a hierarchic architecture approach is preferable. 

The general cooperative and distributed architecture scheme proposed is de- 
picted in Fig. 1. It is composed by different functional blocks that perform dif- 
ferent tasks here described in detail: 

- Groups: the groups (e.g., laboratories) are distributed on the territory and 
are composed by different devices (instruments, programmable platforms or 
sensors). Each group has the possibility of local pre-processing like, for exam- 
ple, compressions of big quantities of measured data to reduce the network 
throughput, basic data fusion functions on distributed sensor acquisitions or 
other advanced operations. 
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Fig. 2. An example of a 3D-Telemeasurement user interface 

- Access Network the access network is composed by the network and the 
interfaces used by clients to access to the platform. The evaluation of the 
impact of different access networks (wired, wireless, radio, satellite) on the 
QoS perceived by user is one of the planned task of the project. 

- Measure Network: this is the network responsible for the data transfer be- 
tween different groups. Note that the measure network can be used to trans- 
port the results of distributed measure processes and also to transport the 
signals to be measured or elaborated from one device belonging to another 
group. Physically, it can be composed by dedicated links or coincide with the 
access network. In the second case, the quality of service becomes a critical 
issue that has to be investigated. 

- User Services: this block is the entire set of services offered by the system to 
the user. It  collects data from connected functional blocks, elaborates them 
and presents the result to the user through opportune interfaces. 

- Authentication: this block has to recognize the user by giving him rights to 
access and control the entire groups of devices (advanced user) or only a 
limited access to the platform (educational experience). The authentication 
block for example can be based on Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
(LDAP) [12]. 

- Scheduling: In a multi-user and distributed environment, the presence of 
a resource management system makes strictly necessary to avoid conflicts 
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Fig. 3. Typical workbench for the characterization of communication transmission 
chain. 

among different users contemporary accessing to the same resources. To this 
aim, we need a scheduling system in order to allow users to register himself 
and then to  guarantee the reservation of the requested set of resources. 

- Aggregated Processing: this block has two main functionalities. Firstly, it is a 
centralized processing support to devices with no significant intelligence on 
board; for example, if we have a distributed wireless sensor network, due to 
complexity constraints, each sensor will perform a minimal data elaboration, 
leaving this task to this block. 
The second functionality is to manage the cooperation between devices and 
groups by allowing, for example, parallel measurements thus reducing the 
measure time. For example, suppose each group is composed by instruments 
for the characterization of the bit error rate (BER) for different values of the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a digital communication transmission chain. 
It  is well known how this kind of measure would be particularly time con- 
suming if it were performed locally (i.e., using only the instrumentation 
present in the same laboratory). Fig. 3 shows a typical workbench configu- 
ration necessary for the BER measurement which is composed by a digital 
transmission analyzer, mixers, signal generators, multipath channel fading 
simulators, noise and interference test set, plus oscilloscopes and spectrum 
analyzers for signals observation in the time and frequency domains. Using 
collaborative laboratories equipped with the same set of instruments and 
making use of SDR platforms for system definition [7], it is possible to start 
parallel sessions of measure, one for each SNR value, and to get only one final 
result consisting in the curve reporting the BER as a function of the SNR 
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with a considerable reduction of time. The architecture will be responsible for 
controlling, collecting and aggregating the results produced by distributed 
groups. The user will have the sensation to control only one "big" laboratory 
and will receive from the user services block only the final results. 
Another approach is related to the case where not all the required resources 
are present in the same laboratory and the whole measurement process has to 
be split into several sub-processes each of them performed in a different lab- 
oratory. In this case the measure process starts in one laboratory, equipped 
with a part of all the necessary instruments, and it is completed in another 
laboratory with the rest of needed instruments. In the serial cooperative 
measurement approach, the presence of embedded hardware to acquire the 
signal in one laboratory and reconstruct it in another laboratory is necessary, 
as far as the software resources to packet and transport the signal over the 
measure network. Note that in the serial scenario the real-time transmission 
of the signal over the network may be or not a requirement depending on 
the application. 

- Context/Management: when an advanced user approaching the cooperative 
telemeasurement platform is interested in using some particular devices or 
group of devices, he must know which of them are available, choose and re- 
serve the resources and finally obtain the exclusive remote control. That is 
the task of the ContextlManagement block that sends queries to the Schedul- 
ing block asking for context information about the current use of resources. 
By interfacing to the Monitoring/Control blocks, it verifies through the Data 
Interface block the effective availability of groups and resources, upgrades 
his own dynamic database and return to the user, through the User Services 
block, the actual availability of groups and resources. In the next Section 
we will give a description of the architecture realized in our laboratories and 
we will provide an example of implementation of managing of distributed 
measure resources. 

- Data Interface: in the proposed architecture each group is interfaced to the 
higher levels by a local server that plays the role of bridge between the devices 
interface and the monitoring/control unit. Normally, each commercial device 
product, like GPIB Enet [13], for example, providing a "bridge" between the 
IEEE 488.1 [14] and TCP-IP protocols, is available with his own interface. 
Commercial DSP (digital signal processor) boards are normally connected 
to a PC host via serial link (standard EIA232), PC1 bus (Peripheral Com- 
ponent Interconnect) or, in some cases, there is the direct connection to the 
data network through commercial daughter cards [17]. Recently there is the 
availability of programmable FPGA devices with integrated network inter- 
face [16] whereas wireless sensor base stations are normally interfaced with 
Ethernet or serial interfaces [15]. This large variety of interfaces make the 
global integration one of the most critical implementation issues. 
Physical Interface: it is mainly composed by platforms applied to the ac- 
quisition and reconstruction of analog signals under analysis. Each physical 
interface is controlled and managed by upper functional blocks monitor- 
ing/control and management. In this way the system can start the acquisi- 
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Fig. 4. Networked laboratories at WiLab in Bologna. 

tion and reconstruction processes in a synchronized way among distributed 
groups and can control parameters like sampling-rate, filtering, transport 
network protocol, etc.. In our architecture the physical interface is supported 
by two software packages; the first one is at physical level with the task to 
configure the acquisition and reconstruction processes and to compensate 
eventually clock mismatches in the A/D and D/A conversion; the second 
one is finalized to the transport of the samples on the measure network. The 
technical challenges and the research interests to adopt these features are 
expected to be increased if the measure process is expected to work with 
real-time characteristics (for example real-time BER measurement, evalua- 
tion of subjective quality of services for real-time video streaming). 

4 Example of a WEB based cooperative telemeasurement platform 
implementation 

A first approach to the realization of the general architecture, described in 
Section 3, under development at the WiLAB laboratories at the University of 
Bologna, Italy, is now described. A sketch of the network composed by three 
different laboratories is illustrated in Fig. 4. Each laboratory is equipped by 
different instrumentation and programmable devices also accessible via wire- 
less technologies. All laboratories are connected by networks of heterogeneous 
nature, like a wireless bridge IEEE802.11 b/g with speed up to 54 Mbit/sec, 
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an optical link with speed up to 100 Mbitlsec and HDSL wired link with a 
guaranteed speed of 512Kbitlsec. The network architecture is also accessible 
by UMTSIGPRS and satellite networks technologies. The following architecture 
blocks have been implemented: user services, scheduling, context/management, 
monitoring control, data and physical interfaces. One of the main difficulty in 
implementing a general architecture depends on the fact that each component 
is equipped with different interfaces, software platforms and drivers. So that a 
great effort has been paid to integrate everything in only one architecture. 

We addressed the study, the design and the realization of a server-based ar- 
chitecture able to manage the instruments and programmable devices on the 
measurement workbench at  the WiLAB. When a remote user approaching the 
telemeasure platform is interested in using some particular instrument, he needs 
the knowledge of which instruments are available, choose and reserve the re- 
sources and, finally, obtain the remote controls. From the point of view of a 
remote user, the complete availability of a resource means that it must be turn 
on and nobody else got its control. 

Here we describe the server-based architecture, represented in Fig. 5 and de- 
veloped in our laboratories, which is able to handle multiple remote user access 
to the instruments and programmable devices present in the network. 
The architecture is characterized by a first level composed by different labo- 
ratories (groups) containing two different classes of resources: the instruments 
are connected each others by the GPIB bus and interfaced to the second level 
through a GPIB-ENET. The programmable devices are connected to the second 
level by an integrated network interface or by the use of a dedicated Host PC. 
The second level is composed by several slave servers, one for each laboratory 
based on Apache software [18]. They role is to test if the local instrumenta- 
tion and devices are turned on and, in that case, to keep the status on their 
availability. The third level is represented by one resources reservation manager, 
composed by RRserver server Apache [18], My SQL [19], Labview Server [20]), 
that can be physically located in one of the laboratories. The resource reserva- 
tion server informs the remote user about the availability of the instrumentation, 
reserves and gives to the user the remote control of the chosen set of instruments 
and keeps continually upgraded a special database containing the state of the 
resources. When the client needs to know the availability of the distributed re- 
sources, the master server queries the slave server which instruments are turned 
on, the slave server runs locally a particular Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 
that inquires the state of instrumentation to the GPIBEnet and, through TCP 
sockets, obtains the state of programmable devices from each device network 
interface. The resource manager is based on a parallel architecture composed by 
three servers: 

- WEB server Apache (18) his role is to dialog with clients. It  contains both 
static (HTML language to configure programmable devices) and dynamic 
(PHP language) pages which can be visited by the remote user; 

- Database server MySQL [19) his role is to keep, manage and upgrade in- 
formation about the instrumentation and the programmable devices present 
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Fig. 5. Hierarchical Management/Control platform for distributed resources. 

in the laboratory every time there is a query about their availability. The 
MySQL database server dialogs only with the Apache web server; 

- Lab VIEW server[20]: his role is to keep and send to the clients the executable 
Virtual Panel to control the chosen instruments. 

Hence, the client chooses the resources, reserves them for a specific time slot 
and downloads from the LabVIEW Server the Virtual Instrument Panels, em- 
bedded in a HTML page as an ActiveX object, with the permission to control the 
selected instrumentation. In addition, a HTML page is provided to run different 
configuration files on the software radio based devices if present and available. 
In this way the number of users that can access the resource reservation system 
is not limited. A constraint is on the number of clients connected,to different 
Virtual Instrument Panels depending on the number of Labview licenses avail- 
able on the server (in our platform this number is 20). The reservation system 
is multi-user whereas the control of each virtual panel and programmable plat- 
forms is obviously possible only by a single user. It is foreseen the development of 
a resource scheduler in order to give to the user the possibility to reserve a set of 
instrument for a certain period. The implemented system has atomic character- 
istics so that when multiple users want to reserve more instruments involved in 
a particular experience, only one user will be able to reserve all desired resources 
in one shot. 

Since different hardware technologies and platforms are used, the choice of 
particular programming language is not unique, but it is strictly related to the 
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constraints imposed by the hardware technology. In particular, the C language 
has been used to develop the CGI interfaces taking advantage from the API li- 
braries offered by National Instrument for the GPIB-ENET device. The realiza- 
tion of the Virtual Instruments panels using Labview language is due to its wide 
use in the community and the wide range of instrument drivers already available 
for this platform. However, these implementation aspects are completely hidden 
to the final user which interface is entirely based in HTML pages representing 
the chosen experience and the results of telemeasure process. 

5 Preliminary tests and future activity 

In Fig. 6 an example of measured consumed network bandwidth vs frame rate 
of the Virtual Panel display, is reported for the digital oscilloscope in a typical 
measure experience. In this way we can have an idea of the throughput require- 
ments of the application. Obviously some data-rate consuming functionalities, 
such as the WEB cam, cannot work through low data rate access networks (e.g., 
GPRS). A rigorous measurement of the response time is a very hard task be- 
cause of the variety of hardware, software and network technologies involved. 
However, qualitative experiments show that using wired and wireless local area 
network accesses to open one virtual instrument panel, the response is practically 
immediate (less that lsec.). The timing response increases when the traffic gen- 
erated by the opened virtual instrument panels saturates the GPIB-ENET/100 
interface (maximum rate of 100kbyte/sec of TCP/IP traffic). 

Actually we are working on to increase the value of this platform. In partic- 
ular, as a first step, we are developing the aggregating processing block with the 
aim to parallelize the same measurement on different laboratories, as explained 
in the previous Section. 
Secondly, we will integrate a wireless sensor network in the general architecture 
to perform a first test-bed on real-time detection and collaborative processing of 
distributed signals. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, the concept of cooperative telemeasurements for a network of 
distributed laboratories has been described. In particular, the end user benefits 
and technical implementation challenging issues in enabling cooperative use and 
aggregation of distributed measurement resources have been discussed. An ex- 
ample of possible network architecture design guidelines, to enable cooperation 
and remote control of instrumentation, has been provided. Finally, some imple- 
mentation issues of a real telemeasurement platform have been described with 
particular regard to the set-up realized at  WiLAB, Bologna, Italy. 
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Fig. 6. Bandwidth requirements characterization for oscilloscope remote management. 
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Abstract: The paper describes the Data Analysis Workstation developed by the 
IST project MOME (Monitoring and Measurement Cluster). The MOME 
project maintains the repository of information about publicly available 
measurement data, like e.g. packet traces, flow traces, routing data, and others. 
The collected information includes the detailed description of an assumed 
measurement scenario, as well as selected statistical parameters obtained by 
data analysis methods. The MOME repository aims at providing assistance to 
the research community in finding and retrieving raw measurement data, which 
is most appropriate from the point of view of different research objectives. In 
this paper we discuss the design and development of the MOME Data Analysis 
Workstation. It extends the MOME Database with capabilities for automatic 
statistical analysis of submitted measurement data. The included exemplary 
results of analysis performed on packet traces captured in a measurement site 
associated with MOME illustrate that the MOME Database provides the 
researchers with useful information about available measurement data. 

Keywords: measurements and monitoring, meta-database, data analysis 

1 Introduction 

Traffic analysis and modelling is considered as important topic in research on IP 
and IP QoS (Quality of Service) networks. Despite of the significant work performed 
recently in this area (see e.g. [3][4]), the Internet traffic is still not well understood 
and considered as difficult to be described by mathematical formulas. Broad range of 
Internet research domains rely on well-suited measurement data. Therefore effective 
research on Internet traffic requires access to large repositories of real and 
representative measurement data, still being able to find appropriate data for the 
specific research task. One can observe that a number of research projects were 
started with the aim of collecting such data (see e.g. [5][6][7][8]), but typically each 
one does it on its own way, using different measurement tools. Due to the lack of 
standard formats for data storage and annotation, finding appropriate data among 
various uncoordinated repositories is often quite difficult. 

Therefore, the IST MOME (Monitoring and Measurement Cluster) project [ l ]  has 
developed a meta-database. The MOME meta-database does not perform 
measurements by itself. Rather, the main goal is to collect and disseminate 
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information about measurement data available from different repositories. The 
defined meta-data model (i.e. format of stored data) allows the submitters to describe 
the measurement scenario and environment by a carefully selected set of attributes 
[2] .  Notice that the information about measurement scenario can be complemented by 
certain statistical parameters, which may be important for assessing the contents of 
the stored data. In this paper we discuss the attributes for storing the analysis results, 
which have been included in the MOME meta-data model. We claim that these 
parameters are the most adequate from the point of view of describing the 
characteristic features of the captured traffic. 

The meta-database approach has been previously studied by several projects 
dealing with measurement data. For example, the SIMR architecture [9] and CADIA 
Trends project [lo] aim at collecting and annotating various measurement data. The 
MOME database not only stores the information, but can also perform automated 
analysis of submitted measurement data. The MOME Data Analysis Platform allows 
for executing selected analysis tools. New analysis tools can be quite easily integrated 
in the MOME Workstation, by implementing appropriate filters, which parse their 
output files and insert results into the database. The access to the results is available 
for all visitors browsing the MOME database. Together with meta-data describing the 
assumed measurement scenario, the analysis results should help them in assessing, if 
a particular raw data set is appropriate for given research targets. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we introduce the 
MOME meta-data model, with special focus on the attributes defined for storing the 
results of data analysis. Section 3 describes in detail the architecture of MOME Data 
Analysis Platform. The exemplary case study, which demonstrates the capability of 
MOME system for performing selected analysis tasks, is presented in section 4. 
Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 The MOME meta-data model 

In this section we describe the meta-data model, which was used as a base for 
implementation of the MOME meta-repository. The meta-data model consists of a set 
of attributes, which annotate the most important features of various measurement 
data. These attributes describe in detail the measurement scenario, like e.g. the type of 
measurement, type and format of stored data, type of capture platform. Additionally, 
the meta-data model comprises some statistical parameters, which represent the 
internal characteristics of measured traffic. 

Notice that the statistical parameters selected for implementation of the MOME 
database correspond only to a small subset of known analysis methods, applicable for 
a given type of data. However, recall that the main goal of the MOME repository is to 
assist the researchers in searching for measurement data, which is most appropriate 
for their needs. Then, they can retrieve the data and perform hrther processing, using 
more advanced methods (like e.g. compare the captured traces with various analytical 
traffic models). Therefore, the attributes of MOME meta-data model should represent 
only the basic and most important information, which adequately describes the 
characteristic features of the actual data. In particular, it should allow assessing, if the 
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data is representative for the conditions assumed for particular investigated traffic 
models. However, we stress that the MOME database is flexible, i.e. it allows for 
adding new fields, if the results of some new analysis methods will be required. 
Currently five different types of measurement data are considered and described 
below: packet traces, flow traces, QoS results, routing data and HTTP traces. In 
addition, the MOME database supports a generic type for web repositories having 
mainly a pointer to a base URL. 

2.1 Packet traces 

The packet traces consist of collections of time-stamped records of packets, 
captured in certain measurement point. Obviously, the availability of representative 
packet traces is crucial for developing and validating packet-level traffic models. 
Such traces are also essential in the relatively new area of research on multi-level and 
multi-timescale traffic models (see e.g. [l 11). 

Notice that each trace is captured at a certain point of a network, only within a 
finite time interval. The trace can be regarded as representative, if its relevant features 
sufficiently reflect the general characteristics, and can be confirmed by a trace 
collected at a different time, or in different network. For example, different traffic 
models are proposed for the access and core networks, which can differ essentially 
from the point of view of level of traffic aggregation. For evaluating the traffic model, 
developed for core or access network, the used packet traces must be representative 
for the assumed type of network. Additionally, the duration of the trace should be 
sufficiently long to allow evaluating the stationary behaviour of captured traffic (or, to 
reveal its non-stationary behaviour). 

Table 1. Packet traces analyses 

To allow assessing if the trace is representative and appropriate, the information 
stored in the MOME meta-database should include such information, as: type of 
measured network, measurement time, location of capture device, speed of monitored 
link, capture method, filtering and anonymisation rules, capture platform, and the 
storage format of collected data. This information gives us detailed description of the 

Stationary variance of bit rate 
Required value of effective bandwidth 
Required traffic descriptor parameters 
Value of Hurst parameter 

Real 
Graph 
Graph 
Real 
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assumed measurement scenario. In addition, several attributes for storing anaZysis 
results were defined, as presented in Table 1. 

The first group of attributes corresponds to calculation of the empirical statistical 
parameters. The input data consists of a statistical sample of observed packet lengths, 
or packet inter-arrival times. Based on this sample, one can easily calculate the 
following parameters: average packet inter-arrival time, average packet size, 
packet size histogram, average packet rate and average bit rate. Additionally, 
average bit rate per protocol and per application correspond to the split of the 
captured traffic between different transport protocols (TCP, UDP) and different 
applications (identified by the port numbers). These statistical parameters (and 
graphs) give us basic information about the volume and type of traffic carried on the 
monitored link. 

The time-series of bit rates shows the plot of bit rate (calculated as total number 
of bits transmitted within the time interval, divided by the length of this interval), as a 
function of time. It gives us information, how the observed traffic fluctuated 
throughout the trace duration. Notice that the rates can be calculated over intervals of 
different length. In MOME database, a few typical values are considered: lOms (to 
reveal very-short time scale traffic changes), 1 second (short time-scale), and 3 
minutes (medium time-scale). From the set of obtained bit rate samples we can 
calculate the variance of bit rate. This parameter attempts to quantitatively estimate 
the level of variability of traffic observed within trace duration. The set of bit rate 
samples can be also used as input data for more advanced analysis tasks, like e.g. 
fitting the parameters of assumed analytical traffic models, and validating their 
correctness. Currently, such methods are not considered in the MOME database, but 
can be added in the future, if needed. 

The effective bandwidth gives us estimation of the resource requirements of 
captured traffic. In IP QoS networks, such information is necessary for performing the 
admission control decision. The algorithms for measurement-based estimation of 
effective bandwidth were discussed for example in [3][12][13]. 

The traffic descriptor parameters provide an envelope, which describes the worst- 
case behaviour of the traffic arrival process, in a deterministic way. Typically, the 
token bucket mechanism is used for this purpose. The information about required 
values of token bucket parameters can help in assessing the worst-case variability of 
the traffic captured in particular trace. 

The last considered attribute is the Hurst parameter, which evaluates the level of 
self-similarity of captured traffic. Traffic is regarded as self-similar, if it is highly 
variable on multiple time scales. Several known methods for estimating the value of 
Hurst parameter are based on analysing the plot of Index of Dispersion for Counts 
(IDC), analysing the variance-time plot, the R/S analysis, periodogram-based analysis 
in frequency domain, or wavelet-based analysis [3][14]. 

2.2 Flow traces 

The flow traces consist of a collection of records of distinct flows, observed in 
certain measurement point. Single flows can be defined as by IETF-IPFIX in [19]. 
The flow record contains the timestamps of flow arrival and departure, as well as the 
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number of packets and bytes transmitted within its lifetime. The flow traces are useful 
in developing and validating the traffic models on the flow (or connection) level. 
Similarly to the case of packet traces, the capture location and duration should be 
considered for assessing the usefulness of the trace. Therefore, the following meta- 
data attributes have been defined: type of measured network, measurement time, 
location of capture device, speed of the monitored link, capture method, filtering and 
anonymisation rules, type of capture platform, and the storage format. The proposed 
list of adequate parameters corresponding to statistical analysis of flow records is 
presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Flow traces analyses 

Analysis name I Data type 
Average flow inter-arrival time 1 Real 

I Average flow duration 1 Real I 
Average number of packets per flow I Real 
Average number of bytes per flow 1 Real 
Average flow arrival rate 1 Real 
Average traffic bit rate 1 Real 

The average flow inter-arrival time and average flow duration describe basic 
flow-level characteristics of observed traffic. In the case of packet-based networks, 
the "size" of the flow must be described not only by its duration, but also by the total 
number of transmitted bytes and packets. Therefore, both the average number of 
packets per flow and average number of bytes per flow are included as information 
about typical size of observed flows. The average flow arrival rate corresponds to 
the intensity of new flow arrivals. Finally, the average bit rate gives us long-term 
estimation of utilised resources. 

2.3 QoS results 

In the case of QoS measurements, the raw data consists of a set, or time-series, of 
measured values of QoS metrics, like e.g.: one way delay, delay variation, packet loss 
ratio, etc. The singleton values correspond to the measurement taken on a single 
packet (probe packet in the case of active measurement, or data packet in the case of 
passive measurements). 

The meta-data attributes should give precise information on the network, where the 
measurement was performed, and the time, when it was performed. Therefore, the 
defined meta-data model includes such information, like: the name and type of 
network, location of measurement equipment, method for time synchronisation 
between the transmitter and receiver, calculated metrics, and the storage format of the 
measurement results. The proposed additional attributes related with data analysis 
tasks are presented in Table 3.  
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Table 3. QoS results analyses 

Analysis name I Data type 
Minimum packet delay 1 Real 

I Average packet delay 1 Real 
Maximum packet delay 1 Real 
10-percentile of packet delay 1 Real 

The analysed statistical sample consists of the set of singleton measurements of 
packet delay, or packet delay variation. The basic statistics calculated from this 
sample include: minimum, maximum, and average value, or certain quantiles of the 
distribution of the considered quantity (packet delay, or packet delay variation). 
Additionally, the histogram can give us estimation of the distribution of the packet 
delay or delay variation. Finally, the packet loss ratio completes the assessment of 
QoS delivered to the measurement traffic. 

90-percentile of packet delay 
Histogram of packet delay 
Minimum packet delay variation 
Average packet delay variation 
Maximum packet delay variation 
Packet Inw ratin 

2.4 Routing data 

Real 
Graph 
Real 
Real 
Real 
Real 

The routing data consists of the snapshots of routing tables, or collections of 
routing update messages captured within particular measurement interval. The routing 
data may be useful for investigating the changes of logical inter-domain topologies, 
observing trends in number of advertised prefixes, or detecting abnormal behaviours 
of the inter-domain routing. The selected statistical attributes for routing data are - 
presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. Routing data analyses 

The routing table size (expressed in the number of prefixes) allows us for 
assessing the global state of network at a time of taking the capture. It can be useful 
for investigating the trends in routing table size and growth of the total number of 
advertised prefixes. The number of updates can be evaluated in the case of capturing 
the routing protocol messages. 
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2.5 HTTP traces 

The HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) is the application layer protocol, 
designed for the web application. The HTTP trace contains records of observed user 
HTTP requests and server HTTP responses typically collected by log-files in web- or 
proxy-servers. The information stored in such traces corresponds to the application 
(or session) layer traffic model. The statistical parameters selected for describing the 
contents of HTTP traces in the MOME database are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. HTTP traces analyses 

Analysis name I Data type 
Average HTTP request inter-arrival time I Real 

I Average response size in packets 1 Real 
Average response size in bytes 1 Real 
Average HTTP request arrival rate 1 Real 

Several statistical parameters can be useful for evaluating the activity of web 
application users. The arrival process of user request is described by average request 
inter-arrival time and average request arrival rate. The basic parameters 
characterizing the server responses are average response size, measured in packets 
and in bytes. 

3 Automated analysis of measurement data 

Based on the proposed meta-data model, the MOME meta-repository has been 
implemented and deployed (see Fig. 1). It is available publicly via the MOME project 
webpage [I]. The main part of the system is the Database, which stores all the 
MOME meta-data. Users can browse the MOME database using the Graphical User 
Interface (GUI), implemented on the MOME Web-sewer. 

The user can request analysis of raw data, stored in some public repository or 
available directly from the measurement site associated with MOME. The data 
analysis is performed on the MOME Data Analysis Workstation ('data analysis' 
block on Fig. 1). The raw data file is retrieved from its original location and 
temporarily stored it on a local disk. ARer performing the analysis, the results are 
inserted into appropriate fields in the MOME Database. 

The MOME system assumes that external, freely available data analysis tools can 
be used for performing actual operations on the measurement data. Each tool must be 
adapted to the MOME Workstation by implementing appropriate filters, which are 
able to read and parse the analysis results. At the beginning stage of the project, only 
few exemplary analysis tools were selected. They allow performing basic analysis 
tasks for packet-level traces, stored in the popular format of libpcap [15] However, 
new analysis tools can be quite easily added, depending on the needs. 
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Fig. 1. Deployment of the MOME meta-repository 

3.1 Executing data analysis tools 

Fig. 2 illustrates step-by-step the process of executing data analysis task. When an 
authorised user browses the database, the Analysis Request Manager (ARM), which 
is a part of MOME GUI, displays the data analysis tasks available for particular 
measurement data. If the user requests the analysis (step I), the ARM inserts a new 
pending request into the MOME database. 

The software modules, which constitute the MOME Data Analysis Workstation, 
are implemented as independent processes and can run concurrently on the MOME 
server. The Autonomous Process Manager (PM) is implemented as a PHP CLI 
(Command Line Interface) script and is periodically executed on the MOME Database 
server. The PM searches the database for new pending analysis tasks. If PM finds out 
that new analysis task has been requested, it starts the Download Manager (DM), 
providing it as parameter the link to the file, which should be analysed (step 2). 

The DM, which is also implemented as a PHP CLI script, retrieves the file 
identified by the provided link and saves it on the local storage (step 3). Notice that 
multiple DMs can be started at the same time, to download different remote files. 
After the DM has retrieved the file, the PM can change the status of the meta-data 
entry in the MOME database to "analysis pending, local copy" and execute the 
Analysis Manager (AM) (step 4). The parameters, which he provides to the AM, are: 
the type of requested analysis, and the name of the local file with raw data. The status 
of the appropriate entry in the meta-database is now changed to "analysis in 
progress". 

The Analysis Manager (AM) is implemented as a PHP CLI script. Only one 
instance of the AM runs at a time. The AM executes the external analysis tool (step 
5), providing the name of the local file to be analysed. Therefore the tool needs to be 
installed with appropriate privileges for running on the MOME server. After finishing 
the actual analysis work, the analysis tool saves the results into the output file (step 6).  
The AM parses this file and inserts appropriate values into the MOME database (step 
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7). Finally, it sets the data status to "analysis done" and finishes the data analysis 
procedure. 

Measdurement data repositoly 

I 

I ( Download Manager(DM) ) I 

. I 

I Data analysis tool I 

Fig. 2. Operations of the MOME Data Analysis Workstation 

3.2 Adding new analysis tools 

Fig. 3 shows the internal structure of the AM module. Recall that this module 
manages the execution of data analysis tools integrated in the MOME Workstation. 
The 'check available tools' function finds available analysis tools and selects the tool 
that is capable to perform the requested analysis. The 'execute analysis tool' function 
starts the actual analysis tool, providing as parameter the name of the local file with 
raw measurement data. The analysis tool performs the requested operations and saves 
results to the local output file. This file must be read by the function 'parse results, 
plot graphs'. This function parses the results, extracts appropriate data and, if 
necessary, generates graphs using the GNUPlot tool. Finally, the results are inserted 
into the appropriate fields of the MOME database ('update database' function). 

The actual analysis operations are performed by the external data analysis tools. 
Any freely available analysis tool can be quite easily integrated in the MOME system, 
if it meets the following requirements: can be executed on the Linux system, can read 
input data from the file and write output data to the text file. Notice that particular 
analysis tools may be dedicated for specific types of measurement data (e.g. packet or 
flow traces), and specific input data formats (e.g. pcap in the case of packet traces, or 
NetFlow in the case of flow traces). 

Adding new analysis tool to the MOME Data Analysis Workstation only requires 
implementing two new functions in the AM: "execute analysis tool" and "parse 
results, plot graphs" (see Fig. 3). Those functions act as an interface to the external 
tool and are implemented separately for each tool supported by the system. 
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local-file-name 

External analysis tool 

Fig. 3. Operations of the Analysis Manager 

3.3 Basic analysis tasks for packet traces 

As a first tool for integrating into the MOME Data Analysis Workstation, a simple 
utility called tcpdstat [16] has been chosen. Tcpdstat performs basic analysis of 
packet-level traces captured by tools like tcpdump [15] or tcpdpriv [17]. As input 
data, it reads the binary files saved in the libpcap format. The statistics calculated by 
tcpdstat include: file size, measurement start-time and end-time, total number of 
captured bytes and packets, average and peak bit rate and standard deviation, number 
of observed distinct flows, average number of packets per flow, top 10 flow sizes, 
number of observed distinct IP addresses, packet size distribution, average rate, split 
between different protocols and applications. 

The tcpdstat saves the results in a form of human-readable ASCII file (see Fig. 4). 
Some of the values calculated by tcpdstat can be directly used for filling appropriate 
attributes of the MOME meta-data model (see section 2.1). For example, the average 
bit' rate can be directly extracted by parsing the tcpdstat output file. Notice that the 
average packet rate can be easily calculated, based on other values produced by 
tcpdstat. Additionally, based on the textual data parsed from the tcpdstat output, 
MOME Workstation creates the graphs of packet size histogram, and average bit 
rate per protocol and per application. The GNUPlot tool, executed on the MOME 
server, produces the actual graph, which is then stored as a PNG picture in the 
MOME database. 
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TotalTime: 899.82 seconds 
Totalcapsize: 166.31MB CapLen: 96 bytes 
# of packets: 3103414 (1490.21MB) 
AvgRate: 13.89Mbps stddev:l.lOM PeakRate: 18.61Mbps 

# # #  IP flow (unique src/dst pair) Information # # #  
# of flows: 279098 (avg. 11.12 pkts/flow) 
Top 10 big flow size (bytes/total in 8 ) :  
7.6% 2.9% 2.8% 2.1% 1.3% 1.3% 1.2% 1.2% 1.1% 

1.1% 

# # #  IP address Information # # #  
# of IPv4 addresses: 190536 
Top 10 bandwidth usage (bytes/total in 8 ) :  
29.7% 13.2% 9.1% 7.8% 4.9% 4.5% 3.4% 3.1% 2.9% 
2.9% 
# # #  Packet Size Distribution (including MAC headers) # # #  
<<<< 

[ 16- 311: 8285 
1 32- 631: 948296 
[ 64- 1271: 835986 
[ 128- 2551: 165792 
[ 256- 5111: 158287 
[ 512- 10231: 137072 
[ 1024- 20471: 849696 

Fig. 4. Fragment of exemplary results file of tcpdstat 

4 Exemplary results of analysis performed by the MOME Data 
Analysis Workstation 

In this section we demonstrate the capabilities of the MOME Data Analysis 
Workstation for analysing the data obtained in a measurement site "associated" with 
MOME. By "associated" measurement site we mean that the results of performed 
measurements are automatically uploaded and annotated in the MOME meta- 
repository. We show that the results provided by simple analysis tools integrated in 
the MOME system can provide interesting information for the researchers visiting our 
meta-repository. 

4.1 Capturing measurement data at the MOME associated sites 

As a reference and for demonstration, a monitoring and meta-data storage process 
for packet traces has been implemented in the premises of Fachhochschule (FH) 
Salzburg. The information from the packet headers is captured, made anonymous, 
compressed and uploaded together with necessary meta-data to the MOME database. 
This approach provides an automatic way to continuously get up-to-date measurement 
data to the MOME database. The procedure is divided into the following steps: 

(1) Header capture + anonymisation (tcpdpriv [17]) 
(2) Data compression (bz2) 
(3) Meta data construction 
(4) Data upload (trace + meta data), byftp 
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(5) Meta data entry to MOME database 

The capturing in step (1) can be done according to different schedules and filters. 
A first scenario assumes a full packet capture process, starting daily at 02:OO until 
23:59, with traces stored in hourly intervals. Data transfer to the analysis station is 
scheduled for the time period between 00:OO and 01:59. Note that the data upload is 
never performed during the capturing process, to avoid interferences with the 
monitored traffic. Due to the low access link speed (4Mbps), the amount of a full data 
capture can be handled without losses. Additionally, header extraction and 
compression reduce the accumulating amount of data usually below 500MB per day. 
This scenario will be adapted based on the produced analysis results. 

While steps (1) - (4) are performed by the monitoring host, the last step is done at 
the MOME database server in regular intervals. The following figure shows the 
network set-up as it was installed at the reference capture point at the FH Salzburg. 
Due to the simple installation without major changes in the operational network, a set- 
up with a mirror port on the operational edge router has been preferred against other 
installations, e.g. with Linux routers or splitters. Only outgoing traffic is monitored. 

The automatically generated meta-data is listed in Table 6. Exemplary values are 
given for a specific monitoring scenario at FH Salzburg. 

After the meta-data entry is available in the MOME database, analysis requests can 
be set on these traces by using the web interface. In the case that all automatically 
uploaded monitoring traces are dedicated for analysis, the analysis requests can be set 
in the database automatically. 

Table 6. The meta-data values generated for the trace collected in measurement site 
"associated" with MOME 

I measurement trace 11 
EndTime I local end time of the 11 CollectorLocation I "AT, Salzburg, FH Salzburg" 

Common Attributes Packet Trace Specific Attributes 
Attribute I Generated Value - 
NetworkType I "WAN Access Network" 

institution" 
X.21 
4 Mbps 

measurement trace 

Bytes 
"operational unidirectional 
outgoing traffic, educational 

1 upload 
Lastupdate 1 database insertion 11 TraceAnonymisation I -P99 -A50 

Filecompression 
MDSSum 
SubmissionDate 

file 
bz2 
the md5sum 
local time of data 

CapturePlatform 
DataFormat 
AdditionalInfo 

Linux 2.6.9 
libpcap 
2x2Mb~s X.2 1 connections 

CaptureMode 
FilterRules 
Numberpackets 

mirror port 
None 
counted number of packets 
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Y 
captured traffic 

Fig. 5. Network Set-up 

4.2 Analysing packet traces captured at MOME associated sites 

Below we present the results of analysis performed on the 1-hour long traces from 
the measurement site in FH Salzburg, captured during three days on the 2oth February 
(Sunday), 2gth of February (Monday), and lSt of March (Tuesday) 2005. The traces 
were automatically uploaded and annotated in the MOME meta-repository. Then, the 
trace analysis was performed by the MOME Data Analysis Workstation, as described 
in section 3. The analysis results can be accessed directly via the MOME repository 
GUI (see Fig. 6) .  The average values of bit rate, packet rate, packet size and inter- 
arrival time are directly displayed on the screen, together with other detailed 
information about the trace. The plots of packet size histogram, as well as per- 
protocol and per-application distribution of bit rate, are displayed after clicking on the 
'graph ' button. 

Fig. 6. The representation of analysis results for exemplary packet trace annotated in the 
MOME meta-database 

The presented case study validates the design and implementation of the MOME 
Data Analysis Workstation. In addition, it demonstrates how MOME meta-repository 
can provide the research community with relevant, pre-processed information about 
the gathered traces. For example, Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b present the daily plots of average 
bit rate, and packet rate, respectively. This kind of plots can be quite easily obtained 
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from the analysis results available in the MOME database. As one could expect, the 
traffic peaks during the afternoon hours are clearly visible. One can also observe the 
fluctuations in traffic load on different days of week. The researcher looking for 
traces needed for validation of some traffic model can use these analysis results, 
combined with the detailed description of the measurement scenario (see Table 6) ,  for 
selecting the most appropriate trace among the collection available in the MOME 
database. For example, he can choose to download and process further only those 
traces, which were captured during higher utilisation period of the FH Salzburg WAN 
connection. 

Another MOME data analysis results are demonstrated by the graphs on Fig. 9. 
They show the distribution of measured bit rate, split between different applications 
(recognized by port numbers in the packet header). Fig. 9 corresponds to one of the 
FH Salzburg traces, while Fig. 9 to one of the traces from the public repository [18]. 
As a simple example of usage of such information, consider a researcher looking for 
traces needed for his work on modelling traffic related with the audio streaming 
application (in particular, realaudio), or with peer2peer applications (Kazaa, or 
Napster). Thanks to the graph from Fig. 9, he can conclude that the FH Salzburg 
trace is not useful for him, because such applications are not represented in this trace. 
On the other hand, one can find the traffic related with the considered applications in 
the MAW1 trace (see Fig. 9b). 

Summarising, the MOME repository can assist the researchers in finding and 
retrieving the traces, which are most appropriate for their needs. Although the 
currently integrated analysis tasks are quite simple, the demonstrated scenarios show 
that they can achieve the main goal, which is providing the researchers with high- 
level information about the contents of the trace. 

Fig. 7. The plots of: a) average bit rate and b) average packet rate, calculated for 1-hour long 
traces collected during 20 Feb, 28 Feb and 01 Mar 2005 
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Fig. 8. The average bit rate of traffic related with different applications in the FH Salzburg 
trace from 20.02.2005, 14:OO-15:OO 

Fig. 9. The average bit rate of traffic related with different applications in the MAW1 trace 
from 31.01.2005, 14:OO-14:15 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we presented the automated measurement data analysis approach 
assumed by the MOME Workstation. The goal of this approach is to enhance the 
existing MOME measurement data catalogue, storing general information about 
measurement data, like: time, duration or file sizes of measurement traces, with 
additional attributes describing the contents of the measurement trace itself. A 
framework providing the measurement data handling tasks, like downloading and the 
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database access has been presented. It is extensible for different analysis algorithms 
on different datasets. The predefined analysis results will help researchers to find 
traces they want to use for further studies. 
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Abstract. A networking laboratory contains expensive equipment and offers a 
small grade of scalability. Remote laboratories allow for much more efficient 
use of laboratory equipment, and give users the opportunity to batch-schedule 
their experiments and manage them from the comfort of their local clients. In 
this paper, LATERE, a new interactive laboratory which allows remote testing 
of complex satellite scenarios and wireless indoor networks on real equipment, 
is detailed. Users can select arbitrary network topologies; characteristics of each 
link and transport layers, used by the traffic generators, can be freely set. 
Moreover, LATERE offers a user-friendly web interface to define each 
experiment parameters and to asynchronously view all results, which are 
displayed and also emailed to the students; an experiments' database is kept, 
allowing per-user profiles and history, plus logging and test reproducibility. 
LATERE is scalable, and built upon a lightweight middleware distributed and 
embedded on the interface with the equipment. LATERE is based on standard 
inexpensive hardware running open source software. 

Keywords. Laboratory, remote control, web-application, middleware, satellite 

1 Introduction 

During the last years we have witnessed the growing and widespread interest in 
telecommunication and computer networks; as a consequence, academia strongly 
feels the necessity of effective tests on network topology design and on router 
configuration, as well as transport protocol analysis. Students are more motivated and 
can learn more effectively if they have the opportunity to conduct experiments. 
Together with theoretical courses, a practical experience is very important for a 
student, almost fundamental for hislher future job. At the same time, limitations of a 

* Corresponding Author 
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traditional laboratory structure are well-known. Some of those limitations are: high 
price of the equipment (routers, meters); small physical space available inside the 
laboratory rooms, limiting the number of students at a time; laboratory availability 
limited to office hours. 
Remote laboratories allow for much more efficient use of laboratory equipment and 
give students the opportunity to conduct experiments from the comfort of an Internet 
browser. 
LATERE remote laboratory is a simple, cheap and scalable laboratory, designed to 
give students a better understanding of computer networks. In this paper we describe 
the design and the ongoing implementation of this interactive laboratory that enables 
experiments in: 

complex satellite networks environment, including network topology and 
satellite link characteristics control; 
wireless network performance evaluation. 

These two topics have been chosen because of current evolutions in 
telecommunication technology: satellite networks are more and more used for IP data 
traffic and applications' behaviour over satellite links is a key issue in the 
development of hture technology; indoor wireless networks have seen a rapid 
growth, both in consumer and businesses scenarios, because they are cheap and easy 
to deploy. 
A networking laboratory containing expensive routers needs considerable funding and 
offers a small grade of scalability. We have realized a very scalable laboratory, based 
on standard inexpensive hardware running open source software solutions: routers, 
satellite links and traffic generators are implemented through GNUILinux operated 
routers, variable-link-parameters emulation tools and open source traffic-injection 
tools. The laboratory monitor and management system is provided by a highly 
scalable Java lightweight distributed middleware. 
Remote access is given to the students via a user-friendly web application, which 
manages concurrent accesses, per-student history, laboratory booking and service 
notifications also. The server-side GUI allows: 

to choose between two platforms (satellite system or wireless local network) 
for the tests; 
to configure the network topology and the network elements' parameters; 
to select the traffic generators and characteristics of data flows; 
to choose the performance values the user wants to observe. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 most interesting 
related works are presented; Section 3 gives an overview of the architecture and 
system components, which are described in detail in Section 4. Section 5 describes all 
experiences offered by the LATERE system; finally in Section 6 some concluding 
remarks on the activity carried out and on the fbture work are drawn. 

2 Related Work 

Despite the number of so-called e-learning applications has been increasing in recent 
years, remote laboratories that give even partial control of real network devices to 
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their users, have had limited development. Nevertheless, several well-documented 
implementations do exist. 
An example of a remote laboratory is VITELS [I], the result of a collaboration 
between four Swiss universities and an Engineering School. The VITELS system 
offers to students (after their proper authentication), seven different modules coming 
from different departments and institutions, but evenly integrated under a common 
web interface. The modules are called: simulation of IP network configuration, 
configuration and performance evaluation of real IP network, management and 
configuration of a virtual network, firewalls, protocol analysis, Linux system 
installation and configuration, clientlserver programming. 
Another example is LABNET [2], a remote telecommunications laboratory developed 
under a joint CNIT (Consorzio Nazionale Interuniversitario per le Telecomunicazioni) 
CINI (Consorzio Interuniversitario Nazionale per I'Informatica) project. LABNET is 
made of a number of different projects all having the common, main goal of lab 
automation. Under this common paradigm, all equipment of technical-scientific 
interest is kept under constant monitoring and sampling, to enrich students' 
knowledge and training, when they are remotely located at sites different than the 
equipment itself. LABNET offers interactive, remote experience of laboratories' 
equipment to its users, coupled with web-based learning and real-time interaction 
with teachers. 
In [4], authors present the evolution of a real telecommunications laboratory towards 
a remote laboratory, to overcome the well-known limitations of a traditional lab. They 
have designed a networking lab that solve these problems, since it can be accessed 
through the Internet, and it makes use of old PCs converted to IP routers running the 
free router software Zebra[6]. 
In [3], a remote laboratory in the field of Control and Automation is presented, which 
can be easily adapted to different technical areas. Its main features are: server-side- 
only code execution; special attention to didactical issues; simple web-based 
interface; experiments and tests run on the real equipment. 
The aim of our LATERE project is to overcome a traditional "fixed model" approach 
to the remote tests. Tests run on real hardware and the complex web interface allows 
for the maximum possible flexibility, both in configuring the equipment, the traffic 
flows, and the network topology. 
Batch processing and asynchronous multiple-user access allows for high efficiency, 
so that the system is always running at full rate when tests exist and are queued. Post 
processing and analysis of the results is also offered to the users, as well as per-user 
status and history of past experiences. 

3 Architecture Overview 

The aim of our work has been to develop a complex system to carry out tests 
concerning both wireless and satellite communications including network topology 
creation. The main characteristic of this system is its fill remote accessibility and 
control; users can configure it concurrently via its interactive web site in order to 
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execute one specific experience among those provided. The features of the system are 
reported as follows: 

automatic setup and handling of fault situations, including an auto-recovery 
mechanism; 
concurrent access to the platform; 
user accounts management including management of user history; 
sessions management with respect to the ongoing experiences; 
output production in human readable format, including remote notification to 
the user via email. 

The system architecture, whose scheme is shown in Fig 1, is composed by the 
following parts: 

Monitor and 
Control Node 

Control Network a , 
Wireless Platform 9 

Fig 1 : scheme of the overall system architecture 

an Access Node, which is devoted to offer remote access via an interactive 
WEB interface. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is offered through a 
Web Server; it is usable with any Web Browser without stringent 
requirements. Additionally this node performs user and session management, 
including registration, authentication and maintenance of user sessions. In 
order to accomplish this, the access node has fill access both to a User 
database and an Experience database. The former is dedicated to the 
storage of user information, while the latter stores all the information 
regarding the user's ongoing experience and all the previous experiences that 
he has already carried out or configured; 
an internal network, namely the Control Network, which connects all the 
hardware components to the Central Server Node. This network is designed 
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to offer a full control of the entire platform in a way that is highly robust. As 
an example regarding its robustness, it is important to deny the access to the 
users in order to avoid configuration mistakes which could lead to node 
isolation. 
a Central Server Node, which is devoted to the management and control of 
all those hardware components which form the platform. It receives input 
from the access node in the form of text files, each file corresponding to a 
different experience to be carried out. The Central Server Node processes the 
inputs and sends suitable commands to the Satellite and Routing Platform 
and the Wireless Platform, in order to carry out the specific experience. 
These commands, sent through the Control Network, have a general form 
(i.e. activateldeactivate network interfaces, start a server or a client 
application, send me the results, etc.); this is a strategic choice to make this 
node unaware of the characteristics of the two platforms, for example 
operating systems running on the hardware, tools installed, syntax and 
semantic, etc. Additionally a concurrent process, which runs in the 
background, takes care of handling all the possible fault situations. If a fault 
is recognized, this process activates an automatic recovery mechanisms, 
otherwise the current experience will be reset and the hardware components 
of the platform are rebooted. 
a Satellite and Routing Platform, composed of three routers and four 
traffic generatorslreceivers which form a fully meshed network. Each 
hardware component executes the commands received from the Central 
Server Node independently of others component in the same platform. Since 
they form a fully meshed network, a user can create a complex network 
topology by suitably activating a set of links and configuring the routing 
tables of the routers. Additionally, a user can set up satellite link choosing its 
characteristics in terms of bit error rate (BER), round trip delay and 
bandwidth. Finally a user can choose a certain number of traffic flows to be 
analysed depending on network parameters. 
a Wireless Platform, composed of six wireless traffic generatorslreceivers 
and four IEEE 802.11 blg access points. Similarly to the Satellite and 
Routing Platform, each wireless node executes the commands received from 
the Central Server Node independently of others nodes in the same platform. 
A user can freely configure up to three independent ad hoc networks and up 
to four managed networks. Finally it is possible to choose a set of traffic 
flows to be analysed depending on the condition of the wireless 
environment, including topology, interference and load of access points. 
a Monitor and Control Node, which is used by a system administrator to 
have a local access to the platform. Through the Control Network a system 
administrator has fill access both to any hardware component and to the 
databases of the system. Additionally he can be aware of the platform state 
through a merging of the log files produced by each node. 
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4 Implementation Choices 

The system-wide glue that keeps all pieces together is composed by a proper 
combination of hardware and software elements which enables robust communication 
between the test equipment and the management equipment. 
The hardware part is essentially built upon a control LAN, shown in Fig 2 which 
connects all test equipment with the Central Server Node. Each test equipment if thus 
provided with a dedicated Ethernet port and IP address, insulated from the data paths 
used to carry on the tests, thus providing a convenient means for all "out-of-band" 
signalling. 

mtra,.- 0 
Node 

Fig 2: control LAN structure 

The software is essentially composed by a lightweight middleware distributed on 
each system element and a custom communication protocol. Our middleware offers 
the following important functions: 

it defines the interface between the Central Server Node and each specific, 
hardware-dependant feature of the different test boxes, by means of a 
translation layer between our standard protocol commands and the several 
test hardware commands; 
it passes, queues and processes our standard configuration and control 
commands between all system nodes; 
it constantly monitors test equipment status, inducing appropriate actions 
when alarms do trigger. 

The communication protocol is based on messages, passing between nodes, and 
acknowledgement from the middleware demons running on each test box, in order to 
maintain, at each step, the whole platform in an overall known status. The Central 
Server Node serves as a centralized place to collect asynchronous responses and 
dictate system status. 
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4.1 Hardware and Software details 

The whole middleware is developed using Java. This design decision has been taken 
because of the availability of lightweight embedded Java VM that can be deployed 
inside test equipment, and thus serve as a standard container for the translation layer 
which runs on the equipment, and bridges to specific hardware configuration 
commands. All platforms' test hardware is composed of machines which are 
configured via low-level configuration command sequences (normally fed through a 
remote console), which we feed through our translation layer running on the 
embedded VM. The satellite platform is composed of the following elements: 

3 routers running Linux based operating system; each router has 7 ethernet 
ports, one connected to the Control LAN, two connected to the remaining 
routers and four connected to the traffic generatorslreceivers. 
4 traffic generatorslreceivers using open source applications. Each element 
has 4 ethernet ports, one connected to the Control LAN and the remaining 
connected to the routers. 

All platform nodes are connected through a full meshed network. 
The wireless platform is composed of the following elements: 

4 802.11blg wireless Access Point Zyxel G-1000, with their ethernet port 
connected to the Control LAN; 
6 wireless generatorlreceiver nodes, with an ethernet port and a wireless port. 
The former is connected to the Control LAN while the latter is used to 
sendlreceive data flows. 

4.2 System scalability 

Obtaining a scalable test environment has been the constant issue during all system 
design. This goal is reached on a two-level scale. The LATERE system allows a 
seamless extension of a single platform; this is simply done by acquiring new test 
equipment for the platform, connecting to the control LAN, to the data paths, and 
adding entries to the system configuration files. Moreover, the whole system can be 
extended by instantiating a whole new platform without much effort; this is 
accomplished through a robust, object-oriented and multithreaded (multi-platform) 
design of the middleware. 

5 Tests Available within LATERE 

The set of experiences provided by the LATERE system has been designed to deal 
with the main critical factors involving traffic on wireless or satellite networks, as 
well as the creation and analysis of complex network topologies. At the same time 
these experiences are proposed in a simple and user-friendly way, in order to 
maximize the learning phase, instead of driving users' attention towards system's 
inner details. 
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The main critical factors in wireless networks are: their scalability in terms of 
supported number of users [5] and their robustness to radio channel interferences. In 
satellite networks the BER, bandwidth and delay offered by the satellite links play a 
crucial role. In Table 1 an overview of the experiences a user can carry out within 
LATERE system is reported; then a brief description of them is given. 

I link offers a certain value of BER 
WiFi Scalability / Wireless 1 analyse the WiFi scalability, evaluated in 

Experience name 
Connectivity 

Traffic Flows versus 
BER 

Bandwidth-Delay 
Product 

Packet Size 

I 1 terms of the number of  users that a 
I wireless LAN can support 

WiFi Interferences 1 Wireless lanalyse the effect of inter-channel 

Platform 
WirelessISatellite 

Satellite 

Satellite 

Satellite 

interferences on wireless TCP and UDP 
connections 

Target of the experience 
create a complex network topology and 
perform a connectivity test bounded to the 
created topology 
analyse the impact of a satellite link's BER 
on both the throughput of a TCP 
connection and the packet loss rate of a 
UDP connection 
analyse the impact of bandwidth-delay 
product on the throughput of a TCP 
connection 
analyse the impact of changing packet size 
on the throughput of a TCP connection in a 
satellite environment when the satellite 

Table 1: an overview of the experiences offered within LATERE 

5.1 Connectivity 

In this experience, which is available on both platforms, a user is first asked to create 
a complex network topology. The way to do so depends on the chosen platform: 

within the Satellite Platform it is possible to switch on and off all links, to 
create routing tables and to assign a gateway to each traffic 
generatorlreceiver; 
within the Wireless platform a user can create a set of ad hoc and managed 
networks simply setting the SSID and the radio channel of the wireless 
nodes. 

The user is then asked to choose a node, which will be the sender of standard ICMP 
"ECHO REQUEST" packets addressed to remaining nodes; results of this experience 
are built upon all replies to the aforementioned echo requests and show whether the 
routes from sender node to all network endpoints are correctly set up. These replies 
are collected in a text file which is sent back to the user via email, 
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5.2 Traffic Flows versus BER 

As reported in Table 1, with this experience a user can analyse the impact of the 
satellite link's BER on both the throughput of a TCP connection and the packet loss 
rate of a UDP connection. A student is first asked to set up the satellite emulator by 
choosing the involved links and a value for the BER, including values for uplink and 
downlink bandwidth and delay. A network topology can then be configured, similarly 
to the "Connectivity" experience. Finally a maximum of three traffic flows can be 
configured in order to analyse them versus different BER values. The output of this 
experience is collected in a table, which contains all values of BER and correspondent 
values of throughput/packet loss rate for all configured flows. The user receives this 
table via email and he can easily plot the values using his favourite plotting tool. 

5.3 Bandwidth-Delay Product 

In order to fully exploit link capacity, TCP must use a window size equal to the 
bandwidth times the round-trip latency of the link, referred to as the "Bandwidth 
Delay Product" (BDP). A large BDP typically exceeds the default TCP buffer size 
used by the different operating systems running on the endpoints. This experience 
aims to clarify this critical factor to the student. The steps that a user is asked to 
follow are similar to the "Traffic Flows versus BER7' experience, as well as its output, 
which is a text file containing a table of values. 

5.4 Packet Size 

The goal of this experience is to improve students familiarity with the relation 
between the link BER and the payload size of a TCP connection. For a certain value 
of BER the packet loss rate is given by the following formula: 

where payload-size is expressed in bit. The analysis carried out within this 
experience emphasizes the impact of payload size on throughput of a TCP connection. 
A user is first asked to set up the satellite emulator by choosing the involved links and 
the BER value; in this test the bandwidth and delay assume their default value. Finally 
a set of maximum three traffic flows can be configured. The output table reports the 
values of throughput related to the different payload sizes. 

5.5 WiFi Scalability 

Goal of this experience is to show the effects of multiple wireless users loading the 
same wireless LAN segment. A user is first asked to select the access point to be 
included in the test, as well as the wireless receiver node, which will collect all 
concurrent flows sent by other nodes. Configuration of this test is concluded with the 
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choice of a traffic flow (TCPNDP) to be monitored. The output table reports the 
values of throughputlpacket loss rate versus the number of concurrent wireless nodes 
loading the chosen access point. 

5.6 WiFi Interferences 

This experience aims to show the trend of throughputlpacket loss rate versus inter- 
channel interference, the latter being generated by a concurrent wireless host. The 
experience is composed of seven single tests. In each of them the competing node 
uses a different radio channel, starting from the same channel used by the monitored 
node (case of maximum interference); the last test is performed with zero inter- 
channel interference. The configuration steps are: 

set up either an ad hoc or a managed network involving two wireless nodes, 
so that a target flow is established and can be monitored; 
set up either an ad hoc or a managed network involving two concurrent 
wireless hosts, so that a competing flow is established. 

The output table will report values of throughputlpacket loss rate versus the distance 
between the radio channels of the two networks. 

6 Conclusions 

We have presented an economical and scalable remote networking laboratory, 
accessible through the Internet. As said, system scalability is one of the strongest 
LATERE features; we plan to extend the whole system by including an entirely new 
platform, devoted to wireless sensor networks analysis and testing. Moreover, in the 
near hture we are going to evaluate the LATERE remote laboratory "on the road", as 
a support to an undergraduate telecommunications course, in order to assess its 
strengths and weaknesses, and to integrate it in our learning environment for students. 
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Abstract. The availability of a wide range of instrumentation that can be 
remotely controlled, and the possibility to access the Internet with cheap and 
fast xDSL lines have encouraged the design of tele-measurement platforms by 
means of which researchers, instructors and students can exploit the facilities 
offered by complex and expensive laboratories. Although the market offers 
several solutions to remotely manage equipment, little attention has been paid 
to the hardware and software architectures devoted to distance learning 
experimental environments. The paper presents the architectural approach, and 
the related implementation, which was proposed and developed within two 
projects funded by the Italian Ministry of Education, University, and Research 
(MIUR). Both projects were aimed at building the experimental test-beds, 
which include very heterogeneous equipment, and at developing an open 
system architecture for their actual managing. Specifically, the attention is 
focused on the supervising central unit, which represents a crucial and critical 
element of the system. The software implementation of the central unit is 
described in detail, as concerns both the data structures adopted and the 
protocol machine. The results of some performance tests are shown to highlight 
the efficiency of the proposed solution. 

Keywords. Multimedia systems, tele-measurement systems, computer networks 

1 Introduction 

The increasing interest in distance learning and the availability of cheap lines (e.g., 
xDSL) to access to the Internet have been strongly encouraging the design and 
development of platforms, which can provide the users with powerful tools, devoted 
not only to personal communication, but also to training with complex and expensive 
laboratories. This topic does not strictly involve the field of distance learning: indeed, 
many sectors, ranging from medicine and biology to mechanics and 
telecommunications [l-41, can potentially benefit of effective suites, which allow to 
remotely manage and control experiments. 
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The possibility of remotely driving experiences and measurements represents an issue 
of great relevance for both commercial, research and educational purposes. To this 
aim, the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research (MIUR) funded the 
LABNET project (2000-2003), whose main goals were the building of the CNIT 
National Laboratory for Multimedia Communications in Naples (Italy), and the 
development of applications for the management of laboratories, devoted to distance 
learning and training [5, 61. The significant results achieved after three years of 
activity encouraged to promote a follow-up, in order both to integrate and upgrade the 
existing equipment and to add new hnctionalities and facilities to the software system 
architecture. In this framework, a new project, called "Technological Network for 
Instrumentation and Measurements in Telecommunications", has been started in July 
2003: besides the exploitation of the results of the LABNET, the project attempts to 
create a common interface for integrating the services offered by two different 
training platforms: the first one is represented by the LABNET itself, the second one 
was designed and implemented by the University of Catania within the Multicampus 
Project [7]. 
Commonly, a tele-measurements system architecture includes a supervising central 
unit (SCU), whose task is to control and monitor the instrumentation, thus 
coordinating the data exchange among instruments and the stations of users interested 
in the execution of the experiment. Furthermore, the SCU must provide data and 
service abstraction, so that end users (scientists, R&D technicians in the industry, 
teachers and students of educational institutions, etc.) can effectively receive data 
collected by the instruments, and send commands and possibly other data to them. In 
other words, the SCU represents the core of a system operating at the boundary 
between the clientluser space and equipmentllaboratory space. Its main tasks are: i) to 
maintain the data-base of the instruments and their related status; ii) to get requests 
from clients and dispatch them to the set of devices involved in the specific 
experience; iii) to gather data from instruments and to push them to the appropriate 
group of clients. 
In the literature, several architectures have been proposed to remotely control and 
manage measurement instrumentation. For each architecture, the structure and the 
hnctionalities of the SCU are also outlined. For instance, in [8] the authors present a 
platform for supervising and monitoring a power industry process, based on Java and 
on a CORBA oriented middleware. The attention is here focused on the remote 
monitoring rather than the remote control and management of the measurement 
equipment. Java is at the base of many other software platforms for distributed 
measurement systems [9-111. Bertocco et al. in [ l l ]  propose an intriguing client- 
server architecture: the serverlSCU simply acts as a sort of instrument broker, while 
the clients, accessing the (virtualized) instruments, actually process and integrate the 
collected data. In such a model, the clients can be thus regarded as cognitive, 
reasoning and self-determining computing entities. The issue of tele-laboratories for 
control engineering and robotics is discussed and faced in further recent works, such 
as [12, 131. 
In spite of the wide variety of the proposed architectures, few appear to be oriented to 
the remote measurements for a distance learning experimental environment [14-161 
and, for the most part, no support (e.g., multicast) is provided for an efficient and 
simultaneous dissemination of the measured data to a potentially large group of users. 
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Moreover, the systems proposed are mainly oriented to manage "classical" 
measurement instruments (such as oscilloscopes, function generators, etc), with little 
attention to the modem network measurement devices. Finally, several platforms 
exploit proprietary software at the SCU level, thus possibly limiting the 
implementation of new functionalities and constraining the software developers to 
operate according to some rigid (and not completely known) models. 
The present paper mainly focuses on the architecture and protocols at the basis of the 
design of the SCU, in the following referred to as LABNET-Server (LNS), initially 
developed within the LABNET project. 
The paper is structured as follows: in Section I1 the designed system architecture is 
discussed. The third Section illustrates in detail the LNS software platform, describing 
both the data structures adopted and the protocol machine. In Section IV the results of 
some performance tests are presented that prove the efficiency of the LNS. Finally, in 
the last Section, conclusions are drawn. 

2 System Architecture 

The system architecture design was started in 2000 and carried out through three 
years of activity provided by the LABNET project; during the last two years (2003- 
2005), the deployment of new measurement instrumentation, as well as the upgrade of 
the software suite (necessary to manage the laboratory), were carried on within the 
new project. 
The preliminary phases of the both projects were devoted to highlight some concerns, 
which were successively taken into account during the actual implementation of the 
devised system and, especially, of the SCU. The latter must be able to address several 
crucial issues embedded in the system: i) the possible heterogeneity of the application 
environments, as well as of the instruments, ii) the software portability and scalability 
(in order to support different types of terminals and access networks), iii) the level of 
flexibility (to allow the user to configure, manipulate and interface every kind of 
equipment in a simple way), and iv) the capability of multicasting the data gathered 
from the measurement instrumentation for an efficient use of the transmission 
resources. All these aspects, although quite relevant, are not sufficiently well focused, 
and often neglected, in some products available on the market. 
Obviously, the system must provide mechanisms for instruments sharing and 
reservation and it must support, especially in the case of education and training 
applications, "ad-hoc" graphic user interfaces, which do not necessarily generate a 
virtual representation of the entire control panels of the instrument set involved in the 
experiment. Indeed, in many cases it would advisable to show only a subset of 
possible controls actually required by a particular experiment, thus focusing the 
attention on the experience itself, rather than on the measurement devices. All the 
previously mentioned concerns represented a sort of guidelines for the designing of 
the entire LABNET laboratory system, whose "hardware" consists of, besides some 
ancillary PCs, two test-beds (see [6] for more details): the first one is devoted to 
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telecommunication systems and the second one is centered on telecommunication 
networks. 
The facilities offered by the laboratory can be exploited by means of a simple 
common Internet browser, which communicates with an ad-hoc server (LNS), which 
represents the SCU of the system. The latter, in a sense, manages the border line 
between the outer laboratory space (userlclient space, the domain where a user can 
access "unified instruments" by means of "standard protocols") and the inner 
laboratory space (i.e., "the domain of the instruments and of their specific rules and 
protocols"). More in detail, the clients download, through an HTTP connection, a 
proper Java archive, which contains all the applets (related to a specific experience) 
needed for communicating measured data and displaying them on a proper graphic 
panel. Each applet exchanges two main kinds of data with the LNS: the first one 
consists of commands toward the server, and then to the instrumentation on the field, 
the second flow bears data collected (by the LNS) from the instruments toward the 
clients. In this manner, the LNS hides the languageslenvironments (e.g., Labview, 
Openview,. . .) specific to the system under test and to the test-bed used to carry out 
the experiment. 
On the side of the inner laboratory space, the LNS communicates with an experience 
manager that controls the low level data exchange with the physical devices, through 
a set of drivers. Obviously, the manager depends on the selected experience and the 
drivers are strictly related to each device or equipment and implement specific 
communication protocols, such as IEEE 488 for measurement instrumentation, SNMP 
or command lines for network devices. and so on. 
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Fig. 1. Overall software architecture of LABNET. 
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The controlling processes are themselves organized in two sublevels. The first one 
only depends on the specific device class and provides the first level of abstraction: 
each device belongingto the class can be monitored and controlled without respect to 
the particular instruments actually in use. This abstraction enables to see device 
classes as the mere set of services they offer. On the contrary, the second sublevel 
depends on the, experiments to be issued via the network: in fact, each experiment 
should require a specific set-up for the various devices involved and has to gather and 
process data in some desired suitable order and format. A higher-level module 
performs the integration of data (coming from the heterogeneous instruments) before 
making them available to the LABNET Server. 
In order to better detail the role of the various components, let us fix an operative 
context, e.g. a distance learning one, and suppose that an instructor (whose 
workstation acts as master and, initially, holds the so-called Control Token (CT) that 
grants writing rights) has chosen a particular experiment (among those available in a 
menu) and that a number of students, remotely attending such a training event, are 
present in one or more classrooms. At first, the instructor's request to initialize the 
experience is sent to the LNS, which consults its internal database and launches the 
appropriate experience manager. The latter sends the initialisation commands to the 
drivers of the devices involved in the experiment, and waits for their 
acknowledgement. If all is in order, the actual data exchange can start. 
It should be highlighted that commands to the LNS can be sent only from the station 
currently holding the CT. The latter is uniquely managed by the master station (i.e., 
the instructor's workstation) that can freely assign and revoke the CT to any student 
attending the experiment. In this way, after a demonstration by the instructor (where 
the multicast capability of the system plays an important role), a student can directly 
control the instrumentation and perform hisher own tests. In this phase, the actions 
exerted and the subsequent result can be made visible to the other students (in which 
case, multicast would again be useful) or not. 
User commands received by the LNS are routed to the specific experience manager, 
responsible for the subsequent dispatching to the appropriate drivers. Data produced 
by the instruments are gathered by the drivers, routed to the experience manager, and 
(after possible integration with other data, if necessary) "published" in a data 
repository, maintained by the LNS. At this point, all the participants in the experiment 
can receive the data, either upon client request (GET mode) via a unicast connection 
(this request typically occurs whenever a new client station enters the virtual 
classroom and needs knowledge o,f the experience status), or by server initiative 
(PUSH mode). In the latter case, two different modes are available: if the network 
supports multicast, a multicast update is sent to the group associated with the 
experience, otherwise a unicast update is delivered to each client station participating 
in the training event. 
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3 Labnet-Server architecture 

The LABNET-Server represents the core of the software platform and, in a sense, it 
can be viewed as a middleware that provides elements to offer services through a 
common interface, in order to establish a contact between who asks for a service and 
who offers it. 
A relevant feature of the LNS is its capability of dispatching data in a multicast 
fashion (when required and allowed by the network), thus reducing the overall 
bandwidth needs. 
It mainly acts as a repository where labelled data can be referenced, stored, updated 
and retrieved. The LNS is diagrammatically depicted in Figure 2, where the principal 
fbnctional blocks and data structures are shown. 

Start a 

Fig. 2. LNS principal functional blocks and data structures 

During the starting phase, the LNS initializes its internal structures and opens a pool 
of Internet sockets to communicate to both the inner and outer space. Then, the LNS 
waits for packets from the network. When something arrives from the outer space, the 
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packets are related to commands used to register a new client as a participant, to 
select the desired experience, to set a value of a variable inside the repository, to 
assignlrevoke the CT and to notify a disconnection. Vice-versa, a packet from the 
inner space may consist of an acknowledgment at the end of an experience 
initialization phase and of updates from the instruments involved in the experiment. 
If the packet received refers to some variable stored in the repository, the value of the 
variable is changed according to the contents of the packet's payload. Internally, data 
are stored by means of a chain hash table. 
As regards the format, each packet consists of two main sections: the first one (header 
section), common to all types of packets, presents a fixed length and it contains 
general information (timestamp, sequence number, total packet length). Further fields 
permit to uniquely identify the experience the data are related to, and the specific type 
of packet: the type indicates whether the packet is a command or it is bearing data 
gathered from the instrumentation through an appropriate experience manager. The 
second section is constituted by zero or more data structures, called containers. Each 
of them refers to a scalar or array variable(s) and conveys either measured data or 
parameters needed to set up the various devices in the test-bed. The container is 
organized in two portions, a header with the type and name of the variable, and an 
information field with the actual data to exchange. Figure 3 sketches the packet 
structure. 
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Fig. 3. Structure of an LNS packet. Each packet consists of a header and of a variable number 
of containers, according to the corresponding field in the packet header. Whenever the 
container refers to a bi-dimensional array, the first two fields specify the number of rows and 
columns of the array, respectively. 

Table 1 presents the principal packet types provided for the LNS and their synopsis. 
The first part of the list regards the packets within the outer space, the second 
concerns the interactions within the inner space and, finally, the last row refers to 
DataManagement packets, which are common to both spaces. 
A more detailed description is need to better understand how a DataManagement 
packet is processed by the LNS. Such a type of packet can be issued by both the client 
stations and the experience managers. Upon receiving this type of packet, the LNS 
checks the field command and acts as follows. 
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- If a STORE command is specified, the action performed depends on the 
component which issued the request. In case of an incoming packet from an 
experience manager, the LNS updates the referenced variable in the repository 
and forwards the packet to all client stations involved in the experience. If the 
related packet comes from the client station holding the CT, it is simply 
forwarded to the appropriate experience manager. 

- If a READ command is specified, the LNS sends a DataManagement STORE 
packet, whose payload is the value of the referenced variable, to the client station 
that originated the request. 

- If a DELETE command is specified, the LNS deletes the referenced variable 
from the repository. 

- If a CREATE command is specified (usually by an experience manager), the 
LNS allocates the variable(s) specified. 

The protocol machine shown in Figure 4 can help to better understand the actual 
mechanism, which controls the LNS. Whenever the SELECTEXP packet is received 
from an instructor station, the machine leaves the idle state and reaches the 
experience start phase. If all instruments in the set involved in the specific experience 
are ready within a timeout, the LNS enters the experience running state, during which 
the DATAMANAGEMENT packets (most of them carrying the data related to the 
measurements) are exchanged, until a RELEASEXP packet is received. Otherwise, a 
SELECTEXP NACK messages is sent to the instructor's station thus communicating 
the unavailability of some of the required elements. 

Fig. 4. LNS protocol machine. 
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Table 1. List of the main packet types managed by the LNS with the corresponding synopsis. 

Packet type 
NEWCLICONNECTION 

NEWCLICONNECTIONRESP 

SELECTEXP 

SELECTEXPRESP 

RELEASEEXP 

GETCLILIST 

CLILISTRESPONSE 

PASSTOKENIREVOICETOKEN 

DISCONNECT 

STARTEXP 

ENDEXP 

Synopsis 
Connection request generated by a client 
station in order to access the experience 
selected. 
Simply an ACK (or NAK) to the above request. 

Request sent by the instructor's workstation to 
initialize one of the available experiences. 
Upon receiving this packet, the LNS performs 
a STARTEXP request (see below). 
Just an ACK/NAK of a SELECTEXP. 

Command issued by the instructor's 
workstation to release (terminate) the current 
experience. Upon receiving this packet the 
LNS sends an ENDEXP packet to the 
appropriate experience manager. 
Command to get the list of all student stations 
participating in the current training event. Only 
the instructor's station can perform this 
command. 
A data packet (possibly consisting of one 
container) with a list of the IP addresses of all 
the participants. 
Command issued to assignlrevoke the CT to a 
selected client station. 
Disconnection request sent by a student station 
to leave the training event. This is the last 
packet delivered by the client station before 
terminating the applets involved in the 
experience and closing the Internet sockets 
used for data exchange.- 
Command issued by the LNS to the experience 
manager to request a specific experimental set- 
up. Upon receiving this command, the manager 
checks the availability of all the devices 
involved in the experience. If all is in order, the 
manager invokes the related instrument drivers 
to initiate the actual operations. 
Command issued by the LNS to the experience 
manager to shut-down the experience and to 
the student stations to terminate the a ~ d e t s  
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[NITEXP 

DATAMANAGEMENT 

involved in the experience, thus closing the 
Internet sockets used for data exchange. 
A packet issued by the experience manager to 
notify the LNS the successful initialization of a 
test-bed. Together with this packet, the 
manager also delivers as many 
DATAMANAGEMENT as the number of 
variables used to represent all the measured 
data involved in the experience. Upon 
receiving the TNITEXP packet, the LNS sends 
a positive SELECTEXPRESP to the 
instructor's station. 
Packet sent by any element (clients, LNS, 
experience manager) which carries the current 
value(s) of one or more variables defined in 
the LNS repository. The field command 
specifies the operation required: STORE, 
READ, DELETE or CREATE. 

4 Preliminary results 

In order to evaluate the performance of LNS, some tests were performed: the main 
aim was to estimate the possible delay and jitter that the LNS introduces while 
archiving data in its repository and dispatching them to the user stations involved in 
the experience. To this goal, a suitable experimental set-up, sketched in Figure 5, was 
employed. 

VG 

LNS 

User Stations 

Fig. 5. The experimental setup. 
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The "variable generator" (VG) plays the role of an experience manager: it (quasi-) 
synchronously produces, every D seconds, a set of LNS packets, conveying a group 
of n variables. The LNS receives the packets, arriving from the VG, decodes them, 
updates the values of the referenced variables in its repository, and, finally, for each 
variable, it generates as many LNS packets as the number of user stations interested in 
the experience. More precisely, if v is the number of variables referenced by the VG, 
v * n is the total number of packets that the LNS has to send every D seconds. 
Since the VG is implemented by means of a PC running a standard Linux kernel, the 
generation of packets is itself affected by a certain level of jitter, due to the intrinsic 
not real-time nature of the operating system. Therefore, the generic instant tk when 
the k-th packet is produced can be written as 

where D is the (theoretic) packet time (i.e. the time interval between two successive 
packet departures), and E, is a random variable expressing the uncertainty about tk. 
The algorithm used by the VG assures that E& has a zero mean. 
The user station receives the k-th LNS packet at the instant Tk given by 

where o is a fixed time offset due to the physical transmission, and EI,, is a random 
variable expressing the uncertainty related to the time spent by the LNS perform its 
tasks (packet decoding, data archiving and dispatching). At the (k+l)-th LNS packet, 
Tk+l is given by 

Tk+1 = (k+l)D + E', + o + E ' ~ ~ ~  (3) 

Then, the time interval between the arrivals of two consecutive packets is 

AT= D +  a,+ Pins (4) 

where 
a, = E', - E, is a zero mean random variable, whose variance oi is twice that of 

E,, and 
Plns = ~ ' ~ n s  - E ~ n s  

As a, and PI,,, are independent and a, has a zero mean, then 

Since 

under the assumption that E'I,,~ and EI,, are independent, 
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where dins is the variance of ~s , .  

Combining Eq. (5) with Eq. (7) gives 

Hence, the RMS of time delay introduced by the LNS tasks, can be estimated by 

RMS (sins) = o,,,, = J o . ~ ( E  [(AT - Dl2] - 0:) 

In practice, by evaluating the variance of the packet time at each user station, viz 
E [(AT - D ) ~ ] ,  and by computing the variance of the packet time of the flow produced 

by the VG, viz o: , it is possible to estimate the standard deviation of E,,, , that is the 

root mean square of the time a packet spends to "pass-through" the LNS. 
Two main groups of tests were performed by means of the experimental set-up 

above described. In the first group, the VG synchronously produced a set of 30 
variables, 26 of them scalars (4 bytes each) and 4 one-dimensional arrays (1024 bytes 
each). In the second group of tests, the VG generated a set of 60 variables (52 scalars 
and 8 arrays). For both groups, the packet times selected, i.e. the time intervals 
between two consecutive set-of-packets generations, were 1000, 500, 250, 125, 60, 
and 32 ms. The VG, the LNS and the 15 user stations were hosted by a set of PCs 
(Fujitsu-Siemens Scenico P300 VKM266), running the Linux kernel v. 4.6.1 1. The 
switch employed was a CISCO Catalist 2900x1. 

The results of the tests are graphically reported in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Specifically, 
Figure 6 and 7 show the behavior ofoctx (dotted line) and of 4- (solid 

line) when 30 and 60 variables are involved in the experiment, respectively. The 
former RMS was estimated at the VG, the latter one was obtained by averaging 
 the(^^ - D ) ~  measured at every user station. Finally, Figure 8 plots the behavior of the 
standard deviation of the time spent by a packet to pass through the LNS. It should be 
highlighted that, in the 30 variables case, the spread of delay introduced by the LNS is 
negligible for (theoretical) packet times of 1000, and 500 ms, and it assumes very 
low, about constant values for the other packet times. 

Some more comments on the case of 60 variables managed by the LNS are in 
order: the standard deviation of delay monotonically increases, and within the range 
500-60 ms is about twice that of the previous case. When the packet time is 32 ms, the 
delay spread drastically increases, becoming about 4 times that observed with 30 
variables. This fact can be motivated by noting that the time required to transmit 15 
packet sets (each of them conveying 60 variables) at 1 0 0 ~ b l s  is about 15 ms, which 
equals about one half of the packet time. In other words, the transmission process 
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taking place in the kernel strongly affects the user space, where the LNS is running. It 
should be noticed that this spread value, though significantly higher than the others, 
represents only the 0.34% of the related packet time, thus confirming the overall good 
efficiency of the designed system. 

0 50 o 1000 500 250 125 65 32 

Packet Time [msec] 

Fig. 6. Behavior of the standard deviations (RMS) of packet time observed at the VG (dotted 
line) and at the user stations (solid line), for different values of the theoretical packet time, 
when 30 variables are managed by the LNS. 

400 
-User Stations -c VG 

0 1 ,  
1000 500 250 125 65 32 

Packet Time [ms] 

Fig. 7. Behavior of the standard deviations (RMS) of packet time observed at the VG (dotted 
line) and at the user stations (solid line), for different values of the theoretical packet time, 
when 60 variables are managed by the LNS. 
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Packet Time [ms] 

Fig. 8. Estimated standard deviations (RMS) of the time a packet spends to "pass-through" the 
LNS, for different values of the theoretical packet time, when 30 (solid line) and 60 (dotted 
line) variables are managed by the LNS, respectively. 

5 Conclusions 

The paper has presented the tele-laboratory system designed and developed within 
two projects funded by MIUR. The attention has been focused on the description of 
the software platform devised in order to allow accessing the experimental testbeds 
for research and remote training. This platform is characterized by a number of 
original features, which include addressing a broad spectrum of heterogeneous 
instrumentation, the exploitation of multicasting capabilities, and the separation 
between equipment-specific fbnctionalities and the ones related to data access, 
transfer and management. Specifically, the paper has described the supervising central 
unit, which plays a very important role in the entire system. Its sofbvare 
implementation has been outlined and some results have been presented and discussed 
to prove the efficiency of the proposed solution. 

Further work is being carried on to investigate whether some performance 
improvements could be achieved by implementing the protocol machine within a 
multi-thread context. 

Moreover, another intriguing topic under investigation is the possible exploitation 
of the LABNET platform within a GRID structure, thus creating a real distributed 
measurement laboratory, where both users and instruments could be spread in 
different physical locations. 
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Abstract. Both educational and industrial institutions have a growing need to 
test experiments in highly complex, expensive structures. On the other hand, 
high-speed networking opens up the possibility of accessing remote sites and 
performing experiments with a high level of quality of service. The main goal 
of the LABNET ("LABoratories on the NETwor!?) Project [I] was the 
realization of an Integrated Learning System that allows students and 
instructors, located in g~ographically dispe&ed areas, to access technological 
resources, such as sophisticated laboratory equipment, measurement devices 
and, in general, complex test systems, through a scalable networking 
infrastructure and a number of supporting multimedia technologies. The paper 
introduces a new perspective in the definition of a suitable interface to the 
instrumentation and proposes a web-service based instrument interface, as an 
evolution of the LABNET remote measurement framework. 

Keywords. Multimedia systems, tele-measurement systems, computer networks, 
virtual instrumentation, web services, SOAP 

1 Introduction 

Both educational and research activities in the scientific and industrial world often 
demand sophisticated laboratory instrumentation with specific characteristics. Such 
features may render the required instruments relatively expensive, difficult to 
replicate in many sites and, as a consequence, hardly accessible. 
The classical distance learning paradigms should therefore be complemented with the 
support of practical applications, such as the execution of laboratory experiments, 
without the need of the physical presence of the users in the laboratories. The 
capability of performing remote operations on measurement instrumentation allows 
sharing a large number of valuable and expensive resources among various structures. 
In this way, students can choose among a number of laboratory experiments, to 
complement their instruction in a particular subject [I-41. Moreover, distributed 
laboratories open up new possibilities for access to sophisticated instrumentation for 
research and industrial measurements, especially for Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs). 
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In an educational or training context the typical scenario sees two or more customers 
taking part, with different rights (lecturer-instructorlstudent), to a laboratory 
experience. A measure is therefore an intrinsically collaborative application. 
Collaborative systems are able to group customers geographically distributed, but 
connected by a network. Given the hierarchy among the customers of a group, the 
management of privileges becomes necessary, at least as regards the distinction 
between a master of the experience and the normal users. In the cooperative 
environment, it must be possible to acquire and release the control of the 
instrumentation: the master (lecturer-instructor) must be given the possibility to 
enable another user (student) to gain control of the experiment, when necessary. 
Therefore, a functionality is needed for the management of both accounting and 
access privileges to the laboratory resources. In the LABNET framework, a server is 
dedicated to the management of these tasks, and the remote users connect to it 
through the Web, by different access modes, to use services available. Therefore, the 
software architecture is basically a clientlserver one. 
The paper introduces a new perspective in the definition of a suitable interface to the 
instrumentation and proposes a web-service based instrument interface, as an 
evolution of the LABNET remote measurement framework. 
The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the LABNET 
Framework software architecture. In section 3 a new definition for the measurement 
instrument interface is introduced. In the last section this concept is extended in a 
web-service point of view. 

2 Software Architecture 

On the server side, building Web pages on the fly is useful, above all because the 
generated Web pages depend on data submitted by the user. Java Server Page (JSP) is 
the technology chosen to dynamically generate HyperText Markup Language 
(HTML) code. JSP frees the server choice from a particular vendor and guarantees: 

efficient improvements (in comparison with traditional CGI, Common Gateway 
Interface ), 
high performance (in comparison with PHP, Personal Home Page tools PHP needs 
to be compiled into byte code every time a *.PHP page is invoked, while a *.JSP is 
compiled only once, then it is saved and accessible by the server), 
high power level (again, in comparison with PHP -Personal Home Page tools PHP 
has access only to PHP libraries, JSP has access to all the Java libraries) 
high portability (with JSP, if one wants to use the code inside a page elsewhere, 
one can cut it out, put it into a Java class, and invoke it from anywhere in one's 
application, even not from a page, whereas with PHP one is stuck inside the HTML 
box). 
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1] LNSP data 

Fig. 1. LABNET framework: ClientIServer data flow. 

The generated HTML pages contain Java Applets, which are, in turn, containers of 
graphical basic objects, called Java Beans. Each one of them, integrated in a Web 
page, is the "virtualization" of a real instrument component. The "virtual 
components" realized are the most commonly used ones in real devices under test: 
from knobs to sliders, from buttons to displays, from text areas to combo-boxes. 
These components are designed to be instrument-independent; therefore, they are 
fully reusable and readaptable. Furthermore, the Java programming language, is 
platform-independent and ensures the highest level of application portability over 
different operating system. On the client side, it is sufficient to have a generic 
browser, with a (free) Java Virtual Machine installed, without the need of paying for 
any other licensed software. 
Once a valuable experience has been designed and realized, exporting the needed 
capabilities of the instruments involved is enough, in order to make it remotely 
controllable. We do not want to reproduce a mere group of instruments, but we want 
to provide the users an ergonomic and easy to use Web graphical interface (Graphical 
User Interface -GUI), where the attention should be focused on the specific features 
of the experiment being performed. So, the Web interface actually consists of a meta- 
instrument, being able to group capabilities possibly referred to different real 
instruments among those involved in the experiment. 
At the first abstraction level the experience becomes a set of variables (Ids, 
variablesExpId), attached to the data flow to and from the remotely controllable 
capabilities of real instruments. 
These experience variables reside in the server, which we will call LabNetServer 
(LNS), and "virtual components" on the client side are connected to them, thanks to a 
custom communication protocol (LabNetServer Protocol LNSP). 
In fig1 the clientlserver data flow is shown: once the GUI web pages have been 
downloaded via the HTTP protocol, instrumentation and control data are exchanged 
through the LabNetServer Protocol LNSP. 
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As an example, it is possible to say that a rotation on the client side of "virtual knob", 
for instance connected to the LNS variable called oscilloscope~vertical~range, 
matches with changing the value of this LNS variable, and then this value will be set 
as the vertical range of real oscilloscope. 

Virtual Classroom 

TCP IP 
UDP (unicast or 
multicast) 

------- --------- 
Experience (Ids,variables) 

f > 

1 
I 1 Experience Manager 

Testbed 

Fig. 2. LABNET Framework Architecture. 

On the basis of the above experience definition, being able to perform instrument 
control is equivalent to being able to change the values of the respective LNS 
variables. A super user grants the user privileges, for exclusive use, to write the LNS 
variables (pass/revoke TOKEN). The super user can start and close the experience, 
that is to say, allocate and de-allocate the LNS variables. 
So, among LNS tasks are the data providing, but also accounting and resource 
management, scheduling the interaction with different client types (super user, user) 
and allocating the proper resources for each requested experience, thus avoiding 
conflicts and collision among users. 
User data providing relies upon UDP, in unicast or multicast fashion. This 
connectionless communication protocol is light, but also unreliable. Therefore, the 
LNS has to deal with lost packets and QoS problems. Educational sessions often 
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involve a large number of user stations. For this reason, wherever it is supported by 
the network, multicast transmission should be chosen, for a more efficient use of the 
available bandwidth. On the other hand, for each kind of user, there is a reliable 
control connection to the server over the TCP communication protocol. It is used both 
for TOKEN exchange and for starting or taking part in an experience. TCP is heavier 
than UDP, but it guarantees stability and control of parameters that are critical for the 
correct working of the system. 
In fig.2 the LABNET Framework architecture is shown: the most important software 
component and their communication protocol are pointed out. 
The LNS knowledge is limited to the experiences and to their allocation, based on 
different types of user access (super user, user), but it does not concern the 
instruments being used. 
So, a logical element is needed to establish a link between the LNS and the 
heterogeneous and variegated instrumentation world: the Experience Manager (EM). 
The EM knows the link between the LNS experience variables and the commands of 
the instruments to be remotely controlled, which are accessible by means of 
instrument drivers. In this way, instrument implementation details are hidden from the 
LNS. The EM manages also the allocation of instruments in different experiences. In 
fact, before starting an experience, the EM must verify if there are all the instruments 
needed, if they are not busy, and if it is possible to connect them with one another. 
Only if these conditions are verified, then the instruments are allocated, the LNS 
variables are initialized and the experience can start. All experiences involving busy 
instruments cannot be started. 
Once an experience is started, an action, like a rotation of a "virtual knob" on the 
client side, causes a succession of operations that involve all the components of the 
illustrated software architecture. 
The graphical user interface, as a consequence of the rotation of a "virtual knob", 
sends the LNS the value to be set. The LNS stores this value in the variable related to 
the moved "virtual knob"; then, it sends a packet to the EM. The EM resolves from 
the packet the instrument involved, the command and the value to be set. Through the 
appropriately developed instrument driver, the command reaches the instrument and 
the EM waits for a response. The instrument involved replies by sending back the 
same value received, if the setting comes to a successful conclusion, or a different 
value, corresponding is the actual parameter setting, if an error has occurred. This 
value goes to EM, then to LNS and eventually arrives at the graphical user interface 
to set the "virtual knob". 
In this way, the software and hardware architecture guarantees the coherence between 
the real instrumentation world and the virtual one and so the consistency of the 
proposed laboratory experiences. 
In fig.3 the exchange of values through the link between GUI and instrumentation 
driver in the LABNET Framework architecture is shown. 
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Experience Matlaper - 

Fig. 3. LABNET Framework: the link between GUI and Instrumentation. 

3 Instruments as their parameter sets 

The heterogeneity of the instrumentation and devices to be controlled and driven, both 
in terms of electrical interfaces and communication protocols, calls for an integration 
level among the different environments, in order to hide the implementation details in 
the interaction with the EM. As an example, consider interfacing equipment for 
measurements of physical layer characteristics of telecommunication systems (e.g., 
spectrum analyzers, oscilloscopes, signal and noise generators, . . .), usually accessed 
via LabVIEW proprietary software and the GPIB bus, and networking equipment 
(e.g., routers, traffic generators, traffic meters, . . .), which may require interaction via 
SNMP and the use of C U  or Java code. 
By hiding such details by means of some level of abstraction, the Integrated Learning 
System will be able to manage remote classes and laboratories, where, in principle, 
some instruments may be controlled neither via GPIB, nor via SNMP. In this context, 
the user accesses the real device and/or the instrument (really present in the Lab), 
through an abstract instance of the latter. Such instances may be even utilized to 
represent cooperating groups of instruments, in order to provide an "extended virtual 
instrument". 
It is, in the first place, necessary to supply an abstraction, able to describe whichever 
measurement instrument, which can be led back to the definition of web-service. The 
definition that we have reached sees an instrument as constituted by the parameters 
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that characterize it (e.g., making reference to a spectrum analyzer, Video Bandwidth - 
VBW, SPAN, acquired signal - AS, visualized signal - VS). For each parameter, two 
kinds of access operations can be present: 

Read 
Write 

For each operation, two access modes are defined: 

Synchronous 
Asynchronous 

As an example, for the "visualized signal" parameter, the access mode "asynchronous 
reading" is foreseen: as soon as a new waveform is available, we might want to 
visualize it (this is an intrinsically instrument-driven operation). The SPAN, instead, 
is a parameter for which both reading and writing operations in synchronous way may 
be of interest: the customer or the script that supervises the measurement experience 
sets up the parameters of interest for the experience in the most suitable way. This 
measurement instrument abstraction defines an "instrument" object through the 
parameters that characterize it and the operations available on them. In Figure 4, an 
exemplary reduced class diagram for a Spectrum Analyzer is shown. 

+ VS-read-async(endpoint : Endpoint) 
+ VBW-read-sync0 : VBWvalues 
+ VBW-write-sy nc(value : VBWvalues) : VBWvalues 

Fig. 4. Spectrum Analyzer simplified class diagram. 

4 Instruments as web-services 

Given the definition of an instrument as a set of access operation on the parameters 
that represent it, we look at an extension of this concept in a web-service view. 
Because of the need for distributing instrumentation resources to and sharing them 
with one or more Experience Managers, the need arises of a remote procedure call 
interface for device drivers. 
The SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) specification [5] defines a model for 
exchanging messages (as XML, extended Markup Language , documents). It relies 
on three basic concepts: 

messages are XML documents; 
these documents travel from a sender to a receiver; 

0 a sender and a receiver are chained together through a Transport. 

Working with just these three concepts, it is possible to build sophisticated systems 
that rely on SOAP. The SOAP Specification contains a convention for performing 
remote procedure calls (Remote Procedure Calls -RPC) using SOAP messages. 
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Each instrument is a web-service, whose interface is composed by the operations 
defined on the parameters that characterize the instrument itself. 
In our architecture we have chosen HTTP as Transport mechanism. As represented in 
fig. 5, instrument driver functionalities can be invoked by means of SOAP-RPC 
transported over HTTP. At the moment, we are investigating the use of different 
Transports in order to choose the most efficient one. We implemented asynchronous 
operations in a way similar to a video streaming server with a SOAP interface: what is 
exported is the capability to startlstop the acquisition of data from the instrument and 
the transmission of the acquired data via the light UDP protocol to an endpoint (e.g., 
Experience Manager, or another instrument). In this way, we can transfer compressed 
acquired raw data, without the overhead determined by the SOAP header. This is a 
critical issue in bandwidth consuming applications, as might be the transfer of 
acquired signals. 

Fig. 5. Virtual Instrument Block Diagram 

5 An Operative example 

Within the framework of the project "Technological Network for Telecommunication 
Measurement Instrumentation", funded by the Italian Ministry of Education, 
University and Research (MIUR), as a LABNET follow-up, a number of new 
measurement devices have been acquired, to be connected in the Telecommunications 
Systems Measurement Testbed, available in the CNIT National Laboratory for 
Multimedia Communications in Naples. In particular, we concentrated on highly 
specific and valuable equipment for wireless network measurements, an area of 
growing interest in the recent years. 
A specific testbed, including some pieces of the above-mentioned equipment has been 
set up for the Tyrrhenian International Workshop on Digital Communications in 
Sorrento, Italy, from July 4 to 6, 2005. The goal of the testbed is to show the 
application of the concepts outlined in the paper, by allowing remote users to test the 
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operating conditions of an IEEE 802.1 1b wireless LAN (WLAN), in the presence of 
an adjacent interfering channel. The network segment under examination is that of a 
single Access Point (Cisco Bridge 350), whereas the interfering signal is created by 
an Agilent E-4438C vector signal generator. The resulting sum traverses a splitter, 
whereby a part of the signal power is directed to another Access Point, to be then 
transmitted over a satellite link to the remote site; another part reaches a Spectrum 
Analyser (Agilent E-4404B), where the interference phenomenon can be visualized. 
Fig. 6 shows the complete scheme of the testbed. 

GPlB bus 

- 
Earth Std~on 

Mang 

LabNet 
Server 

J 
LABNET Satellie Eerth Station 

Fig. 6. Testbed 

The signal under test is H.261-coded video, generated by a multicast VIC application. 
The interfering traffic is, for the time being, a deterministic constant bit rate signal. 
Different patterns, in particular on-off ones with various statistical characteristics are 
under realization on the signal generator. The current experiment, which is mainly 
aimed at showing the roles of the LABNET Server and Experience Manager and, in 
general of the whole architecture that has been discussed, allows the qualitative analy- 
sis of the channel throughput, under different conditions: 

When the two transmission are on the same channel (CH 7), 

When the two transmissions are on adjacent channels (CH 7, CH 6), 

When the two transmissions are on non-overlapping channels (CH 1, CH 7). 
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The experiment can be controlled at the remote site, and the throughput behaviour can 
be appreciated by observing the received video sequence and, at the same time, 
monitoring the output of the spectrum analyzer. 
Fig. 7 shows a snapshot of the web interface, with a badly interfered video frame, the 
signal spectrum and the windows visualizing the packet loss statistics. 

ccn itt .-:-- ,.- ,. ch . , , ",..- 
Laboratorlo Nazlonale dl Cornunlcazionl Mulnmediall 

Spctrun .\nalrwr 1 

Fig. 7. Web interface for the WLAN interference measurement. 

6 Conclusion 

The architectural framework of the LABNET system for remote control and manage- 
ment of telecommunication measurement experiences has been discussed in the paper. 
In particular, we have highlighted the characteristics of instruments as web services, 
and the advantages of decoupling the low-level drivers to the maximum possible 
extent from the system architecture. An operative example of a testbed, containing all 
the described soflware elements has been briefly sketched. Based on the current 
design, the system architecture is evolving smoothly toward an integrated Grid 
platform for measurement instrumentation [6]. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe our application framework (Multi-Site 
Navigator) for delivering context-aware services. The application framework is 
based on our middleware solution, named context Data Manager (XDM), using 
DHTs technologies as underlying substrate for integrating different contextual 
data generators or sensors. 

Keywords: context-awareness, distributed data management, overlay networks, 
localization 

1 Introduction 

When we speak of support infrastructures for context-aware systems, we refer to a 
scenario in which mobile users use wireless communications to interact with 
surrounding networks, sensors, applications, services, and other users present in the 
environment. The enormous number of wireless network solutions currently available 
means that we will require an infrastructure capable of supporting services that can 
adapt to diversity at many different levels including: data transmission, Quality of 
Service, user expectations and user profiles. In this paper, we analyze issues related to 
the requirements and design of infrastructures for context-aware services. 

For the system to adapt to a rapidly changing environment, the technological 
infrastructure must itself be context-aware and adapt constantly to ambient 
conditions. Adaptation must take place as far as possible without the intervention of 
the user. It is the task of the ''infrastructure" to provide these capabilities. 

Also the seamless communication feature is required, intended as an interplay 
between layers in the architecture, from the physical up to the applications level. 
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1.1 Scenario 

An architecture for context-aware services [2] provides services that are enhanced 
by knowledge of the physical environment such as proximity, environmental 
characteristics, and specific knowledge on the local and user. A physical environment 
seamlessly integrates the services provided by all the computing devices it contains - 
including embedded systems, network connected appliances and portable devices of 
mobile users - as well as those supplied by more traditional application servers 
running in a separate computer room or remotely in a computing grid. 

Users moving in such pervasive computing environment [I]  access all service 
available with ease; in turn, users' devices provide services to and share data with 
other components in the environment. 
Context awareness add a level of intelligence to the architectures in the management: 

the integration between environmental context and service environments is related to 
the ability of the architectures to 1) collect data, 2) provide information ,3) adapt the 
services to the user profiles. 

Environmental Context is information describing the current state of the 
environment. This includes dynamic context data, such as position, presence and 
identity of people, specific situations occurring within the space, as well as static data 
such as spatial model of environment, inventories of objects, and so on. Service 
environments should gather, organize and 'publish' context information so that 
applications can use them. 

Similarly, users are expected to share with the environment a wide range of 
information about themselves, including their position, preferences, profile 
information, tracks of past interactions with the services in the environment, skills. 

In this way, the environment is able to provide services that are enhanced by 
knowledge of the physical environment itself such as proximity, environmental 
characteristics, and specific knowledge on the local and user. A physical environment 
seamlessly integrates the services provided by all the computing devices it contains - 
including embedded systems, network connected appliances and portable devices of 
mobile users - as well as those supplied by more traditional application servers 
running in a separate computer room or remotely in a computing grid. 

Users moving in such pervasive computing environment access all service 
available in a easy (transparent) way; users' devices provide services to and share 
data with other components in the environment. 

2 Context Awareness Architectures for large-scale services 

To deliver context-aware applications to a vast mass of users, several application 
and information engineering issues have to be addressed. This research line addresses 
issues in software engineering, information management, network management, data 
management, sensor network, ontologies, user interface, etc. in order to support the 
design of large scale, context-aware applications [3]. 
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2.1 Requirements 

A generic context-aware system includes different main components that can be 
schematized as follow: 

1. Information providers (sensor networks, personal users information space, 
network parameters, multimedia data providers etc) 

2. Middleware to collect and distribute contextual data 
3. Applications that use context data to adapt offered services to users 

Our research is focused on information management architecture able to capture 
data from sensor networks and use them for building context aware applications. 

As sensor networks capture data from the user and from the environment, there is a . 
need for a highly sophisticated information management infrastructure that 
transforms sensed data into information, that can be used by the user and applications, 
and is able to store and distribute it. 

Most previous research on architectures for context aware services focused on a 
'toolkit' approach, targeted to simplify engineering of services which use information 
originated from sensors. 

A context infrastructure should give, to users and applications, access to 
information originated from the physical world with comparable ease to that provided 
by the current Web for the sharing of 'traditional' content. 

However, there are a number of specific properties that an ubiquitous, Internet-like 
infrastructure should have: 

Extreme scalability. The infrastructure is expected to manage a high volume 
of rapidly changing data where the publishing rate is application dependent 
andcan range from seconds to hours and the data published are represented in 
few bytes. It should be able to implement mechanisms for storage and retrieval 
of large amounts of data 
Shared access to data 
Support for sophisticated data models for representing information e.g. 
supporting ontology languages 
Support for mobile user 
Flexibility abdut available resources (for storage, processing, bandwidth etc) 
and ability to distribute computations (e.g. filtering) accordingly 
Ability to cope with the barriers which derive from existence of different 
communication protocol ant technologies and data ownership domains 
Privacy and security 

context Data Manager (XDM): a DHT-based solution 

We propose a solution for the context data management architecture called context 
Data Manager (XDM) based on Distributed Hash Table technology, that addresses 
collecting, (interpreting), filtering, storing, and sharing information which is 
dynamically generated by sensors in the environment (Fig. 1) and that permits to 
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build applications using the contextual information for delivering context aware 
services. 

XDM framework I Query processor I 
1 I a I3 

Long running queries Complex queries 

Topic based Pub/Sub Data storage 

I Distributed Hash Table I 

Fig 1 context Data Manager (XDM) architecture 

DHTs ([4],[5]) have emerged in the P2P community as a promising architecture on 
which to base a wide variety of large scale applications, in open and dynamic 
systems. DHTs address to some extent most of the requirements we listed above for 
ubiquitous context awareness infrastructures. DHTs provide mechanisms to 
implement large scale information retrieval, such as support for data replication and 
support for locality-aware accessing to data, security1 privacy through encryption, 
host independence, indirection to address problems of accessing data in multiple 
domains, name-based communication, and autonomic load-balancing. Our solution 
uses DHT technologies (based on Pastry [9]) as routing substrate to implement a 
lookup services into a distributed and dynamic environments, where nodes generate, 
require or forward data. The use of DHT technologies as routing substrate and lookup 
service guarantees properties of scalability in terms of nodes and data: this property is 
relevant for context data management architecture where a large number of sensor 
data are published within the network and a lot of information providers are 
distributed across the networks. 

Over the DHT substrate, XDM includes the data storage and retrieval functionality 
with the aims to maintain the information in the system with a level of persistency 
depending on the type of data. 
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For example, personal information (user profile) remain persistent in the system 
since the information owner decides to change while sensors generated data have 
expiration mechanism based on aging. XDM permits to build distributed and 
collaborative storage containing data published by participating nodes. 

The communication model (based on Scribe [lo]) used in XDM is optimized for 
supporting the communication-intensive applications. The publishlsubscribe 
paradigm permits to implements a multicast tree related to a topic creation: for 
example, when the application or the user requires a localization service, the 
"subscribe operation" to the service permits to obtain the position information 
through an optimized multicast tree [4]. The many-to-many communication model is 
obtained by defining subscribers and publishers and the optimized graph for the 
communication is maintained by p2p message passing model. 

The ability to perform spatial queries is a fundamental issue in context-aware 
systems, since a lot of the information will include spatial references. The objective 
here is to implement such queries efficiently over a widely distributed collection of 
data sources. For example, position information is collected by a variety of sensors 
and is stored in the context data grid. We have done initial work in multi-attribute 
range queries on DHTs, which is required to query position information, using XML 
modeling of data. A simplified version of query processor has been built using XML 
data representation to perform query in XML-based language (for example XPath). 
The prototype of the architecture shown in Fig. 1 provides the following features (see 
figure 1): 

1 Topic-based PublishISubscribe, to allow clients to register for information of 
interest and to collect and distribute information. 

2 Distributed Persistent Data Storage, with appropriate support for indexing and 
complex query mechanisms. To make this service flexible to support a variety of 
practical deployment scenarios, also appropriate strategies for placement of data in 
the network should be supported (for example, an agent should be allowed to store 
the generated data locally or to ask another node for storing it. Similarly, desired 
levels of replication should be controllable depending on the requirements of the 
scenario). 

3 Query processor (based on XPath language [14]) supporting also Long Running 
queries, by extending the topic-based publishlsubscribe component. 

2.3 User Context in XDM framework 
The XDM framework purpose is to seamlessly extend the context of the user mobile 
stored into hidher personal computing environment (often hosted in her home or 
enterprise) through hislher mobile device. 
User's Data (such as profile, documents, contacts, etc.) belonging to the user 
workspace, that are relevant to 'current' activities, will be made always accessible in 
the XDM framework to the mobile user through a Shared Context space. 
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The Shared Context space in XDM implements a common, distributed 
"blackboard" offering publish-subscribe style coordination to a number of peers . 

Providers of information to this space include: 
sensors in the physical environment (cameras, environmental sensors, etc.); 
sensors in the user's Personal Area Network (GPS, motion sensors, cameras, 
speakers etc); 
inference components for high level, interpreted context. 

The XDM framework, supported by the DTH infrastructure, enables to maintain 
the consistency of Shared Context space as a data storage distributed among several 
different nodes. This distribution of the data information permits to maintain up-to- 
date the dynamic information collected by a broad class of sensors whit less traffic 
on the network. 

The topic-based publish/subscribe communication model permit to collect all 
information related and similar (for example, all information related to "position") 
providing them to some service (for example, "localization" ). 

In the XDM framework sensors can be standalone devices (e.g. temperature, 
pressure, motion sensors, camera, microphone etc.). or wireless user devices (e.g. 
PDAs with GPS, etc.). 

2.4 Case study: Multi-Site Navigator 
We developed an application prototype (see figure 2), conducted as part of the Virtual 
Immersive Communications (VICOM) project, funded by the Italian Ministry for 
School, Universities and Research [15], so called Multi-Site Navigator, to test the 
XDM middleware. 
This application provide user to access contextualized services provided by the 
environment, based on the following list of Context Data: 

users profile 
localization sensors (indoor and outdoor) 
simulated sensor (Temperature; Light) 
shared device (Video Wall; Printer) 

through a simple web interface. 
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Web Application 

I Ekahau 

4P Positioning 
Engine 

Fig. 2. Multi site navigator architecture 

We deployed and tested the Multi-Site Navigator in a lab environment, with a 
network architecture based on a 802.1 1b WLAN [8]. The sensors (real or simulated) 
generate dynamic context information captured and stored in a Dynamic Shared 
Context Space trough the XDM midd1eware.A database models, was also 
implemented, to describe the static object the environment (e.g. building, floor, 
room, etc.) sensors, devices and persons and their context information (position, url, 
owner, etc). 
The localization services, instead, are provided by the following third-part technology 
provider: 

indoor: Ekahau Positioning Engine [7] 
outdoor: GPS system. 

In the Multi-Site Navigator the contextual information is graphically represented in 
the web interface (see figure 3) that provides the following kind of services: 

Management of contextual information using a 2D-Map; 
Access the Directory of distributed sensors. 
Searching and query the data from the sensor (using XPath [14] based on 
XML standard); 
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Fig. 3. Multi site navigator: the visualization portal 

3 Conclusions 

We have discussed some of the architecture requirements for a generalized 
deployment of context aware services, which heavily depend on emergence of 
standard architectures for pervasive computing. We are actively researching some of 
these themes. We have also developed a prototype of context aware application based 
on the proposed architecture solution. 

3.1 Future works 
A relevant feature to be investigated is related to raising the expressiveness of queries 
over context information. The use of semantic web models such as RDFS (Resource 
Definition Framework Schema) to represent information and their relationships is a 
promising way that can be obtained using DHT infrastructures and XML data 
representation. 
Also, mechanisms that allow the context information to be shared even if the 
individual peers do not have consistent ontologies are to be considered in the 
infrastructure design (although some degree of standardization of ontologies is 
required, it is desirable that peers can interoperate even if they do have partially 
different ontologies). 
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In this field, semantic interoperability is a specific challenge for adding context 
awareness to pervasive computing environments. 
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(Invited Paper) 

Abstract. In this paper we describe the Italian online learning project, 
called Teledoc2, financed by the Italian Ministry of Education, Uni- 
versities and Research (MIUR) and realized by CNIT (National Inter- 
university Consortium for Telecommunications) [I]. The Project is run- 
ning through 2003-2005 and aims to build a complete, multimedia, in- 
teractive and fully-featured online-learning service for ICT researchers 
and PhD students of Italian Research Centres, being branches of CNIT. 
The paper gives an overview of all the technical, didactical and organiza- 
tional aspects implemented in order to achieve the successful activation 
of the Teledoc2 integrated services[2]. CNIT chose avant-garde and tech- 
nologically updated solutions in all these aspects, in this way building an 
innovative and efficient didactic service and giving also a research tone to 
the Project. The main attention of the paper, in particular, is devoted to 
one of the key elements of the service: the technical aspects regarding the 
heterogeneous network architectures, designed, implemented and oper- 
ated by CNIT to distribute multimedia information among its terminal 
sites, enabling the Teledoc2 learning service. A series of objective and 
subjective measurements are still in progress to evaluate the reliability 
of the different network solutions and the Quality of Service guaranteed 
by the different architectures for real-time transmission of audio-video 
and data contents. The pervasive use of avant-garde technological solu- 
tions, like multicast, satellite Ka band and NAT, further increases the 
efficiency of the widespread distribution of Teledoc2 learning service in 
all the Italian territory. Finally, the Project give special attention to the 
research and experimental activity, called "Network of Laboratories", 
developed in particular at the WiLab (Wireless Communication Labo- 
ratories) of the University of Bologna. 

Keywords: e-Learning multicast, e-Learning architecture, e-learning satellite, 
e-Learning measurement, e l ea rn ing  management 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, two different and important factors are completely changing the 
features of the educational market inside Research Centres: first we register a 
growth of knowledge and information necessary to increase professional life; at 
the same time, these capabilities are valid only for a short time because they are 
changing very quickly. Therefore we feel the need of continuous training during 
our lifetime. Unfortunately, the real possibility to learn is often obstructed by 
factors such as distance, time, money, difficulty to realize shared meetings, etc. So 
the importance of distance learning is increasing and, in few years, we have seen a 
fast evolution, from the books sent by mail (first generation of distance learning) 
to the integrated use of TV transmission, video and audio recordings (second 
generation) to the interactive real time data transmission (third generation)[3]. 

CNIT gave a significant contribution to fill these needs: 
during the year 2000-2001, a first learning project, called Tele- 
docl[4], was realized addressing its attention to the PhD stu- 
dents of Italian Research Units, being branches of CNIT; with 
the current Teledoc2 Project, CNIT completely upgrade the 
technical approach to initiatives related to e-Learning, using the most avant- 
garde technologies in the field of ICT. Teledoc Projects are planned for the dif- 
fusion of scientific and technological culture in the ICT field, allowing students 
to attend courses broadcast by different Italian Research Centres. The Teledoc2 
project, in particular, aims at  building an efficient service of distance learning of 
third generation: the courses, offering educational and specialist contents in the 
forefront of research, can be attended in real-time by students just connecting to 
the CNIT proprietary packet communication network and using simple Personal 
Computer (PC) running a custom multimedia application. The successful acti- 
vation and permanence of the Teledoc2 service need a perfect integration of all 
technical, didactical, organizational aspects that characterize the final service. 
In the sections of this paper we describe all these elements and we point out the 
importance and critical aspects of each of them. 

2 The Teledoc2 Learning Service: Needs and Requirements 

The Teledoc2 service aims at providing a fully-featured learning service, made 
up of real-time learning functionalities and the possibility to record lectures for 
offline studies: all the students from all the Italian CNIT Research Units have 
to be able to attend the full services. The learning strategy, therefore, aims 
at recreating a live virtual classroom environment, with a real-time face-to-face 
relationship and high level of interactivity among the users: more, the concept of 
virtual classroom has to be extended to "ubiquitous distributed service", with no 
kind of limitation for the user's position. With this "direct" contact and control, 
students are encouraged, in spite of the distance, to pay attention as happens 
in a real classroom. In order to lead a successful project and stimulate a large 
and enthusiastic user participation, the whole learning system must be complete, 
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efficient, user-friendly and characterized by having fixed and suitable QoS level. 
CNIT characterized the Teledoc2 service with the following composing elements, 
needs and features: 

- network: a widespread data communication network is necessary to con- 
nect all the CNIT Italian Research Centres. The Teledoc2 learning service 
imposes requirements to the CNIT network and, in particular, a minimum 
guaranteed network bandwidth for all the connected centres. Besides this, 
CNIT chose to adopt an innovative technological way of transmission, par- 
ticularly useful for real-time multimedia transmission towards a multitude 
of users: the multicast. A communication network supporting the multicast 
allows reducing the required bandwidth and obtaining scalability, when the 
number of student increases. CNIT fixed the multicast support as a basic 
feature for its terrestrial and satellite networks. 

- e-Learning software: The second fundamental element is a valid and user- 
friendly e-Learning software application for the transmission of audio, video 
and data on the network and for the management of all the teaching aspects 
(accounts' management, subscription to courses and lectures, download of 
teaching materials, etc). Keeping in mind the CNIT network infrastructure 
and the objectives of the Teledoc2 service, we fixed the main requirements 
for this software: real-time transmission of audio, video and Power Point 
slides (also with animations); support for multicast; shared pointer on the 
slides; synchronization of the streaming; interactivity via chat, audio and 
video among teacher and students, under the control of the teacher (hand- 
rising and floor-control functionalities); possibility to record the lectures; 
fixed quality of transmission; reliability and simplicity of use; system of users' 
authentication; management of lectures' calendar and users' registration to 
lectures. 

- courses contents:: The Teledoc2 Project aims at  offering a high level of di- 
dactic contents; a formative route for PhD Students was planned, made up 
of interesting courses, held by Professors affiliated to CNIT and very well 
known in the international Information and Communication Technologies 
field. The improvement of knowledge among PhD students is fulfilled by 31 
courses covering a broad range of subjects, concerning specialized and avant- 
garde topics all related to ICT. To obtain an international relevance, all the 
courses are in the English language. 

Finally, in order to build a successful Learning Service, another important 
element must be considered beyond the technical and didactical ones: network, 
software and courses' contents contribute to create a complete learning service 
only if they are perfectly integrated and if the access to the service is user- 
friendly, authenticated and well managed. A Web site[2], in particular, seems 
the easiest way to access the service; a client-server system of authentication 
and users' management need to be created and integrated with the Web-server 
and with the real-time learning software. 
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3 The Software Solution 

CNIT conducted a long and deep evaluation phase to choose a complete tool, a 
so-called "Software Platform", able to provide synchronous service (multimedia, 
interactive, real-time distribution of lectures) and asynchronous service (record- 
ing and playing of recorded lectures) with all the fixed features described in 
Section 2. To minimize the possible combined drawbacks due to the software 
platform and the communication network, a commercial choice was decided for 
the software platform. It has to be underline that the performance of this soft- 
ware has to be suitably checked on a limited bandwidth network. CNIT re- 
searchers analyzed and tested commercial software platforms and, in parallel, 
promoted a research activity, aiming at building a proprietary e-learning soft- 
ware tool (Mbone-CNIT-Tool), obtained by the integration of the open-source 
Mbone tools (like Vic, Rat)[6] used during the Teledocl Project (tools have 
been recompiled, modified and optimized) with new software created by CNIT 
researchers. 

3.1 Analysis of the Software Platform 

After a research on the market, CNIT selected a series of commercial tools 
and tested them by means of demos, involving a lot of CNIT Research Centres 
and giving the opportunity to  deeply evaluate all the aspects (transmission, 
functionalities, reliability, stability). After this preliminary selection, we analyzed 
the following software packages: 

- Learn-Linc[7] 
- X-Learning181 
- X-Stream[9] 
- Centra Simposium[lO] 
- Vip-Teach[ll] 
- Paiper-Platform[l2] 
- Breeze-Live1131 

The software analysis has been developed in two steps, as shown in Figure 1. 

Fig. 1. Steps of the software analysis 

During the first step, the software providers gave us trial versions of the 
tools, letting us test them on the CNIT multicast network. In these tests we 
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simulated real lectures and we evaluated the general level of quality and the 
functionalities a t  both application and network levels. Tests aimed to evaluate 
a lot of parameters: multicast-enabled transmission, quality of audio and video, 
slide managements, interactivity, simplicity of utilization, synchronization, de- 
lays, stability, presence of functionalities like floor-control, lectures' recording, 
shared pointer. The results of these tests are summarized in the Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. Comparison of e-Learning software platforms 

The most critical aspect we found in the tested software was the complete 
support for multicast. 

3.2 Platform Selection 

Anyway, we have finally selected the two platforms that gave the better perfor- 
mance according to  the Teledoc2 service requirements: 

- VIP-Teach (produced by LightComm) 
- MBone-CNIT-Tool (open source tools + original software by CNIT researchers) 

On these two platforms we made a lot of tests in order to evaluate the pro- 
vided Quality of Service; for these evaluations we used subjective judgments, 
expressed by the participants in the tests who completed forms at  the end of 
every test. According to the ITU-T Recommendations[l4], the forms consist 
in multiple-choices questions, regarding various parameters of Quality of Ser- 
vice; data has been collected in databases and statistically elaborated, using the 
Mean-Opinion-Score (MOS) method. Analysing the values of MOS, regarding 
the different QoS parameters, we noticed that: 

- The two platforms show the same qualitative level, as regards: experience 
level, simplicity in use, audio and video quality 

- MBone-CNIT-Tool gives better quality in the video and let the students 
interact easier via audio (no "floor control" or " hand-rising" mechanisms) 
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- Vip-Teach offers additional functionalities ("floor control" and " hand-rising" ), 
better synchronization, facility in use and functional graphical interface 

Considering the final Teledoc2 service, we evaluated the software Vip-Teach 
giving more complete functionalities, so we decided to focus our attention on it, 
collaborating with LightComm to customize the tool for the Teledoc2 require- 
ments. The development of the MBone-CNIT-Tool became a research project. 
Looking at these emerged results, Vip-Teach platform offers: 

- Good quality of audio, thanks to the introduction of a new 64 Kb/s codec; 
- Transmission of video with reasonable quality and fluidity in movements; 
- Transmission of Power-Point commands to have synchronized progress of 

slides, with animations and shared pointer; 
- Various interactivity instruments like audio, video and chat; 
- Added functionalities (hand-rising, floor control) that are suitable for a di- 

dactical environment where one user (teacher) should control the lecture 
and the interactivity with students: the professor is the chairman and the 
students need to ask for the talk with a very simple mechanism not compro- 
mising the real-time relationship; 

- Good stability reached with numerous tests on the CNIT network; 
- Simplicity of use and graphic user-friendly interface that were obtained by 

the feedbacks of CNIT people during the demonstrations; 

In Figure 3 we report an example of an online lecture's screenshot: 

Fig. 3. Vip-Teach screenshot 

4 Main Network Infrastructures 

An efficient online learning service is based on a communication network with 
suitable trade off between bandwidth and cost: large investments have been made 
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by CNIT to build its own terrestrial and satellite systems that can cover all the 
Italian territory, using IPS assigned to the CNIT autonomous system. Particular 
attention has been paid also to possible integration with European networks, 
like Geant, and European projects developed in the framework of Unesco. 
In order to provide a good online learning service, it must be considered that 
reliability, answering the service requirements and integration with all the tech- 
nical and didactical aspects are critical features for the network; CNIT used all 
its experience in the ICT field to guarantee these features both in the backbone 
connections and the local connections. One of the key network requirements 
fixed by CNIT has been the support for multicast[l5][16], a strong element of 
innovation and originality, compared with most of the other distance learning 
systems. CNIT decided to build multicast-enabled networks, because this way 
of transmission seems particularly appropriate for online learning services, like 
Teledoc2. These applications, in fact, need the co-presence of two basic conflict- 
ing network requirements: on one hand they need communications one-to-many 
and many-to-many to reach all participants and to promote interaction; on the 
other hand they need high bitrates, as they have to transmit audio and video 
of fixed quality. During a Teledoc2 lecture the teacher does indeed transmit 
multimedia streaming to all the students connected; with the classical unicast 
transmission the traffic on the network would be too intense and cause problems 
of quality degradation. Using the multicast technology, the data transmitted to 
multiple users are not duplicated in more copies of the same data for every single 
destination (like in unicast modality) but just one copy is sent on the network 
and it's duplicated only where it's necessary (fig.4). 

Fig. 4. Unicast us Multicast 

This offers a lot of advantages for e-learning services: extreme bandwidth 
economizing, scalability when the number of participants increase, good quality 
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of service also for users with not high bandwidth availability. On account of these 
considerations, the CNIT network architectures have been characterized by: 

- Minimum guaranteed network bandwidth for all the connected centres (not 
lower than 384 Kbps); 

- Complete support for multicast 

For the backbone connections among the national CNIT Research Units, 
CNIT adopted heterogeneous solutions: 

1. A wideband terrestrial network, during the year 2004 
2. A satellite Ka-band network during the year 2005 

Other solutions to distribute the Teledoc2 formative services are now under 
study: 

3. Integration between CNIT satellite network and terrestrial GARR network 
4. Use of Ku band satellite link to re-transmit the Ka band lectures' streaming, 

thus extending the service to European level 

4.1 Scenario 1: CNIT Terrestrial network 

CNIT built, during the 2004, a main terrestrial network and a backup network. 
CNIT organized a tender for contract for the building of these networks: Albacom 
won it for the main network; Wind won it for the backup network. 

~ u a r a n t e e d  bandwidth with 
optical fiber 

r- - 
___/ 

Guaranteed bandwidth 
with x-DSL 

Fig. 5. CNIT main terrestrial network 
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The typology of the fixed network is a three level hierarchical tree, reflecting 
the different role each site has in the overall network architecture (fig.5). The tree 
root is the CNIT National Laboratory of Multimedia Communications located 
in Naples. The second level nodes are in Bologna, Florence, Genoa, Parma and 
Pisa; these sites have to distribute the data packets over the territory and they 
are directly connected to Naples by ATM technology and/or Frame Relay (layer 
2, reference model OSI), so there is full transparency to the upper levels. All the 
other sites are the tree leaves, i.e. they are located at  the third (and last) level 
in the tree. 

In Bologna and Parma an optical fiber connection with carrier at 34 Mbps 
has been installed, while in Genoa and Pisa an HDSL link on copper lines at 
8 Mbps (4*2Mbps) has been developed, delivered by IMA trunking technology. 
The virtual circuits coming from Naples and from third level sites converge on 
these circuits. The third level sites are connected to the second level sites by 
a virtual circuit based on Frame Relay with minimum guaranteed bandwidth 
of 384 kbps (512 kbps for Bologna2 and Bologna3); the links are realized by 
means of HDSL on copper at 2 Mbps. Every site got a router connected to the 
backbone CNIT through provider by Albacom (Wind for Florence) and a RJ45 
plug-in able to give Ethernet or FastEthernet connectivity. Each site got some 
different public CNIT IP  addresses (typically 32) that could be used for Teledoc2 
purposes or for other research projects and collaborations between CNIT centres. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . .  , MCK = 90D/bAR 

Fig. 6. CNIT terrestrial backup network 
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In order to guarantee the continuity of the Teledoc2 Service, even when 
some failures in the main terrestrial network occur, CNIT decided to build also 
a backup network, assigned to the provider Wind (fig.6). The backup network 
involves the 4 sites belonging to the second level (Bologna, Genoa, Parma, Pisa) 
and the site of first level (Naples). This network uses a methodology type Frame 
relay with V.35 interface and a public IP address is provided for each interface. 
This network gives the possibility to create IP tunneling between involved sites. 

4.2 Scenario 2: CNIT Ka band satellite network 

In the framework of the Teledoc2 Project, CNIT has set up and operates an 
advanced proprietary satellite network that connects, in a mesh typology, 24 of 
its Research Units and Laboratories. The satellite network, based on the Skyplex 
technology, operates in Ka band and provides a guaranteed bandwidth of 2 Mbps 
shared among the connected terminals. In our typical application most of this 
bandwidth is reserved for audio and video multicasting, so that a significant 
improvement of their quality is achieved. CNIT selected EUTELSAT as space 
operator partner. 

Fig. 7. HOT BIRD 6 coverage and satellite user station 

The main components of the satellite user station are (fig.7): an outdoor 
unit (a 90cm satellite dish); a Skyplex Ka-band terminal (a compact unit able 
to receive a downlink stream of up to 38 Mbps) and a multicast router (8-Box) 
both connected to a switch. The stream is assembled on board the HOT BIRD 
6 satellite from as many as 6 uplink carriers, each with a net bit rate of approxi- 
mately 6 Mbps, or 18 uplink carriers each with a net bit rate of approximately 2 
Mbps. Skyplex can be operated in either continuous (SCPC) or burst (TDMA) 
mode, depending on the traffic pattern. 

The CNIT Satellite network uses the HOT BIRD 6 satellite capacity. This 
satellite has 4 uplink European regions (fig.7): CNIT operates on the Italian spot. 
The uplink traffic from each single CNIT station is multiplexed onboard through 
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by the Skyplex payload. This satellite system will also enable the pan-European 
broadcast due to the downlink Ka coverage of HOT BIRD 6. 

4.3 Scenario 3: Integration between CNIT satellite network and GARR terrestrial 
network. 

As not all the CNIT Research Units have a connection to the satellite network, 
a series of alternative solutions are under study in order to let these sites par- 
ticipate in the Teledoc2 services anyway. In a future perspective, for example, 
CNIT is testing the integration between CNIT satellite network and GARR (the 
main academic network in Italy), using a solution proposed by LightComm, the 
same company providing the Vip-Teach software platform. In this configuration, 
a PC, running suitable software, works as a gateway between a multicast-enabled 
network (the CNIT satellite network) and a unicast one (GARR); it should be 
emphasized that GARR is now completing the implementation of the multi- 
cast technique. The real-time multimedia streams, coming in multicast from the 
satellite network, are multiplied in several unicast streams addressed to the con- 
nected users of the GARR network. All this process runs at the kernel level of 
the Vip-Gateway workstation, increasing its operating speed and reducing the 
delays introduced in the real-time transmission. 

4.4 Scenario 4: Re-transmission of Teledoc2 lectures on Ku Satellite Network 

The use of Ku-band satellite network is another scenario that CNIT is testing, 
within the Didanet Project, in order to spread the Teledoc2 lectures in wider 
areas. The main idea is the integration between Ka-band CNIT satellite network 
and a broadcast network over the Ku band, whose access has been provided by 
Aersat. The Teledoc2 lectures, transmitted over the Ka band network, are re- 
transmitted in real-time to a hub, located by Skylogic in Turin, and from there 
they are relayed in Ku to the Eutelsat W3 satellite for broadcasting to simple 
DVB-IP receivers. In the current configuration, the available Ku bandwidth al- 
lows a transmission speed of 256 kbps, which is less than the one used over the 
Ka band. Therefore, a transcoder is used to adapt the audio/video/control flows 
before retransmission. The rationale behind such solution lies in the increased 
scalability that is achieved, at  the expense of renouncing real-time two-way inter- 
activity for the Ku receivers. The latter may be in principle a very large number, 
over the W3 coverage area (which includes Europe, the whole Mediterranean 
and North Africa), without affecting the bandwidth need. With this solution, in 
fact, users located in the coverage area of the Eutelsat W3 satellite can attend 
the Teledoc2 lectures in no-interactive modality: they need a small parabolic an- 
tenna, a DVB-IP card and the software Vip-Sat-Player, a proprietary application 
aimed at receiving the lectures' transmission on Ku band network. 
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5 Local Network Solutions 

In section IV we heve described the heterogeneous connections among the na- 
tional CNIT Research Units, built to receive and transmit the Teledoc2 lectures. 
Once the learning service has been received in a single point of every Centre, 
it's important to  evaluate how to distribute it ubiquitously inside the campus, 
so that every interested user can participate from his/her own workstation. In 
this section we present a series of local network solutions: some of them have 
been tested in CNIT sites and others are under study. 
In the terrestrial architecture, every CNIT site has a router with a RJ45 connec- 
tor offering Internet connectivity with a classical network cable; the connection 
can be used in different modalities for the local distribution in the Research 
Centre: 

1. Connect a PC directly to the CNIT router by a cross cable; this configuration 
is proper for Research Centres having a classroom (equipped with projector 
and audio-diffusion system) where students attend the lectures in groups; 

2. Connect a switch to the CNIT router to realize a small local CNIT network. 
PCs connected to this switch must be configured with public CNIT IPS. 

3. Connect the CNIT router to the department switch. By configuring the ports 
of the switch in order to realize a local CNIT VLAN, all the workstations 
connected to these ports have direct link to the CNIT network; 

4. Connect an access point to the CNIT router, so that wireless users can be 
served. If we connect more access points, they are not able to distinguish 
between broadcast and multicast traffic, so multicast packets are sent at the 
slowest bitrate[l7] 

5. Use NAT (Network Address Translation) technology to translate local IPS to 
private CNIT IPS; to support multicast, anyway, NAT must be one-to-one. 

The most critical aspect to be taken into account in the local distribution of 
the Teledoc2 service refers to the management of multicast traffic. The multicast 
routing is useful if you need to  offer real time services to different hosts at the 
same time, but the routing must be enabled and correctly configured in all the 
network routers: this implies a global administration of the network. There are a 
lot of possibilities for the realization of a multicast network; in the planning you 
must consider which is the best intradomain multicast protocol for your needs 
and only after this choice you can design the structure of the network. CNIT 
network administrators have considered PIM-SM protocol (Protocol Indipendent 
Multicast Sparse-Mode), with static RP (Rendezvous Point); multicast protocol 
in IP  environment does not support the transport of real-time data with a spec- 
ified QoS (it uses UDP connection), it is a best effort transport network. There 
are some approaches for the measurement of the reliability on IP  multicast net- 
works in order to  put some quality to IP, but they are more complicated than a 
normal TCP/IP connection, in particular in case of widespread networks. 
As example of CNIT Local Research Unit, the architecture of Bologna CNIT 
site, is presented in Figure 8. 
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Fig. 8. CNIT Research Centre at the University of Bologna 

The node is divided into 3 macroareas, each one of them being a laboratory. 
In the central area (Bolognal), a Cisco 3745 router is the core of the network; 
it is connected to the rest of CNIT network with ATM 34Mbit/s link and with 
satellite Skyplex Net. Bologna2 is connected to the centre with LASER layer1 
link, and for backup with HDSL Frame/Relay PCR 2 Mbit/s MCR lMbit/s. 
Bologna3 is connected to the centre with Wi-Fi Bridge (802.11g) and for backup 
with HDSL Frame/Relay PCR 2 Mbit/s MCR lMbit/s. The three places are 
connected also with VoIP technology. This heterogeneous structure permits to 
study the different features of every link and to find the correct configuration to 
distribute the lectures of the Teledoc2 project into the tree. 

Referring to the local solutions to redistribute the multicast streaming com- 
ing from the Ka-band satellite network, it's possible to connect PCs directly to 
the satellite switch or connect a terrestrial LAN, but it's generally necessary to 
change into the switches configuration. The "IGMP snooping" must be deacti- 
vated, if not the switches prune ports that are not joined to IGMP, causing the 
stop of the multicast traffic from the "passive" satellite receiver. 

6 Measurements of reliability and network utilization 

Once the Teledoc2 service has been implemented, integrating all the composing 
elements and the heterogeneous network solutions, it's interesting and necessary 
to monitor and measure the reliability and the global Quality of the Service, 
in particular for the aspects related to network; tests concerning these aspects 
have be done on the terrestrial network and are still in progress on the satellite 
scenarios. 

During the whole of 2004, the CNIT terrestrial network worked finely, allow- 
ing a continuative and good level formative service to all the connected centres. 
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This network has been monitored with utilities that registered the traffic load on 
the network links; a lot of interesting reliability data can be found out from the 
network analyser tools. Figure 9 gives a representation of the reliability of the 
CNIT terrestrial network, reporting, for the main network nodes, the percent- 
age of up periods. The data are obtained from Nagios, a tool designed to inform 
the network administrators of network and services problems; the monitoring 
daemon runs intermittent checks on hosts and services using external "plugins" 
which return status information to itself. Figure 9 shows also the percentage of 
up period that occurred during the Teledoc2 lectures; the high values of these 
data stress the fact that the majority of the breakdowns have been scheduled 
(electric current's interruptions, maintenance operations, etc.) so that they cause 
no problem to the Teledoc2 services. 

CniI Research Units 

Fig. 9. Reliability of the CNIT terrestrial network 

In Figure 10, for example, we report the particular trend of state break- 
downs for a third level node in Bologna2, from the 1st of January to the 31st of 
December 2004. 

Other interesting data can be extrapolated using another tool, called MRTG 
(Multi Router Traffic Grapher) that uses SNMP (Simple Network Management 
Protocol), protocol designed to give a user the capability to remotely monitor 
t he  network events. Analyzing the MRTG trends concerning the CNIT terrestrial 
network during the 2004, we can see the different level of network's utilization 
in the research centres: some links are used only for the Teledoc2 services, while 
other sites used the CNIT connection to generate normal Internet traffic too. 
This different behavior, for example, can be seen Analysing the MRTG log files 
and the graphs of traffic generated during the last months of 2004 into 2 different 
third-level nodes, Padova and Bologna2, both connected to Bolognal: 
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Fig. 10. Network breakdowns i n  the CNIT node of Bologna2 

- Interface Padova-Bologna1 (Figure 11): the traffic, from May to December 
2004, is present only during the Teledoc2 lectures, with concentration in the 
months of service. 

- Interface Bologna2-Bologna1 (Figure 12): the traffic is better distributed, 
with higher bitrates. 

Fig. 11. Interface Padova-Bologna1 

Fig. 12. Interface Bologna2-Bologna1 

- Interface Bolognal-Naples (Figure 13): we notice very high bit rates because 
all the links from the third level sites connected to Bologna converge into 
the second level node of Bologna. 
The MRTG measures are averaged in the traffic of one day; this implies that 
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the max bandwidth shown in the graphs is lower, because the length of the - - 

lectures in a day are short compared with a full day. 

Fig. 13. Interface Bolognal-Naples 

7 Measurements of Quality of Service 

The global Quality of Service provided by Teledoc2 multimedia online learning 
service can be evaluated, using both objective and subjective measurements. On 
an objective point of view, the performance of the system can be characterized 
by parameters like delay, jitter, RTT and bandwidth occupation. The subjective 
evaluation is just as important, considering that the Service is mainly user- 
oriented. 

7.1 Objective measurements 

A testbed has been built in the CNIT Research Centre of Bologna to simulate 
a real-time Teledoc2 lecture, using the CNIT terrestrial network and the Vip- 
Teach e-Learning software tool. These tests want to evaluate how QoS parame- 
ters change, in online learning services, with different fixed values of guaranteed 
bandwidth. In Figure 14 the scenario of the testbed is shown. We have con- 
sidered the teacher in a second-level node (Bologna 1) of the CNIT terrestrial 
network, transmitting lectures to students in a third level node (Bologna 2); 
since the data are sent using the multicast protocol, the number of receivers 
is non influential, so we can consider one flow of real-time traffic between two 
nodes as a representation of a service extended to multiple clients. The available 
bandwidth between the two sites has been changed, setting the traffic shape at 
different values of bitrate on the router of Bologna2; two hosts with monitoring 
functionalities are connected to the switches in each site. 

Using the software Vip-Teach of the Teledoc2 lectures, we have simulated 
lectures in 6 scenarios with different guaranteed bandwidth in the receiver's site: 
1 Mbps, 512 Kbps, 328 Kbps, 256 Kbps, 128 Kbps and 56 Kbps. The effective 
link capacity has been verified in every scenario using a free measure network 
tool, called Iperf. We have simulated a lecture of 2 minutes in every scenario: in 
the first minute the teacher has the control (transmission of teacher's audio and 
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Fig. 14. Testbed for QoS measurements 

video); in the second minute the student interacts with the teacher (transmission 
of teacher's audio, student's audio and video). During the lecture we have started 
a sniffer in the monitoring PCs. 

The Figures 15,16 and 17 report some outcomes of these tests, comparing the 
throughput measured at teacher and student's sides, during the second minutes 
of the test in three scenarios with different guaranteed bandwidth. Y-axis reports 
the values expressed in byte/sec, while X-axis the time expressed in seconds (in 
particular from 60 sec to 120 sec, corresponding to the second minute of every 
test). 

- 1 Mbps guaranteed bandwidth (Figure 15): the audio and video's graphs of 
teacher and student are nearly identical, when they are measured at  trans- 
mitter or receiver's side. All the audio and video streaming are received at 
the same quality level they have in transmission. 

- 384 Kbps guaranteed bandwidth (Figure 16): the audio's graphs of teacher 
and student are similar, when they are measured at transmitter or receiver's 
side: audio streaming are fair and understandable. The video graphs highlight 
some lost packets from transmitter to receiver; anyway the video streaming 
is still acceptable 

- 128 Kbps guaranteed bandwidth (Figure 17): the graph of the audio at  the re- 
ceiver's side presents very low values and it's perceived as incomprehensible. 
The video streaming, thanks to the TFRC system (a LightComm technol- 
ogy that estimates the available bandwidth and adapts the bitrate of the 
multimedia transmission), is transmitted at very low bit rates; besides, a lot 
of video packets are lost, so the quality of the video streaming results bad. 

In conclusion, these experiments show that multimedia distance learning ser- 
vices need a minimum guaranteed bandwidth in order to provide a suitable Qual- 
ity of Service. Planning its network's architecture, in fact, CNIT fixed values of 
minimum guaranteed bandwidth so to obtain a fixed Quality of Service[5]. 

7.2 Subjective measurements 

The subjective Quality of Service perceived by students attending the lectures 
can be evaluated using method of measure like the Mean Opinion Score. Accord- 
ing to the ITU-T Recommendations[l4], we have realized a list of multiple choice 
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Fig. 15. Results for lMbps guamnteed bandwidth 

Fig. 16. Results for 384 Kbps guamnteed bandwidth 

Fig. 17. Results for  384 Ifbps guamnteed bandwidth 

questions, with which the students can express opinions on parameters like qual- 
ity of audio-video, usability of the system, synchronization, level of interactivity, 
level of satisfaction on functionalities etc.); we have collected these questions 
in forms and students have to compile them at the end of every lecture. The 
results are then assembled in databases and elaborated with the method Mean- 
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Opinion-Score (MOS). Figure 18 shows the outcomes of these tests, realized with 
Teledoc2 users attending Teledoc2 lectures on terrestrial and satellite networks. 
Y-axis reports the values of Mean Opinion Score (MOS), going from the worst 
value (0) to the best (5); X-axis shows the parameters of the evaluation. The 
judgments of the users are over the fair level for all the QoS parameters, with 
similar values in both the network architectures: this shows that the online learn- 
ing service built in the Teledoc2 Project can be implemented in heterogeneous 
network architectures, granting always a suitable Quality of Service. Better per- 
formances on the terrestrial network are detected as regards the audio quality 
and the video fluency. Moreover, the judgments about the parameters "Easy to 
interact via audio" and "Easy to chime in" show that the interaction during 
the lectures is easier on the terrestrial network; this is probably due to the de- 
lays occurring in the real-time transmissions of audio and video on the satellite 
network. 

With these tests we focus our attention on the user's satisfaction of the online 
service; beyond the technical considerations, in fact, the subjective judgments of 
the participants are the most important element to consider and to evaluate. 

Fig. 18. Results of the subjective QoS evaluations 

8 Courses Contents and Web-Access 

The 31 multimedia courses of the Teledoc2 Project offer a specialized and avant- 
garde educational route in the field of the Information and Communication Tech- 
nologies; each course is made up of 5 lectures of two hours which will be held 
between May 2004 and December 2005, for a total of more than 300 hours of 
online lectures. The lectures, in particular, aim to increase the formation of PhD 
students of Italian Universities; the courses belong to 5 main thematic areas: 
Communication Networks, Optical Communication, Coding and Transmission 
Systems, DSP & Compression Techniques, ICT Related Technologies. The Tele- 
doc2 educational strategy will plan final exams at the end of each course, aimed 
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at the evaluation of the students' understanding's level. The Teledoc2 Service 
seems particularly valuable also on a didactical point of view: participants can 
submit questions, send feedbacks and receive answers and clarifications in real 
time. The direct contact and interaction among the participants increases the 
attractiveness of the lectures and the motivation of both the teacher and the 
students. 

The Teledoc2 Web-site[2], finally, is an important communication channel to 
give visibility to the Project, to keep all the users up to date with the latest news 
and to facilitate the users' access to all the services. From this site, in fact, stu- 
dents can create their accounts, see the courses' calendar, register themselves to 
the scheduled lectures and download the didactic material. All this information is 
synchronized with the management of real-time lectures, thanks to the interface 
between the Teledoc2 Web-Server and the Vip-Server of the learning software. 
The global management of users' authentication, accounting and registration is 
perfectly integrated and user-friendly. 

9 Network of Laboratories 

This final session briefly introduces the activities carried out by the WiLab 
(Wireless Communication Laboratories) research unit of CNIT and IEIITICNR 
(Institute of Information, Electronic and Telecommunication - Italian National 
Research Council) at the University of Bologna, within the context of Networked 
Laboratories for telemeasurement, in the framework of the Teledoc2 project. 

The principal aim of the activity is the definition, the planning and the 
realization of technologies to create the paradigm of "distributed cooperative 
telemeasure". The "Telemeasurement" concept (intended as remote control of 
instrumentation belonging to one single workbench) was described in [18] where 
the methodology was applied to characterize communication systems based on 
instruments and programmable platforms with Digital Signal Processor (DSP). 
In the companion paper [19] the concept of telemeasurement has been enhanced 
with the introduction of cooperative telemeasurement in which various resources 
are distributed in a network of different laboratories and can cooperate to set 
up augmented experiments. This extension of the telemeasurement concept is 
finalized to increase the measurement capabilities since it concentrates several 
distributed resources giving the user the possibility to access remote laborato- 
ries and to use remote devices without having all needed instrumentation locally. 
The definition and the realization of this platform was partially performed an- 
alyzing different technical challenges relating to signal processing, management 
of distributed resources, development of aggregated user interfaces, transport of 
signals for measure, finding innovative and efficient operative solutions concern- 
ing remote controls, protocols to gain access and control of specific laboratory 
instrumentation, building prototypes to test the schemes designed on the field, 
realization of an integrated didactic and researching environment developing a 
collection of experiences of measure and the design of a proper ~ommunication 
network. Some of these topics and examples are discussed in the cited paper [19]. 
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10 Conclusions 

In this paper a summary of different activities carried out in the framework of 
the  Italian research Project Teledoc2 has been reported. It's worthwhile empha- 
sizing the efficient cooperation among different Research Units of the National 
Inter-University Consortium for Telecommunications which has been necessary 
in order to  achieve the ambitious experimental objective of this research Project. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes the design of virtual teaching environ- 
ments using the combination of VRML, Java and JavaScript languages 
for the construction of highly interactive and immersive 3D worlds, whose 
behaviour is real-time modified by users actions. A number of users in- 
volved in the animations are present in the classroom (their presence is 
captured by a camera or other kind of sensors) and for the rest they 
are remote internet students. In both cases they are represented within 
a VRML world as avatars into a virtual classroom designed to be avail- 
able in an immersive way by everybody. They interact with each other 
through a Java program that is able to process and generate events deter- 
mining the behaviour of scene elements. In particular, Java application 
establishes the communication among users and VRML environment and 
updates parameters stored in a MySQL database. The database, resident 
into the server, is necessary to share information among the clients and 
to guarantee real time changes in the virtual representation. 

Keywords: Virtual Reality, Immersive Learning, VRML, Java 2, EAI. 

1 Introduction 

Distributed virtual environments can be useful for learning and training in many 
fields such as distance learning, scientific simulations and for supporting collab- 
orative work. Nevertheless, to realize computer simulation of real environments 
the demanded levels of interactivity and multi-user access are difficult to  achieve. 
In this paper we describe our approach to overcome the limits of the VRML 
technology related to  dynamic reproduction of the reality and to the subsequent 
users sharing of the virtual environment. The main purpose of this work is to  
develop an Internet-based 3D e-learning environment in which VRML is the tool 
to  create synthetic worlds populated by avatars representing students attending 
the lesson, teachers and remote users connected to the system [I]. Such VRML 
environment is designed to provide a unique representation of the virtual com- 
munity that will allow participants to  interact with each other in the learning 
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environments. The dynamic behaviour of a VRML scene is realized using Java 
2, JavaScript and the EAI (External Authoring Interface) [2,3]. With these tools 
is possible to describe rich 3D environments that enable the user to interact. 
Java 2 is a platform-independent, object-oriented language, which can be used 
to control the movements in a VRML scene. As a general-purpose language, 
Java 2 can also be used to construct user interfaces. Real-time presentation of 
animations, although presently at the cost of rendering quality, is guaranteed by 
efficient VRML browsers, like Blaxxun Contact and Cortona. Current browsers 
may execute as built-in tools for Web browsers and as autonomous tools. In this 
paper we present our strategies used to achieve the integration of VRML and the 
Java 2 user interface, in order to develop highly interactive computer modelled 
animations. Each user interacts with the others through a server that is capa- 
ble to store all shared information and same useful 3D object. The server side 
Java DataBase Connection (JDBC) is used to get or give information to MySQL 
database about the scene update [4,5]. We describe the VRML features and its 
integration with Java 2, JavaScript and the present techniques and facilities we 
have developed to enable the user to have a tight control over the animation. 
One example of interactive animations using VRML, Java 2 and JavaScript is 
shown. In addition we explain how a virtual scene is generated. 

2 VRML overview 

VRMLs technical roots reach back to the Inventor project, which started in 
1989 at Silicon Graphics. The Inventor project aimed to build an object-oriented 
toolkit and file format for a new generation of interactive, networked 3D multi- 
media applications. Later that year, the Inventor team released Annotator, the 
first commercial product to use Web-based 3D hyperlinking technology. In the 
same year a request for proposals released for VRML 1.0 was presented. Even- 
tually, the Inventor based proposal written by Silicon Graphics engineers was 
chosen as the working document for a VRML 1.0 specification. VRML 1.0 was 
released in October 1994 at  the Second International Conference on the World 
Wide Web. This first version of VRML described 3D geometry, attributes, hier- 
archy, and Web hyperlinking. However, it soon became clear that VRML lacked 
some important features: user interactivity, animation, scripting language, net- 
working, and multimedia integration. In January 1996, a request for proposals 
for VRML 2.0 was issued, and in February, six proposals were received. The Sil- 
icon Graphics proposal, Moving Worlds, received a strong majority of the votes 
and became the working document for the VRML 2.0 specification, published in 
August 1996 at Siggraph in New Orleans. At the July 1996 meeting in Kyoto, 
Japan, the International Organization for Standardizations (ISO) JTCl/SC24 
committee circulated the August 1996 version of VRML 2.0 as a committee 
draft. In December 1997, ISO/IEC 14772 (VRML97) was officially published [6]. 

VRML files describe 3D objects and worlds using a hierarchical scene graph. 
Entities in the scene graph are called nodes. VRML defines 54 different node 
types, including geometry primitives, appearance properties, multimedia objects, 
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animation interpolators, interaction sensors, and various types of grouping nodes. 
Nodes store their data in fields. VRML defines 20 different types of fields that 
can store everything from a single number. Nodes can contain other nodes (some 
types of nodes may have children) and may be contained by more than one node 
(they may have more than one parent). However, a node must not contain itself. 
This scene graph structure makes it easy to create large worlds or complicated 
objects from subparts. Fig. 1 illustrates a very simple scene graph where the root 
node contains two children. 

Fig. 1. Hierarchical nodes organization in a VRML scene 

VRML features eight grouping nodes. These nodes define a local coordinate 
system for their children nodes. They create hierarchical scenes and support spe- 
cialized grouping behaviours. Anchor defines its descendants as a hyperlink to a 
uniform resource locator (URL). Collision specifies collision-detection properties 
for its decedents. Group, a generic grouping node, simply clusters other nodes 
into a coordinate system. Inline specifies its children through a URL, enabling 
distributed, hierarchical file structures. Nine sensor nodes provide the built in 
user interaction primitives for VRML. Sensors have two categories: environmen- 
tal and pointing devices. The four environmental sensors Collision, Proximity- 
Sensor, Timesensor, and VisibilitySensor detect changes in the world. Collision 
sets the collision detection state and detects collision events between the users 
avatar and geometry in the scene. ProximitySensor detects when the users avatar 
navigates in and out of a user defined region and tracks a users position while 
in the region. VisibilitySensor detects the rendering visibility status of specific 
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geometry in a scene. Timesensor generates events time passes and serves as the 
basis for all animated behaviours. There are five pointing device sensors: Anchor, 
CylinderSensor, PlaneSensor, SphereSensor, and TouchSensor. These device sen- 
sors detect and react to user manipulation of a pointing device activated over any 
geometry that descended from the pointing device sensors parent node. Typi- 
cally, the sensor implements user interface widgets on sibling objects. Clicking on 
geometry influenced by Anchor causes the browser to load a new URL or view in 
the existing URL. CylinderSensor, PlaneSensor, and SphereSensor define invisi- 
ble geometry, representing a movable widgets shape and constrained behaviour. 
CylinderSensor can be used to create dials, Planesensors to create 1D or 2D slid- 
ers or constraints, and Spheresensors to create trackballs. TouchSensor, a generic 
pointing device sensor that detects pointing device motion and activation over 
geometry, can be used for many applications. VRML 97 includes two primitives 
that let a single VRML world definition span the World Wide Web. The Inline 
node allows the inclusion of another VRML file stored anywhere on the Web. In 
addition, it serves as the basic extensibility mechanism for VRML. VRML fits 
into the existing infrastructure of the Internet and Web. It  uses existing stan- 
dards wherever possible, even if those standards have some shortcomings when 
used with VRML. Using existing standards instead of inventing new, makes it 
much easier for Web developers to use their existing tools to create VRML con- 
tent. It also makes it easier for somebody implementing the VRML standard, 
since libraries of code for popular standards already exist. VRML files may con- 
tain references to files in many other standard formats. JPEG, PNG, GIF, and 
MPEG files may be used as texture maps on objects. WAV and MIDI files may 
specify sound in the world. Files containing Java or JavaScript code may be ref- 
erenced and used to implement programmed behaviour for VRML objects. Each 
of these independent standards was chosen to integrate with VRML, because of 
its widespread use on the Internet. The VRML 97 specification describes how 
they are used with VRML it does not attempt to define these other standards 
or describe how to create files in these other file formats. The definition of how 
VRML should be used with other standards is generally done by the organiza- 
tions that define those standards. Using VRML with HTML pages, Java applets 
and JavaScript is very effective. Combining 2D and 3D information is often bet- 
ter than either 2D or 3D alone. Since 3D image visualization is normally done 
on personal computer monitor, three-dimensionally sensation is perceived only 
through a prospective ambient representation such as happens observing a photo 
or a film: depth concept of the environment is dummy but sufficient indeed. Us- 
ing extra hardware peripherals, a lot of browsers are able to give to the final user 
the sensation to be in a real world creating a so called immersive virtual reality. 
This kind of vision is carried out creating a different picture for every eye. When 
brain receives a fast sequence of such images (grater than 60 Hz), it merges them 
in a single scene so perceiving depth. There are a lot of available techniques to 
create this effect and these are different for complexity and costs. In immersive 
systems the user is completely involved in an artificial reality by using different 
devices like Head Mounted Display or orientable binocular monitor (Fig. 2). 
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Diffusion and development limitation of these applications are strictly con- 
nected to safety problems, costs and high computational requested power. For 
this reasons near immersive reality is growed up a semi-immersive reality with 
the intent to give to the final user an idea of virtual reality, but leaving the 
spectator conscious of his physical reality. In his elementary release our system 
uses semi-immersive technologies, but is possible to extend it to completely im- 
mersive system taking advantage of VRML and 3D players facilities further than 
previous devices. 

I -  

Fig. 2. Fakespace Boom System 

3 The architecture of the virtual environment 

We propose a multiuser collaborative and interactive client-server framework for 
e-learning environment. We have integrated distributed computational technolo- 
gies (Java 2) with an existing language for computer graphics (VRML). On the 
client side, a Java applet is used to implement the graphics user interface and 
Java DataBase Connection (JDBC), from the Java Development Kit (JDK), is 
used to provide the system with a standard interface to the scene database. On 
the server side, a database stores data and a Java application gives manage- 
ment functionalities. Services can query and update the database using SQL 
commands. VRML, a web standard for representing 3-D shapes and interactive 
environment, is used by clients only. For the server, each 3-D object in database 
(for example avatars) is represented by a VRML format file. A service queries 
the database and results in a VRML scene. After the scene is transmitted to 
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the client under a request, a VRML browser is used to view the 3-D scene inter- 
actively. Moreover, we address the problem of collaborative interaction. Design 
results of one user can be published to other members and they can see the 
updates in real-time (Fig. 3). 

As shown, the system software architecture uses a combination of different 
environments based on different languages. In particular, the final result is a Java 
2 applet and a VRML player in a simple HTML (HyperText Markup Language) 
page. The player is necessary to show and to manage 3D graphical environment 
on the web page or in a frame. Moreover, in the HTML page structure JavaScript 
parts of code are present and represent the middleware layer between the ap- 
plet and the graphical browser. Using languages like HTML, JavaScript, Java 2 
and VRML, we have two fundamental facilities: software portability (due to the 
standard technologies and platform independency) and a low cost system (due 
to the open source languages). 

Em=? I@? - 1- 
- - 

PC PC' 
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PC 

Fig. 3. Proposed system architecture 

Now we want to explain how the system works. The application is based 
on HTML page structured in three separate software layers, communicating by 
specific tags. The layers are: 

- a VRML player (plug-in), that is automatically loaded by used internet 
browser when <embed> tag is encountered in the code of HTML page. When 
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the file to load is specified, the plug-in selection is automatically done; prac- 
tically a file.wrl induces the internet browser to load another browser: the 
VRML player precisely; 

- a Java applet, that is defined by a class loaded by the system resident Java 
virtual machine. Obviously the class is pre-compiled as Japplet and then 
inserts in the page through the proper <applet> tag; 

- a JavaScript code, that is not compiled, but directly inserted into the HTML 
page where is located by <script language="JavaScripttl> tag. 

Indicatively the code is organized as follow: 

<html> 
<head> 
<title>Applet and VRML</title> 

+ <script language="JavaScript"> 
FunctionName(parameter, ... ) ( 

Istruction; 
. . . 

3 
[Other functions] 

</script> 
</head> 
<body> 

+ <EMBED NAME="C~ntrollName~~ SRC="WorldFileName . wrl" 
WIDTH=480 HEIGHT=360 align=l1right"> 

+ capplet c~de=~'AppletFileName.class" width = 400 
height = 61 name = "appletName" align="lef t mayscript> 
Java Virtual Machine absence error string</applet> 
</body> 
</html> 

As shown in the previous code, both applet and player are univocal addressed 
by name parameter. This is important because the parameter indeed allows in- 
teraction among the whole different layers. 

To manipulate a VRML world, giving interactions with the scene graph, we 
use EAI (Extended Authoring Interface) that creates a bridge between VRML 
browser (HTML browser plus VRML player) and Java (or JavaScript). EAI has 
been developdd to give to Java applet the possibility to access in runtime and in 
a direct fashion on the software representing the scene, so every VRML player 
was provided by VRML libraries capable to simplify the connection manage- 
ment and the information exchange between the browser and Java applications. 
These libraries were designed for Microsoft Java Virtual Machine (MS-JVM) 
based on Java 1.1 standard, so the new virtual machine in the system made 
this packages unusable. Java 2 introduction, by Sun Microsystem, has carried 
out many differences with previous Java 1 both in language and in development 
environment. 
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At the moment, it is not possible to use Java EAI libraries because not 
supported by the latest Sun-JVM releases, so access to the graphical 3D scene is 
more complex. An alternative solution is to  implement an indirect access taking 
in use JavaScript as middleware between Java 2 applet and 3D world (Fig. 4). 
The main difference with the previous solution is due to the presence of some 
scripts in HTML and VRML sources. Those scripts are able to actively work on 
the VRML browser querying information from 3D graphical scene or modifying 
parameters in it. The presence of Java 2 and JavaScript at the same time provides 
the possibility to  use APIs (Application Programming Interface) functions that 
could not be available with the single JavaScript employment. 

Fig. 4. Use of JavaScript a s  middleware 

3.1 VRML environment and the world file 

In order to  modify a node of 3D virtual environment in an interactive way, is 
necessary to  locate it in the nodes set univocally. To do this we must mark 
every node of interest with a specific name that will be used as a reference for 
all future data processing. In practice the marker is a tag DEF NodeName before 
node declaration itself. 

=$ DEF Sphere Transform ( 
t r ans l a t i on  0 1 0 
children [ 

Shape ( 
appearance Appearance ( 
material  Material ( di f fusecolor  I 0 0 3 
> 

geometry Sphere ( radius 1 3 
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The presence of this kind of tag does not change the normal ambient repre- 
sentation; in fact the graphic engine does not consider this tag if the file is loaded 
apart. Regarding to the connection of the player with the applet, is necessary to 
insert the following declaration in the code: 

We must underline that with the NAME tag is identified the VRML browser 
and through this name will be possible to interact with scripts and with different 
graphic sessions at the same time. 

3.2 Java 2 Applet 

In the multimedia context Java 2 code is inserted as a normal applet, the only 
difference is the call into the HTML document. Also in this case there is a similar 
declaration to the previous one, that is an univocal name identification realizing 
a communication channel between Java 2 and JavaScript. 

<applet code="FileName.class" width = 100 
height = 100 name = "appletName" mayscript> 
Java Virtual Machine absence error string 
</applet> 

The code design implements the graphical interfaces normally used to allow 
user interaction (AWT or Swing). To guarantee the scripts access functionality 
into original HTLM page every applet is equipped by specific classes package 
called netscape.javascrzpt. In particular JSObject definition provides the meth- 
ods to access to the aforesaid functionalities. The following example gives an 
idea of the declarative section in the program code: 

import netscape.javascript.*; 

C.. . I  

win = JSObject . getWindow(this) ; 
JSObj ect doc = (~Sobj ect) win. getMember ("document") ; 
JSObj ect loc = (JSObj ect) doc. getMember ("location") ; 

Object args [I = ("Def Prox" , llposition-changed"l; 
win.call("getEvent", args); 
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The declarations chain allows connecting JavaScript object under examina- 
tion (win) to the right window and to the exact part of the HTML code. In 
the last section of the Java code we can see a call to the script functionality 
into HTML document. The call is done by getEvent (script function) via call 
instance with the proper parameters stored in the string array args. In this way 
and in this case a query to browser information is done, but it is also possible 
to access to do changes. 

3.3 The JavaScripts 

All the scripts are in JavaScript language (Netscape group standard) and the 
usage of them is quite simple: 

<script language="JavaScriptU> 
function getEvent (node, field) { 
currentpos = document.~orld.getNodeEventOut(node, field); 
1 

</script> 

As shown, the Jscript realizes getEvent function used by applet; this function 
makes a query directly to the player through getNodeEventOut function (EAI 
interface) passing the same applet parameters (node and field). It is important 
to notice that a similar method allows to interfere with 3D scene directly from 
HTLM page and externally to the applet by using proper interfaces (as buttons, 
text fields,) capable to work on the script. 

3.4 MySQL database management 

Using Java 2 application (applet) we can extend the code functionalities to allow 
MySQL database logging. JDBC library package gives the necessary tools to 
guarantee database Java 2 connectivity. 

JDBC is used as a medium and not as a real tool indeed; in order to manage 
database accesses, queries and updates we prefer to employ a wrapper class that 
reduces instruction number [5]. WrapperDataBean class provides a mechanism 
that easily extends fundamental operation for database interaction, that is: 

- record selection; 
- record insertion; 
- record update; 
- record deletion. 

WrapperDataBean allows executing instructions without SQL code giving an 
intuitive approach, more modularity and scalability. Using WrapperDataBean 
abstract class we must respect the following constrains for a correct databean 
realization: 

- class must extend WrapperDataBean; 
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- class name and table name must coincide; 
- the name of attributes must with the name of table fields; 
- Java types of attributes must coincide with the types of table fields. 

At the end we want to underline that through the same Java 2 applet user 
authentication is done to guarantee a secure database and system access. 

4 Basic user-environment interaction example 

In this section we describe how our system works. The application is mounted 
on the server side, but with few changes is possible to adapt it to work on client 
side (Fig. 5). Practically the client has not the whole database control panel 
but only the connection section and the window used to access to the virtual 
3D scene. This program is capable to receive, process and generate events that 
control the animation behaviour. For example, a new user position may be ex- 
tracted from the scene by the JavaScript through EAI interfaces, sent to the 
database so that all other users can update their scene (client side) querying to 
the same database. The combination of VRML and Java 2 is a very powerful 
tool for the control of animations behaviour. Interactive animations that have 
their behaviour defined by user actions can be modelled with VRML using a 
JavaScript node and its associated program, which is capable to receive parame- 
ters from another Java 2 application, responsible for the user interface. We have 
developed an interaction tool, that is a control panel for the animation, in which 
the user defines the values of parameters that control the animation in real-time. 
Using this application, it is possible to have a graphical interface, responsible for 
sending animation control parameters to the VRML file. In our first scenario, 
the Java-JavaScript program (consequently VRML scene) receives data from the 
user interface or automatically from database. The communication between all 
users interfaces programs are based on the client-server model where users inter- 
face is the client. The HTML file starts the Java 2 program that connects to the 
interface, requesting data from the server. The server then sends the requested 
data, the Script program processes them and returns the results to the VRML 
file. The communication between the VRML file and the JScript program follows 
the standards proposed in the VRML specification. The window that appears 
on the top shows the VRML 3D virtual environment state. The communication 
methods, based on JDBC library, simply define that the specified value will be 
sent to the client when it requests an update of its parameters (this update can 
happen at each clock event, at each animation cycle, and so on, depending on 
the implementation). The graphical components appear in the user interface and 
are sent to the client in the same order they have been created by the real scene 
or by the remote users. The example is platform-independent and is visualized 
with a simple browser equipped with a VRML player. A set of Java class li- 
braries provide the functionality needed to write out, to render, to update and 
to manipulate a VRML scene. 
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Fig. 5. User interface 

5 Virtual scene generation 

Simple VRML 3D scenes can be realized using directly a text editor (like notepad) 
and writing down code following VRML standard specifications, but more com- 
plex situations needs tools to help the virtual world design. A VRML converter is 
a software that allows the user to build interactive 3D objects or environments for 
the internet in a visual and graphical manner through the use of a user friendly 
interface. As the user creates objects or environments, the software writes the 
necessary code behind the scenes. This reduces significantly the amount of time 
required to build a VRML file, eliminates the need to learn VRML code and 
simplifies all the work process from the idea to the .wrl file creation. After the 
conversion any VRML file may be viewed and edited in a common text editor 
to improve the code or insert more complex features. Very complex attributes 
will require the use of the scripting language to give to a specific object an intel- 
ligent and organic behaviour; this can be done, as shown before, with few code 
modifications, so everything is really possible within the limitations of telecom- 
munication technology, computer processing power and human imagination. 3D 
Studio Max, VIZ and Maya, among others, can be used to generate and export 
non-elementary environments in VRML files format [7,8,9]. The exporter in 3D 
Studio Max is quite a mature tool; with its dialogue box is possible to set ex- 
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portation parameters as coordinate interpolations, objects position, orientation 
and so on. We have generated both scenes and avatars with 3D Studio Max, 
giving interaction, for example avatars movements, by modifying proper code 
nodes with Jscript instructions. 

6 Conclusions 

VRML enables the development of interactive animations by the use of sensor 
nodes and the routing of events through the nodes. The conjunction of VRML 
and Java 2 through the JavaScript enables the definition of more complex anima- 
tions and interactions. In this paper, we describe how achieve a better interaction 
with the user, by the creation of graphical interfaces (Java 2 application) that 
manages animation using Script program. Interactive VRML animations can 
be used in a variety of applications such as distance learning, scientific simu- 
lation and cooperative environment. VRML scenes are connected to the exter- 
nal world (MySQL database) through JDBC library package giving interaction 
among users, updating avatars positions in the scene and so on, opening several 
other possibilities for the improvement of this work. Currently we are trying to 
achieve more interactions by using pattern detection and recognition on picture 
supplied by the camera positioned in the classroom. The avatars are created by 
means VRML language and can be stored on server side together with users 
coordinates and all the other data or charged from different web sites simply 
addressing them with the right URL. 
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Abstract. Recently, the need to provide location-based services has lead to an 
increasing interest in accurate location sensing techniques. For indoor 
environments, most of proposed solutions do not generally provide accurate 
location estimates due to propagation problems. In this paper, we present 
NeBULa, a novel and open framework to locate a mobile user within an indoor 
Wireless LAN environment. It uses signal-strength information extracted from 
the wireless LAN interface and doesn't require additional and costly hardware. 
The performances of the proposed system have been evaluated in different 
operative conditions to show its effectiveness. 

Keywords. Location sensing, WLAN, Scene Analysis 

1 Introduction 

Since location is an important need for commercial, public safety, and military 
applications, there is increasing interest in accurate location estimate techniques. For 
example, as regards commercial applications, there is an increasing need to 
monitoring people (as elderly and children) whereas, the location information is 
mandatory also, of course, for delivering location-aware services, as for example 
navigation services for museum visiting. The wide proliferation of wireless local area 
networks (W-LAN) and mobile computing devices also motivates the growing 
interest in location-aware systems and services. For outdoor applications the Global 
Positioning System and wireless Enhanced 91 1 services represent often satisfactory 
solutions. For indoor applications, such solutions do not generally provide accurate 
location estimates due to propagation problems. Therefore, much attention has been 
devoted to single out new techniques, which can cope with the hostile indoor 
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propagation environment. Among the indoor location and tracking techniques, the 
Scene Analysis ones are the most popular (e.g. RADAR [I] and EKAHAU [2]). 
These techniques are based on recording and processing signal strength information 
provided by multiple base-stations (access points in the W-LAN context) positioned 
to provide overlapping coverage in the area of interest. So, in this paper, we propose 
NeBULa (Network-Based User Location sensing system): a new Scene Analysis 
framework, based on RADAR technique, in order to have an open platform to 
develop in future possible upgrading or novel location techniques, since RADAR and 
EKAHAU source codes are not open. To validate the proposed system a test-bed has 
been realized and the NeBULa system has been tested in different operative 
conditions. The experimental results confirm the effectiveness of our Location 
Sensing System. The scheme of the paper is the following: Section I1 briefly describes 
a taxonomy of location-sensing techniques, lists the most popular solutions and 
compares them. Section I11 presents the proposed location system and its alternative 
versions, while Section IV describes the experimental results obtained by the ad hoc 
realized test-bed. Finally, Section V provides conclusions and open problems. 

2 Location-sensing technologies 

There are several techniques that may be used to estimate the location of objects, 
people, or mobile terminals. They can require different infrastructures, as well as can 
exhibit different costs, limitations, performances and characteristics (type of 
information provided, accuracy, dynamic). So, the particular properties of each 
technique make it a suitable choice for a specific case. 

Fig. 1. Typical Location Sensing System Flowchart 

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of a typical Location-Sensing System. Its main elements 
are: 
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Location Sensing: elements able to measure some greatness depending on the 
relative positions of the mobile terminals in comparison to known points of 
reference; 
Positioning Algorithm: an algorithm that elaborates the greatness acquired by the 
location-sensing elements to estimate the position coordinates of the mobile 
terminal; 
Display System: a system that visualizes the estimated position. These visualization 
systems can report to a PC display or to a mobile unity, locally accessible in a 
LAN or universally accessible on the Web. The coordinates of the mobile terminal 
can be simply visualized on the display, or alternatively the terminal position can 
be shown on the map of the area concerned. 

In general, the Location-Sensing Systems can be classified as follows [3]:  
Triangulation, Proximity, and Scene Analysis. Location system implementations may 
employ them individually or in combination. The Triangulation location sensing 
technique uses the geometric properties of triangles to compute object locations. 
Triangulation location sensing systems include GPS, the Active Bat Location System 
[4] ,  the Cricket Location Support System [S] ,  Bluesoft [6] ,  and SpotON [7].  A 
Proximity location sensing technique entails determining when an object is proximal 
to a known reference point within a specific and limited range. Proximity location 
sensing systems include Active Badge [8] ,  CoolTown [9], SmartFloor [lo], and 
others. The Scene Analysis location sensing technique, also called Finger-Print, uses 
features of a scene observed from a particular vantage point, to draw conclusions 
about the location of people or objects in the scene. In particular, in a preliminary off- 
line phase, observed features are collected in a predefined dataset, and then an on-line 
monitoring of the real-time features is carried out and the observed features are 
compared with those stored during the off-line procedure. So, through a set of features 
describing the environment and an algorithm which evaluates a metric based on off- 
line and on-line data (Pattern Matching Algorithm - PMA) it is possible to estimate 
the object position. 

Set of know11 
u w ' 5  luc.atiorts 

I 
Received 1 

Fig. 2. Scene Analysis Location Sensing System: Off-line phase 
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Fig. 3. Scene Analysis Location Sensing System: On-line phase 

The advantage of Scene Analysis in comparison with triangulation is that the location 
of objects can be inferred using passive observation, it does not require terminal 
synchronization and attenuation models, and it suffers poorly from power losses and 
signal reflections. The main drawback of Scene Analysis technique is that if changes 
of the environment occur in a way that they alters the perceived features of the scenes, 
it may be necessary to repeat the off-line procedure to update the predefined dataset. 
The scene itself can consist of visual images, such as frames captured by a wearable 
camera [ l l ] ,  or any other measurable physical phenomena, such as the 
electromagnetic signals. RADAR [I]  and EKAHAU [2] location systems are 
examples of the latter. RADAR uses a dataset of signal strength measurements 
created by observing the radio transmissions of an 802.11 wireless NIC (Network 
Interface Card) at many positions and orientations throughout an indoor environment. 
The location of other 802.11 network devices can then be computed by performing 
table look up on the pre-built dataset. Instead, EKAHAU combines a probabilistic 
approach with the Scene Analysis technique: using signal strength data from various 
known locations, EKAHAU infers a model that can be used to make predictions about 
the location associated with a set of new signal strength data. It uses different physical 
layer technologies including WLAN, Bluetooth and GSMIGPRS. 
The general guidelines which are usually adopted for the design and implementation 
of an efficient Location Sensing System within an indoor environment are the 
following: the system must not require significant infrastructure deployment and high 
maintenance costs only to locate users, its effectiveness must not be limited by the 
multiple reflections suffered by the RF signal within indoor environment, it must not 
require fine-grain time synchronization among mobile terminals, it must be suitable 
for large-scale deployment, the accuracy of system must not be limited by the AP's 
cell size, it must be a scalable and high-performance system even in the presence of 
direct sunlight (issues present in IR-based systems). 
In our opinion, among the above-mentioned Location-Sensing techniques, a Scene 
Analysis Location system using RF signals avoids many of these issues. In fact: 

it can be implemented purely in software and is easily deployable over a standard 
wireless LAN without any additional hardware; 
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in comparison with IR-based systems it doesn't scale poorly due to the limited IR 
range, while in comparison with Triangulation techniques it doesn't require 
terminal synchronization; 
propagation problems, such as reflection, refraction, and multipath, poorly affect 
its accuracy in comparison with triangulation techniques. 

Since RADAR and EKAHAU source code are not open, we have implemented 
NeBULa (Network-Based User Location sensing system): a new Scene Analysis 
framework, based on RADAR technique, in order to have an open platform to 
develop in future possible upgrading or novel location strategies. 
It is built on a WLAN 802.11b infrastructure. Access Points are located in such a way 
to provide overlapping coverage of the area of interest. A mobile user is equipped 
with a computing device (laptop or PDA) which has a wireless LAN interface capable 
of bidirectional communication with the access points. 

3 The NeBULa System 

The NeBULa system uses as features the signal strength (SS) of the beacons 
transmitted from APs and received at the mobile terminals. The key idea is that in an 
RF network the signal strength of a packet is a function of the receiver's location, so 
that such a property is exploited by the system to estimate the mobile's location. 
Then, these features are stored, together with the physical coordinates of each 
location, during off-line procedure (creating the Radio Map of the indoor 
environment), and processed during on-line one to determine the signal strength tuple 
that best matches the signal strengths measured in real time by the mobile terminal, 
according to a specific method. 
As shown in Fig. 4, the NeBULA System is composed by three software components: 

the NeBULa Client, which measures the signal strength of the beacons transmitted 
from APs and display the user location; 
the NeBULa Database, which stores the Radio MAP; this is composed by the 
vectors (x, y, SSl, SS2, SS3,.. , SSM), where M is the number of APs, x and y 
represent the coordinates of terminal position according to a fixed reference 
system, and SSj is the signal strength of the beacon transmitted from the j-th AP; 
the NeBULa Manager, which downloads the file from the NeBULa Client, extracts 
the signal strengths, creates (during the off-line phase) and manages (during the 
on-line phase) the Radio MAP interacting with NeBULa Database, determines the 
terminal position using the chosen PMA and, finally, transmits the estimated 
position to NeBULa Client. 

We have chosen to use a MySQL database and the JAVA language for the software 
development, with the support of some already available API (Application Program 
Interface), in order to guarantee the portability of NeBULa system on Linux OS 
Platform. 
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Highlights of our testbeds: 

AP Cisco Aironet 1200 Series 
PCMCIA AVAYA Wireless Card 
Manager Database OS platform: Windows XP 

Professional 
Client OS Platform: Windows XP Professional 
(laptops) and Windows CE 4.0 (PDAs) 

NeBULa 
Database 

Fig. 4. Components of NeBULa System 

Before proceeding with signal-strength measurements, some preliminary operations 
are necessary. Primarily, it is fundamental to choose in the indoor environment the 
points that will constitute the Radio Map, dividing the environment in cells whose 
centres are the Radio Map points (the cell dimension is defined through a compromise 
between sensibility and accuracy: the more the cells are wide, the more sensibility 
goes down; the more the cells are narrow, the more points are indistinguishable). 
Then, it is important to define the number of AP's and their positions and 
orientations, in accordance with the indoor environment in which the mobile 
terminals are located. 
Finally, it is possible to proceed to off-line and on-line procedures. 
During the off-line phase, the system performs the following actions in each of the 
Radio Map points: it measures the signal strength of AP beacons through the NeBULa 
Client, transmits them to NeBULa Manager, processes them and, finally, fills up the 
NeBULa Database. 
To obtain the signal-strength levels, we have used, as NeBULa Client component, the 
AVAYA wireless card software [I21 for the laptops, and Ministumbler v0.4.0 [I31 for 
the PDAs. Both these utilities (available for several Operating Systems) allow to 
know the connection quality among the mobile terminal and every Access Point (for 
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each AP it is possible to visualize: name, MAC address, signal strength of beacons, 
transmission channel and signal/noise ratio) and put it into a file ( .txt for laptops and 
.nsl for PDAs). 
The NeBULa Manager is responsible for measure processing. For the file transfer we 
have used the FTP protocol, enabling on the mobile terminal the FTP server provided 
by the operating system and implementing a FTP client in the NeBULA Manager 
(exploiting the services offered by the iNet Factory library [14] of JSCAPE 
Company). Then, the NeBULA Manager extracts the signal strength levels from the 
.txt file (for the PDAs the .nsl file is preventively translated in text format) and 
calculate for every AP the average of the signal strength levels during the observation 
time. 
Finally, it is necessary to create the Radio Map on the NeBULA Database. To 
remotely access the database, a database client is necessary to communicate to 
database server which information to recover, cancel or upgrade. The interaction with 
MySQL database server is possible through the JBDC APIs and mysql-connector- 
java-3.0.8-stable driver (to translate the JDBC APIs in the database server language). 
The mainly used JDBC APIs are the Connection and the Statement classes: the former 
opens the connection with the database server, while the latter sends to the database 
server the SQL code to execute. 
In the On-line procedure, the signal-strength levels of beacons are acquired in real 
time and then compared with the Radio MAP data through the PMA. So, it is 
important to choose the algorithm having the best performance in matching the right 
position with the estimated one. According to RADAR system, we have used three 
approaches: Nearest Neighbour in Signal Space (NNSS), Multiple Nearest 
Neighbours in Signal Space (NNSS-AVG), and History Based Algorithm (HBA). 
NNSS is the basic approach. It scans the Radio Map and calculates the Euclidean 
distance d among the real-time (SSI, .., SSM) data and every Radio Map (SS ;,.. , SS 'M) 
tuple: 

where M is the AP number. The NNSS purpose is to find the Radio Map tuple 
minimizing the distance in the signal space. 
Instead, NNSS-AVG considers k nearest neighbours in signal space and calculates the 
average of their space coordinates. An appropriate choice of value of k can assure a 
more accurate location estimate then the NNSS PMA. 
Finally, the HBA PMA exploits the old location information together with the 
physical contiguity constraint in adjacent time instants to improve the accuracy of 
location system resorting to memory-based processing. With HBA PMA we can 
overcome the ambiguity of physically distant points which are close in signal space 
due to undesirable propagation problems. 
For every time slot At, the HBA PMA collects signal-strength levels from a mobile 
terminal, starts a NNSS-AVG search to find the k nearest neighbours in signal space 
(k-NNSS set), and stores the last h k-NNSS sets. After h time slot, HBA PMA singles 
out the most likely path of the user on the sequential trellis of depth h (which 
represents the memory length), shown in Fig. 5, through the Viterbi algorithm, and 
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the first point of identified path is the user's estimated location in the considered time 
slot. 

Estimated 

J location 

I k-NNS I1 k-NNSS I11 k-NNSS L-th k-NNSS 

Fig. 5. HBA trellis to estimate the user's location 

As branch metric we have adopted Euclidean distance d among the locations 
corresponding to two branch endpoints. Since the probability that users assume a 
speed v decreases as the speed increases, the branch metric d=v*At is inversely 
proportional to the branch probability. So the shortest path between the vertices in the 
oldest and the newest set represents the most likely trajectory of the mobile user. 
According to the Viterbi algorithm, this procedure, however, implies that there is a 
time lag of h signal strength samples, and so h has to be as small as possible provided 
that, anyway, the memory length be effective. In Fig. 6 is shown the flow chart of 
NeBULa Manager. 
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I NNSS-AVG I 

Fig. 6. Flow chart of NeBULa Manager 
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4 The NeBULa Test-beds 

We have tested our system in a room of Wireless Systems Laboratory for Wideband 
Services in Naples. The room, shown in Fig. 7, has dimension of 12.90 m by 5.75m, 
an area of 74.175 sq. m, and is divided through a glass and aluminium wall. We 
placed three APs (AP Cisco Aironet 1200 Series to deploy an infrastructure WLAN 
802.11b) at the locations indicated in Fig. 7, in order to provide overlapping coverage 
in the room (the glass and aluminium wall is placed between the room with APlIAP2 
and the room with AP3). Moreover, it has been virtually divided in cells having 
dimensions 1.65 m by 1.65 m, whose centres (the black dots in Fig. 7) denote 
locations where empirical signal-strength information was collected during off-line 
procedures. 

Fig. 7. Map of the room where the testbeds were conducted 

During the experimentation, we noted that the signal strength at a given location 
varies quite significantly depending on the user's body orientation. In one particular 
orientation the mobile host's antenna may have line-of-sight (LoS) connectivity to an 
AP's antenna, while in the opposite orientation the user's body may form an 
obstruction. So, in the testbeds we have considered a fixed user orientation. 
Moreover, during the off-line phase we collected 30 SS samples at each distinct 
physical location of Radio Map, while during the On-line one only 15 SS samples are 
collected. To measure the NeBULa performances, for any Radio Map point we have 
repeated many times the On-line procedure considering the user positioned in the 
cell's centre and assuming that no other people were in the room. 
In all our analysis, we characterize the goodness of the user's location estimate using 
the error distance, which is the Euclidean distance between the actual (physical) 
location of the user and the estimated location. 
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In the first analysis, we want to assess the NeBULa performances using NNSS 
algorithm and different AP transmission powers. Fig. 8 shows the relevant 
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the error distance. Table 1 summarizes 
the results of Fig.8 in terms of the 25th, 5oth (median), 75th percentile values of the 
error distance in correspondence of each transmission power. 

G 1 i! 3 4 5 B 7 R U 

ERROR DTSTANCE lml 

Fig. 8. CDF of the error in location estimation using NNSS algorithm and different AP tx 
powers 

Table 1. The 25'h, 5oth, and 75'h percentiles values of the error distance using NNSS algorithm 
and different AP tx powers 

AP transmission 1 25th (m) 1 50'(m) I 7sth (m) 
powers 

The results show that an AP transmission power equal to 20 mW is a good 
compromise to minimize the effects of transmissions problems. So in the following 
analysis we have assumed 20 mW as AP transmission power. 
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In the second test, we want to assess the NeBULa performances using NNSS-AVG 
algorithm and two different values of k. Fig. 9 shows the relevant error distance CDF, 
and Table 2 summarizes the results in terms of the 25th, 5oth (median), 75th percentile 
values. 

0 1 2 3 e 7 

ERROR DISTANCE (4 

Fig. 9. CDF of the error in location estimation using NNSS - AVG algorithm and different 
values of k 

Table 2. The 25th, 5oth, and 75th percentiles values of the error distance using NNSS - AVG 
algorithm and different values of k 

Number of 
neighbours (k) 

1 25" (m) I soth (m) I 75" (m) 

The results show that k=3 is slightly preferable. In comparison with NNSS, we note 
better performance only with high percentile values of the error distance. In the 
following analysis we have assumed a number of neighbours equal to 3. 
In the third test, finally, we want to assess the NeBULa performances using HBA 
algorithm and three different values of the history depth h. Fig. 10 shows the relevant 
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error distance CDF, and Table 3 summarizes the results in terms of the 5oth(median), 
75th and 9oth percentile values. 

Fig. 10. CDF of the error in location estimation using HBA algorithm and different values of h 

Table 3. The 5oth, 75th, and 9oth percentiles values of the error distance using HBA algorithm 
and different values of h 

The results show that h=5 is preferable. In Fig.11 is shown the error probability for 
any point of Radio Map considering HBA algorithm and h=5. It is worthwhile to 
observe that cells with worse performance are near the sharp corners and the glass and 
aluminium wall, where reflection and diffraction effects are more significant 

history depth 
(h) 

3 

4 

5 

7sth (m) 

1.65 

1.65 

0 

50th (m) 

0 

0 

0 

9oth (m) 

3.30 

2.33 

2.33 
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Considering that NeBULa doesn't require additional and costly hardware and is 
suitable for large-scale deployment, at the moment such performances are satisfactory 
in our opinion, also taking in account the physical constrains of the testing room (in 
particular the glass and aluminium wall ). 

Fig. 11. Error probability considering HBA algorithm and h=5 

In this section we have reported NeBULa test-beds using a laptop as mobile terminal. 
Using a PDA, instead, we have obtained slightly worse results, not reported here for 
the sake of brevity, maybe due to lower accuracy of Ministumbler v0.4.0. However, 
the implementation of a java-based NeBULa Client, to obtain the signal-strength 
levels, is now in progress. 
Finally, we have compared NeBULa (considering HBA algorithm and h=5) and 
EKAHAU [2] in the same indoor environment and wireless network deployment; in 
this case we have considered random user orientation and physical points in the on- 
line phase. Table 4 summarizes the comparison in terms of the 5oth, 75th and 9oth 
percentile values. 

Table 4. Performance comparison among NeBULa and EKAHAU 

I I 

EKAHAU 1.22 1.63 1.7 I 

Location Sensing 
System 

NeBULa (h=5) 

soth (m) 

0 

7Sth (m) 

1.65 

9oth (m) 

3.3 
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Considering that EKAHAU is a valid commercial product while NeBULa is a 
prototype still at the experimental stage, such performance comparison encourages to 
continue its software development. 

5 Conclusions and Open Problems 

In this paper, we have proposed NeBULa (Network-Based User-Location sensing 
system) to locate a mobile user within an indoor Wireless LAN environment. It is a 
new Scene Analysis system, based on RADAR technique, implemented in order to 
have an open platform to develop in future possible upgrading or novel location 
strategies (RADAR and EKAHAU source codes are not available). Its performance 
has been investigated through extensive testbeds. The results show the effectiveness 
of the proposed system in different operative conditions, considering both that it 
doesn't require additional and costly hardware and is suitable for large-scale 
deployment, and taking in account the physical constrains of the testing room (in 
particular the glass and aluminium wall ). 
Further problems are under consideration, regarding: a) the incidence of user 
orientation on the system performance; b) the use of many Radio Maps to minimize 
the error, especially to mitigate the effects due to the presence of other people in the 
environment, to the changes of temperature, sunlight and other environmental factors; 
c) the use, in alternative, of a propagation model; d) the possibility of integrate 
NeBULa with other Location-Sensing System like GPS to provide the absolute 
position. 
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Abstract. The Virtual Irnmersive Learning (VIL) test-bed intends to realize a 
virtual collaborative immersive environment, capable of integrating natural 
contexts and typical gestures, which may occur during traditional lectures, 
enhanced with advanced experimental sessions. The main aim of the paper is to 
describe the test-bed motivations, as well as the most significant strategies, both 
hardware and software, adopted for its implementation. The novelty of the 
authors' approach essentially relies on its capability of remarking and 
emphasizing results that are the output of VICom project, and "putting the 
pieces together" in a well-integrated framework. These features, along with its 
high portability, good flexibility, and, above all, low cost, make the proposed 
test-bed appropriate for educational purposes, mainly concerning measurements 
on telecommunication systems and virtual restoration training courses at 
universities, as well as research centres. 

Keywords. Virtual Reality, E-learning, Tele-measurement, Tele-restoration, 
advanced interaction devices, natural gestures' identification, middleware 

1 Introduction 

VICom (Virtual Immersive Communications) [I] is a three-year project funded by the 
Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research (MIUR) and started in 
November 2002. The project goal is the ,design of a communication system 
architecture able to provide mobile virtual immersive services. The architecture 
effectiveness must be proved with two service test-beds, respectively, denoted as 
Mobility in Immersive Environment (MIE) and Virtual Immersive Learning (VIL). In 
particular, the VIL test-bed intends to realize a virtual collaborative immersive 
environment, capable of integrating natural contexts and typical gestures, which may 
occur during traditional lectures, enhanced with advanced experimental sessions. Two 
training courses are foreseen: the first one is oriented to virtual restoration of 
paintings (Fig. l), whereas the second one concerns e-measurement applications (Fig. 
2), where students are able to remotely control real devices and instrumentation in 
order to perform supervised measurements on telecommunications and networking 
systems. A 3D virtual reality application allows the real time interaction between a 
lecturer or instructor and a fixed number of students, who are not physically present in 
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the same classroom. Students are grouped inside a number of well equipped 
classrooms, which are interconnected through the CNIT national network or other 
high performance networks. Each class may host a single teacher and up to four 
students, being able to interact with the aforementioned 3D application through 
projection screens, a 3D mouse or advanced interaction devices. Natural human 
gestures will be captured thanks to a set of coordinated cameras. Context information, 
such as environment status and personal information about ~articipants in the virtual 
lecture, will be published by contextual 3D icons. 

Fig. 1. Restoration Environment 

m- :n 
- '- 

Telecommunication 
Svsterns Testbed 

I I 

Fig. 2. E-measurement application. 

Traditional approaches to Virtual Reality (VR) are based on complex and relatively 
expensive devices, such as head-mounted displays (HMDs), data gloves and CAVE 
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systems [2]. Instead, the proposed approach to realize the VIL test-bed intends to 
emphasize results that are the output of research activities related to other work 
packages of the VICOM project. In particular it would exploit: 

natural gestures' identification algorithms to realize an interaction with the virtual 
class; 
middleware to share and manage all context information; 
a multimedia board and an embedded haptic interface to show different approaches 
to virtual reality applications; 
hardwarelsoftware architectures specifically designed and realized to control real 
instruments and devices, which may also be placed in different laboratories; 
virtual restoration tools to improve the quality of the digital reproductions. 

2 The VIL Scenario 

Hereafter the VIL scenario is described through a script, to define the virtual 
classroom environment and the interactions among lecturer and students involved in 
the virtual learning session. 

1. The generic user reaches a VIL real classroom and logs in to the system through an 
accounting phase, to define the user's profile and know the seat reserved. 

2. The lecturer and students enter the virtual classroom thanks to their avatars and 
reach their own work space. 

3. The real-time lecture takes place in a virtual context-aware environment, where 
interactions occur in a natural way by means of Scene Analysis systems and 
immersive input devices. 

4. Lectures are complemented with laboratory experiences, oriented to Supervised 
Tele-Restoration and Cooperative Tele-Measurements, exploiting specialized 
virtual laboratory software. 

In the centres where also the MIE (Mobility in Immersive Environments) test-bed is 
foreseen, the users can reach the VIL classroom through the MIE virtual guide 
application, providing in such way the test-beds integration in a unified scenario. 

3 Hardware technologies 

The proposed scenario has been realized in order to be compliant with the economical 
resources of the VICOM project. To this aim, all usefhl research results from other 
work packages have been emphasized, rather than buying very expensive hardware 
available on the market. 
The fulfillment of the VIL Test-Bed's goals requires the specification and the 
equipment acquisition of some enhanced classrooms, through which lecturer and 
students can take part in the immersive lecture. 
Among the enhanced classrooms to be set up and interconnected, there are those at 
the Italian Ministry of Communications in Rome, PERCRO laboratories in Pontedera 
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(Pisa), TILS (Telecom Italia Learning Services, Rome), the National Resource 
Council (CNR) laboratories in Bologna, Rome Tor Vergata, Florence and Naples 
CNIT research units. Most of these centers are interconnected through a 2 Mbps 
proprietary CNIT satellite network (over the Skyplex network provided by Eutelsat). 
Since different types of enhanced classrooms are possible, each centre can choose the 
test-bed components to highlight. A fully equipped classroom (able to host up to four 
students and a lecturer) includes the hardware components explained in the following 
to remark all significant aspects of the test-bed. 

Video rendering systems. For the students' class we have select a visualization 
system composed by a projection screen, two linear polarisation filters, two XGA 
projectors and passive glasses. A LCD display is sufficient for the lecturer. Both 
systems must be equipped with a professional graphics workstation. 
Audio rendering systems. For the students' class we have chosen wireless 
headphones, while normal loudspeakers are sufficient for the lecturer. 
Input devices. Any user can interact with the GUI (Graphical User Interface) 
through input devices providing different immersion sensations. The user can 
choose a simple mouse, a 3D mouse with six degrees of freedom, a haptic 
interface, or the Multimedia Board (Fig. 3). 
Contribution devices. During the lectures or the laboratory experiences, audio and 
video interaction of any user must be allowed. For the students' class we have 
selected a dome camera (whose control is allowed thanks to VISCA1 commands) 
and omni-directional microphones, while simple commercial devices are sufficient 
for the lecturer. 
Scene Analysis systems. The Scene Analysis systems allow the acquisition and 
analysis of context information. They need an accurate tuning to overcome the 
environment problems (room size, light, noise level, reverberation, etc ...). For the 
VIL Test-Bed we have considered the systems explained in the following. 

9 Audio-Location System. It allows locate the speaker's position through the 
phase processing of the audio signals acquired by arrays of microphones. 
The system output can control pan, tilt, zoom and focus of the dome 
camera. The system, provided by the PoliMi (Politecnico di Milano) 
research unit, includes array of microphones, audio mixer, computer for the 
processing, and possible deadening panels. 

9 Request Identification System. It allows making a reservation for a question 
or intervention simply by raising a hand. The system, provided by the 
CNIT research unit at University of Geneva, includes dome camera and a 
computer for processing. 

9 Accounting System. It allows obtaining identity, role, e-mail and other 
personal data of the users attending the immersive lecture. Moreover, for 
each user it provides the relative avatar ID and physical position in the 
enhanced classroom. To this aim, a computer at the entrance of the 
classroom is sufficient. 

VISCA (Video System Control Architecture) is a network protocol designed to interface a 
wide variety of video equipment to computer 
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Additional Hardware. Other computers are necessary as ambient servers, namely 
to install the middleware and enable objects (such as input devices) to provide 
services or information. 

Haptic interface Phantom 
(PERCRO - SSSA of Pisa) 

Fig. 3. Input devices for the VILNICOM test-bed 

4 The Software Architecture 

The proposed software architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 
The Common Experience Manager (CEM) is certainly the main block of such 
architecture, as it manages both e-learning (through the Vip-Teach Server [3]) and 
experimental laboratory sessions (through the LabNet Sewer [4]). Context is captured 
and analyzed by the Scene Analysis (SA) module, throw arrays of microphones and 
cameras. Such information is stored in a shared memory and managed by the LIME 
(Linda In a Mobile Environment) middleware [5]. Students and lecturers are 
recognized thanks to SA, as they are registered during a preliminary authentication 
phase. The SA notifies asynchronously all information to the CEM, which assigns the 
appropriate role and related privileges to individual subjects. 
Any student can select a synchronous or asynchronous instruction course. In the 
former case, the CEM manages the interaction between students and lecturer through 
a token-based mechanism: the lecturer is able to give entirely or to share its 
privileges, communicating with the CEM through an immersive GUI (shown in Fig. 
6).  Interactive Inputs (11) allow to interact with the virtual environment, while 
Contribution Inputs (CI) allow to ask questions during a lecture after being enabled 
by the lecturer: interventions occur by video and audio streaming. In the latter case, 
the Offline Lectures Manager (OLM) module represents the interface to enter off-line 
contents. To support experimental sessions focusing on e-measurements and virtual 
restoration, a unique Java-based interface, namely the Environment Interface (EI), has 
been designed in the proposed software architecture to interact with the LabNet 
Server (LNS) module (to set up a collaborative experience). 
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Fig. 4. Main blocks of the software architecture. 

Unified Graphical 
User Interface 

Fig. 5. Remote Classroom. 

The immersive GUI is shown in Fig. 6 .  
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Fig. 6. Lecture Graphical User Interface 

It is possible to clearly see the elements constituting the client interface of the 
synchronous e-learning application Vip-Teach by Lightcomm [3] (video, Powerpoint 
presentation, management window with the list of students present and making a 
reservation) and the Internet Explorer browser where 3D contents are shown. They 
are modeled through 3D Studio Max by Discreet [6] and controlled through extreme 
Virtual Reality (XVR) by VRmedia [7]. In particular, we expect the 3D environment, 
used for the presentation of context information, takes up approximately the same 
space reserved to slides during the lecture, while during the laboratory experiences it 
is important to reserve more space to the 3D interface allowing to act on digital 
paintings or virtual instruments. 
At the moment, thanks to capabilities offered by XVR, the users are able to: 

navigate in a 3D environment; 
manage collision among 3D objects; 
select and describe objects; 
visualize waveforms on virtual instruments; 
interact with virtual objects by either a simple 2D mouse or a haptic interface; 
display a stereoscopic vision of the virtual environment. 

Analyses are now in progress of the communication protocol between XVR and the 
LABNET architecture throw the Java-based EI, of the Tele-restorationlTele- 
measurement integration, of the introduction of avatars, of the presentation of context 
information, and of the integration with VIP-Teach functionalities. 
Besides, we are considering the possibility to additionally use the VRML standard for 
its characteristics of simplicity and easy integration with Java and JavaScript. 
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In the following, the main components of the VIL Software Architecture are analysed. 
Fig. 7 shows the main components of CEM: the VIP-Teach Sewer and the LabNet 
Sewer. 
The V@-Teach Sewer is able to: 

manage users' accounts and permissions; 
enrol the students in the lectures; 
activate the Powerpoint viewer on the remote PCs. 

It can be followed by a web portal, for the management of the lectures' calendar and 
for the off-line difhsion of ppt presentations, and eventually by a Recorder, allowing 
to record the lecture. 
The LabNet Sewer [4] manages the access to a generic experience, guaranteeing the 
interoperability and the synchronisation among the users. Particularly, owing a 
Control module, it makes the experience collaborative, allowing a super-user (the 
lecturer) the possibility to pass the instrumentation control (token) to users of inferior 
level (the students), through the VIP-Teach client interface. Besides, owing to the 
Data Providing module, the instrument data are distributed in multicast to users, 
which can visualize them on the 3D interface, via a java-based Adaptation Layer 
(previously indicated as EI). 

Fig. 7. Main components of CEM 

Fig. 8 shows instead the main components of the Remote Classroom. 
In accordance with the GUI, we have considered two main software modules: the 
VIP-Teach Client and the XVR-based 3D Control module (to create the object to 
import in the html page). 
The VIP-Teach Client is able to: 

a interact with VIP-Teach Server to manage users' accounts and 
permissions; 
receive the audiolvideo contents from own peers or transmit it to them, 
according to the relative roles; 

a transfer the information related for token management to the LNS 
Control module; 
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interact with LIME to publish the token holder in the context space and 
to extract the data (i.e., the students making a reservation for a question 
or intervention by raising a hand). 

The XVR-based 3 0  Control module must interact instead with LIME, to present 
context information (i.e., user identity, students talking or in reservation), and with the 
LNS Data Providing module, to write and read instrument and painting data, via the 
java-based adaptation layer. 
Fig. 8 shows that the Scene Analysis systems, the Interactive Inputs and the 
Contribution Inputs must interact with LIME middleware through the software 
module described in the following paragraph. Besides, it is evident that the 
contribution elements provide inputs only to the VIP-Teach client, since we do not 
insert the audiolvideo signal in the 3D environment, while the interaction devices act 
on both modules. 

Client 
4 

LNS DP 
.NSW 
AVA A L 1 lMF - 

Fig. 8. Main components of Remote Classroom 

Finally, the software architecture for e-measurement experiences is in shortly 
explained, using a top-down approach, in Fig. 9. 
The SW modules involved in the architecture are explained in the following. 

The 3D GUI communicates with the remaining architecture via a Java-based 
interface. 
The LNS (LabNet Server) manages the access of users to the experiences. 

0 The Experience Manager manages the allocation of the instruments in the single 
experiences, the correspondence among the experience variables and actions on the 
instrumentation drivers. 

0 The Experience database contains the experience table (to list the instruments 
involved in each experience) and instrument table (to define the allocation state). 

0 The Testbed is the set of instrumentation drivers for e-measurement sessions. 
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In particular, to call the driver procedures, the Experience Manager uses Remote 
Procedure Calls (RPC) through SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) on TCPIIP 
[8]. Finally, the drivers recognize SOAP messages and translate them in 
readinglwriting commands on the instruments involved in the experience. 

Fig. 9. SW architecture for e-measurement session. 

5 VIL/VICom Ontology 

In the VICom Protocol Architecture, LIME is the middleware used for hiding the 
distribution of the context data, which are mapped to LIME tuples. In [9] a Java 
interface, denominated MIE Interface, has been proposed to define the context-to- 
tuple mapping rules and therefore the format of tuples published on LIME. 
To have a simple interpretation of the context data, they are written within XML 
statements that have to be consistent with the VICOM ontology through a software 
module, denominated CDM (Context Data Manager). The ontology defines the 
semantic meaning of classes and their properties, and it establishes structures and 
logical relationships, which, for instance, can be interpreted by an ontological motor 
to effect searches of semantic level. The VICom ontology is written in OWL 
(Ontology Web Language) [lo]. 
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 10, the CDM collects own context data and publishes 
them in XML statements coherent with the VICom ontology, and the MIE Interface 
defines the way to publish instance of OWL concepts on LIME tuple space in order to 
build an XML statement in a distributed fashion. 
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Fig. 10. LIME to application interface 

This section describes at high level the Classes, the DataType Properties (DTP) and 
the Object Properties (OP) that we have defined for the VIL Test-bed, and the 
associated relationship coming out from the OWL scheme. 

Core Classes Set ' Interests 1 
[ Person 1 
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Fig.  11.  VILNICOM Ontology 

In Fig. 11, in accordance with [9], two sets of classes have been introduced in the 
VICom Ontology: Core Classes and Complementary Classes. Basically, the Core 
Classes represent the main actors in the VICom scenario. The other classes are strictly 
related to one or more Core Classes, and thus we call them Complementary Classes. 
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In comparison with [9], the dark grey classes collect the context data related only to 
the VIL Test-bed, while the Person and Place classes represent the MIE classes 
modified in accordance with e-learning applications. 
In the following, we report a description of each novel or modified class. 
The Person class is depicted in Fig. 12 and represents a real person in the context 
space. In comparison with [9], we have added four mandatory DTPs to keep in 
memory the role of the user (lecturer or student), the user's e-mail, type of course to 
give or to attend, and ID of related avatar in the virtual environment. Three further 
OPs are necessary to specify the input device type (3D mouse, haptic interface or 
multimedia board), the available contribution elements, and the seat occupied by the 
user in the real rooms. 

[ l o t j e c t  ~o p. 

.-b URN link 

Fig. 12. Person Class 

The Place class is depicted in Fig. 13 and represents real places in the context space, 
such as meeting rooms, offices, etc. In comparison with [9], we have added two 
DTPs: city to distinguish different cities, and address to distinguish different 
laboratories in the same city. It mainly springs from the presence of different 
enhanced classrooms for the VIL Test-Bed on the national territory, but also from the 
need to locate a generic measurement instrument among the possible locations 
(Laboratory in Naples or one of the three Laboratories in Bologna). 
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Fig. 13. Place Class 

The Interaction and Contribution classes are depicted respectively in Fig. 14 and Fig. 
15. They represent the input devices and the contribution elements, respectively, in 
the context space. 
Interaction devices (simple mouse, 3D mouse, haptic interface or multimedia board) 
are characterized by three mandatory DTPs. Description is a string that reports 
general information on the device, Type is a string that indicates the group the device 
belongs to, Name is the device nickname and is a string. Two OPs can be present: the 
Place OP is used to relate the input device with a real enhanced room, while the 
scheduler OP is a link to the device events scheduler (some input devices such as the 
haptic interface are not always available). 
A Contribution element (dome camera and arrays of microphones in the enhanced 
classroom for the students, simple camera and microphones for the lecturer and the 
students with dedicated hardware) is characterized by two mandatory DTPs, to 
specify the enhanced classroom and the IP address of the workstation on which the 
GUI is present. 
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Fig. 14. Interaction Class 

Place 

N I(:: 

Fig. 15. Contribution Class 

Place e 
Fig. 16. Seat Class 

The Seat class is depicted in Fig. 16 and represents the seat occupied by the user in an 
enhanced classroom in the context space. This context information is published by the 
CDM related to the accounting system. We have considered three DTPs to specify the 
seat ID and location (through two space coordinates in a well-known reference 
frame), and an OP link to the place class to fix the enhanced classroom. 
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The Request and Talking classes are depicted in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, respectively. 
They specify the student making a reservation for a question or intervention, simply 
by raising a hand, and the talking one. 
The Request Identification and Audio-Location systems are able to provide the 
location of the concerned student. Since any student is represented in the context 
space by an instance of Person class specifying the Seat OP link, these scene analysis 
systems, interacting with LIME, are able to define the concerned student and publish 
the relative context data. 
The accounting system, instead, specifies a number of Person class properties through 
the own CDM. 

Fig. 17. Request Class 

Fig. 18. Talking Class 

Finally, the Tele-Application and Device/Painting classes are depicted respectively in 
Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. They are introduced to support the Tele-Restoration and Tele- 
Measurement laboratory experiences. 
The Tele-Application class includes three DTPs to specify the description, the type 
(Tele-Restoration or Tele-Measurement) and the application availability (i.e., the 
measure test-bed could be unavailable due to link failure, local use, or other 
problems). Five OPs can be related to Tele-Application class: Place (to specify the 
real classroom), NIC (to register the IP address of the LNS or servers in one of the 
Bologna Laboratories), FileRepository (to obtain relative literature), Person (to 
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provide the token manager, i.e., the user able to access the experience) and 
Devicepainting (to specify the painting or the measurement instruments involved in 
the experience) 
The Devicepainting class represent the instruments involved in the measurement 
experience or the paintings to restore, in the context space. It includes four DTPs to 
specify the description, the type, the name and the availability (a measurement 
instruments might be off or locally used). Four OPs can be related to the 
DeviceIPainting class: FileRepository (to obtain relative manuals or application notes 
for instruments, and historical or bibliographical notes for paintings), Place (to specify 
the laboratory or the museum), NIC (to register the IP address of the LNS or servers 
in one of the Bologna Laboratories) and Person (to provide the token manager, i.e., 
the user able to access the experience). Such context data are necessary when the 
instruments are geographically distributed. 

Pbcr 

Person 

Fig. 19. Tele-Application Class 

It is important to underline that, from the point of view of LIME, the VIL scenario is 
simpler than the MIE one, since the user mobility is limited to the enhanced 
classroom and the context data are limited and often unidirectional (from students to 
lecturer). 
A LIME optimization according to the VIL scenario would consist of joining the 
tuples related to the physical context (Location, Request, etc ...) and provide them to 
an "ambient server" on the site, while the others (FileRepository, Cloth-Application, 
etc ...) could be provided through the classical peer-to-peer architecture [5 ] .  
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Fig. 20. DeviceBainting Class 

6 Figures of Merit and Performance 

The VIL Test-Bed allows underline new potentialities in distance learning scenarios. 
However, a careful evaluation is necessary of numerous aspects connected to new 
applications. 
The VIL Test Bed must be evaluated under a few different respects: 

Level of integration: "putting the pieces together" in a well-integrated framework 
has an inherent value, and is a factor of innovation, even though not all the parts 
would be based on completely novel achievements. 
Enhancement of distance learning: context-awareness and tele-laboratory are two 
significant enhancements to "traditional" distance learning. The immersivity- 
enhancing value of this may be evaluated with subjective tests (e.g., MOS -Mean 
Opinion Score). 
QoS requirements: objective evaluation may be conducted on the networking 
requirements and scalability of the various degrees of complexity of the platform. 
In particular, the tele-restoration and tele-measurement components allow the 
monitoring of the network traffic generated and the needs in terms of QoS. 
LIME performance: middleware performance may also be evaluated, in terms of 
response time at the application level and service discovery. However, as regards 
the VIL components, the role of LIME is not so critical. A technology worth 
investigating in future work in this area would be that of Grid computing, with the 
integration of real-time elements and the control of reaVvirtual instrumentation. 

Individualization and evaluation of other legal, economical, psycho-sociological and 
ergonomic aspects of the new technologies are still in progress. 
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7 Conclusions 

The paper has presented the design and implementation of the VIL test-bed and its 
main related motivations, as well as critical aspects. The software and hardware 
strategies, allowing reproduce the context of a real academic classroom in a virtual 
environment, have been described in some detail. 
Future activities will be oriented to: 

deploy the hardware components; 
integrate e-learning capabilities in the implemented virtual environment; 
integrate and test the scene analysis systems; 
stress the software architecture to control instrumentation in this new perspective; 
test the test-bed on a multicast network infrastructure. 
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